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1 This.■ work- 'aims .at a critical study of the early.
Histbryvbf &6,:;gAb.4e^s Manasa* It is divided into 
eight; chaptersheicluding introduction and summary and 
conclusion.
; ; ; ■ The Introduction deals with' the'. nature9 importance 
and: scOpe of the- subject. Sources-are also discussed.
1 -■■"/" Chapter I outlines the history of snake■ cult in
-Ancient^ I 1 1 !■. Ai ■ ’z0; V/,. 1 h l l
. 1 Chapter II traces the. socio-religious backg^
.BengalVfrom the 8th - 12th 10cnturi.esy-ld^eripd:'when 
.Manasa Ovblyed^land:iobh^vdvfq^
Chapter: ill Jnarratesv:the ■ stories' of Mahasa written in 
Bengalii Aesdiiier bind-Ildar i^ landffp:uhd - in the..Bur.ap.as 
A comparative study and. dnalysib/; of t$hphe stories '; 1stmade 
., whieh helps uisl$.dhstrhtifylt^ into -two;
’Categories- - secular;storiesYbsp^ i^ith.,divlnites,
and epip rahd;::;Rur.apidYst.Ories:. v;i; U :: i A *1- - If A Afi. ' f'j ft AA AAA 
;^iT;':;.:Chapter IV.. oh ; the Original location and histor±city 
bf theipiineipal- ■legend of Maha'sa-contains;- two ?■parts •;;/
Part I, deal1ng with the original loca tlohyfis divided 
ihtpfidroh sections -1(1)^discussion on local traditions 
and "onthe; claims-in favpur; Ofv Bihar ? South India and; West
11
Bengal as eitier the residence of the legendary hero 
Chando ox* the plaee of origin of the legend and the cult ,
(ii) analysis on those points and (iii) consideration of 
the arguments which favour the claim of West Bengal, as the 
early home of. the legend* Attempts are made here to 
ascertain the periods of the origin of the goddess and 
of the various stories of Manasa. ; ,
Chapter V traces the gradual evolution of the cult of 
Manasa. The goddess who had her origin among the lower
class people, gradually found a place for hers&f, first
X
among upper class women and then men. Her worship hy
the .Muslims is "reporded in the texts.
Chapter VI deals with the relations between Manasa and ,
other cult-diviriities. We have concluded that the hostility
between ChancLI and Manasa found in Manasakavyas reflects an
earlier stratum of religious history than that between Siva '
and Manasa or Siva and Chandl.• *
Chapter VII examines the icons said to be of Manasa 
and considers the views that Manasa originated out of 
SarasvatJ, Janguli, Padmavatl, Kali and other deities.
These points are discussed and elucidated with charts at 
the end of this chetpter. . .
Chapter VIIjl on the rites and ceremonies connected with 
Manasa contains'two.parts. Part I deals with the periods,, . 
days, methods, places and purposes of.the worship of the 
; goddess ...in Bengal, Tripura, Assam and Bihar. Part II 
describes the vratas (rites) and Rivals 0:^ Manasa. It 
is also, shown' how the principal legend has served-as an 
object of folk entertainments for some centuries down to the 
.present day*
8uiT]ma.ry and Conclusion briefly reviews the whole work 
and the main, conclusions reached in it. There are five 
short appendices on (i) the poets of Manasakavya, (ii) 
different names; and epithets of Manasa, (iii) equivalent 
English months in relation to Bengali months, (iv) a 
specimen of a questionnaire and (v) approximate percentage 
;of ‘worshippers. , The work also contains 31 illustrations 
with separate, notes on each and a map of Eastern India. ,-/■
In the course of preparing this thesis I have received 
encouragement*and help from several of my friends and. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
1• Nature and importance of the subject '
The.present work is. an attempt to trace the early 
history and evolution of the snake goddess Manasa* This 
study, throws much light on some features of.the socio- 
cultural history of the country, one of whose most important 
aspects is religion. The importance of such history, whether 
of a nation, a race or a tribe, has been well emphasized 
throughout the world, since the .late 19th century. This 
socM and cultural history falls within the scope of 
cultural historians, anthropologists and sociologists, 
who differ in their .approaches. In India, though some 
pioneer studies date from the late 19th century, it was- 
only in comparatively recent years that serious work on a 
large scale has been carried out by historians.
The materials for socio-cultural history which we find 
in the.Brahmanical texts are one-sided. The, traits of the 
culture traced in those texts are those of the culture of 
the upper classes. Nothing or.very little is: said on the 
beliefs, rites, amusements and other aspects of the daily 
life of the common people. Even the part played by them in 
the evolution of Indian culture is not sufficiently known.
It is stated by an American-historian that the Americans
have heen.suffering from the same lacuna in their knowledge
of the cultural role of the "statistically numerous,
nondominant groups."
Though the necessity of writing such history has been
felt in India, much'remains to he done in the study of the
culture of the people. The lack of sufficient materials
might restrain us from studying the culture of the people
of the ancient period, hut materials for the centuries from
the early mediaeval period to the present day are not.lacking.
Until the history of the great hulk of population is written,
the full picture of a. country's civilisation cannot properly
he assessed. This has heen realised hy scholars all. over
the.world, and the output of work on the history of the common
people continues to incfease.
It is observed; "For any true understanding of American
cultural development , the writing and study of American local ‘ ,
2 ;history is of primary importance* There lie- the grass 
roots of American civilization... American history in the 
past has heen written from the ton down, an approach feasible, v
1• Caroline, F. Ware (Ed.), The Cultural Approach to History* 
p.277* - '
2. On the word local the author comments:’ "Obviously ’locality1 
may be interpreted with considerable elasticity.* Any 
community having clear.geographical or cultural unity, however 
extensive in area^ may come within the terms of .any reasonable 
definition". (C.F.Ware, on.cit*, p.276).
enough as long., as scholars were content to write only 
political and diplomatic history. . But the necessity 
of studying American life from the Bottom up Becomes:
■ * -' i
obvious for the cultural historian1'. . Our objective
in this work is not to study from the top down But from 
■kk® Bottom up. Thus- it aims, to trace the belief of the ; 
common people among whom the goddess Manasa had her origin : 
in 9th-1Oth centuries A.B. in Bengal and later on, spread 
in Assam "and Bihar.
II. Scope of the-subject
The. history, of the goddess Manasa is an almost un­
explored and uninvestigated field of study and is confined
to comparatively Brief references in a few works. B.C.
► . - , , 2 "
Sen1s History of Bengali Language and Literature and some
x ,
works in Bengali devote a fern pages to her, But there the
subject is treated in connection with the study of mediaeval .
Bengali literature. , The first attempt to treat the subject
systematically was that of H.K. Bhattasali in his Iconography
of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculptures in the. Dacca Museum^
But his work suffers from lapses* The next important move
has Been taken By A.Bhattacharya who in his Bangla Mangal
1. C.P. Ware, op.cit. 1 p.275 (our italics)
2. B.C.Sen, op.cit,,_pp.252-276.
5* -B.C.Sen,:Banga Bhasa 0.Sahitya, pp.106-117; Banga Sahitya 
Parichaya, Bart l, Intro*, pp.19-21 and pp. 172-174* 
i+.-N.K* Bhattasali,’ op.cit.,, pp-. 218-226
Kavyer Itihas^ furnishes some more information relating to
the goddess, against the general Background of serpent worship
in India. Though his Book primarily deals with the history
of the mediaeval literature written in honour of the popular
deities of Bengal, the importance of his contribution cannot
Be minimised. His work, no doubt, adds much to the previous
knowledge of the subject. However, many of his conclusions
are confusing. In the Introduction and Notes of Bipradas1 
-  2Manasa Bi.iav Sukumar Sen has attempted to throw fresh 
light on the subject.
References to the goddess and the methods of her
3worship may also Be found in the published district records 
and other published works^. Besides these a few articles
1. A.Bhattacharya, op.cit., pp.160-220.
2. S.Sen.(Ed).s op.cit., Intro.pp.i-xliv, & pp.293-310.
3* L.S.B.O’Malley, B.D.G. Bankura, p.51; Birbum, p.33; Hooghly, 
p.104; 24 Farganas, pp.71-72; L.L.S. O ’Malley and M.M, 
Chakravarty, B.D.G.: Howrah,, pp.43-44; J.O.K. Peterson, 
B.D.G.: Burdwan, pp.55-56; E.A.Sachse, B.D.G.: Mymensingh, 
p.36; H.Coupland, B.D.G.: Manbhum, p*94; J.C.Jack, B.D.G,: 
Bakarganj, p.36; J.N. Gupta, Eastern Bengal & Assam District 
Gazetteers; Bogra, p.38.; J.F.Gruning: Eastern Bengal and Assa 
District- Gazettea?s: Jalpaiguris, p.32; J.A. Vas, Eastern
Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers: Rangpur, p.45; J*33*
.. Webster, Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazeteers; Noakhal 
p.35*
4* W.J.Wilkins.Modern Hinduism,pp.225-226: H.H.Rislev.The Tribes 
and Castes of Bengal, Vol.l, pp.4l,80,84,187,227,270,290,454, 
457,498,499,509,517*523; Vol.II,pp.23,42,49,264;J*Ph.Vogel, 
Indian Serpent^Lore.p.278;E.R.E.Vol.XI,p.4l3: History of Beng; 
VoI.1,pp.460-4^1:P7l.Paul,The Early History of Bengal,Vol.II, 
p.106; B.A.Gupte,Hindu Holidays and Ceremonies,pp.140-144: B.i 
Barua,A Cultural History of Assam.Vol.1,pp.141,195-195: N.R.R 
Bangalir_Itihas,('Adi^parva) .pp'.588-589;T.C.Das Gupta,Prachin 
Bangla Sahityer Itihas,pp.91-lC)0:3-.Sen,Bangla Sahit.ver 'Itihas 
pp.91-100; S.Sen»Bangla Sahityer Itihas, Vol.l,pp.109-H3;1*C
/over
published in different Bengali and English journals have 
heen utilised in course of our investigation, The work 
which has so far heen done is in no way sufficient to 
reconstruct the history of the goddess. Moreover the 
materials.have not heen properly explored and very little 
has heen done to study the subject historically and scienti­
fically.
Our aim, therefore, is to find out new facts and to 
reconstruct .a fuller history of the goddess, based on a 
reasonable interpretation of.the sources. Of course to produce 
positive conclusions we cannot avoid making inferences and 
hypotheses in tome.cases in dealing with a period of which 
the materials are not sufficient.
III. Sources
(l) Folklore Materials - As our study depends primarily 
on the folklore materials, a short inti*oduction is necessary 
on the meaning, nature and importance of folklore in the 
field of socio-cultural history.
The. word "folklore" was first coined in 181+6 by the' . 
English scholar William J. Thomas to replace the earlier 
expression "popular antiquities"• The scientific term
■ Focfcnote h continued from previous -page
Ghaudhury, The History of Civilisation of the People of Assam, 
pp.372,419,457,493; Swami Sankarananda.Manasa Charit; pp.1-152*
- 32*0• James, The Cult of the Mother G-oddess,v • 119:M• G-hose» Bangl 
Sahit.va. ppT58^9^ ~  “
was quickly adopted by scholars of other countries and 
finally 'became internationally accepted. Different de­
finitions and uses of the term have "been given "by different 
scholars at different times1 hut broadly speaking it consists 
of ’’the beliefs, customs, superstitions, proverbs, riddles, 
songs, myths, legends, tales, ritualistic ceremonies, magic, 
witchcrafts, and all other manifestations and' practices of 
primitive and illiterate peoples and of the ’common1 people 
of civilized society.”^
The term folklore was first used "to denote only the
materials included in the scope of this study; later on,
it was frequently used to designate also the branch of science
3
which devotes itself to the study of the material.” It is 
explained by an eminent folklorist; "The science of folklore 
is an historical science, historical because it seekd to throw 
light on man’s past; a science because it endeavours (sic) 
to attain this goal not by speculation or deduction from 
some a priori principal, but by the inductive method used 
in all scientific research.
Nowadays it is accepted that folklore helps us in the
1. Maria Leach and Others (Bd.), Standard Dictionary of Folklore 
Mythology and Legend* Vol.l, pp.398-403*
2* Ibid., p.399; Of., Ibid., pp.398,399; C.S.Burne, The Handbook 
of Folklore, p.l.
3* A.Y.M.& Sokolov, Russian Folklore, p.3*
4. Maria Leach, oo.cit., p.403*
fields of ethnology, pre-history, modern natural science,
1psychical research, abnormal psychology and religion.
But it is further believed:- “Even more intimate is the 
connection of folklore and religion, more particularly 
the so-called natural, i.e•, non-dogmatic, non-revealed 
and usually but imperfectly organised, religions of the 
semi-civilised and of classical antiquity, but to a certain 
extent also the great monotheistic religions (Judaism, 
Christianity, Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism)• «... In
virtually all known religions a constant strife has been 
known to be going on between,those desirous of reducing 
the folklore element to. the very minimum, considering it 
incompatible with their concept of.true religion, and those 
others claiming that while a religion thus purged of the 
popular element may serve well enough the needs of select
p
spirits, the educated, it will never satisfy the people.1
B.A. Botkin writes: uIf v*re admitted no impediments to 
a marriage of true minds between folklore and history, the 
product of their union would be folk history ••• a history, 
also, in, which the people are the historians as well as the 
history, telling-their own sstory in their own woi»ds -
rbid«» PP*4Q3~^Ql±*
2. Maria Leach, op.cit.. p.l^ oii; For details see Prof. B.O.James’ 
article, The Influence of Folklore on the History of Religior 
(Hvmen, Vol.IX, Pasc.I, January 1962, pp.1-16).
Everyman1 s hi s t o r y , for Everyman to read.*1'1' He further
believes that folklore and social history are 11 inextricably
bound up with each other, and are not simply common ground
but one and the same ground.*' Thus folklore materials
are of great importance to us as.a source of socio-cultural
history. ,
Bengal has ever been a fruitful soil for the growth
and development of folklore and .for :its study,. Folk poetry,
a branch of it, whether written or unwritten, as,found in
most of the villages of Bengal serves as important source
material for the study of the early mediaeval culture; of
Bengal. The historical value' of folk poetry has been
3
enthusiastically emphasized by.Western scholars, but in ’ 
Bengal a few scholars have contributed in this field.^
Except in the works of some, of these scholars,, the socio­
cultural epproach to the subject has not been taken into 
consideration by historians of Bengal.
It is. observed that folklore records " an expression 
of genuine desires, aspirations, genius, emotions and 
thoughts of a people. A heconstruction of, the early history
1* G.E. Ware, oe.cit., p.308.
2* ibid., p.31^*
3* Sokolov, Q-p.clt.» pp«35“39•
Among these Sastri* Lai Behari De, Rabindranath Tagore,
B.C. Sen, Grurusaday Butt,a, B.R.Majumidar, A.N.Tagnre deserve 
special mertion.
and civilization of Bengal is only possible by a -critical
study of the folklore, folk rites and practices which
prevail even today in different parts of the country."
Prof. D.C. Ganguly writes that "the general character of
folk culture which has developed in our villages is simplicity,
sincerity, sensibility to human needs; and a general background
of spiritual thinking without any complicated philosophical
speculation. It is also marked by a childish love of nature
and a childish love of God - though frequently expressed in
2
very crude and superstitious irrational forms". This 
observation of .Prof. Ganguly can be well illustrated from 
the study of the mediaeval literature of Bengal.
Thus bearing in mind the importance of folk poetry and 
other folklore materials, especially in the field of religion, 
an attempt is made to study the history of the. folk goddess 
Manasa by utilizing these materials. Bengal has a vast folk 
literature of narrative poems dealing mostly with the stories ■ 
of the gods and goddesses; many of these poems had their 
origin between the 1'Oth - 13th centuries of our era. One 
of chief subjects of this popular poetry is the goddess of 
our present s>tudy, about whom a considerable literature grew
1* Man in India, Vol.32, No.lf#p*209.
2. Indian Folklore, Vol.l, No.2, 1956, p .k
up in Bengal, and later on, in Assam* Different stories 
relating to Manasa have 'been treated "by poets numbering 
about sixty, from the 15th century or earlier up to the 
end of the 19th century* But our present study is mainly
based on the versions of the 15th century Bengali poets e*
o _ _  ^ h
Bipradas, N§rayan Deb and Bijay Gupta * - and of the 17th
5 6 - 7century poets - Ketakadas, Bajp^idas and Jagajjlban*
Q
The versions of the 16th century poets of Assam and of
9the published Bihari version^ of the 20th century which is 
not based on any early manuscript,, are also taken into 
consideration for comparative study of the stories of the 
three provinces.
The narrative poems which were composed to glorify the 
goddess, are important for more than one reason. Firstly, 
they give us a clear and vivid account of the growth and 
spread of the cult of Manasa in different strata of society 
and of the rites and rituals connected with her. Her non-Aryan
1.D.C.Sen, H.B.L.L., pp.276-294.
2. Bipradhs: Manasa-Bi.1 ay, (Ed.by) Sukumar Sen.
3» Narayan Deb: Padma-Puran  ^ (Ed.by) T.G.Dasgupta.
4. Bi&ay Gupta; Padmia-Puran* (Ed.by) B.K.Bhattacharya.
5# Ketakadas-Ksheminanda: Manasa-Mangal> (Ed. by) J.M.Bhatta- 
charya•
6. Baipsidas Ray: Padmapuran, (Ed.by) Ramanath Chakravarty and 
Dvarakanath Ghakravarty.
7* Jagajjiban: Manasamangal, (Ed.by) S.C.Bhattacharya and A.Das.
5. Manasa-Kavy a 7"T Ed.by) B7k .Barua and S.N.Sarma.
9* Bihula-Vishaharl (New Edition), Pub. and printed by Dudhnath 
Fust akalay.
origin as a local deity, her struggle to make a place for 
herself in upper class homes which led her to face a long 
struggle with the worshippers of Siva as represented "by 
Chandp and her final triumph, can he well traced from these 
poe&s. Secondly, they throw considerable light on the social 
life of the country where the, poems were composed. Details 
of the marriage of Behula and Lakhindar from its beginning 
with the search for a suitable bride to the actual marriage 
ceremony, superstitions regarding omens and auspicious days, 
customs of entertainment, food, especially that of the pre­
gnant women, dress, ornaments, peculiar festivals, trade and 
commerce, and other aspects of the mediaeval society of Bengal 
and Assam are vividly depicted in these poems.
Lastly, they represent the • specimens of both the 
vernacular languages and literatures of Bengal and Assam 
which help to trace their growth and development.
In a word these songs contain a mine of information, 
though we concentrate on exploring those - materials which 
help us to trace the history of the goddess Manasa.
Referring to the difficulties of using these folklore 
materials T.W. Clark observes that "none of the manuscripts 
we now possess are originals, for the poems were handed down 
in oral tradition for many generations, and were not in many
cases committed to writing until as late as the 18th or 
even the 19th century, during which interval it is safe 
to assume that material Alterations were made; and ... 
the authors were not writing of contemporary life and 
worship, hut of periods preceding their own by jrhree, 
four or even more centuries."
(2) Field Survey Method - More than twenty years ago
it was observed by C.M. Green that % historian who desires to
write a local history may well employ field study techniques
2either by questionnaire or by interview, hut the application 
of the survey method in the field of socio-cultural research 
is of comparatively recent development in India. We 
have made a local.survey, through questionnaire answered 
by schoolmasters and.others throughout West Bengal. Out 
of this survey we have been able to collect a mass of 
materials on the present day popularity of the goddess and 
the rites and ceremonies connected with her. It is 
interesting to note that-many of the rites and ceremonies 
which are referred to in the early versions are still 
current in Bengal. This field investigation has helped 
us to draw positive conclusions on many aspects of the cult.
B.S.O.A.S., 1955, XVI1/3 PP*503f.
2. G.F. Ware, ou.cit.» p.280.
Thus the use of folklore materials and the result 
of field investigation have enabled us to examine the 
subject thoroughly. This new approach to the;subject has 
not been followed by previous students of the cult.
1 , We have :also utilised contemporary works, of, the ?
Sanskrit literature, where some references to, the goddess ■ 
have been made. We hope this study will be of some interest 
to all students of the history, literature and religion of .. 
Bengal and thesadjoining states in ..particular, and to the 
students of religion,and anthropology in general.
CHAPTER I 
Serpent Worship in Ancient India
I• Introductory
Ophiolatry is an ancient cult not only among the
Indians hut among imany other races of the world?" The
serpent was held in almost universal veneration in ancient
times. In the early days of civilization, a special
reverence seems to have been given to two classes of.
animals, the first comprising dangerous and strong animals
such as the Lion, the Bull, the Horse, the Elephant, the .
Monkey and so on and the second containing mild and useful
2animals, such as the Cow, the Dog, the Dove and the Pish*
The snake, which belonged to the first group, has played 
a great.r61e in the religious history of India from primeval 
times to the present day. The popularity of the cult is 
so great that "in no other part of the world is it more 
widely distributed or developed in more varied and
•Z
interesting forms."
1. Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship. pp.1-64; C.S.Yl/ake, 
Serpent Worship* and other Essays, pp.81-106; J.Lubbock, 
The Origin of Civilisation and the Primitive Condition of 
. Man, pp. 268-275:' 32.R.B. - Vol. XI. pp.399-422.
2* Wake, op.cit. pp.275-274: W.Crooke, Natives of Northern 
India, p.242*
3. E.R.E.» Vol.XI, pp.411-412.
It might be suggested that the concept of a deity and 
the idea of the adoration of either a natural object such as 
the Sup, the Moon, a river or a particular animal were 
perhaps the outcome of two primitive instincts - fear, and 
wonder. In every early society some of the chief objects 
of worship seem to have been either natural phenomena or 
animals.'*'
Early man lived either in forests or in caves, where 
he had to face or fight with ferocious animals, and many 
men must have, lost their livds either by the attacks of 
wild beasts or by the venomous bites of snakes. This fatal 
consequence led in the savage almost irresistibly to "the 
notion of something divine according to his notions of 
divinity." There are other characteristics of.snakes 
which gave some momentum to this belief. The sudden dis­
appearance of a snake in the undergrowth, the,brilliance 
and fascination of its eye, its beauty and strength, its 
enveloping folds, its supportless body, its way of living 
in holes for a.: long time without food, and its property of 
casting its-skin led people to worship the reptile, which 
seemed almost or completely immortal. Thus fear coupled
1. N Crooke,Natives of Northern India,p.242
2. Lubbock, op.cit.» p.268.
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with wonder brought about the worship of.the snake all 
.oyer the world, as a single snake* or as a species, or. 
by creating a serpent god or goddesses, or by worshipping 
the heroes of the particular race vhich used snakes either 
as its totem or tribal emblem. Totemism may not be the 
only cause, of worshipping the serpent, but it seems to have 
served as an impetus to some peoples to revere the snake as 
their special deity.1 •
The forces, tending to the-creation of a deity or a 
belief* have been clearly pointed out by Prof. B.O. James: 
"The pressing events in the.external world and in.the 
immediate circle of human relationships, the struggle for 
existence and survival, the,innumerable daily frustrations 
and our inspiring experiences, often completely outside 
human control and beyond comprehension; above all the > 
ceaseless preoccupation with the means of subsistence and 
continuance of the species - these were and are the causes 
and,occasions of the emotional situation out of which rite 
and belief have emerged." This .was partly true in the . 
case of the worship of the serpent which, at first the mere 
.object of fear, came to be a universally revered divinity.
1.' 35.R.E. . Vol. XI, p.399.
2. E.Oi James, The Concent of Deity, p.17.
1 Several theories have been put forward to account 
for the origin of ophiolatry in India. Many of these, 
though interesting, would receive little support from 
modern scholars. A few,scholars have asserted that serpent 
worship as an organised cult had its;origin among the
Scythians of Central Asia, who spread it throughout the
1 ' 
world. They were in the habit of using the serpent as
2 ; ' ' 
a national symbol. In this connection it has also been
suggested that the Proto-Dravidians who came to India
spoke a language similar to that of Scythians by which, in
modern terminology, was meant the Finno Ugriani&mily of
'  ‘ 3
languages. This view originated with the 19th century 
authority on Dx»avidian languages Caldwell, and is still 
held by Professor T. Burrow; of Oxford. On the other 
hand S.C.Roy and others have suggested that the Proto- 
Dravidians were, early immigrants of the Mediterranean race 
and that they contributed, the snake cult in India.^.
Thus the theories regarding the origin and the spread 
of the, cult are. at variance and none can be accepted with 
certainty; moreover, we have already seen that animal
1. C.S. Wake, op.cit., p.106; E.R.E. > Vol.XI, p.412.
2,,^l,J..M.8., VolT 16, p. 193; B.R.E.'. Vol.XI, p.412.
3® E.J.Rapson, (Ed.), The Cambridge History of India, p.594;
0.J.M.S.. Vol. 16.
,4. Proceedings and Transactions of 7th All-India Oriental 
^fier^cej, 1935, pp.203ff; Q. J.M.S. , Vol. 16. p.199.
worship was widely prevalent in every early society of the 
human world. The claim of the Scythians cannot stand for 
two reasons - firstly, that, the theory that they brought . 
snake worship to India depends only on superficial simi­
larities between Lravidian and Finno-Ugrian languages,, and' 
there is no historical evidence for an invasion of Central 
Asians before the Aryans; secondly, there is no trace of 
the general cult of the serpent In Central Asia except 
the use of the snake as an ornament or symbol. Lubbock 
believed In the independent local origin of serpent worship, 
at different plgces and times, arising naturally out of the 
common instincts of terror, fear and wonder at the activities
' ' 2and apparently supernatural poiaer of the reptile. Similarly 
Frazer*s maxim that "homogeneity of belief" shows "homogeneity, 
of race’*1 is rejected by A.G. Haddon on the ground that • , 
common beliefs and practices may have independent origins, 
due to the fundamental and essential uniformity of human
thought and imagination.^ In the present state of our,
knowledge the theory of the local origin of snake cults in 
various parts of the world seems to be the firmest based and 
to carry most conviction. Thus "primitive religious
1. l.R.li., Vol. XI, p.412.
2. Lubbock, on.eft.. p.269®
3* Vol. 16, p.197®
4. Haddon, The Wanderings of Peoples» p.10.
characteristics are human, not racial."1
II. The snake cult in art and literature
The practice of serpent worship in India may he traced
haclc to the Harappa culture of the Indus Valley* The
Mohenjo-daro seals and pottery have thrown much light on
the religious life of the people, and on their attitude
2 .towards the serpent. On the obverse of a seal is a
figure, believed to he a prototype of the historical Siv^
of the Hindu pantheon, seated on a dais, attended on either
side hy a kneeling devotee. Behind each of the devotees
is depicted the vertical figure of a cobra. There are 
3
other seals, which represent snakes in association with 
trees. The use of the snake in seals leads us.to believe 
that the veneration to the reptile was current among the 
people of the Harappa culture as it is even today in India, 
where an orthodox Hindu refrains from killing snakes as 
it is popularly believed that any injury caused to them
kwill bring on leprosy, sterility or ophthalmia. The 
widespread nature of the present belief suggests its anti­
quity. From the seal which we have described it appears
1. Hopkins, The History of Religions, p.l6.
2. -J.Marshall, Mahenno-Daro and the Indus Civilization, Vol.II, 
p*395> Figs. pi. cxvi-No.29, pl.cxviii, No.11.
3. A.P. Karmarkar, The Religions of India. Vol.l, p.190.
U. B.Thurston, Ethnographic Notes in Southern India, p.283*
that either the cobra was used as, an emblem of Proto-Siva
or it was the totern of devotees who worshipped the god of
our seal* It has been suggested that these devotees belonged
to a.tribe known as Naga, probably totemistic. * . The tribes
of. more recent times who bear the same name of Naga will
be discussed later.
There are a, few pieces of pottery which also show
that respect was paid to the snake. Pictured figures
of a cobra, in some cases with expanded hood and attendant
cobras behind the worshippers, as seen in our seal, are 
• I
found on these pots. Prom the archaeological evidence,
the. only source for that period,'most scholars would
support the existence of some kind of snake cult in the
2Proto^Indian period.
Indian literature, such as the Vedas, the Mahabharata, 
the Pura$as, the Jatakas and other religious books, is full
1* ShJ.H. Mackay. .Further Excavations at Mbhen rid-Haro, Vol.l,,.
PP.359, 360,362. ,
2. Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship» p . M a r s h a l l ,  op.cit 
Vol.II, p.395;, J.NiBanerjea, The Development of Hindu Ico- 
noA’ra-phv. p.5h5: A.P. Karmarkar, op.cit. a p.159, A.C.Bouquet 
Comparative Religion, p.121. L.B.Keny*s article, The Nagas 
in Magadha contains.some useful information but the scholar 
has failed to distinguish the.Nagas and the Naga cult. 
According. to him ;snake worship was, not prevalent befox*e 
the Mauryan period, though all other scholars are unanimous 
on its existence from the earliest period.of our history 
fJ.B.Q.R.S.. Vol. 28, pp*l60ff).
-  1 •of references to the Hagas as well as to r the cult of snakes. .
Among the early inhabitants of India there was a powerful 
tribe or group of tribes generally’known as.Nagas* Their
importance may be gathered from their distribution in many
’ 2 ■ '■ 
parts of India, as well as outside the country., The identity
of the term applied to a snake as well as to a man of a
particular tribe led'both ancient authors and later
histoi’ians to confuse the two. It is often suggested
that the tribes of snake worshippers were called Nagas
by the Aryans, either from their worship of the snake or
-3 '
from their use of the snake as a totem.
, Some scholars are of the opinion that, at the.time of 
the Aryan invasion, South India was inhabited by a number 
of tribes such as Dasyus, Rakshasas, Vanaras, Yakshas,
Sabaras and Nagas, who had their own culture and civilisation, 
ho less advanced than those of the invaders.^ Even the
1. For details see. Vogel, Indian Serpent Lore.
2. T.K.Krishna Menon.Dravidian Culture and its Diffusioni-pn.79ff: 
Proceedings of the■Third Indian History Congress, 1939>p•215;
: J.B.Q.R.S.* Vol.28.U.152: N.K.Bhattasali, Iconography of 
Buddhist. and Brahmanical Sculptures in the Dacca Museum,p .214^ 
T.A.Gopihath Rao, Elements of Hindu Iconography* Vol.II,Part * 2h 
According to Father'"Heras * reading of the Indus seals, , Haga 
tribes were widespread.even in the days of the Harappa cul­
ture; but his. readings are not accepted except by a few of,. - 
his former students such as A.P.Karmarkar (Karmarkar, op._cit., 
pp.6-7). -
3* C.F. Oldham, The Sun and the Serpent, p.47; Atkinson, Hima.-- 
la.van Districts of N.W.Provinces. Vol.2, pp. 373ff; E.R.E.
Vol.XI, p.414.
4* Proc. and Trans. 7th All India Oriental Conference, 1935? P* 
244; Krishna Menon, on.cit...n.l. .
Buddhist Mahavamsa tells us that a Yaksha tribe succeeded to 
the Rakshasas * Kingdom, a part of which was conquered, by the 
Nagas*"1' There is no sharp line of demarcation between a naga 
(snake) and a Nagaraja in our early literature* We are told 
frequently that a Naga king is a snake who occasionally 
assumes human form*
Fergusson asserts that the Nagas were not originally
2
snakes but snake worshippers* This view is supported by 
Oldham, who argues that they were not demons or monsters, 
as depicted by the Brahmahas, but people who claimed descent 
from the Sun and used the hooded serpent as a totem*
Oldenburg suggests that the Nagas belong to that class of ■ 
demonic beings which is best represented in the West by the 
were-wolves.^ Certainly it was believed 111 Ancient India 
that the Naga was a supernatural snake spirit who could 
assume human form at will, but this does not account for 
all'the data concerning the Nagas* The confusion between 
the race and the totem or emblem seems to have led to some 
of this tradition, and we agree that "the Indian serpent 
legends are but a memory surviving in an ignorant and super-
1* Ibid*, p.2h8; Krishna Menon, op*cit. * p.3*
2. Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship* p*2h8*
3* Oldham, op,cit* , pp*31ff.
U* Vogel, Indian Serpent Lore* p*2; Karmarkar, op>cit*, p.138.
stitioUs peasantry of. an old life, struggle between; the Aryan 
population and the perhaps, aboriginal Naga peoples, whose 
totem, so to speak,- or even merely national fighting emblem 
or standard, has, it may be, become confused with the race."
Thus the Aryans had to fight With early inhabitants among 
whom the Nagas played a great role* .Oldham believes that > 
the tribes who opposed the Aryans were the tribes of Serpent 
race and that they are referred to as the Asuras, Nagas and y
2 ' ;
Sarpas in early literature* This view is supported by 
other, scholars who. believe that these apparently .mythical 
beings were "a'strongly gifted x?a.oe of- actual men"*
Fergusson denies the:existence of snake worship among 
the, Aryans and believes that any reference to; it in the later 
Vedas or any other, early literature of - the. Aryans is an inter! 
polation or a concession 16 the vanquished*^ Though * 
Fergusson * s book is a storehouse of information regarding 
the snake cult in India as well as in the' ancient world 
generally, this ..remark is proved fallacious by a; further 
examination of the writings of the Ax*yans on which Fergusson . 
relied* The snake cult was so widely prevalent among the 
Proto-Indians that It was impossible for the /invaders to get
1* I*A* » ¥61*29» p*90; cf*, Wheeler, The History of- India / Vol
pp .l46“lh7. ™ ; .
2*: Qldhairi»■ The. Sun and the ’ Serpent, pp*31f * • -* '
,'5.' J.B.O.R.S. «’ Vol.28.12762: cf. ~
U* Fergusson, Tree and Serpent W
, Man in India* yoI*2b,p*53v
rid of the deeply rooted beliefs and practices of the
vanquished* So they allowed and. adopted it to a certain
' i
extent as a subordinate religious cult*
Though the IJigveda yields no certain reference, in 
the later Vedas ample references are made to charms against
snake bite, to the idea of the snake as guardian, and other■.■a ' ■ n
topics connected with snake worship. A.P.Karrnarkar has put
forward the opinion that the introduction of the Indra-V^itra
myth was the first step.in the Aryanization of the snake
2
cult of the conquered by the conquerors* He. believes:
"This myth is a pure creation of the Vedic Aryans, probably
innovated as a denotation of their distasfefulness (sic)
or abhorrence of the custom of serpent veneration as
practised by the indigenous peoples of India ... Indra was
their mighty lord, and if he was to. destroy the leaders and
armies of the heroic peoples of India - the so called Dasas,
Dasyua and Asuras, he must also do so in the case of their 
3gods also." ’ - . "
A careful study of the Vedic hymns shows that V^itra, 
one of the' most powerful enemies of Indra and Devas was
1. Hopkins, The History of Religions, p.209; Macdonell, A 
History of Sanskrit Literature, p.182; I .A., Vol.7# p.h3; 
Imperial. Gazetteer of India. Vol.II, p.217^
2* Karmarkar', op;cit., p. 159.
. muijiliip i, i lb lijpn mi i mat r
3. Ibid*
represented as an Asura, a-Dasyu and a Danava and.was also
-1of the serpent race of Ahi. Vpitra is- designated Ahi
2 - . - 
or serpent. We are' told that in the.Rigveda the £&rm
■ v  , 3 •
Ahi, is applied to the Asuras or Dasyus. There are many
hymns in the^  Vedas which mention Ahl^ or Arbuda^, as ah
enemy of Indra and the Devas; these enemies are also
styled Asuras and Dasyus. ArLuda’ is designated as a
6 • 7
snake# Even in the Veda, we have reference of Ahirbudhnyay
. . o
the Dragon of the Deep, who is also' referred to as Ahi.
Thus it seems clear from the Vedic references that the 
Asuras, Dasyus, Danayas and so forth represent the early 
.tribes of India who opposed the Aryans. If the invaders 
tried to eradicate the deeply rooted early practice of snake 
worship from the minds of the conquered their attempts ended 
in failure, as is evident from the later Vedic hymns where
9 .
snakes are addressed and worshipped. Though the Aryans
1* Bigveda, I.52.11ff«, II. 11, 18-19# See Griffiths Hymns of 
, the.' Bigveda,. Vol»1 1 p.3B9 (commentary)#
2. Rigveda, I# 32.# 11, II. 11#. 5; Eor commentary Griffith’s,
, Hymns of the Bigveda, Vol.I, pp.56f.
3* Bigveda, I. 32. 11, Bohtlin^k and Roth, Lex., S.V.Ahi.
B. Bigveda, I. 32. 11, I. 103* 2,7. '1.130.B, 11.13.5/ II.19.2.,
II.30.I.
5. Bigveda, 1.51.6, 11.11.20, II, IB.ij..
6. BDhtlindk and Roth, Lex.
7. Rigveda, IV.55.6, VI.R9.11, VI.50.1B, 1.186.5,; II.31.6,
. V.B1.16.
XLid., X.6B.B; Eor commentary Griffith’s, Hymns of the Rigveda 
Vol.IV,p.227. ■ “
9. Atharyaveda, V.13>Vi.12,VI.56,VII.56,VIII.7-8,XI.6,9; cf. 
Macdohell, Vedic Mythology, p.153; MacdonellA History of 
Sanskrit Literature,u.182» Hopkins, on.cit. p.209*
may have opposed this practice at first, ultimately they 
assimilated the snake cult as a part of their religion*
In the later I-Iindu Sastras there are ample references 
to the adoration of the snake. In the Grihyasutras the 
propitiation of snakes is prescribed*^ The Baudhayana 
Grihyasutra gives a detailed account of the Sarnabafi, a 
ceremony which was observed for the purposes of honouring 
and warding off snakes. According to this sutra (ill.10.2) 
the rite is to be observed every year, every six months, 
every four months, every season or every month in the 
rainy season. But most of the sutras prescribe that the 
rite should be' performed on the full-moon day of the month 
of Srava$a. The Faraskara Grihyasutra prescribes that 
one who wishes the, snakes not to enter a certain area, 
should go round that area three times, sprinkling an un­
interrupted stream of water with the verses: "Drive away,
0 White one! with thy foot,, with the fore-foot, with the 
hind-foot, these seven children of Varuipa and all the 
daughters of the King*s tribe. Within the dominion of the 
White one, the serpent has seen nobody. To.the White one, , 
the son of Vidarva!. Adoration! Svahal"^ The Law book
1. For the Grihyasutrag, see V.M. Apte,- Social and Religious 
Life in the Grihyasutras. pp.ll9“122; Ram Gopal, India of 
3^e^cJ^^anutras, pp.107-108, 391fkQk?t, 469ff.
2® Faraskara Grihyasutra. II. .Hi--3-5 as quoted by V.M. Apte, 
op.eft., p.120.
' y y y270
,/ ':/ fr.' / ■ downviu^es ;regarding thekilling, of ■ ‘ ‘hy ifi
fVsnakbsi f If a man killsTaf snakei1he;:must; fasf; one day, : : f 
yyy-i^y' dnd&nrthe;:;next ddy'he'mdst: -jgiyey^ sesame ■,. 7.if
iii/f : ;7:. and nice -mixed hoge therto a Brahman and give him an , . y 1
;i'• 7y ;,fi:y:;'ifdii--'hoe fas his; fee. f'^yyityis’also mentioned fin the ; ■
yyfyif list of •dutidsof•'a householder, that irespect : should, he f
y;f'i:ii" serpeht :demons Taksha and Up a t a k s h a T h i s  . 'kyyyy
; evidence f. is. enough! to show that/the snake cult was ; f; . 
t :'\:;ll:'\':y>^ ?adoptpd'hy fthe;^  Aryahs.,^:/ . :-7iy:,-7f'"y--. ■ ■ i.yyyy'yvf ' '• ft" i';i ■ y^ ./fyi 
vf if >/7The mythical origin of theiNagas in the Mahabharata yf;;i /
iff: deserTOSyspecial/mehtioh fin thisfconnection.: fin the .iiyi- viiyyy:f 
; heginning; Prajapati /hlene^^ekistedffth thisffwprld and later ytyfy 
ohy after,’ the Creafioh of meniancifanimals Kdiyapa^ , "fy iiy 
inherited theyposition fof; Prdqapatii andlmiafried^fhis two y'?iii.i
i,,... beautiful daughters, Kadru and V'inata . f iTo each of his r 1
give, a bponVf KadrU asked for fi
• ff^.f a thousand saaakes as sohsfof equal:\splehdpur, whereas iiyiiy  
yy f‘Vinat§ prayed for two sons who, wonLd^ toff surpass ■ y ; i;
the thousand’ sons of Kad.ru/ in, strerigtli,f valour - faxid;•‘beauty7 if;fr 
f Blessing/ bothf^ K^  Kasykpa ieft t^ add practised yif,
fyr^  austerities. v After a, period bf7,^vefihuh'dred years Kadru i;-.,i ; /i
■;yy 1. The Institutes-1ofVishduj iS.B.B.yp.lbQ:. •,/ . yVv_
: 2. I b i d . , ;b.2I2. f : -t. gvivirii. -,i;y ii v f. v<,7 y.b - v 7 f •: v-7->.>
-5. l a E ^ a r a t a ; ^ Mi , aOVlff^ ,2l5T-'5i(:Poona. ed.)
/ 7 ' 7 . bore a thousand eggs7;and'jtoiti; them snakes were hatched. y
fy ‘ Ofthese Sesha was /.bornfirst, f:fnext7fVasultiygmd’i then/.the 
f7y 77/fyothers?-fblldwed, buf: Vinatav;bdre -only; twoVdggs,i from which if: 7 
; f. : if Arupa, the charioteer of f the Sun-god, and/(laru(Ja, 'the :
' / i carrier bff Vishnu, emerged. :fHefore7the f bihtkyf f the latter, V y 
7 \ fKadru laid a wager with .Vihata and won the bet by fraud.
f; y Herf-\spns/- wdr;eifbi*ced; .to:- assist hbr in the fraud under pain - ;ff 
ffi: 7 of their mbther *s curse.: Vihata Thecame a bondswoman, ,7 f ^
i : obeying .the . brders. fof 7 Kd^u. After his birth Garu<Ja Imew 7f
7 f: 7:f ■.y o f hi s7;mo ther * s . suffering, fie t his ,‘co us ins yiandf asked them 1 7 
> 1 ;  y. how-he couidffree her from bondage. They - told him that : 77
i? f 7"1 - 7 she would belrele as ed if he .brought amr it a for them. . At 7; rf ' if - 
f f 7 > 7 /'this Gariida went; a\yay, and after, facing much; trouble, 717.- -j
i 7 brought amrita from heaven for thef snakes and so released
7 ;• ■ 7 //• V  hi s mo ther from bondage • But 7 unfortunately, wheh the snakes . : 7‘
f came home, after 'performing certain rites, they found that 7
fifi 7 J: 7 yi the; amrita had been taken away by 'Sakra• At this Kadru- 7f / ff 7 
if7'- . f blamed and .cursed them! f' 7 : :/ f;. ' .? ,f:7:’’';'7 -.byy.- f.
7: ;: Before tbeff wager-7be tween Kadru and TVinata 7 to bly place;,/? t 7 7
77 "’/■?■y the sons of thef: former were famous for their - prowess and ■?/"?/ 7 ,• - 
f ; valour. A few-of them, were asked for help by the gods yyyi‘1/'i,.; 
; 7 . &A the fbime- ofiilid:: churning fof :the ocean. ; Once the fcelestials
. gathered together on the;, peak of Ivlt. ; Meru where they di s cus s.ed
•.. ■ f: ; the means of obtaining amrita, Thisf was ,notie.ejd/by^  f^arayaba,7 7 7
who told Brahma that they would obtain the amrita if they 
churned the, ocean with the help of the Devas and the 
Asuras.; He also suggested that they should use Mount 
Mandara as a churning staff, which they; might tear from 
its base with the help of the powerful and pious snake 
Seslia, .who was commonly known as Ananta, "the Endless 
One". Instructed by Brahma and Naraya^a, Ananta up- 
i^ooted the mountain with-all that was upon it* Then the 
gods, accompanied by Ananta, went to the seashore and , 
took the:consent .of the ocean before churni ng it. Another 
great serpent, chief, Vasuki, also assisted the gods. He 
was used as^  the cord,\ when Mount Mandara was made the 
churning-staff. The Asuras held Vasuki by the hood and 
the gods held him,by the.tail. The churning was started 
and they .continued until/they obtained amrita.- Only the 
gods drank the amritai while the:Asuras were deprived of 
it by fraud.2 ‘ • •
1. He was most famous among the sons of Kadru. The attitude 
of his mother to his sister and his cousin and her fraud
• wei*e disliked by Besha, who left the house and the company 
of his brothers and practised hard austerities,,living.upon 
.air and rigidly observing vows. Pleased with his devotion, 
Brahma appointed Sesha as the only supporter of the world* 
This legend is perhaps based bn ..the fact that a powerful - 
king* of the Haga tribe helped the Aryans against his neigh- 
... bouring tribes (Mahabharata. Adi,, 32.Iff. Poona ed.) 
Mahabharata* A d i . 15-18 (Poona ed.T. -
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• ., ;; j^o.therimpor/t;an^:tr. aditioh; ebnhec t e & snakes-: /■'
: ; is the s tory olh Parikshi t • - One day Parikshit ^ the ' /
V ruler of Ilastinapura, accompanied:by a company of royal
• attendants, went out to-hunt^-: :While^-kunVinjg* he shot 
an arrow at a ; de e r,: which r an away • ihe: kirig fo11owe d V
the- animal and : finally the deer disappeared . from sight. • ,.
bbhNbwhtftibiking found .himself alone and began to walk until 
■ ' he met : an unnamed £i shi who; was practising austerities :
. ; un<lef:^ avyow: of, silehbet^Fatigued:.:by-hunger andiihirst -/ 
the-king.enquired of -the vis^ii^hdut the missing .deer, /
Abut. aroused great A V  y.
anger .in the king. - After his repeatsd enquiry the king 
- : y lost ' his -patience and placed a dead snake / which was . " i-
lying on .the ground, on the shoulders of the pishi; with .
' the. help of his b6 No opposition, or'reply came from, the 
pishi. Then the king left the .place and:,re'joined h i s ’ j 
.attendants. r ' A ; ' ; ; . , " h a V  . iii; 
; , ■ g : . When &pingin, the son of the pishi, heard the; hews :
, pf the king*s behaviour ■ fo his :father,. h^ the ' '
king that he would. be ; bi11en by the snake ; Takshaka wi thin 
 ^ ; a.;week. The; pishb.lieard of the curse made by his son, and
/ . sent o n e k i n g ;  Parikshit so; that ,he could 
- ;' take:;eyery precautionhagainst; the-venomous kite of the 
. great snake . : But in hpite 'of . all: precautions , Takshaka '
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entered' the palhceiLh the : guise: ,ofja "Brahman bn hhe ' .
: seventh; dayiahdihif/the; king,;
t; i This story; tyas'told~by, therministers ''kb; dahame layaV"/ 
the only son'/of ; Parikshit , • ’ Theking was very /moved yiy 
; ■ ■: and wanted :.toykndwthow k  might hrihgv about -t destrubtioh
i v of : Takshaka: and his people./ This;shake•* had onee harrassed;;
; v a Brahman hamed’ Uttanka, who- al'sohprovoked;danamer 3 aya agains t 
i.bi&kshhk^ priest toll the king of a sacrifice,
‘ prescribed by - the ; godalknown as thc snake-sacrifice’i-: /.The 
king agreed topper for m’this and the snake-sacrif Ice; was 
./■■ i ; started!: ;¥fiii^ great terror among., the snakes, -
; especially Takshaka. Takshaka took the help;''bf//indrai/.who 
: assured,him dfhMb/lbfe./ \Many snakes host their lives*
. . Until f ihallyithe: hacrif i ce wsts /s^ tppped;
i./o^ the nephew of the snake king
; •' \^ya'svQclv: Astika/wah the . son of ’the ■ mighty' :ascetic;. daratkaru 
i; who had;marfi^ ;Who: hohe tt himself
. ;|nd : wasthe sister, of Vasuki lithe king yb^the bus tern:-Nagas* 
.Thus the .remaining ; membersof ther ace werehaved.2 "-I V
: y  /:/. h A^P-.ikarmarkaJti' believes that the:per forniahce ofthe
1* I b i d Adi» 36>8.-57 (Poona ed*) 
v: ^ 2 * Mahabhdrath; rAdi .:;hS-53,'.('Ppoha;: ;-;'yhi i/ti?
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■ snsike-sacrifice/by danamejaya was;probeblyV the next step:• • 
.to/showthe; detestation of the Aryans - for the Naga cult A 
He/goes oh to say that, as ' the: hero-god = of the Aryans is /A 
made to kill Vpi t i^ a in i n . the Indr a - Vpi t r a myth, so also 
King Janamer3aya- is.made tqibtarf /tbe/^ ; v
To him both the myths represent the great abhorrence:of . 
thb Aryahs;.^for Athe:J;snAk^ sort of inter- A/;
pretatiph : of ? the myth, c annot stand, for simple reasons * A;/.
Firstly, at; the time of the . snake-s^cr if ice the Vedic god /. 
Indra ;i s a£>:the^ defehder'and treil^wisher;,of / : • 
Takshaka, who s e , de s true 11 oh was the sole aim of the 
Sacrif ice..:/^ehPb^yh.W©/haye' shown that the ; Shake/ cult ;A: 
was adopted/by/tlie /Aryans before the final compilation of / 
the; ;great :bpic? ^  /yilhiour- opinion the snake-sacrifice 
seems to -beAa Amy thlb'bepre'benta-tfbh' of a particular event, 
the fi^’ht between/"an Aryan vand;"a;non-Aryan king, a 'wor- "■ 
shlppei? ' of shakehV/who,.; probably; after a period of :\sub- ; ;
. jugation, revolted: against daname jaya.^ ! G-eiie rally
I.• Karmarkar. op.cit.A xul6h. - -A/it/ }■ /./
- . * v ^ II IIMI* Ulw w»u m > I li f e  • • * * ,
2 . Ibid. ///V " = A .• -; / -
3* / It is belieycd, that they present form of the' Maliabharata 
A•./ ;was- completed/bef ore/theibth century A.p.".its-:'composition 
' • . starting/approximately./frpm circa, 600 B.D. // -A • •.
4. According to a Punjab folk tale/King Parikshit abducted a 
• daughter, of .Basalt:(Vasuki.) Nag.,/ This enraged, the Naga king 
. : v/ho invaded Indraprastha and . killed Parikshit. Days passed 
■ y/ahd/f ihally/ Janamep jaya/ the son. of the slain king, took .
: r'evehgC by attacking the Nagas, which led/to the. snake- A*
, sacrifice (Oldham, op.cit., p. 58);.
■ A// ■ : - A A  ;''.' .' /A/ / A A : A / ;A A -  A , - A  h',/A' ■ / - A  33*
friendly relations;had/ already..been established*between A 
■ ’ the Aryans ' and the non-Ary an;s- at the timeThis* 1 egendary ; > ■ 
.. sacrifice, offered by'King ;;-d.aname'3aya for the destruction 
of the snakes, is recorded, not. only .in:the Mahabharata 
‘ but. also, in the Purapas; anddpthbr: allied works! . The . myth A A 
, of the battle betweenIndfa :and . Vritra, on the other /hand, 
/which is first recorded: in the Rigveda, is evidently much 
older, and .has no vdry obvious similarities to the a tory A • :
of Janamejaya* s/shake-sacr if ice;’ it has ..been suggested 
that the former. legend/owes something to the Babylonian.
• creation-myth of/tii.e battle between Marduk and 'Tiamat..'1'
Ill* Association of the snake cult with the different 
religious systems. / A-/: A'A ■■ /•■
' Saivisrnl "A:;/ //'AA; ."../'"'A -;A 'A'A- A.. - / A; /V/A
The snake cult is,more closely related to, Siva than /A 
to' any other deity/of/lhe Hindu pantheon. We have.seen A 
from, the Mohenjo-dard/seal tbat/theAsnake.; seems’ to have • 
been one of the emblems,of;"Proto-Siva"• As the snake . A. ,
is commonly found/as an ornament .of Siva,/he is styled .
. . : , Nagabhushang, "the., snake .adorneh/bne’-1 * Though, snakes . . ■/'
■,/ have been . r epr e sent e d /as the • prnaiien.t s of in any deitie s, / A
/ as emblems of immortality, their assbciation with Siva
A’s-A 1*. A.L.Basham, The Wonder that was India, p.kOQ. /
1is moreVwidoiy current• Fergusson believes that the 
snake in this content represents a weapon or an implement 
of terror, and not an object of worship*2 The latter 
statement at least is not true in the popular practice 
of the;/Saiva cult.
Siva is worshipped as a snake god at NagoSva:S>.':."./.AA; 
in the; for m /of Ah Naga A or cobra.^^;^ -! shrine A-of the
VaranaBiA Palace; ;bf ;theA;Ra3asA^ofc' Nagpur^* A BiyaAibAworshipped 
in the f OrmA;of', at coiled I^aga or v,bpbr at /  ;A /Similar images 
exist^dn/ihe, ;olhAiaka^ ^ i elIiples Nagpur.^ In the AA;
Nagn-ICuau/o/r Serpent Well, near the city of Varanasi, 
there is a stone emblem of/Mahaheo on which a snake;is. 
foundhcrawlin^/trpI./'/There is also a figure representing 
three;snakehv A^ off er/ Sacrif ices ;on the /24th and;
25thudays;--9-£ theAmoiith .of Bravapa both to the Naga Well 
and to; Mahadeo ;ds;;Nage.svar-:;or the/Berpent godi^ / The ; / :-//A;A.// //A 
date of Athe//construe1tion:/of/.^t^/Weil i s/;npt/ Mpwhy but Ait 
bears.the; stamp;of considerable antiquity;^/\ Bnake wells 
are frpquentty/fohnd/ attached toAflie; temples:/of Biva J  v
1* N»Mbbh,A;HinteA^ Part l,p.21*
2. Fergussbhy-Tree/and/•■ Serpent W o r s h i n p.75 */AAA A
3. d.A.S.B.V Vol. .48, p.20. A A/:/ A'- : A:
h* Ibid:./,//;ThlsAahd ■ the Apreceding s tatemehi/nr e takeh/from
: accbuhts/ of .the .last century. We may assume; that;; they :are 
still :valid. -
5* Fergusson, Tree and Serpent Worship,, .~p.79; J.AvS.B., / Vol.48,
pp*21-22.
6* J.A.S.B. .. Vol. 48, p.22.
7. Ibid., -p,23*
A \/at*^^/ahd/kbnkan%snake^r linages; are/htllh
: ABivh/tempies y Y M ; worship/ thom/dariy v^ng , with 
A the- god ^ «Slva.
•‘V; ’,A / / /■-AlhAthb/IKW^ tf ip t sABiyaAha;':kikshe^var
A A. ■ is/.-knowhAaa/i^ the shakes and isAsUrrounded by
s n a k e s A a h d . b ^  with: aAcha^ of hooded snakes 
: In the Bhairava temple on the Lingur peak, the god is,.
, A A reprbsehtod/hy/a coloured; stick in the,form of a hooded
A / snake*,^/A/A:InAthe MahabharKtaV/Slva- is described. as haying ’
; ' a /‘girdle of ;sndkes ,; :ear-rings /of snakes, a upavita of a 
: V ' shake andAanAbuteh; garment of snake fs skin*^ The serpent
king Vasuki is supposed-to be slung round the neck of Biva.^
,A A A/itAis whllAknovhk thn^
A / as Vsymbolically^" reprehented/;;by n ; Lihga,;AaM this reason
; A A h-h is > known: hsAbxn'garh^j hV\;;;/Spmetime s a snake,, in to. be
AA:-H. found^ twined; roimdAthp/M;^ their : hoods ,
’ / AmeetingAtogefher'AhboyetheAIhhgajA; w  side
/Of it as devotees, are/ found- ih/AsOmb;:bf:./th!e" temples of 
.A,-*v,;South/.'India. ^ .linages of five hooded? shake;s;'fp:rm.ing- a
/ • , ! • I .A.-* AVol !A44fAb!74/( Supplements) AAAa a A//AAAAAa
• 2* ' Ibid.A VO 1*46!AyilhO ( Supplements) ■ ‘ ; A; A:,//A /A 
: 3. li^T.Atkinsoh! AHimdravah Dlstridts of AN.W, APrdvfhces of India>
A.v A/A-Voivli-,--/pV8^ ,A:/A.AA:. ^/AA: A/n/A^AvA/ A-AA7A/A//A
4* Ibid., p.777*
5* d.Muir,AOrimhal..Sanskrit Texts» Vol.IV, p. 191* ‘
6. Vogel, on! Olt!V/ p .202 !: AvA v ;v _ / AA AAA/ASA: A^AAA/''*'
; 7. Fergusson,/ TreeAandASdroCht Worship * pp*,75#*A A /// /
. v J; ' canopy over tlie Lihga are re c orde d• In the Siva templ e •'
/ j y " ' a t  ;yarasasiv ’carved . sniahes/ enoirole^^sevenal^)q£';? the VLingas
'b;aVQ^ !nbpres^nted;'the\.:' -. ;• • . y • ' ;;
:; ; i . ikthghy^ . \y Wh^ -■'
: 1 ' ;\v . in the. worship of Siva1 s. son ^ ihabh his . ; , ;i
i i vV^' ■hea^-clbth1 a;.iingam with a^rive-headed ;;snahe:'fopining . a .-
: ’'i:i V;'/v: '•. oaftopy^o^ i ' V." i-yV
; ^-Oai. the Jtfiigapanchamli the. image of
\ ., aVsnate^made. of earth and' offer: it various sacrifices.^ ; ,’•
! : / v / • I t -is ; noteworthy‘ that Manas a is 'beli eved to he the v ;
•i;--.; •' •y'r:: • daughter 'hf ^-Siva.;;- ;Vr’ Ihfs; ^  result' of the. i
yii/.clo'ae::;associ;atibn bf /snakesywi^ cult. may we 11 '/0-, ; v
::'; ■;■■; haye hah ite; origin - am6hg ^ eo^ le:iiiio; revered snahes. The ;; : \v
'-v:"‘ ^association s_bi: the; snahe eult with ;5aivismiin .present day^ ; ;?y ; 
i: ; i'-'y . Bengal lias been reported by A.Bhattacharya,: who observes 1 : ^
• -' : ^5that;:liv.e^'hnakes:^re/;;prehorved'".and-vworshippo'i:-4^ many -v
V:. V' popular 3aiva shrine sv. In some places the. shahe, cult has. : i; -> 
v ■ \\ heen merged in the local Saiva cult where no rites of the V
■ ; :A-V' , /• snalce goddess Manasa are performed .;sc3pa;rately* In such : ,
 ^ : l.v M,\r/iiii:ams» ;Brahmanisrfl .and. Hinduism or Religious-..Thought -
v and hifeV.in v lhdiaV;~n* 521 ♦.' ' v--y: yy.:. ;■■ -yv""- . '••'• - >'•%.
2> <T.A>S>B. > Vol>h8 p. 18. < yy / y. '• :y •.
’ ~ vy;.yy%:3.y;Ibidyy ^  k~y .::yyk-y vV-yiy" , ky-y;'y ,y- vyy, • ‘ '
. lu : T h u r s t o n Qastes^  ^ahd Trihes \of QhutHerh :IhdfaV Vol. IV>
. '■ -i-;:^v.cb>.257^ ^ ‘v . -.r ;\ . ,;--v
'■ '5* Thur sf on»v.. Qmh ns and : Sup e r is t it ions >. p.I35 * L ••:'
37.-
—  ■V 7y y .,7places thb! twbyrifualsysee^ttp7;bei7d^^ ,In - a-- . ' I
7yk'k k , . : Biva"teriijjlet'a®:ffiirukaiacherivk Kerala
7 7 k ■ ; k live^  shakey ia preservedhk7.Thdyshake ,iivesk °kk;mllk;.which .
ky - 7,; is ‘-offered;. daily**“ ky kv’-k^ kkyy'k y\"k'/’. • - - ■ 7
y ". .The evidence/cited;aboye7 is enoughyfc^yburkpurpose* 
y y , ’ and shows that;-theysn&he]dnyP©iationyto.' Baiyisni-is 'not,
-7 \ . ■ 7 a, mere . weapon: hf Siyayas Fergussonbelieyed>yhut: something
; . . much more’-# In our opihibny the S a i vas have accepted *
\ y yophioiatry as hy^rtyof thelrk,culf* 7 Thus- it s.bems^  probable 
7 7 : fhat the; same-people kof^kraCesv worshipped both Biva :( and
ky;-y. vk 7;y y?r°to"Biyat,7)v^ andyk&nakebk7at 7an early period*/as/is kstill
. 7 "7' . .the'case-in':mbst'7parthy:pfkklndia.7k''‘7 ' '■ 7 -7- \77|*7,;7/k;\7y
• The Sun and thek Serbenthykk-yy. 7 . . t-hy' .-.yyt- 77-' • yyykykykykky
;, Oldham in his ;bboky,tThe Sun and. the : SerpentH has,7
. ‘ \ attempted tok establish7the that the snahe y/as held
7 ysacred among the peoplevpf ^ Vthe solar race” throughout 
7- ■ 7 the world/kandk that: it ywpuldkseem ;':to7^haye beehkthe earliest 7- 7; yk
: .1 y totem, qfyt^t those peopleyvhd worshipped the- 3unaaythelrv =-7k77y'k-yy.
supreine deity*p7kk In ahcientylndian art!we find the 
representatioh.of human f igureswith, b ehi nd. ' the he ad * a' 7-7'
: . spread cobi?a* s7 hood ^ with-he ads 7 varying, fromythree to seven. --
: , They are believed 'td^  h^ been worshipped as Haga;;godsy7y y7
77 : - 1 . Folklore» Yol. II* No*l, p.U6. 7-77 ky ; k
y.k;  ^7 y2. Man iii: Ihdld  ^ Yol♦ •27 ,7 y .57. 7 7'- y;
y- 7. 3 . , Oldham» 7on.citvy;7pn.U7y 182 *. 181|.j* 7206*. 777 ;-k7y.ryy. . y -yyy
; 7 -j ‘:ky7? fk’k'kk'y. h':'’'"yy-.V  ^ • 7 -58. -
‘'These people" * according to Oldham* "were the .
. . ■ , chiefs of 'the solar race1 who are worshipped as gods 7 ; .
or demigods and these deified chiefs were the >hag;as of y' •
Swarga ( indra’ s heaven) - and of/the epic poemsj7y the ; 
celestial serpents belonging to. Surya (theySun) of the 
Bi^ahmanieal writers'and the :Naga rejas of/ Indian folk- y
. lore1* .^ y - 7 7.7 v ‘ ■' • y y .-7 • - 77
7. kkyy 7;'It\haskheeh7poihted outvthat ;sun-worshipping, peoples -yyy 
always seem to claim descent from the Sun-god and to them y 
; the hooded, serpent, was held sacred. .' The, sun and/the y : 7 fy 
serpent are closely connected in many. regions * such as ' 
k-ydhiiiaV:'West,.v;Africa>- IndiaPeruy;‘;Babylonia> Syria and yy V k
other parts of West Asia* Ore.ece* . Egypt and. Europe, where 7
many of.the ancient, rulers as, well as the people in general 7 /
claimed descent from the Bun and used the hooded-serpent
• '/ . ■ 7 2 ' -.'7 . ■. ■. . y ■' ■ '■ ; ' • ' -
as their totem. - In order to maintain his, thesis Oldham
goes further ■ ahd; declarer that ' Vthe' worship; of the Sunk
And the serpent was eyer'^her’ey CChd ;same:- or' 7.
almost the ; same rites and ceremonial as7those now* or
■formerly existing in India.^y ' 7 / . k yk yf- ; ; ■ ■ 7 7k
ky - k fheydohnedtiohypf kshakes-with, water.; led ancient
writers end follc-tellers to deplctythem’as the controllers
; I .'Oldham, on^citv♦ p.182. k -7
yk;7k2. I b i d f  pp/I85*1857kL9U-l97.ky / - 7 y/7 k,,, ■ y : y ' /
777-.' ■' 5 o' - Ibid o 7 v .185. k/yk-'' 77kk . y77 7' 77y ky/7; 7f ■' 7/^7 ky yy. ' . 7 "yk
of the rain, and' hurricane. , Co S.Wake in pointing this 
out further suggested that the snake's "most natural 
association 'would be .with the solar.cult. , The serpent . :
was*;. indee d,: the Sun-god or spi rit o f the sun, and the re fore, 
Power, Wisdom,Light and a fit type, of creation and gen- 
erative power".. Father Her as has tidied to show that
the sun is the supreme being* An, of the Mohenjo-daro ; .y
. ■' \ 2 ; ’ ■ : ■ 7 ‘ ' ■ ' ; •' ■ ' . •:
. people, y.. yy
From the analogies put forv/ard by Oldham and Wake 7 .
we may believe that the sun-god and snakes seem Often to
have been connected in .the. ancient world* probably because , .
of their imagined; lordship over the atmospheric phenomena.
However, this, is.not an adequate reason for accepting .
Oldham's .theory* ■ . Nowhere in India do we find any i.co- .
,nographic * literary or anthropological examplev of people
with serpent hoods on their heads, worshipping the sun-god*/
as Oldham'claimed was the original form of this cult. We /
have only one .sculptural, represeiiation of the Hindu Sun-god
Surya. with a canopy over his head which? seems 'to be in the ■
• • ■ y ■ : -. 1 ■ 3 ./ •' . ; • '■ -
;form, of, a seven-headed serpent• .  To strengthen, the theory 
it has been pointed out that "Vishpu, who is a form of the 
sun-god in India,, is, represented .as floating upon the ocean,
1. ChS.VYake, op.cit., nP.,5»lQ5. .
2. J.Uni versify/of Bombay, Yol^V* on.7-9, 12-15.
3. - Qldhatin op. cit. ,  y p .h i . 7 •.
supported hyytlie/ /manyf he ado d/serpent**#^; y. However, this -77
. : 7 reference to Hindu mythology gives nok evidence that the 
;7; 7 snake. \vas held . sacred by those people who worshipped the
-'7k 7 . S\ih7 or7Sun- god: asktheir/supreme deity. . Vishpu may. '
• Jhav.67ha:&7 solar, characteristics.:ink'ihe; ./Vedic• period, /but: .
7 ky .in classical;times,k kAenkthese, legends arose* he was not,
7 77 ■ Specially'cqiinehtcdk.wi^h ,the7:Sun. ;7 . 7 ■
" y /Vaishhavisin: . 77: 7k7 ;77. y/k'-,.-:' 7 - 7.y /■ '7y /y. -y
' 7 yy y' Though, the connection’ ,1s not as close as in Baivism/y 7.: 7:
7 ; y7 7/7■-/■ k/there^-/are numerous the god Vishpu ory 7 y yy7'7 :
;7k ; ;koneypfk his ;i^arhafiohs7:to/snake, worship:* and/these, are '■ .-.7 - : .
' 7 vV of ten ;representdd:'icqnpgrhphichlly.yk ih klnt^an' mythology 7 77 .
7 k 7 7 7we arey told fhaf kfhe great ^  shake Besha isya ' .7 7
./yy; 77-/7 .'inah-i'testation '.‘of.•.•yiksh5Lh•7•77'■, It is on this7great snake that -y* V
7U ;y y7 . ViShpuyreclineshduring/kthe 'intervals ",pf creatipnyy The 7 7 . 7
77: 7/7'7. common 7pic/fcpriai: represent at ion'of-this concept yis cf a 7;.
7 * ■ /•'-7k.yy/snake Vr.e’stiftjg/h^  with his many headed hood yk7/y'k
7'y:777 7-;y /huspehded-ovprk Vlh^n, whiie/aylotus/; springs from, the god' s 7 7 
7;.' // ;vkyky:hayei "ahdythekfourA Brahma,/is seen/emerging from^ the yy
7 y . 7 flower.^ An aimdst similob/ sculptural r e pro s ent at ion is 7
7, >7 -  77 ; ~ • 1  <,.Dldha'mh::•6 p .k c it ; ;;.-.-,p..52': 7J .R .A f S v.y. 1&9.5.•'•;u;;:i!75ki» 777 ■777../ / / ' , ,
7 , : k; '.2. E.hoor , The Hindu kPantheon». pp.22,26V and Plates7,8;/V.S. ,
7 Smithy History of Fine/. Art in India, ahd/Ceylon 9 ub.l62--l6h .& k :. 1
■ 1 1 W W W W * 1— wtmtmmW — iium.jiKiMUHi nnwiMti.n t-mm-iw’im .itn .n ■innwumi—i * + * * * ,  • . ■
7y././:': Plate X X X V M a c  Pi e»/ Myths and Legends of Indi a» p.308. "Hart ■
: 7: 7 7;, /■■/ 77kpfe;eplng-/cn /akserpe'nt * is/one. of the/ titles,of Vishpu* the 7.yy 7 
7 • 7 kdaeh'ty in his y p ^  . .The Hindus are taught to y
; y : k 7;, ; 7:ybeXid^Q ^ thatk/Qtyth'pv :ehdkdf .etery C;aipa (creation ork formatiorj)
y 7 all 7 things are ahsprhed in the Deity, andk that, in the inter-*
777;; y / ;yvvalypf anbthpr>y creation, he ; reposeth himself uppn the. serpent
y 7 7 Besha (duration),who, is also/ called Ananta( endless)." (Wilkins-,
ykyyyk'k - - •,-quoted /by/ F. Moor 77/60 ^ cif .y b /27)» 7;/'" -7vy 7 h"-.-- ■' ,7-7;. y./y'"
1found in one of the cave temples 'at fJllora. Vishpu
in this pose is popularly known as Sesha-Narayapa. ' At
Than in Kathiawad there is a temple of Bashanji,•locally
known as Sesha-Narayapa* where the principal image is a
three~headed cohra with a smaller monocephalous one on
each side on the same slab* On the ‘left is a four-armed
figure of Vishnu and on and in front of the altar on
which the images are placed are Saligrams and conch shells.
Actually the offering is paid to the three snakes. A
few ancient images of standing/Vishnu with a canopy formed
by seven hoods of cobras above his head have been found
3in Bengal -and other places. ' , '  ^ - ■
A favourite.theme of liindu artists was the legendary •
' a »>;'.•••• ..‘c .i ■■ i * * * , \ ' * 'vrw.,. '.Vs
■ fight between the snake Kaliya of the Yamana and Kpishpa* 
who finally taught a lesson to the reptile> so that he 
left his pool for good. It is believed that the .scene 
of the fight was in Mathura where a fair called Naga-Lilaj 
is celebx*at/ed among the people of that locality in Kalimardan. 
G-hat* This is followed by a px*'ocession of b o a t s . J . N .
. -B.aner3.ea .writes that the SJpic and Purapic. aecomit‘of Kpishpais ^
1. <J .Fergus son and J.BurgesSt The Cave Temples of India; p.lj.61.
• -I.A. 9 Vol .J-i*f p• S*■
3* Varendra Research Society Monograph> No.4, p.13; Archaelogical 
Collection of British Museum. Indian‘Section, No.1958> 7“18>1. 
JL{.. Vogels on. cit., p.91*
;v77rh7f:'. fight/w.it’h7Killy's'--;.-anct liisvlctary■ o VO'rthiiii •'signif xes . ?
:- ,Kuthe btipppesslpxi; of the;inorev primitive Naga^cult/by. the '7 
/7 ■’7 newer ahdmore!:generally accepted lip § p a cult,;of the
777-7 7. . Mathura regionj^p7:7,y.: 7:t /• 7"7'7v-: - v’-7 h'th 7 ■
/ , :; ‘ : / At: the Pandharpur temple of Go palakpi shpa the figure 77
; of Radha hoIdihg shakes. is roughly carved .round the lower
///half ■of 7 the masonry door frame.^ ; Balarama or Baladevapthe 
7%ye.ldest Brdthenn^^ to have Bdeh angincarnation
; of the Nagd7--Sesha7^ to in' the 7Mahabharata:~
7.7\y as having his head shelteredby the hoods of shakes.^ *- 77 V 
, * Oneday he appeared' as the serpent king with a; thousand ■
;/ 7 ; heads 77 wlth7 other numbers/of his face; aspattendanfs $ and:hfs v 
f :|;,y 7 f numcrous7/coils serydd as Ga couch for ;K^ishta* it is also. ; , 
;7-.‘;.V written that. ahBalarama's death hB soul came out of his /
. 7 , ; Body' in the form of a 7 snake thr ough hie inout h images G
V of Balarima or Baladevai ^ protected hood: or hoods
(usually from. five to seven), h.aye been discovered in 7 r 
; ; different; pafts^  ^ India.^ TA 'canopy bf fiv snake. hoods 
> l;s; occasionally ;fouhd oyer/the 7ylbfs7:p^ 7' ; ; ; 37;
7*'  « — !«*■ 1,1 ilMw nTI ■ iiM t h  W3Bttfaiiiii 1 ^  Ht.W.I II ■ i I l . I'J HftMU'iia.j1..   I V im w .ik i* i.iM
7 1, JtN.Baner je.ai The Peveloment' of Hindu IconoCTapily pp.346”
- 347* :\/yn{n v/, : 7- 'Si- .:77; .7'" • • ’ h,77f /. ■ /77y
1 v B.CBombay, Ga&etieer. V61;X%*: 18811.: n.4637' , : '7/''-37737
; 7 7 3. Mahabhlrata  ^■ Anugasanah 147V57 (Bd. by P . C. Boy) .
: 77*77 4* Ibid.i: :ihru^ isaha'p ;l47*'38-’v(M'*7:b>ir-’ BiC.Rciy.)'' 7‘"'. ■ pi, 7 \ •''37;'
■ ; : 7: : 5v Macfie-, Q-p.clt.y o.l6l. '7" -'*7 - ' i t  /  / i p
- . • ■ ' :6.J»B.0.R .3. , - Vol.28<> n.156. jv - ■/: 7 ■ ; V :^ 7 :,.:v<,777 7
[ 7;77- 7•, M.W i l l i a m s op.clt.. p^321* 7 ■- :"..':t77 ;■ / 7-77-777:= ''7'
: ' While.: traeing the relationship between tile ; snake
cult and ; Vaishpav ism Vogel; writes ,that; the :^ ha^avatas 
adopted the popular worship, .of the;Nagas by declaring 
. the ;Naga : image'^  iid Represent ' the .elder,;^brotheit-bf Krishna*. ; ■' 
In this way thevillagefolk; persisted; in; worship their , 
shake canopied.idols as Baladeva.^ It is;further reported ; 
that the, village, Baladevy .situated at a distance of 8'miles 
south-east of Mathura,: derives its name from an image
which is believed to-represeht Baladeva or Balarama but the.
: ■ i - i -  .. ' ■ ' • . n .  /  ' • . •’ • ' 2   ^ ' '
image is nothing but an ancient. Naga -figure•i\'-y.iTh.e process
of the assimilation of the snake cult by the vaishpavas is
•found In; South Orissa in.the present practice; of Baladeva
worship, -.'which is performed on the full moon day of Sravapa.
. On this;occasion the cows are decorated and honoured. But
in some Brahman villages dnd in - the’ -royal’ f amilies, a 'snake.
of earth is made; and worshipped under the,- name Bahma. The
snake, .of earth .is also .balled.Baladeva’.. The term G-alima.;
/. is believed to . have1 been derived from goghna meaning killer
of aicowi^ B.Mishra relates; this word to a local super-
stitiohh ’.'A class, of snakes tare sometimes found sucking
milk from the udder of cow in the dry season. After, sucking,
the teats cease permanently to give,.passage : to. the flow of 
milk, if an, hair from .hoar !s tail is not. thrust into .the ... 
.passage immediately;*- T^us the, snake appear a to. he go Rim a 
meaning ldller: of: cow-1 • This practice suggests that in 
. Orissa the snake cult;has been, assimilated within the fold" 
of Baladeva worship, probably for the reason suggested by .
;;Yogei; '■ '.The• use.--o'f • the earthen, snake on, the dair, of Baladeva : 
worship suggests ^ hat it is an attempt.to.protect the cow 
from the attack of. snakes as described above; by ;paying 
homage to both <the. snakes and. Baladeva or Balarama together. ./ 
The assimilation of the snake cult by the Vaishpavas can 
be further supportedy by the fact, that thereat Yaishpava 
reformer./Ramanuja is supposed to have been an incarnation . . 
of Sesha..^ ■ ;
Miscellaneous de 11 ies;
' i * in" i ip * i w s a w a n B M ^ t a  ,
References■to the association of the snake with other 
. deities are 'nlspVtoi b.e.^ fduhd'Vk The four-armed Sakti Devi ; 
of Chatrari, the personification of divine power, holds a 
snake in one of her left hands. In South India snake 
images are commonly found in Kali temples, as;these reptiles
* * * * * I I I W *  it in . J i  1m .  l i i . W 'i m *  Wt  1*1 ■ *' f li i r m H I l l i l D l n l  i r i 'V O  H ' l ' i' .<1 .1 7n *1i .  « ~ r «  I  * n r n  .
1. Ibid. 9 n.h5. ; : :
2. W.J.Wilkins,•- Modern Hinduism, pp*59-”60.
3.. A.R.AiS.Iy; 1902-r 3, p.2li.l.
. y ; V ; V ) ; ' h ' . ; ; ; : 7  . ■ ■ ‘V ^ v ‘ f  ■•'■ ' k > V : 7 ' . V i  k 5 ‘ :;
are looked oh as favourites of . the goddess.^; A representation.. ; 
of the same goddess with, her .hair brushed back under a ; ; . : . ,
■snake fillet and capped by. a expanded snake hood is found 
at Jaipur in Orissa* . . At the Ilavar temple near. Ghakki • .
in the outskirts of Trivandrum is a seated figure of the .i.-/ i /.
goddess Bhadraka11 with two wings and covered;with,shaken 
Many figures-■■'of..Drayidian goddesses, like El lamina dr her 
' representation, the; Matahglare, accompanied;-by snake ; : * -/
symbols*^' Five fitures of snake stones were found in the
court of the temple L of Maruti,'in the; village to f'.Kohur'' ih;v: 7 7
. / . ' ' 5 . ' ' ' V \  ' - Y ' l “  :’ V - '  ’ • ■
■ Western India* Of six images, in the temple at. Sinde
Mananli four .represent snakes and only 'two ‘•repfesehtrUiindh--*';. •; 17
■ gods*^ Sven today if a ploughman of the Himalayan areas \
injures or kills a snake while ploughing, he;worships '
, Mritymijaya (an epithet of Siva) and - the • snake god by
sketching., the figures of "both g o i i - o n c l b t h > a s  well as. . ; i.
worshipping other deities such as G-ane^a, the Matpis and ; .- 7'7
Kshetrapala*^ f ;-"'v ' : .7 r.7 -'‘7 ' 7 ; V;-’
.• These, are- only,..a. few references among manylwhich, show,-.-
the. populari ty'. of the . snake cult among - the '. Hinduswho, • 1 ;
1. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of Southern,India, Vol*ll,p.ho£«: ,
7 2 • W .Vi.Huntep., Orissa, Vol • lT pV269. 7"* ■ - • • 7 •
3•:Thurston, Castes .and Tribes of Southern■ India, V o l >PM Q o .. ;.
, h Ibld* , Vol*IV, on* 300«306. • :-:7' -.777 7 ’7''' 7"  -7.
-51 ■A,'srR‘VW..r;* 187iu 0 ^ 7  7
6. Ibid, . ■ ' . ■ ' . 7 7 . •. . ■
7* Atkinson, Himalayan Districts of N«Wv Provinces, Yo1*2,p.913*1
assimilated it . to their own;reiigion;aii a ..very early period. ; 
'. Buddhism ' - -v>■ .• 7;■ ' • • -1'
' v •/:; '■ Popular^ Buddhism; ih' India wsls: closely connected with
7. the shake pult .and ;the ra;great; role In the
;'field of Buddhist religiony, Fergussqn has suggested 7 v 
that the kings.of Magadha at the time of the Buddha,were 
of the■ Niga race?' and that the dispersion .of Buddhism was. 
probably due to the acceptance of it:by these;kings, who ;
. subs‘equently made ;it ..the religion ,of' the state • ^ This .
.view, is supporte'4. .by.‘.Wakewho’, adds that 7hereligious 
7 ideas of,the Nagas had probably much in.common with those 
v/bfthe; Buddha hi rii.s elf According, to a- Hindu legend ;
Gautama: is believed to have; had afserpentfiiheage^ ' :If * 
this was so , it is: not surprising that his; teachings, should 
• be accepted by the Nagas;, who ho doubt belonged to the...
- f>re-“Arybh stock.V , Hov;ever, these: interpretations of 19th ■ ■
7 century authorities offer some difficulty,!especially as ; ;
If. - is. now generally accepted that the descent of Ajatasatru':
; from; ^unaga, as given in the Purapas, is false;, and that f 
;cy^ibunSgh in f act caite. to powpr.: in Magadha. about a century. ;
7 1 • Pexvguss.on, Tree and Serpent- Wofshin; b . 6h.
„  - x W — I M W H Wi I W iVf*1   li— u mr.HWinw ’iW,*iiW,.IU  ■' **» . 1
.h2y.-Ibidl* : r * 6 7 v i - -  . "777. 7-;. 7
; 3•. Wake, op.cit., up,91-92* 7 , .=.■ 7
Ibid., p.92™
after the. Buddha1 s death.1 ;\.vhevertheless the interpre­
tation of theNagas of Buddhist tradition as non-Aryazi 
people’s seems to have much to commend it, and often : - ; V
gives a. tentative explanation of; otherwise very obscure 
stories. 77:-'l 77; •' -.1- i; . /
Vi A Smi th be 1 i eves ;tha t the • Nag a . wa t e r f s p ir i t s and 
their consorts .were, worshipped by the early .Buddhists;.^ - 
However Fergusson advocated "the view that the snake, cult 
was probably rejected by Buddha but later on this old 
faith cropped up in Buddhism and possibly;occupied all. 
position,almost .equal with that- of the, Buddha from the . 1
•.begirming.; of the;. Chris tibh.e.rai as is evident; from the 1 
Buddhisti,sculptures! at A m ar ava^iFergussonfs idea of ,
ibhe c ompl ete, re j e.c ti on ^ o f the ; snake cult by Buddha •. c an . 
hardly be accepted, as we have already seen:that' even the 
upper class people of India by this time accepted the snake 
cult - and he .is nowhere' referred to a s , forbidding this.,
;though in certain: passages, he criticises popular magic o.-: 
religious ceremonies generally..^ Moreover, we have ample 
references,to.the friendly relations of the Buddha with the:
1. Ii• Rayc handhuriy; Political• Histo'ry of Ancient Indi a, "pp.81f 
. 2 V V , A . Smi t h Hi 'story o f Fine Art in Indi a and Ceyl oh, p .10.; 
.3* Ferp;ussoh, Tree and Serpent Worshiu, p.UUh.
.h* E.G. Dlgha Nikava* iii, 180ff.
. . .7 • - 7 7  • • • 7  ^ 7 ■' 7 7!,7'i ''m. -7777*7 7 : . ’ • ■ '1.'. 7 • 48.
7 Nagas, who appeai\ in . Buddhi s t sculptures • Numerous
' . legends relatihg to the Buddha and the Nagas in/Buddhist / 
777-'77-;' 7 literature alsoygo'against Vthe viewibf; Ferguss : It is 1
■ 1 wrong to think that Buddliism rejected all the older beliefs.:
7; In our- opinion -1t ‘seemsclear- that■ the early . Buddhists, -
7'V: or at least the layme.n^ampng them,7 continued toworship . : 7.7
• 7. •. snakes. - 77 7 - -  7 ‘-'‘"7 77' 77.7-■ :7 ' : ,7 ; ■
77 ,' .'77'"' Innumerable legends relating the Buddha and' the Nagaso> :
;7 7 77 found ill the early ] Buddhist writings, have -been ably dealt 7;
7 ' -.7 ; ; wi th by . Vogel in hi s book, Indian Serpent Lore Here . .
7777, v ;77 'we^shall^’ just;'mentionaa ; few76’f7these74s7their detailed f .'/7 
7.7:77.7 7 study .falls outside' thescope of our work. . It is stated ;7
7 ;7 7 7  7. in the Buddhist writings that the iwo Nagas, Nanda and 
77777777' Upananda were of great help at the time of Buddha* s -birth 
and gave him his: first bath.1 7Accqrdinglto .tradition the 
. 7.77, 7 :: Naga. King Muchilinda sheltered Buddha from r ain and wind
:i 7; ; • jl for a week wKeh^the 'Bord wad engaged in meditation.y 
' 7 ■ Sculptural representatiohs of this ; scene are found in 
7-';7: . Sanchi and Amaravati panels. .Fergusson, . after a careful 
7':777.7’7'7 4tudy of/these,; concluded -tkat /in .inOrevthan, one Sculpture 7 7
.~ 1. A.Getty, The Gods of Northern Buddhismy p.172: Vogel, op.cit. 
7;- 7.77-'7 ;; 7 ;7;;pp• 95*“9.6 and Plate Vl(‘a j; 7-N.Butt and K.D.Bajpai, Development 
77 7 ' 7 7: of Buddhism in .Uttar Pradesh, p. 389. ' '-7-7-
;7: 7. 2. Getty,. op .cit. pi 172: Vogel, op. cit., pp.102-105; N.Dutt . .
.777,7 777-. ' . and K .D:.Bajpai,' op.clt..y p.389. "77; '7
y,-,;. v, ,7 -.s..7^ / ': ■ 7 7 7 7  ’7 ; ;  ^9*
'/ • ■ the . snalte occupies the place of honour normally given to a
77 7-.- , ■ 7-^:7;s5rmboI uof ;Bud&h'a*y7 ’f-'The./Nagab/anditheir;w the former ,. 7. 7 :
v . ; 7 7 7 ch?owned f  ive ,7;seyen\, and some- 7: . 7
74 or three snake-7
7 7 7 hoods, appeal4 ihfhe^sculptureb^pf yS andha , 7Amaravdt% and 7
/:.7 77 77-other places;as devotees’ ,of Buddha or Buddhist emhlems.^ . . 7;
77 77; , ; 7T]iis: evicdenoe; strongly7suggests" the yehrlyiqssbciation. of 
' ;7V. 7 ; ' . the' snake cult' and of snake worshipping people with ; • :7-/ 7;
r’777.7 ;■ 7'7;7Buddhism,.,y/ThIs7yiew .is'. further supported hy7the; exiBtencb ; 
773- ;7 777; ofya ‘snake7 go&de^^ the Mahayana Buddhists.^ . 7 y
-■ Jaihismf7 yv : ;,777y• 7 77.; •' ■; 7 yy-;- • -7 . ; ■ 7 7 .7'- 7 . . - 7; .y
7;;v7:- ; 7 7 .7 Theia^befation'BT"early7Jainism 7withV the snake c u l t - 7 7
; .7.:77 7;v is not to: he negbcted. 11 is well knowxi that in almost 7;
:; all Jaina.temple s snake images are found♦^  Ttoee well . - 7
7 / 777' kiiown. :Jaina:7statues7hdving shakes at7their?feet are- found 7 7.
7 ■ 7 • -at three different Bigambara sacred places, at Sravana 7 .7:7/
77 ' 7 7 ; Belgola-lh7Mysore^aiid: atKarkalaiahd7f enur or Vernur, both 7:
7? . 7 : in'Bouth TKdnara.; y A similar: reprbdent^at ion is found ■ in the 7 >7; 7
7 7. Jaiha cave fit Badami.;^ The mbstvnbtabie,^conversion, of
7 • | snakes wi th J aini sm is the use 7 of. the. snake as a symbol of ' ■ • 7
■ 1. Fergus son 7 Tree and Serpent 7Wor ship, pp.2ii.3-2i4.it. and Plates 7
7 / 7. ‘'-’f -h- :^"XKIVi; f  ig.T, 7BXkVIv7,: ■77,;/7'7 77 f;;7--7-.-?7,. , 7,7.7 7 7 ■ ■; 7'.
7 7 ’ 7. 2. For details see; FergussohV Tree ahd Serpent Worship and 
■;'.'7'; ;, •. ? Vogel, Indian Serpent Lore. ?
77 ?• •: 5* Infra, pp'»773.yfr.~ 36-5* y,y.:,..7-- 7" '-7-7 :-"'-;7":' ' - 7 '-7'"'
7 U. I.A., Vol.7, P*h3: Vogel, 7op*cit.., p.27.0. 7 ;
5*: Fergussoh,7 Histor y of Indian and Eastern Architecture, Vol* IT, 
..77- - pp*72-75; Qldhamjybtubit. , pp.!77f * . 7 .7
the. Jina. Parbvanatha. , 7 He is represented either with 
a seven-hooded snake expanding/over his head, or as 
sitting on the expanded hoods of a snake; with many heads.1 
It was believed by the Jain as Tthbt\;bn7'anti'dip te against snake­
bite; was to: pronounce the/name , of Parbvanatha• It is 
thought .that .the name Parsva was derived; from the fact that 
his mother, saw .a snake crawling at her side (Parsva) when 
she, was pregnant with him. - According to a Jaina,legend, 
when; Parbvanatha was eng age d in .hi s devo t ions, hi s enemy ,. 
at .each birth, Kamatha or Ka^ha, caused a great rain and 
thunderstorm to disturb'him in his meditations. The 
serpent, king Dharapendra or Dharapa v/ith his, wife ;Padmavatl 
came to protect tiie Lord, and overshadowed his head with 
his‘ seven hoods,7'whibh formed as it were an umbrella. It 
Is also told that the queen Padmavatl held a white umbrella 
(bveta chhatri) over the Lord for protection.^ Represent­
ations 7of this Tliegend are found in the; early; sculpture, of the7, 
cave;/temples at- Badami, HI 1 ora, e t c O n e  : of the finest 
specimens of these is an elaborate; sculpture in sandstone
I»A7 , Vol.2, p. 159: J.G.Bdhler,Qn the Indian Sect of the 
: Jainas, Ed. & Tr./ by J«Burgess, ppY5k,71: Vogel, op.cit♦,
p.lOli-. Po r pi ate s see ;M. 3. N aWab, Jaina Tirtha's in India 
arid their Architecture./ ■:
2, I.A., Vol. 50, p.302, footnote. v 7.
3.' J.,0. Buliler, op.cit.,7 pp. 63-6k;...;M/Bloomfield 7 The Life 
' snd Stories of Parbvanatha, p.118; I .A. * Vols. 2, p .139 and.
30, pp. 302-303. . : . 7.,.' 77-;. ■
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•of the 7th century A.D. from a Jaina temple ;at Gyaraspur, 
near Bhilsa,IMadhyU' Pradesh, which is now preserved in the , 
Victoria and /Albert .Museum,;. Londqn.1 ; In the Satruh.iay a 
M aha tiny a Dharependra is.said to have approached Parsva : 
to worship, him, when .he was engaged in his second Kayotsarga 
or :profouhd:meditati /-at-Sivapuri in .the Kausambaka . 
forest,, andto have held;.his hood over, him as ah umbrella." -
Supafbva, the seventh Tirthahkara, is also represented viith 
a hooded snake
, Numerous snake-stone.s. are found within and around Jaina 
temples.- Some of these stones are said to show the stamp 
of. great. ahtiquity.^.^; v. M.J.Walhquse notices a naked figure 
of a woman wi th a snake enc ireling the right thigh among - 
the Jaina. remains, in the neighbourhood of Hassan and Halebid 
in Mysore. This sculpture is always accompanied by .a? small 
attendant figure. "*7 The same autixor. heard; xnany. stories 
relating to the approaches of cobras to human beings with 
a vi e w t o faking friends, and he suggests that this sculpture 
depicts some sucli incident.7 He refers to‘ a story published 
in Western Star, 18717 which- is as . follows: UA very extra-;
u ■ n w  nn iihii nmn i i i .m  m i  m i< v .r» i i)n  i n— i  i r *  n .  i n wiiw ■
1. Victoria and Aloert Museum’. - No■ 1. .3. 18-1956.
2. l.A. , Vol.2, p.139. . ~ “ > ' -V. ■ 7 - "  ' ■
3- Karmarlsar, P»171i B.Dutt and K.D.Ba/pai, on .cit.,
. . p. 389. • >-'/ ■ ■ ' / • ■■■/,■
Voi&.:ii': pp-.l56V372-''.ahd;7:> ' 7 ■
.5. - I'bid. . Vol.77 n.iik. V . ./,//. •/•■■/' 7 .. /••
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ordinary; incident; was lately" ■repbrthd. to have ?occ '■ '? .
few -'miles /from VBepur;'. in, '.Malabar v 77 hat iye; f  emalegof ■ y' :
very attractive?appearance:,; whilhtl sweeping^ the yard of , 
her house,/heard?a hissing noise behind her. Turning to : 
see,hshe?:found toyher terror a large: cobra advancing towards; y 
her* • Before she "could fly; or call for.; help,>? the snake -7- 
darted at her.and?lcdiTedyround one of her legs >y rising 
swiftly,higher .and higher till it brouglit' its, open hood 
inycohtact; with her facey ’■•thehe/' mbydng,'>it:;.'to and; fro. like 
a., s cPeen «y In. thi s . pi ti able and. f  r ightf ul po sit ion, -she , . , ?'.
-had?to?:remainV'forr -nearly ■ ?two .dayst?withoutybeiiig able to ?
.lie down toy sleep* None but females; could appro ach. her .; .' 
to 7£eedher/with milk"and plantains;/. wheh,/it is- saidy . 
the cobra tprhed? its head to one side, .allowing her to • 
nourish he r se.lf• y iBuf on any man coming near the cobra 
would hiss-fearfully and, tighten its hold around her., body . 
in such’ a; mannerYa;s? ta.vmake?her ;feel;?b^ Many 7
conjurors; came to relieve her, but none succeeded, till a? ' 
Nair f  rom the; interior, by certainycharms / and’opells , dis­
entangled the poor v/oman horn her venomous lover. The, 7 7 
snake , then gcrep tTbacky into .the; bushe s whence ? it c ame,. and 
the ? wo man isr bvTdbihgv above’ occurrence is now ???
a general talk amongst the natives •1,1 ? 0n the basis of this
• T»A* .Vo 1.7, b  v44: r A1 so s e e, 3 Tliurst on y Omens■ and Supe r si i 11 ons,~  s. *1 nwiiw ■ wiihti i in*~mrBii»M>i nm f ^ >im '— --------------------rm rr w
.P*91. /? ' :,y ?/■ 7 y??.:y/; 7?77- 7''?y;. u/:7. ? ;77yy4y7?-./:7??_ 7.- ',;7 ;? 7' ■ ■. - /7y
1
7:7? p
/story .Walhquse concludes that ‘euclx an occurrence with, : ,
whatever foundation real. or?fancied,;^ may . throw some, light 
■ upon ;the' J a i na;: s c u 1 p t ur e s,. as well? asupon the . s tor i e s 
current all over the worldyofIseCT serpent /-
wives., ; or 'deitieX':^£suming7se‘rpentt*nhape>y^  ^
fiery form belied the god* . ”1, ; In your .opinion; it is not 
wise, to- seek any/relation ybetweehfthis- type of Jaina-sculpture: 
7 and the above fantastic story* - They natureof y,the, venomous 
colpru^ is well qknown;to . the Indians , who still dle from its 
; bite in large numbers every year,,. Of course evidence of 
" tame snakeb/living in houses , is not uncommon in India*1/
Though? there?fs no: mention of f his ic ono.graphical form in , :
any._ Jaina.ytext, we are hold /enough to; suggest? that f t may - 
be ?a; rare, type of image of the snake goddess Padmavati . ■ ;
: yof /the TDigambhh^ ' sect.*? The. .question' is left for - the further 
?investigation-offutiire scholars. ?.; 7--7 ;
:?/ .y??Thbre is a famous snake/hill .known as Nagamalai in 7 . 
•;v^ adura‘ 'which.-.is; believed to be, the; remains? of a great snake 
/? Of batedyby,.;the magical power of. the. Jainas and prevented by -, 
fihe grace of /Siva for :devouring Gaiva city. of Madura. ? At / 
yRamatirthhm in yisianagram taluk there? is a st.andihg Jaina y
1. Ibid,, 7 .,/';:-■■■■/ / ■'■ '■ ? ’/yf'v:
2• ‘ cf• H«Wliitehead, .Indian Problems ..In Religion/ Education,and 
■ Po 11 tics/ id* 10* f . , ■-/■?, . '
3• W*Francis, Madura District Gazetteers v Madura, Vol.I,p.7. ?
. • m—  --------------pi— ----r-iin -it  r  ■■ *.: . * ' *  -u *
image, behind ; which?curls ■ a/ cobrawi th. expanded hood, 
playing above the head of the figure.1 ; Like the other ?' ' ;
two .religious systems of India, Jalhism.has/assimilated;the 
cult into...its -own faith,. •. 7.7V. 7? ; ? 7 . •■./.?/ - y. 7
Thus we have seen, that■the/snake cult and the snake-. ..?: 
spirits (Nagas and Nagihis) entered/largely into . the myth- ., 
ology 'and religiph of .the Hindus;,/Buddhists' and Jainas. ' ;
IV.;■ Methods : of Worship ■ ■ 7 7 7 " 'V' 7"; 7
— nn«p*ini—i    ■ in iw n w i     i> !■ if ibh ■ iimi i
The, earlyvmethods. of: worship wliicli can be traced :
‘from the literature and the, art, pare./the folloy/ing:
I. Live, snake .worship - The earliest reference of this/ ' 
practice is found; in the/accounts of Greek writers .who -. 
visited, India* .Aelian writes that . Hwhen Alexander. was 
'■assaulting ; spme of ‘ the cities ’• in India, and capturing others, 
he found in many of them, besides'other animals, a snake ..
which the. Indians,,? regarding .as - sacred,' kept in a cave and?/.
? ' 7 . ' ' 7  :• ?. 7'V7‘‘ 7'-’? : " ? 77 - ' " 7" ' .7" 7 '
worshippedywith .much devotion*11 .? He -and other; writer's also 77
mention the immense/size?o.f this reptile* Thus, this 7. 7 /
: account ,/apparent 13/ transmitted from the 4th century B*C*, ;
' -records; the -wo r ship of 1 iving • snakes' in the Puxi jab*.-
I. WeFr.ancis':, Madura District Gazetteers / Visagapatarn, Vol * 1,
'* : y -ff 333 *77 ; 7 7 .7. ? ./\ • \ • . . •
2» See ? J «C*Ja in, Life in Ancient India as depicted in the Jain
■ . ■; ? ~ , 7.
3* On the. Peculiarities of Animals,. -XVoXxi; M,f Crlndle,- 
; Ancient. India p.. IU577- ; ? ■ - , :
•; evidence 'of • keeping live/shakes. Inv/the’/templesi/ •'
7///;77,v-an<7^ with; sacrificial; offering'S,'including •.
73'y3 ;7i/: jauma^ ■ oases, is to .'he; found- from /
/ 7  7 different parts of; the.: axle lent .wbrl.d.1 . The worship;'of.
. live s nake s e it he r; in t e mpl e s or -at ant-hills is not uh- / ./■.
//'/:' / ; ; common even .today in I n d i a ;The/poisbnous/snakes(were . • 
./•' V ; axid : still , are controlled by the : power -of ' medicine-men '
. 7  .//whoy/ds ed: the; herbs ■ and ...other means to tame the reptile* .
/' ■ -;7V -;./;;;As :it;. isfbelieyed?/that/1 the age of niagic * passed ixito 7”
'* the,-agb of religion* so also . the-^prac'tlce/o'f/'ilve snake; ..
/ 7 7 ;/, •• worship, which seems to have originated earlier than any 
;\ ; ; V ; other, method/pf /propitiating''snakes^ /passed thic other ;
forms of worship.; , 7 / • '= . //' .. /.'/■ • v 7 / ; '777;'
; ? II •; Sarnabali Ceremoxxv - We have: already referred^ to 
7 /7 . this cefejnbhyibWhi'chv/wasiper^^
. / , especi ally in the month of Sravaxia;* In the . age of the /
Sutras v ario us forms of. offering to ..snakes .were made,?
■;3;: 1* E»R*E*:» X I • ’ XXp.4P1 -402,404• . 7 / ;,//- 7 7 773-7
A: 2 • Ibid*,; P*415;: RiceV ; Mysore/Gazetteer-Vol*1*00.454-455: '''7?
. Imperial Gazetteer of India,/ Vol«VIII.p * 59• ; 7 
7 3*-:' Frazer Y 'The Magic. Art (G *B*), Vol * I, part • I ,pp.233-243; We do 
337. -Vy : not, !mply,; here pur categorical /acceptance of /Frazer* s famous 
■../y. . ; ; theory*' E. O.JaHies writes;,r Therefore, as far back as the 7 
7 y a r c h a e o l o g i c a l  evideiice takes/us/ /magic;:and,, religion' appear / .;■ 
7/; 7. / ; tq"haVerbeen/very;closely/rblated, and thebe Is; nothing to /
, .  y suggest; that/originally one discipline .had//priority., over the /
: / .other ei ther. : ill; time or importance** / CCombarative Religion,xx. 56)
,7 7/y 4* Supra» PP• f / •/7/7;7 .'7 ./ 7/y ' y//.-/ ; -/ 7;" ; . 7 ■ •;77;7-
: // ;//5» Ram Go pal, op* cit *, p. *469 * V*M * Apte * /op * cit *-,7 pp * 119-122..
and' uin the daily bfferiiig . Imown as Baliharapa a ...share 
was allotted, ./besides others, to the shake god Vasuki 
in the/cornersiof the house”'-.-1 An. almost, similar, practice, ■ / y 
with.,; the addition of - making; ah' image. of;’ a;/shake ‘either of ." 
earth, or of cow-dung, or o f /pointing. a, figure of a snake • 
oh the house wall or the floor,/ is still^widely prevalent . . 
ihvinany plhceh/of India.2 yy/'; ./;/■ ; y- ^
II I. Wo rship . o f Nag a image s - "Regarding; the . charac ter- 
istics of the Nag as;; scholars "differ in their opinions./ But 7 
it is generally believed^ that .they were worshipped as 
snake spirits, as is still 'the, case in .many places. G.F.
Oldhamyrites: "The serpent-gods;/are worshipped now., as they/, yy 
were- then, not, as dangerous , reptiles, n o r a s  mere symbols, / 
but as ,/the. deified fulers of an/ancient,people , whose/tribal, 
or rather, perhaps, r aci al, emblem was the Nag a,; or hooded/.. 
serpent i*1^// He■•'■!i\irther/-cdntihu0e■./that. ‘'it is necessary to, 
distinguish/between the, Naga/;demigods , in heaven and the :7 
Naga/people/:on'./earth*;: The .former--.were;' the deified ancestors/.
1* R.G-opaly op*cit* , p *591 * 7  7:, ; •/ '/. 3
2 • Atkinson, op*cit*, Vol*11, pp.856,851> Grooke,.In Introduction
' to the Popular. Religion/ And Folklore of Northern India, pp 
7 ..272-275.: Ran.iab. Notes and Queries7 Vol. Ill, ,1886, p * 7 5 . '/ /
3 * : Goomar aswamy, Hi s torv o f Indi an and. Indone s lan Art > p . 68; : J .N 
r- •. -Banehj e a 3/op Ycl t« ‘ p*544: A*/L. Basham* op.cit *,, p * 517*
4*; 01 dham, op * ci t * *; p* 85 * • •.. ’. ///•... y/ 7 .
of the latter” *. V ;Vpgel;reckohs7ihat: ”, we might assume . . y 
that ill ^ ancient; India/he ceased/rule bis we r e.. ;s d me t i me a won- 77 / 3 
; shipped ’ in/ fhe ddrm/df dnakes ( a^  ^ which ; j,ii itself ///
seems, quite plausible')%/■ /this;/wouldypresehth^’again-/byhew 7: ;'y/;y! 
aspect/ of serpent-wo rship.- /We/; p os se ss, however, no proof :3,' 7 
either /archaeological or li terary7of" suc|i /a/, custom”;* Both /; 
the theories should, $e3cbiii|>i^  ; wi th some additions,/
if this hypothesis’ isyto/be - acceptb^*"//It might: he; the/case 
that the belief in theiwor’ship//o'f /dead/:kings/,und pthepy - / 
per sens '/originated among/ people/who;/wob shlpp ed/snakes from /
, fear, used them as symbols, and; believe d i n  the returnof ;
\/thp3bplb^ the dead, parti cuiarly of /important /persons* :
in the fornr of snakes* - v- 7
:V..//v^ / ;It is/certainly worthy note that/G-Uga,:/. h/deifled/y 
/legendary  ^buler^ / is;widely/,worshipped ;;se/n3shakd/ghd,7, y/y /■ 
7. e specially /by vtbhbloweb/ cl asses in ;the/ Eas t ern fan j ab, 
yUitarvfradedh/and;/Ra^jabthan• /// Different legdubs /place hirib 
y in/differebf/b^btbds, though none caif be/accepted y
/certaintyw:?//^Ibmiiar evidence of legendary de iff ed/snake ;
/heroes:,, is3nbb;lacki^ A similar/beiidfbin 7/;
• i * .  Ibid** P* 3 1 *  ' / / 3  y y .  ■' 7y. y
7 2.*; Vogel V CP * city* P * 5 * yy "7/ /,/ y"; ■' /. -;/"-7.'
7 3 b . V o g e l , 3 o p * c l t * y 7 p p * 2 6 5 - 2 6 6 *  ' / ■'
;4b;Grooke Religion;and" Folklore/of N*-Indi ay Vol .II, pp > 1 3 3 “ 1 3 4
the :appearanceypf /heroes o.r the dead as, serpents : was 
current m  Greece, and special sanctity wad; tached;ta/.,/y 
hnakes/' foh/this/ reason. vy/zAn^ BahiDxa/cf'-Anfele, in
Central Africa, it; is; bpli eyed ft hat 3” the/: - - .
/dead;princes /and princesses/bb.m^ in the//'y y/y y
3 fqriri/of /snakes, /which/hurstZgrp.m/tft^ /
./the for'est-f//\j?herdy^ ^^ ^
: priests:/feed/and guard the : holy/serpents*”2 / /Frazer further - . 
wri te s that ;”wlth many s avage s a reason/for re specting and ;/ 
sparing /certain/species /of^7animaib/is: a belief that the;, 3  : 
souls" b f v 'their .:.dead;;lcinsfplk' * are lodged / in the se c iveature.s 
The safe' scholar’ cqntihueis /that ;?rthedocirihey of: the ref ;f/y- 
> incarnation of human?souls3in/the ‘bodiesyeithebyo or
of animals, which /meets/ us3adyan /articleigf/fai'thyir^boyy./ 73 
many s av age tribe's;,":, .lias ahpeci al intere s t f o r/ the hi st o r i an 
of thought, beeauseyIf ."has7haeh3adopted;iiiore/ or lessyexryy/7y 
plicitly and employed,n6t/mereiy;/hs•/a’7phiIpsophical;/ : / 3/ 
theory, but as a;feaha;qf /enforc-ing/mpral"b^ : ; /;//
thinkers, 1 eachers, /and..law-givers among -yariqus: diyilxsed //
: peoples > notably inyAnclent Indi a 'and Greece•
1. XI., p.404.
2. Frazer, Spirits.\.o£\ the Corn :and of: the. Wild, . Vol. 11/-n.288.
3:3Y/ibid.;. /-p.285. 3■■ /3. • /•■ y/y -7^3//'/7/^7'b
4* Frazer, Spirits/bf. the Corn ahd/of the /^ild tG.B.),VpiifI, 
p.298; cf.JS.B.Tylor, Primitive Culture* VolYll,pp. 1^18// 
v-■ GvS.Wake, op. cit.» Pv272.:
b 7/33777^^ 7 7  7 3y3 7 7 > f 3 ' 7 :7 r-,;59;* 7.3
..Thus the worship of deceased; persons; as snake spirits . 
known as 3Nagas may have /been one . of the of pro-  ^y ; - 7y::
; /. ; pitiating■.;the^  . snakes ,^ though/ the hypothesih depends mainly 33 : / 
on the;analogy of.other cultures# These.snake spirits or 7 
7/ 7 gods with7snake-hbbds/varying"from three to seven are
*3 usually represented :in Indian /art .In three different ’7v/7 :
- types i) theriomorjphic, 3:ii)Y.anthrqpbmorphI6 and //. /7; y/ ,/
iil)3 therid-anthrppomorphic7{ a human/bust /.with -a; serpent1 s . -.3 , 7 
tail),./ .These , snake gods /mostly . appear/ in sculptures with a 
/ their consorts having: h , single; snake-hopd or /soitetimes . more.
; ,/.Saner jea3wrdtes'that ” the;;:Nagas/; and-Nagiiil s/had 7far.; more;
:• indiv i du a1i s ti c iconogixphic traits from the earliest times 
and the wide prevalence of the ?-snake cult* in India also . 
zexplaihs their retention”.1 It is further suggested that 37/3/ 
”the.Naga images, found in the Mathura region and mostly3 / 7 7  
/. to be dated in the early .centuries of. the Christian .era,: 
are ,real cult, objects,/ inasmuch as they were enshrined by :
,, their votaries”.2 S.C., Da, after .a careful study of a ; ,
good number of Naga and Nagixil images,.. discovex*ed . in 7 7 ; ; / - . v
3/ different parts of Orissa/In. general and Bhubaneswar in / . . ///
3 , .particular, concludes that these were used as cult images
3 : IV-TBaher jea, op.cit., p. 3447 ;/7 ‘3:/''7 3/'' 3/"' 7 .■
" 2. Banerjea, op.cit. , p.349: cf.» O.H.R.JV, Vol. Ill, No.l,
7' - 3: PP.4-5; Vol. V, Nos. 3 §nd 4,.3p.l91. ■ ■//-y. ■/ ’/ 7 3-/7. ../ /
-'■■ v.y- -■ .'3:,7"3 ■: 3:3 ' ■ 37; -'V . 3  ■ - 7/.3/ y yy y '33;/ , :3.y/y/ 7603/ i
;. : / and. that Bhubaneswar was also, a centre of//the /Naga;cult 
/•/•.. j,.. ; in the. same period as Mathura..1 ' Thus it appears that ; . /•
y .3 :;these images/ were worshipped as snake gods and goddesses . : 3
’7■-/ y'7.3, in :thd ancient peri od. ; Nowadays in. some : places ,of Orissa 3*7.
/ y/they are ;bqrshipped-as Gramadevatas.^ . , / .y .3 
37y. • /■3y/33. ItaIs to be noted that the theory of the worship of - ; 3/7
' yy . deceased rulers as snake gods, put forward by Oldham and
y/7 / /Vogel iA/lSOf/and 1926 respectively,/ has: not been taken
into consideratlqn by, scholars such- as V.A, Smith,. T.A.
7: . : . GopinathTRao,, A.K. Cqomaraswamy, and J.N. Baherj^7 who :77
7: 7. ■ have contributed much on the Iconography of Indian
7, a religions, nor ^ e y j ha^e^ especially dealt /with the Nagas , ’ .
who/cover.a vast field in the: mythologies .of Hindu, Buddhist 3
■y3 7 and Jaina. 7 , It appears, to us that they hold the view that 7/3 ;
3/3y 7 ' the Nagas were worshipped as deities Without being connected
7;:y/ /:/,7 either with,;deified ;rulers or: with deceased ones. In our 3;//;,
: : opinion the views of Oldham and Vogel deserve further con- .
. sideration. . \//y 3. y 3y-''"- V. ' v .- • .3 / '.y y -
: V. Origin of other'.beliefs - relating to the cult.,
: / 7 7 _ /.-y :Though ophiolatry.; was/the outcome.of Tear, many beliefs ..yy'/ 
7/7/ a were mahifested .wilhin .the. cult, primarily based on the 7
1 Y 1. O.H.R.J.» Vol.: Ill, No.i, pp.1-5. 7 /■:■'////
3// / a 2./fbid., p.l. yy. / ■ '- ■b//.
, ZhahitsZandnatureZdf the reptile* Many '.such beliefswhich / |
' are s till cur rent ;in .India Zseem to have, "bri gdna ted. In the. Z;ZZz
z?i.Z-’Z ...ancient;''perip'di;\;STheir. ■ are^nsvfollows:dzp^Z-ZzzZ'ZkZ-.- ■ - Z /.rz ;
; zi» Water spirit s - V * A * Smith1 oh serves, that the Nagas ZZZ'i
.. - 7; and their CQnSoriistwsre:; worshlpped; :,as' water spiri ts /in Z/Z-Z. '
the ahcient per io d • This view is strongly supported hy . /
■ V / - , H*Kerh^, B •Rowland^ and/SwamI Sankarananda^. Kern* s' view, ' ' 
i; . :as; translated and expressed "by Vogel, is that “they are. to. Z /• .-
• ;h.e regarded as personified foi^ces of nature' in the first 
■: :.v I- /instance■ the snake-like coiling: raih clouds emitting flashes zz
z ' ■ ...of li^tning - the serpents pf the sky <  wliich: are trans-
/ Z: ported to the lakes and/pools' on. earth and' fihally are ;/v>
I ‘confounded1 with real poisonous snakesV• . Vogel accepts
; ■/ ■zz. this . view as' somewhat; one-sided, and adds: that “it emphasises ;
ZzZZ. at; any rate n very important aspect of .'■■'Nag a .worship, viz*
the. close relationship /between the Nagas and the element . Z'Z-Z;
; • Z - /' which; in a hot codutry like. ihdia\;is ;of.,;such: vital signi-;z ;'' z/ z
ficance for human and animal existence. Z■ : ;In many a|Legend Z Z
;/s/ . the■ Nagas. are said to haunt lakesZdnd ponds and the sources z Z Z • /
of rivers. They are Beneficial givers of rain, hut,, if
1. Smith, History of Fine Art in India and C e y l o n 10., 138»289.*
Z-ZZ:’ ' V  2* Quoted .~by Vo^el* ou*cit Znn; 5-h./ Z ■ I)--.■- .1-.'Zh-: ■ / zZ/Z-
Z 3 * Beniamin &owlahd,z The Ar f and Architec tilre of :Ihdi a»vv *26-,
-//■;./-'VZ;zZZ Z 32.^68. ; , z ;.zz '^Zzz. - z-ZZZ ' ■ //"i ,z z  .ZZZ .
: d* Swaml Sankarandhda,/ M an a si. Char 11 ♦ 1957>PPy^#66ii68. " z.
ZZ/Z • 5* Vogel Z dd.citZ s PP:d3-4*; ZZ- z zZZZ'Zz'Zz Vzz'z Z'Z:
/■ V/^roused to anger, they send down destructive hail-storras and ..
/ ZZ-. v. ' / ravage the produce ofthe ^ fields i^ 'z Z /The accounts of Chinese ;
: > piIgr Irns: • give some evidence of Belief in. the'Nagas or Z
. ‘ Nagarajas as, conti^olling the waters.^. In the gig-rveda a
■ sei'pent is. referred to as an enemyZof Indr a* This; serpent
.Ahi is'theZsymBol,of the clouds.^ ,-Thdra defeated Ahi,
' ; who oBstructed: the flov/ of water from the sky to earth, . -Z
Z z : ;;;and):- finally he let, the ZwaterZflow^'. .. In.the ZMahiiBharata 
we are 'told that at'the. churning of the . O.qean the gods z 
/ stretched Vasuki, so that Black vapours and flames came outZZ Z j
/ of his/ mouth and Became clouds and lightning, and showers :
of rain poured.^ In the Buddhist tradition, Both YarupaZ .
and Sagara, really gods of the sea, have Been converted into •;
Z Nagarajas and are referred to, as such.^ ..
■^Z :..;;Z"; ' Z. InVmany ;places -of Northern India Nagas, and sometimes
■ZZ: - Z z iheir consorts the Naginis, Zare worshipped Zas water spirits : Z
or geiiii of lakes and springs.^ Many lakes and tanks are Z :'Z :
Z  Believed to: Be sacred to the snakes, and in Kashmir all the Z
z ; ZZ Z z wells,particularly the hot springs, are associated with / . ’■■;/
Z z z z z  Zz. Zsnake ..w o r s h i p . T h e :  origin of this. Belief can Be traced Z z ;
/: 1. Vogel, oo.cit.» p.h*
Z . 2. ff.R.E., Vol.XI,Z ■p.h-15. " , " !Z't
. Z;  ^z Z Z3. Ri^Vedav 1, 32.2;.iz: ' . Z ; - z,:: : :;/V- “ Z ■ - :
Z'Z“Z"v :ii. IBid. ,_i, 32v_ :
Z 'z ■ ■ /5♦. MaliaBharata>! Adi » 16 Z 2k-26. 7 ' Zz- Z/Z'Z \/z /./Z.7..77;'
Z; 6. Vogel, oB.cit., p . 32. ’ iZ-'/.Z . Z: - ; -l/.Z-i;
z 7 * Coo mar a swaml, op. p i t v . 68; Crooke, oo.cit.,; Vol. I,p.43;,7
J ' Vogel,Zoo,cit. 1 oo.226-2i4.6v. 2h7-2h8Z 262.: : Z Z ' t ' t -
■■s / 8. ZB.H .33. , Vo 1. XI v B . hi 5. t z • ' ; •
l i a : c k z7a's)7e a r i y : - a i r 1;±ie’jbte:z ^ e a 3?|::';of*./’ I l u s h a p a  e r a  :
d u r i n g . / t h c r e i - g u  o f  . H u v i s h k a ,/' i n  t h e  l i g h t  o f  t h e  d i s c o v e r y  
o f  - a- ■i n s c r i B e d  N a g a  s  t a t u e  i i e a r  a  t a n l o  a t  C h h a r g a p n  h e a r  1 /
M d t h u p d f r w h i d l i ; , ^ ^  G - . G .
C h a n d r S * / / o h / , h h h  / B d s i s / o ^ ^  o f .  :a  n u m b e r  o f  e
t e r r a c 6t ; t a  s n a k e s  a t  R a  j g i r . r e m a r k s : .  z ...‘/ T h e  i m p o r t a n c e ,  o f  
t h o s e  Z f i h d o z f  o r  / t h e  i h t e r p r e t a t l o m z d  t h e  c h  a r  a  c  t  e  r  o f  :
";Z ^ :;i z t z ^ ^ ' :^ u h i y a x  l l a ^ - h a h h b t Z i D e  e x a g g e r a t e d . / I f t h i s  n a m e  z ' - - / h z / / / Z v ? ^  
///• /// p r e s e f y e s ;  t h e / z m e m o r y z o  N a g a j /  w h b ,  a c c o r d i n g  it; /:
/ w a s /  t h e  p r o  t  e c Z t o r  : a n d  p a i n - g i y e p  o f  - . - \ : ;Z///:/'-z;z. 
/ ' zzz Z  R Q ^ a g p i h a , .  it,, o o n Q e q t u r e d C i h h t / t ^  /  /:/:, t;.V
m u l t i p l e  c h a n n e l s  , . s t i m u l a t i n g  s h o w e p h  w e r e ; u s e d ;  B y  d i  s t r e s s e d  / Z; 
s u p p l i c a n t s ,  p r a y i n g  f o r  r a i n ,  a n d  u l t i m a t e l y / Z ^ B O s i t f d  A**/. * :-;'.Z' '7:h / /  
t h e  c o m p o u n d / ^  / C e r f e n t  / w o r s h i p / z w e s / a / p o p u l a r / / / ■
f o r m  o f  r e l g i o n ; : o v e r ; a / w i d e z  e x p a n s e  o f  : h n c i e h t : r l n d i a f  B u t  : 
i n  R a j g i r  i t s e l f ; i t s  h i s t o . p y t a n / B e  t r a c e d  a l m o s t ; c o h t i h b u s i y / 
f r o m  1 a B o u i f t h e  z3r f i / c e ; h t u r y  B . C .  / t o  t h e  5t h / c e n t u r y  - A . D . V  t o  - 
w h i c h  l a s t  p e r i o d  t h e  c i r c u l a r  s t r u c t u r e -  a t  # a n i y a i h ^ ^  
t o  B e  a s s i g n e d . tf^  T h u s  t h e  s n a k e  g o d s  w e r e :  w o r s h i p p e d  i n  
s o m e  c a s e s  a s  t h e  c o n t r o l l e r s  o f  r a i n s .  ■■■•. / / t z - '
I  * V o g e l  3 o p » c i  t . , 0 *42 ... v  - . v - - i
2 * A . R . A . S . I . , 1955- f 36 . • p o . 33~.5Ji c f . J . B . O . R . S . , / V o l .  X X I I I ,
p p . - 12< > -127. ’ ■ ■ / / g h  Z / ' k / / /  V ;  k V  //;;,.*:/.y-
/■-7/; Z^ ky/ kh.Z • cause .of z-the _ origin.of;/this: Belief. i sy notv far;, : /// lzk
yy/tdkse;^ ^^  the commonest taimts- of snakes are lakes* /y//k;y
a:; / /Vkf'ppnShi-lisprinjgs^ this > ;
;..7y7/;7 characterIs tic feature a Bell el; ih;: the control o f water 
V B y  snakes: came into Being among the early inhaBitants of • /,„■
;/v7 ; Ihdia;k ^  common/ to; mahyZfaces, of 7theyZ-.//yZ;' y:
y / 7 -worid. v  / However,ywe ape not. ihelined: to agree /with' the k/,/Zyy 
7yk'yk scholars- who Believe ythat t M : snake/spirits;were originally' V -Z.Z 
Z:///7.7.;worshipped as watef7:spirits*^ This Beliefcame later. , z ,* 77/ 
/yyk// ;7>fhe;;snakei:ls‘' :so';-aweVihspiringZ:that;thev wouldZ-expecf7ft,Z; ..7 / 7777k. 
k/::yZ ; 7/among- the/most vprimitive7of -peoples, /fo oBtain;worship ; z - k / /ky 
7yZ -'Z-7 "kt pkils/own; right k-kZkZ 'k-:Z/' . ,//_kk: ;7,. y/.v-k ,.k"7-- • '7k vt;7?k7y
I/k' IIv‘:Ancestor s p i r i t s - Z; WeZ have already.seen^ythat Bdlief ;Z :Z 
yZ/lykk ;ih the transmigrationt)f, the souls of. the dead into the ' 7 Z y/Z-y 
; Z  ,Z Z : ; Bodies; of aniDials /was; common to many rHces Z axidZia /s ti k
k//7 ycurrent/amongya fewZol/them. - Why the shakes ,wbre/Believed ZZ;/Z 7 
/hy//. 7/ ktq/;cohtaih aheestrai/hpirlts,; is Ze^pldined/By Hwspencer. , kk>k
'■ He writes: -The; other self of fhezdeadkhelative is. supposed: / k
777,k. td/cpmje Back/BccaBiohaliyz tpZ tlie/oldvhousei/ ' how else is it / 7 * 7;7 
possiBfe;forf theZ survivors-:;sleeping/thehe toyseh him in 7Z7 Z 7; 
7 . ;their : dreanis? ; .Here;..vare /ereatures which commonly, ■unlike 7/kkk;
k 1* k Z/Vu-VzZ:;- k - :/yk.
7; 7 3* Supra, p$; r? . k/;ky/_ k : Z;k/ ' ; ■ ;k'v. _ y -/k / : 7 v V' ''t-k
wild .animals, qora'e'into,, houses; come ,. in, .too, h'ecretly at: 
night.. The.implication is clear. That, snakes .which y ■ 
specially doZ this are returned, dead, is ' inferred Zby people.. 
in Asia,■/Africa and America; the.launting of; houses Being. - 77
thq,. common, .trait of the kind of snakes reverenced and wor­
shipped".'1’ , . / ■’' / . y -/•,.; /; . 7 / , y : , yy. 7 7. 7./': :
A  familiar suB Ject of; Burqpean rfo'lk^loreZisy'the re-y 7
' ' ' 7'. ■ ■■“’ k  • \ ' -Z' ; 7-. 77- 7 - ' : 2 ' ' ■ '• -Z" ‘ ■" ■' ; . ’ - ; '-
incarnation of the dead as snakes., . The, Best expression , ,
of this Belief /is stall found in India in slightly different
forms, y P.Ghosha writes ..that: "each Yastu, or domicile, is. Z
Believed to have; a representative. anakC: called' the Vastu- 7
Sarpa, which is. regarded with great awe. . ,11 the Vastu-/
•S ar pa i s seen, to/. aBandon a; lio use > it is ah: unlucky omen
and the perpetuity < of the house, the continuity of the; race
or family, is Beliqyed to.: Be endangered".^  ABBd DuBois 7
wrote in c onne c t ion with § outhv. India!. that/"if ■ a snake.
happens, to; ge t into.. a ho use, far from; tuning out the inc onven-,
lent guest, and killing it on the; spot; they/feed it plenti- /
fully and offer. saOrifices., to .it daily. Hindus have Been , .
known ,to keep deadly snakes ^ for years in their houses, Z
1. H .Spencer, z-The-Principles of Sociology, .1893# Vol.I, p«345i 
cf./. A.ZD• GuBernatis, : Zoological Mythology, 1872, Vol. II, .
p .407;• C.S.. Wake., opt cit., p.105*-
2. Crooke, oh.eft; V :-‘Voi-. II,,. p. 133. 7' 7 y:
3- AiS-.B.-7 XXXIX 7 1870, n.206. -
66
f eeding ' and pe 11 ing themy;,!^ whole . f amily were in
danger: ofIdsing their. livesf no . one memBer. of ;it woUld■;: 
Be ;/hdld/enough to lay , sacrilegious/ Bands; on such an ; ’ ;• - 
hdnour ed/Inmate."»^ ' ./ These; Belief s- /are'; still -/current;;. -y 
'among many of. the vlllageyfolk; in/India/ y /' Thus the y ' / / 
ihauhting., of dxouses ■ By ■ snake,s-/seems-;to have /Beeny the/ -most;/: 
potent:, /cause of '■■the;- origin/ of the; Belief that', the//souls; / 
of . de a/ease d ; persons /re turn - to the ir re s i dene e s in; the: ■ 
guise Of' snakes/., ; This Belief rules oyer :-the minds of 
many Indians/yho/p special,neyerdnce/td^ snakes,^ A' -
;sdmiI'ar'v-Belief'is not uncommon outside India.^
111. The snake - cult and the / earth'; ,/ In / anc i eh t Bgyp t 
^nd/Greece the .Shake wad /BeTIeyedto Be /"a• son .of / the; ; 
e arthy-aiid to Bey asso ci ated wi th: f er t ility._;/ /Similarly/ / /, 
in / our early; literature Kadr u,-/the; /motheh of ' the Nag a ,y : 
r a ce/is/Beli eve d  to ' B e a/ pe rs onifi c atidn o f the, e ar th , 
The /Bhstzexhmple:^of' the relatibnuBeiw&en the /snakes- an<i ' 
the earth, is/found; in: the 'Ramiysha.!y  X  ■ .
hAMir.iBW nifrnij imiiiw  i ■ ■ m ■■ i iiiiiim hi i . ■■ i— ■ ^ ^ iHiirai'w.iiW,!
1. A. J.A.jDuBois,,/,Hindu haianefsy;:dustoms- and Ceremoniesi/;1906,
pp.641f. - ; /v. ■.;v-h,7ir/z/h;
2-b- Man in - Indi a, ;Vol »X)CYIYp 762.1 hlndi an golklore g Vol . I, No. 2* v . 24. 
3. /;/Voly ;/XI;, /pp.405ff*I;/■ -y' / y
4® iBidg,. p.4q4r. Vogel/? ■ on P nit .-$'■ 6a20». -.y -. - yyyy'-v
3« VogelV;op/clf>.7:, p, 2Q;;:N7Kb;Bhatf asalx vlcohography of /Buddhist 
 ^ /MahmMigJ^^ s' in the: Pacca.-/Museum,/ 1929, p 1217.
&amaE&£&f Uttara Ky,. 99. 10-12.
■■'-i iy-f 'v . v,: 'y 7 ■ ,v;yt 67,.;/;
/ 7 /y ■ chastitywad dduBted, she .replied: "I: have never thought. " :
of anyone. But Rama, and By this strength of. mind I pray to ' // ,
/ l - ■; \-theZearth goddess, for shelter., in her lap" . Then and there V
■ 7 ;: - f the earth, opened Before her 7 and the Earth Goddess, .. /
accompanied By two snakes., oaf rying 011 the if heads a .,7 /
Beautiful throne., appeared. /Taking. Sit a In her arms 
/;/y .she placed .her on the .■throne. and'disappeared' from view. - - . ; , ; ;
. y ;• 7/The; cause of the ..origin of. Belief in; the/association . Z . /
//: / ■ /.Betweeh/the. snakes ^ nd tile earth is proBaBly that the ;
; ! ■ zsnakes, common^!ive in holes, in the earth. /From the same
..;/Beli.ef. ant-hills are worshipped as the aBode of snakes in 7/ ■'/■/■ /
: . India,1 ///-'id .all/Indiah/ mythology the Nagas, play, a great ,. .
/;/--■ / part as the/lords of the , Earth, and' of. its liidden treasures',•; \'•;//:::•
which,they, gudrd in; their suBterranean realm,/Patala. The 
/Belief;/'-‘is;:-s.b, strong, t h a t " the Miar ani of Boro da, mounted on /y;
‘ ; an elephant, goes . in pnoceasion to the woods to worship an ''•;/
. ./ aht-hill*. The . pipers who accompany the procession/Blow . . /:. • -/
'■: // their pipes, and allured By the sound, , the-snakes come out 
/ of theif, holes, when they are; worshipped . and; f edwi-th milk. /_v 
/ Z y : The/, earth goddess was. worshipped'-as/; the; goddess of fer- 
tifity, as she is today./; Naturally her supposed son -
 ^ j~rfT ^iti— 1 r—im-friiiiiiiw i ■— yV 1 uly—■■■■tfmmti—nimn—in* ww■./.■i^ m*j_uu■ omuj^ miw w j._mumw m ijuiwhmw— -mm  j.u^r j u m u  )
1 . zf ndlah^ Ahtiquarvk Vol.IV>0 .6: Vogel, on■ cit. 5 173>197,273,
276* 281 S. S .0. 0 1 Malley, Bo pul ar Hinduism v n.166. '
2. R .E . Entlioven, The Folk-Lore of BomBay, ;p.l28.
. the shake\Vzwas*'• Beli/eyedz/to-• share' the power of .his mother, 
and/was worshipped By primitive people as a divine Being 
who could Bestow fertility on their crops and • herds- By 
controlli ng r a i n, as we have . alre a dy. seen... In Egyp t, "a 
serpent was the. embodiment of certain goddesses - e.g. ,
Raiinut, goddess of fertility and the/harvest, perhaps, "
Because^snakes found in corn-fields were regarded as
z- / z/; ■ y • : - p •' 2
local spirits in snake form and were fed.". Scholars
Believe/; that Ananta or Sesha Wiga .was. worshipped as a . god
of harvest and cultivation Before he was accepted as an.
Incarnation;of Balarama. . E.O. James further adds that\‘
"as an agricultural deity he fulfilled the normal, function
of the serpent in its fertility aspect in;the Goddess cult."?,
It.Is Believed By the■agricultural communities in. South
; India that / the; snakes contriBute •.."to/ the/ feftility of the./-
soil and the health, of the: cattle." . However >we’ are in-’: . / .;
clined to think that Belief. in the snake/as ;a/ deity of
fertility,and his share in the; power of fertility goddess
came .into existence; from the Belief that the snake is the /
controller of. rain which is necessary ...for^cultivation and
T. J.]Le, ,. XI, p.402. / ' : • z /ZZ7zZ;Z 7 7  ^-7
2. A.Barth, The Religions of India, 0.175: E.Q.James, The Cult 
" of the Mother. Goddess, p . 120. / .■ ./• :/' /Z y
3. James, The Cult of the Mother G o d d e s s p.l20'.z;Z/z , / .
4. 0. J.M.S.Vol.XXI1, 1931-*32,p.428; Man in India, . VoI,XXVI,
p.37. 7 ' - trv^-- .
production. . . , . • / . • 7; ' 7 :
7. There is. even a coniinon Belief, that "if a Naga appears 
in a dream, the person is said to Be soon Blessed with ■ 
numerous: children, a myth/apparently cbnnected,.with 
aBorigines of the soil.1,1 It, hasZBeen suggested that 
" i proBaBly so long as the desire of offspring is a, 
leading characteristic of the Indian people ,' so'.long/will 
the worship. of the serpent, or of the .snake’-' stones, Be
' ' 2 ’ " ■“ ' Z7 "z \ 7 . 7' : 7. v ’’ v . ■ ' 7 '•
a popular cult." ProBaBly for the same reason the. 
shake is worshipped at the time/of'marriage, .especially 
By. the Bedar s o f the Deccan, ■ the'-Brahmins in Kanara and the 
Lambadis in Madras.^ In South India women of.the lower 
classes worship a snake after.marriage in the Go-Buja day 
in the Tamil month of Thai ( M a r c h y A p h i l ) I n  BirBhum,
Bengal,: among the SuBarnaBaniks. a peculi ar marriage rite known’. 
as; GichhaBe#a is current.?’ 7 At this rite Manas a. is alone 
■ worshipped. Other castes. also,observe a. similar rite,
though there is no name for it.^ fit appears to us .that 
these Beliefs and practices, originated.out of zthe .Belief 
in the enormous reproductive;power of snakes, who produce
1 * J.A.S.B-., Vol.XXXIX, p .220; cf. . Indian Folklore, Vol. I, No.2 
. P*24.. - ■ ' * V  z Z 7:'.vk-z
2. Thurston* Omens and Sunerstitions,; n. 132.
3® Infray P3p. 28A z
4® Vol. XXII, p.426. . , / 7
5. Infra, pp. k 3 %
70.
/Zz 7 V; 'more eggs thaiy;any; other/orehtureyQf//commonZqBcurrence v : y/yyy 
/; 7/7 : : ' Prom their relntion. /with thdzeaptli shakes. af e / Believed■ ; y,
; ; . to Be the guardians of Buried treasures, and of holy 7. 7,
//.V/r ■ Z. qBoects in Buddhist tradition!1 7 .Zz 7, / By ' y/7. ;7 1 y-; y :-/7'
ZZvz7:y . IV, Tree ahdZSeroent - The-as s b ci a t i on of snake s - and V
,yy; "* : y / treeszoan ;:Be /traced /Back:;t6ytheylndus/ Valley period.v^ z z • 7/-/
. y /' In Buddhist India "the tree deities were called Nagas, /
.7-; 1 7/7. ■ ' 7 7 7  ’■ /.• 7 . " Y 777 ' :'7. 77 777,.. ■ ; •: • 7 77"’
37/*• ■ ■ 7/and were aBle at/will^ /, to; assume the human; ,f9f m ; ■ and 7 / • / 7
v,/ -z . in one story the / sp»irit7of 7a ,Banyah tree/who. reduced the .
■-y ' merchants to ashes is called a Naga~ra3a, the-soldiers
y ,he, sends fortl^ i from his tree■ arc Nagas, aiid the tree it- : 7 ■ '/■
7; yyz. '.■'/ .self/is/ the /dWellihg^placez/of 7the/:NagaiV? • / In connection - /'/■;/
/7://7y7 with the legend of zBM^ayandzMueM^ 7Vb£^I/8-writes:7 // 7 ••'•’/. ■
7/7 / 7 : "It is a point of some . interest vihat in the ear lies t version'
:/// 7/7/ 7 of this 1 egend/. which- is: pres e/ive d/zip /the Pali .caiion in ention -b
,7 7 / is made Bf a Muchilinda-tree /which/IsZnot; Bpoken of in the/
zy-B'7/ later/-sources .z / Evidently there/ is : some connection /Between/
: the Naga Muchilinda ‘and. they tree of the same , name under which.
/ ;7y the- Buddha . was/.heated. - May- we/perhaps/ assurne that in the 7
ancient story the Naga .was conceivedvaa^ /a/tree-spirit? ;3Uoh i
,, ■,./-3 an assumption is /all the more ,pl auslBle as.; in a Buddhist' / -
1. B.R.E* V XI. p,hi6; Voge 1,/. on* ci t./, :pp . 20-23y ^^ /:/ - y /////. 7/3.. B
2. A.p/.yKarmarkar:,/ The Religions of Indi a, Vo 1; I v 7P*I$Q; •/
3® kl. p .417; / T.W. . Rhys Davids I-Buddhist'/Indiap. 232
<iirth-story\we:-- read of; a' hug e B any an- tree whi c h is' 
haunted' By Nagas.1,1 .." ' ; ■ ■ ; '/By 7 .
. In Mysore,, 7Uthe; stohes Bearing the sculptured figures;
of serpents near every village, are always erected under 
certain trees, which are most frequently Built round with 
a raised platform, on which the stones are set up, facing.
.the;rising sun. One is invariaBly.a sacred fig, which 
represents a,female, and another a margosa, which re­
presents a male; and, these two are married with the same 
ceremonies as human Beings. The Bilpatre (aegle marrnelos),
; ■ ' - 7 , 77/ ' B  ' ■ • . .7' 7- • 2 ’ . ' ■
sacred to Siva, is often planted with them." . Similar is 
the case almost throughout the whole/of South India.^ 7 
/.Moreover,, 1 shake-groves *. are commonly found in many places 
1 of South India in .general But, in/ MalaBar they occur, in 7 
almost, every. Hindu, ho use. ^ B
7 The hssqciation of the tree; and the snake seems:to 
have originated for two reasons - the intrinsic sanetity 
of the tree in the Indian mind and the/fact that:trees are ' 
considered to Be one of the places of residence of snakes.
The latter Belief . is strongly - held By Bouth Indians., who
1. Vogel * op.cit., p.103• 7
: 2.7 B.L.Rlce, Mysore Gazetteer .Vol. 1,7 p.455;BE®RlB.,. XI, pp. 417-
: 4181 -."'77.. 7 ' ; ; ' 7 ' 7; 7 Bl B ' -/.7, .7 ■ ; .
3. Thurston, Omens: and Super stitions■» p. 123; Q,. J.M.S., Vol.XXII, 
•; . . p. 426. ■ ■ ■ 7 ;. • 7 77,7 .; 7"'7 By '; 7 . '■ y ■ . / •. - / 7‘ ; \7
4•; H .;Whi tehead, The Village Gods in. South Indi a, p • 82; Thurston, 
7 :. Omens and Supers t Hons»- p 1121; Man in India! Vo Is • XXVI, p • 55 
;B 7. and XXXV,: p.133; Q,. J .M .8w : VolhXXIX ( NeW Series) p.326,
.-By.' z. zy , V7'y;y7yy 77 ■. / y/v/y-;-- V'/-^ 7B;7"'B:;'y-/z- 7 .By V. 72. , 7 '.
7/carefully preserve, snake-grove's i.e., small gardens . . / ;
Zreserved /for-the, residence of :: snakes.;/And, ,as. .a further 7 , y •
7 example of this early asso.ciationy Manasa is •symbolized , ; 7
: by a twig of siy at her worship. Thus / we . can safely 7 / / ; 7.
. conclude .that in some cases snakes were worshipped as 
tree-spirits/. . "■ ••'/ • z / ... 7,., ;.y z-yly/zB.. ; . ,
7z ;yZ FromvTwhat/ has7heexi/di scussed /in7/thi/s ychapter It is . /By/y. 
clear that7.the .snake, cult/.played7h great role in Ancient .
India as ItVdoeayeveh today.y 7 The cult which /grew up B7 y , 7/7
indepehdently/ among/ the, early people of India has been .z7y• ;
;7 b accepted/by Hindus, Buddhists and . J.aihas alike: who still ■ B B 7 .7,
; . 7 ., /. propitiate.B-snakes7or a deity who,fis believed to control
/z; • them. . 7 7/7 'v.7. :7- ' 7--• y/ 7 -z^  zy . ; y'z ' 7 -• y. 77. ' - z. 77yzz
7
/  : ■ 
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CHAPTER II 
Socio-Religious Background
The study-of* the cult of Manasa necessitates the
study of the .socio-religious "background of Bengal at the
' ■ • . -1: V
time of her origin. It is a popular "belief among scholars
that the origin of this goddess may he traced hack to the
early period of the Pala. kingso We shall attempt from
our study of the narrative poems of Manasa. better.known
as Mana s amah a alkav.y a s to show how the goddess was at last
recognised by the upper strata of society* after a gradual
process lasting for centuries* and achieved her fullest
development in early mediaeval literature written between
the 13th and 15th centuries of our era. One cannot trace
the history of the development of religious ideas unless
the historical background is taken into consideration. For
the purpose of our study let us trace the socio-religious
condition of Bengal under the Palas and the Senas, including
Ipi............................................................ ................................................................................... .. ... ....... p i h i  w i w m ^ h i  umii him  i m i  w     mp    1 *  ■ ■  ■■  ■■ .w m .  i b l h m w
1. B.C.Sen, Btttbat Bang a, pp. k-67“U6 8, 974; H.R.Ray, Bang all r 
I_tihas^ (Adi parvaTT p.5S9; A.Bhattaeharya?, Ban&la Mangala - 
Kavyer Itihasa, pp.200,220. It is of interest to note the"" 
view7 of lte.N.R.Ray who is of opinion that Manasa was accepted 
and worshipped as a goddess of the Brahmanical pantheon from 
the early reigns of.the Palas. He was tempted to make this 
rpmark from the large number of icons discovered in Bengal 
and the adjoining states (infra, Ch. VII)..
the other/minor dynasties ruling during that period,.
The beginning; of Pala rule heralded a new epoch in • , ;VA-
the history of Bengal in all branches of culture aiid civil-. -■:
ization. . This period marked ,11 the evolution of the Bengali 
: people and their; language and culture.. ' The vernacular of .
... Bengal, although ■ still in/the Middle Ihdo-Arybn stage, ' . . , \
took a definite form, which may be described as 1 prefer .
; Bengali S  by 800; A.D., vfhen, Bharmapala reigned'. The 
. foundation of tlie Pala empire synchronised;;witbr; the birth; b
of the .Bengali people- as; a distinct and,important, group V
in the country of the peoples of. mediaeval and modern I n d i a . .
; : As regards religion ttie Pala .kings were great devotees' , •,.
of .Mahayana Buddhism and stood - for the cause of. Buddhism\. / : ; 
both in their domains and .outside.. But they were tolerant 
; of Other religious sects and sympathetic towards Brahmanism.
,Their catholic attitude is well indicated from, the fact that 
they employed orthodox Brahmans, as;their hereditary chief 
ministers.. The religious- outlook of the Indians;was ;
generally tolerant and ,thi.s.!characteristic feature of the 
age has been .pointed out; ■ 11 The religious life in India,
is marked obout this time by a-; spirit .'of catholicity-and 
■ 'mutual respect and: understanding which is.hardly compatible ;
with a deliberate.persecution on: sectarian, grounds • The 
barriers ,be tween the ■ dif f e rent religious sec ts Iwere f a s t b  
cdming down, and Bud^ism, ,vas:. presented in the 'documents 
of ;the Pala period,'exhibits.'the; hew tendency of ecleciicisin , 
such as we. find; so .strikingly illustrated, in the career of 
Barshavardhana1* . At ; This^ period :Mso , witnessed the " reciprocal 
infliienue :Of .different religious sects and instances of 
bp’rrbwing and,> incorporating sbnie .deities, from one pantheon . 
into another/ One of the most notable features in the f 
history, of .heiigion .of this period was the growths and in- ;; 
fluence of the ;Tarxtrip cult- on a 11 the prevailing; religious 
sects* Tliis dominant influence trans formed the. ideals of - 
some sects of Buddhism andVBrahm.anical -Hinduism almost beyond 
recognition. y. vyi , '  >. ,. ; • h h
Buddhism: •. It appears that Buddhism was the pre.dominating 
religion in. Bengal , ahd Bihar, during the .Pala .supremacy * .
Under V the .Paiap and; the bther ,minor. rulers eueh as ;Kahti.deva' 
•.a'hdythe' ^ ChdndravltingsBuddhism; in Bengal gained :an inter­
national prestige , from Tibet. in the horth to 'the. islands 
of the Malay- Archipelago in:\thdysouth.,^0 • -.But.'-the' gener al _•' 
view as to; the^ /pr'edomihahcy.'- of Buddhism in this period is
1* Ibid*, b*hl6 » Cf*. H*G*I *P* * Vol * V> p*256.
2* P.L.Paul, Early Hlstofy'^offBehgaii'-Voi.II^ pp*71f; S.P.P. *
; . Vol.;.XXX1> 3rd issue,\pp*.107f* .:'
3* History of Bengal, Vol. 1, n JfL7. ;
- ;,r t v
•. yvipejected- by-i^b'P*.^^ who: states.ythat; -'the patronage
yyyv ' of the Palas no doubt gave:.'ah impetus to Buddliism. and y
; ’savedthereligion frpin the "fate1 which overtook ,it in the • : .'.
. rest of India, ‘but .does, not't seem, to;have materially affected ;. 
bthe, dominant ypositibn of the Brahmanical religion* For. It .- ^ y 
; lsbiirofthy of note.,that by far the': large majority of imagesy 
; y ; yy" and; inscri ptions which may he assigned, to this period betweeny ;y 
y tt, 75O; andyi200 A*;Dt •are. Brahmah.icaly and not Buddhist*11 • ;Ba&by:y
I. . . Bagchi has made this' conciiision pritariiybbn .basis of' the
. surviving' images *. .v‘ But ixi this respect Bav Ray^ argument . , ; 
..draws our full support,; b He/polnts-voutthat...the'-.w-'ay of yy
\--b ;b worship foil oTOdyby the Vajf ay ana-Buddhists :hs. depicted in 
b-' b b ' :>ihe) works of the. Siddliacharyas; :and some Mahayaha teachers ;
y . Was a mystical. biie, involving the worship. of the - concept;, yy,- 
of a deity in; the .imagination fwithout the use. of ;an: image* y ’b y 
•: ;,y ’Fpr^t'-hi.syreason; there . ar.eyfew: images ;,of the; greater Buddhist .
.■ _, deities of-the Plla period,: though; the Buddhist works are,y;. . \ y
full of their ■. descriptions*, b From- this we ban safely'assume
. that the predominance of Brahmahie images does not disprove . 
b ; . the dominant position o’f Buddhism in Bengal, between 'the : 9th-b\:b
tp 11th century A.D. , During the Pala periods,. other .minor: . , .,
|b . b 1 *■• Ibid* *: o*U25*: b y:v ..b ' ' ': ' b ■’ y7-.bby
b - . 2* N.R. Ray, opicit * v  o *6h9 * ■ y •; - - :b;b
77 :,.b:
'"#; '_y-ruiers-’ ouchyasyxantideva' of a bportion cf; South y. ;
■ bb .? and- We st; Bengal, nndyTrgliokya^bChandra and his son Sri y 1; ?
b;: yb . Chandra,/•, in . a part of S o ut he ph and ' Eastern -Bengal , all of y y 
by'yy y whom ruled roughly; from circa 950-1000 A*I).> • also subscribed 
b yh■■■,•>htp .the; :Buddhistyfarths, :y Oneyof ??the, impbrtant: ^  of; -
y Tantr ic ..Buddhisin was Vangala,^?;hich was then rule by the by
• yy yBuddbistsbGjiandraykings -y Even the legendary; king. Go pi chandr a b ,y 
ybyy.b yor ,■ Govindaphandray ■ ;whoyrenounce&?,iho bW^  ^ attached , . y : by bb
b ; b ? toymy s tip at; :Buddtii smbi s V s aid t o 1 have been a member? ? ? 'y
,y of the.Chandra dynasty,.and the wide-famed Buddhist. Siddha-.
■; y';-. • charya Ati^a Dlpankara is said, to have come of royal s tock -
?..,; b ?"yard tp yhave: be’en?bppn Any^angfal^ .•have; been a .member ?by
y of this; f amily*^ b, =bbb"''bybVyy' bbbbr V-bb bb?yy b  b;: y y  bb ■' 'b\- - 
. b'by;:b bHowever, in the reigns of,?the Sena.kinga>.b^.0bmiBrated?y b ;,b 
■■y :bb ?y b from .the karnSfa country and .were Brahmans by .caste, we. find 7. ;'
' y ■ by':y Brahmanism ■: asy the; dominant; religi on in. Bengal;* b The Senas1, by b;
: . ; and Varmans .who,tooko ver the throne s . o f the Palas and
b Chahdras respectively actively .worked for.: the welfare and
y . promotion: of theyBrahmanical: religion, y which; had been de-
. , b privpd of the prestige pf being. the' .chief religion of the - ‘'-.byy ,
y y y . •kings of Bengal f dry about ;f our hundred years. Unlike .the? ?;■ yy- ?bb ;b
■ b?y';b jPalas .andyphandras'ybthe Sendsyand^Varmansw^ Well .,, .b,y y
;!>• His t o rv : o f B e n g a l ,. . Vol •- 1, p; 418
disposedbto,religious?^sects bothery thahb their .own*^ .b -b ;/ 
References^ oppression, of; the Buddhists by
the Senas and. yarmahs;ya^ very few, but severe criticism ; 
of Buddhism .and di are spect to i ts f ollowers are well;; , b?
attested fromythe? ihscrit>jbionalband literary evidence b \ ■ b 
of this?.pdriodi?;?yybMoreoverthe temper of the; age towards 
Buddhism can' be. - well shown by epigraphlc evidence, which bb . 
shows that once -a Vangalab army ;burht: a part of the monastery 
of; Somajjura,: where a Bhikshu died in the ;conf 1 agration • • •.
It is believed by? Baev Ray thatbthis great monastery: was 
burnt .by the bsoldi ers of Jatavarman* :. .During. the Sena- '
V  apman period Buddhi sm began to dec ay: rapidlyj and received:??y-? 
its death-bloY/bfrom the hands of the Muslims?under? the leader­
ship. of MuliaminadbBakhtyar IQial ji about. thebyear 1202 ?A.D., ■.:y 
After? the fall?^of:bthe??Palas; the yfatebof Buddhism f n  Bengal,-? 
bseems to haye been that of the • religion in the -restof;Ihdia.:, 
.Prombthis. vtlme bonwards the.-'Brahmans?-a^
literature, scfence, philosophy;and logic into their own 
r e l i g i o n T h e  Buddhism of this period has been described :? :; 
by J. N • Parqnhar as !’ slowly .dying, poisoned by; iantrism 
and- weakened by Hindu violence and cri tieism" • ^ b
1 D  *6•Sen, Brihat?BanAA» no• 528-530;' R.R.Ray>oo.cii. :,pp.667-668. 
2. N.R.ka.v.b oo.cit.■». fv 667f: S*P.P.> Vol«A;XXXVII> 4 th Is sue,bp*yb ■
5. "EoiAra’phica Inditiat. XXI» p.97; N.RiRay, oo.cit., p .291 • • 
;4*bB*C.Sen, Brihati-Banga, v *331: S.P.P., Yol.XXXVI* 1st issue*
- pp • 1-21. ; -bb ■ ■- b A by. b-A? bA: • A  A ;b ' • - -■;y . ? b b , A  Ab ‘ A- ‘ b A . y ■
?;5* d.N.ParquharVb An Outline of the Religious Literature of Ay ; 
' ' India, p. 27 A ; AA; y :'A\b‘: yb obAA-/ : ; ■' -A / . . yb
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a '/???' ; ?:; There - was much dif fefente .between the ;pre-Pal a .Buddhism,, ;y
. :. as noticed byythd Chinese pilgrims, and. reflected in epi- . 
y/y /graphical and archaeological records* and Buddhi s& during 
?"■/?■ . ythd Pala-Sena period..; The Buddliism of Pala -times was
■ ?. marked by "the decadence of pure Hi nay ana and Mahay an a '-A
Buddhism. 'but also the appearance of a new phase of the: - 
■; religion, in wiaich the prigihalv ethical and philosophical:
principles were superimposed; in such a way by an esoteric y • Ay. 
. Yogic:systern . combined withv endless rituals,and forms of ; ; -y
wor shi p , t ha t it could hardly be called Buddhi sm any. longer^"• . • 
y?.?ii‘eyreligion,lps’t/itself -in ilte/ nmze? ^  : ??/
’ b t ;; engulfed by a host ? of.mudras ; ( f inger-gesfures or . physical ;y
/postures), mandalas (mystieal? dlagrams).,?'. kriyas; (rites and 
" /ceremonies), a!nd charyas (nieditatiohal. pi’actic.es and 7 
. observances for .external aiaRfcinternal? purity) ♦? . Tlie teachings 
‘ of one of the? noblest, minds were' thus , deformed into a, system 
, ?/b ? of magical spells, exorcisms, spirit beliefs and worship of 
demons and diVinities’i.^ ? /While bthis .judgement may. seem' -■
V/ : yunduly,seve^ it seems ythat the apostles of Mahayana BuddhismtV
made their religion/one which ..might attract?'and' suit the 
masses, who were very fond of worshipping personal, deities>
1. : H . C .I.P», ¥o 1 >:;IV> b «258 / Of.. Parauhari o o . c i t.,. pp. .209f; 
y? ; DPR*Bhahdarkar/ahdy others * Bd/ .bB . Q .haw Volume . Part l'j pp.
75-87. - .;:/yb' '/.//?y:> - ;//■:-A .,//:'//,- A'yA;
igo
•?:? as; they? well under s tdod that , the or di n ary people , could . • . . ? A :y
A;?Anever properly understand any higher philosophy and theology*; ?
AA Thf syrevbluti^ ohe ’ of ?the stages??'/??- ?.
?Ayyyih?/the''- deVbippment:?pf Tahtric Buddhi sm*. y ?/;,••-. y.y ?A:/'yA ? - • y'y.A 
 ^AyA?y,./ ?-: /'lt/:is,y;hedieyed, ihat??mdhy ?;Tantric:rites are ! older ? yy'?y? A ;A?Ay' 
A;y??than the? time of 'Buddha* y ? " Tradition hbldsy/thaty itywas ;y A/A. ? , ’■,A 
?y ?Asanga, who. may he assigned to the 4th and 5th ;centuries y ??.
?? . y A.D.,, who ywas responsihle/for/blhe. growth of Tantric
Bdddhi sm, which arose out of the yogic practices and ?
'/ A 'esotOricihm/of y the? Yoga^ra;?s^ bis believed by :■?."?•' A y y
yyb? some //scholars .*A. y; I,t ■ is? even claimed by B ♦ Bhattacharyy<t • A A ? y -A?b; 
?;A A that yBuddha? hi mself /introduce d.b some; 'Tantr icyelementsy into yA yy/ y 
? Buddhism; he; writes:? "‘Though Buddha himself was antagonistic 
to all sbrts;of ysacrifices, nearomancyi sorcery, or magic, ?
;??he is.y cr edi ted, ? ne vebtheic s s i ? wi th haying ,gi yen? ins true t ions \ 
yycphcernihg; Mudras/ ? Mapd.alas and Tantr as, etc., so that by 1 „'/??.
,virtue of. Vthese ,pro sperity in thisy world;cou^ ;y ?■ v/Ay
y:byy?by;- his yl^ss?’;- advance d&dis'c/Lpi^s^^^
• for this ?^ worlfv fhan?:f of; the ;Rixy apaypreachbd ? Indi a yy;
'./inbBuiM was ?so steeped; in superst.itions that any;?;?/, /
:;? religion which daredyforbid magic, sorcery :
; ?y; and hecrom.aincy could hardly? hope to withstahd popular ??yA.; y
1 * J* R ^ A*8 */*v 19041 a * S57. byAyAAbA;???'Ab?/Ay/?AA ?A:/  : 
2* B*B*Dasgupta* Obscure Religious Cults* pp*17-18*;
Opposition* A clever orgahiser as Buddha was, he did 
not fail to notice the importance of incorporating magical .
practices;,ihbhis religion to m alee it popular from: all points,,< 
of view and attract more adherents, thereby*"- This theory yb- 
is objected to by S.K*De2 and S.B.Dasgupta^. We have no ; . A
reference b to. such practices .in;.the testimony ,of .the Chinese 
pilgrims who visited Indi a between i+QO and, 700 A.D * .^ ; . *
EargLuhar; holds: that/the Tantras; seem to .have/taken /ay.. .. 7 :
definite / shape only after-; thb 7th century A.D. "A ■ But on 
the basis of the discovery of a Buddhist Tantric work en-
A - a a  A A ^ A / A A b y  , A.: A y - , /'-/A .-by A  ''b bb a A
titled Usl^Ishavl.iay a-dharanl discovered in the /Horluzi , 
Monastery of Japan .and from inscriptional references, -N.N.
Vasu asserts that.the ^akti worship.was prevalent through- y 
out.Indi a, in the.5 th century A*D*^ The same scholar writes ,y. 
that "several images of the Sakti cult were imported into \y-y 
: Indi a from c ouhtries lying North o f ; the Himal ay as • We . 
find the mention of. this fact in some of, the Tantras. In, . y: 
yRudra-Yamala and; other Hindu Tantras the worship b of Tara'a ; syy- 
is said .to have be en brought by Vadish’tha from China *
1*,B.BhattacharyyaA Ah Introduc tl on to Buddhist. Bsbterism.vpp.
48-49* - - A - A y . A'y a,A7vA.a a- yi y A y; " y A :  ■"
2. • New Indian Antiquary, Vol. I, p .2 footnote •.
3* S.B.Dasgupta, Obscure Religious CultsApfl9* A A  
4 *.: New~ Indi an Antiquary * Vol. I p p  .lf. ---y
5* Farduhar* OQ.cit** 00*19911*.
: 6 ♦ Vasu * Arehaeolojgi c al Survey ■ o f ' Mavurabhan.i a * pp . L-LI /
' Similarly in the Buddh is t Tantra of Nepal called Sadhanamala 
= . i t i s ment i oned. th at the; worship . o f Bka j at a was "brought to .: • 
India by Nagsr juna- from Bliota of Tibet".*1' . The Chinese 
y y translatioh/^fb/thev' Buddha-charita of A^vaghosha., (•XIII .21,26) . 
refers to theTantfic goddess :Kail. 11 was no tic e d by
Hiuen Tsang that the image of ..Tara was being worshipped .;
" in India.^ . Thus various scholars have expressed their 
• opinions : in ;f egard, to: the ihtroductioh of ?Tintric ; ,elements 
■b into Buddhi sm• But the final solution of the problem i s b
. /still shrouded in. mystery. b..
?\b’b//Whatever'■ may have: been .the date of the introduction of ; 
Tantric elements in Buddhism, these elements became , irn- 
po rt ant in Mahay aria Buddhi s t ci r c le s early, in the 8th century, 
A.D* As a result "their pantheon, characteristic .mythology,b 
their transcendental philosophy, their principles of. life 
and of salvation, . evefythingbis: /thrown/ into^ tbpsyturveydom,A^ , 
This view of de la Vallde Poussin was: also that, of Kern,
/who wrote: "The. decline of Buddhi sm... in Indi a from the 8 th 
'V, century downwards nearly coincides with the growing ,in- 
: fluehce of Tantrism and sorcery,;■ which stand to eachother •
1. Ibid. , p.LVIII bb' - / b/' ?V ' ? •
;y 2 ♦ E.G. Mi tra . Decline o f Buddhism in Indi a * u . 68;. / •; yb-
b3 • Mi tra ,.• on. c it.» b .65: Cf.;. de la Valine Poussin, Bouddhisme, 
opinion sur 1 fhistoire de la dogmatique > n . 397..
1in relation of theory to practice”• However, during
the period between the 8th and 11th centuries Tantrie 
Mahayana Buddhism underwent various changes, from which 
developed certain, other .Yanas* such as Mantrayana, Va^rayana, 
Kalachakrayana and Saha;jayana, having few differences in 
their metaphysics hut considerable distinctions in their 
practices. All these Yanas lay, stress on Hatha-Yoga.
The place of their origin cannot be traced with certainty,
but it is generally agreed that most of these later forms
-  2of Buddhism developed in the Pala Empire.
And again Buddhist Tantrism lays stress upon "the 
theological principle of duality in non-duality, and holds 
that the ultimate non-dual reality possesses in its 
nature the potency of two a^ects of attributes ... These 
two aspects of the absolute reality are conceived as. Siva 
and Sakti in Brahmanical Tantrism and Prasha and Upaya in 
Buddhist Tantrism."^ wThe Yogis practices involving the 
physical and physiological union of the Prajna and the 
Upaya lead to the inner union of the two, and through this 
yogic union is produced supreme bliss (Mahasukha) which, 
according to the Buddhist and all other schools of Tantra,
1. H.Kern, Manual of Indian Buddhism» p.133.
2. N . R . Ray» on. c i t. ♦ u . 6 39. ^
3. H.C.I.P.. Vol.V, p.i+07.
is the very nature of the Absolute.1 ^
On the other hand, as a result of the fusion of 
Tantrie Brahmanism and Saktism on the one side and mystical 
Buddhism on the .other, a new school of Saktisni. known as 
Kauia had its origin in this period.. Like the other 
sects the Kaula school also..had its divisions. Among these 
the most prominent was the Yog;ini Kaula, which is believed . 
to have .been founded by Matsyendranatha• It is believed 
by many that this Matsyendranatha is identical with Luipada, 
one of the 8h Buddhist Si ddhachan3 as. Scholars also hold 
■the view ,iha t this my s tic Buddhi sm no t only fUs e d v/ i th 
Tantrie Brahmanism and Saktism but also helped to produce 
certain other religious groups such as the Nathas« Avadhutas« 
Saha.ivas. Bgiuls etc. in this period.
Taranatha tells us that, before the establishment of the 
Pala dynasty by. Gopala and during his reign,. Buddhism, which 
had hitherto only been popular through the fostering care 
of royal support, suffered terribly in Bengal. By this
' . 1 ■ *
time many Buddhist .monasteries dnd.Viharas were ruined and 
others were almost in ruins. Those Viharas which survived
■ 1. H.C.I.P.y Vol.V, p. h09. ’
2. History of Bengal, V'ol.lt. pn.i4.22-U25: N.RsRay, op.cit.» .p.6hl: 
D.R.Bhandarkar ahd:others, Ed. B.C.Law_Volume * Part 1, pp.82- 
87; For details see, Kalyani Mal'likT Nath Samnrad.ver Itihasa» 
Pharma^ Q : Sadhanauranah: U. N . BhaA&a chary a ♦ Banglar. Band 0 
Baal Q-an.
were again occupied "by the. titfithikas as their residences.1
With the establishment of the Pala rule in Bengal Buddhisto
became a vital force. Under the direct patronage of the
Pala Kings many Buddhist monasteries and Viharas were built
and old onew were reconstructed. Besides the famous
Somapura and Jagaddal, numerous Viharas were constructed
2m  various parts of Bengal. These monasteries and Viharas 
became centres of Buddhist learning and culture. Many 
teachers known as Siddhas« numbering by tradition, 84 
appeared in the period between the 10th and 12th centuries 
A.D. with certain new mystical ideas and beliefs which 
helped in the development of the different Buddhist Yanas 
in this period. Their doctrines were exported from Bengal
■ 'A
throughout the whole of India.
It has been proved that almost all the Buddhist images 
of gods and goddesses found in Bengal may be assigned to 
between the 9th and the 11th centuries.^ Pay calls this 
period 11 the golden age of Buddhism in Bengal."^ A good 
number of Buddhist images, including not only the Buddha
— — — ■■ ^ —r — , r-TTriw^ TT||Mlf|M|lir —piibiitmih—■ w * i  w H i i  ■> m ui —  iHii i  i> nmwpuwi i
1. N.R.Ray, op.oit.. p.641.
2. history of Bengal. Vol.l, p.417* H.R.Ray, on.cit.. pp.632-634* 
3* History of Bengal. Vol.l, p.419*
4. N.R.Ray, on.cit.. p.649*
in various manifestations and poses but also numerous 
Tantric goddesses# have been discovered in Bengal and are 
well preserved in various local museums.^ Among the female 
divinities# the different forms of Tara# e*g. KhadirvanI 
Tara, Bh^iku-fci-Tara, Va^ra-Tira# Marichi, Par$a£avarl# 
Harltl, ChupgLs# and Pra;jftaparamita, deserve special mention. 
The Taras# in. their various forms are more numerous than 
the male divinities, and thus it appears that the worship 
of the female principle was more widespread and popular 
than that of the male divinities in Bengal, This also 
suggests that Bengal has ever been a fertile soil felt the 
growth and development of the Sakta cult,
Brahmanical Religion,
It is believed that Vedic and Purapic culture first
began to. have a significant influence on Bengali society
from the time of the Guptas; it 'gathered strength in the
Pala period and became dominant during the time of the
2Sena and Varman Kings,
Vaishnavism.
Among the Brahmanical religions Vaishnavism occupied 
the first place# as has been proved by epigraphic and ico- 
nographic sources. Though the Palas and the early Senas
1* History _of Bengal, Vol.l# pp,466-474; N.R.Ray# oo.cit.» 
643-649.
2, History of Bengal, Vol.l, pp,396-399.
were Buddhists and Saivas respectively, they both also 
supported the ^.shpavite cult,*** The Khalimpur 'plate of 
Dharmapala records a land grant for a temple of Nanna 
Narayapa, and during the reign of.Narayapapala a Garu^a. 
pillar was erected. The Deopara stone inscription of 
Vijayasena records a gift to a temple of Prady^Utoanegvara 
(a special form of Harihara). The discovery of a large 
number of Vishpu images of our period in Bengal clearly 
indicates the wide popularity of, the cult, and this is 
corroborated by inscriptional evidence. The usual re­
presentation of Vishnu is as a standing figux»e with four 
hands holding his four well-known attributes. He is also 
accompanied by his two wives Lakshml and Sarasvatl) his 
vahana is Garupa. Sometimes the Devi Vasumati and the 
two door keepers of Vaikuptha, Jaya and Vijaya, also appear.
It is believed that it was Bengal Vaishpavism that systeraa- 
■tised the theory of avataras.® Jayadeva, the court poet 
of Lakshmapasena, mentions a list of ten incarnations of 
Vishpu - Matsya, Kurma, .Varaha, Narasiijiha, Vamana, Rama 
(DagarathI), Paradu (rama), Bala (rama), Buddha and Kalkl.^
I* Ibid.» p.401.
2* P.D.Paul, op^cit,,. Vol.ll, p.92; N.R.Ray, ou.cit., P
3.. History of Bengal... Vol.l. n.4Q3.-
4** Ibid. 9 Jayadeva in f act believed in eleven avataras. Kpishpa, 
the main subject his poem, not b eing, mentioned in the intro­
ductory verses addressed to Vishpu.
A few images representing the ten avataras together have heen
1found in Bengal, and separate images of these incarnations
2from our period are not lacking#
• During the reign of the Senas a new type of Vishnu . 
image .known'as Lakshmlnarayana was introduced. It is 
"believed by Ray that the conception of this type of image and 
his worship were brought by the Sena Kings to Bengal from
South India, as the Senas worshipped Lakshmlnarayapa as
3 ‘ ' Ttheir tutelary deity* Separate images of Lakshmi and
Sarasvati are not common, . but a few such images suggest
that both the goddesses were worshipped as/independent cult
4images#
One of the most notable developments of Bengal Vaishnavism
of the 12th centdry seems to be the clear exposition of the
cult of the divine love of Krishna and Radha, as depicted
in the Gita-Govinda of Jayadeva. The origin of this con-
r 6
ception cannot be located elsewhere# P.C.Bagchir and Ray 
suggest that, it .was of Bengal origin and only began in the
1# Bhattasali, oo.cit. * p#80; R.D.Baner.ii* Eastern Indian School 
of Mediaeval Sculpture# p.103* Paul* on.cit.* Vol#II, pp.92-93 
2# With the exception of the Buddha and Kalki incarnations, R.D. 
Baner.1l, on.clt.» pp.103 ff» History of Bengal* Vol.l, pp. 
435-437.
3* N.R.Ray, op.cit., p.660.
4. History of Bengal* Vol.l, pp.439f*
5. History of Bengal* Vol.l, p.404.
6. H.R.Ray, oiQ.cit... p.662.
12th century. H.K.Dikshit attempts to throw further light' 
oh this eult and, in a study of Paharpur terracottas, identifiei 
a male and a female figure in an, amorous position as Kpishpa 
and Radha.*1' But, this view is objected to by S.K,Saraswati 
who suggests that the female figure is either Rukminl or
- - 2
Satyabhama. The identification of the latter scholar is
3 "
supported by Bagchi* The Belava inscription of Bhojavasman 
records the amorous activities of Krishna with a hundred 
t o p i s, .without mentioning any particular t o p! such as Radha.
The innovation of Radha as the Sakti of Krishna is indicative 
of the growing influence of Saktism in our. period. It also 
points to the time-honoured belief of the masses, whether 
Hindu or Buddhist, that the supreme reality can only be 
attained through the Sakti of each divinity. Another interest­
ing feature of Bengal Vaishnavism is the influence of Maha- 
yana Buddhism on Vishpu images 
Saivism
Inscriptional evidence and the discoveries of icons 
give evidence of the condition of Saivism in Bengal during 
the Pala-Sena period.. Though the Pala kings were Buddhists,
1, A.R.A.S.I., 1926-27, pp.l42ff. Plate XXXIIG.
2. History of Bengal, Vol.l, p.403, footnote 
3* Ibid.,
4. Ibid., pp.433f; H.R.Ray, op.cit., pp*6l9,660.
a few of them also supported Saivism as they did Vaishpavism. 
On the' other/hand most of the Senas were priiiiarily wor­
shippers of Siva and even Lakshmapasena .and his successors, 
Kedava and Vi3varupa, who, were. Vaishnavas,,also paid homage 
to their tutelary deity, Sada&iva. During this period 
Siva was worshipped in various forms, of which Sada^iva, 
Chandrasekhara, Npityamurti,. AlingaJtta Chandrasekhara or 
Uma-Mahe&vara, Ardhanari&vara, Kalyanasundara or Siva- 
yivaha and Aghara-Rudra types deserve special mention.
.These /images again can be classified under two heads 
ohe, representing the saumva or placid aspect- of Siva, and 
the. other his terrific aspect. ; Still more/ important and 
popular.was the worship of Siva as a phallic emblem, a 
custom.which apparently goes back to the Harappa Culture.
Prom the Paharpur excavatio.ns/. many such Sivaelingas have 
been discovered. Among them the ekamukha variety is the 
commonest. Phallic,emblems of stone have been discovered not 
;only in Paharpur but also. in other - parts of Bengal. Images! 
of the placid aspect of Siva have also been unearthed. It . 
has been suggested that the conception of the Sadagiva 
variety of image was brought from South Indi.a^, but this "
1. History of Bengal.- Vol. I, p.405.
2; Karmarkar, oo.cit.# pp.79-91*
3> J.A.S.B. (N.S.j. Vol.XXIX, pp.171 ft.
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view is objected to by Banerjea, who strongly suggests its. ; i
1 ■ - 
Horth Indian origin. Our attention is drawn by the j
Alingana Chandrasekhara or Uma-Mahe&vara-murti• . The
discovery of. a good number of images of this type in Bengal
suggests that through the influence of the Tantric cults
2
people worshipped Siva with his Gakti. The Kalyapasundara .
or diva-vivaha types of images are few in number> though. f
they are common in South India. A few images of the 
terrific aspect of Siva as Aghora-Rudra and, Vatuka-Bhairava - 
have been discovered in Bengal.
Mythologically associated members of the family of Siva 
such as Gapapati and Kartikeyawere also worshipped. Many 
images of Gape3a of various types have been found in Bengal, 
though there is little evidence ..that the Gapapatya sect 
was influential there. However, Gape£a was worshipped 
widely and it has been suggested that "as he was regarded , 
as the remover of all obstacles•and bestower of success, he 
had an assured position not only among the various Brahmanical 
sectaries, but also, to a lesser extent, even among the
X 1; !
followers of some heterodox creeds." Images of Kartikeya 
are very rare in Bengal,.which suggests that the god'was less ,
•1. History of Bengal, Vol.l, p.444*
2. History of. Bengal, - Vol.l, no.444-445: N.R.Ray, on.cit., p.621. 
3* Ibid., pp.447f• ■
important than Gapeda. , Prom the•inseriptional evidence 
it is held.that the Pa^upata sect of, Saivism was current 
in Bengal.1 ' Sai vism was also connected wi th,. Gakt i sm, - as ’ . 
many. Devi 'images were worshipped by the people and. most • of 
them, were' thought of as the Saktis of Siva* This strong •' 
cult of the Sakti seems to be due to . the influence of 
Tantris.m which-we discuss later,*
' So far we have discussed the worship of Siva accox^ding . 
to the Vedic and the Purapic conceptions. Side by side 
with this, higher conception the village folk of Bengal intro­
duced hew, elements of popular origin into the character of - 
Siva, and these can be best illustrated by the songs, relating 
to him. „ The, earliest reference to the songs, of Siva as 
a cultivator, of the fields is :in the .^ un,va-Puran^  whose 
date has been assigned by Sen and Vasu. in the. 10th century.
On the basis of these songs and the longer poems about Siva 
named generically Siva.van^ T.W.Clark suggests that the wor­
ship of Siva as a Krlshakft-devatS was the earliest, form of y 
his cult in Bengal among .farming'peopled He further believes 
that Siva in this aspect was of popular origin, and it may be
1. Ibid., pp.405-406.
2. Ramai Papglit, g.uiiya Pur ana. (Ed. by) H.Vasu, pp. 107-114; (Ed. 
by) C.C.Bandopadhyay, pp.182-185•
3* Sen, H.B.L.L.5 n.30: Vasu» Archaeological. Survey of Mayurabh- 
awtA; P .Intro. CXL. .
4. bTS.O.A.S.. 1955. XVII/3. ■pn.‘5Q5-«506»
that, even after Aryan influence had i.made itself felt, 
this god shared only a name with the Siva- of the Purapas• _
Frequent references to: the village Siva are. made in eally 
popular, songs and ballads* '1' '
A similar opinion has been'expressed by A.Bhattacharya, 
who thinks that Siva was worshipped as an agricultural \ . /
deity or as a fertility god in north Bengal from the period 
when the Aryan, culture was felt,by the lowex*. classes,, who 
attributed the.popular aspect of a fertility god or agri­
cultural deity to the Purapic Siva. He .argues his view : 
from the present practice of worship of a fertility god 
named Maharaja ;Thakur in north Bengal, especially, in the . 
district of Dinajpur among" the farming class. He further 
continues that the name of this Maharaja is a later coinage 
and that Siva is identical with this god. He’ bases this 
view on the recital of the same popular fqlk-ballads before 
both;divinities at the time of their‘worship.
Besides the aspect of an agriculturalist, Siva is de­
picted in the early mediaeval.literature.as a man of this 
world, possessing all. the good and bad qualities of a human 
.being. The best example of his humanweakness in his love- 
making with Durga, when she .appeared in the guise of a
1> This opinion was expressed by Mr. Clark when I personally 
discussed the matter with him. .
2. Bhattachar.va. B.M.K.I.. pp. 101-102. .
Ba^^inl woman*. The reference to his family as consisiting 
of two sons, two laughters, his beloved wife Uma and two 
servants also appears in the Siva.van* He is also 
depicted in the mediaeval literature as a- beggar and 
an eater of gan^,ia- ahd Ahangft* The feature of Siva*s 
love-making, according to D.C.Sen, had its origin to the 
late Buddhist age, when moral ideas were confused under . :
Tantrie influence
, Clark points out. the existence of two. different deities 
named Siva - one of popular origin and worshipped as a 
krishakgfr devata. and the other is of Puranic origin* 
Bhattacharya also has'suggested that the agricultural aspect 
of Siva was assimulated to the .Puranic deity as a result, , 
of popular influence.- In our opinion there was a village 
deity who was worshipped as a ICrishakft devat a. This 
peasant god may well have originally been,known by another 
name, and assimilated to Siva only after the growth!of 
Aryan culture in 'the - rural districts of Bengal. Other 
aspects of indigenous folk religion were similarly incor­
porated. . '
Thus it, appears' that Siva was worshipped in our period 
in two different ways by. Bengalis - the first non-Aryan and
1.-Ramedvar Bhattaqharya: Sivayan, (Ed.by) Nutaluhari Ray.
2*. D.Sen, H.B.L.L.,. p.7*2.
the second Aryan. ; The present, method-of the worship of .
' ‘ . . - ! ■ ■ : „ T - ■ ■ '!./.■/ " ‘
Siva followed at Garian and other festivals seems to he 
the .earlier nonrAryan way. The. popular: Siva has ever '/■ 
been a greater force in Bengal than the Purapic conception 
of him or the higher philosophy associated vath him. His 
character as reflected in the Manasakafryas is of complex 
nature, • containing both Puranic and local elements* But 
Chando, the hero of the -Manasakavyaswas a strict devotee 
of the Purapic Siva who blessed Chandp with the mahaifian^. 
i Other Brahmanical divinities were, not unimportant in 
the, Pala-Sena period. Among these the Sun-god occupies an 
important place in iconography. ,.A good,number of his images 
/have been discovered, inBengal,/ but nowadays, his worship is. 
almost forgotten. A few images of.the hunting■god Revanta, 
son of the Sun-god, and,of the Navagrahas, who .are associated 
with the solar cult, have been ■unearthed from different parts 
of Bengal. Several images of Brahma have also been discovered. 
A composite Brahma-Vishpu image has. been found# .
.Jainism: '
Jainism, which-was .once no less popular .than other
1• This■is a festival held. chiefly: by the. lower classes in 
, honour of Siva in the month of Chaitra. At it numerous 
! . devotees, submit to various.painful rituals and penances.
2 . I n f r a . Ch. I l l . . P. 1^3 ■ .
3* History of Bengal. Vol.l. pp#455-459* , '
religious sects in Bengal, lost its foothold after the 7th
century. . During the visit of Yuan Chwang there’ were a
1good number of Nirgranthas in Bengal. After that there
is no direct eividence of them there either in inscriptions
or in literature. The only evidence which indicates the
survival of the cult is the discovery of a few images of
Jaina Tirthankaras. The dates of these have been assigned
2to the Pala period. The view that the Hirgrantha religion 
was not altogether forgotten in Bengal, is supported by literary 
evidence, which records a pilgrimage of Vastupala, the 
minister of the Vlghela king Viradhavala of Gujarat, who
was accompanied by the Sam&hapatis or leading Jaina monks
_ ' 3
of Lata, GaugLa, Maru, Dhara, Avanti and Vahga. This
evidence suggests that even down to the 13th century there ;
were organised Jaina institutions in Bengal. It has also
been suggested that Mallikaryuna Suri, the 12th century writer
on astrology who flourished in Vanga, was a Jaina, as he has ,
the title Suri commonly used by Jaina teachers.^ This view
is objected to by B.Dutta simply because the writer pays
homage to the Hindu gods Gapapati, Vishpu and Kpishpa.^
1>. P.L.Paul, op.cit., p.73; History of Bengal, p.410*
2. Ibid., p.71> History of Bengal, pp. 464-465; N.R.Ray, op.cit 
p.650*
3* P.L.Paul, op.cit.. p.71;'N.R.Ray, op.cit., p.650.
4* Paul, op.cit., pp.69-70.
5* Ibid., p.70 (fdotnote)
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The former hypothesis^more probable, as there is much
evidence that in our period the adherents of one religion 
payed homage to another*.. The three gods mentioned, are 
respected by Jains to this, day* ; In any case there is enough 
evidence to show that a section of the people, however 
small,- was attached to this faith*
N,R. Ray suggests that probably during:the Pala 
period a few of the Jaina Bhikshus and Upasakas were con­
verted to the Buddhist faith and the ..rest were merged with 
the Itapalikas and Avadhutas in the later period* Jainism 
did not escape Tantric influence. B.C. Bhattacharya notes 
that the Svetambara sect worshipped Kuladevis or Tantric 
goddesses', whose .numbers vary in.the different texts. He 1 
adds that "this predominant Tantrik element in leonognphy 
seems to be represented by the Svetambara sect, who like 
the Mahayana Buddhists,- developed by assimilation and ih- 
•vention, .a Tantrik system, of their own". .
Tantrism.
Wb have already mentioned that one of the most important 
/features of this period was the growth and influence of the 
Tantric cult on all contemporary religious sects.
1. N.R. Ray, op.cit.. P.6l2«
2. Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography, p.23*
. ,3. Ibid., pp.23f.
It has.been said-by H.P.Sastri that "the word Tantra 
is very loosely used. Ordinarily people understand by it 
any system other than the Vedas ... The union of male and 
female energy is .the evidence, of Tantra.". • But Wintermita 
is of the opinion that the term "Tantra ought to be restricted 
to the texts connected with Sakti worship". Of course this 
is the main aspect of Tantrism, which emphasizes prakriti 
or the fem&le principle.. Other topics are also discussed 
in the Tantras, such as the creation myth,,customs to be, 
followed in society, royal-duties, the curing of diseases 
and characteristic features of the male and female. H.
Kern writes: "The development of Tantrism is a feature that 
Buddhism and Hinduism in their later phases have in common.
The object of Hindu Tantrism is the acquisition of wealth, 
mundane enjoyments,, rewards for moral actions, deliverance, 
by worshipping DurgS, the Sakti of Siva, - Pra jha in the 
terminology of Mahayana - by means of spells, muttered 
prayers, samadhi, offerings etc. Similarly the Buddhist 
Tantras purpose to teach the adepts how by a supernatural 
way to. acquire desired objects, either of a material nature,.
1. Vasu, Modern Buddhism in Orissa. Intro, by H.P.Sastri, p.10
2. I.H.Q.. Vol. IX. u.4.
3. Paul.. op.cit.-* p.76.
such as the elixir of longevity, invulnerability, invisibility 
alchemy; or of a more spiritual character as the power of 
evoking a Buddha or of a Bodhisattva to solve a doubt or 
the power of achieving in this life the union with some 
divinity. There is an unmistakable affinity between 
Taiitrism on one side and the system of Yoga and Karamatthana 
on the other. !1“^ Tantrism has generally been predominant
in most of the Indian systems of religion in Bengal and 
Assam from the 8th century onwards till the present century. 
With regard to the priority of the Hindu and Buddhist
Tantras and their antiquity great uncertainty still prevails.
• 2 3
A group of scholars including N.Macnicol, M.T.Kennedy
and H.P.Sastri^ asserts the priority of the Buddhist Tantras,
and for them 11 it was by the way. of Buddhism that Tantric
practices gained a foothold in Hinduism.u This, view is
strongly championed by S.K. Chatter3ee who observes: u...
in Tantrik Buddhism, the.Tantrifc symbolism and practices
found another and a potent channel through which it (sic)
could exert ari indirect but nevertheless very effective
influence. Purapic Brahmanism.. Present-day Brahmanism in
Bengal may be characterised as more than three-fourths
1. ICern, Manual of Indian Buddhism, p.133*
2. N.Macnicol, Indian Theism* p.182*
3* M.T. Kennedy, The Chaitanva Movement * p.3*
4* Vasu, Modern Buddhism in Orissa* p. Intro. 27*
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Tantric in its inspiration, outlook and ritual, and less 
than one-fourth Vedie, with a Puriupic background: and
the greatest legacy of Buddhism in Bengal, in its latest 
phase before it died out officially or formally, has been 
the Tantric attitude and atmosphere"."*" But this view
2
has been objected to by other scholars such as E.A. Payne,
Burnouf^ and de la Valine Poussin,^* who are of the opinion
that it was on the basis of Saiva Tantras that the Buddhist
Tantras grew up, by borrowing not only the language but
also the rites and practices of the Saivas* De la Valine
Poussin goes further to state that Buddhist Tantrism may
be called,"practically Buddhist Hinduism, Hinduism, or
daivism in Buddhist garb,"^ In this respect S.B. Basgupta's
theory draws our attention* He boldly asserts that "Tantricism
with its heterogeneous nature is neither exclusively Hindu,
nor exclusively Buddhist in origin"*^ It is also bei.ifc^K^
that both the Tantras drew their inspiration from one common •
source of very early origin under the same socio-religious 
7background. As they borrowed from the one stock, there
1. B,C*Law Volume* part 1, p*82.
2. E.A. Payne, The daktas. p*73»
3. E.Burnouf, Introduction a 1 1histoire du Buddhisms Indien, p. 492
4. E.R.E., Vol. XII, pp*193 ff.
5* Ibid*, p.193*
6. Dasgupta, Obscure Religious Cults* p*20*
7* Ibid* * p*20: R.C.Mitra, op.cit* * p#71; A.Foucher, Iconographie ?. 
Bouddhiaue * Part II, p.105*
seems to have been no,clear line of demarcation.between 
the two Tantras. 1,;However / i n  many respects the Tantric 
forms of both Hinduism and Buddhism are similar. Dasgupta 
further believes that the early Agamic texts are the basis 
of later Tantric. texts. He supports his theory, from the 
Tantraloka of. Abhinavagupta (10th century A.D.), where the 
author openly admits as its basis the Agamas which,existed 
during the time of Somananda and Utpala.^ . ‘
■ As regards the antiquity ,„of the Tantras C. Glialcravarty 
points-out that many;rites and practices similar to those - 
described in the Tantras were quite familiar to the primitive 
peoples of all countries. Some scholars are of the. opinion 
that the Aryans borrowed the primitive rites from the 
Dravidian or other non-Aryan peoples and through a gradual
process of assimilation systemeiised them for their own
• ■ ■ - . . • ■ • -I. ■ .. ... • - 3
purposes, with the addition of many later practices. It
has been-suggested that Assam and Bengal were- the birthplaces
of Tantrism in India and .from there it spread all over India^h
Smith points out that Kamarupa "is a'gate, through which
successive hordes of immigrants from the great hive of the
1. Dasgupta. Obscure Religious Cults» P. X O
2., I Vol. VI, n. 117. ' . '
3V Ibid. ;s :
4. Payne, op.cit ., p •%  a
Mongolian race in Western China have poured into the plains 
of India, and many of the resident tribes are.still almost 
pure Mongolians. The religion of such tribes is of more 
than of local concern, because it supplies the clue to 
the strange Tantric development of both Buddhism and ■
Hinduism, which are so characteristic of mediaeval and
1  ■ - > .  - 
modern Bengal." This view is corroborated by, the evidence .
of Tantras which point to the Importation of Tara worship
. ■ ‘ ' . ' ■ .  ^ ' 
from China to India and which we discuss below.
It is believed by Prof. R. Shamasastry, with the
partial support of Bruce Root, that the Tantric form of
2
worship was prevalent m  prehistoric India. But C.
Chakravarty maintains that Tantrism originated chiefly
3from Ve&ic religion. This view is supported,by Ren£
Guenon, who is of the opinion that the doctrine of the 
Tantras is nothing but what is already contained in the 
Vedas and that "as for the means, of realisation. (sadhana) 
prescribed by the Tantras, by the same token they can be said 
to be directly derived from the Veda, for they are really 
only the application and the putting into practice of this 
doctrine." The same view.is championed by P.C. Bagchi,'
1. Quoted by Payne, The Saktas,. p.69.
2. !*&.,. Vol.35, 19o 6, pp.27<lff: I.H.a., Vol.VI, pp. 117-118.
3- I.H.Q. Vol.VI, 1930, pp.118-122.
I4.. I.C., Vol. V, 1938-1939> pp.91-92.
5. B.C. Mitra, o-p.cit*» no.69-70.;
Who asserts that.the fundamental attitude of both Tantric 
and Vedic religions is the.same and that the Tantric cult 
had its origin in the Vedic religion. This school of 
thought argues in favour of the Vedic origin of Tantrism 
0s some features of Tantrism are clearly found,,iri the Vedas. 
However, it is to be noted that references to many mystic 
rites and practices which are similar or very close to 
Tantric rites are also made in Buddhist and Jaiha canonical 
works.'** From this; we can well infer the heterogenous 
nature of Tantrism. Thus it is not wise to assume that 
it originated solely from the Vedas or from any other 
single source. There may have been some similarity between 
certain Vedic rites ahd; others in the Tantras,. but that 
does; not mean that Tantrism grew up from Vedic sources.
There is also a contradictory theory. It is suggested 
by H.H.Vasu that the Tantric or Sakta cult had a foreign „ 
origin, as is .evident from the verses in the Kulalikamnaya 
or Kub.iikamata Tantra,(circa. 5th century A.D.) and 
Mahachinacharasara Tantra. Evidence is not wanting to show 
that the Tara cult>was imported:from China, as we have a 
reference to the - peculiar practice of using,the twig of a 
, tree in her worship, a custom unknown to the Indians.
1. I.H.Q,.. Vol.VI. -DTD.122-125. . ,
2. Vasu, Archaeological Survey of Mayurahhan.ia. pp.liii-liv.
3. I.H.Q,. 7  Vol. XII. 1936. p.206. ' 1
.1 . .Bagchi propounds the theory, of the foreign origin of
Indian Tantras from different evidence. He divides the
Tantras into two groups - Orthodox and heterodox. The
orthodox Tantras include the Agamas, the Yamalas and their
; supplements. The heterodox Tantras of Buddhist and
Brahmanical origin are the worlcs of Tantric schools such
as Vajrajana, Sahaaayana, Kulachara, Vamachara, etc.
According to Bagchi it was into the heterodox Tantras that
many of the mystical practices of foreign origin were
absorbed. The theory of the foreign origin of a few
fT ) ‘ ■ '
Tantric goddesses such as Kubjika and Tara.cannot he ignored./
The influence of foreign elements, especially from China,
on Indian Tantras has been noticed by H.P. Shstrl, Bagchi,
Levi and others.
2
Needham, on the basis of certain similarities between 
Tantrism and Taoism, suggests the possibility of Taoism 
having been exported from China to India, where subsequently 
it appeared in the form of Tantrism. This view is supported 
by Mitra who writes that ,fit is not improbable that Taoism, 
which had become a.mixture of magic rites and philosophical 
doctrines, travelled by way of Kucfea or Central India, and
1. Bagchi, Studies in the Tantras. pp*45-55*
2. Needham, Science and Civilization in China, Vol.II, pp.427“ 
428*
mingled with Indian Agamas and primitive cults to produce 
that system of thought. and rituals known as the Tantra.11 
But it is equally likely that, if there was Taoist influence, 
it came, as Smith, suggested*' hy way of Assam* Taoist.sages 
and adepts were inclined, like the traditional Lao-tse, 
to retire to remote and mountainous country. From Szechwan 
a rather difficult route led to Assam, and here Taoist and 
Hindu sages may have met. It is notev/orthy that Bhaskaravarman 
the 7th century king of Assam, is recorded as requesting the 
Chinese envoy Wang-$sttan-tse to obtain for him a Sanskrit 
translation of the.Taoteh king. However we are not inclined 
to accept the view that Tantrism in India is nothing hut 
Taoism in a nev/ garb. It has been shown that Tantrism also 
contains features which seem to have originated in the Vedas, 
Buddhism and Jainism. Thus it is a form of religion which 
grew up to meet the needs of society by borrowing and ab­
sorbing from different sources according to the demands of 
the masses of a particular zone or locality.
For our purposes the. history of Tantrism is very 
significant, in that the folk tales of Bengal, which seem to 
have originated between the 8th to 12th centuries, did not 
escape from Tantric influences. Several examples are given
1. Mitra, op.cit., p.71.
by Lasgupta.1 - , Maynamati of the Manik Chandra Ranar-Gan 
is,said to have spent seven days and nights in the midst 
of fire without being- burnt, v- In the Bengali Ramavana . ;.
and the Mahabharata of K^Tttivasa and Ka^Iram Las res­
pectively there are many references to the miraculous feats 
performed by the characters of the epics. In the former 
Havana is referred to as cutting off his ten, heads, one 
.after another, to propitiate the goddess'Lurga. The 
sorceries exhibited by Mahlravapa are also to be remembered. 
In the latter epic reference is made to Sudhanva as being 
unburnt after .spending days and nights, in burning oil.
None of these features occur in the'original gpicsV These :
. are the innovations; of' poets who could not ignore the in­
fluence of time-honoured Tantric practices,
Like Maynamati and other characters of Bengali legends, 
Behula, one, of the central figures of the:■ Manas akav.va» has. 
also been pictured as a Tantricist who performed many mira­
culous feats. Both Behula and Lakhindar supernaturally 
preserved themselves from death in the face of a number of
" • 2 ' - ■ ■ ' ■
humanly impossible ordeals. 1 Thus.magic and sorcery, which 
are,among the characteristic elements of Tantrism, are also 
found in the Manasikavvas. ; .- ' •
1. T.C.Lasgupta, Aspects of Bengali Society from Old Bengali 
•Literature. PP.15U-155.
2.* Infra. Chapter III.
11 1 s further observed: by Lasgupta that “when Tantrikism 
tpok a deep root in >the country vit was believed that man'>iV;; 
was superior to gods . * The idea of salvatipn . through . : 
individualefforts was ;so much emphasised in Tantrikism , , .
that a mah’!>s power was considered •almost unlimited, provided' 
he coxild p^ss through austerities, prescribed in;the 
different tantras.-,/ ” • Ini. the Manas aka w a s  Chando continually
challenges the superiority of the goddess Manasa*. The 
glorification of man1 s-. power is found there. And Chando , 
h a d  thefpowef: to/Challenge the goddess only because he was 
the possessor of maha ihinft h :^ This;power, which he earned * 
from Siva through his; extreme. austerities*,. made. him hot 
only immortal but; also unconquerable-,., .like - Maynamati*.
This feature of; the: legbnd; suggests that one of its bases ;; 
was a story about \ a, great; Tantric’ magician: and holy man, 
named Chando* . His; final surrender to the goddess* seems to 
be of later coinage, 'at a .time when the influehee, of 
Tantrism, was losing ground in Bengali society* :. Siva -is 
said to have tfembTed11in fear; at1the mention of i/laynamati, ;• 
on account , of : the: acquired bv her by"meansKo f ' \
Tantric practices.:; wHe jis described as having said to the 
sub 3 e c ts ; of King. Marikchandf a , 11 Do, no t divulge my name to
1. Lasgupta, Aspects of Bengali;.Society. 0.160. ' .
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“ 1 Maynamati, fop if you do so, she will destroy my Kaila^a*
-  ' _  2
Similarly Manasa trembled in fear of ChandoVs supreme power.
We are even told in our texts that. Chando went so far as to
injure Manasafs waist with his j£ematala staff.J Thus the
influence o f .Tantrism was predominant in our period. It
is believed that Tantrism, which seems abstruse now* was so
v/idely current in society that "it was more or less understood
even by the illiterate country-folk in the 9th and 10th
c e n t u r i e s " T h u s  the characteristic features of the legendary
yr
figures of the Manasalci|ya also suggest the strong influence 
of Tantric ideas on the society of the time.
Caleb ism.
Caktism has long played an Important r6le in Bengal 
religion. According to Saktism the chief God is the Supreme 
Mother. The worship of this Supreme Mother is of remote an­
tiquity in India. On the discoveries of female statuettes 
at Mohexijo Daro and Harappa, Marshall has remarked that 
"in no country in the world has the worship of the Divine 
Mother been from time immemorial so deep-rooted and 
ubiquitous as In India. Her shrines are found in every 
town and hamlet throughout the length and breadth of the 
land." It has been suggested that the female divinity
1. Dasgupta, Aspects_of Bengali Society, p.l6o.
2. Bijay Gupta, Badma-Puranft» Hid.by] B.K.Bhattacharya, p.108; 
Harayan Deb, Padiim^PuranV» (PJd.by) T.C.Dasgupta, p.63*
3. Bijay Gupta, op.cit.» p.228; Narayan Deb, op.cit.» p.127.
i-i-. Dasgupta, Aspects of Bengali Society, p.160.
5. Marshall, Mohenio Daro. and the Indus Civilization, Vo1.1,p.51.
of the Indus; Valley period becomes "the Mother1 or ’Great 
Mother * and 1 prototype ,.of the. female power (prakpiti) , 
which developed into that of Cakti;" vSaktism implies , 
the worship;, of the active female principle, which manifests 
itself, primarily•in one or .other forms of the consort of 
Siva - Dm?ga, Kali, Parvati and many ■others... • It has been ; 
pointed out by Marshall in connection with the. female . statuettes, 
already mentioned that their central figure is a.mother .or „ 
Nature Goddess.,.-who, out of her own being, creates’her ” ” 
partner# God, Just as the Indian Mother Goddess creates 
Siva, and then in union with him becomes the Mother of all 
things. tike the Mahadevi of the Caktas, she is once, 
beneficient and malignant,. aver ter of evils but herself a . 
dread.power; ruler of passions and appetites,* and mistress 
of magic and sorceries; and her ritual is. cliaracterised by 
sexual promiscuity and sacrifices of a specially sanguinary 
character."
Though,the worship of the female energy can be traced 
back ,to the Indus Valley period, the, Aryans who■: invaded . ;
, the country .never emphasised the worship of female deities, . 
who, with the exception of the Dawn (Usha), play little or
1. Ibid.,, of.;Gustav. Oppert, The Original inhabitants of 
Bharatavarsha or India, pp. 449, 450, 504. .
. 2.- Marshall, op.cit., Vol. 1, p.58.
no part in the Vedas except as mere wives of their husbands* 
An invocation to the Divine Energy (Salcti) , however , occurs, 
in the Rig-Veda (Devl-Sukta, Rv* X.125). Starbuck suggests 
that 11 the Vedas. were written befoie and during the period 
when the Aryans were conquering the aborigines of India 
and were engaged in feuds among their, own tribes. Under 
such conditions there are no goddesses although the 
literature is polytheistic, Since the nation.has settled 
down into a relatively peaceful life and agricultural 
pursuits, the wo^iip of female deities has risen to A place 
of supreme importance; burga, the spirit of Nature and. 
Spring; Kali, the soul of infinity and eternity; Sarasvati, 
supreme wisdom; Salcti, mother of. all phenomena11 • Thus 
slowly the Salcti cult embraced the higher classes within its 
fold and in its developed form it appears for the first 
time in the epics and the Purapas.
The history of Salrtism is linked closely with that of 
Saivisni* ' **... just as Siva has 1008 names or epithets,**
says Monier Williams, **so his wife possesses a feminine 
duplicate of nearly every one of his designations. At 
least one thousand distinct appellations are assigned to 
her, some expressive of her benignant, some of her ferocious
character.”1
The Salcta cult appeared in varl ous forms in. different 
areas of India at the close of the Vedic period* One of 
its popular aspects is the Gramadevatas. Marshall writes:
”Her representatives are the Gramadevats, the village- 
goddesses whose names are legion and whose. local attributes 
may vary, hut who one.and all are personifications of the 
same power ... There can be no Question that they held a 
pre-eminent position among, the national deities of the1'non- 
Aryan population. This is indicated alike by the popularity,, 
of their cult among the primitive.tribes,- and by the. fact 
that the leading parts in their ritual and ceremonies are 
taken,, not by Brahmans, but by low caste Pariahs - members 
of some of the old tribes who are supposed to knew how to win 
the ear of the goddess.” A Gramadevata is the ”tutelary 
deity” or ‘‘protecting mother” of; a particular locality, or 
in certain cases a caste; These Gramadevatas have a 
peculiar, attraction for the village folk, presumably from 
. a very early period, and /they 'are commonly worshipped in many 
places on the outbreak of a calamity or epidemic and on the 
occasions of marriage, child birth and so on. How they are
1• Monier Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism, p •187•w I W P W I l M l — M — W W M I i y i W H g l l W — I M  l i *  ■ — ! < ! ■  ill
2. Marshall, op.cit.» Vol. 1, p.51*
worshipped is described in the Gramadevata - nratishtha: 
”Vaishpava people worship the goddess in the centre of the 
hamlet, Saktas do so outside it, Kapalikas on the burning 
ground, Ga:papatas at the house-door or at the house-pillar, 
and other, with the exception of the merchants, revere her 
in the bazzar street. All, however, can adore her near a 
waterside, in a forest, or in a stone, wooden or clay 
temple” .
The linguistic and ethnological evidence indicates that
the Bengali seems to be mixture of four races - Kol, Dravidian
2
Mongolian and Aryan. It is observed: ”that many of the 
characteristic Sakta practices and beliefs are traceable to 
the Dravidian and Mongolian peoples, and that they passed into 
Hinduism by a natural upward transition, as aboriginal, non- 
Aryan and casteless tribes adopted officially the religion
'Z
of those immediately above them in the social scale.”
Literary evidence indicates that the 3akta cult became 
popular in Bengal from the 6th and 7th centuries.^1 ' On the 
other hand, it has been suggested that it was only from the 
Gupta period that Bengal came fully under the influence of 
Aryan civilization. This process of Aryanisation continued
1. Oppert, oo.cit., p.1+59*
2. History of Bengal# jpL.iilj.9.
3. Payne, oo.cit., p.81j.. 
k* Payne, op.cit., p.85*
for some, centuries, as in the otherparts of India.
The Bengalis,may he broadly grouped into two - the . 
first comprising primitive people auch as the Kols, Savaras, 
H$&is, Doms, Pulindas, Ghapdalas and others styled Mlecchas; 
and. the second containing the higher class people of the 
prevalent caste .groupings. On. present day analogy,, we 
may : as sume.that the re was always a great contrast in all 
respects between these two groups living side by side. The, 
first had very;little to do with the superior deities of 
Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism* who were generally ..worshipped
by upper classes. The commons paid their respects.to the
-  -  ' ' . : p -
Gramadevatas of local origin. It is suggested by H.R. Ray
that in the early period of our history the-Gramadevatas
of the pre-Aryan'people vrere never worshipped by upper classes
with the. officiation of Brahman prie&s, as Manu ordains that /
the Brahmans who participated in the worship of: such,divinities
. had to liye as outcastes from their community. But the
upper classes could not wean the people away from their
ardent ancestral.attachment to those deities of popular
origin. This argument is not, however, wholly conclusive,
.since Manu is not a product of Bengal, and many centuries must
have passed before the instructions of the text were accepted
1. History of Bengal, pp. 557 ,ff*■
2 .  N.R., Ray, on.cit., p . 579*
throughout India. Moreover to this day Brahmans often 
perform rites connected with village deities, and are not 
ostracised by their community for doing so. On the other 
hand Ray1 further adds that tlie Maftgalkavvas and other 
evidence indicate that many of the deities of non-Aryan 
origin such as Manasa, Ban-s Durga,' Si tala, Shashthi, 
different types of Ghap$i, Sa3an-kali, and Jangull were 
absorbed into the Brahmanical and Buddhist pantheons. We . 
have already noticed that Bengal has ever been the fertile 
land-for the origination of deitae s particularly of female 
ones, and during the Pala-Sena period innumerable divinities 
of local origin took their birth in Bengal,.. ; The old and 
mediaeval Bengali literature bears out the truth of this, 
reflecting the struggle between the worshippers of local, 
goddesses and the more orthodox Hindus.
Bengal did not become a stronghold of Brahmanical 
Hinduism until at least the 11th century. Por a few centuries 
before that time Tantric Buddhism seems- to have been the 
most prominent religion. . It is thought that in the Pala 
period local beliefs began to be mixed up with the Mahayana
Buddhism of Bengal and out of the intermixture many local
2 • . 
gods and goddesses arose. Thus’the illiterate villagers
1. N.R. Ray, oo.cit., p.579*
2. Bhattacharya, B.M.It.I., o.2.
of Bengal worshipped many gods and goddesses under the ;
influence of Tantrik Buddhism, and the Hindu priests gradually 
took these up, and associating them with the deities of the 
Hindu pantheon as related in the Purapas, Hinduised the 
whole spiritual atmosphere of Bengal. , They connected the 
fables current in the country with''-the Sastrik stories and . 
thus bridged over a gap, created by the loss of Buddhist , 
ascendency and its traditions in Bengal.” This observation 
of B.C.' Sen is not wholly true when he speaks of tlae worship 
of deities by the village folk under the influence of Tantric 
Buddhism alone. It seems more probable that the village 
folk worshipped deities of popular brlgih which.had little 
or nothing to ,do with the higher conceptions of either 
Buddhist or Brahmanical -’religion*'. Some Tantric.influences 
can be. detected but. there are not sufficient grounds to think, 
that these popular'deities grew,up/under the influence of 
Tantric Buddhism alone. Sen1s•argument has not been
strengthened by examples or -illustratioris• It was under the 
Senas that Srahmahism began to exert a great influence over 
the.socio-religions life o f  the people. But the deep-rooted 
religious/beliefs, and practices which had arisen in. the 
P,ala period or earlier could not be eradicated. Thus the
current religion practised widely by the common people 
underwent/some change in accordance .with the spirit of the. 
age and the needs of society. Thef mind is always in favour 
of some sort of harmonious co-operation between the old and 
and the new and “this contact of the popular faith with 
the new creed, that was being introduced, created a strange 
force, which is to be observed in a growing literary activity 
all over the country ... the literature of Paurapik Renaissance, 
while showing an unmistakable rebirth of Sanskriticjldeals, 
had a place reserved for/popular creeds and also for the 
stories current in the country, which the Brahmanic school 
presented in a new and. attractive garb.” ■ This idea had 
its best expression in the old and mediaeval Bengali poetry 
written between circa 1300-1800 A.D., in praise of deities 
of local origin such as Manasa, Mangal Chappi, Dharma,
SItala and others.
We have already said that one of the important character­
istics of this period is the process of assimilation of the 
deities of different religious systems* The Buddhists 
borrowed Hindu deities such as Indra, Gapapati, Sarasvatl,
-  -  2
Mahakal.a, Nilalcaptha and Vighpanataka. One of the forms 
of. Avalokitesvara with five heads very closely resembles .
1. Sen, H.B.L.L.. p.379.
2. B.Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist Iconography. P.Forward.1
1 * ■ ■ ■ ' '
Siva as the fiver-headed MahadevSu A  ..standing image of
the same deity r.eserables the usual Vishnu images* On 
the other hand the Hindus also borrowed Buddhist deities 
such;as Chamu;pda, Va^uli, Tara, Kali, Kshetrapala, Bhadrakall. 
and . Maflgughosha. Reference to Mahayana deities such as 
Amoghasiddhi, Akshobhs^a, P a ^ a r a  and Kurukulla is made, 
in the orthodox Hindu Tantras*^ It is further suggested 
•that, the Buddhist goddesses Jangull, Mahachlnatara (and 
Ya^rayogini were prototypes , of those known, in the Hindu:. -
pantheon as Manasa, Tara, and .Ghhinriamasta respectively. '
The figures of Vishnu in meditative pose and in Lofeedvara form 
and those of Bhyani Siva suggest their;origin from the con­
ception of Bhyani Buddha 'This.process of assimilation : 
strongly indicates the establishment of. friendly relation- , 
ships at a certain period among the people of the two 
religious sects.*. It has been observed by Ray that though . . 
there, may have been disagreement .between the leaders of 
the two sects, a conscious attempt was made at co-operation, 
and that there seems to have been np quarrell among the ‘
1* A* Getty, The Gods, of Northern Buddhism,.o«56*
2* Mitra., oo.cit* ♦ u*^5* :  ^ “ ““
3* Mitra, o~p*cit*.* p*59*
h* Mitra, op*cit*, p*59»
5* Bhattachar.v.va, The Indian Buddhist Iconography, P.Porward;l 
6* :N.*R» Ray* dn*ciT*T p.£>70* "
7* Ibid*
laity. It was their efforts which helped the process 
of unification in religious matters* This scholar 
supports his view from a Buddhist stotra in the Sadhanamala, 
addrg&sed to TSradeyu, where Tara, Uma, Padmavatl and Veda- 
mata are conceived as one and the: same. He further suggests 
that there was a tendency to make little or no distinction 
in rites and ceremonies or in the conception of images and 
in their worship between the Buddhist and Brahmanical 
religions.^* -The conclusion, though broadly correct, 
may be rather too sweeping. The opposition of Sankara 
and other teachers of his time' to Buddhism is well known. 
Moreover there is in Nalanda Museum a large fragmentary 
figure of the Mahayana deity Trailokyavijaya trampling on 
Siva and Parvatl (Plate-51).
The importance of this discussion on the assimilation . 
of deities between the different religious systems lies 
in the fact that Manasa,, the subject of our study, is 
believed to have originated from goddesses of both Buddhism 
and Hinduism.^
We have given so much space to the consideration of 
this topic, because a careful study of the legends concerning
1* Ray, on.cit * * p.671*
2* Infra > Chapter VII,.
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Manasa suggests that the goddess,is of a complex nature 
which can he properly Understood'only against the background 
of the religious history of early Bengal* • • .
CHAPTER- III
i iw i i r i i r  i ii r n i  an i itw ■ »i iim  '
A. Comparative study of the stories of : . ^ »n-!!»■' I Ml ■ ii m ■ I i i.m..iU.Tfn^»^jwwinMM.iB»nvii - L*gjg  ^,
. • Manas~a. • : ..//.. • '
The present .study of the cult . of Manasa is based 
principally on the stories concerning that ..goddess which 
are found in long narrative poems written in the Bengali, 
the Assamese and the Bihari languages. Though,these 
stories constitute the main sourpe of information on the 
'./subject-, reference is also necessary to. the Br ahrn a v a 1 v art a . -, 
an& Bevi-’Bhagavata Pur anas * which contain some material 
•relevant to the subject• The'Puranas,.however, cannot
S+ • ! ’ ^ , . . .  .
be dated. earlier than ..the 13th century and, ., therefore,, 
are to be regarded as secondary sources.
■ A. ’ EEEGAL . : ‘ \
U W  ml l Krrt.j.h.'iTata ' -
, , .There are ‘many Man s’s a manuscripts written, by many : 
poets. Borne of these have not,been editdd and some are . 
not, easily accessible. This, study is based : on the. most 
important and most thoroughly representative of the 
. f[anashkJ.vy;aj5 namely those b y .Bipradas, Barayan Deb,
Bijay:Gupta, Bamsidas, Ketakadad-Kshemananda , and-;.,Jagaj jiban.
1. For details of these poets see Appendix A*. PP*
1As already observed none of the manuscripts as extant 
were written during the life time of- the poet* Some 
interpolations and alternations in the original composition, 
of the poet are to be expected* Nevertheless«, a critical 
study of the existing versions helps us to stratify the 
materials, to distinguish between earlier and later 
compositions, and to ascertain the probable original 
skeleton of the stories*
The story told b5^ Bipradas , is; narrated here in 
detail, because, as it is rightly observed: "The story
of Manasa is narrated by Sfipradasft/as a unitary narrative, 
the different episodes having been given.a balanced and 
proportionate treatment • • ♦ • On reading the poem one 
is convinced that Vipradasahad'given us an old, genuine 
and simple version of the Manasa .saga*’1
The entire version of Bipradas is divided into 
sections* The versions of the- other poets are mentioned
only when there are significant divergences from that of
Bipradas. The story according to Bipradas is as follows*
• . I.
The Universe and all its inhabitants emerges out
of the unknown. After the birth of the daityas (demons),1
they began to worship Mahesvara (giva). The god Narayana
 --------------------------------  r -|—t~m--r t~I. |T » H IT* Jii'■ III H 1| f |1 ll~i i ~l II111 rri r DI I < 11 I 111 'U »I I *1 II* *i 111 I 11 ■<*!■ pi .........I » I m f  -T^m  > 111—TT ITIH*- — trT T Y L'WITt*
!• Su£ra,_pp. U -\%>_ . . "
2. Bipradas Manasa-Biiay, (Ed.by) Sukumar Sen,Intro.p.v*
3. J.PP. 1-235.
subdued..the demons (probably for their impertinence).
This victory over the demons was followed by a feast' 
known as daitya-sui-miahayainh. At the request of 
the - gods Siva was asked to bring. Ganga to do the cooking..
He. went to 'the asrama of the sage Santanu who allowed, 
his wife Ganga to cook at the feast on the. understanding: ' 
that she; would be sent back before nightfall, as-other?- 
wise he would not accept, her. .As it happened the feast 
did not end until very late at night and Ganga. stayed . - ; 
there till daybreak, when she was brought back to 
Santanu. He refused to accept her. Ganga returned , 
with Siva, who had to.keep her in his house.
Siva began to. practise austerities on the bank 
of the Balluka in order to obtain a sight of Dharma. . 
Niranjan. These austerities continued for twelve years.. 
After this period , one day-: Dharma who-had a white umbrella 
above-his head , and who was riding on an owl, came to . .
the house of Siva. Dharma called out but Siva was. 
away and it was Ganga who responded and came- out'. As, . 
soon as she saw Dharma, her complexion and dress, -turned 
white and Dharma .instructed her to let Siva know that 
he had come to see him. Ganga requested him to pay 
.another visit, so that Siva, .who' had been practising hard ’ ■ 
penance only to have a sight of him, might see him. • Dharma 
answered her that the same merit'.of seeing him would be
attained by Siva when he looked at, Ganga* He also 
added that .if, Siva was; still iiot satisfied, .he was. to 
pluck flowers at Ralidaha, where he would be. able to 
see the rnanifestation of a heavenly damsel* Siva 
returned and was amazed to see Ganga all white and sitting. . 
on a white bedstead. He was-told everything by G-ahgu 
including Dharma*s instructions. He lamented that he had not 
had the opportunity of seeing Dharma, who had.so- kindly ■ 
come to. see him, and he told Ganga that she; was indeed 
fortunate. The news of Dharma1s visit to Siva's house 
and of.the change of Ganga*s complexion spread all around, 
and all the gods and goddesses .came to see her.
Then .diva. followed the instructions of Dharma, and, 
while still practising penance, he used to go to pluck 
flowers at Ralidaha. Out of feminine curiosity one day ;
.Gahri(Chandl) expressed the desire to go with diva, .just 
to know where, her husband, went every day and what he; 
did there. diva restrained her, saying that' the; lake . 
Ralidaha was infested with snakes. Gaurx agreed, but' •
secretly she followed:diva■in the guise of a ,dom girl ' 
beautifully dressed and ornamented, thinking that her 
husband was intentionally avoiding her. She stationed 
herself as a ferry woman in a boat on the- river Jokh 
which one had to cross while going to Ralidaha. , diva 
.came and asked the ferry woman to carry him across. He-;
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fell in love with the dom girl at first sight and proposed 
to enjoy her* Gauri vehemently protested on the ground 
that she was a woman of low origin, whereas Siva was a 
great god, as he himself said* But finally Siva pur­
chased her beauty at the price of a diamond ring.
After that CxaupT, revealed herself and berated Siva for 
his licentious behaviour. Siva made a plan to humiliate 
^auri for thus humiliating him. He became a mouse and 
chewed her bodice. Then Sive in the guise of an old 
itinerant tailor appeared in his own house and ChandT 
engaged him to darn the bodice, promising to pay him 
well. When the work was done the tailor refused to be 
satisfied until ChandT had allowed herself to be enjoyed 
by him. Then Siva threw off his disguise and berated
ChandT as she had done him.
•  *
II.
Days passed and one fine morning Siva saw the 
birds mating at KaTidaha. . He was excited at this sight 
and he cast his semen upon a-lotus leaf. The semen was 
eaten by a male crow but he was unable to retain it. As
advised, by his wife he disgorged it on the same lotus 
leaf from which he had taken it. It then went down through 
the stalk and reached Patiala-, the kingdom of Vasuki. There 
it fell like a thunderbolt on the head of Vasuki. His
mother,, one of the sculptors among; the l^gas|:realised. ,'
that the '-seed heionged to .Sivai . She..therefore fashioned . / 
an image of a beautiful .girl, which came■to life when 
.touched hy Siva1 s seed. ’.The girl , was named Manasa.
Vasuki!s mother introduced Manasa to /Vasuki who accepted 
/her .'as his sister '.and. gave her charge of the entire, stock 
-of poison that, was.produced when King Prifhu.milked ,the 
Barth as a cow*' ' Then Manasa held sway over the snakes, 
living at ICalidaha with the snake attendants./, . She played. . 
oil the waters of the lake/and in consequence all the . 
flowers died.. / Siva became very angry he cause he. could,. /'•. 
:;ho't “• get/'- f low era-las-'before; : :So he asked'G-arud’a to rid I
the; waters; of the lake of the snakes, so .that ■ the' flowers ■ 
might grow as'before. 'The.female snake Kull reported .. 
the attack to Manasa, who appeared hefore! $iva to .get 
him to restrain Garuda. . Siva:fell in love /with her at : 
first sight. .Being^terrified.' at his look, Manasa told . / /. 
the ,story of her . birth to llim and proved that he ;was her ,/-' 
.father. She wanted to accompany him to his home. Siva 
did not .agree to her . ioroposal as he knew well ..-the. character 
of his. beloved wife .ChandT. ' But at. her earnest. request 
he took: her concealed, in his flower basket. Sivh came 
to his/hous.e/ and'went out' again, placing the flower /; . : /
basket., ih a .corner: oif the room, j This made ChandT
suspicious. She found-Manasa in -the basket .and abused her 
in, filthy language, as she suspected her of being a 
concubine of diva* Manasa protested, but without any 
. effect * . . . . . : '
/ Then Manasa told the stopy of hep birth .and
addressed her as stepmother. But Cliand! • was still 
susp i c i ous* Thi s i rr i t a t e d Manas a who pep lied ho tly*. 
.ChandT lost her temper* and. jabbed a 1msa needle, into ; 
Manasa*s eye.' Manasa,took revenge by flashing her 
great.power over ChandT from her.other eye. ChandT 
fell down senseless., „ The news was reported by Clanesa 
and ICarttikeya to their father,diva* diva came and at 
his .request Manasa1 looked again at Cha^TLv who then sat 
up. Then followed-another quarrel between them*
GhandT finally-informed diva that she would hot allow 
Manasa to stay at home. - diva \Meht out with Manasa to 
fix up a place for residence. •
Before her departure, Manasa,gave ChandT her 
dignet with five jewels and asked her to call when diva 
was.in any danger*. diva and Manasa walked further and 
further and finally they came to Sijuya hill where they 
rested1* This hill, was covered with sij. trees.. Being./ 
■exhausted, Manasa suddenly fell: asleep under a juq-tree. 
This gave diva the opportunity;to leave her, but before
,-'V■ ' ;; k;-v; ' ■.-//.:.;• :-/;V/ v;. . / ; ; X:',: . '■ 1*7 /
/. • going he wept.-V. Prom his - tear-drops a/girl; darned Neto ■/;';
was born* /When/diva was; about: to leave the place /, /.■■///-'’ / -// •
// •,_ Hefp/r equest^^ to/go,*..^/ Si'ya’/;t.aught‘-''Netp,.: the , ; y //;
. mahiynani.and'asked-her '-to. 'stay':wi th. -Manasa ; as her
. W k n w t i t i n K S n w   ^ . , » * ’. > : ' • - . ’ • w  i . , , • J , , • i . . ,
attendant.;'.; / Then he left the place and. after, going. ■. 
some:. distance he thought .to .himself: that it was^ not .//-■• ; , . 
proper; to leave these' two girls, in such a. lonely forest• . ;
This .thought brought out sweat 011.his forehead and f 1*0111 
- his: own sweat he . created Dhamai / who was ..instructed . by ' . ; . ’
; .dg va to giiard.ifahasa and Net o*. /• ' When 'Manasa woke up and. /' ,
■ v cried bePause :diva-was not; there,’ both Neto/and ,Dhamai ■/' f /:':v
v /gavdv/bhei r/idp-ntities;'and told her of the/duties .assigned . / : i .
/:/' /'to them/by .diya#//;;v'/:/" ' ■/.' /• ;: ' ' / . / v ■ ■ /•■../
;/ ;;;-/'//' ■ - './/Manasa,-. 1 n ,consultation with Neto and Dhamai, •••••• f /.-/"/'
7/// . ;plahned/;to ; btay/ permanently: ,on^  8i juyaz Hill and commanded . '* //;i 
■v;, '//Y;i.svdlcarma\bo'.bhii'ciy in /tiine‘:'a heiv /- /;■.
. •. ./kingdom. grew- u p ,; where the /people of / thi-rty.-“Six castes '
///from; the . Brahmans. ;at/the / topi to. ‘ the vfisher men ; at the \y/
1 p , bottom, /migrated from/ other .kingdoms.> //If/:was- a; happy . ;■
domain of Manasa. '///■ , // ■' . . •' ’■ 1 ; y ; ■’.-/ . • ' //, ’
/:gy/.:/./;//':■, ./:/ \//; / f //// ,-/■ y //III - ' '■//y ' ; /-;/-/ ./// - : V /'"'■• /-//'-
/ /  •/ v; / /;dnce/:whdh/Mahasa,;/.aCcoiTihanied by 1 h e r • friends, ■ / - , '•"/ ' :/
/-// was- sx>orting by the waters/of^a/river, there came a . / ;■ . 7
G-andharva princess named; Vi nal at a.v Wheu/Br ahifa/savy h e r •
lii.s , semen was discharged and out of it were horn s even 
hundred rishis and two seven-headed, monsters,. the/ upper .. 
part of whom was human and the lower part heast* Again 
when the water from the. Kamandalu ( qx water pot. with a. 
.spout used by ascetics) was sprinkled on the place where 
the semen ..was discharged, . a . couple of ferocious tigez*s 
were born* Brahma told them:that they would be defeated 
b y  the son of Kapil a, the di vine cow . They went to 
live; in the domain of/Manasa. ' ‘
; '. ;■ Brahma.Vs ; semen-was once more discharged at the .
/sight of ChandiTs iittle' fingerwhile she was lying in 
bed/with/all the-rest of her/body covered. The semen 
was; magically entered /into' the body of ChandT but she 
.cast the embryo it produced on the water of the river 
Balluka'. ; There iiapiTa came /and,'^  drank water, from , the 
riverv’ v /This caused her to become pregnant and the calf 
Manorath/was born to her. After' that, badly advised by . 
ah ill-wi lied, cow, she entered /.a" Brahman1 s‘ garden and 
ate/hi's vegetables. She was caught by the Brahman but 
was released when he came to know who she was. Then 
,she/hurried home, as she had left her new-born child - 
Manorath, who by this time was/hungry. 1 . On the way 
/sheimet a pair-of hungry .tigers and their cubs./- The .
. tigers wanted to eat her but she.was allowed to go. with 
a promise that she would return to them after feeding her.
it? ■ , ;
;;/,:yy';.;dhiid...:',:;: ■ Meantime, fatigued''by/;thirst'^; Mdnorath bad;; . ■ -vy y,
: ■ Ay ' drunk up. all tbe/waters Vof ,the;river ;Ballu3fa. V//5/His; mother ; V/j ;
y .• "returned and told, him the ' promise she;had ..given: to the ' 1 y;:y
tiger . This ai*ouseci great anger ;ih him and he swore .• y/" ; . h; y
that he;would; not eat until lie had killed the tiger . ■ ■ ■ , - fy-.y
' h / Bothzkapiia and;.Mapprpth/ went ;but;vtb . meet.;the/tiger. ; ;.
Manorath and the tiger fought, and the lattei was defeated, /viyhy 
..The Lord-' Pi? a;Jup at iyaddoiiiphhi edybyy sage.s •; came .• to. d ' . - V
// .hathe ih Balluka but to the 1 r ;as10111 shment they; found' ; " ;• y-:;y :
, / ' the river, dried up. Pragapati ■ reported .‘this to Siva - ■' ' y
■: A .; who discovered it s cause; by, hi s'; supernatural'; power h :y y , ; \
\. / ,.' - He, sent 'Narada to Kapila : who ciarnt to /Siya , with:;her A . • ; /.■
■y.^ y/y/chiId.-.yi; .Siva Vappealed: to /Kbpi-lsb^ '.-'whol f i 1 led U p  the 1 ake ; ; dy,
: , . with her. own milky aiid the '.gods begun to bathe.: , y V
ih/ > ■ ' y"/', yV': ■ " A ; IV.;: ' 0 ; ‘ - , . "'y' / t'.' . ‘ y ,0y y: ■*/";:
; , y ;: ■ ; . One e the', sage Durvasa 'visited Kail as a where he ■ ,u
y- ..A saw the .gods dwe 11 ing and the sages Bhri gu and' Parasara ; ;y ’'' y ^ ?:
A'Ai/meditating.yheyalsb- met a; group: of Vidyadharisand : ■.... . A / -
..collected a garland of‘flowers from one of;them. This
A , ' ^: /garland ;was: presenfedy who-;'hung it oh the neck -
. ybf :hls /elephantiy/yAccidentally:ft fellyto the ground from ■the. - /
: / ; ' 1 * .; Heavenly, female, musicians, .ordemfgoddesses. . y.y; \ y
elephant * s neck. : Ihis Aarpused//g^ Dupvasa,/ ’ A
■ whh; utt.eredA^ A£hdtAl^^^ (LaitshmT *)' •-•' /-• •
Ay Would' he - sep arated from/ that, day. A /Indra reque s t ed• the. . ;, - 
•A-: ■'sageyDuryasa /-tbAwXtM Vhh refused. A ' The ii: A
•A / - L akshpT/*;' dske d - she it er " of ■ the Atr e e ; gdd ,A the/ .mdunt. a in':; und ’ ;y:
. the sea one ,after/;.ano;ther Ay. /Only the. sea promtsed her A 
-./.■ / / .shelter and Lakshini .\vent/.uhd.e.fc Aspa-, takingAwlth/te .
A A ; the , things at her commandsuch /as r i ce ahd: other A crops, ./A 
A; A; the; moony. amrita,. 'Airavaia', (Ihdra1 she 1 ehhantOvi'-U ehchasrava ■ 
A/a- (Indr a -;s;: hprse).;yand/;Sari jdta (/aAplantybqa^ ‘ /. -// 1
v A:' flowers) > yy The absence .of all' these ybhings. hroiight: a A-a/. Y.y 
■y/A':great./dal amity/ u^foh/Tnc^ other godsf/who assembled
; /; t to:, make . a' pIan; to’ hring/back LbkshmlA ah®/the/A- / y/
.//A/; .tliihgs /atyhery command.YaT£; wasAre solved that the sea of / / 
AAA; curd. ( kshlr a nad"l) /should. he , churnedAf or: thie purp ose: and y
s : . . / ’ . v / t— ir -nT~f it iiit i i n  i m n  i i    t\imm ' - ' ' 4/‘ •' V  * ■ v t'
; /y // that.;Mandara Hi 11 . and/ i/dsuki//should he appelnt ed /as.: the Ay y 
fAy uhurnihgAhtlek/hiidAthe;A/rog§;yre.sphciivelYv y A The ’'tail of A 
J/■AAATasukiwoil 1 d ,be: ptilled'’ ;by ■ H.anuinanA and the head by the' / ,/
' - / /demons^;1, Ay -/A/y , A- ' " • / '/  ^/ 'A-v-y / / -:/ A/A 'A' XA.aA, v __/A.// ■//,,'-■/ •
A:;///Av /Thpi'.Achurhang: was started/ and; the; things Were taken .
A out one by one ;.'XJchchasr.ava, the moon, the rice ■ and other 
/ // crops-, Aiiir ava t a. and the. .'.nymphs. ( ap s ar as), L akshmi j the :/ 
/.; /: :Parl jpta, / and finally Ph any an t ar i hoi d i ng . a cup containing
•;:'A - l/,;:-V-Cf o supraY p.*: /
amrita; (ambrosia:) <A A In--exchange for .,the .amrita-•  m o w w w i  . '  • - ■ ' . i  ■ . n ssn A .* •  * m u r v a ' ie i  i " ■
Dhanvar.tari. iiad . been given' a scarf 'of vlctofy; ( jaya-neta); 
and a -magic 'poudiiA( stddhi- jhuli) 'by brahma, ’with: the / 
boon that he would live in the memory of thepeople as an 
unrivalled p o 1 s o n do c t o r 0 A; This great lmowledge/also ‘ 
made him immortal and unconquerable. He asked also for 
the secret of his 1ife and death, and he was told by 
Brahma: “Your death will come if the. scarf of victory
and. the magic, pouch are stolen by Vlshahari* if the/, 
snake AUdayakai'bites your chest .and if Vishaharl throws 
,mahabhara. “ ^ Brahma also /suggested two remedies — the 
herb sali-j&sali of the Gahdhamadun hill .and sea-foam 
of; the River, of Curd. : The, application of .either of these
on the snakq-bite would restore Dhahvantari* s life. 
Satisfied with Brahma* s .instructions he.-left .the place 1 A;
after paying his regards, and began' to roam the world as
: ’ A ' . ’ - p A .■■■;; ' • : • ■ ■- ■ . / "A-’
an unrivalled orjhai A • .
Next; Vishnu in 'the. /guise;' of a ravishing woman A'
di strlbuted amrita among the gods ; ■ but . the demons' weretl TltWiW II. jiHN -J*  ^ . . f I.
cheated out- of their share .A biva did not 'like this so 
he refused, to accept his share until the distribution was . 
made to all, those. who had taken part in the-/churning of
1* Possibly- some kind ,of a spell, weighing down to the 
body so that the victim.' cannot .move*" : / ■.
2* Professional magicians, ..who are, believed to. cure ; shake 
bite's and to cast out evil spirits by charms and 
inc apt at ions. / A
I 3jL
■ofthe oceanAA: /He/Asuggested';/abecohdAbhdrning. ; . - ■ •
.‘BhaHmaA/pro iie £ #£<iy' ; saying tHaiAbniyAp oi'soii • would/he'' / ' . . ,
produced -from;;tty/but ;hrsAwarning was Aignpred.;; A.-pivaVs' ; 
proposal; was.gladly-accepited/byAthe Ademphs,: who - had A A./ / A 
been deprived Aof the . ainrita, ahdAf iiially ■ a second 
churning was performed. /Now/ only poison came, out of , A. • 
the sea / and threatelied toconsume the .universe'.; - The • ' :-
demons, and the . gods left the; pi ace and only .Hanuman A /, 
and Siva * s /bull stayed there A wi th 'Srvav • ■ •" On the /advice 
of Hanumhh Siva' drank the . poison to save the universe : -/■ 
■and fell sens el e s's.. The new s;./ sp r e ad - and /.the. gods were - /A 
afraid Aat. "the/’.sight• A A//They. 'tent-’\afitessage;• .£q-\’ChandT/-;by A‘ 
Nar a d a . . phanffi/came/;th/the,; spot/with: her', two children, 
Ofanesa and -Kar11ikeya> . She lamented .and prepared to. . ' A 
die;. on the/ -funeral /pyre of her Ahushandv.Miich - was then. //:, / 
'being erected„ ; ./Biit. suddenly she! remembered, the signet - 
with. five jewelsAgiyen/byyManasaY ahdAtold; the. other A- /. 
gods'that" Manasaihad ' asked /her. to call'her■ whenever 
anything: serious,-happehedAto./biya;*;; /, A. A // ., //A- / -•/ / ,
.A/A/A..;- A  Immediately Narada was sent to M anas a, . who . / /,
refused ^to come wi th him as she had no clothes .fit for . 
the-;/6uf er, World.. ; / /She '.agreed, to go: if her steprnother came 
personally; with, a/-garment, /and /asked./her//helpv A AGhandlA . 
did '/whatManas'a ..w anted.;/ . Taking with her /a. bo arse cloth A '
.yA;y/AAyshe. went, /to /calf/Mdhasa,/but; she ’ found" her in aAqueen*/s, y a 
y/'dressYand ;f eft Ahbmiii aied*7 A^anasa?;-- :aceomppni'ed'/by * ,y
/ .ChandT, Are ached, the place where'Siva, was.A lying .-dead/* • 
•y/Mahasa told tlie ;, gods, of the/hehayioui^ of/her stepmother 
A / g n d  showed; theto/ the piece/of/ploth which ChandT /had y, . A / 
/ /^ / /-offered .ke;i?*AAyThey/ all/tried; to; pacify her and promised 
A/ /;/.:/'to sat isfyyher after her" father * s recovery* ' But . ’ ';
// A /. ;/ ChandT ,'^ very-humiliated', approached to kick/her . y'AtA AA 
y/y/ /■;Athis/Manas'a /IqokedAat her through her poison eyev and •- a ./ /
y AA:' ChandT fell senseless* ,. y /.,•■■ ."" Ay /  ^ A
• ■ •; • /ftanasa/gave her full attention to/curing,her :/" / ,
,:y A , father. A Thanks/fo her great; power the poison began/ a 
"A-/-AyytpAfocome put of Siva;I/s mpdth and he recovered* A/.,, As // y 
A//, /,//sdoh;.as'.heAshwAhip//beloved wife/Chandi' lying yp/ri the 'ground- 
y/A A/A /heAbegaii to A1 ameht* • Manasa7 brought back the life of A ? 
■y/y y-A ./, ^ChandT;,by/a glance/from /her/other eye* .. She then .< • -A ; /
a Ay /distributed .half 'the poison among the snakes, scorpions ; 
A / ' and bitlng/Tnsectsvarid/ the,. other: half .was "kept /by/herself/■ -y 
•Ay wA/ih/bne;Aof-hefyeyes*. yy ■'/ A. ' A->•■ ‘ ■ ■ Ay/'y.. y /f / A ’-:A
Ay y,; .A//'- A// /A; ; Then diva thought /of - the,; marrlgge of Manasa, . A. . - 
yA/ A; ■■//hpd-/he .Adame td /know; through me di tat ion that the sage. 
y / y  husband* A/With/this.Ain mind A
A, A  /A/'^iya‘met ;YarafSapa /oh thef bank-of Balluka /and/proposed ' A /..
Ay A/a . jy;/ daratkaru'/df the- Mal^bharath. ■- A  .,■’/ 1 A;,//.;/// '• .'A;
his marriage with Manasa. . Jaratkara refused, as, it 
would disturb his'yiheditations• But at the same time 
he.:he ar d a : me s s age: f r om ^ the;j£ A anc e s t ral sp irit s y that 
they would he free if and
so lie consented to the marriage#
8iva re turned. happ 11 y- and' all ; they nece ss ary 
arrangements for ^ fiieVmarriage ceremony / were madeV.; diva ' y 
arranged the..;:marri/ageAnp£x".only of Manasa and daratlcara,: 
but" also of" Neto/ahd' the/page Vasishtha. After the 
ceremonies. Chanda. did/not likeyManasa;ybeing-praised by 
the gods nor did she like Ato’Asee/'henAhapjgyAfnAherAfiarried 
life. ' Manasa was adyised by her- stepmother Chanda to 
wear snake-ornaments on the bridal night# Jaratkara 
passed a sleepless ni^tAibf fear'of the Asiiakes, : where as 
Manasa slept well. Chanda threw a frog into the. room 
of the newly anarr le d. :acou!p:itf,byand-; all- the .* snakes., hi  seed 
together and ran towards the frog. The terrified, 
Jaratkara ran out of thpA:hpu/ee:yanfl-/:tpbk• shelter'siii: a 
conch in the seany. < husband in'
the room in- the morning. ’By her s u p e ' r h a s h e  
discOTdued ywhah/had happened to him, /and, bewall;elkher 
-i 11-fortune.
. y ; Siva :■ was-/informed of the absenceypf^^y(lBf-atkarav and 
went;.- out ih search'' of ‘hilii. He ATounh him and took him 
pack to Manasa* .For a few days he lived with her and
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then he left her, with the ho on that a son would he 
horn to her. Neto, too, was hlessed with a similar 
hoon hy her hush and, who left her at the same time* i'fi yk 
Both Manasa and her attendant Neto became pregnant and • 
each of them gave birth to a ,child* The child of fcheiViii 
former was named Asti ha - and, was sent to Vasuki fox’ . 
education. After completing- his studies he was returned 
to Manasa on Si^juya Hill*
VIv ' _ .
King ParTkshit was nursed: by .a sage ;for. :def iling 
his body with a dead snake v^hid'e1-'.he;?.was ;me.dlt;at; £ng• 
k /':;;curse:i;was;- that PariKshit 'would <3ieof* AnakeTbite-hfter V i  
, six days* Parikshit was very distressed and told his 
ministers and attendants1 about the cui^ se. -They suggested 
hi s taki ng help; froni dhe/va^ f^ ' They told; ;\,i
him.; how. Bhanvant ari --hadi,id&.£■&'ate'S'tthe.'\great o ffrik  Sanka- who ::
; re sided i n  uhe ■, Dhaval. mouhtain ,. ahdi earned ; the i name \Akk:
Sanka~Dhanvantar r . Dhanvantarf.was invited by Parikshit
to guard him from snake bite* ufiPnfldxe'Way^ibhahvantari-imdt; 
the snake Takshaka who had been^instructedyby the sage to:: 
bite the $Cing Parikshit„:A:. eontnsytkf ollbwbd;,;-leading;.:tbk 
the defeat of Takshaka.v v. v?Pindinguh6*.other .afternative:Hv;k, 
Takshaka bribed Phanvaxxfafinotwt o: ^  iliet ;
King was then bitten'b^ the .isnake/yyancL died^rec'efying n o  iu
help' f r oni Dhanvant air i » ;; ivli’ ."f -
ft; h'dParrkshithwas suc^e'eded/fe^; his son-. Janamijaya. ,
.- One. day while .himtihg in .a forest'.he. saw a Br,ahman ... 
engaged in hi H i n g  snakes ; The King enquired the;. 
cause of his act!oh; and;' the; Brahman told .hikr that his 
; sion. anti; w: if hhdtdied of :snafee«hite/so'the ;liad: made; an 
t V oath to kill snahes>t 'This reminded the king: of his/:; 
fathers death and he fold the story of it to the .
. ; Brahman* . = The .Brahman^suggested. at snake^sacrif ice ■ ■■>/,’: y 
’(sarpasattra ya jha). that would .wipe out the race of t v /•'  If ii » n iiw *!!■*!■ M r* I m m n ihipihiiIiiiim '^ii** Hi  im  in* ntrm n» n> *“  . ' • , * ’> ' . ■ -
snakest'fpom the sarth* tttln^.this sacrificethetwQuld per™ t 
' form.-;the vpr i bstly> fuhctlon;. The- king agreed:.and arrange™
ments were made for. the snake~sacrifi ceo As-soon as it ■
, starteds' the-chief s. of , the:.snake. racei. sought shelter in 
, hidden -\p l'aces*,- -.t./The ;he\^ o-‘-'W;as-r 'rhpprtedvby;d£ili • to 1 Manas a;,. -, 
who., asked help from. helot •t/'By-,thisi-vtime;. many *•'snakes 
; had.been kiTied•:\• -1;A.dr a&y-i^ N.eto:•.’Manasa sent, her only 
; child. list ika who persuaded Jahame jaya to stop the . \
saptifice. ‘ Thus the remain!jig snakes were;'.saved. . \
-h.t- y: ’ ■ "'vn.:V ; -i :
.. : - Mahasa was . desirous of receiving homage .-from
:-human beings. She ■therefore. came/down.todearth in her ; ;
i, chariot accompanied-, by her.-.-advisor Neto\ and . began- to- v . . . 
fappear . to human beingp.dr. order ..to-aridtiate1, and propagate: -.
t  herieu3ip.'/ii; ti, , • ; -yi i-tV,-ftii y ; y y-i'1 i;i /ii
:. ‘ ; : .; ./ Shefirsi appeared to. some 'cowherds: who/d aughed 
\\./\-;iat - her. and called her i a "blood thirsty . wit ch o M ,/ She . •.y.y; 
i/vy;. 'came to; them ah. ah old 'grey^ woman carrying’l/l
f:.;, ’ a basket,. and begged. rajdk^^ythe^ ^bVeak.' her; ceremonial: •
=■/Yd/..'f ashV/with a promi^elfp.-heipfthetia.d.;/'But they threw dust
.. at her m i d  a fe?w-of them^ heat;: her*y' d;^hen-she; told them • - ;
■id' : that she ..was a//daughteh:;;of l&iyaiahdrwas iknowrv' as'. Maiias si:; ■;■, -
i ifi;f the snake goddessv yhihey/di^ • i" i y y  :-
h:y. ';i challenged her topfove her identity /Which; she; did by t; 
i? y_ ’ ;/i;:!summpnfhg the, snakes before: them*-^ ;;;;yThe; tehri^led .boys;; ■
prep ared ■ to beat, the shakes ;wi th the IrstickSp , but: M anas a ’ ■
iy. vd'disa^^ ;and/the( snakes.; alsdyi:i y ;d i  fhV y. y ■ ' '/'.V-f 
; yiiyid'y IVV ’hatpr 'dnd.-Wheh^the;;cov^herds-;iereygc|ing to fdrink;■ '' - 
y  y water pi all’, their /cows f el I inio'fy,marsh ; .i Theytrealikedv /'/ 
l iy / y that such mischief' had .been ; chpsedlby:. Manasa,.ywhp/./sf opd . ■ 1 
ly;/iynearby^ hhd iaughed, at;::fhem.f/;y:;&enlthey .fell . atVlieri' ' d r
feet, saying that they would ■wprshipir^Hpr:’ fro.m;-.then onwards..;; 
Manasa- respbnded by rescuing their cowsv * Once again she ' 
i= • rdembhst'^ by vMlkihg ';a:"barren cpw „ i n W  hdr/i y;-/
wicker.basketj .she. then’held it .upside down, and without i 
: ■ •■/ sp 11,11 ng -the mllk/drahk. fromiitd i.Hsving conquered the , y
.y hearts;of. the: hOwherds , -Mahasa sat under' a tree where , : <::
V.. accompanied by N.eto,: she taughtthe boys; the way; ih'.which ‘ .
her. worship was to'de conducted. ;■■■•.y:ylyy'; y-.f V-\v
f fly•.* wbrslil-pv-'is', to- he performed' on. the, tenth. -\ 
tit hi; of the bright half of Jiyai shtha with 
. ’ . i ; ; / ; ’ .; - var ious offerings. ' There should/be a n  ‘ , > i  ■
' yy; abtihdance of naivedya ( offerings) ( consisting
y tv. y of) plenty of sweets-; and: .ten; differ eht good ’ 
;i;i. ; . fruits i.e*,, plantain,’ hark a ti>; hoc onuty y:
i.t, .phuti ( a uart of ducumbei*), betel-nut, date , ' ■• . ■. - e=*e»nis»**w*netig»VMet . »• • - , ’ * . r *, - , - . . ' 1 • *
' if ■ ; / fgack-fruityman^o, gam .( a sort of 'black .berry) ,-. 
y/y.f .;u/y and’ f.an™palm fruit*'; There should be: betei / ': . .
■ y nut and betelvieaf, scented flowers in . abund™ ;
1 yty',;:.ii ance, incense,.. lighted lamps an!dvsai!idaii(pastevv
v: 1 . or wood) y; ; Various; musical instruments are to . . 
■ . be played:;with great goy f After ablution bring
f y •• l,y;f. ; a golden/pot" cpntainihg water with aitwigiof sij. 
. ■ ' over ; themouth1 of it, and;- worship me,, (wJip ew&.
v;y ■ ,-i ‘' mystically) ; within, it* 'Li's'ten to me 'attentively 
/ ii; v ;1 will . appear; there in the pot ahd fulfil the
■ .•-.desires ( of .the'; devotee)blessing • him- with'; ■
'■ yl ‘ ■;,;-wealth>.;;children: ‘. a n d ' f a m e . - f y •' 'y v
/The. goddess then left' the place • r.iding in her chariot , ' ;
: towards Sig’uya ' Hi-ll> f The specif led date dame V-niidfethe-* 1 
y cowherds; nrraiiged'the ceremony’;as they had been; tpld* y y 
- Manas a ;-w as •satisfied with: their 'homage,, . and blessed them
.. . with : allyf ouhfc and''wv'ifhythe y bpectaiyhdon; .; v
f; of immunity from snake™bite * ' .. - . y ;\ V.
t ■' '7v;:fv:y'-^ f— ' ■'■' .""' 'ft v-y'i -yi:. ; 77/y
'ft;- y f .'7 -By , they si de -nfV-a.'tahkyunde^ by ythe: wayside ‘
/yfy' ■:'the: cowherdsvcpntfmed to;;wor:ship:.’M from/time to " ;y ykyiy
y/?k/*-v';/vt.’iroe>-’'ft-. Whiley-thef/werr one.' dh^r avMiisliin- . yy yy- ■-■fvf:
.f tv;ftf armerfyepty to: 'bhthe;y i ^  K y:3he/;npwlierds ’■ angri chy v y: / ft ;.f!/
drove him away,’ as he was a Muslim*' ' ' HeyfBported-dt t o  'vf :■/ 
their chief farmer Gora Mina who at oncehset nutfwithy,d\'yV';‘‘:fc 
hisvtienftbypunish^thc couherds* y ,A-S: tlieyeameyhhe : . fyvi
y y,,. ■ cowherds fledyKleavihg the pot,-oftManasa/behto f V,-y: ':
Vyfy.7,. Mina ...stood /ohKiheemudothboheybfitheegad toffy'.
' dishonour" hdr .,y y;,'Thisf so . bnragedyManasa'that ,>she" at .'fy:y/; : 
once took ^,reye%nge;-/.byy;Sendingyher^ -simaliest. shshbf Bighatfyn, . v;- 
in they gut.sWf5;fo ;.moth*f who; kill e&^ ft tt
except.one, whom:the:snake 1eft■ aiive so that he;could
report; .they new s-y to ythe; Musl iim^  c^ and his/brother; /
liusen* ; About t h e; s. am e time: Has ah .(s' seven maidservants ■ V- ; 
went to fetch, water from, the,* nearest pond, wh ere they ; P 
saw anold’ womanyworshipping the pot of Manas a*;ivyTheh■,; 77// . 
woman was Manas a:' herself. , . x They -angri ly- abused ; the , old. y :y / 
woman'for. performing • shchyworship'*• dhringithe;yMdsl:im’"s ,7 :7f •
month; of fasting,' but when they approached'to; .'attack' her .fit -■
r i  • f ' i ' y b v ' v / v / t  > ,  /-yt
I'jo
/yy:;/:y yyManas|kdi'sap;p^4;tTfenfthey;found-"; the/snake 7 y,:-' V;f
Bighatiya -inythe/g^-ise/pf fa-■ kind/ofmoth as "before* ; f: 
fyyf 7f/;When ‘oheyof .theif/picked^ her*--: /Next it 7 /"f' ; 7/7/
/ 7- 7 /7i> i t/ f ive: bf .the; othery:sixtgirls'.t 77'; . The' one. survivor/; y 
7.;7';y/7/reibrned;-io'7theu^  told;/ofvthe ;/ /-.• 77/;
7y7vyy7mischief/bause<fy /yy-''"thy yt7; hf ' t’ :v;y,f '-'./- 77 ;
-y; They enragedtlilsanyordered his: soldiers/ to march :/.-': 
againsty'Maha^. and-.yarrestyher,fv/ -This'ywas/not : approved^ / ’ - 
of hy/Hasaufs, wife, , who-requested hiMyt6 countermandy7 y y 
his orderf^ it would^ be impossible for, a /man b ■' : - y
;/yy:yyy7;tp:yfightt against the' goddess Manasay':who/'hady all /tke 7/ / -7 7-77 
./.• 7 snakes at /her ho mm and-; . but. .Ha'sah- 1 gnored her request*'' 7 -'
7/7;7y7War ;Hasan 'Wasy'defeated^and/all ' ■ 7
hf/y7^ 'hib/peppihyexceptyhi:s/wife:/were killediby/the snalce- 7 
y ■ 7 77, soldi era, of'.'Manas a. :/7/Thisy: greatly-sho ckedvfes ah hnd" '
7 ■ //; //having/ no:/, alter hat lyey .tie Submitted/ lb Manas at. When 7 '
:,/ /:; 7/ he.-was -asked; by -Manasa tomake arrangements for her ;7/;-/ 7 . ■
y / y .trof ship.:.he cpinpiied.:; She -thereforefpromisedyto ' restore /
'; . ; the,>lbB%//i.i;vb;b.:: and property^^^when he . worshipped the^  /
-/ygoddesb> - symbpiihei/by/a . gpldfpbt/containing^ a twig, of 
y pin * : The goddess/kebh/heh promise* Her/power spyf ;
, impressed him that he. became'her' strict devotee * * ; lie; / 
y: 7//;huilt a temp ley--and/instblled/ a gbTd. pot there permanently*. 7 
/, ;//;/Then he /t ook direct ',Steps to • spread her cult *. v He consulted;
with: five Brahmans; in order to 1 earn the gastric method
of worshipping her and. sent: mi ssions to different places 
:; • ’ ; to/propagate the. cul t ; and he/hi ms e If • won shipp ed; the ■ /
great' pbmp and/ grandeur .in ceremonies at , 
/ V;;;:,y which; hralrnan/priestsvbff iciated*:,'.:/y Ksah; was, blessed ;. 
//:•/:v;;7with/childrenWbalthy./famevand■'p o w e r 7/■; ■/ 7/7; / 7- 7
One. daiv.Maiaasa..agai n came down to earth and .saw 7 / 
7ifwbyf iphermen/hf otherhf Jalu . and Malu, . whq/were' busy; - u 7 / 
: i ishing; in. a ri ve.r *. . She. app e af eel .011 the bank; in the- , / 
yguise of an old Brahmanfwoman:.aridyaskei-'.thhin.help./'iii ; 7 
yy.; ;- /Crossing :the/ river«////They, refused>yfhinkihg7thaf; 'to’; /7'; .
7/cpinpif /would/deihy1 '.thev/suppiy/of -f iph; to /their . p atron,;
'■;y the.y .prince Chandoof^ Champ alCahagar */ She 7
/y/v ///nepeatedyhef;^/request /ahd7tHe|b77eh^ annoyed and ‘ -l. /
///abused her a s ■ ” bewitch” h/ She/therefore ; cast a spell on 
’ //thbjp/^  atbhiaysingie 7^^ 7-,.. .•/:-/,
t o ge the r ♦ - The y: r e a 1 i seel, that/; the! r failure t o he Ip v the "/. 7/' 
/ bld >Brahm.ah w was • the. causet./.;. So, they/look.: her to. 'v 7/y- 
the other/;bahk with ;great care. . :. y / / y'v 7. / ; ///i.
how, by the grace/ of //Manasa> Vtheyyc a;ught/fihh .//, ;7’./ 
; i3f plenty/; ‘ Under her order they: .cast their/net again . /
and in /their last catch, they found a couple of gold 7 •
' pots.; . When, they asked about the pots Manasp told' them ' ;
.■ /.who.. she'.,w.a,s .and asked ;them';.to . wbrship ;the: pots :ih their. ..
home. They took them to their mother who, assisted. - . -7
by her daughter.srin™law,y' beghh to. worship withrhpecial '- .
.; deyotioni; . - At last all the members of the family. took- 7 ' 7...
/>■ to worshipping the pots and they soon became prosperous.
.The house of 'Jalu^uhd‘-..Mfa'lU; 'became,' full / of 7:go id; as a 7/./ . 7 
. 7 result of , the blessings of Manasa. In this case/the. ; .; ’
. worship'- of the/ gold' pbts; was , followed by; the be'ating of/ 7 
; cymbals and drums. V - .7 . . . 7 -.' ;
‘ .■ r V " x *;/' ;; , /- 7/ •/;::■■// ' V'-’/rv- / 77
;■ ;/;./. One day while Sanaka, the/wife. of; Chando,. 7
: accompanied by- her . six daughters~in~l aw and,; numerous . 7 .; .
. • attendants, was going to bathe on the river G-ungari 7 •-
;( Gangnr i;): on the-.occasion of . the■ Mauni Amaj^asya Vr a t a ; ' ;7;
/ s h e  heard the beating of cymbds and drums coming out of 
7 .the house .of Jaln/and /Maluv - Sanaka. sent/one of her 7.7, 7
•- 7  afte3idants7t.o -enquire. 7She. returned - and t.old;her. m$ stress!'
• th'ai- 'Ih.eV. family pf.Jalu arid - Malu, which had become, wealthy 
by /the /blessings of Manasa, was worshipping the'goddess . - 
. Then Sanaka herseIf went -to .the house -and;made full enquiry ■
;• .regarding the sacred pots and thet way of worship. Mchharii,
‘the mother of' Jalu and Ivialui explained .the; form of the 
beremohiesy which/was'similar' to- that performed; by the ; v 
. cowherds.-;, ' She-; added. that: the . goddess should he,- worshipped/ 
daily in addition to the special ceremony;-on the Dasahara., 
Sanaka w a s s o  impressed hy the power of the goddess that 
she wanted to /take .the pot's; away.with ’her.: At this ; / ' - ; ■
Nichliani. was distressed, but hesitated to object / The ./ ■ /
difficulty was:;solved by the intervention /of the goddess-. ; 
herself who instructed:Nichbani t p allow Sanaka;to take . • ; 
the pots. Sanaka then returned home, accompanied by her 
six daughters-in-law',. began to worship the pots.7 Chando,' 7 
her husband did;hot .consider;Manasaftp-.bp./augocIdesB, / so> ■ // ■
when he saw his wife; worshipping the pots> ;he smashed them .
■ y-y/ v.,; ■. •.. /7 7 ;-;.. '■ t/vy. .yy • yv;
to piebestv; -. ':'H-e. was h m  : ardent Jp£ : and had . obtained, the
favour of Siva for .his extreme austerities.* : Siva had; v
given. him the mahhtpan. (.sup ernatural wisdoin) / which made ;
him not only immortal but also uhcouquerabley ,/ Chando.
had been, ihsffucted/by .Oh andl/hqt/to/ worship /Manas'a in.;/ .
any way, as she had. a bad name among the gods and goddesses
for her wicked nature. y 77-; y. *7y y ' . y  - ;• -7 / ;
, ‘ / - • : hichhani heard.: the • news Of Chando\ s.; b ehaviour,, ■. ;: 7 ;
came to the house of Chando and. took away the broken pots
with deep deyotion, ChandoT s attitude.enraged Manasa. "
who a11empted to take, .revenge by destroying-her.beautiful.' 7 ‘
garden with the help of her -snakes. But Chando, the 
./possessor of the. mahajhanftv7as /quickly able . to revive 
the destroyed-. garden. ."7 Manasa. lamented, her defeat *,
. . - . .Ne to told Manasa that.'; she ; would hot. he able to
defeat.Chando uiiless his , m ah an hail A was stolen. -As 
advised by Neto, Manasa dr essed - herseIf• as a devas t a t i ng .
beauty, and appeared in the guise of the youngest sister 
of Sanaka and stood alone , crying near . the -house of Chahd.o. 
Noticing her crying Sanaka came..out of -.the house and asked 
the cause of her :lamentatioh. / .Manasa. told her/that she . .. 
had been left b y • her husband .and did not know what to do. - 
. Sanak/a asked her to tell'the whole story, and when she did 
soiSanaka recognised the girl as her youngest sister.
Manasa- was cordially accompanied by Sanaka.-into her home. . 
While., they were •.talking-, Chando/returned and saw;/Manas a, , • 
who infatuated him. ■ Manasa'also: pretended; love for 
Chando. ; At night Chando and Manasa talked and made 
love, sitting side by side; this aroused .Chando1s passion,;
• but- Manasu.refused to.fulfil his desires, unless, he told 
her his secrets. Chb.ndo t old her and she at once ' 
disappeared, thus/.depriving him- of his mahainan.. Then . 
Manasa destroyed his garden arid, he was powerless to prevent, / 
her. • . . _• - y,;7  '7' 77'../'.. AkA. h . A'/'7 7 % a v
, . Now Chando fully realised that-he .had been thoroughly
.deceived. Adorning herself1 with naga ornaments ; :
. A Manasa .paid a. Visit to Chando . in a dream ■ and threatened - • A; '
. to t’alce . revenge for- the enmity'which he had shown by 
smashing her pot ; Chando told his. .dream, to his . ,
v"’-v ■ .pouncillorsv, and. ashed' their ' h'elp.iahd advice, -V^  ]?ihall^ ; -w
V it -was ^ decided that ! Chando should talcs help from Sankha 
Dhanvantari • ' ; b b - y  A/--, ..
■ '■ : Dhanvantari was invited by Chandd to. his palace . ; . :
v and was told of the conflict .with -Manasa,:. ' T.o thst . the /
. power of Dhanvantari, Chando,.-requested him to revive his 
V t'huihed -garden.: i.-Bhsnvantari: took up the ■. challenge , and .
,  ^ restored the--garden'by his , own maharlhan.- .. Chando was • .:
very glad to find his beautiful garden restored and. to 
thi.iho o f  . the defeat .of. Manasa > and he rewarded Dhanvantari.i. A  \.;b 
t Manasa was. very' angry with Dhanvantari . fbr 'helping' Chando d
- Being: humiliated she made a new plan to disarm Chando by \
v discovering the secpet of . Dhanvantari * S;‘ lifei -. so that. . : v t i
. ..V;.iijev!w4uld; hot,be7 ableto .help, Cliando; ; . : :
,; ' t \ ..v 'Mstmasa appeared before the disciples of .Dhanvantari' : ; ;
t ; : ■ asv'Atf lower.rgirl, selling poisonous garlandd . t ; :lhey robbed; : ;t;
her of the - garlands* as she demanded an exorbitant price -
. ' . for them, v She 'complained, to .their: master about the / tv
: -: h u ^  ' conduct of . hi s, discipi e s and D han van taf i b b : ■/; ‘ :
bb. ' ':i;promib^bhpaybaftaivprbpeiive^^ to the
if ' uepdtbhndbthundbdisbdiecip^ V
b;.-b;ith^ vhad'disappeared once realized' b
t V "v -that': she-was: hone■'othertthan‘Manasa.: - By his ■ maha.ihan btb'.y b
- y  ;  ^ . i  , / 5 ; ' * ^ '  ' s ’ ' . ' *' , t >" - k *n>M i— n .Jn.mM g .  ' _
- hetbrchx^ ;disciples:back;:t’bb.lif e and reported the .. f t .
u ■ -^,bbopws-to Chandot bb \ ■ b Vi ytity- ..t i’-iV. f ,t. 't by ■ ■'b -i- h- -ty ■
-b:;-;. •. tvbt; . h Again. def eated- Manasa' took another' course. : ■ S h e b 
••, ., eppe ared /at * the: house o f Dh any ait a r 1 in the--gui se . of 'a 
■' milk-maid ;-selling\\curd and.sour - h i 1 k .hb: ; Kamal ay/the ::- 
tti;. ; ..bwife of ,I)hanyaht'arl.3 was oh armed by'.: he r looks-'1 and asked . . y y
btbbiibief, hame>-bt’;Manasavhaidbhbr-''name ;was!;Eamalai;bt: fheiiihe ■ . \ i'"
wife -of-I^hanvartari 'took,her^inth■herbhomeiastferif^
, - aa/both of them nharedthe same.name/ t There they talked . . . v 
V cry intimately. , t  Manasa, .created a- rain-storm'bsb that - . : .  h ;t i ' ;■ t  
. shp; couldbstopy^there. for^ the night* She, a’sked Eamala 
:/' ;; 'whether: she[;kheVtthe: secret biffthe: success-: of,-herthushandt; ;tiy.; 
; : ;t. ahdbtbid; her tfhat, . as her husband. was ' a great olha. i f she:b  t - . y i -  ■
Should;; know i the■ seqret;: ofbthe ' preseryation^Oif the life, of ' 1 r 
- V her husband as' hetmight h e  indanger'hh any1 time. . She b,C 
’ actedhso .naiurallytthat Kamaia was deceived arid, that .nighhb 
h ' b she asked her ;hiusbahd what 'his secret, was.b v-Maiiasa .concealed - 
vherselfIn the;- room, as Dhanvahtarl told his wife .the secret., 
b. b;; v ■"..b. 'by; kWhbni she had found b out the 'secret of i)h ahvan't ar i ! s ..;
life.-, Manasa Vent back to her. kingdom and returned with 
. the- snake U day aka I, ■ who under .her instructions , bit;. ‘. 
Dhanvantari on the chest' when he arid his wife were 
asleep p and deprived him of. the scarf:of victory and 
of the • magic pouch. . • Dhanvantari was: wakened from 
sleep by; the ;pain of the/•^ s^ ake';hi^ te. -and-- told- Kamala, 
who. went,; to • .callDhaiia and vMaha,‘' . ; t w o ' c h i e f  
disciples. They came and then departed to bring the . 
herb salirlfi^sali from the Gandhamadan hi 11. . While .
' coming .back with the herb'; Manas,a appeared before - them -'
, as an old Brahman woman and wept. ' They. asked, her why 
she was .crying. by Mana s ab replied that. she. was’' crying . 
because of the sudden, death of .the .o jhi Dhanvantari - 
who ’ had supported her...; Her acting was . so convincing1 
that Dhana and: Mana threw down., the herb, and began to 
run; to their master1 s h o u s e -y /They;.believed that., there 
would be no further .use for the herb. On arriving /
they found. their master still..living. They told him
everything; and: a l l y  r e a l i z e d  "that-. 11 ; was: Manasa who had y 
played this trick on them. ' '.They. were then sent out 
for, sea,-foam.: vb-While returning with it? Manasa appeared 
before, them as a Bpahman., : ;She : mat-ically made a fire,
' app e ar in the' distance?. wi th 'smoke, arising from .the 
flames ,y and: pointed it out.to Dharia :and Mana, saying that
vby:;,;:y .y-y-b'y;b b:-/bbYb b-yYy./bibb:/'■ b;.Hi
-■ by theif bmaster •'wasbbei burnt ‘fp: ^eathy; b yBut.bthey ; b 
■ . re membered ;Manasa;.1 s. previousdecei t, and they took no • 
y; t action. y  /Manasa''thbnyaskedb thbse.e\ the:^medicine and... .;•
. v b they -, handed i t .over' to. her. y b She at , once - dieapp e ared! y 
. , with it. Dhana and Mata 'came tack :and again, found 
their master;, stillyli/ving. blb-The# told everything to b 
b'. their mastery y b- Thus they" .were;; twice deceived - hyb Manasa 
b and-Dhanvantari died- without-..-treatment.' y i.Before his '
..yy death he instructed,Dhana and Mara not . to hufn his dead 
yyyhody hut to cut bi t'/ into eightbpieces. to ’he. hurled in the 
.earthy in the diff erent quarters of the domain of Chando,
' // so that nob snake, would he able to enter the. land.:/, 
by. yb. ihe-instructioh ofbDhanvantari bworried Manasa
y, and. led.hery tO/formu a;bnewbqlan*/’ b.vShe- dressed herself 
y as a Brahm.an and appeared /before the disciples nf.
, b .; Dhahyantarl;y;;whoywche,■ ah:'ou;t /-to. but up-yhis,.corpseyb 1 There ; 
y M a n a s a ,  advised them .'a'gainstythbycuttingbup"•of. the .corpse 
b into pieces and persuaded them1 to stop, ybyShe /ihStructed ■
. them toy cut a hit' from the little finger of the corpse to 
, heyhiiried inythe■be;arfhbto--'the'' north of /Chlmdb;1 s domain?
■..: ; b and ;to let; the ..corpse float on .a raft ofbbanana stumps.
■y Yy. in: the hope- - of .its being Brought 'hack to life? /if it yV bYY; 
yy reached any., o nha. Y\ They ..did what Manasa instructed./.'
.‘ Then . the body . of Dhaiivaiitari • was. carried hy the snake : ‘ Y
f-j ?
MdayaklrYi^ 11 Ywhere;.' Manasa /-revived' him'and y;."
; turned bhimtihfb'Y^ by b •’■- /bbvyybyb :;y--'Y p. Y
yY Y . /bNext - Manasabc.ampYipb theYdity tofb0h^ b
/guise , of -a/milkmaid andYdedhrpyed hheYsahdalb^ yy/ ;
y. Y,which Gkahdo wonsh-ippedy^iya* YY ■, yhiebshQc^ ■': Y /.
YyYY ■- /.very mu ck /andyheY 'as ke d his counc11lors and advisprs Y-Yybbkb yb 
ubbyyY'^'/.wfeat bhe. should do. With the; agreementYofy all:dhbWas;y -by Y‘
Y ' announced that the nianyti could, resto rebtheb; sandal /b b:, *'Y v;
v tree: would hC/iwelib,re^ardedY ■ • • YDhana Y and/Maray Ythe ys ons -;’ ;1 b 
of the flowerywomaii :haqaia/nndbtheYf avourite/'-disciples: -of; -
/y/phanvantariybpamebf prward'/andbhrought ythe':'sahdalYtreeb"bbb;: -
■b -back- to life .Y Manasa. ;realizedYt hatY;X)hanaYand;4!ana; by y","Y'Y;b 
.were great ;h.ihdranees; success* Y Therefore, hy by b
: . the order bof Maha.sa,Ythe..small ppisonchdysnakeb Bighatiya ;YyY 
Yyyy. hit Dhaiia and Mana white- theybwere returning .home vfrom 
, ; Yy ^ M ndo ?;sy-p al.ace w 1 thypride - ahd;honour .- , In the me aht ime y 
b.ybybbMahas'a- madeylhiehds" with\Kuq.aia,^y to whpmbhheYioid the - ,y ’ 
yi YbY -hewsbpfbherbbsphs't’deathhy; dhakp;hite. ’ - y:-:iCa jalu lamented b-.
- YY. they loss /of;"herY®Pde*/;h^fe‘%uhashypromisOd\her/;to'hringb/b. ■ Yy 
y^-: them; hack to blifeybonYtheYcohdition; that/'KnJaiabVould,:Y Y  
yYYyyddt hefyfakeb them aWay ;with;h /Ku^aia : agieed^ /andyY y ;yb 
u.b, Manasa/ gave-blif eyfdYtheYde reminding hep: of YbbY./-
YYY; .the promise.- ,y Yre guested'/ herb;tdyieaye .pney.df -them' "
/ Yyb;V|alh herb,,'biit;/Manasa: dieappeared .with Dhaka. . andYbaha ihb Y 
• /; ■' ■ her chariot; and mad e. t hem herb attendants^ b / Mow Chando; .was
b ; ' : Y Y ; ; b 7 - - : y k b b d  ; ' / b ; b b b b / ' b ' : b b ' . / ' ,  ; '  f s < j
left completely without help. : . b.Y-'bb- bb ■ * b b-Y
, OnyNeto.1 s adyic.e /Manasa''.’£> 1 aimed to. kill. the b y;: 
six sons of Chando,.who continued to abuse her. . She 
f irst sent the - snake Dhora, who returned wi thout making 
. any attempt to kite, the young, men and bt old Man as a that - -
he had failed.. /This "enraged Manasa, vdio; took away .
..his .poison'and thus, made, this species of .snakes non- , . 
poisonous.'1' Then the.' snake .Kali -'was. sent, hut she 
felt pity for Ghahdp’Vs ’sons;.and' could/not -hite them, . .y-y 
As she had heen; entrusted with the task of killing them 
/hy ’her : mistress,; she. had to fin.d’ another way ofbfuifilling 
/lier. mission. , She therefore .ppisonedbthe ioiledbrice 
b- whi ch they at e in the. morning, . so that they . al 1 quickly ‘ > b 
died.. ; Chando neallzed that it- w.as: Man as"a. who had taken 
■- away; his sons and he felt humiliated ah';his defeat hy 
Manasa• He; did' not' allow the • six corpses to he burnt,
. hut ordered thatythey should - he/.placed on rafts of b y
h anana stumps, whi ch were, sety adrift yin ythe .’ri ver
.1. ; This story is, still'v/idely;helieyedbhyYBengali.
■b./ villagers., ' • " ' /,!'’ ■ •' lyY.
•  ■ 1 V7 ■ 7 '
Gurxgari. Then the snake "Kali carried ,all the dead. ;• 
hodies to the Si juya hill where they were kept under the 
care of Manasa. , * ■ ,•
■XI I .
Manasa dressed herself as Siva'and appeared before. 
Chando in a-dream. She advised him to sail for trade
i - . 2 .. . ■ .7 ' .. ,
to. Anuparn Patan where Siva would again teach him the
maha,inan by vrtslch he would be able to restore;,the lost
lives,of his sons. Kext day, Chando. told his councillors
and wife about his dream. In the meantime Manasa visited
■flndra to solicit the aid of his dancers Aniru.dha. and Usha.
She told Indra her plan, namely that Anirudha and IJsha .
should, be born into the mortal world respectively as the '
youngest,, son and daughtexi--in~law of Chando., bearing the
names Lakhindar and Behula,. , Chando; would be sent to
Anuparn Pa tan for trade and brought back home after a long
period of financial and physical suffering, ^7 After his
1. It is: popularly .believed that\'it was the5 .'custom, ;iri India ; - 1
that the corpse of one dying by snake bite was‘ not cremated\
. . but. placed on a raft o f , banana; stumps and let float on the : \
river, in the'hope of -its being brought back to: life if it ,
/ reached any o jha..Nowadays this custom; is -'very rarelytprac- ■ 
tised among the lower classes (cf .G.,W.Briggs y The Chamars . :
. p. 1791 Indian Folklore . Vol. 1,ho.2,19567.P.22;.,The reference. ; 
to this, practice is found in the version of Bijay Gupta 7 
(p.100).Chando also followed the Tong-standing practice, 
prevalent in India. ; , , .  ^. ;
2• Prom, the description of the route taken it appears:that this -
is a, port in South or Southeast of India and/not the well : 1 
lcnowh’-' Pat an in Gujarati
return he would settle his : son’s marriage with Be hula/ and \
Lakhindan would be bitten by. a snake, Behula would undergo,
1 a, river'1 journey with the corphe of her husband,and would--' Iv /;\\/i 7 
reach, the. kingdom., of the Immortals , where- her husband would ;;./ ■ 
be bx^ought back-to life along, with his brothers.j and the - :
. crew, which Y/a‘s to be- drov/ned, by the spell of;. Manas sl at the V - 
' .time of .Chando1 s return voyage. Then all of/ihenrwould : V7 7 ):'
.returnP and this would make, Chando believe in the goddess ;
•Manas*a whom he had. ignored. ;. . - ' ■ , 77/',
. Indra disapproved, of the' plan,, but Manassi. was determined = 
to: have Anirudha and Usiia for herpurpose... In honour 7/t • • / 7 .•/*,/ 
'7 of Manasa* s presence - in the court\of indra, ,a.-.dance was . -^ -/vy ;7 :
. arranged, and Anirudha was asked to perform.. . Manasa 7 :,; ..7 7/7// 
caused Aiiirudha. to make a mistake in his dance,. \ Thist 
;vf- niade. Indra angry, and he cursed him to become. ;a\mOrtal^ . ./ ;-77 7 '77/. 
■ 'This/was...a'great blow to A.nirudha as well as. to :his ’beloved 
, t, and faithful wife UsHa , who .cried and bowe.d ddtm/at/the//
feet of Manasaf, who took hold of her husband. K*ama? the Y 
'■ ’"father of Anirudha ? also, prayed to Manas^ to. release^ his v. . ;■ .77 
son* But all the requests wex^p sternly x/ef.used, f Ultimately '/y 
. • Ush*a appealed, to Indrq but to no effect. At last Anirudha /' t//
■ and Uslia gave up their life in;heaven and their ..sou^ // . ‘:-77 / 7;
- . were carried away by ;Manasu> who inserted them>: intd the':/. 7 ’ ./I '
wombs of Sanaka and Sumltra ■respectively. ;</' 7 ' 7 7
■ . XIII. . - ‘
Now Chando decided to set sail and ordered his 
captain.Burla|iha to prepare the boats for a trading 
voyage. Sanaka tried to dissuade him but failed.. 
Ciiando was told by'Sanak’a-that she was five months preg­
nant-and C.liando told her to ./oame the child. Lakhindar ^ 
if male, and Jayhmala, if female. The auspicious . 
ceremonies were performed at the departure of Chando, 
who was earnestly requested by Sanaka' not to dishonour 
Manasst. Sanaka, also urged,the, crew and the attendants 
to wor'ship Manas*a. Saying good-bye to SanakaV Chando
started his " journey, a n d ! the seven boats (Madhukar^, 
Sax^vajaya, Jagaddal* Sumahgala* Navaratna 9 Chitralekha 
and Sa^imukhi) set sail one by one from R'ameityaz*^  Ghatsfu 
All the boats were loaded with goods for export.,
Sailing down the river R a m e ^ a r ^ , Chando passed of 
touched Bharraa^Khana, the Ajaya river9 Ujabani (i.e. 
UjaniJ 9 the river S-i^a, Indra Gloat</i5 Nadxa, llatikanda,
. Guptipsfra, Sihgarpur* Triv^ tni', Saptagi’arn, Itumar&atta * 
Ha&ghly, Bloat par’s 9 Boro 5 Iiahkin'ara, Mu£a jara, Garuliya, 
Paikpara, Bhadre^var^ , Ghapdani , Ichh'apuo'* ^ Ba’nkib’aisar, 
Khar da ha, Risra, Sukchar, Konna g&r, Ko tram 9 Kaiifai’hatT, . 
Anriyadaha? Ghusuri’jChitpurKalikaha, Betara, ICali^hat^ 
Ohuraghate, Bhanasthan and B'aruipuo1. Oh the, way Chando
. worshipped Indra, ..Siva 9- Sarvamangala, ChandT and KalT ,..
■G-/ntdindfaghat^, Saptagfdm/ Clil^pur,: Be tar a' and lialighat^ 
respectively.' ' > ■ ■ . ’
In:. due course Chando reached ltalidaha where; Manas'a 
had; 01*dered the architect Vi&vakarnia . to build a temple 
• for her worship. The .temple was filled with precious 
things and guarded by an-army of snakes so that. Chando 
.would be. filled .with awe and wonder and would worship 
her * ‘ Cliando marked the banner on the crest of-the
temple from a : distance. . The captain told his master.
-that the. place .belonged, to the goddess Manas'a and requested 
- him to pay homage to the goddess. Ignoring this request 
■ Cliando took-his stick of hintal and shouted to the snakes, 
who" were .terrified aiad ran.away.- Next he came down from 
the boats.,, entered the temple, 'brolce the pots of Manas'a 
/>Avith\his stick, and ordered the crew to plunder the ■ -
treasures of the temple. . Tie boasted of his power before 
the. captain and the" cx^ ew. Then he again resumed his - 
■; journey,' passed or touched Huliya, Ohhatrabhagj|i,.Vadrika- 
kunda,' Hathiyagar^, Hadiya^Baha, Joka-Baha, Sarpa-Daha, ■ 
.kari-ya-Baha,. Shii^fea BahaMaxias'a-Baha and Sirnha Baj£a , and 
ult ima t e 1 y\ r e ac he d A nu psjwji; Pat a 11^ . ■ -;
;1 . , * Baha V .stands;;here for. a deep pool in a river. '->v
, C.heTndb* s arrival was told to the King who invited 
him for a business, talk. He came to the court with 
rich presents and introduced, himself . He then gave 
a brief account of - his.journey, stating that on the way 
, he had passed bySimhal^i (Ceylon). They agreed to. 
discuss business on the next day and Cliando left the 
court. ■ Next day the King came to the port where an 
exchange of goods took :place between Chando and.the 
King, on the basis of barter. On the whole Cliando gained 
from this transaction. He was so satisfied, that he 
totally forgot the. promise of Manasa in the guise of 
3iva, to give him back his mahnjnan. He stayed there 
.very happily for. many years, as he was; under the spell 
of Manas'a. ' .  ■ :- . :
7 ; XIV. ' .
In the meantime Saxiaka gave birth to a male child,, 
who' was' named Lakhindax*. The child grew and was sent 
to school, where he studied, literature, grammar, drama, 
vocabulary, sutras, astrology, the Puranas and other . 
subjects. After the completion, of his education he. was 
formally entrusted with the change of the state in the 
■absence of his father. At last Chando dreamt that his. 
.wife was. in great danger 'arid longed every moment for'his
presence* This dream was magically produced by ;
Manas’a,, as part of her -plan* At about ,the. same time,
.a. female child was born to Sumitra and. the merchant 3’ahe 
in the city of Ujani* She -was. very beautiful and .was 
named Behul’a* Thus the .souls of Aniruddha and. Uslia, 
v/hich had been inserted into the wombs of Saiiaka and: 
Siimitra 5 were reincarnated as.1 La'khindar and. Behula.
. , ' - ; ■ XVI " ' v
The day after his. dream Cliando started for home, and 
safely reached Kali da ha, where a cyclonic' storm was cx*eated 
iby Manas’a and all, the boats and. the crew sank. The f 
lost lives and propex^ty were kept under, the supervision 
of"Vhruna* By the order of Manas’a, Hanuman sank the boats 
one by one*. Gliando alone remained'alive s carried along 
on the river* As 'he floated he saw. a pillow but tie did 
not touch it because the. name of, .Manas'a, was •■writ'ten-on It. 
After some time he came to a raft, which also bore, the 
name of Manas'a. He kicked away both the pillow and the 
raft sent' by Ma na s a. he r self* f1 i na 11 y he re a c he d. t he 
shore, where he found himself alone.
: . Manas'a appeared before Chando as, a mai*ried woman
With a pitcher in her arms and asked him the cause of his 
distress* Cliando told her the story of his sufferings . ,
and abused Manas'a who was the source of all his trouble*
On the instructions of the woman■ he put on a filthy cloth, 
taken from the cremation ground* . Then he entered a forest 
and collected sticks of v/ood, which were, in fact, snakes 
in disguise*. He made a bundle of the sticks and tried 
to place it on his head but could.not do so till., by the 
order of Manas'a, Dhamai came to assist him in the guise 
of a man. - Then he walked to a village in order to sell . 
his wood, and came to the house of a potter to whom he 
offered the wood for four cowries. As he felt very weary,, 
he tried to lay down.the load, but unfortunately it fell- 
on same clay pots which were broken. At this the potter 
lost his temper and beat. Cliando till he fell on-the 
ground senseless. After a while he recovered- and was 
paid four cowries for the wood by. the. potter* s wife* • 
Chando . then proceeded to the settlement of ’weavers to buy 
a garment with the cowries.*., But the weavers jeered at 
him for thinking that he. could buy a- cloth for so s$all 
an amount. In the meanwhile"the snakes took their original 
shapes at the command of Manas'a* This infuriated the 
potter and his son, v/ho ran out to catch Cliando. They 
beat him for defrauding theni and., took back the, four cowries* 
fatigued by hunger, thirst and pain Cliando came to a: river­
side and wept. He was so depressed that he prayed for • 
death. ' ‘
Manasa' again appeared in the guise of a married , 
woman, and enquired of Chando what had happened.-: He told -
his story and aslced ?/here he could get some food.. She 
advised him to eat banana skins lying nearby but Chando- . . 
hesitated. finally he collected some of them and went 
to .bathe in the river before eating. He. decided to 
worship, $iva with the banana skins before he: ate. Manas'a 
realized this, so she sent a cow to eat them. Realizing 
that he had again been tricked by Manas'a Chando.'.-walked, 
back to the village, where he suffered indignities at . 
the hands of fowlers, x*obbers, some people who came to 
cremate a Brahman boy, and villagers, who thought his 
presence was inauspicious. .
Once.more Manas'a appeared as a Brahman arid advised ' 
Cliando to. take shelter, with/ a neighbouring ^ Brahman family,, 
wherejie was offered the task of .tending cattle for three 
meals a day and a piece of cloth, a year. After-three 
days he was discharged,for inefficiency and began to walk , 
the roads in great trouble. ' finally he reached the 
idomain of. his friend. Chandraketu, to whom he told his 
misfortunes, and. who entexdained him very heartily. At 
.dinner, Ch*ando saw a sacred pot of Manas'a. He immediately 
left the room and wanted to start' for. home, but he stayed 
the night at his friends request.
Early in the morning Chando set out for home with a 
few attendants, offered by his friend* But, directed 
by Kubuddhi * (Bad Thought), he decided that he did not 
require an attendant and ashed them to go back. He 
also gave up the kingly dress provided by his friend, 
and returned homewards dressed in a filthy rag. He 
reached Champakanagar at dusk and the cowherds took him 
for a goblin and i*epprted the news to Lakhindar,' who 
issued a proclamation urging his subjects to beware of 
the goblin. Chando began to lament his fate and came 
in the evening to the house of Ka^ala*. There he told of 
his suffering, but Kajal’a took him for the goblin. Then 
Chando left the house and finally hid himself in his own 
banana grove. At that time the maidservant O’hsTuya 
came to take some banana leaves and seeing Chando, thought 
he was the goblin. Sanaka“ was immediately told by the 
maid of the presence of the goblin in tha? grove. The 
people encircled Chando to kill him, but ultimately he 
was recognised by Sanaka*.
XVI.
Chando told his story fully. He was very cheerful at 
seeing his son. Lakhindar and forgot his past misfoi’tunes
* It appears in this and. other texts of the period as a 
personified spirit of evil.
AsxlLakhindar grew up, Chando tried to find a suitable 
match for him. But a rumour circulated in the country 
that Lakhindar would die on the wedding night, so those 
who had daughters "left the, country. Manas'a had arranged 
for Behul*a to be the bride of Lakhindar, as has been already 
noted. She appeared to Sanalm as an old woman and 
claimed to be her aunt. When she was asked the cause of 
her arrival, she told SanaksT that there was a beautiful 
girl named Behul*a, the daughter of the merchant Sa'he , at 
UjiTni, who would be a very good match for Lakhindar.
Having given this information Manas’a left the house.
Sanak’a told it to her husband Cliando who soon visited the 
house of Sahe with his friends and advisors. They came 
to G-olatnagarjft, where they .rested on the bank of the 
river Mukutasar. Behula, accompanied by her attendants, 
came to bathe in the river. Manas’a cursed Behula as her 
frolics in the water scattered a few drops oh her body 
as she sat by the side of the tank in the guise of an old 
Brahman woman. The curse was that her husband would die 
of snake bite on the wedding night. But BehuleT ignored 
the curse of the old woman as she was sure to get help 
from Manas’a. They quarrelled and finally went to G-anga* 
for judgement. : G-ang*a pleased by Behul'a!s argument, 
supported her and rebuked. Manas’a. She showed her favour by
gi ving hev co ncbr she 11 b angle s; and vermi 1 i on.; a s a. 
safeguard, for her future husband! s life* ' . Chando who 
had be.en-.." a-.; w'l'tness;;of the meeting between Gaiige and: -r ; - 
Behuia was very pleased with Behula!s :courage and . 
behaviour, generally* .1. -. ' .. ■itf;' yf y;.i -d- if'.: ■
" .He;: toldihis/famiiy .priest .Somai;, t6,‘follow Behuia " 
and to.Vask the merchant, Sahe.^hqtherdie ;cquid •allowl-,:tv-. 
Ms.rdaughter -to•'•.be,, married; by;;Lakhindar>;t. Chando. waited : 
On the .-;bank;.pf;:;Mulctasan*'t•> Sqmai:: metlSahe.:;and.npoke''to . :
him. as• directed. .by Chando.* Sahe. sent his^stxsbns • to ,y 
receive:: Chlhdo • '^romi.Mufctstsar*;Chando';'-and his- .friends.: 
were cordially, received by S'ahe, who .agreed to the . • •. ’.
-proposal' of marriage^ betweten^LakMhdar' arid, his" daughter, 
Behuia. . But Sumitrlf,: the wife of Sahe did not’ agree to 
the proposal*.1 ‘ • When, Behuia. heard' of Chando! s purpose', : :
slie expressed;.her desire, tb marry hi's.tsdnV 'The1 date of\ 
the. marriage; was settled, i When Chando was asked to; take 
food1 in the house of S ahe . he, to Id him.' that : he , took . ./..-I, 
boiled pieces,; of1 iron as his regular ..food - as medicine ,1 
for an .af fl ictioiicaus ed • bytsalt'water. . f-Shhe gave, .the,. 
order to a smith9 who bi'ouglit the pill.s of ■ iron*. ■ . His. 
wife tried, -her best to- boil them but could -not do so.
At last Behuia cooked the iron pills by the grace of . 
Manasa•.. ,. Chando,,was .very pleased ,and./ ate the, pills • ; He
T/:'.Sh - -S-ri,
A A*'.V. vleft ;h;he,;hpnse\nexh/.m^ own domain, . ■:,-■;•/' A
A V;;.' vand “ told ' Sandlta;-vfeatyhad: happened;*-.;.., yA.t'B : /’ • ; -.-
AAA'A;; A As 'it, was";predictedthat' Lal&indar would die on .-
■" ... the;bridal nighty Chando built a sealed, chamber' on 1 •.
/■/ Sat all, hill .. • Buttbeforbtta'poi^i'eti,on" Manasa; paid / / I.- ■. i 
‘ .■ v • :a ^.yisit ,t,o the; architect and asked, .him' to; leave • a . A ; ; --A ,A-
, ■  ^ hair's breadth' wide . hole so that a small snake- might 1 ■
pass through it. ' The architect ;at fifst’hesitated,;- 
: ' but agreed, when Manasa threatened him.; : :. .. .
.The. we dding.' day ''arrived- :.and.: ifribndkV'.si^  relatives' 1 
.came with hand so me,.pore sent s to - Cliand o 1 s h ou s e. : All - . 'A-'
A. ' sorts, of preliminaryynarriage , rites were performed, in '; ;
the houses of both the bride anol the ‘ groom* Then the . V
: marriage procession started ; out .for: the house ;of Sahe ■ ’ - ;
' t - and on .the way it suecered. much f rom astorm c reated - by .' A 
.;yy :Manasa. Finally the proc'es si on- reached Ud*ahi:. Before 
Vy ;the;ceremohy :was.iperformed, vBehula' worshipped Manasa, . .•
A Who appeared and, talked with her devotee. Behuia . " . A
.' invited her to witness her. marriage• ; Manasa-; came and
■ stood .; in the air on, her chari o t . at tended by. snakes . :' ■. ■ ;. ■ ■
v ,Lakhihdar suddenly-haw: the , snakes;; and: fell down sense le s s..
. '.fy;;>_vThis' occurrence: created greatlamentation.;. Chando * s „• •
A • - heart was', quite-broken, but Behuia did not lose, heart,, y.
' ■ She went' out ■ toAw.orship Manasa•,in a sacred place ,under. - a
tree. -Mahaaa."appeared and-gave hex' a golden.pot -■ :
;\pont;a-ihlng’\ w ^  some of the watef was
sprinkled;, or herAhusban^ Me would recover. ; - ’' '
Behulu re turned.-rand ■ did ■accordingly • Lakhindar recovered
andLi;by^ A'BhdhA'theAtiarriage ceremony
wasAbver AWbAhewiyAAarried^cpuplevretired to bed iii 
SaheN^bjhqube!;;wlxbreA'Manasa, after consultings, with'Beto,, ;
sentA^our-shafe one to biteALdiuitii^
,:BehulaA.c,aught: all of:;them with pincers. She: released 
/ them . wheii'. she,-.-heard avmessage 'frbm Manasi t ellingAher :■ 
;\t6A^bA:sq,;'AA-;dhe'night was passed safely.
Ay: ^'• V"Ad y Ay A■ aCa yP"11 •
\yAv yAihAthe'; m o r n i n g a c c o m p a n i t h e i r . .; A A" ■ 
attendants came to; the house of. Chando... Sahaka-'ywelcomed a 
A  them,- ' b b x d ' o r m x n g A d l i :  Ac B s i d m a r y  rites. TheyA^d^
to stay ::ihAthe.;.seaiedychamber::which :’wah: guarded:.bywb.ihas 
• and other attendants, Behula' did^^nqf:;:forgei .the' curse 
A  of IWanasa ; in . the A gpi se , of an rpldABrhh^ on. the' ?
-ihSdictlbrdabdu^^ A 'y/BQA'Shb^ .asked^ -'
Ahim to be:, very .caul ious.:; . ’ Ad.night- Lakhindar asked ' A- . A: 
, Behufdto cook something as he was hungry. She told-him 
that there were no facilities for cooking in the sealed
; A.;'A'V chamber but A she could hot A ignore; her husband's request,; v :
; :■ .She? made some; temporary, arrangements and. cooked, a? meal,#
•. V Lakhindar ate with ^satisfaction, a A- / A ;A.-.v ' A; AAi:A ' '■ ‘ AA'
v-. a  AAA.-: AA' a  ' Now; • L’a k h i n d ^  AtoT ..-.flialce.," iove;; .wifh: BeKulayt - ■ A'.. A a
A A. A' looked at her, , and wanted'Ato Aembrace,her. A. Behuia; was - ‘ A; '.
;:-A;.A.uhwiiliiig?f asthisAwas hotAPf^pMrAbn the bridal night . '
AAA- ‘A A ^ d b y e d  AandAdibappointedALakhind ; f ell asieepA A A ? Manasa ■. 
.;AAA' AAAF®^™Mile;;disGussedAherAplan%;With Neto. Av The snake - .‘.' AA a A;
lial i was summoned ; and .told to b i t e. 1 akhindar .A A But the. ■ A . 
;:; AA :Ashake;:-did; not :dare'Aio :Ag6AA/ithout-: sufficient 'preparation. a Af A- 
, A So JOali- was;, given. BleepAaxld Browsiness •. as; helpersV;: ;. - ■ y : ■
:A;> Manasa . followedAhervphdA:waited; at‘ ;’aA,distance Ka-li . AA.'
entered the .room, through the; -minute hole left Aby the A -A
- architect and found -the . couple asleep. ' This scene , ■"
aroused her sympathy;: and'she: hesitated to bite Lakhindar. A' 
.A -A But finally remembering the, p.rderAof; Manas a,.A she Adi d' "■ •'■A;- A 
A A a . bite him.;-A; ; B e hul a. woke up oh, hearing t h e . shout A of Aher A 
A,.: .husbahd who-., .was;Aih. great pain.A, ' Wi thAher • -’p incer s • Behuia
/ A.AA ;Muf. off the- tip of At he t.ailAAbf Kali?'as . she wasA escaping..
; ;A; a ■ Very 'soon LaMiindar died and Behuia cried loudly and / . AA; 
A A A w a s ' heard by the attendants 'outside the room. ? Then : y -AAA.- 
•. A, ; / -; the news was spx^ead.;' Chando and .'Sanaka came . to . the .'A . ; ■
spot -and lamented theirAi'il-fbrtuhe.AA^ At last Bliando 
a A 'A A tried to conspleAAhisA wifd, A saying that there :was; nothing A A..;
to fear from Manasa any more. . Sanaku, b 1 ame d: Chando ' , ,
■because through his, lie gleet of Manasa, all, his, sons 
had, suffered premature death- from.; snake bite. . Behuia 
expressed the same .opinion. .; .• \'A:- ' , A- Ay A. ' A;
L^akhindar? sV‘death shocked :Behuia so much that, she 
requested her.father-ip-1aw to’allow; her tb go with the, 
c orpse of hef hushand on a , raft - of ■ h ahana stumpt s to 
.Manasa>; ..from whom she would■ beg back her husb'and1 s. life'.- 
Chando;. tried to dissuade Behuia’ arguing that it would 
be impossible to revive Lakhindar thus. A He - also assured 
her,of -every comfort with his familyA But Behuia was
determined. . The. corpse of Lakhindar was placed on a;\ .. 
raft made by the order of Chando, and thus, was set adrift
- AA ' - ■ - . : - '■-' _ A.--'. . ■ i
o h  t h e  r i v e r .  G u n g a r i , .  '' B e h u i a ; - s a t  . b e h i n d  t h e  c o r p s e .
Chando and .Sanaka lamented and the. crov/d looked on with
s y m p a t h y .  ■ T h e  r a f t  w a s  s w i f t l y  . c a r r i e d  o n  t h e  c u r r e n t ,  .
leaving Champakanagar out of-sight. -A ■
. Manasa in the guise, of a crow sat on the raft and
At pled to eat some flesh'off the, corpse*- . But Behuia : .
vtold the crow of the tragic death of her husband which
1. . We do. not agree with tlxe view of - Sukumar Sen who writes
1 that;uin the; original versibn off the story directly 
based, on folklore she [Behuia], must have been compelled 
to take that coufse3' .(Vtsvabharati Quarterly «vol .XXVI» 
Nos. 3: & i{., p .2-18). Behula. was criticised by Sanaka 
for--her bad fortune (Narayan ADeb ,p. 8.1* Kb tak ad as, pp.258 
26c), but when she proposed^to. float on the river with 
.fhe corpse ■ of ^ her^husbandAboth Chando- (B ip radii s ,p • 206) 
and Sanaka (Ketakadas,. pt26l) tried to dissuade her..
A? ■ .roused ?itsf sympathy. -'The .crow-Was:, re quested b y  Behuia * v -.A 
to ; send news, of- her 16. her? parents;,„at-;ftjani1.; =It first .: A;
. •- \hesi;tated- hut finally; agreed. . ; Haying, receiyed the’ news,
, .from the crow-,' who had been givena? ring of Behuia . to ; -y‘ ; ? .  A 
guarantee the genuineness- of the news, Sumitra ? sent? her '
A •’ . . six sons to bring Behuia back to their home :but. Behula. •; ; A-
..?. told; them of her. firm determination not to live without . A
her husband.: . The 'brothers: went-raway with-- very- sad ; .A ; A.
A. hearts •: -Behuia ultimately met ; a wicked man named A . -A .- A.,'? ;'?'A
a-aA-:? Bhanapula.'who,stoppedAheriraftf AyHe. was told by Behuia A- ....
: o f  h e r  t r a g i c  . s t o r y . w h i c h  i i n p r e , s s e d  h i m  s o  m u c h  t h a t  h e  . ; A. 
a l l o w e d :  h e r  t o  p r o c e e d . A  A y  - - ? - - . . '.A' , ,  y  a  a ? -■ A  : "A ; A ' A  a ,:
. a :' . . N e x t  s h e  w  a s  s t o p p e d  - b y  a n ;  o l d ,  u g l y  arid, - w i c k e d  m a n  a.:--A;A A
.?y aA h a m e d  G o d a , . ;  w h o  A ;w h e n .  h e  - h e a r d  h e r .  s t o r y , t o l d  h e r  ■ t h a t  / -;.? yA'-v--.
A'f? he was.. a rel.ative-;of AChando,, He asked her to go with . A A ' y  - ~
. A;-;A: him to, his 'housey butysheArefuhed;A:A-..Go.dnr;at 5 last allowed. Ay, Ay 
. a '.her to go on. Then, she ,was attacked by a -.group °f A ;A'"y - ’A 
A- a a gamblers: ■ whom5 p.acif'^ gold.  ^■ Next • ' ya?
-she ixifatuated acrippled;hunchback angling in the river,
*• Awhp; qtopped; the -raft - and wanted? t o t  akeAher.;;home. •' . BehuraA ?A A- 
■ . rebuked Afh'e^ : man-.and.';f e.sumed^  her;,;qohr'iiey. y . After this. , ? "A A A;
. - : ; ■ .she was ;at tacked- by .vultures, and ; then: byAaA t i g e r ;.-• In ' -A 
- :. the;. latter' case: Behuia escaped . through - theyinteryention.: ? ?, ;
.; • / ofyMana sa. • Next she."passed down the river-' Ghanak .where :A; '-
Ay;?A?.;‘Ashe was ; attacked by. Buraniyas,. a group . of robbers in' the A -..; -■
guise of holy men,'.Here,'she ;was .saved by Manasa,. who 
struck the robbers .blind. ;, Then, after six months V 
.journey she came1 to Chaumukha, where she floated far 
from the shoreVand wept in fearA /, - ,
At last she found,, a washerwoinan who ■ came on the 
shore with a child and a-bag .of >dirty garments. , Actually- ' 
tlie' washerwoman was Neto,r who had been sent by Manasa 
to help Behuia. Before she started, her. work, she put. 
her son to death. After she had-finished-her washing*
- she brought the child back to life.f. Behuia noticed this 
with astonishment. When Neto was . about to leave the 
place, Behuia, realising her connection-with the gods 
because of her supernatural power, requested her. to 
guide her to. the domain of Manasa. The story of her 
husband* s death and Of her former life was briefly told 
by Behuia to Neto whom.she followed with the'decomposed 
/body of her husband.. . Ultimately she. was, advised by 
Neto to go to the court of, Indr a. ...:
,.y ■ -v xvni. . •, ?
\ ' - Behuia did what Neto told her . In the court of
,:Indra she performed a dance Which impressed. and infatuated 
Biva* .'.She soon aroused the god ’ s sympathy - by the story'
Us
A of her .tragic;-life:on,-earth* 'and; of> her ^former/life : vA/AA Aa '
///iii heayeh.;/ ■y Narada-was ?sent.-to bring Manasa, /who denied:./
A.; \ the story as told ;by /Behuia. • But .Behuia wab/finally, . Ay :
A - vindicated,.when .she produced evidence in the form of ■
•Ay-- /..the tip, of iialif s tali which she had cut off 011, the Ay.
dron chamber. Manasa explained that :'slxe..had treated . A; 
the. family of Chando so cruelly because Chando had always. • :
A abused her and did not. consider her to be' a .goddess.- . v .
a . 'Manasa asked .Bdhula to t ake ;an-.oath. that her - f ather-in™
A ' / law would worship • her if? she brought Lakhindar back to A
.' / - • life'.- Behuia agreed. and went to fetch? in? the . decomposed .
; / body of her husb and. \ "Before -'bringing • i t'Ashe/ washed the .-•. -. 
bones in the river, where a./big. sheat-fish -swallowed a - A • :
, knee-cap • . This was reported .to Manasa who got it. -from A;:
■. the fish.. ; ./After fitting 'jthe;.b'6nes?;/togeth , ’/Manasa... A 
■ . • uttered spells, and life returned t oy the body.. B.ehulaa . . / ;
■ At;?;-was. over joyed, /to ,/see .her -husband/alive .again, - .Once .
more, accompanied by Lakhindar who ' pi ayed. on a drum, she A
delighted the 'gods??witk- her .dancing. As a. re suit the - A A:- 
nix. .brothers: of Lakhiiidar were brought back to life by ... ?
. ■ Manasa in .the same • maimer;;?as Lakhindar.■ ■ They all left A
. the ,coUrt,; qf;Tndr a? andyproceeded'. homewards v-\A A ‘
a ../?-'A. a- //?; ;v/?/ A/- - /.?• a -;'XiXv;qA^A'v':A'- / A,yy?y:?Ay/>:..y;. a,- - . - . /
: A/ / The ?seven ;.br6thers ;and Behula, ;?acclpmpa by Manasa / -A.A:
ber self ,i c ame : to/.jialfdatia; on a raf t (apparently magically 
propelled'by Manasa) ./^  /bhere; Behula /fequested -Manasa to.
' repoy© r/'Chm hobtsA.with \,the:l-r cargoes- and A -
crews.• .-: Manasa , granted her prayer. : Thus Behuia, rescued ;
. the lost 11 ves and property by her aibent devotion. On 
: the-ir;,;wa;yb a c k s h e d / /ki lied. or rewarded the 
men- aidd/ani:ihai;s‘' who.• 'bad attacked or: as.sisted .Behuia// ‘ ' 
during, hqr; /ipurbey * A A When /.the/boats 'arrived hear Champa- ? 
Icahagar-A B'elmla/'pi /a?"trick: oh her mother-in-law.' . She•
WenttoAChandO:*.s/;hbus.e ■ in'blie:-.guise of/a /dom-’girl,' 
•carrying baskets/and other.articles: of bamboo- and talked 
.•with Sanaka. She . reminded her of her lost daughter-in- 
. law/ and/made bebAtM Then Belihli told /
her- that /she/, would like- something to eat but that she 
; ■ would/, '.go oht/ f o/;p erf or m/her A ah lut ion .fir st •" A," She . c ame 
. back to the boats . which had. now., reached; Ramesvar Ghat 
and -'itdld/'-Ii'al^ ind’ar;; about BanakafA- ' ' ' • - •
/; : /w After Aa .consultation, it./:was? decidedAthat, the captain . 
. Burlabha 'sllould meet/bhando and propose .to’ him that ; he /./ 
.'should/worship;/Manasa; if/heA.wanted bis - sons/ arid:' the -rest. 
..back.* •‘i.whrhing;him.;• thdt otherwise Manasa would again -kill : 
his sons and ' take ,:away .the. boats with/, the bargo. Durlabha 
was./fqlloweb/ procession.: : .Chando was informed/ of if ;
.and he seilt Pandit Somai to enquire about Alt. ,: On the way
v • Somai 'and Burlabha met and- the ;fdfmer/ learnt7 the whole / . ;/ A
/ story of Behuia1 s adventures, andthe:proposal;. . They "A A A,' . 
A;.- ' ■both returned to;/Chando to whom the story was retold by. / .' ,'//AA ;
v Burl abha. The ' news/of Behuia* s successful return with. A : /
■7 "A: /her' ■' hiisbarid /hakbihdapy her./slx. brotherfeinAlawand the; -./■ -A ; A ;A 
// / . 'c'rewis- crdated;;a; sfenshtion• bmbhg/ the/people.., ./- Chando / 7.7-/,/;
////A /accomxDanied.-by' Sahtdca, A priests; and: advi sops,; came to a '. .■■/-? :/V;
. . Ramesvar Ghat/. fo give, them all a hearty welcome .• Chando /: ; .7 / .;
A-”'-?’' and Sanalfa were/ surprised and; happy: to :see’ their lost A/A '?
: A sons v and.:-they -.greeted :B ehuliiAw;i; th? the’- ‘greate'st^ kindness;/., A,-.- y /. A v. 
//,, •; 7 , -they /r e j 0 iced,, that ./the ir? daughter A-iht.l aw. ?. liud/shown ', / A;
/ lierself possessed of cpalities; which are not generally A- ... /
• / found on/earth. . /There., was ./immense / joy.' and re joicing/ ■ 7. ;./ // //'A 
/; . :' among, them.// Behul aA told Chando the s tory of ;heiv f ormei' - : .://'//
• 7 A\-/.//life in. heaven and -of her oath to Manasa. She added ‘A . 77- .7 7/A; A
.;. ; tliat ,she had promised Manasa that her father-in-1 aw would: . • 7.'
• 7 . . worship her. A: A a A A - A A / / A .  A/A-/;f/y'AA//A/./ /. / .7. /■ • A a
■ Now Chaiido was -urged to'/.worship ..Manasa not only by. ■ , AAA A 
./- .; .//kanaka/and Behuia/but /also by every one else.' Before’ .7 // / 'A/A' 
A . /finally; agreeing .to do so lie/expressed a desire to ..; /// . • . A//
. / examine the .power of Manas a? onee. more * saying/ that he A' '// 7 / 7/
// would; worship her only if hi s./ se ven bo at s / wer e to arrive • A / .7
: . . at his house gate, sailing on the land. / Behuia prayed. 7 /• :' .
: • A to Manasa to/ fulfil 'the desire of .his/father-in-law.. ////:,/■ 7
■ . ,. 1'71
Manasa consulted Neto and asked her how it could be 
done. It was 'decided that snakes could carry the boats, 
so Manas'? ordered seven of her most powerful snakes to • 
carry the boats to the gate from Ramedvar Ghat. This 
was done, and Ciiando was so impressed that he made full 
arrangements for the worship of.Manasa, A sacred gold 
pot of Manasa was placed in his house, and Brahmans were 
invited to perform the rites, Chando bathed and put on 
a fresh garment. The sacred pot was worshipped with 
offerings of various fruits and animals. Chando not 
only worshipped Manasa but also her relatives and servants 
such as darat^lcaru, her husband',ViTstika, her son, Neto, 
her advisor and snakes. Manasa" appeared, Chando begged ■ 
her pardon and asked her to place her foot on his head as 
an act of blessing. ManasTa gave Chando lack his maha.inan 
and his six sons, but not Lakhindar and Behuia, whom she 
wanted to take away with her in her chariot. Behuia’ 
and Lakhindar bade farewell to chando and Sanaka and left 
with Manas’s.
On the way Behuia requested Manas’s to allow her .and her 
husband to pay a last visit to her parents. Dressed as 
a yogi couple, Behuia and Lakhindar begged in-the streets 
of the city of U^'ani and at last came to the door of 
Sahe’s house, Sumitra requested them to stay for a while, 
as their presence reminded her of her daughter and son-in-law.
She told them the tragic story, which moved Behuia so 
much that she revealed her identity. Behuia was cordially 
embraced by her mother to whom she told the story of her 
former and her present life. Sumitra wept, but the 
couple had to return to the chariot.
Finally they reached their destination and Manasa* 
presented them before Jndra, who wanted to examine 
their purity during their mortal lives. They had to face 
three tests. First, they were aslced to walk on the sharp 
edge of a razor; secondly, they were thrown into the deep 
sea with huge stones attached to their waists, and lastly, 
they were placed in a chamber made of lac, which was set 
on fire. , But they came successfully through all these 
tests and were accepted by Indra, who reappointed them to 
their previous posts of; court dancers as iUiirudha and Usloa.
Variations in other versions.
The stories of Manasa* as treated by the other five 
poets under examination are similar to that of Bipradas 
in broad outline. Most of the differences are mentioned 
while treating the various aspects of the cult in later 
chapters. The variations in the stories which have not 
been treated elsewhere are given below.
, ' 1 : . . . .. 
Netrayan Deb;
1. Neto was born after the semen of diva Was discharged,
..but before the birth of Manasa\ After the dischaxige of . 1 
semen diva sv/eated and he washed the sweat away with a . -
piece of cloth, (net's 'in Bengali), which he threw away*
'Out of this sweat a girl was born and she was named Net*a 
(i.e. Neto) from .the .cloth, in which she had oi^iginated.
As soon as she was born, she was sent by diva to Kailasa 
to live with Ganga. On the, way the sage Ash:J;abakra ..cursed ; . 
Neto and said that she was to serve as the divine washer­
woman and work for hex’ younger sister Manasa because of 
her impertinence. . . . . ' . r
2. Whe n Ivl a na sa introduced he itself to diva as. hi s da ug lit er.,;
diva challenged her. identity and asked hex? to show her
■•power. Manasa disappeax,ed, dressed hex>self with snake =
ornaments and reappeared and. looked, through hex1 ’(poison
eye” at diva, who immediately fell into a swoon. Then
diva was. brought back to life by Manas's at; the request of. *
the gods and the sages.
3* Neither the story of the churning of the ocean nor .
the Puranic episodes dealt with in the sections I-IV above 
ax*e found in this version; The refei^ence to Manasa’s 
marriage with a sage is made without any details. • ..
1. Narayaii Deb, Padrnapuran , (Ed. by) T.C.Das Gupta.
The iiasan and Hu sen story is absent. It is only 
said that they put ■■Manasa’ in trouble and finally surrendered. 
5- References .-arc not made to Obando’s maHannan given by 
diva and to Manasa’s repeated attacks on ctiando’s garden. 
Chetn&o is referred to as a strict devotee of diva.
6. No mention is made of the Dhanvantari episode. Manasai’s 
quarrel with Dhanvantari finds only passing reference.
The Dharia-Maria episode is found!only in Bipradlas*
7. The UsHa-Anifudha episode‘has been treated differently*- 
Manas’s’s visit to Indra and. her ■ direct action against 
Anirudha are not found. Having received the news of the 
death of Uslia and. Anirudha, Manas’s sent a messenger to Yama 
to allow their souls to be occupied and used by her. But 
Yama refused and a great fight took place between Manas's
and Yama. With the help of her-.snakes Manas’s won the fight 
and was able to obtain the souls of Uslia arid Anirudha, which 
were inserted in; the ’wombs of Sumitra and Sanakef respectively.
8. There is no mention of the death of Cliando.’s six so^ns 
by snalce-bite; . but . it is assumed by the poet that this was 
known to his.readers, for he states that relations between 
Otiando and Sanaka1 were not cordial after the death of, their 
six sons, as. the latter blamed, the former for the loss.
Since then they lived separately. . But under the spell of 
Manas*a they-were again united, and 7/ere tormented with sexual 
desire even in their old age. They had sexual’intercourse
and the-soul of Anirudha, vias inserted in the womh of 
Sanaka so that Lakhindar would be' born, to them.; , In. the \ 
same way Us ha was born to Sum it a and S’ahe. of Uj’ani as Behui’a,* 
9* Reaching home after the shipwreck Chando was angry . 
at the sight, of a young man in the; bedroom of his wife; arid; 
began to beat him. On the entrance of Sanaka the brawL 
stopped; She told Chando that the boy was his., son, at 
which he was very cheerful;
10. Chando accompanied, by his son and his attendants 
including soldiers, went out to visit the house of S’ahe 
at Uj’ani to see Behul’a , the; brido of \ Lakhindar. On the ! 
way. he left his protective in the nearest village, Gol’atnagar, 
where he-saw Behul’a bathing in, a rivex*. lie continued. . .
his journey with his son; They reached the house of S’ahe 
in the guise of merchants of Sarikhapur. There they told ■•.•= 
S’ahe that thpy- had just returned from a twelvejyear sea- 
voyage in which he had, lost, everything and expressed their . 
desire to take a meal in his house. ..S’ahe agreed and ChSndo ; 
told him the difficulty of the rules which, governed his 
diet;. He handed over some iron pills which were cooked. 1 
by Behuia. Then after the meal both Cliahdo and his son 
left the house .and on the way they met theix* attendants "near 
the village. A ‘skirmish took place between the attendants 
of Chando and. the people of Sahe. Very-soon the parties ; 
x»ecognised one another and,Sahe came to know that it was
Chando who had visited his house in the guise.of.the 
merchant. The two became friends. Chando, Lakhindar 
. and the attendants were cordially received.by S’ahe at his 
house when Chando revealed the reason for his coming.
Salie agreed to the proposal of marriage between Lakhindar 
and. his daughter Behuia', and the date was settled. This 
episode is peculiar to this version only.
11. Dhanvantari was brought back to life by Manasa; at 
the request of Behui’a. This is peculiar to the east 
Bengal versions.
12. When Behuia returned after the recovery of the.: lost 
lives and property, she was asked by Chando and Sanaka to. 
undergo some tests -'which were prescribed, by their-caste 
customs. Behuia had been alone for six months., and 
people suspected her chastity, as in the case of sTta* of . 
the Ramayana. The tests were carried.'out and Behui’a came 
through them successfully, and proved that she.was' pure
and. devoted only to her husband. Then she was accepted' - „ 
by her family.;
1
1. Suspecting that Manasa' was1 the concubine, of Sivay 
ChandT beat Manas’S mercilessly at her first meeting;,. 
Manassr, finding no other alternative, took the form of
1. Bijay Gupta, Pa dm a grain g (Ed.by) B .K.Bhattacharya.
'?::■i ; : ■ ■ ! ' h y  1 ■■r  k t \ ;  J : : ; ?(’>;('( V - /;-
; a snake , bit ' Oh and; disappeared. -■ Other versionsm -(■■,:
V.f.!- also recox^d the vchange of Manas'a- into av snake- when, she ' ■ *
. bit; OhandT. V 'GhanctT fell senseless, butwasbrought ; ;
:back.: to life .by^Manasn :;as; told-by (Biprada^; M a n a s a (*, - .
’ (hQCibr dirig •. tdfBipradas 9 -'-was * not . alib.wed by; :OhandT to stay 
!in^the house of!‘:$iva'.(1 ;But. Bijay Gupta records that ; ' :
"^■Manasa, stayed there ;f of facontain period, though ChandT •' -
\.fdid; not approve.,yyShe:wns(givenyiriymarf iage to the sage ; 1
-((.Jara^tk^dlwhiie'; Staying1 there f (ydaratkaru .soon; left ' ■ . ; :V -.
f ■ Mafasa.n .Before his: departure he cbhferred the;.boon 
i; it ha t (e iglit(nag a ehi 1 dren;■ and'; a s age. name d As tiku wou 1 d v . -y ( 
l,;.-;be ■ born to;Manasa.. . yiri due t,im0;:Manasa. bpre .eight fhaga- 'if ;
. children.; No reference, ;to the. birth of Xstika and -the 1. 
y ;'f: ,:paft;..played;by; him - is. found!in-this, versiorif:.y y. • i ! "
ph'-h-' Mahas’a’ey living i d the ’house of, ^ iv a was not(liked ;( '
: by ObancfT and- theyf quarrelled-^ .^ .^ . .One "day; their fquarrel was . t 
y-■;(]: -soysefiousfthafiChandT expressqtthe', desire, to leave the- • ' 
y-'i:. (house' and asked Siva ' to stay with hen ;daughter. ; As a; ' ,
<V, ' result Biva .took^ Manasa away y:reached; jayahtinagar: and . -i-y(.:
ff asked Manas’a to (stay their (permanently., ’ : y .y.
,f :;y,; :2.;: The (ref ere fee..; to Sugahdha • sitting oh'the- right side ; -!■ '
!■ i■'. of Manas’a:. as . a : second attendantof ■- Manas’a:;occurs only in - y .
i  y y y ' -this.■ text.- ’ f l t f  !. ' ■, ' ' ( ' ; v.; ; :  ; i ( . . . ( ( ( ( I ’ h -  ,; ' ( - , y y
r fy 3'!; The story of Sf^bho* (Kapiia in. other,vers ions) andy...-,-i h,
■ :.her. caif;, Manorsth,,-. axrd, the .(consequent story, of the churning k
of the ocean .arey very ; briefly tblfTf- 
4. •: -The story of chandof-s biftii isqlso peculiar to. 
this version. : (One day .chando plucked, flowers at ,Ja yant inagar 
to . worship $iva( and he came to the spot where Manas'a sat 
ori her throne, dressing herself with snakes. All the . 
snakes were frightened and. disappeared: at the presence 
of Chando. Their1 departure left Manas'a naked. She 
was very(angry(and cursed. Cliandp that he v/duld. be born as 
a member of the merchant caste on earth. Chando replied 
that until he worshipped Manas’a / her worship would .hot be '/-(/ 
(propagated, on earth. It was for this, reason that he had 
been reborn as the son of/Bi jay at Champaknagar. He was 
a strict» devotee of 3iva and did not look on Manas'a as a 
goddess though he grudgingly, allowed, his wife ‘ to‘.'worship 
.her. ’ ■" ' . - . '( . ( ,• y ; . . . (
5- The Dhanvantari episode is dealt with quite differently - 
in this text. WhenManasa destroyed the garden of Chando 
and killed,the. attendants, Chando; took the help of his 
friend.Dhanvantari -who revived the garden and the attendants 
through his mahajnan. Dhanvahtafi who-is; often referred/ 
to as Sarikur was a disciple of .Neto. Neto -taught him 
the mahnjriari and conferred Pn him the boom of' immunity 
from snake bite. Dhanvantari Vs .help to C hail do caused 
great anger in Manasa who sought advice .fr\om Neto. . Neto 
refused/to help as ••Dhanvantari- was a great disciple of hex1.
./( When asked by-'Nis/wife:yKaLmai1t,(Bhanvaritd^^^ -,./.( ./
., storey of how he.; had ,obiained the -1110ha;]nan from the. /•. k'k;
( • goddess Neto.(' He had worshipped, her from-his boyhood , '
((-./an(d Neio/.was/rib pleased'’ with/hirm. tha'M went with him • '-/-k ■/
..,( to the sea/ shore impart irig t he- maha/jnan to him . / There/ ;/.;// ■/ 
/ /hd'(wah/;taught the malia 1 nan by--Ne10. who magiea 1 iy •boiled. / - ;  
/■/ ,a ypertalnyqua^ in; a ypss;el. without-,fif e/.and(kk/ //.
., /(water . ; While .she was. 'doing so shake's’;- appearpd.((frpm('ali(•;•/ •/• ■; 
v//■ •/ hides f///Neto (took/a- .snake( ah/her/ hands.; and/put;-it in-'the fl///- 
vessel.. . When the rice was' boiled,. Neto asked Dhanvantari / =
/ / .///toy erit/ifcfrom a. platenot; wast ing; a, sihgleygraih.- When -/// 
(/Neto.;. eri4uired(whether-/he;.h^ hateniit. all, , he'.answered - k(y'1(■/( 
/that/ No ("had//(^ -kLater- ft. was; noticed that; pne; grain/below //;// ■’ 
/•/;.; / the plate '(hadkremb.ineidy u-he.at.eii. . This’ .enragedVNeto .who . / (/;// 
thought; that Dhanvantari( had/tried (to, cheat; her.; , She. ( /,/•
// . told;:: him that/though he; possessed/the boon of immunity •/;(//
/from snake bite/ there was one :loophole in this /boon,/. /(/■//,
: /She said:/-. uDo not neglect snakes on account of this boon, /y
/■/ / /You will die if;: the snake Takshaka bites =.ypuf( forehead •':••//
;:;./ / when you/are; sleeplrigyon a/be&- with (your/wif a o n  (Tuesday • ■./ // 
7/ . of the new-moon • of Bliadf a. . ( : You will not be.-able to ; ./;//: . ,/
• / remember any mantrap at that time. . Of course you will /. / •
:/. - be/-saved by -using; medicine but/the medicine .will (not,/ ' -
(n produce (any effect if it is riot applied within da£a danda." .
l # o  /
/Then she \fent horne. Prom that time Dhanvantari or (y/Vf:
( Sarikur/h^ terror^of, hnakes-. : ■ Knowing .the. secret , .
■-of( phahvaniari.- s d  killed ;him, and his. dead • - .
;body was; deposited/withGangd*. ; /-Dhanvantari -whs brought 
back'toilife .by:Manasa at; the request ;o’f: Behuia.
y /Keta3£adaS"KsheiiJanarida /. y-: * • v
-y/<Tk ./Manasa’s.quhnr el: wit h jlfasan' ;ahd"-Husen and their final/, /y
' surrender ax^ e only mentionedv ; /'(•;■■■ . ' ( (, . ^ ' ' y  y
2* The -Dhanvantari episode, is given in b form similar to 
that- of Bipi'adas. y After1 the loss of the mahajnan Chando., .
'. waitnot niorl;giv'en subh%''po.wer^by/DhariVahtari./ .-But the.
- loss of the second iiiahaniian is not mentioned. yThe: 
position is/confused. y; ; y--1  ‘ . ' : y ; ;. .
■ 3 • The iUsha“Anirudha- episode differs.from:the - versions of 
-both Bipradas and Nar^axr Debi.//Usha, the daughter of ( y
B’anara^a, won: the favour, of Sive: for her extreilie austerities 
She asked the blessings' qf Bit a soy that, she would be able .: 
..to idarry Anirudha , the boh of Krishna, -3iv a, .blessed. her.
: Anirudh and .Usha marx^ied .secretly without the consent of . ( (
their respective guardians; and the latter became pregnant-•
As; soon as B’anaraj’a he ardy they h e w s h e  grew very angry.;
Then;-followed a great war between Baha and. Anirudha and it was
Iw w m  i nn ■ -w  ■■/ i i i i i i i >w »niM i ; .n - m i'' ipi i  n i ' i wu.* .................................... i w  i i !■»■>« i i iw ^ mi ......... H ip*............... .. n im   i . i ' i i iju........vnmmim  ■ 11 p«—
1. Ketaka’d’as-’Ksheni'aiianda y Maria s sf.-M a rip; a 1 „ (Ed.by)J.M..
• • Bhattacharya. ; .
1 only ended.by/:theintervention of:'/Cha^ di-7'->/.In/this/war y 
.'./ Vishnu and l3iva supported Anifudlia; and/.Bbna tCspectiVely.: /• ;
/;y , After , that Anirudha/ and/bsfra/were;taken away by .Krishna in. ; / , v(!
./■ his' chariot; to ;heaven>. where they .were..married;'again. 1 ;/
’* / AnirudhkJ;n:audacity; annoyed ;$iva;,/who ourse.d' him that he - ‘ - / /;
.. // .; would be bitten by the snake Kali in. his ' next /mortal life:.
He; was.'cxrrsed/only because he ..boasted, before Siva that :he / : / ;// . /
/ / did not /care .for the• shake/Kali. ; Being shoeked .at this,,;../ /■ /■//
Anirudha and-Usha eommitted. suicide; by throwing/themselves / . /■ •;
i.n the river Barajru,, .’and' were ‘reborn as Lakhindar ■ and; -.// . . .- ■/
,. Behul“a> / / / /. - /. -■//'' / ■'/'//■ :y / / ■;/ /'7 '/ /■■' /' /;
h. • In this version Chando is said to have been born out . //..-'
/ of the . sea at the tenth; churning of the/ ocean. This story /
, is peculiar to Ke t aKadas. y-‘-/;-/ ■■//■■ V /-;■ y/\;./ :/,■ /
5* .The- names/.of Behuia’s . mother and of the . village of Sahe 
;. are Amain and NicMiani respectively. 7 ; ' ' , ;■//, / •-;/•/
6. The .account of: the . visit of Behuia /and:Lakhindgr to the. ;/ / 
;>/’/ house of Sabe. occurs in/a different pi ace in the story.;,. It';,. / • 
:;/ comes while. ■ they, were retuiuiiiig/ from . hesiven.; aftbr Behuia . had( /. /// 
•;../ won. the; life of the latter and not. on the ^ ay.back to heaven 
• , at the end of their mortal 1ife as t  old by Bipradas and, / / v , / 
/ / •/-Narayan-'Beb.;/ //// ,■///.( //; 7 //;t:/:7/7 '■ 7 '7 7 .//:■ ' /' '"//':/ y; /
7/v Bamsidas ; /.k .-/■/;/:/•■///-■'. 77; /•:> 7 - ;k ; / / ///''/'' :; ,••'•"•/•' / ' 7 - 7'-'/ ;/77
7 / 1. There was a. hermit : named Pasusakhh• / Once while he was; / /// (
• .//■■ /I.- Bamsidas Ray, P admapUran,7 (Ed .by) Hainan at h Chakravarty and ; ,/
: / / /Dvarakahath. Chakravarty*/ -■ /. //,.//7 •' ■ : ' / 7/7//- /■../. /■'■' -■■
engaged in.meditation on the hank of Garigh,- he saw two 
fledglings floating down on the current of the river. He 
felt pity for them and .rescued theme He looked, after them 
and; they grew, up under his fostering care#, One-day these 
pets were eaten by the snakes, of Manasa, and this roused .
great anger in him# He made a pilgrimage Into the tlrtha
1 • "' .’ - 
of Desire where he committed suicide with, the desire that in '/
the next birth he would be a terror to the snakes and not be'
bitten by them#. This hermit was reborn as Chando. ' ;/’
2#, When Chando was on a trading voyage, the worship, of .
(Manas'a was introduced into his family by his wife Sanaka#
Cliando came back and heard of this. He believed that . • 7
Chandi, his patron goddess and Manasa were identical# He
went to.bed at night’intending to worship Manasa in the
morning. During the night'however he w as instructed by
Chandi in a dream not to. worship Manasa. She reminded him .
of his inimical relations with snakes in his . former ’ b i r t h •
In the morning he broke the pot of Manas'a and direct, conflict
started. ". _ '77/77-
The. story of the loss of the mahainan of Chando: is
different from that of the other versions. On the advice
of Neto Manasa pretended to practise penance ...in-a forest.. '77/
Neto in the guise of a roe appeared before . Chando,-who was'..
1. It was believed that if any body died here with any desire, 
it would be fulfilled in the next birth. - No, such place is 
known in Bengal. today.,'. J '. 7- / • ;
out hunting. Neto lured Cliando to follow her till he 
met Manas’a, and then she disappeared.. In astonishment 
Cliando asked Malias'a why she was practising penance. She 
replied that she did so in order to. take revenge on snakes 
as the husband of her elder sister had died of snake bite.
She added that she had made a vow to marry a man who was 
the possessor of-maha/rian. ' Chando infatuated with her 
beauty, offered himself and told Manasa the maha.ihan, 
consisting of only two syllables and a half. When she 
knev/ the spell Manasa disappeared and the story proceeds 
as in the other versions. .. .
3• Dhanvantari was first born out of the' churning of the 
ocean. lie was . reborn in the. royal family of ICasi and 
became famous by the name Sarikha-Garudi. Once Dhanvantari 
had perfoimied tricks with an UdayaHala snake, who, being fat­
igued, asked a sage' to persuade Dhanvantari to free him. The 
sage requested Dhanvantari. to' let the snake go and to 
perform his tricks v\rith other snakes. The latter refused and 
the former cursed .him that he would die from a bite of such 
a snake. Dhanvantari tried to pacifjr the sage, who softened 
his curse, saying that he 'would, die only for a period of
twelve years; hence Dhanvantari was killed by Manasa and
%•
again he was brought back to life after twelve years.
\8j
i
tXaga.i niban,
1.. The stories of the birth of Dharma 9 his max^riage with 
his o?m daughter Manas'a and. his .death are peculiar to 
this version only. The story of Manasa^s rehirth as 
G-aurT (Durga) is also an intexiesting feature of this 
version.
2., Durgai who grew up in the family of the sage Ilemanta, 
made love secretly with £>iva s who finally married hex* 
with the consent of his first wife G-anga. On the. 
morning after the marriage Siva went out to pluck flowers 
in a gai’den. On the way^ when he was bathing on a tank., 
he saw some Vidy’adhai’Ts and became sexually excited.
His semen was discharged and from it Manas'a was born.
He x^eached the garden and stayed there for, twelve years. 
During this pex^iod Durg*a twice visited him in the disguise 
and had intercourse with himP which resulted in the birth 
of .Gape3a and Kartikeya. After twelve years Siva on his 
way home again passed by the side of the tank. Then 
Manas'a bowed down to him and narrated the story of hex* 
bix^th. The rest of the story is similar to that of the 
other versions.
3. After the separation of Manas'a from her husband she
1. Jagaj^Tlan, Manas amangal. (Ed.by) S .O.Bhattaeharya and
A . Das. "
began to live in the forest where 3stika was born#
There she suffered poverty and in order to overcome, 
this trouble she came, down to earth -with her child in 
■ the guise of a Brahman -woman, appeared before the 
coy/herds: and begged raillc for her child# ■ Being refused 
she displayed her power and,the cowherds finally recognised 
and worshipped her# Similarly the fisherman brothers 
cfalu and Malu a 1 so . - started worshi pping her.
4. The love-making of Lakhindar 'with his maternal aunt 
is peculiar to this: Bengali version. As it was predicted 
that Lakhindar would die on his wedding night, his parents 
did not arrange for his marriage, for unless Lakhindar 
married, .Manasa’s plan would not be successful. So 
Manas'a asked the help of .Neto, who advised her to send ■ 
the nymph ICamasoria in the guise of Lakhindar1 s maternal 
’ aunt Kosalya, in order, to excite sexual desire in him. 
-Kamasona came to. the bedroom' of Lakhindar, made love with 
him in a dream, and: instructed him to go in the morning 
to the,bank of a tank, where she would meet him again. 
Manasa appeared in the same night to kosalya in a dream 
and asked her to bathe'in the morning in the same tank, 
promising that this would bring.wealth and children to her# 
In the morning both Kosalya and Lakhindar came. Seeing 
Kosa$a Lakhindar* approached her in order to make love#
Kosalya_then told Lakhindar that she was his maternal 
aunt and ;he should, not be so silly* Suddenly Lakhindar 
thought ,of the dream and told her .that he had made love 
■with her in a dream on the previous night. He added 
that there was-no harm in love-making between a maternal 
aunt and a nephew, as Radha and Krishna had done so*
Kosaiya'tried to.resist but without success. Lakhindar 
forcibly embraced and kissed her. The news, v/as reported 
to Sanalta by Kosaiya. Sanalca did not believe it because 
of her son* s. young age. However, when’ Gliando heard of 
his sonrs debauchery, he resolved, to maxu?y: him off. Thus 
Lakhindar1s marriage with Behul^ was brought about by 
Manasa. °
5. While coming home after the recovery of the lost lives, 
and property, Behula was attacked by a King, assisted by 
his toll-collector* She prayed to Manasa who saved her 
with the aid of her snakes. Except the King all the 
people were killed. Then the King asked help from 
Behula, who advised him to worship Manasa*. He did so, 
and in return the goddess restored the lost lives* This 
is not told by ariy other Bengali poet.
Discussions.
The-narrative of the Manasafeavyas is. a compilation 
of different., legends and stories which may be broadly
classified into two categories*.
(1): Epic and Puranic stories ;
a) The churning of the: ocean
b ) The snake sacrifice by Janamejaya
c).; The.hostility of K a dr u and ■. Vi na t a /
d) The Ustia and Anirudha episode . 'v
(2). . Secular stories, some associated v/ith divinities
a), The "cowherds* episode
b) The .farmer' Baehai episode
c) The story of the f isherrnaii* s family
' . . d.) The story of Chanda, Behuia -and Lakhindar
J e) The Neto and Bhanvantari (or Sanku Dhanvantari).
■ r * . episode.
It has been obseryed. by B.O.James that na higher
living religion like Christianity, .Judaism, Islam or
Hinduism, by. incorporating folk material into its own faith
and practice,has given a new'-vigour,., meaning significance
and function -to populai4 beliefs and customs, and so enabled
them to acquire a fresh survival .value**. The same
tendency is found in the case of the local goddess Manas's .
who appears at times in epic and Puranic garb.;-. The
reason behind the,incorporation of the epic and Pui^anic
1. ■Bvmen, Vol-IX,Fasc#1,January ,1962,: p.15.
• stories in the Mahasakavya was to give ,to.;the :goddess,
■ M alias a the same social .status as had been, CL'goyed.by the V  b'/'-
rn a ;j o r gods and goddesses of the Hindn pantheon, and to 1'Vl
' ’ show that. the; goddess;'had a long antiquity. gb-For: thi.S; *. :V g ;
reason:...Manasa.;iaVidcntif ied Jaratk^rui .the sister . . i/d - , b'l
. of Vasuki of the Mahabharata story o' - / 'f.i - vli
d The story of the curse . of Anirudha; and his: death ' Xh--vi
; followed by the death of his wife Usha in lie a veil and their : , ■
mortal birthsas LaMiindar..:and' Behula is probably not a part . ;
of the original popular legend but a later creation of the :
poets. Of course the tradition: of curses on divine characters 
.1 and their mortal birth is known in literature.. Behind the . . ;
association of1 human characters'with :.\diviiiebries'is ah attempt b  . 
1 - to account f or; the■ possess!ohof ; supernaturalpowers by ^ the- . -i
former. Behula:vwhprwyas; reborn. on:earth' under.. a burse' froni A .■ 'A; 
Manasa is seen in ;a ..number..-of; places', inbheipoenf to have’. /• Alt 
mpr.e..'.than;.human."• powery; in;might..and .endurance.-. •. -A similar.' t .' ‘A;-' 
picture is found in the Chahdlkavya, where the hero Nilambar, . •
•t . »* \  V #  wnaspew ituw nE riBK TQ  ^  ^  ’ {V'
the .son of Indra’, became ‘ a" mortal under; a curse, as • did .';
.... .‘Anirudha and. Usha?• and spread the cult of M.angal Chandl •. 
as Kalaketu., • ''■‘■A. • . A • . - ' • • .
Further examples can be found in the 1 ives and '
characters of' Ghahdo and DhanvantariVA; '• > According to •: . 'A'\,.
'• Bamsidas . Cliahdo was.; the ' hermi t PasusaMia in hi s:; f ormer t 1- V ''■ 
birth and was; reborn as Qhando'.A A Ketaltadas records ;that--■A"A 
A 1. S.Uprabpp.>13i f •:’Banisidas-,‘top.-cit-ijbp:;l60^l6l ; A A .  A.A'
 ^ .v  ^ » , ' ' , „ J J j ^ n T i r n * m « t >  • *  *** * +  . . * • • \ r %j/ V
Gh'ando came oat of' the sea . at the churning of the ocean
—  1 . 
and was given the Brahma.jnan^ by Siva. Dhanvantari ,
according to Bam^Tdas, was first born out of the churning .
of the ocean and was then .reborn in the royal family of ,
ICa4T and became known as the great poison doctor SanldL^
Garugti. Other vex*sions do not x^ efer to the second
birth of Dhanvantari.
The birth stories of Manas's and Neto belong to a
.later period in the evolution of the cult. The reason
behind the story of the former*s birth from Siva*s semen
was to connect the low born goddess IvlanasIT with the
established deity who was also known as Mahiadeva, the
great god, so that the higher class people might v/orship
her, and that she might be acceptable as a goddess within
3  k  ■ .
the Hindu pantheon. The birth story of Neto has also
got some such reason. It has been suggested by A.Bhatta-.
charya that the episode of Sankar. (Sanku or Sankha in
the vex^siohs of Bijay Gupta and Bam^Tdab respectively)
^ V  4
Garuda and, Neto, which has already been narrated, is a
5
different story entirely and is oldei* than the Manasa story*
3-* Supra ,Pist. £ Ketakadais^ jpp.cit. . pp. 22-23.
Supra . p. ; BamKdas, op.cit. .pp
3. Infra,pp. 0,00, v n f .
4. Supra, £>§• .
5* F o l k l o r e Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. lOOf. 1 V
lie believes.: . u * • • the daughter of some washerwoman
acquired some knowledge about things that are capable 
of counteracting poison and was, deified in popular 
estimation-in:the course of time. ; Her; eminence in 
society is anterior to that of Manastfl Subsequently . 
when the legend of Lakhindar , and Behul^ was introduced, 
she was relegated to the position .of Manasll’s companion 
and she occupied only a- niche in the narrative. ; Save
and except this there is no reasonable meaning of her
k - , ; .  ‘ . '■ ' 1
existence within the framework of the narrative of Manas^u1
The story of Neto and Sanku ..or Sankha Dh^Unvantari 
needs discussion* From the version of. Bijay Gupta it 
is known that Sanku was a disciple of Neto, who, according 
to Bhattacharya, was, deified for her power to counteracting. ’ 
poison. It may be that Neto wasuvorshipped before the •“ 
.goddess Manasa1 evolved in society. When Manasa .became 
prominent, Neto lost her popularity and became the adviser 
and sister of Manas's. As Manasa^s relationship with 
:£>iva was a later creation so. also was Neto*s.. Similarly 
.the status of Sanku, the chief among! the disciples of 
Neto was increased by connecting him with Dhanvantari of 
’kk*3 Mahabloarata and the Puranas. / Thus the ordinary poison : 
doctor became the.divine,poisbn doctor.,
* IMS* $ P*10'l.
Behind these tendencies to incorporate the epic
arid .the P uremic stories with popular material and to
connect human characters with divine, ones in the story
of Manasa we may recognize an attempt on the part of
the poets .to give high social status, to a goddess who had
her origin in lower circles, The secular stories had
their origin in different periods and circles, as we shall 
1
see later. . . ' ■ '
B. Assam ■
Two fragmentary and incomplete manuscripts each
a
containing the work of Manakar'v and Burgabar have been
\  3 -■■■■■'' . .1 >---v . , ; - , '■ .
edited. The two poets share the story between.them,
1. Infra , pp. . 1
2. S.Sen doubts' that the name Manakar is a.corruption for 
Manahar (Manohar) as it is unusual. He has tried to
V, establish his theory by referririg^to the,name_of a poet 
, Manohar, once occurs in the Manasamarigal of dTban Krishna 
Maitra, an 18th century. poet; of t north. Bengal• But* Sen*s , 
explanation is very imaginative, depending.as it does on 
' , such a slender connexion, especially as the work of. jTban 
Krishna is so much later than the Assamese text.. This .
, ■ interpretation seems'far-fetched and out of the.question.
- (Bipradas , op.cit.ri. p. I n f r o X X I I . ) .
3.: The. name Manassr as referring to the snake goddess of Assam; 
never ^oecUrs in any song.of the Assamese.version, entitled 
t;Manas*a-K'avyat and edited by B.K.Barua and S.K.Sarma* So . 
the title of the book is not in .accordance with the text.
In fact the v/ord M*anas*ai appears four times. (pp. 15,88,89.) 
as, one of the names of thr_g,oddess. ' It seems px^obably to
be the corruption of Manasa. It further suggests that ^ . 
the snake goddess of Assam has been given the name.Manasa 
after the composition of the songs by the poets of early
: sixteenth century. The goddess is refex^red to in this 
text as Vishahari or Padma.
iianaltar1 s text- containing the . earlier part and Biirgabar * s 
the latter. ; Both the poets have: been assigned to the ?
?• -fir si’. { d a l f . t h e ’-'i6th';centur-y;.r., A ' . l
’ ?;A- The .vex'*sioh of .Manakar contains three chapters - the 
A story oforeatidh;, /the; love-making of $.iva: and Durgn and • : ; 
their ..marriage, and, of . iheVbirtli of Manasp.. / Tlie story isv 
. as follows t:.. ' - . . . . • •' ' • • k;>;■ A.
The Great or oE Xdya .C-fos'ai first created, a pair of .birds. ; 
AOnce...the female'bnd made a proposal? to .the; male for their 
marriage ?but lie refused oh the- giomid ? t ha t; brother and 
sister , could' nevex* marry eacd other.? : Thus'they started . -
, living ?s?eparately. ,? -'One day ;the male bird wadjhexually 1 1 
exd.iied.and'lii'§A'se'itien:.was' discharged oh the’ water?.of a.?:. 
ifiver.A' 'That..'?seme was, unknowingly" thkerp'by. the'female 
bird and she became pregnant?■? : Af t er • thet they were married. 
./••The'' female,-laid- 'three eggs ana but- of Vtftbse'- ail':.living 
''■.beings were created. . ■';’ . ■. ./A:V 1 ? -? - - .?.. ;
’ The' -'dr eat or -(Pharma). exarnined' the ..powehdof Brahma1, v
Yishnd andfSltaliri^hiie 'the : t&ee ’V/ere..;engaged’ on meditation'.
. in different. places, on the- r iver side , .Pharma. in the guise ' ,- ?•
r of a dead mah let. his body, float, on ..the 'qurrbht. . ,. When
. the dead‘boidy.-?pame:‘-?ih^  front of., Brahma*?.he pushed it away 
. ’with his .feet. . Almost similar treatment was, given by
1. ? See Appendix A.PP. SJ7? $?
mVishnu, who feIt, gr*eat annoyance at this, unwelcome sight 
at the time of meditation. But when it came- in'front 
of 3iva he recognised it as the. dead body of his own father. 
So he. carried it .to. tfe.e shore and started pouring.-water 
into the mouth from a conch shell. At last Dharma came 
to life and praised.. Siva for. his spiritual qualities, 
which were lacking in Brahma and Vishnu who could not 
understand,.who he was. Siva-was given charge of Ganga ;• ‘
and'Durga, and.Dharma: himself expressed his desire to 
enter into- 3iva. J?iva let him in thi^ough his mouth*
Siva\,married G-anga, arid Durge was., set adrift on, the river
, - ' \ V',. ‘ - ' ' . " ; 1 ' ' ■ ‘ .-
in an iron box,.which miraculously did not sink. . This
qame intof the possession of the sage Hemairba engaged in
the devotions; by the river. Burg*a grew./up in, the'-house
of. the sage.
The second chapter deals with the legend of: Siva, 
starting.-;from his creation of the bull to his marriage 
with D u r g a . ; Siva started:1-his family life with G^nga as 
his wife. , He made a bull and a flower garden with the 
■help of Vi^vakarma. His primary intention in creating 
the garden was to make love in it to Dui'g'a. Durgai felt 
a great desire to pluck flowers in the beautiful garden*.
1., Manasa"Kavya , •pp. 9-10. .
One day she teessed herself as impressively as possible 
and:went into the garden. Her arrival theiM/was reported 
to Siva, who idealised, that the girl was none'other than •••''V 
his long-expected second wife. . Siva came into the garden 
and . started to make love with Durga*. They were- enamoured 
;.of each other and stayed together for a few-, days. Durgsn 
was in great .trouble at the thought ,of ■■■returning to his., 
father’s house. . By this time G-anga was .informed by '/ 
Darada of diva’s . secret love. . She was angry and. sent 
her two . soiis to /drown Burg a" when she crossed the‘ river.
But . t he y we re. not .successful. When Durga reached home 
she was’suspected and-questioned by her father Hemanta, who 
: aske d her to undergo tests , as he doubte d ,her chast ity 
for she had..spent a few days- away from home. Burger 
magically restored her own virginity and-successfully ■ 
passed; the eight tests. In the meantime Siva appealed ; ■ 
to Manga to,.allow him t.q marry...Durga. ' Gfanga abused him 
and. declared that. he /was too old and/: poor to: take a second 
Wife. But finally she.reluctantly agreed. Then Barada 
was asked to, negotiate the marriage, which took place with' 
th^ Performance of all customary, rites. . Thus Siva- began 
to live, withtils> two waives ,- G-anga and Durga,.V ; :
: ' In the last chapter the story of the birth/of Manasa
i - '* - •• •" *, •
is narrated. As it M s  told, in the Bengali versions, / ■ 
Durga. suspected Siva, who [Maced his f lowerr-ba'skej£ on the
sloping roof, unlike, his usual practice of handing it 
to one of his wives. When Durga tried, to, bring down 
the basket, Manas’s in the guise of a fly, still inside 
the.basket, mocked her. Here the story of Manakar ends 
without - completion. But it is to be noted that the poet 
was well acquainted with the rest of the story, as is 
evident from the last line of his songs of the creation 
myth; c^ Padma) will bite Lakhai by entering into the 
room made of metal.11
The story of Durgabar supplements it. . The story
begins- with the description of the city; of Ghamp‘abal'1
(i.e. ,Champaka) on the bank of Oanga. There, lived a
wealthy merchant named Qhahdo■ with his wife Snm&ka.
Otiando was a gi*eat devotee of 3iva and nevei^ cared for 
■ - 2 
any- other4 gods and goddesses. Though they were rich,
they were not happy as they were.neglected by society,
because they had no child.
Once in:the.rainy season an onha named Dhanvantari 
came to the city from the north and tried to draw attention 
by beating a drum in front of the house. Son&ka came 
out and enquired who was the goddess he was praising and 
what blessing might be expected from her. , Then he pro­
claimed his. faith in the following words; nThe varied
1. Manasa-Kavya-, p.!5«
2* Ibid.tp.87*"
powers' of the goddess cannot be explained. A childless
person, g.ets a child and a prisoner becomes free ,., if the
goddess is v/orshipped in, the form of a pot.in the house.
One has to worship her after a day’s-fast and to offer
her, f ive floY/ers of gold. . Then one should bathe in the ....
river Ganga, repeating the saying' !Ii-ianas’ai-Maiy. After
all these pex*f ormances, one is blessed by the goddess 
' ' 1 
with what is desired.11 ; Sanaka was very pleased with
the .o.nha and, she . did according to his directions , and
on,. having her ritual bath^ she sank under the water
saying ’Ma’nas'ai-Mai1. As-ncr blessing was, .awarded,
Sah&ka. was distressed and desired to behead herself.
This was re ported to Gang's, who appeared, and gave \Sanak‘a
six flowers to eat. She., promised, her that she would
become the mother of six sons and then she disappeared.
Sonoka’s ;joy knew no bounds at this blessing. in due
time six sons were born to Cliando and Sanaka. They grew
up .and were’ married. As Chaxido spent much money in the
marriage ceremonies of his children, he planned a.< tradixig
voyage to Simhal^ (Ceylon) to replenish his treasury.
All arx*angements fox* the sea-voyage were made. - The customary
rite of bo.at-worship before the voyage was arranged by Sanaka.
While collecting the requisites, df worship, she went to the
1. Ibid.. , pp.88.
nearest f isherwomaii1 s house to, purchase a particular fish ■ 
.called'Magur. - There she noticed the fisherwoman S’aradai
accompanie d by 'her six daughters-in-law, woxrshipping the 
sacred pot, of ■Manas'a. She enquired of Sara dal which \ 
goddess she was worshipping. Then Saradal told her that 
she was., the. daughter of 3iva and added: "One . who worships
her* is blessed with all kinds of blessings"’. This news 
. excited Sanaka, who r etui* ned to the house'with the-fish . 
and fixiished the'rite of boat worship* :Then: Sanaka and ' 
Ohando came to. the s'ea-shore and the. latter started his; 
•■'journey. ' ' f ; ' - • • ■ •.
. .,Sana.k*a came homeland,;accbmpaiiied by her six. daughter s.- 
• iii-law.,’"started worshipping Manas's. While she was wor­
shipping, one. of- the attendants of Oliando came ’back from 
the boat to'. fetch a chopper. lie retuxmed. to, the boat and T 
told Ohando that his. mi stress was wo.r ship pixxgd pot* He. 
.was very, angry to hear thiscame' back to the house :.and 
kicked the pot to pieces.' Sanaka was warned by Ghando 
hot to worship Manasa' again, as he did not recognise, any • 
deity -except 0iva. Thus the. fpud \vas started;; Oliando 
returned to the. hoits axid '.resumed his . journey. ; -
... In the absence, of Ohando, his six;sons were bitten one
1. Manasa-Kuvya . p.. 96. ' , 'V--
by one by snakes ,, at the command of Manasa,, - When the ■ 
M 2I Dhanvantari was asked for treatmenthe was warned 
by. Manas'a not to go. He obeyed and the six sons died. 
The dead bodies; were kept by the washerwoman Net ana or 
Neto. . Meanwhile Ohando .began to return after"'a success­
ful voyage, and/ on the way all his twelve boats sank 
and their crews were drowned at .the command of Manas'a. 
.G-arigSL assisted Manas’a in the .project. Here the course 
of the story is similar to the Bengali versions.
Ohando returned home after much toil and trouble 
and told everything to Sanaka, who declared that these 
things had- happened only because he kicked the pot of 
Manas’a. Manasa appeared before ohando and Sanaka in the 
guise of a Brahman widow and told them'to stop arguing. 
Her primary intention was to insert the soul of Anirudha 
into. the-, womb of Sanaka1. After that she left the place. 
Ten months passed and Sanaka’ gave birth.to a boy, who was 
named Lakhindar. The child grew up and. it- was announced
by a palmist that he would be bitten by a snake on his
wedding night. ’ ‘ However, when Lakhindar was sixteen, he 
was given in marriage to Behula, To guard his son‘s , 
life Ohando asked the couple to pass the wedding night
in a sealed chamber. But Lakhindar was bitten by the
snake’ Ajaga'r^, the husband, of Manas'a, who. could not ignore
the request.-of his "wife. .. As the .snake Kali ■■-.'in’t h e k .
Benga 1 i versions •, A jagar|'was trapped by Be huI'a.
Dha nv a nt a r i wa s asked to t  re at Lakh i n da r hut on t he., w ay 
he also was bitten, by the goddess herself in the guise 
of a-'-pbisonous -snake-* “ Four of his .- disciples, were sent .-t\
to bring medicine to,: cure: lVim, but rhone; returned. Both . 
i he', o rj ha' Dha hv a nt art /and. La kh i n.dh'r die d'.wi t hout treat me n t. ■ 
•■'The ..corpse of the latter, was placed on :a .raf t, Behul’a 
.sat behind the .corpse and the. raft was set adrift on the ’ 
river, .Behul’a took the snake Ajagar^, a peacock and a 
mo ng o o s e' wi t h. he r * The n the • st o r y /re s, emhles t ha t of t he . / r;
Bengali versions -.till .'Bqiiul’a ''meets-‘;He.t‘pv.. Behula alighted 
from' the; raft to collect wood for the funeral- pyre of ..her /• 
husband, .and she det ermined to put ah, end. tq: her own life* t 
Before she had. taken the- final' step, she' desired to feed^,/- 
the, peacock and the mongoose with the snake which had , . 
bitten her husband* Knowing the thoughts of Behul’a , ' /
Manas’a feared for the' life of her. husband and told Neto to 
' prevent Behula, -swearing to' bring-' Lakh.ihdar back-to life* "t 
;Neto did. so and by her help Behula..reachedi heaVen.. There '■ 
she performed a dance and finally Lakhindar, the. other six 
sons; of Ohando, the crews and the property of Ohando taken 
by Manas'awere - brought back, to.'' life by/the , gr’ac e of the -o 
goddess • Then all started on; the .journey back .to OhampaJalT.
but on the way- Behula was imprisoned, by the toll-collector 
of a King. The king was informed of this news•* ,
The' lost lives of the relatives and of the children 
of the king were restored (possibly by Manasa as told by 
laga jjTb.an:) - The king .with his wif e worshipped the
goddess.*
Sanaka* dreamt in the night of her son’s return.
Behula appeared before Sanaka in the guise of a dom girl 
but soon. Behul’a told her that she . was her daughter-in-
law. * •••;. ■ ■
. Then the party entered the city of Ohara pab a IT and 
Sanaka went out to receive her seven sons. Here the 
story ends. As the manuscript is mutilated here and, 
there / there are many gaps;. For this reason no reference 
is. made to the submission of Chando to the goddess Manasa, 
which is the central point, of the story.
The story of the 16th century Assamese poets closelyy 
yesembles that of the 17th century poet JagajjUban of 
north Bengal. The stories of the love-making of 3iva 
and Durga and' of the king who attacked Behul’a on her return
* Gaps occur in the manuscript at these places.
' i ;  / / / - h w y / y -  ;'-i. v ‘v";yy. ;ly y f S y H / y y ''*■ y . %o} . yj
'"’'y ■ jouinaey/are similarly told./ • The latter/stox’y is only ’ y.
referred to ,in the Assamese version*  ^:Asv’the.tmanusori-pt ;
is :mutilated>; the details -:c'an-..he reconstructed from t hey/y -y-;
version-,.of Jagaj jTban. y, . ’• y, y
V The ;fo 11 o w ing are they/differences between the \ . y/1
" ' Assamese and the Bengali versions.. ’ .
(1) The story, of the creation of a pair of birds by
yd/”3T&ya Gfosai' (-pharma) and of the. birth pf B£a’hma>/ Vishnu -A
and 3iva from three eggs are not .found inyanyy other v / ; -
• /Via na saikav ya. , >/ . ‘ . v-^  d/y v-d’. . ' 7''-- .. • d ;
(2)y The- story that before Dhaimia died he .handed over;
the dhar’ge of Qanga and Durga’ to ^iva is also peculiar to • r y
' this .version. . '• / . •
(3) The story of the-'propagation ;of :ihe; cult of a ;
goddess (possiblyjof Manas'a) by the o,jtia Dhanvantari is ■ .y-
* : hot na r r* a t e d b y any other poet.,. It is somewhat confusing:
as; the character of the goddess isfnof specifically mentioned.,/ 
The. appearance of Gang's in this story-is also,, peculiar. . ; ,
(4); As told in the version of Blpradas, the worship y ' 
of Manas'a in the family of Ohando, was initiated'by
Siepicdca, ;who learnt of the goddess from a family of ,a - 
fisherman caste. ’ • . -
-■'y.y-;'-'-' (s) The epic and'f’uranic stories are;-;not found in * ’ -hi 
this v ex'1 si on. ’:-y y y - ■- ' . ,-y/ “ ' '
That; the Assamese .version records . they.story- in its .
'developed. phase ■ is evident from,the fact that there is 
no reference in it toJvlanas’a as a goddess of shakes.
As already observed,- the goddess is referred to in this 
text as to ,be worshipped for other, purposes'*
G. Bihar* . •
- . 1 - - ’ • - ,
The published Bihari versions are not based on
‘manuscripts as, in Bengal and Assam'.but on oral tradition. ; '
In these;versions only the principal legend; of; Oliando,
Behula and Lakhindar ’is told, and.it belongs to the realm '
■: > ■ ; ’■ ■ - : '1 ''•■■2 ’ - ‘ ' 
of folk poetry.v. The story runs:. . i
Malaadeva (Siva) and P'arvatT lived in a temple (matha)
in-ICokilUpur , where-Siva'.used to ..bathe in-, the lake Sonadaha.
One day/'he-' sank under the water of the -lake, and when he ■:
floated up,. he saw five strands' of his hair attached to
five lotus flowers. These five flowers and five strands
:of hair together, brought forth the five1 sisters of
hManasa. , They are Maiha ,VishaharT, D1 tTla Bha y la nT, DevT
; yishahafT, daya Vishahai5*! and, 3?adurria KurnarT. / They spent
: ' ■ . / . ' " ■ V"; ■ . .. . 4
.^twelve y;ears in performing,:!he. dance known., as Jhumar in 
vthe .lotus';lake 'and then they dived, down to l^atala, where
1. ' Almost the same text has been ,p.ublished^from".different 
places iiv different periods .('i.e. ^ Bihula-Katlia ,_(Pub.by 
- .Blni'duprasad Misra-^ , Patna, 19-17 ribicT.y (PubVbyjRlamagulsuri:
. lial , .Benar.es , 1924; lb i d* . (Puh .by) DarbarT Simian, . ^
; Benare s , 1925; Ibid. ,Pub li s he d from Da r bi ha ng a ,3- §3 6,;Bihul’a 
. ■ list G-Tta ,Pub. from Be nar e s «193 8 : Bi hul a ~Vi s fata ha rT (He w e d.:.) s 
Bub.&Erinted by Dudhnath Pustalcalay^Calcutta ,19§6.
2 '  B i hula-V1 s ha ha rT ^ Calcutta ,1956. 3« lb 1 d*. ,p.3 *
:4• A popular folk dance of ■ Bihar., and. eastern ;U.P..
. Zoi
'.they,met Vas uki. ' They enquired of him about, their'
ancestors, Vasuki told’them, that their,spiritual 
,paxvents■ were Mabudeva and PsTrvatT. : They came back to. 
their original place and. hid themselves in five lotuses*
$iva came as usual, plucked the lotus flowers wherein 
the five sisters had. hidden themselves, and carried them 
‘home* ..' Keeping- the flowers.. in a. basket he ..entered the 
temple for thd daily prayer and meditation. 'y: When p’arvatT. 
noticed, the flowers, five beautiful maidens came out of:, 
them and approached her, calling her their mother*; As 
told in the Bengali vexisions ParvatT suspected, them being 
concubines of her husband; and threw a log at them to drive 
them away* It struck Main's: VishaharT on her eyebrow, 
and., assuming the form of a thread like snake, she. bit 
PTrvatT, as told in some Bengali versions; , PTrvatT fainted, 
and ^iva came to help her. When he failed to revive her, 
he asked the help of. an occultist named Keso. . His attempt 
bore no, result as Mairia VishaharT counteracted.it by her; 
greater power. . ’Then the five sisters'appeared before.
^iva , : and. BevT VishaharT. and BitTlayBhavnnT brought their ; 
mother bade to: life. - As a reward ^iva blessed, them., that 
they would, be worshipped, by men, especially by the merchant 
Qiiando of 0haupTI—nagar, who worshipped;thirty three chores 
of deities. ■ . . ■ . 1 .
; v The f ive sisters went,- to Ohando and a sked him to \ . v
> ; worship them. ’ g/But,Glia.ndo refused to. worship them,-as ;' -
they were-  ^one-eyed1*- and S!frog-eaters1f... . Then they appeared. 
before,. S a n a k a w h o ; was then perf orming the. customary rites 
. of .boat worship;.'as’ her: husband was about to. sail.-on a •:>
.\ .trading..voyageThey, asked her to worship Maiiia- VishaharT, v- 
' but they were;driven av/ay by Gliandp whocemefup1 before .
-/ his, wife could,express an. opinion.. They; came to Into a. -
"and begged .from'-, him Hanmifan and his dancer . (i.e. Anirudha) . . ; 
: ;Indra reluctantly agreed. Again; they came back to Ohando 
with the same.request to wo r ship'if hem, with promises of 
v:, .all round, pros perity,.hut it was of no use., Then they < 
n fief t; the place,, warning him to prepare for'the future
misfortunes. . .' • ‘ •. : ' .
, "Ohando', accompanied by- his six sons , ,set sail; for the :
fpoft of bank's (Ceylon). When Ohando reached.TrivenT the1 
■ . f iv e ,s is ter is r e que.s t e d him ‘ one e mor e to wo.r s hi p , t hem., b ut;.
. to no avail. Similar was the result vtfhen Ila.numan, on
behalf of all;the other gods, requested Ohando to worship
fh -.h V i. ■ • 1 . .. ;■ . JL . - ;.d V ■ ‘ ■ ■■:
them.; ' -Finally. at the command.of lanasa,: Iianurnah. sank all - •
the _ boat s . G h a n d o  . alone was-"’kept ihlive ,;-‘and'.'..was thrown-;:..
ti-pott;/ ia-hd‘:'b yiHanuTOh-^ ;.. not floating on ^ thd river:ash in the
’ Bengali., versions i h  the guise, of a Gorakhiya Yogi .
1 . Possibly the text:'here refers to Maiha Vi-shaharT who- * v 
seems: to be the leader of the sisters." . ;
.= Hahuman appeared before Gh*ando and told him that it 
••'was\'ivlaiha VishaharT who was the cause of his trouble 
/and that; iflie; worshipped her, ehe would, return the lost 
...lives .aft& property. But Oliando, did not change his 
attitude. /The...story then follows the familiar track. 
As/in,,Jaga jjTbant s. version the :,story of debauchery of 
Lakhindar with his matei’nal' aunt Ko&ifa (Kosaiya in 
dagajjTbaii) is narrated. . '
-/. . Lakhindar and Behul’a v/ex»e .married, and retired to bed 
on the wedding,flight, in a: sealed chamber. First Dhora 
/a nd Dhamna we re s e nt by Manas'a to bite. Lakhindar, ..but they 
wex»e unsuccessful. As advised by DitTla;‘Bha,v'ariT they 
consulted, with He’t ula (i.e. , He to) for. further procedure. 
He tula ddvised them to go‘to'iSiva, and. to ask him: for 
■ three .gifts/ — . i); the .four stars (that cause rain, and 
storm) , ii )• ,something .to produce drowsiness,, and. iii) the 
'serpent.;.Maftiyar/■-' All these three gifts were sanctioned 
by Siva. With the help of the stars’they caused rain 
and storm, at which many of the guards left:.,.the-, courtyard 
of the sealed chamber and those v/ho were -still' present 
.were.,under the influence of drowsiness. How the snake 
■Maniyar;entered the sealed chamber and. bit Lakhindar.
. / * . Lhanottar (i.e• Lahanvantari) was called:to treat
Lakhindar,, but on the way ; he was bitten by snakes at the
command of the five sisters* ; Then Laghindar.; died and, 
as desired by Behala ,, an iron box was made ,and she started /; 
her journey from Gokul G-aiiga Ghat wi-th the corpse , in 
ordex* to . bring back the life of her husband from Manas’a 
in Mayarianagar*/-. After much toil and suffering, as told 
in the -Bengali versions, Behul’a reached -Net ula* s, Ghat, '/'- 
where she saw-Netula kill her' son and husband before she .. 
started washing* . After Netula-!s work she- tried to’ bring 
them back to consciousness but failedas Behul’a cast a 
magic spell on them* Behul’a then came to her and addressed 
-her as aunt. Behula countermanded her magic at the request, 
of Net ula, who took her t o . May a ha nag a r» • There'Behula’. 
perf ormecj. a , dance which delighted, the gods * ■. Manasa, who 
..was - also' pres ent^v-brought back the life of Lakhindar*
The other sons of Chan do and the crew were also revived.
The lost boats and,the property of Chahdo. were restored 
and the party returned to G ha u pa inagar. The/story then 
follows the familiar- track* / ; .
The difference of the Bihari version/from the- Bengali 
and Assamese-./versions is the reference - to five sisters of 
'Manasa. This is ,no doubt/of indigenous' origins ■
The Story, of *Manasa in ..the Bur anas*
Th'e story of Manas’a is found, in' the Brahmavalvai»ta
1 ■ 2 _
P u r a n a  a n d - ' t h e '  P e v T ^ B h a g a v a t a .. B o t h  t h e  P a r a n a s  ’
' ^  pm Mimi*-***'**!!™! ■— <pmm *wi»n im.mm*> #
record the same story*. ‘ It is as follows* b.y . v •. • :
;f r The story of Manas’a was told by harqyana to.,Harada , ,
■who heard it from Dharma* Formerly people were afraid 
of snakes, as whoever was bitten by them had to suffer 
death. The sage Ka^yapa was terrified of; them, and;at 
the command of Brahma he composed hymns which, were in 
accordance with the .principles found in the Vedas* Then * 
the presiding deity of these hymns came out from the 
rnind (manas), of the,■ fprmu-lator. Ilasyapa , who. was in 
meditation* Hence the goddess is called.Manasa.; Then 
Manas'a : went to the .residence-; of $ i;va in Kailas a, and adored -
and1 worshipped .him fof a period of a. thousand., years* As. a
result she acquired celestial Knowledge (maliajnaha) * 
knowledge of the Vedas, .and the mantra of' Krishna* from 
Siva. Next - at ; the command of Siva she went ,to Pushkara. 
There she prayed to Krishna for three Yugas « and became an 
adept of Krishna, who finally appeared before her./ Krishna 
was so. moved, to see the emaciated Manasa that he. hiriiself 
worshipped her and rndde others do so. . He also blessed her 
that she would be worshipped, in the three worlds and then, 
disappeared..- She is also known, as Manas'a as'she recollects
1* ■ Prakriti Khanda * Adhyayas, 45*4*6.
2. Devn-B hagav at a , . Ninth chapter , Ad.hs *47,3.8ff f. 4 8 1 - 1 4 5  *
•'or. meditatesZozT Hari. in hex1 own/irtind. - She was .first, 
worshipped^ by. Krishna, who was. f ollowe.diby 3iya , Ka^yapa, 
the gods , . the;- Manus , the sages, snakes' and men*.
Then.she;was given ih"marriage: to the- sage Jaratkaru 
by her spiritual father Ka^yapav /‘ The story follows as.;, 
told in the'1 Maliabharata* Here daratkaru cursed.Manas'a.
(not Jaratk*aru.,, the sister of Vasiilti of the. M a hah karat a : / 
story)*, But finally bis anger was appeased by the inter- Z 
fex^ence of the gods and he blessed Manas’a v/it h a  child before 
he left her fox? good* Then Manas’a went .to her spiritual
guide Siva at Kail^sa* She ; was /consoled- there by P’arvatT
for her bad luck. After the; due period Manasa gave birth 
to a child named Astika, ..with whom she went to the hermitage, 
of her f a t h e r B o t h  Manas'a and Tstlka. liyed. there for a 
very long' time.L, Zv  ' ' -/ ' . , . .
The Mahablxarata story ; of the Parlkshit I s/death by the 
bite of Taksliaka, of the snake~sacrif ice by Janame jaya , and - 
of the. part played by Ifstika .are told. . According to the^  / 
Puranas. the .gods, the sages and Indr a asked, help f rote Manasa:. 
at the t ime of the snake-sacrifice and the' latter . sent her 
son Tstika to stop it, andsave the Naga race from-final;. : -Z;
: best ruction. The Brahmans , the sages ,. the gods and Indra ;• 
worshipped Manasa separately. It is recorded: ' . ;
• Whoever- worships the-goddess either bii the last day 
of Xshadlia,or during the period beginning .from;Manas'a"TanchamT
up to the end' of S.svina, is "blessed with fame, celebrity, 
knowledge, virtues and prosperity,from generation to 
generation*- Whoever slanders the goddess ignorantly or 
does not worship her, is always afraid of snakes* and 
is deprived of the blessings of the goddess\LakshmTv,! • ... '
• i • .
The Brahamavaivarta Purana records a conflict between.
the; oiha Dhanvantari and the goddess Manasa*. . Once while. 
Dhanvantari was going towards Kail as a, he was attacked by ..the •. 
snake Takshaka* Dhanvantari, astonished at the snake's'.',., 
impertinence, rendered him unconscious and then resumed his 
journey* This news was reported to V&suki by the other 
snakes who were with Taksliaka at . the . time. ; Vasuki took 
up the case and requested Manas'a to punich Dhanvantari 
Dhanvantari, who was a digit of'Bar ay ana, a pupil, of G-aru§a 
and of 3iva, fought vigorously with Manasa* Brahma and.
.'■Siva' interfered, in the "fight and on the advice of Brahma 
Dhanvantari worshipped Manasa* who gave him the desired 
boon. Then all departed*, .
Thus in the Puranas Manasa is. depicted as a higher- ' : 
goddess having.no connection with the stories-of popular;
1. , grikrishna J anma Khanda » Adh*51*
origin* The assimilation of the folk goddess, in the 
Hindu pantheon was completed when she was ‘ thought of as 
the mind horn daughter of the sage Kasyapa, as. the disciple 
of &iva and as .the devotee, of Krishna. The lead* which 
was started, by the Manasamangal. poets, was. completed by the 
.authors of these 'Puranas. , / • . * '■
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Section A. ' . :v. . - ■ .
Although tile ■ region where the legend of Manasa 
originated camiot he located with certainty for want of •' 
specific p r o b ^ . the content of the legend., as . it appears 
in Bengali;, iissamese and Bihari^ . together with oral tradition,, 
help us to suggest, the most probable place.
Local traditlons.
Either the residence of the legendaity hero. or the site 1 
of an event in the .story is believed locally to have, been 
situated in-the following places.
.. 1. A village called Ghampakanagar in the district of 
Burdwan is believed.to be the birth place of Ghando. Moreove 
a river, close, to. the village is locally called Behula* after' 
the name of the great devotee of Manasa? as; it is popularly 
believed that Behula passed,down this river with the corpse
• • - . :/ 1 
of her husband in order to bring him back to life.
2. At Mahasthangadh in the Bagra distict there is
"an .interesting ruin known locally as the Medh or Behular
basar mandir 0 '•f Behula1 s bed™chamber*", where Behula and
Lakhindar are said to have retired to bed on the bridal 
2 ,
night,
S. There is a tradition in the eastern Himalayas that 
Chando lived on the bank of the river Rangit in the district 
of Darjeeling, The Rangit, or Rangnit, is the northern 
boundary of Bengal and the southern boundary of .the state 
of Sikkim.
4, The local people believe that Sanakagram near 
Kanfanagar in Dinajpur is named' after Sahaka and that the 
ruins of Chando*s palace are found there.^
5, There is a village in Tripura named Champakanagar
and this is believed locally to be the residence of the
, 5 'hero.
6, The people of Champainagar in Malda district claim 
that the hero lived there and in. the same district it is 
generally believed that the quay where Neto, the legendary
1. D . Of Sen ? H.Bhh.L. 5 p. 256: If, C . A . Ahme d, (C ompale d) , CotAch 
Beharer Itthasflu Part 1,/p.ll; L.No.15 (liooghly)
2 . S e n , , p . 2 5 6 :  Ahmed, op.cit7, p.11: A.R.A.S.I., 1920-
«* > i uiki^m., w h w wctuu m i » **» J mill in. w »>» J  M , lnni.i.ini» niiV   . r
21, p.25,_
5. Sen,-H.B.L.L.9 0.256: Ahmed. op.cit,, p.11. 
n . Ibid.
5. Sen„ H.B.L.L.„,p.356: 3.■P.P., Vol.XXVII, B,S, 1337, p.167.
*13
divine ■ washerwoman,. used to. wash, was in their district.
7. It is- popularly believed hy .the inhabitants of 
Birbhum that, the local fairs,-held"-in honour of Behula,
were .started' during lifetime in, recognition of. her
/. •' — -2 v ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ’ ■ 
devotion to Manasa. ;• ' ■ V .
8. The people of Chittagong are proud to point out a/ 
certain spot , as the: location of the house of iCalukamar, 
the builder of the sealed chamber, and a--tank'bearing the/ 
name of. Chando is thought 'to. be hear the site of his home.*
/ - 9..The people’ of Sylhet also point out certain stone
slabs lying on the .river near Laur mountain as reirmants of 
"the; quay of Neto" , and of "Chanda.1 s boats" . h
/\ v. ■ 10 . Local tradition tells of an iron room known as 
Meraghar at Ohaigoah ih'Kamrup, and, df : guays in. Dhubri and. 
ilajo in the same district where Net o' washed. ..;./ •' .* '/
11. It; is believed that Chando lived in Chawrpa or 
Champakanagar in;: the., district of Bhagalpur, Bihar; and' 
that Ujani, the birthplace of Behula, was nearby.
1. Ibid. ■ . " •' . •/. , h • ' . V
1^1141I I . V  \ “ * t' * '
,2. Ibid. . ,/•" „ ' • .
5. Ibid. . 7
k . SrX BrT Padmapuran\\ .0 Baidkavi' Manasamanga 17 (Ed.- by) Chandra
• *— rr> i* T~ 'I “~rra~rrrrT-r*— n— i^ii— i—  n v  ritr 1111A1— *■— i*— i— In h m . i fr nr  .. .i .inni i i iin-in >m A  | i ii~wi ~i *  * ’ ' ■ v  r  ___
. -Kanta^Bhattacharya, Intro. pp.6f; S. P.P., Vol. 1DC/TI, p.l67.\
5.-/ M ana s a-Kavya /(-Ed. by)' B.. K . B arua' and ' S. N . S a r m a I  ritr 6,p .25. /.
6.' Nikhilnath R a w  Mursidabader Itlhas^.p.87;D.6 .,Sen9 Vahga^.. ./
, ■ Bahiiva 3?arichayas ’ Part. 1,' p , 5772; Kshemananda- Bas: Manasaman- 
gal, (Ed.by) Basapta, Rahjan Ray, Intro., pp.uf. ' '
It appears; that- the simple .reason behind these, local 
traditions-is merely the wide popularity of the legend and \ 
v the cult, vhiich tempted the people of dif fe rent 1 local it ie s 
to put. forward such claims.: '
v, The second point of- reference -for determing the place 
or. places - of origin of the legend is the textual .material 
now extant. Variouh claims hay,e been urged by different 
scholars. The. areas concserned are (l). Bihar,- (2) South 
India and .(.3) ,We'st Bengali No :claim has been put forward
in favour of-other places.
BIHAR. . ‘■
. The, claim of Bihar (Ahga country) has been put forward 
by: Basanta/Rarijan Ray, D.C.Seny A.Bhattaeharya and others.
, B.R. Ray supports his view on the following grounds.
(l) He believes that Chando lived in the district of 
Bhagalpur in the city of Champa.; which was the capital of the  ^
Ahga country .in the early/period.- He adds that close to the 
site of Champa there is a village named Ujani, traditionally, 
•the birthplace of Behula, People also point out what are 
claimed to be the remnants of the sealed chamber and of the, - 
quay mentioned, in. the story. A .fair is held' in honour of 
Behula in the month of Bravaha near- Nathanaga*.
1.' Kshemananda.Das0 op. c it. 0 Intro. ppJi-7.
(2) It is. alleged that some of the proper* names 
including Lakhindar (Pali-Lamkinda)-, Behula (Pali - Bahula) , 
Sahebena (Sayabene in the Haxjaa klvya) , Chuhila which in 
some versions is given as the name of the mother of Behula 
and X^atra Dhobin, one of the names of Neto, suggest that 
the persons were inhabitants of the Ahga country, and that 
later on the Bengali poets gave their names a Bengali form,
(3) The relative ages of the bride and the groom are 
cited in support of the ease of Bihar. Lakhindar was a
boy of 13 or 1U and Behula appears to have been approximately 
of the same age when they married. In Bihar it was customary 
that the bride and the groom should be approximately of the 
same age, but that if there was any difference the bride- 
should be older than the groom not vice versa. The argu­
ment continues that in Bengal it is customary for merchant 
families to arrange marriages of their daughters at an early 
age. Thus it would seem that the story of the marriage of 
Behula and Lakhindar was based on the current practice in 
:Bihar rather than on that current in Bengal. B.R. Ray ex~ 
plicitely states on the basis of this evidence that the 
marriage of Behula and Lakhindar reflected practice customary 
111 the Ahga country and concludes that Chando must have been • 
an inhabitant of that area.
N.Ray agrees- with this; theory,but only, up to a point.
He ’records; the tradition vthat the original home of Chando ... 
was in the Anga country but cites another tradition that ■ '.
Chapdo later in ; life migrated from Bihar to. Rangamati in 
the. Murshidahad district. A certain ..village; • in that area , 
is said to have been named Chandparet. ..after his name. He 
notes that there; are other villages of the naraey already notic­
ed, Champakanagar in tlie Burdwan district/and Tripura, 
hut claims; that the original Champakanagar is in Birhhum.
This hypothesis1 that Chando migrated f»om Bihar to Rangamati : 
is. supported/by, M.N. , Chakravarty, who adds that there is 
a big marsh Imown as ,Coiaba^| near the. villages Cure and 
I&sla in Murshidabad, which is believed to have been the A 
.anchorage of Chando * s boats. There is a tank popularly 
known a s Chands a&dagarerdi&hl on the we s t' bank o f the mar sh *
.T^ asserts that this traditional Chando must ’.
be the legendary hero of the Manasaekav.vas. A further 
tradition tells that there was, a King named Basanta Kedar 
in Bhagalpur and his Capital was Champaicnagar.. Chando annexed
1 . NilchiInath Ray, op.ci’t. .• p.87..,
, 2. M.N.Chakravarty, {Ed♦) Blrbhum Vivaran^. m u  152-1514..
3•.^ri Sri PadmaPuranfo o Baidkavi' ManasamaAgal» Intro., p * 6.
his country and began to rule,there. This tradition seems, 
to depend on that previously mentioned, which put Chando*s 
'conquest of Champi;,before his migration . to Murshidabad#
At the beginning of his discussion of the subject D#C.
■ , i
Sen is inclined to doubt that Champakanagar, which is
referred to as the birthplace of Chando, is indentical
with Champa of the Ahga country, but later he seems to
change his mind# He puts forward the following points
in favour of the identification:
/ \(l; According to textual evidence one ofpearly poets 
of Manasa-Kawa» Narayap De4, was. born in Magadha.
(2) In one manuscript oopy of the version of Nar^yan 
Deb it is once stated that.Sanaka was the daughter of a. ■
King of Bihar and it is said in the version of Baip^idas that 
Sanaka was. a princess of Patalinagar which, according to 
Sen, is identical with, the historic Pataliputra.
(3) On the basis of the textual evidence it is stated 
that the pot,of Manasa, was first worshipped by a King of .
■ - 2Bihar, named Bachai, a member of the farming class#
■ ' Finally, Sen suggests that the early form of the story 
had ltd. birth in Bihar but the legend grew to maturity in
1. Sen, Varna Sahitva-Parichava# Part 1, p.172. This view has 
been first expressed in the Bengali journal jTr.vavartta 
(jyaishtha issue), B.S.1319.
2* Infra#pp. 274-2i?0\
3* Sen, Variga Sahitva Parichava# Part 1, p.173*
Bengal, especially in East Bengal.
A.Bhattacharya^ supports the: case for Bihar, for 
the following reasons:
(1) The story found in the Bihari texts is'free from . 
Purapic myths and legends,: whereas, dvery Bengali version , 
contains many such stories. The simple character of the • 
Bihari legend suggests to Bhattacharya that it was imported 
into Bengal from Bihar. /
(2) There is a similarity between the form of worship 
described in the Bihari version and the present, practice .. 
in the district of Birbhum• In the Bihart version Manasa 
always appears with her four sisters.; Such a .belief is 
still current, in Birbhum, where the goddess is.'worshipped
in the form of five or seven earthen pots which are believed 
to be the symbolic representations of the sisters./
; / (3) The reference to, a river named Bihariya and the
use- of other similar names in the Bengali versions is 
interpreted to mean that the river and.the places named 
.are in Bihar. . ' /
Before reaching a final conclusion on.the claim of 
Bihar Bhattacharya gives .some,consideration to a few points 
which oppose it. His final, opinion, however, is in favour
1. Bhattacharya’, B.M.K. I., pp.203-208. •; •"
2., -Harayan Deb, ob.cit.. p • 195• '
-of the theories already mentioned, that the story
originated in Bihar and later migrated to Bengal. He
argues that the story was orally current in Bihar in a
very simple form as folic poetry and that after, it had
been carried into Bengal it achieved its present literary
form at the hands of poets. It is interesting to note,
however, that in a recent article he seems to lave changed
his mind in favour of the claim of Bengal as the early
1home of the legend.
■ . 2 ’ *
Biraj Kanti G-hose was the first to criticise the
arguments in favour of Bihar put forward by D.G.Sen. He
located Magadha and Behar or Bihariya, as referred to in
the Bengali versionsIn Sylhet and Gooch Behar respectively
As regards the worship of Manasa by the farmer King Bachai
of Bihar, he remaks that he has not . been able;. to find any
textual evidence for this in any version and adds that
Manasa worship was not current in Bihar at the time of
writing. He categorically rejects the claim that Bihar
was the early home of the legend and the cult and that
Magadha was the birthplace of Narayan Deb.
A.Bhattacharya, however, rejects this identification
of Magadha. He advanced an extraordinary hypothesis which
1* Folklore. Vol.II, No.3, 1961, pp.171-172.
2* S.P.P.P.. Vol.VII. No.2, B.S.1319,pp.66-76.
he’bases. on a line in Narayap Deb's version, namely that 
tlie word magadha is not a place name at. all but a synonym ' 
of mup;dha,f> foolish. Comment on this suggestion is
unnecessary, beyond the remark that the confusion of these 
two words might be due to a .textual error.. There is no : 
lihguistic .e/'idence that ■ magadha and mugdha are variants of r 
the . same word. ; ; - 
SOUTH INDIA
'■'v . -' .. . • . . 2 ■ • ■ . • ‘ ’
Professor K . M .Sen has taken-a quite different line.
He is of the opinion that the: evidence points to South India
as the birth-place of, Manasa' worship. and of the.legend
which-constitutes the main part of the MhhasfeKavya.
(i) He, rejects outright the opinion of other scholars.
that Chando ,,was, a Bengali, because a number of places in
Bengal claim the site of his residence as theirs.,- He regards
this argument, as valid. 1 With regard to Behula too he
maintains that, she is. not a Bengali woman but of South
Indian origin.. , He lists certain features which, he alleges,
are . to be expected, in a woman from : South India,., but which
are incompatible with the general character of the Bengali
woman. He makes; particular play with/the argument that
1. Bhattacharyar B .M.K.I-.. p.227 (footnote)
2. Pravasi. Ashadha issue. B.£h 13294 PP* 3 8/4-395*
Beliula showed heroic qualities, whereas Bengali women are
timid and easily frightened. Behula, according to all
versions, was hold and daring in every action and phase of
her life. Her carrying the dead body of her husband on
a raft before the gods and goddesses, her performance$
of a dance before.Siva, her appearance in. the guise of a
Pom girl before her mother-in-law and the tricks which she
played at that time, and her appearance with her husband
in the guise of a yogi couple before her mother,.led the
scholar to suggest that the story, or part of it., emanated
from South India* He also makes the point that the
practice of pleasing the gods by a dance is not typically
Bengali but is characteristic of the Telugu country.
1This,latter point is supported by A.Bhattacharya and N.R.
2 -Ray , who believe that the characterisation of Behula as a
dancer was of South Indian origin.
(2) He also refers to a story of a village goddess 
Ammavaru, now worshipped as Ankamma, current in South India. 
The story associated with Ammavaru, is, he claims, similar 
to the principal story of Manasa. On.this;similarity^ Hie 
builds, a theory that the Manasa story in question, had 
their origin in South India. The story runs thus.
1. Bhattacharya* B.M.K.I. # p.203«
2. N.R.Ray, on.cit.» p.766.
3. H.Whitehead, The Village Gods of South India, pp.126-137•
Ammavaru was born before the existence of four vugas» 
and she laid three eggs.. Two of them were spoilt and 
out of the third Brahma, Vishpu and Siva came into existence. 
She,built three palaces for these in three domains# She 
also built one for herself. Time passed, until one day 
/.she learnt that her three . sons were neglecting' her worship 
.and had began to seek worship on their own account. Giva 
grew so arrogant that he even began to insult her and 
finally sent an attendant to her domain to abuse hex*. The 
goddess' became very angry and resolved to destroy the domain 
• of Siva.
She dressed and adorned herself and took "a deex* in 
one hand, a,conch in the other and a small drum in a third 
■and put a snake round her body as a sacred thread". She 
summoned a council, of her subjects, and explained that she 
was being humiliated by Siva. Riding on a jackal she 
.proceeded towards the domain of Giva at Davagiri* Besides 
other measures against $iva, she engaged her sister "to 
keep people off the road and then placed hex* sisters, the 
hundred Saktis, to keep watch and also a twelverheaded 
snake which coiled its body all i*ound the town, keeping its 
hooded heads, just opposite the gate and emitting poisonous 
fumes from its mouths." After .talcing these measures she 
attacked her three sons and their'followers# All were
defeated and their heads, together, with those of seven 
other Icing’s, were cut -off*" Finally, Ammavaru brought 
them back to ..life and left the place when they began to 
worship-.her. ' / • fed .• '/■' .• • ’• ; -■
. A year later nine of her devotee's left her and started 
worshipping Siva. This s aroused great anger in Aiumavaru, 
who visited the town of Devagiri in the guise of an old 
woman carrying a basket containing fruits and herbs. The 
watchman refused;her‘admission/bn the ground,that none 
were allowed to enter.except devofbes. of &iva. Then she 
made him fall asleep.by her magical power: and entered the 
town, where, she found., ^ ftores of people on all,: sides. She 
tried to. sell fruits to them but she was interrupted by the 
watchman, who beat her and drove her out. At this the 
goddess hhrfcttfher basket on the gpound , which immediately 
caused an earthquake. • •
Next’she transformed her^Lf into a Lihgiyat and - 
/appeared before, the watchman - at the gate. ’When she v/as 
about to .enter, she was - asked whence she ha d .come. She 
told a suitable, story and finally.managed to enter the town. 
Then she assumed the guise of a parrot and sat on a pillar 
inside the temple enclosure-. Nine devotees, each with an 
emblem in his hand,,were worshipping S i v a t h e y  felt so
much heat in those emblems (the nature of which is not 
specified) that they let them, drop and began to shout,
"0 Siva, your temple is about to burn, so set us free that 
we may reach our houses; we have had enough of you; now 
there is no use in worshipping you." At, this Siva was 
distressed and enquired of the .watchman whether any out- 
sider had entered the town. They replied.that only a 
liirig;ayat woman had entered.
Ammavaru was arrested. In order to punish her, she 
was tied to a, red hot pillar, but it at once became cold. 
Next the nine devotees tried to beat her, but they were 
powerless' to raise their hands.. Other obstacles were over­
come by her magical powers. She angrily told Siva that he 
had failed to recognise her,, and asked the devotees whether 
they would worship her or not. They replied, "0 Ammavaru, 
we will not worship a female deity, as we never think of 
her existence and we do not know any other name except 
'Linga-Nama-Sivaya"• Siva was very pleased at this. 
Ammavam took up the challenge and spread an epidemic of 
smallpox' throughout the domain of Siva. This caused many 
deaths, but Siva brought many of the corpses back to life, 
and left only a few to their fate. • '
She then took another course to punish the devotees 
of Siva. She appeared in the city in the guise of an old
flower-woman and sold flowers to the kings, who were 
strict devotees of Siva, for .their weight, in gold. In 
this way she impoverished the land. At this the kings, 
who had been engaged in prayers when Ammavaru came to sell 
flowers, made a vindictive plan to steal flowers from her 
garden. But fortune did not favour them; they were 
seized by Ammavaru, who took revenge for her defeat at 
the hands of Siva by killing them.
This quarrel between the worshippers of Siva, supported 
by the god himself, and Ammavaru is, according to Professor IC 
M. Ben, similar to the quarrel between Siva and Manasa in 
the Manasa-kawas.
(3) K.M. Sen's next point concerns the origin of the 
name of Manasa. He mentions a Dravidian goddess whose 
name is.Mane-Marichi or Marichamma and states that he has 
personal experience of the worship of her in the T@lugu 
and Canarese areas of South India. He states that the 
people worship snakes at the shrine of Mane-Marichi or 
Marichamma, which contains a hole resembling the hole of 
a snake in an ant-hill. The worshippers believe that 
this hole is the residence of the snake who bears the name 
Mane-Marichl or Marichamma. The hole is opened once a year 
and offerings are made, chiefly by men. The people also
call, the gx>ddess Nagamata, Mancha-Amma or Mahcha-Mata. 
.Whitehead also mentions this goddess and gives some ' ‘ .
• : • ' . i  ■
details of ritual practices connected with her, K,M, Sen 
continues that the correct form.of the name of the goddess 
is Mahcha hut its phonetic realisation is often Mansa, 
and as a result of this the orthographic form of the name 
has heen changed to Mansa-Amma or Mansa-Mata, Finally,
: he states that thms the South Indian Mansa-Mata became
Mansa or Manasa in Bengal, . This view.is supported by
■' 2 3 k ■ 5
Bhattasali , Ray, G-hose and Swami. Sankarananda,
. (4) K*M, Sen refers to a word chejpmu^i which occurs .
along with kani as chemmur i-Icanl in some versions cf the
,poem as one of the epithets of Manasa. According to him
the word..has no meaning in Bengali and he suggests that
it had its origin in South India, where in modern Telugu
Chemmupu or ,iemuru is the name of the tree which in Sanskrit
is Snuhl, This tree, which has curative qualities for a
' '  ■ - 6 
variety of diseases, is mentioned in Bhava-Praka£a» a work
T," Whiteheadr“on ,cit77:pu« —  - —  —
2, Bhattasali, op«cit, < p»v2'21-7r ».
3* H#R*Ray, op,cit,,~",p»766*'
Ij.*; M.Ghose, op,cit,, p.69*
5• Sankarananda, op,cit,, pp.7~8, 13“l4 > lllf•
6. Bhava Misra: Bhava Praka^a, (Ed,by) Iiaviraj Russick Lai 
Gupta, Part 1,. p.229*. Prof:,. K.M,Sen refers to the Kalutola 
edition , of this text where the Telugu. equivalent of the 
snuhl tree is given. Unfortunately we have not been able 
to consult, this edition. The text edited by Gupta does 
not contain'the Telugu equivalent.
on Hindu medicine; where the Bengali equivalent of the 
Snuhl tree is given as sij or manasa and the Telugu as -•
' chemiimru. He. uses this apparent identification as an 
additional argument in 'support of his claim that the 
Manasa legend,.arid cult■ are of South Indian; origin,
(5) He also draws.attention to similarities in the 
snake .cult and the: manner of snake1 worship in Malabar and 
Bengal, People of boththe places dray/ alpana*. designs, 
as part of their,’worship of snakes, .. As in-Bengal, on the 
.Malahar coast the p.u.iari or officiating priest draws 
1 a geometrical, design of a snake on the floor,- ' The animal 
is represented, in rice flour. And the spaces between the
coils are filled with burnt rice husk, tumeric .powder,
* ■ b . " ' -p.-
-powdered green leaves, etc.” Other similarities between . 
Bengal and Malabar claimed by Sen. are the beliefs that 
; $nake-doctors or 6,ihas have the power of mullifying the 
effects of poison by uttering; mantras and performing certain 
rites, and of -forcing a snake to suck out the poison from 
its bite. Moreover, he alleges,,snake$ groves are found 
m  every Hindu house on the coast of Malabar. These he 
compares with the Manasa-khola or Manasa-tola, in Bengal 
which is the name given to certain places where Manasa is
■;1. E.Thurston, Ethnographic Notes in South India, pp,290f.
2. Ibid., pp.285r287.
worshipped and is similar to the snake grove in Malabar;
(6) He also enumerates certain-similarities between 
Bengali and South Indian dress and also between certain 
musical instruments used in both areas.
On these grounds K.M.Sen argues that the stovy and 
the cult of Manasa were imported into Bengal from South 
India.
He makes, a further point on historical, grounds. He
draws attention to the known fact that1the Senas of Bengal
came from South India and suggests that' they brought the
worship of various deities with them. He explains the
fact that none of the texts refer to any connection,
between the Sena kings and Manasa worship by suggesting
that when the Kav.vas came to be written the connection
between the Senas and Manasa had been forgotten. 'This theory
1 2of K*M. £Sen is supported by N.K. Bhattasali, P.L.Paul ,
•7 j
N.H.Hay and M.Ghose Bhattasali attempts to confirm it 
by stating .explicitly that the worship' of the sra.ke goddess 
Mane-Mafic hi- or Manchamma who "fast. became Manasa at' the 
hands of the Brahman theologists11, came into Bengal at the
1. Bhattasali, on.cit.. n.22U.
2* Paul, The Early History of Bengal. Vol. II, p.106.
3. H.R.Hay, oo.cit.. p.589.;
4. M.Ghose, otucit.» p.69.
time of the. migration of the Senas. He believes that the 
Senasdevoured the goddess, so that it did not take long for 
her to become accepted in Bengal.
The South Indian'theory is objected to by other scholars. 
Each of them criticises one or more of the points put 
forward by Sen and his supporters.
. H.K.Mukhopadhyay criticises K.M. Sen on the following 
grounds•
(1) Senfs theory that Chando was not an inhabitant of
Bengal is pure speculation and. totally unsupported by any
evidence. .
u ' ton ' ' /
(2) Behula1s courage is^incompatible with the general
character.of the Bengali woman. Without giving specific 
references, he states that in Sanskrit literature farmer1s 
wives are referred to as guarding their fields and singing.
He also states that, other brave and active female characters 
are found in works in-early Bengali literature. The latter 
contention he supports by reference to the Ghandlmangal- 
Kav.vas.
(3) He makes the point that the suggested origin of the 
name Manasa' from Mane-Manchl or Marichamma may not be impossible 
but he-is of the opinion that the reverse is also arguable.
.1. Pravasl. Bhadra issue, B.S.1329* p.733» v”
Z*tQ
Other scholars also have discussed K.M.Senfs views.
%  • Sen, states that uthere is not the slightest reason to
-  1take it [the word Manasa] as a borrowing from Dravidian.*1
He points out that (i) Manasa was a name of a ?ishi *
(ii) Manasa was the name of a celestial nymphfd' as well as 
a deity of snakes in the Buddhist pantheon^* (iii) the 
word manasa-devl is used as an illustration of an aphorism 
in Chandragomin, s grammar and (iv) Mahamanas is an 
epithet of Indra.^ He points out that these words have 
been known from an early period in our history, and conse­
quently there is no reason to suppose that the word Manasa 
has any other origin. He believes that the word Manasa 
originated from manas (mind) which is in turn derived from 
the root man (think).
(2) A.Bhattacharya criticises the view that the 
goddess Manchamma came to Bengal with the Senas and later 
became known as Manasa, on the ground that the Senas were
1. Bipradas, ou.cit., Intro, p.XXX
'2* Big-Veda, V.4U«10;
3. Bipradas, ou.cit.. Intro.p.XXX; M.*Williams in his Dictionary 
refers to Manasa as the name of a !,Ki$-nariu •
*+• Mlgi'b. Manuscripts, (Hd. by) N.Dutt£ and S.H.Sastri, Vol.Ill 
Part I, pp.287-288.
5. Chandragomin: Ghandra-Vri11 i, ( Ed. by) Bruno Liebich, p.351; 
Chandragomin*s date has been assigned in the period between
, i+65 and 5kh A.D. (History of Bengal. Vol.l, p.297)»
6. qiig-Veda. X.103.9
7* Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I., pp.186-187, 211.
orthodox Brahmanas. who would not therefore favour a local 
goddess like Manchamma. .Moreover, in the Canarese 
cobntry,neither has the goddess Mane^Mahchl or Mafichamma 
■> e ^ r  been worshipped by upper classes, nor has her cult 
been.widely followed, in an organised way. So the patronage 
• of; the goddess by the Senas is, according to him,., out of 
the question. If there is any truth in the view that the 
' word Manasa’ was derived from Manchamma, Bhattacharya 
,suggests that, it, was imported hot by the.Senas but by the 
/. Bengali snake, charmers who roamed about in different parts • .
: of India. • - .
(3) To the argument, that there is a relationship
. between the stories of Ammavaru.and of Manasa'Bhattacharya'
. objects on the ground that evidence is not lacking, of similar .
q.uarrels between the Brahmanical and popular deities in
other Indian regional literatures of the mediaeval period.
This,similarity, therefore, is not peculiar to the. Manasa-
kav.va and too much stress should.not be placed on it,
particularly in view of the very substantiated difference
in other respects between the stories of Ammavaru and those
of Manasa.■ . ■ ' . ' '
2(I*) S. Sen rejects the view that the word Ohemmurl or
1. Ibid., jd.211 .
' 2. Bipradas, op.cit., Intro. pp.XXXIIIf.
Chengamuri is of Dravidian origin for two reasons: Firstly,
the absence of the word Chehhamurl-Hani or Che^mur 1 -Kani 
in the early version of Bipradas leads him to think that :
"tlie word is of purely ef Bengali origin". Secondly, similar , 
words are not uncommon ih Bengal. He explains the term 
GhengamupI-KanX or Geijimu^I-kapi in two ways: (i) He points 
out that Cheng;a means bamboo, mu?, to wrap, and kani » a ■ >
rag or torn cloth. So the compound word.means, "a bamboo :
wrapped with rag". He also, points that these words may .-. ; 
have some association with a dead body carried, suspended . v
from a bamboo pole, (ii). He suggests alternatively that 
•Chenga may mean a young lad, and.mur to destroy. Thus 
the meaning of the compound word- is udestroyer of young 
men11, which lie claims is in accord, with Manasa* s campaign against 
Chando. \ . ’ • ’ / ‘ ’’ -'•:
RRDHA or WEST BENGAL
The points which favour the claim of West Bengal, or 
Radha, have been put forward by D.C.,Sen, A.Bhattacharya,
T.W.Clark, Ben^yGhosh and others. ' ,
It has been noted.&bove that B.C.Sen argues in favour 
of Bihar as tlie early home,, of the legend* Elsewhere he 
argues in favour, of'Bengal. . This inconsistency is not 
resolved by Sen himself in a final conclusion. It can,
however, he to some extent resolved on a histrico- 
geographical basis', as will he shown later. Sen*s 
argument in favour of Bengal is as follows.
He writes: lfThe song of Behula'..* is still sung 
in Bhagulpur.[in Bihar] and the adjacent districts of 
Western India ....There can he no douht that the original 
home of these songs was Bengal. In the Hindi version 
too we find description of Chand, the merchant' king of 
Champa, of Behula, the daughter of Saha the merchant, 
and of Sanaka, the queen of Chand. That these songs were 
imported from Bengal is not only indicated hy the localities 
of.the incidents described in the poems, hut also hy the 
fact that the Hindi poems,, themselves were frequently re--, 
quired to he sung *in Bangal JRaga* or the tune prevalent 
in Bengal. There is also, a frequent mention in these 
poems of that favourite tune of the Bengali rustics, the 
Bhafiyali Rag,.,,with which our village, people are so 
familiar ...» These songs of Bengal must have travelled- 
to distant countries in their comparatively earlier stages 
and they hear a greater affinity to the earliest poems of 
Bengal than to the later ones. I have found one passage 
in the Hindi version in which the description of Manasa 
Devifs ornaments tallies almbst exactly with that found in
the./poem of. Haul Datta,, the earliest known Bengali poet 
of the Manasa c u l t . ■
Thus B.C.Sen* s view is based, mainly on the grounds 
.that(i) the localities of the incidents described in the 
Hindi- versions.have been identified with placed in Bengal
and (ii) the directions given in those versions that the
" • — 1 ■ ■ — 2 ■ ! _ poems are to be sung in Bangal rag and Bhatiyal rag current ,.
in, Bengal, , ‘ ' V ,
• A>Bhattacharya elaborates .the--first point of D,.G .Sen
' • , 1 3
and'adds further arguments in favour, of. the claims of Bengal,
lie argues, as follows: - .■ -
(l), The reference to Mayahahagap^' ‘where . Behula i^ e- ‘ / -
covered her■ husbandj, suggests that the .story’had its origin
; in Radha as Mayananagar or Maynapur, is ' a - village in Bahkura.
It was a place where people used to perform tapas in order
that their desires might be fulfilled,- Moreover? he feels
that the reference to Trivenl^ in Hooghly district in the
same version is also in favour of ..this, claim, ;■
1,: Sen3 Vanga Sahitya Parichaya0- Bart.,1 g Intro, pp.I9~20,
2 , ' Bihula-VishaharT >, p . 39 T
”3. BhatTacharyas B ^ y ^ l p p , S l S ^ S l S p S 1 6 . -  
B1hu1a~Vi shahari? pp723-S9.
5,. Ibld_,_3 pp♦ 10 ? 13 P lU 515.p hLj-,
X 3 5
(S). Bhattacharya states that the Bihari versions are
for the most part written in Bhojpuri dialect, hut that the
1
presence of Bengali forms is,a proof that-the poems were 
composed in' Bengali and later translated into Bhojpuri.
: (3) He draws .attention to the fact that the Santal
&;jhas in the district of Santal Parganas use mantras against 
snake hite which are in Bengali. These fcrjlias also worship 
Manasa and .include her name in their list of deities.
(i-l*) He alleges that . many of the great poets of the 
Manasa-kavyas state in their kavyas that they themselves 
migrated from Radha to East Bengal. After the Muslim in­
vasion of West Bengal many upper class Hindus migrated to 
East Bengal in order to live in peace-under the independent
pHindu Kings who ruled there for 150 years, after the invasion? 
Among those migrants were many poets of Manasa-kavya who 
introduced the legend of Manasa among the people of the A ..
, different areas of East Bengal. lie quotes two lines from 
the version of.Navayan Deh:
"My ancestors were very pure- in their hearts. We 
migrated from Radha to Borgram." From these two lines he
1. Behula-Vishahari, pp.23f. ;■
2. The Senas ruled~in east Bengal roughly a hundred years (History 
. of Bengal', Vol.l? p. 288). *
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(h) The ftaihani^iva naeks, o p attendants hearing "bamboo 
-staves* existed only in Ratjha and nowhere else,
(c) The texts contain references to the use of gamajfcva 
.ouris or wooden seats* such a seat is used as the throne
of the god Dharma in Riujha* In east Bengal the use of this 
/kind of seat is unknown,
(d) The reference to the white crow as the messenger 
of Behula to her mother also indicates the influence of 
Ra<Jha, where a white crow is "believed to he the door keeper 
of the god Dharma,
Besides these connections with the Dharma cult he further 
points out that the influence of the Dharma cult on the work 
of Bijay Gupta is revealed In the statement that Behula at 
the time of her, journey with the corpse of her hushand, 
spent days without food hy the grace of Dharma.1 Herein 
may he seen a reference to the practice of austerity hy 
members of the Dharma cult in Ra$ha.
, (b) Bhattacharya also notes that Birhhum is the,only
place in Bengal where Manasa is widely worshipped today
. Moreover the early popularity of the cult there is indicated
hy the discovery of a number of ancient Manasa images in
2this district.
1. Bi jay Gupta, Q-p.clt., pp.216,217,218.
2. Ror the identity of the images, in question see Chapter VII.
. Bhattacharya concludes from'the■above evidence that
1 '/ 
the story was fully developed in Ra<J.ha,- and in Birbhum
2 3in particular, and thence it migrated into east Bengal. -
T.W.' C l a r k i nfs out the claim of-West Bengal as the
early-home of the cult for two Reasons - -"first, the, only
place, where ManasI worship is reported to be regularly ,
celebrated today with rites similar to those outlined in'1
the poems, is. the area round .Burdwan, ... and, second,
some of’the poets of eastern Kavya state that- their - families
originally.lived in WestlBengal, and were later for political
reasons compelled to migrate. It may on these grounds be
held, ;even if only tentatively, that the Manasa .cult v/as
born in,West Bengal, and*that when it spread to the’ rivers ' ■
and was /accepted by the people who sailed both them and the
Bay of Bengal, : it was carried to the 'eastern and north
eastern districts, and possibly also to Assam.,f^
A few place names referred to in the, Manasa-kav.ya' or
Chandikavya have been identified by a group of scholars
■ - *5with places which once existed or still exist in Ra<Jha.
tirni Jlai— I ■  m Wf I *aa>in,»^
1. Bhattacharyaj, B.M.K.I., p.213...
2. Ibid., p.216. " ' ’ -'•
3. Ibid,
k* B.8.0.A.S..# Yol.XVIl/3, PP.509-5L0. ' ; . / :
5. S,«P,.P. 9 Yol.*XX, B.8.1320,pp.l6i-175; A. C. G-upta, Highly Ba 
DakshinRadha5 Part.I, p.75l N.N.Yasu,-(Bd.), BaPdhamUneir
XB^f.atha, pp. lip, 22; B.Ghose,Pa;gchimbahg&r Samskrlti ,pp.26h-
yd ani ox* m  ani^nagar, the birth ..place' of Behula and of . 
Bhanapati of the ChandiKavya has been identified with the 
area which once included the. villages Kogram (popularly known 
as Kogan), Mangalko'f, irdol (Ardwal), Ichhani and other 
adjoining villages in Burdwan. There is a reference in 
some of the poems to Nichhani or Ichhani as the birth place 
of Behula. The village Ichhani is situated a distance of 
two miles to the east of ani, which included this village
• • i
at the time of its-prosperity.
B.Chose, strongly supports this view on the ground that 
the place Ujani is referred to not only in ManasaoKavyas but 
also.in contemporary literature including other Mahgalgkavyas. 
He continues that the frequent-reference to Ujani in med­
iaeval literature gives the impression that the place was 
famous in those days as an area inhabitated by people of the . 
merchant class. ,Champak^nagar or Champaionagar, where ; .
Chando lived, is also situated in Burdwan. The close prox­
imity of Ujani and Champakanagar is clearly indicated from 
the narrative poems about Manasa and Chasuji. Chando gave 
his son Lakhindar in marriage.to Behula, the daughter of the • 
merchant Oahe of Ujani. This suggests that these two places 
were not f ar from, each other.' This can be supported from
- - — 1 the loth century Chandi-kavyas of Makundaram which gives
a list of the names of merchants with their respective
residences, including Chandosadagar of Champakanagk, Dhusa
Datta of Burdwan, Rama Nya of Karjana, Haridatta of
Barasula and Rama Kundu of Fatepur. All the above places,
he concludes, are located in the districts of Burdwan and
Hagly. A c areful study of the narrative poems written in
honour of the localcfeities tells us that the area from
Ugani, Champakanaga and liar j ana in Burdwan to Saptagram
in Hoogly contained many prosperous members of the merchant
class, who played a great role in the development of the cults
of the local deities such as Dharma, Manasa and ChahdJ*
It seems probable that one of the important centres of the
evolution of the cult and the legend was Burdwan. Thus,
according to B.Ghose, the legend of Behula and Lakhindar had
2its origin in somewhere in Ra£Lha.
Section B .
So far we have discussed the opinions of previous scholars 
Now we analyse those points which deserve more detailed 
consideration, and add new pointsmhich seem feasible to us. 
BIHAR 'V 1
(l) As already observed D.g.Sen claims that the King 
Bachai of Bihar was a first worshipper of Manasa. It appears
1. Mukundaram: Kavikankan Chapdi (Ed* by) Sen, Bandyopadhyaya 
and Basil,', PaFt 11, pp.368-369. ’’
2. B.Ghose, Pa^ chi mb anger Samskriti, pp.26l4.-278.
hpwever, that Bachai was not a historical figure. B.K.
Ghose objects to the theory on the ground that he has failed 
to find any evidence in support of Sen's view in.the texts. 
Our own research has also failed to find relevant texual 
evidence. The only reference to the place of residence of 
Bachai is a statement by the 17th c entury poet Baip^idas 
that he lived between Nishad in the north and Kalahjar in the 
South.^ Unfortunately the location of these places has not 
been established. There is a reference to a place called
Nishad in an inscription as being in the modern Madhya
2 -  Pradesh. But the Nishad of this inscription can hardly
be the same place as Nishad referred to by Baip^idas. The
capital of the Chamdella Kings ivqs Kalahjara in Bundelkhand
which can hardly be the kalanjar of Baipsidas. There is
i
therefore no evidence to show that the Nishad and Kalanjar^ 
of Baipgidas were in Bihar. They might equally well be 
Bengal village names. In any case no argument can be 
based on their location, as that is not known.
(2) The absence of Purapde myths and legends in the 
Bihari version, according to A. Bhattaeharya, suggests.that 
the story migrated to Bengal from Bihar. This argument 
seems unconvincing in view of the fact that we knovir so little
1. Baipsidas, op.cit., p.120'.'
2. Epigraptiica Indica, Vol. VIII,
of the origin of the different stories which are contained 
in the Manasa-kav.vas and that the Bihari version he refers 
to cannot in its present form he dated earlier than the late . 
19th century. It is relevant to note that, the corpus of 
Bihari literature, on the Manasa theme is negligible in com-' 
parison with .the large number of texts which belong to 
Bengal.
(3) A.Bhattaeharya,1 s observation that there is a
similarity between the Bihari version and the present practice
of worship in Birbhum does not seem to be an argument in
favour of the claim of Bihar. The worship of Manasa in the
form of five or seven pots representing her five sisters has
not been confirmed by our correspondants. The use of the
five or seven pots in the Manasa worship can be explained
otherwise. The use of the odd numbers of articles e.g. 3>5*7
in religious ceremonies or on auspicious domestic occasions 
On
is common/both Bengal and Bihar. The number five occurs
in ritual, religious and other contexts particularly fre-
1 2quently in the versions of Bengal and Bihar. But the
1. Bipradas, oiS.cit. 5 pp.84,163; Rarayan Deb, oo.cit.. pp.3 
U5,36,37; Baijsidas, op^cit.,pp.168,189,190,195,232,267,288,302 
319#465* References to the worship of Manasa in the form of 
five pots in a purely* conventional manner are found in the 
versions of Narayan Deb (p.2^ .1) and Bijay Gupta (p.2i-i-6).
2. B i h u l a - Y i s h a h a r i . The use of five objects in every 
auspicious ceremony of present day in Bihar has been reported 
to us by L.K.S. Mowar, Lecturer in English, Halanda College, 
P.O. - Biharsharif, Patna.
numeral•five is"toy no means confined to Manasa literature 
or to tlxe worship of that goddess.'1' Por instance the. 
figure, five occurs very frequently in legal documents in 
Nepal-where deeds etc. are validated toy the witness of "Sri
. ' p \ • ■ • ;
Pancha Brahman^s*1 (five Brahman^s).# The traditional
1.. It is to toe noted that the use of the1 numeral five is purely 
conventional from the early period of our history. A.Karim 
, writes in connection to the. study of Panch-Pir that "an ex­
amination • of ;too^ th Hindu arid Muslim religious practiced 
shews that the numeral five is important to, tooth Hindus and . 
Muslims. The Hindus. put importance to (a) the five chaste 
. women, viz. Kau&alya, Draupadl, Kunti, Tara and Mahdudarl; 
(to) the_Pahcavatl i.e., the jungles of vatas where Rama 
and Sita.were exiled; (c) the five Papdava Brothers and
(d) the five rivers i.e. the five feeder rivers to the.Indus 
The Muslims alsp put importance to the numeral five in some 
/respects, toecau.se they have to say their prayers-five times 
a day, to recite five Kalimahs» and according to Islamic 
principles there are.five pillars of Islam i.e. &man 
.. (Belief), Namaz (prayer), Roza^ffasting) Ha;)! (-pilgrimage 
to Makkah and Madinah) and,.2okat (Poor-rate). The 
Buddhists had the' concept ion of. five Dhvani Buddhas"
; (A . -Karim, Social History .of the Muslims in-Bengal, p •169)*
2. Por this information we are indebted to -Mr. /f.W. Clark.
village papehayats consisting ideally of.five local elders, 
are almost too well, known to need-mention. Thus the use 
of five or seven pots at' thevManasa worship is inconclusive 
as an argument in favour of Bihar. ■ y
. One point heeds'• to-;he.' mentioned in connection with..the 
Bihar case which other scholar's do ’ hot. appear : tp .have noted. 
There, is a peculiar practice among womenfolk of Bengal that 
they do not sleep in the toed with theii* hair untied. It,
-is, eommohly .Believed that1 this practice had its . origin in 
the story of Lakhindar who was;Bitten By a snake oh the Bridal 
night. , Pour, mongooses, the enemies of snakes,, were tied to 
the' four legs oh the Bedsteadtq'guard it against snakes.
But when the couple were Both 1Sst asleep, the dishevelled hair 
of Behula touched the ground. The snake succeeded finally.
. in Biting; Lakhindar By creeping up her hair.. ..This'part of 
the episode does'pot occur in any of the Bengali, versions. It 
is" however found in one. of the'published Bihari'Version.
It; is-hard to decide-how this piece, of evidence: should Be 
assessed., .The practice referred .to; is still current in 
Bengal,, But it ;seems to Be unknown, as far as. our researches 
go, in. Bihar. The omission of it from the Bengali poems is 
strange, But no stranger than ;the: omibsion from all known '
-1. Bhattacharya, B.M.K.'I.., p.206.- • ■ . • .1
versions- of the Manasa Boat festival.'1' The only 'possible 
conclusion seems.-to Be that no single Manasa poem cohtaihs 1 
all. the stories, which are popularly associated with her./,
The single reference to the Braiding of the hair. By Bengali 
Brides in a Bihari version should not in-our. view Be re- - 
garded as evidence in support of the Bihar claim. . / /.
SOUTH INDIA '
(l) The argument that Because many localities, some, 
in Bihar and Assam, claim Chando he was therefore not a 
Bengali cannot Be accepted. We have already stated that 
the claims of the different places to Be the residence of 
Chando arise from the wide popularity of the. legend and 
the cult and. nothing more. The vietr that Behula exhibits. 
characteristics common to South Indian women But rare ixx 
Bengal has Been objected to By H.K. Muichopadhyaya. Moreover /h 
the argument,, that the practice of dancing to- please the 
gods is of South Indian origin cannot Be accepted at its 
face value. Riiual dancing was known in Bengal at a com- 
paratively early period. The,practice of dancing-By the 
upper class people of Bengal can Be well proved from the 
terracotta figurines of the Pala-Sera period found in . ,/
Paharpur and Mayaiiamati, and from the contemporary.inscriptions
1. Infra, pp.
where there are references to dancing gods and goddesses,
' -  1 Apsarav Gandharvas, temple dancers and so on* It is to
‘ ■ '  ^• ' ' 4
he noted further that, Before the characterisation of
Behula as a dancer, religious dancing seems to have Been
well established in Bengali - society, as we are told .By
2 -  ' ■ tradition that Padmavati, the wife of the 12th century
poet Jayadeva, used to dance when her husband sang the songs
of Glta-Govinda* Thus it would seem that the presentation
of Behula as a dancer cannot Be used as an argument in
support of the South Indian origin of the Manasa legend and
the cult* In any case it does not necessarily follow that
this feature of the story is due to the direct influence
of South Indian practice.
(2) The view that the story of Manasa had its origin
in the story of Ammavaru current in South India is objected
to By A* Bhattacharya, whose arguments have already Been
expressed. This point needs further discussion. In the
Ammavaru story there is a quarrel Between the T/orshippers
of Siva, supported By the god himself, and Ammavaru, the
folk goddess, who took active steps to spread her cult among
the former. This reminds us of Chandofs struggle with
Manasa, who like Ammavaru, determined to spread her cult
1. N.R. Ray, oo.cit. . p.770,. #
,2. Ibid., B.Ghose, Paschimbanger Samskriti, p.lhU.
and especially to convert Chando, who was a devotee of
Siva. When Ammavaru created general havoc, Siva Brought 
Back the lives of many of his followers But left a few 
to their fate* . In the case of Chando we find Siva
his . devotee suffered after the loss of his maha.ihana* The
Between the stories relating to Manasa. and Ammavaru is not
sufficient to prove that the story of Manasa had its origin
in South India and wqq later imported into Bengal*. It
would Be equally valid to argue that the legends of the
. Chandl Kavya and the Sitalakavya also had their origin in
South India* Moreover, the special function, of Ammavaru
is not mentioned in the story, and no reference is made to
1.her,as Being a snake goddess. Again there is no evidence
1. Ammavaru*s only association with snakes is that she wears , 
one on her shoulder as a ya.inonavita and employs one to help 
destory her enemies. On this Basis Bhattasali .thinks that 
she is especially connected with snakes (Bhattasali,on.cit.* 
p.221). This is very' slender evidence and if it were 
pressedit would Be possible to argue that Siva also is a 
snake divinity, as he too wears snakes as his yarihonavita.
Behaving in much the same way and remaining inert^ When
ultimate fate of the devotees of Siva was.decided By
submission in the ease of Chando, and By destruction in 
the case of the nine kings.
3imilar: analogies, however,:can Be well drawn also 
in the cases of Dhanapati in the 16th century Bengali
and of King Chandraketu in the 18th century
Sxtala kavya.' Prof. K.M* Sen's argument from the similarities
that- tills story, is older than the .story of .-Manasa. . Sen 
• makes no attempt to date the Ammavaru story. So in thB 
respect Prof. Sen1s^interpretati on cannot stand.
(3) In contesting the derivation of the word Manasa V 
from the South Indian goddess■ Mane-manchi or Mahchamma, .
S. Sen'suggests other sources, already referred to, from 
which the name might have been derived. He makes references 
to.; certain words which hppear in Ihdian literature prior to 
the period in which the cult of the goddess.Manasa emerged • 
Included in .these references :is one to a Buddhist source 
of the 6th century; A . D *. which 3eh quo te s only in part. - 
The whole is as follows: : ‘ .Vv.-,'
11Hail Buddha. Hail Dharma. Hail Sangha. : ; ;
Thus it is: "(O:Goddess): who are pure, Blameless, devoid 
of impurities, auspicious, of golden complexion, the", 
female.energy of the.Golden Egg, good, very good; who art 
characterised hy all round goodness, marked hy prceperity; ’ 
,\who.art a me.ans to achieve all. objects, an instrument t.o 
the realisation of the,Ultimate End, a pacifier of all 
evils and a means to bring about all kinds of goodness, . 
Manasbroadminded, unshaken, wonderful,,most wonderful, ' 
free, the releaser, the liberator, devoid of the rajas
1. Biprada$ op.cit., Intro. XXX.
2 4 )
element (full of) nector* immortal* divine* manifesting . 
thyself as the sound of Brahma* perfect; who fulfils.all
hinds of desires* liberated, living*, protect svati from
1 ' ''all calamities, fears and diseases, I salute you."
The relevant word in this passage is unquestionably *Manasa1• 
It is said that the above incantation known as the Mayurividya 
was taught by Buddha to his disciples when one of his newly ; 
ordained monks named Svati had been bitten ,by a snake and 
could not be cured In any other way# After learning it tile
-  *r 2disciples uttered it in thepresence of Svati, who was cured# 
Thus the existence of a snake goddess, Manasa by name* 
among the Buddhists is known from the above incantation*
It is to be noted* however* that the word manasa occurs 
only once in the middle of a long series of epithets# If 
this were the usual name of a Buddhist goddess, one would 
expect it either at the beginning.or at the end of the series. 
It was probably not intended as a proper name, but merely as 
implying "consisting of mind", "born of the mind (of the
1. Gil&'it Manuscripts, Vol.Ill, Part.I* p.287*
" namo buddhaya namo dharmaya namah sahghaya 
tadyatha amale vimale nirmale mahgale hiranye hirapyagarbhe 
bhadre subhadre samantabhadre sribhadre sarvarthasadhani 
paramarthasadhani sarvanarthapra^amani sarvamahgalasadhuni 
manase mahamanase achute adbhute atyadbhute mukte moehani 
mokshap.i._ araje viraja am^ite amare_(amara^i) brahme brah­
mas v are pur^ie purhamanorathe mukte jlvate raksha svatim 
sarvopadravabhayarogebhyati svaha".
2. G-ilgit Manuscrints# Vol.Ill* Part I* Intro.* p#37«
heavenly Buddha)" or "possessing an.excellent mind"# If 
such were the meaning the. form Manasa would be strictly correct 
but. as the text is derived from a single manuscript and as' 
Buddhist Sanskrit contain many, irregularities * this ob ject- , 
ion is not conclusive• Moreover,,though the incantation is 
given as a remedy against snalee bite, there is no evidence 
that the divinity to whom it was -addressed Was. chiefly 
connected with snakes.
There is’however reference.to a goddess named 
Manasa in the text of Ra.iamartanda» which has been ascribed 
to King Bhoja and dated between 10h0-1060,A.D. It does
• ' ' • '■ -v  ^ - - v:
not appear that any of the authorities mentioned are
aware - .of the existence, of this text, as none of them has
made'reference to it. The relevant ,passage .refers to a
tithi in which a goddess named Manasa was worshipped.,-
There:is, however, no specific reference to. snake%worships . -
and therefore there, are no ;grounds for supposing that this -
Manasa is the same as,the goddess of the MahhalCKavy a s.
. Thus it may be concluded.that the name Manasa was 
known in Sanskrit literature, before the period in which it
li kor this interpretation' we are indebted to Mr.T.W.Clark.
2.' Al.B.O.R.T. / Vol. XXXVI. -p . Q^B.. . • . '
3. P.V.Kane who has not.appeared in our discussion points to , 
the text, of Ra.iamartanda in connection to. the Manasa :
: worship (Kane, History.of Dharmasastra. Vbl.V.Part l,p.l25)’ 
"4. A .B.O.R.i.V Vol. XXXVI,. p.316.
was applied to our snake goddess. Nevertheless we are 
still not sure of the origin of the name.
The name Manasa occurs more frequently than any of tlie 
other names or epithets of the goddess in the early version 
of Bipradas and today also this name enjoys more popularity 
than others. S*Sen’s explanation of its origin from manas 
(mind) is possible, but far from certain. It is curious 
that he does not cite the textual reference which seems 
to support his theory, the couplet in Bipradasfs text:
"She ( the goddess) is known as Manasa kumari'on account 
of her origin from the manas (mind) of Tripurari (Siva)".'*' 
This gloss however is by.no means to be taken as a definite 
confirmation of Sen’s derivation of the word. It is note­
worthy that no other texts-contain such a gloss.and it is 
possible therefore that it is an argument a posteriori.
Similar glosses are to be found in the Brahmavaivarta 
azid Devi -Bhag atra t a pur anas. The insertions of these ex­
planations in the Purapic texts give rise to the thought that 
the authors were attempting to stabilize the possession of 
the goddess Manasa in the orthodox Hindu pantheon by showing 
that her name was of Sanskrit origin and thus showing that 
she.was a goddess of respectable standing.
1. Bipradas, op.cit., p.3-
2 * B r a h m a y a i v a i ’t a ' PuFaoa^.Prakyiti IQianda, Ada. i+5,2-3; U6,137ff;
Devi-BhagVata. Navam Slcandha (Section Nine), Adli.ij.?,39-40:
56/135; *
(i-i*) The suggested origin of the word Chehgamupi or 
Chemmuri from the Dravidians has been objected to by S.Sen,
,who has suggested possible sources of Bengali origin. But 
his. interpretations are open to question. The word Kani 
which appears along with Chehgamuri or CheiiimupX modern 
Bengali has two meanings: "the one-eyed" and "a piece of 
cloth". In our, texts kani 'is always used with reference 
to Manasa and its meaning of "one-eyed" is supported by 
textual evidence.'*' It is surprising that S.Sen has arrived 
at the conclusion that the meaning "destroyer of young men" 
is suitable because "this also fits the activity of Manasa 
against Chando". There is no specific evidence in the texts 
that Manasa is a "destroyer of young men", her destruction 
of. the snake doctor or doctors, the sons of Chando and the 
crew was a mere temporary expedient, and is not depicted as 
her regular function. Moreover, the young men in question 
were not permanently destroyed. We believe that S.Sen has 
discarded the simple and obvious meaning of this compound wor?i.
The word Chehgamuri Kani or Chemmur 1 -ICani is used as 
an abusive term and as such it may not have any very precise 
meaning. Cheng is the name of an ugly looking broad-headed 
fish generally not eaten by upper-class people. It is
P* (2.6
traditionally famous for its cunning and there are number 
of local proverbs in some rural areas of Bengal regardingfit.■ 
Muri is a noun meaning "head of a fish". So the meaning of 
the abusive term Chengamuri-kani or Chemmuri-kani literally 
can be "a one-eyed woman whose head looks like that of a 
Cheng-fish"* The argument regarding the origin of this word 
from Dravidian is therefore not convincing, as an indigenous 
origin is at least as probable. In any case too much importance 
has been attached to this isolated word which, It must be 
repeated, is used only as an abusive epithet. Epithets 
of this character are liable to formal corruption and it 
is therefore not necessary to attach a precise connotation 
to this word or to speculate further on its origin.
(5) As regards the obvious similarities between Malabar 
and Bengal in the way of worship and other features of the 
snake cult, Prof. K.M* Sen has failed to notice that similar 
practices of drawing snake images with sandal paste on. a
wooden board or on the house wall on the Nagapaiichaml day
1 2  ^are current in Gujarat , the Konkan and the Punjab.
Reference must be made to the recruitment of Tamil
4 . 5
dancers and Telugu Soldiers by Chando, which occur in some
I* A., Vol.44> pp. 74f (Supplements)
Ibid., Vol.46, ppwl38-139 (Supplements)
3* Ibid.» Vol.38, p.1267 ■
4* Bijay Gupta, op.cit.> p.124.
5. Quoted from the version of Shash-fchibar by B.C.Sen, Va-nga 
Sahitya Parichaya, Part.l, p.232.
of the texts, the former when he set out on his first =
voyage and the latter when he went out to seek a bride 
for Lakhindai*. K.M. Sen did not cite these passages to 
support his arguments in favour of the South Indian origin 
of the cult. It is doubtful in any case whether they could 
have been convincingly applied to any such purpose. *
References to Telugu soldiers and Tamil dancers are pro­
verbial in Bengal. Such a proverbial tradition would seem 
to indicate frequency of contact between Bengal and the 
Southern parts of India, in an age when traders regularly 
sailed down the eastern coast of India this is not sur­
prising. These facts however are insufficient to serve 
as the basis of a theory of the South Indian origin of 
Manasa. ■
In conclusion it is to be noted that, though the 
Manasa cult became to important in Bengal, Assam and Bihar 
it was never as far as is known, current in South India.
There is not a single reference to Manasa or even to her alleged 
prototype Mane-Mahchi or Manchamma in any South Indian text.
Of■ course Prof. K.M. Sen is right in suggesting that South 
India was, in closer delations with Bengal than with any other .
1. P.V.Kane mentions in passing that Manasa is worshipped in 
' the form of a snuhi tree on the fifth day of the dark half of 
SraVapa in South India (Kane, History of Dharmagastra, Vol.V, 
Part.1,p.125)- 1 But he gives no reference for this statement 
and we have not been able to tear of this practice from any 
person from, that area, ,
parts of northern India, and the two regions may have 
influenced each other in,many respects* But if Manasa 
originated in the Dravi’da country it is very surprising
• ■ i . '
that .she is almost unheard‘of in Orissa, which ha's always 
formed a bridge between the two regions, and has been in­
fluenced by both* . :
WEST BENGAL or R ^ H A
The points raised by A.Bhattacharya in support of the 
claim of West Bengal need discussion* •
(l) Bhattacharya*s identification of Maynanagar in 
the Bihari version with, that of Maynanapnr or Maynlpui* is 
not acceptable* It is to be noted, that there'is now no 
village of the name Maynanagar in.Bankura, though there is 
a village named Maynapur in-the same district which is. still 
famous as a centre of the.Dharma cult* The argument that 
Maynanagar and Maynapur are.one and the; same place is sur­
prising and open to criticism. The .same scholar rejects
the identification of these place names^ Elsewhere in the
2 . . • 
same book m  prder to establish his own view; but when it
suits his' arguments, as it does here, he does not hesitate.
to assert that' Maynanagar arid Maynapur* are the same place.
His arguments on this point seem to. cancel one another out.
H  Iflfra* pp,. 4VS"
2* Bhattacharya,: B.M.K.I* * pp.593-594*
(2) He refers to the use of Bengali mantras hy the 
Santa! gnhas and- implies without proof that this fact has a 
direct connection with tlie origin of the legend* He ignores, . 
however, a fact, which can he historically substantiated,. that-
Bengali snake-charmers and the mantras they used, enjoyed, an
-  1 ' ’ ■ . '■ 
all India .reputation. What, then could he more likely th^n
that .the. Santal 6 jhas' borrowed the - mantras which had already
‘ * ■ t r  ’
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heen made popular hy the wandering $nalce-charmers of Bengal.
(3) Bhattacharyars:view on the m deration of the Mansa-' 
mangal poets from west to east"Behgal and the introduction of :
, the legend hy. them, are "based on factual inaccuracies., though 
his conclusions are not necessarily wrong. We have not heen 
able to find in any Bengali Manasakavva of this period a 
statement that the . poet himself migrated from BagLha to east
Bengal, as Bhattacharya alleges. What is stated is that their
' 3  • . '
families migrated.: The reason for the migration of the poets
themselves as suggested hy Bhattacharya seems unlikely, on
I*. Indian Folklore. Vol.l. Ho.2, 1956, pp.28-29.
2. Ibid.
3* U T Quoted from, the version of Narayan Dev hy A.Bhattacharya, 
B.M.K.I., p.227.
(h) Baipsidas, o~cucit., n.13
..(c)- It is stated hy B as ant a Kumar Sengupta in his hook
"Chandrapani Datta"' that among the Vaidayas who migrated 
from Ba<pia to other places at the time;of the oppression 
of Vallalasena, included the ancestors of the poet. 
Shashthihar (Quoted hy Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I., p.292).
the ground that none of the known poets of Manas amahfi’al-
kavya can he assigned to a date earlier than the 15th century
with the possible exception of Hari Datta, whose text is now
no longer extant,, and that the conquest of the whole of
Bengal by the Muslims was completed in the early 11+th
century* So the theory of the migration of the poets
themselves and the introduction of the legend among the
people of east Bengal by those poets is obviously im~
1probable#
Furthermore, from the character of the texts, it is
/Very probable that before the growth of the long narrative
poems on Manasa, songs were composed and sung by the people
to honour the deity on the day or days of her worship, and
that these songs were handed down by oral tradition from
generation to generation for a few centuries before the
2composition of longer poems in written form began* Thus 
the legend was carried from Radha or West Bengal to other 
places either by the ancestors of the poets, as suggested by
1. A.Bhattacharya is also inconsistent in his conclusions con­
cerning the date of Harayan Deb. He writes that Narayan Deb 
migrated from Ra<$ha to the Village Borgram in Mymensingh in 
east Bengal (B.M.K.I. * p.2 2 7 ) *  Then naturally the date of 
his poem falls in the early 13th century as it has been 
suggested that the migration took place during the Muslim 
invasion. But surprisingly enough the same author, after 
studying a;' traditional genealogical table of the family of 
Naraya^i Deb, concludes in the next paragraph that the poet 
should be assigned to the latter part of the 15th century 
(B.M.K.I* * -p.2 2 9 ) .  _
2. D. C.,Sen ^ believes that the story of Behula and Lakhindar had it 
origin in the 9th .cent, and that it spread the whole of Hox*th­
e m  India when Gau<Ja was one of the important political center
/  r\-sr*=iT»
several scholars or by others,
It is clear therefore that the evidence produced 
hitherto is contradictory in respect of the origin of the 
Manasa cult and legend. Some scholars in fact have put 
forward different theories in different parts of their works. 
In the present stiidy it has heen possible to add to the 
material available to previous scholars. More is known as 
a result of the testimony of our informants about local
traditions connected with Manasa worship and the claims
put forward by various districts to be the original home 
of the principal legend. In spite of this additional 
•information, however? it is still not possible to declare 
that the principal legend and the Manasa worship, originated 
in a certain locality. It is however possible to argue that 
a certain wider district seems more likely to be the source 
of the origin of the legend and the cult.
Section C.
Now we consider the arguments which in our opinion 
favour the claim of Radha or West Bengal and add a few more.
Footnote 2 continued from previous page
of, North Indiaunder the Palas (Sen, Brlhat Banga, Part 1, 
pp. JLf.67~-ii.68,97^ ) .
1. S u p r a pp. 2^8^ S.Sen, History of Bengali Literature, p. 103.
'(l). The .first point which draws our attention is that 
a few important places, apparently located in West Bengal,.
are referred to,in the versions of the different.poets -
. ' '  ‘ 1 "  9
including the published Bihari and Assamese versions 
of the early 20 th century.
re-sp»et-iv©l^. , Of these Ohampakanagar, Ujani and Triveni
deserve special mention, ■ Foup villages named'Champakanagar 
or Ohampainagar,.all locally believed to have been.the
residence of Chando, are found in’Burdwan, Malda, Bhagalpur
.• ■ *2 ‘ 
and Tripura, The reference -to Ujani occurs in every version. .
It is observed by.B.G-hose that both Ujani and Champakanagar ,
referred to in the mediaeval literature have been located in
Burdwan v/hich^yaccording to him, Y/as one of the early centres
o f . the evo lut i on o f t he cult.. T he re mark ofT.W. Clark
in, relation to Burdwan supports 'the claim of. B.G-hose^,
Local traditions are also to be considered in this connection..
According to one of these the us is a great stronghold' of
Manasa on the banks, of the river Behula, close to the village
Ghamp*alnagar in Burdwan. On the IIagapanchami (a day of Manasa
Worship)' the daughters~in~law of the’ villagers do not stay
1.,Qhaupainagar■in.the Bihari version seems to. be the corruption 
; , of Ohampakanagar of the Bengali versions..
2. Pheliar am Battat Manasa Puraniu Jorahata, Assam, 1930. .
II I^M.1imat »Jgl III Q  " l *  * * - V
3*. Supra, pp. 211- 2 1 3 .
in their fathers-in-laws1 houses but go to those of their
fathers* They.leave the places reminding the bad fortune
of Behula on her bridal night* In their father*s' houses
they observe a vow-and send votive offerings to Manasa*
. _  • i
at Champainagar., This practice is now neglected, as 
far as we can gather from our informants* Though there 
is no written evidence of it, we cannbt altogether ignore it* 
Even today, a fair of, great importance, locally believed to have 
been started a few centuries earlier, is held at Champainagar 
where a great crowd gather together to worship the goddess 
and to pay respect to; Behula and .Chando for their,devotion'
and courage* The fair begins on the full moon day of
_ 2
Magha and continues * for fifteen days.*
A further tradition tells us that the local G-andhabaniks* 
the caste fellows, of the principal legendary figures, re­
frain from.digging the earth as it is believed by them that 
the snakes come out of their holes when one of the members of
this caste digs. It is further said-that a few years back a
; ' ■ ’ %
Gandhabanik died .of snake bite while he was digging.
Thus the claim of Champ'Sinagar or Champakanagar in
1* T.Bandopadhyaya, Naginl Kanyar Kahini (a Bengali Novel), p.253 
2'* L.No.6 (Burdwan) ; Cf ., Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I*, pp.215,216.
3* (Burdwan); Cf. Ramgaii Nayaratna, Banglabhasha Q
Banlasahitya\Vlshavak Prastab, pp.119-120.
"Burdwan to be the residence of Chando is reinforced by
stronger traditions than are the similar claims put
forward on behalf of places sharing the same name*
That Birbhum was one of the early centres of the
evolution of the cult is suggested by its wide popularity
there and from the special rites observed by the merchant
classes of this district. Thus the Gandhabanffcs engage
parties* which sing songs of Manasa for two or three days
1before the celebration of a marriage* In the same district
■ -  -2a peculiar marriage rite is known as Gachhabetjha is observed
by the ^ubarnabaniks*■ members of the merchant class• Only
in the version of the 17th century poet Vishpu Pal* whose
manuscripts have all been collected from Birbhum and West
Burdwan* does there occur a reference to this peculiar
3marriage rite as part of Manana worship* In connection 
with the rite observed at the occasion of marriage.* the songs 
of Vishpu Pal are recited*
It can be assumed from the beliefs and from the rites 
observed by the merchant classes of Burdwan and Birbhum that, 
the incident of the ill fortune of Behula and Lalthindar 
and the sufferings of Chando must have been effectively
3-? (Burdwan)* p*33*
2. Infra* W .  .
3* BhattacJiarya* B,M*K*I* 9 p*2l6; Bipradas* on* cit* 0 Intro * 
p,XIII*
working on the minds of the people of this caste for many 
centuries»
The reference to Triveni in Iiooghly district in the 
Bihari version also supports the claim of Radha. Moreover, 
other places important in the legend such as G-anguyi 
(Gahgu^ia) in Burdwan, Kalidaha in Birhhum and Srlpur in 
Hooghly, are located in. West Bengal and are referred to in 
almost all the Manasa-mangal-kav.vas of the Bengali poets, 
even when they are known .to have come from other parts of 
Bengal.
We have gathered from our investigations that the
rites and ceremonies in connection with the worship of
Manasa in Birbhum^Burdwan and Bankura are similar to practices
referred to in the early versions of the story and that the
cult enjoys its widest popularity in these districts.
people of other areas worship Manasa less enthusiastically
1than do the people of West Bengal.
(2) The claim of Bihar as the early home of the 
principal legend and the cult cannot he accepted, ^ or the 
simple reason that in the Bihari version thex^ e is no reference 
to other legends except the principal one. The record of 
the principal legend indicates a period when the cult
Infra» W *  , food 1 •
attained a status in society and that in this region the
subsidiary stories of the legend^ were either totally for-
- gotten or ignored. There is reason to believe that
before the origin of the principal legend* other legends
centering on the cowherds, the farmer Bachai and the
fishermen1s family of Jalu and Malu had grown up and that
the people,., of, these groups or castes were the early founders
1and'worshippers of the goddess. A detailed analysis of
these legends also suggests that most of the legends had
2their origin in.jatest Bengal. It is most likely that 
the Bihari version records the principal legend as it existed 
in a period when the songs had gained popularity outside 
Bengal. Moreover, there are neither any manuscripts as in 
Bengal and in Assam nor any other literary references to 
the cult and the legend in the literature of Bihar. The 
claim of Champa in the Ahga country of Bihar as the early 
home of. the legend is much less convincing than that of 
#est Bengal* -‘- It. is to be noted that in the early mediaeval, 
period the geographical boundaries of Bengal cannot be 
ascertained with precision. It may well be that in those 
days Bengal was thought to include Champa.
Infra, psp. y\
2., Infra, \? .
Thus on "balance It seems probable that the cult as 
well as the legend had their origin in #est Bengal and 
travelled thence to the rest of Bengal, Assam and Bihar, 
where they are still popular.
Part. II
Scholars, differ in their opinions about the historicity
of the legend. B.C. Sen, one of the earliest students of
the cult, is of the opinion that the legend of Chando is
1purely the product of imagination.: He states that*
"in’a country where .woman commdnly; courted death, on their: 
husband’s funeral pyre, this story of Behula may be re­
garded as the poet’s natural tribute at the feet of their
2 ,• 
ideal." But this view is opposed by R. >Chakravarty
: .-  ^ • Ll
and B.Chalcravarty , who are supported by B.K. Gho&e,
5 6 7A. Bhattacharya, T.C. Bastfjupta and B^Ghose . According
to the latter group ..of scholars the story has some basis
of reality. Bhattacharya argues that the wide popularity
of the legend can be accounted’for only on the ground that .
■ o
is had some foundation in the historical fact. ■
1. Sen.Banga Bhasa 0 Sahitva. p.116.
2. Seii,H.B.L.L. . n.29h.
3* Baiji^ idas, on.cit.. Intro., p.l
S.P.P.R.Y Vol.VII. 3rd issue, B.S.1319>p.l46.
5* Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I.. 0.200
6. Basgiipta, Prachin Baflffla Sahitver Itihas, pp.93f*
7* Ghose, Paschimbahger Samshriti, pp.271-273.
0. Bhattacharya, B.JLK.I., p.201.
D.C. Sen, though he rejects the truth of the legend, 
"believes in the historicity of Chando and maintains that 
he was a leader' of Saivism, the firmly.established popular 
religion of the times* He opposed the propagation of 
the cults of local deities - whose supporters sought and 
fought for their, admission into the 'Brahmanical pantheon*
There are numerous references to Chando in village ballads 
and .fairy tales* Chando, Sen maintains, was a famous 
merchant,, possibly of the 7th or 8th century A.D* when 
commercial intercourse spread far and wide and a clash 
arose between the Brahmanical and.local deities,.finally 
leading to■a- compromise. From this many stories centring 
on Chando had their origin. With.the increase in the number 
of .devotees of Ivlanasa, Sen continues, the legends of Chando 
and Behula seem to have been firmly believed to be real.*** 
Against this view Bhattacharya maintains that, just 
as the great Indian Epic Rama.vana developed out of the 
simple story of the banishment of prince Rama, the tragic 
death by snake bite of the son of a wealthy merchant on 
his -bridal night seems to have been-the basis of the
•' - ' - 2 ••• ■ -
Manasamangalkavva* This -hypothesis is supported by DasQfupta
1* Sen* Banga .Bliasha 0 Sahit.va* p.116*
2. Bhattacharya, B*M*K*I* * p.201.
who maintains that the claim of many places to he the 
residences of the legendary characters and the strong 
belief among the Gandhabaniks in the real existence of 
Behula and Chando lead one to believe that the legend 
has a kernel of truth., A similar'view is championed 
by B.Ghose who maintains that all the legendary characters • 
rsuch as Chando.. and Lakhindar in the Manasa-lcav.va and 
Dhanapati of the Chandl-kavva are based on actual members 
of the merchant class who played a great role in trade 
and commerce for centuries together. Ghose points out 
that names ending in' "Datta11 (e.g. Hima Datta, Shasbthi 
Datta, &ri Datta, Mahi Datta, Rajya Datta) occur in an 
inscription of the 6th; c entury A.D* found at Mallasarul in 
the district of Burdwan and he, believes that these were the 
ancestors of the merchant caste. 1000 years later the 
poet Mukundaram gives many names of Gandhabaniks bearing 
. the surname "Datta". Even today wealthy people of merchant 
caste live in villages on the.banks of the-rivers Ajaya, 
Damodar and others. .Their homes are usually in old buildings 
; which give evidence of .wealth. For the thousand years 
between,the Mallasaml inscription and the age of Mukundaram 
there is no written history of the merchant class* t^ar.iana*
1. Dasgupta, Prachin Bangla. Sahit.ver Itihas* p«9h*
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ty.iani, Bardhaman. Chajftmainagar and other places inhabited 
by these people, which are often referred to in the med­
iaeval literature, are not far t*om Mallasarul. If the 
liwes of the people referred to in the inscription did not 
totally die out5the sftories of Chando and Dhanapati, 
especially of their wealth and trade, bear some relation 
to reality. The reference to the presence of the re­
presentatives of 700 merchant families in the house of 
Dhanapati at j^ -jani in the Chandlkav.va indicates the existence
of a prosperous community of merchant in the intervening
1period, mho had long resided in the district.
N.K. Bhattasali identifies Chando with Sri Chandra
Leva, the Chandra King of East Bengal who is believed to
2have ruled circa 973-1000 A.D. It has also been suggested 
by Siba Chandi*a Seal that Chando or Chandradhara is 
identical with Haridchandra or Iiarichandra of the same 
dynasty. He further adds that this Chandra king also 
ruled in Savar in the district of Dacca.^ But this hypothesis 
cannot be accepted as the inscriptional Hari^chandra was a 
local Buddhist ruler of Savar having no connection with the
1. Ghose, Paschtmba&ger Samskriti. pp.271-273•
2. Bhattasali. ou.cit., p.225*
3* S.P.P., Vol-.XXVII, B.3.1327# PP* 157-172.
Chandra dynasty. However these identifications cannot
stand for two reasons, First, Chando was a strict
devotee of Siva, Nowhere in the texts is he referred to
as inclining to any other worship than that of ..the deities .
of the Hindu pantheon. It is known however from inscription.al
evidence that "both the Chandra kings and the rulers of
Savar were Buddhists, Bhattasali admits that orthodox
Buddhism was largely intermixed with the Saiva Tantricism
2during the period from 7th to 10th.century* No doubt, 
he is right enough, but there is* not the slightest trace 
of Buddhism in any version of the story, and if the proto­
type of Chando had been a Buddhist, however, corrupt, such 
influence would surely have been founds Secondly, Y?e have 
shown that the legend probably originated in. Ba<Jha^ so it 
is unlikely that the prototype of the hero resided in Eastern 
Bengal•
Nevertheless the argument persists that some prototype 
of the legendary hero Chando really existed in a period when 
• the cult of Manasa began to evolve in Bengali. Society. The 
earliest poet on Manasa Devi, Hari Datta of Mymensingh, has
1. Sen, Brihat Banga, Part 1, pp.9,277-282; History of Bengal. 
Vol. 1, pp.l4.l8f (footnote) •
2. Bhattasali, op.cit., p.225.
3. SuEra, »  , f W  I.
been assigned to the 12th or 13th century,^ so the legend
was probably widely current before he composed his poems,
and as we have shown, it did not first appear in Mymensingh,
but in Ha<Jha. It is reasonable to allow some 150 or 200
years for the legend to originate and spread. The evidence
thus points to a date in the 10th'or 11th century for the
historical prototype of the legendary Chando and naturally
by this time the legend of Behula and Lakhindar had
originated. This hypothesis is supported by.S.K. Chatterj;ee
who -believes the. existence of the prototype story of Behula
2and.Lakhinder in the pre-Muhammadan period!
A critical study of the Manasamangalckavyas clearly 
suggests that before the origin of the principal legend, 
other legends, such as the story of cowherds, of the farmer 
Bachai, and of the fisherman’s family had grown up connecting 
the goddess with low class people. If the principal legend 
carrhe dated to- the 10th or 11th century, it is reasonable 
to allow about a hundred years for,a goddess to become popular 
with the upper classes among whom the principal legend 
originated. This points to a date in the 9th.- 10th centuries 
at the latest for the origin of the goddess in Bengali 
society. Consequently the legends" of the cowherds, the
1. Sen, H.B.h.h.. p.277; Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I.* p.222; Dasgujta 
Prachin Bafigla Sahit.ver Itihas. pp.lOlf; Bhattasali, on.cit.» 
p.22lj.; B.Chaudhuri, Bahgla Sahityer Itikathi, p.168.
2., History of Bengal. Vol.1, p.392.
farmer Bachai and the fisherman’s family developed and. 
spread shortly after .this. Like the. principal legend these 
legends excepting the story .of Bachai, seem to have originated
• i . •'
in Ra<Jha or West Bengal. The whole story probably reached 
something like its present form around the time of the 
Muslim invasion.
This hypothesis is suggested also by the' peculiar 
status of Chando, who is at the same time a rich merchant 
and a ruling chief or king. We have no evidence of the 
existence,of such'figures in pre-Muslim Bengal, or in the 
period.of .the Muslim Sultans* Chando rather suggests the , 
Zamindar. of the 18th century, when the Mughal grip was, 
weakening and the British regime,was not fully established.
It may be suggested, though only very tentatively, that 
Chando*s status in fact reflects conditions in West Bengal 
after the retreat of the Senas, in the period'before Muslim . 
rule was consolidated. Such conditions vfould provide 
opportunities ;for wealthy merchants, with the aid of the 
small private armies with.which they guarded their warehouses 
and caijyans, to establish themselves as local chiefs;
!• Infra, pp. 2 7 Jt Z&2-
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Evolution of .the goddess., : ,
.We. consider here, the gradual evolution of the 
cult of Manasa;- from oiie stage to; another, and the 
change ,in-pt'tie' social status of the. worshippers, i Some 
indications-, of this. development are to he found in the 
texts.of the legends; for it seems that certain features ; . 
of the story' can he explained on a soci ological basis.,, ;
The ;present, study 1 s:,mainly based:-on .the accounts of 
the late 13th century poets - Bipradas of West Bengal 
. and B1 j ay. Gupt a" and Barayan. Deb of E a s t B engal • . . '
I»■:tWorship by the lower classes, ■ ' •, i • -y. t •
(a) ■’ Cowherds f h >.>' ■ . _ ' • . ■ ■ - '■ y , ' ;
/ , Of the three -early poets two' - Bipradas and /.
■ifaray an vDeb - -record that Manasa- was- first worshipped 
•by cowherds•. We have- - already, seen how> in the version . 
Bipradas, the goddess ‘ Manas’s herself preached her cult, 
•among the . cowherds.'1* . Ac c o r ding to. Bar ay an D eb whi le, ; y . 
,‘Siya was returning home, with.-vMaiiasa from Kalidaha,; he • 
stopped in a meadow.; There M ana s a begged mi lie of the . 
cowherd boys,v-who refused her. At once they all fell ■ 
down - senseless , at' her glance. -, At: thi s their mothers.
i P P  '13 7.-' 13/).v • -..Bipradas, op.cit., pp *59-63
.wept, and diva instructed them; to worship Manasa, who 
could easily "bring them back to. life, diva further, 
told' them to take help frpm the- sage SEpahara or; Sutabara, 
‘Mio c ame . and instructed .them-how- to worship'.’ Manasa. 
Satisfied with their demotion,.. Manasa brought the boys
back to life! - Moreover they got what they desired by
; . . i ' ' - •;' •, ‘ :' ■ - _her grace. : ' Bi jay Gupta differs ,from both: Bipradas 
and Narayan.Deb• . He.records-that, when Manasa lamented, 
to Neto that. her cult was. not...spread among, thevmeix, v / 
the:latter asked her to .meet Siva, who alohe could help 
her. Manasa met Siva and requested him.to bless her 
so that she might be .worshipped, by men. -Siva consoled 
her with a. promise to : spread her- cult and asked Visvakarma 
to make an earthen pot. He. carried tiie pot on his head, 
in the. guise of a. Brahman and appeared before the cowherds 
who- were gambling..v Among„them was a.Chandala (outcaste) 
boy named Batik, who came forward, asked Siva whence he 
came and enquired about the pot. diva answered that it 
represented the goddess Manasa, and added that one who 
worshipped her wholeheartedly was blessed with all. round 
success.. The boy was impressed - and asked diva whether 
he. .would be able to win the game by the grace, of goddess,
beeause. lie was defeatedevery-/ day• '. : On getting a- 
positive•answerVthe boy.uttered the: name of Manasa as',/ 
.he-began'to play,/: and finally .won;,the game. : .- Then he 
was so convinced on /the power of the goddess that he 
learnt the method of her-'Worship . from diva, who dis- 
appeared, leaving the. pot behind. . Next the boy 
-accompanied by the rest of the cowherds, made elaborate 
arrangement s for her Worship;, ‘ buiIdihg a temporary 
mandapa : (p.av i 1 ion) on the., pasture. Besides the sacri-
' : '■ ; ' ■ ■ - .i. ■' . - • . _ _  1
ficial offerings as told'(b y  Bipradas, goats were also 
slaughtered'.in'honour of the goddess. After the per­
formance, of her worship, all the Cowherds were blessed 
: by the goddess,; who /appeared and, granted, boons to them.. . 
as, they desired. . They continued to worship the goddess 
daily... - - . 'A.
: Similar . ari’angements: for her worship :were . made 
by some "cowherds of Srabantipur• Manasa showed her
powers here by hiding their; cows, which created a great 
panic among them.,‘ The goddess appeared before them in 
the guise of an ascetic (>fati),^ and told-them that if 
they worshipped Manasa; they would surely get back all. 
their cows. They worshipped her as the former cowherds
1. Supra, p. 13$"- . . ",
2. The .Bengali word ^ati, also means beggar.;
a had done,• and; were, giyen back their' cows and blessed .
’ with- variotis;boohs! - krom/.this time- onwards .they used 
■■/to,- w6rship;;|:heypot of -Manasa. daily.’1*' A -  ; /
i .  The variations in the. stories of the Cowherds, 
r as told by three different poets; are minor ones and 
/ are probably chiefly due to the migration of the stories 
by oral' tradition./ t The; differeaices in the western 
yand' eastern' versions *;represented"by -Bipradah ;ahd Bi jay 
: Quptai: respectively: are very signif icaht. .First, :as; •■///.;
'/A regards/.the.:.ritual /the;, cowherds, of:the.: former 'version 
;;t Worshipped the-goddesStonly, bni the Das ami. tithi of the y 
bright' half ...of ATyaishtha' with/a', twig of si j; in .addition 
to the " sacredpot A- a/widely/ current' •practice .of present - 
/day west Bengal,- v/hereas; those of the latter, version :
, worshipped . the goddess /daily without the _si/j> // The 
reference to daily worship in both the.stories of the 
latter version/that it represents suggests the.developed 
/ phase of the cult! ■; A/'-a  /'/- A'; A  - " ■, ? ,/" ■ • ' / / :.-
; , . Secondly,! the ' as so ci at ion of Snake s with- Manasa
,:/,is only referred - to in the- former version. When her 
• identity; was. challenged,‘Manasa summoned the snakes before 
A the .cowherds to exhibit her-power. A-Her identity was not 
; questioned;in the latter version. Being asked by Latik
v-/I*-■■'•■-■Bijay -Gupta, e^ c^it.y/ppA5I-5h. A  ' - .
Siva introduced Manasa. as. the goddess of success, in 
general. This Suggests that the power of the- goddess 
../Was! extended.’ and/her original character - as a snake ' 
goddess was overshadowed. . It is not likely that this 
would happen unti 1 the cult was well establisited•
A ; A Thirdly,., it' is said ;ihthe. former version that 
besides.other boons, Manasa assured immunity from snake 
bite. . No such; reference is made in the latter version.. : 
./■-■■.. • Lastly,;in the latter version iDiva directly ■
. attempted to sprs ad the cult whereas’ there is no such 
/patronage b f  Siva d n : the/ former /version. . It seems that 
this innovation in the dory is an attempt on /the part of 
the. poet to increase, the social, status of the goddess 
.and:thus to make her more popular among the better class
people• ': /;"''•/:/■/'• -:;/;. .
// .’. . ; . The reference to the ..special; booh of immunity,
; from ' snake . b ite and to the exhibit ion, of the power, of 
Manasa/- over 'snakes;' in' the' former' version on the. one hand ■ - 
and /to the daily worship and/the activity of £iva in w 
spreading the cult, in the latter, on the other,- evidently
indicate, that the former/ records an. earlier, tradition
than the latter. . / The ref erence to the sage Su#abar:a 
.in. the; yers.ipn-of -'Narayan'Deb .as an-Instructor ’of Manasa 
Worship is -, also; significant..- This suggests: that the poet
records 'a tradition,6f the period when the goddess had 
already heen>recognized, nnithe society*. A;'.'.
•! A. Thus /it. seems more: probable ..that, west Bengal , ; //
was: the early home of the,; cult; and the.: story, which ' . -
..travelled thence to the rest of Bengal. This can be 
/further ysuhstantiated; by,the fact . that even . today in . . •
A some /.placCs ofAw-es t ,B,ehgal. this sort of worship, is; ,v ,
/ performed/by;; cowherds/(in .Bengali Raldials) or by A . t. / . -
villagers in, general /in'ah op>ep. field-under• a tree, / .
and this. ts popularly RaMial. Mana sH bu.fa■, ■
(b); The Farmer./ B a dial. tAuyy AA'AA\; Ay A - - - -AAAa
AAvAAhpthep story- recorded/by eastern poets^ tells - >
..us that Manasa, was, worshipped by, a .farmer named Bachai :
According;to /Bfj ay 'Gupta,:; on the way hope tSivaacc.ompahied: A 
by/Manasa'ywho/was .secretly carried' in the. flower, -'basket/
A pf .i^iya, went, toAfhev house/ of Bachai-Aand. placed the; AW-A A - A. 
, basket on the sloping roof of the puja mandapa^ ( shrine) ;. •.. "
; whi 1 e. he, went./to!,bhthe :in the• nearby' ghat.;named ManikarniIta
1 o . Infra ,yp. Lj63, kofc f A . -A.' ■ v A • ; ' •
2. / Bi fj ay, Gupta A ep. ci t . rPP . ih4l6;; Ifa'r ayah Deb, op .citA,
A ; . pp.23-279Banlsidas, op.cit.A-PP. 120-1261 • A y.V . . A
• 3'.; . Geheraiiy a: thatched hut in the .family compound, Ay A A 
. • " commonly open on more, than one. side., which/serves
;y: A; various purposes such as the worship .of deities on •
, .;pres^  ,a-p;laiSe:. of occasionaiAresidence aiid; ;.v
; A At indoor games, and many househoId . purposes i. ‘ -A:/’ A A A
-..'.Why iSiya - did .‘this is explained by 'the ;• 17t h e ehfury poet- ; ... :
A ' BanEidas,'/who writes that., seeing the dbmaiii/of Bachai , ; • •//: :.
/ .^iya/thinks to/himself ,fI must arrange, the./wofslaip ;of AAA/A/A//
. . my d aught er (Manasa) here . as she is motherless and there .;/.,
is : none /to. take care, of he.r* . Let the people, worship ://-
. her1 for- h e r : virtues (power) In the meantime Bachai /
returned from the fields thoroughly exhausted,•and re~
. tired to. rest in the puja mandana. There he saw the
M i '      i lid #  0  nn**!m *i.T* t
basket and enquired about it of his;mother, who told A
/"■A-; -him‘that it was/Siva,;sV A H e ;.was; glad when;he heard this a A-a  . /. 
/ , and. brought ' down/ the basket from the roof* In it he . A-vA
A >found a very ^ beautiful/girl^A-AH©/was.so amazed that he / . /-A.
• started dancing and c 1 appIng his ; hands ; and/was tempted ./; , A ;//.■■:
/.;/, to think of her as;.his bride•: 'A He said that Siva had A
A brought the/ girl/“for him,//as he/.knew , that- he was a . . - 
- bachelor*"". A On this/, assumption h e " asked his mother to ..-••//';
.At . -'arrange./hi s.:marriage with■' Manasa.', /: - Such a danger was .= AAA-,: -// 
averted by  Manasa very ..smoothly* ,- She/looked/ at him: - / ; /
/. through her poison: eye, Instead of through her ^ r i t a  /eye*. , / /
As. a result, he. fell down shouting, H0 mother I I am . . 1 , . /
about to / die; look at me .11 , .Hearing his shouts his mother
■A. -l.; Bamsidas,op • ci t., p * 1 2 1 A ...
'* “■   •  I | I | I | * I > I *  I  H  l l l l l W M  r ^  ^  s .. *  - '
A/ 2 • • Different-./readings.;-are /found/th/the' verslonAof/ harayan/' 1 a -A/ /; 
/; - • Deb. • Alt,; is stated in the version of Har’ayan Deb that ■ -.
./A. . A Bachai /had more ./than .one wife, and he',expressed his / - A/
desire to marry Manasa and- to divorce his . existing / . A
. / / wives (Narayan Deb, op *clt* 9p*2h) *: A "'A ■/A/. A ./A/
/ /A /--AAA-'A-,: a a a  A A / ;  a a a a - .A. a A " . ' / A A / A ~ a A A--- * 278
A /came to,-the spot, /andystarted .crying on seeing/hep son/ . ,
A A Alying dead*/ At this time &iva returned and told the - . . . - 
; . •. mother that her son would.be brought back to' life by ; : -
/ ././ //the-''grace ■ of: Maiiasa, if / the - mother/would; worship: her. A .
Ay/::// ; ;// The mother promised to Worship/-her,.,--if her only /
/ chi Id was r est ored: to life ;t ' . Then Manas a: looked. !at " :
/; - , v/B.achai /through her amrita/ eyd- and;he., recovered* .At 
A// .this/diva and the. mother were.-excited and st aided
dancing. In the meanwhile Bachai came, to the, :goddess 
:AA ; after, taking' a bath, and begged, forgiveness fbr/his/ A /
hiimiliating proposal. of marriage. A He expressed - his .
/■;/./' desire to make/all necessary; arrangements; for . her / ; A A
/- /, worship./- . The/goddess was. worshipped-in the-form of A . - A A 
■ - pots, ang goats were sacrificed^with-other offerings. -/, A : ,/- 
/. Bachai -performed her worship ,as; desired by the/goddess
.and he was blessed, with general prosperity... Bamsidas ./
/ adds .that the/neighbours- were tempted to worship Maiiasa
A: ///" oh/seeing. Bachai is prosperity and when they did so they A / .
//A// they too, -were /bXesgeiwiih toons and /became/rich. • •> A/A
Needldss to say -the power of the goddess was/ extended , -
; ..with the increase-, of/ her devotees and/ she, not only b 1 essed /
:/./; A-her worshippers- with-.wealth - in general but also /bestowed y // ,
:;/childreh, on;, the childless. • /The^performance.,‘pf-/her worship,
, yr ". A-; . . AA Ay, A-Ay y'- ,/ . A- 2.79
by lepers and blind people cured them.^ ' All the above. ;
practices :in/relation toAthe wprsiLapAof shakes/np a. : ; / . ■'/
snake .deity ■ are cxirrent lnAmany'parts , of/India. ^'/ A 'A/:y .,// //, 
AY. •-■■y This story, .is absent/in WestABengal: andAMorth A
/ •- /.Bengal; versions of the Manasakavya: but: it occurs with. - - y
little/oryno; variation InieyeryAe.asfABengal"Vefsioii. / '"‘•A-; A-
However, of the two early /eastern poets ABi-j ay Ciupta * A. > -A A /
'states that Manasa was fifst worshipped by Bachai, while. ; y
A /' in Narayan DebT s version this, story appears/after her
.worship by the cowherds. But if is’ surprisingAhat, ; / A ./
though Athe Arefepence to the/first/, worship of Manasa ■; . ,
by Bachai; is. made, by Bi jay Gupta he clearly states - 
afterwards that Manasa 1 amente.d to Net O;-that her cult . / ,
; was . not spread among, men.^. .On the advice of Neto . . .,/,A 4
. Manasa. took direct help from A5iva>' why introduced her : ; A A
worship , among., the. cowherds - as/ we have, seen -already. , A'-/A. /
The, same; inconsistency is found in the "later version of : / ; /
.‘/A Bamsldas.^* y-y '■/■- "./ . . . A.. • . /■:••■ " A  .
A//’ :■ ' / From this inconsistency vit seems, to: us that/when
■ the . cult, accompanied by ' the story of the' cowherds, was • ; A
Any' carried orally from west Bengal to east /Bengal, the ,
    ~~  ^ ■ ■■ i '----   - ■’— ■" ■ m  - \ - '-j-i.-M.  t o ' w .... . h inw m  r n  inrnnlim''
" s 1. a Bam si das * op. cit. ,p .126.- , / ' A/. A
2. Supra. PP. . • ;ERB. .Vol.XI.p.hi6 ;Vogel.op. cit. .pp.270*V
A " A 273,27h;M.Williams, op.cit. .p.52h.^ : - y  y.;. A:A y
A 3. hi jay Gupta, op.cit. .p.6 2 . / . = ' .
A h. BamsTdas.op.cit. .pp. 12Qf. .175.. ■■■' - . . A- A
' '■ A. f t  yy-A'- ■;/' a // .Ay; y>. yA// Ay: -At yAy/fy/yy/ y;y-; y - f f a g o .
A/AA/-farming peoplth-of the latter region, A as' represented by y. ■/ :,;A:y, 
’ /. the Afarmer Bachai were the-AfirstA, or .one of the : first ' A
/A A grbups' to start worshippihg ,the .goddess. This: may. a y yy--.-y 
' A/ a account/ for the incohsist.ency in the; two vers iori. . As" '; - -";y
•in the/case of the cowherds, iaere also we find the ; ' A
.. activi-ty .ofySi.ya in spreading the Acult ; of Manasa ..which/
evidently indicates the/’attempt of the poet to increase //
- the,: status of-'-/the .goddess.andAtiius to make her*. popular A// Ay a 
/A . among they f arming, /-classy whoAatythe: time worshipped, chiefly:; yt 
y . the .-'popular £>i vay -commohiy knownas. the Ivri shaks)-d e va fa y  , .
; ;/(.FarmerT s-God) .a / As. in/ the:siobyAof/the cowherds--told- ' /.
by the early * eastern poets; ho /reference /is: made Ihre either . k yv 
y :/, ytb- the identity of. the goddess or t o ' her association with y ■' ■/•/■> 
■/;■ ■•. snakes* This 1 hdicates that her cult had /already / A . . ..
A / / .entered ;d d/eve lop ed; phase. . / . A/. -/y,. A • A ; y ‘/y_
. (c) A. fisherman’s family • ,y,,../■;/ ’\/y ./>A"' -'vAv .; A/./ /.'
■ AAA/ ; - ■ Then the /cult, spread among the fi she r in an A c a s t e . A A /Ay;
:; y , AAas /iyeffihd- the/sfcories .centering the/family/of n Afisherman*; /■ A. 
A/ : ;a. ./How/ the" cult/of ;> Manasa: /was anthoduced in /the f anilly of i : - A/A /A 
;y/A. / the fisherman brothers iald /and■..Malu^yaccbrdihg :.tb/* / :.’•• A> . yy..
y ■• //A B ipradaS,;lias--//a;ife.ady =been ,toXd.-yA^  ./This episode is narrated/ / h 
/ A . /-. by/ the . eastern poet Bi j ay Gupfa^with some- Variati.ohs.: Here A/. y-y
v/yy ;X«y Supra, FP. |ftj' /, ;Bib radas.vop. cit.,pp.86^87«/• A ‘ / •/•
A// 2>/ -Bi.3 ay; Gupta, 6p . cit. pp .1 01 -IOh;tfhe. story ./of the f isherman* sA/ 
//.A a /;.: v f airiily ■ih / absent /.in the/ versi on of Harayah/Deb. ■ / "':.Af: Ay /
Jalu was/ promised; by Manasa in .a dream, that. he would, 
become rich if he fished in f he: river Hal id aha. Next 
day falu, accompanied by his brother I/Ialu, went to fish 
in the. river, and dalu found a golden pot in his catch.
As iii the previous version, the two. returned home,, and . 
prepared to worship the pot. . dalu collected various 
sacrificial requisites and called good Brahmans together 
for the ^ /ceremony. : 'Further details of the rite' are hot 
mentioned. •
. The’ significant difference between .the western.
• and e as tern versions •: of thi s, 'episode is that there..is no,
:mention of a Brahman-priest participating in the-worship' 
of Manasa in the former version, whereas in the latter . 
the Brahmans performed the priestly-function, but the. part 
played by,: them/'is. not mentioned.. The, participation of . 
the Brahman is hot■ 'likely/ ond the; early st age of , the cult.5 
so tlie eastern version niust.haveibeen composed atp:a time 
when the cult, hud already acquired’ respectability. /,'
;//•/• r . It appears/from these, stories' relating to, the / / 
cowherds, the f armer Bachai and. the fIshermanAs: family that 
the cult of Manasa first spread among those people, v/hose 
Y/Q.rk is often rendez'ed dangerous by snakes• So it is 
quite natural .that they should be the first groups , in 
society to worship the goddess and to acknowledge the wide/ 
range, of hbr power.; • Socially they constituted .the- lower
strath-of the/ society A/ - Thus/ the; goddess/had her origin, / 
as a/non^Brahmanical -deity; amoi^ . non™ Ar y an/people. ’ ■Af'A/;:
2. Worship by /upper "-class, ■women/".'. /■- -At-■ .; A A ; '■ •"
i* 11^ — .11. I- ^  | I---- -■»! ■■ I . * ' . I ‘.I % .4 '
/:, . -Me may -infeip, from the ICavya that, the cult, spread 
next /among, the wbmenf.oik : of> the /upper classes’. . According ■ 
t by Bipradas., hearing'- the; iiew.s /.of the, prosperity of the a ., •■ 
.fisherman's family of' Jalu and ICaiuv'' Sanaka visited, their A 
house and; learnt .-ahout the./ goddess' Manasa/ from/the ’ mother 
of . the f i sherman. /brothers.; . ASlie took home a couple of. - - - ' 
pots and began to worship them, accompanied hy her six /' A 
daught ers - i n- 1 aw. ■. /. Chando, • who did ho t cons i d.e r‘ M an a s'a 1 
to be a goddess,/: smashed ,the -sacred ppts. into pieces when //
he saw his ''.wife'<S'ahaka.. worshipping -thenh^ /. =./ Bi jay Gupta
a a  ■ . . w  ■ _  ‘ . __ •/ .' a. /.-. - 2
states that Sanaka had worshipped Manasa from.her childhood
and it - was/the blessings of Maiiasa Athat made/her fortunate,
to. become the mother of six brilliant children.-. A It is
not mentioned, in/this version how- Sahara had adpj)ted the'
cult* However,/Sanaka was/ grudgingly permitted by
Chando. to worship . Manasa, . and. she’ did so secretly, as . ■
is the present practice among Bengali housey/ives in many. ..
families, when they \wor ship, peculiar' dei ti es • against their"' -
!• Supra, pp. ikV, Brpraclas^op.cit. ,vy.87]&3. : ...
,2*: Bi jay Gupta, opvcit. ,pp.-6U.65.102..
3>; Ibid.»pp.6h,lQ8 .
their/husbands*.'wishes* \.//Dhe'/day/Sahaka ..was‘’called . 
by Chando but she replied to the messenger that she 
. would, come later :r as . she was then worshipping Manasa 
This-message roused great anger in Chando, who came to 
the spot and broice/the/pot of/Manasa into pieces.*1'
.A. , - It would appear .from both the 'versions that the 
smashing of the pots, of Manasa by Chando made him a 
great enemy of the. goddess .and led to the inimical 
relations between them which form the basis of the /
principal legend of . the Manas'amangalkavyd.^ Bi jay Gupta 
adds that when Chando1 s six sons died of snake-bite, ;/
Chando abused Manasa and mocked Sanaka, paying/that, though 
. she. secretly continued .her worship .against his will, it.
/had proved useless, as their sons, were bitten to death, by 
aV snake, of her patron goddess. . He also; threatened that . ; 
if she contined to worship Manasa he would kill her. ' As 
a result of this strict injunction Sanaka discontinued 
the.worshipping of Manasa.^ : The same poet further records 
that one.day Sanaka came to. the house - of the f isherman / 
brothers Jal.u and Malu at the request of, Manasaf who • had 
appeared before her in the guise of her aunt and told her-
to worship Manasa in the f isherma n ’sA house, where she
would i^eceive boons. , There Sanaka was blessed .with a
■ - . ,. '. ; • • ■ ''-’ A - t A. a a
male child who would be born as Lakhindar.: It is
told by Nbr ay an Deb that Sumitra, the ; mother of Behula
3
-' ■ . A- - . . ' •• o ' ' ' ' ' — * ■ .
also worshipped AManasa. daily and Behula was born to. her-.
by the blessings, of; the, goddess;
A A A Evidence- of the spread of the, cult- among theA ... A
womenfolk' of the, next -generation is found in the story 
of Behuia who woi’shipped Manasa from her childhood^and 
finally restoredA'the lost lives ' through her f aith in 
the goddess. According. toA^rayan/Deb. Behula was 
asked by Mandsa :to bathe; in the. river Mulctasar ( in. Bipradas^ 
Muloita-.Sahair) when she; would be blessed with boons . as she
desired.^ - It is; added: by ABijay Gupta/ that ABehula was A
also told in the; dream that the son of Chando would
become her husband and that if she failed to go. to the , ’
• ■ A - ' - - "  - : -A- ' ' . r A A ■ • - , .
river she would .remain unmarried fox' twelve years; -
Narayan.Deb adds that Behula was told,! by her mother to ■
worship Manasa .with full devotion. Reaching: the river
I. Ibid. ,pp .103-104* ,
2:. Narayan Deb, op .cit. ,p • 153 •
3* ■■ Ibid. ,0.56. A ■■,. /A/A" a A A;.;.,a 
■ k.. /Bigay,Gupta, op.cit..,pip.212,232• 
A5*'.; bar ay an Deb,bp. cit. ,p .2k0v / -A 
.6.. Bi jay Gupta* op.cit. ,p. 162.
she w or shipped /the goddess ' in the / form of five ' golden . 
pots^with golden 1 otu ses.^  ; B i j ay Gupta -diffeib,. paying 
that afteh her/hath, Behula, v accompahied by her. attendants, 
■wentA to 'the/:-tbmpie. '■ of • Manasa in U.ttarnapara to pay’ .
./homage to /the ...goddess, and there she prayed that the 
, /son of Chando might/ he come her husband.*^ . In Bipradas ’ s / 
ver s'ionA.iherb; •’! s. no mention/.of /the''dr earn. - According ■ . 
to this ' version; while; batliing^ in Mukutb-Bahar, /Behula ’. 
was. ;cuf sed by Manasa in- the/' guise; of pan old. Brahman A ;./ 
-woman,' . and.. told that 'her'/husband v/ouldAdie. .on the bridal 
night, - but Behula ■ignored/'the'’/burse-, with, a reply that 
slie. was sure/to, gethelp froin Manasa.^ A A. ;/; /A/;
When Chando, seeking■a bride for his son,•as Aa 
./test/.give /i.roh;:plilsA for boilihg/to the. merchant . Sahe,
/ only BehulaA could/boil /them!,- ;fdrbhev'had worshipped ., - /-■•
Manasa before pst arting • cooking* ^ . ;• Similar ref erences.
, to/Bqhulhts Adekotlph, td; Manash/ are^  not - lacking’ in/pur,
: t ext s.. J u st Ab e f p r e the ^ performance of her marriage : 
cefemony Behula toured /theA,whole, of the vi 11 age U,j ani and
A; 1. / That the pots -were.-, of gold;. is mentioned in . many. versi ons ,
!■ p. : and - this, feature of; the,, story seems;! unrealistic. Probably .--A 
;.A ;.. an..- e artheh/p.ot of golden./colour, or one covered with: gold ,. ;./ 
g/AAA; leaf, - is' referred to.- /This! may also be 'inferred/from- the . ■/: 
A; ./ fact/dhat; Chando .is/ latbr/said/to have /smashed;- the golden /, 
// •. A .;.p Q.t-s /int oipi'ec es/,''whi chA 'could/ hardly be- possible Ait theywere: 
A/" •/••/ made: .of metal, (B ip ra dasV op! cit. , p . 89);.Alternatively'-it may .
. .• / / be '/suggested' .that the-’Aise ; of Athe/ gold/ppts i s ,.a , late if addiB 
A, / . t ion;, by /the /poets describihg-evehts/ in an /imagined'; golden ;A / 
//■A. age_, whehA gold was! a common metal* ' A ' A/: // . A .-■/■; /.,//'; A-;,./:
2* :a Barayan Deb * op! cit;. .p.2hlf■';■//-'A ~ / ; //-.■//.-’ /:..../-/;/..-• ///
a:3*' A Bliav. Gupta, on.cit*/p!l6df' A A: ■/ f ' AAA//• aa'/:/ ■ //-/
A/lj*: a Bipradas;opVcitvyp.l7i.A ■ , / a/. . /-au _ ■ . /.. /./^ . / , .A.//
■5* / Ibid*.; p.175: Bar ay an/ D eb. op .cit. ,p.2h7. A1
worshipped-Manas a/ 'with numerous offerings. Manas a was
so pleased with her devotee that she appeared "before her
and at the request of. Behula she presented a hodice to
1her on the occasion of her marriage.
It is; reported that the membersodf the merchant 
caste in Birbhunf and other castes of the same district, 
of Jalpaiguri ahd of Darjeeling, worship the goddess
i .n • ' ' 2before a marriage ceremony is performed. There are two 
plausible explanations of its origin. The present 
practice may.have originated after the example of the 
viforship of Manas a by Behula, a member of the merchant 
caste, since it is similar in many .respects to' the practice 
followed by Behula according to the legend. Alternatively ‘ 
it is possible that-in ancient days snakes or a snake 
divinity were ’ worshipped as. a part of the marriage ceremony, 
especially of the lower castes, in many parts of India. 
Similar practices are not lacking outside Bengal. The
snake Is wox^shipped. at the. time of marriages, especially
3 Ifby the Bedars ;of...the Deccan, the Brahmans in Kanara and
" 5the Lambadis in Madras. It seems then that the practice
of worshipping Manasa by the people of the merchant caste In 
particular and oilier .castes in general is the survival of a
1. Bipradas,op.eit.,p.l88.
2. Infra, p. }» .
3. Bombay Grageteer, Vol.XXIII ,I88A»P.96. 
b- .rbia.,-Vol.XV, fart, I,1883, p. 171.
5. E. Thurston, Omens and Superstitions, p.136..
widespread .non-Aryan custom, and that when the cult of 
Manasa - evolved in society the practice of worshipping 
snakes hefore a marriage ceremony was incorporated in 
'• the worship of Manasay . - ■ "
Once again Behula proved herself a devotee of 
.■Manasa when she was able to restore her husband Lakhindar 
to' consciousness. At the time of their marriage ceremony, 
according to Bipradas, Lakhindar fell down senseless on 
seeing some snakes sent by Manasa. This created great
distress and Behula, accompanied by some attendants,, 
went out to v/orship Manasa.in a-particular sacred place 
.under a tree,* Manas a app> eared . and gave, her a. golden,: pot
containing sacred water, saying that when some water-, 
from the pot was 'sprinkled on her husband1 s body, he 
would recover. Behula returned and did accordingly.
• ; " iThus Lakhindar recovered and . the cex^emony was. ended..
Similar descriptions are found in two other contemporary 
east.Bengal versions. The only difference in.Barayan 
Deb1 s version is the mention of a Brahman priest accompany~ 
m g  Behula at the time of hex1 departure .to worship Manasa^ 
dust as in Bijay Gupta1 s account of the worship of the 
. goddess in the fisherman*s family, the reciuitment of a
1. Biux^adas ,on. cit. ,un.I92-19A. ,
2. Bi jay Gupta, ,Ph • 188-1935Barayan Deb .on. cit.,.
'■PP. 35-41. 1 V
3* .Bax^ayan. Deb. ,on.cit. ,p.38.
*■ . 0 umi i.i p mi>niiii,ijtjii< • * J-* ***
Brahman priest Is mentioned in the version of ITarayan 
Deb, hut in both versions the part played by Brahmans 
is not clearly depicted. As in the case of the former, 
the other eastern poet must refer to a time when the 
goddess had acquired, status in the society. This also 
suggests the claim of west Bengal as the early home of
the cult, for.there is no mention in the early west Bengal
1 .version of Brahmans acting as priests at the worship of
Manasa. '
Thus from among the lower class people the goddess 
rose in status and .found a place for herself among the 
.deities worshipped by the women-folk of the -upper classes.,
3* Worship by the upper class men.
mr T-^-.TTrrnMiT-wm MTn<nill MHUwVnwi .mnnmini i~.«m im m rt i ii.iMm* nfcii iiTtti .. hi. ii h ip.i^
From the women-folk of the upper classes the 
cult again took, a step forward - a step which established 
the goddess in every home,of Bengali society, including the 
Muslims, as well as in &hme parts of the adjoining provinces. 
For the establishment of her cult Manas*a had to face varied 
trouble. Chando, according to all versions, was a leader 
of the opposition group which opposed the spread of the 
cult of Manasa among the upper classes. But finally he 
had to surrender to the goddess after years of opposition. 
Before his surrender, the men-folk of some other localities
1. Bipradas, op.cit.»pp.86-88, 192-194*
2.89
admitted to the power of the goddess and started 
worshipping her* as is evident from the version of 
’Bipradas.
On the way home after a shipwreck, Cliando took 
shelter for a night in his friend*’s house* At night 
he was given food which had been offered to Manasa, 
and after his meal he suddenly noticed a pot of Manasa 
in the room. This so enraged Cliando that he immediately 
left the room and vomited up the food he had taken, 
probably thinking it to have been offered to his antagonist.
He prepared to start for home, as he did hot want to 
live in a house where Manasa was. venerated* But he 
grudgingly stayed the night at, his friend’s request*.
Again, when Cliando visited the house of Sahe with the 
proposal of his son's marriage, with his daughter Behula, • .
he was requested by Sahe to worship Manasa, who alone 
could save the.life of his only living son from snake
bite, as it was predicted that this son would be bitten
■
by a .snake on his bridal night* These incidents
indicate that in some localities the cult had found a
place among the men-folk of the upper classes even before
the events symbolised by Cliando1 s surrender* Ho such
story is found in any early east Bengal version*
• 1* Bipradas, op.cit* .p.165:also see Ketakadas,op.cit* ,pp*20Uf* 
ibid. *p * i7irr°” ”
When Behula returned, with her husband Lakhindar, 
her six brothers-in-law and the rest of the victims who 
were killed by Manasa, everybody in the city of Champaka 
was surprised at the power of Manasa* Through her 
devotion to Manasa Behula had been successful in restoring 
the lives of these persons on condition that, her father-in- 
law Cliando would worship the goddess. And if Cliando 
ignored her, she would again kill all his sons. The story 
of her oath to the goddess was.told by Behula to Cliando*
He was then urged to worship the goddess not only by 
Sanaka and Behula but also by everyone in the cits?-..
Cliando could not resist this pressure and finally, accord­
ing to Bipradas, agreed to worship - Manasa after a further 
display of the power of the goddess, who brought liis 
boats complete with cargoes back to the house gate., It 
is told by Bi jay ^ u p t a ' that Cliando agreed to worship the 
goddess with offerings given in the left hand, when he 
was told by Chandl that the goddess Manasa was identical 
with Bhagavatl* But Cliando totally changed his views 
about the goddess, whom he had so long rejected because 
of her low origin, when he saw Durga and Manasa sitting 
side by side in a chariot and looking exactly alike*
1. Bipradas, ob.cit* »p.l7h*.
2. Bijay Gupta, op.cit*,p p *228-229:Also see BamsIdas, 
op.cit. *p*6h6*.
1 _ 'r- ■ ■ ■A sacred gold, pot of Manasa was placed permanently m  .
the house of Ghando,' the Brahmans were invited to perform ■
the rites, and the goddess was worshipped with offerings
of various fruits and. sacrificial animals. . The goddess>
appeared and Chando was pardoned.
The difference between the western.and. eastern 
versions lies in the cause of the final' surrender of 
Ghando, which is significant for more than one. reason.
In the former version Chando suiuendered to the goddess 
on realising her magical' power but in the latter he was ■
asked to worship Manasa because of her identity with .. 
either BhagavatT or Durga. It seems that in eastern 
Bengal the cult, had acquired higher status, not on account' 
of the special power attributed to the goddess but because 
of her relations’with the upper class deities. Secondly, 
this story also suggests that the cult gained.-popularity 
. in the east long after its .establishment in west Bengal..'
Thus, according to all versions, the godd,ess .was 
now for the first time worshipped■.with the officiation of 
Brahman priests. This reflects the final acceptance of, 
the goddess in every Hindu.family including those of the 
Brahmans, as. is evident' from their performance of priestly 
functions at Manasa worship. The practice is ’still current 
in Bengal, Assam-and Bihar.- - -
1. In the version of Bi jay Gupta-the reference ,i s, made, to 
.five pots (p.2^6).
:ili:. - Worship-by Muslims*,. , ■
1 ■!■ .in ,i ^ m iip i ii in irrtinii i i.Tiii. i ■h ifii n ■! muim^i ■ *•
The cult was not confined to the Hindus but it 
extended, among the Muslims. , This,is supported by textual 
evidence as well as. from the present practice in some 
parts of Bengal. ' How the-Miislims started'worshipping 
Manasa is vividly depicted by both 'the early westex’n and 
.eastern poets.- . Wehave already narrated the story in
■ - i
detail, as told by Bipi^adas. It is as follows. Once,
■while -Worshipping the. goddess Manasa, the cowheikis v/ere . 
attacked by Muslim fax^mers.- ' Manasa punished them and 
the matter was taken up by the Muslim chief Hasan and 
/his .brother Husen who foiight against Manasa. Manasa 
sent her /snakes .who. killed, all the soldiers of Hasan, .; ’ 
including his.brother. Finally Hasan submitted to 
■Manasa, who appeared personally'and brought back the 
lost, lives- and property. ..Hasan woi^shipped the goddess,
- - ' ■ p
with the;.off! cl at ion of Brahman priests. Bi jay. Gupta . . 
.differs and records that one stormy day a Molla took shelter, 
in the mandapa of Manasa in a foxiest. Thex^e he saw the 
•cowheihs worshipping the pots of Manasa. He thought that 
tliis was 1 "ghost worship11, which lie could, not tolei^ate. . When 
he was about to. break the. pots, the cowherds •■•in a bod.y 
attacked him and humiliated him in various ways. The news was:
I* ; Bipradas, ^ c i t .  ,pp.65~86;t e , pp. (3V- 141.
2. Big ay Gupta, op.cit *,,pp.5U-6B. •
.reported to Hasan and Husen, who, according to Bipradas, 
were defeated by Manasa. ...
The • difference between the western and eastern 
■versions is that in the former version‘Manasa personally 
' .appeared-before- Hasan ahd*requested him to worship her in 
.' order to. restore the lost lives,, .whereas in the latter 
version Manasa sent the. sage Harada with a.golden pot 
to Hasan and HuBen?";who enquired about, the pot as the 
cowherd boy Latik. had done. - Bar ad a promised them that
;:,if they . worshipped the goddess in-the form of a ;pot the 
> lost lives,.and property would be restored. 'Moreover,
Husen was not killed, as in the former version. The, 
pot' which was carried by Harada was bought by Hasan and 
Husen. ’ ' •
. '; • Then,' according to both versions, Manasa was
.worshipped in the form of a pot with the officiation.of 
Brahman priests.' The consultation of the Muslim chief 
- with the Brahmans: suggests two . things: first.-, that in
their dealings with Muslims and lower class Hindus the 
'. brahmans in the llpth-l^th centuries had.-become unorthodox; 
./secondly, that by this' time, the cult, had already been 
established among the.upper classes. Oyer and above this, 
k.this episode gives evidence of - the acceiDtance of . the Hindu 
.'customs and festivals by the Muslims.
After a period of Muslim settlement"in Bengal
and" their:domination as rulers, there ,seems -to have
arisen a mutual understanding between the two religions. -
This mainly affected the lower classes, but may. not have
■always been the case with the upper-strata of society.
In the past Hindus and Muslims have formed a single unit'
in .respect of many of their beliefs and practices.
Particularly in Bengal both the communities show this more. ■-
fully than elsewhere. Thus it seems’ that the. folk-
,culture of Bengal - a culture where the people of both
communities .share'the common beliefs ~ .is the.product of
the lower strata of society, and the upper class people .
have had little or nothing to do with it., The cause of .
this particularly harmonious relationship in Benghr is.
not far to seek. Ethnographically it has been proved
that a good number of Bengal Muslims are converts either
1from the lower class Hindus or the Buddhists. Such 
conversions after the Muslim invasion of Bengal .are re- . •
p •
fleeted in some of the early Bengali literature* So
it is to be expected that some traces of ancestral beliefs 
and customs survived among those converts..
1. J?afar Sharif: Q,anum-i-Is 1 am,Tfa in s.by, G .A .Herklo t s, p. 7;
- B.Ghose,Bahglar Hava Jagriti,vol.1,pp.112-119;A.Karim, 
Social History of the Muslims in'Bengal,p.158• -•   mi ~r "imiTi i r- fT~ni~.Mwin t IT • rn i hi i i jm i.i h.. m iwni i i.i. m ■ m n wt i »
2 • 1' Hi r ail j ane r Hu shma in Sunya Puran^UB d. 0. C. B and op adhyay.
ass'
The names' of the two Muslim chiefs, Hasan and 
Husen, are those of the two martyrs of Qarbala, according 
to the Shi * a tradition* This might suggest-that, in 
sojfar as she influenced the Muslims of Bengal, the goddess 
make her first and. strongest impression upon Shi!a 
communities, who■are more prone to syncretistic cults 
than are the more orthodox Sunnis*,
Not only have the Muslims heen attached to the 
local beliefs and practices of the Hindus, at least 
until recent years, but they have also been much inclined 
to Hindu mythology and tradition* ' This is well exemplified 
by literary evidence. One of the late 16th century 
Muslim poets is grieved at the general negligence of the 
Bengali Muslims towards their own religion, and on the 
other hand their ardent attachment 0to the M shabbierat a * ^
It is stated by a Muslim authority of the early 19th 
century that !,in Bengal ... it was the practice of low 
class Musalnians to join the.-Durga Puja or other Hindu 
festivals. They are very careful about omens and auspicious 
days, and dates for weddings and other rites are fixed 
after consulting Hindu Pandits. Hindu deities, like 
SitalH who controls smallpox and Rakshya Kali who protects her 
votaries from cholera, are worshipped during the epidemics.1
1. Sayyid Sultan: Qphate Rasul,Bd.Ali Ahmed,Preface
2. J*afar Sharif,op.cit. ,p.8.
The. same . author also records similar participation of -
■'Muslims:.; in Hindu festivals in ..other, parts of India. ,He ■'
does not forget to mention the reciprocal influence of 
the two‘communities. ;The 'Hindus of Bihar.and-in upper,.
India take part In the Muslim feast,, of the Muharram no
■’ '■.. • . 2 • ' - ' '
less earnestly than the Muslims. It has been rightly ■ . 
observed, by D.C.Sen: ,fThe great communities of Bengal » ■ .
the Hindus, and.the. Moslems ~ once thus joined with each 
other in their festive ceremonies, apparently participating 
. in'their mutual beliefs without- losing regard for their 
respective creeds."
-Thus it is not surprising to find the Bengali 
Muslims .’worshipping, Manasa. Snakes are objects of fear .. 
fo. all people, so it is to be-expected that- Manasa should 
be worshipped by people of all castes and creeds to guard 
against snake bite in a country where many people die from 
it each. year. -..Bengali Muslims were no less enthusiastic 
.than Hindus in. copying the. old .Bengali manuscripts of the . '
:poems depicting the p.ower -of the goddess.^- It is also of 
interest to note tliat "the literature of ballads - of the
1. Ibid.- ,pp. 8f. - ■'
“--"‘TT MFfnM * "**■ - , ' . •» ,
2.. Ibid;7 ' ; Risley, Tribes and Castes of Bengal, Vo 1.1 ,p.53U; .
D.C.Sen,Hastern Bengal Ballads.Vol.Ill.Part I>P»237^
3• •.. . ' S e n V o l . I I  1_,Part I,p.i].;cf.T.C.Das- 
gup t a .Prachini Bangla Sahityer ~ Katha m •129.Dasgupta,quoting 
"/the version.or Ketakadas,further draws our attention to the 
.fact that besides other-safeguards against snake bite 
Lakhindar Is said to Have;; kept. the. Q'uran in. the sealed 
. chamber ( p .129). ,. f * ■
1)..Sen,Eastern Bengal Ballads,; Vol.Ill .Part 1,-p.k; Petavel ana 
Sen,Behula, the Indian Pilgrim s Progress,n.Intro iv.
Manasa cult and of folklore generally - are (sic) almost 
entirely in the hands of ■ Mahomed axis in Eastern Bengal.1' ■■
In eastern Bengal and Assam, 'down, to the first quarter of \ 
the present century there were professional Muslim singers
' . __ 2 '
who, sang songs in honour of Manasa. It is also reported
that Muslims of west Bengal still directly or indirectly ..
. _ 3 '! '• v *
participate ih<the worship of Manasa.
..Thus Manasa was originally a local goddess worshipped, 
-"by the. non-Aryans as Represented hy the cowherds, the farmers 
and the fishermen, but-by and by , she came to gain popularity, 
first among the womenfolk o.f the upper classes and then 
Among the upper1 class men, including the Brahmans• The cult 
.became,so popular that the goddess was respected and worshipped 
even.by the followers of the. Prophet. Thus the non-Aryans 
may take to themselves the credit of having added to the 
- Hindu - Pantheon a goddess who is still worshipped by people 
of all classes.
1. . Sen,Eastern Bengal Ballads, Vol.IV,Part l,p.Intro.
2. Sen, Eastern-Bengal Ballads, Vol.-III ,Part. 1 ,p .ijr Manasb.-
r  tr-—nui ■ i"- v i t «i i rf"~i rnriTi-i i i < i i iVnrf r ri 11i1 mi     mmrm *  , r  1 /  .,n .
r Ka v;y a, op.c11.,b .I ntro.15.
3. L.M'os. 2,5,7,9,13,15,16,18,25,28,29 (Bankura); .2,3,6,7,9, . 
10,12,13’,18,-19,21,23,26,29,30,32,33,26,29,40 (Birbhum);
1,3,4,5,6,7, 9,12,14,15,17,18,20,22,26,27,31,32.33 
(Burdwan); 3 (Cooch-Behar); 9,10,12,13 : (Hooghly);;. 1,5,6,. 
10,12-16 (Howrah); 1,7,10,11,13.-15 (Jalpaiguri); 1-7, 9,
18 (Malda);'' 3,7, 15,20,22,23,29,36, 42,47, 51,52 (Midnapur) 
. 5,6,8,10,13-15,17,20,23., 24(Murshidahad); 2,4-6,10-12,15 
.(Nadia); 2,3,7-9,13,14,16,17,20,21,23 ( 24-Parganas) ;■ 
3-9,11-13,15 (West Dinajpure) .
Relations of Manasa with other. cult-'divinities
Manasa? and OhandT
The' relations between Manasa and Mangal OhandT can 
be traced from their speeches as related in the ManasTmangal- 
l£avyas. ’We. should not confuse, the Pur antic OhandT or 
rohan'^ilca with the Maligal OhandT of local origin, though 
in a later period both are depicted as one and the same
\ --y^ - ; : yy:>.yV:- i ; :. ,
by the poets of GhandTmangalk~a vyas. OhandT according
to; the legend,., was the stepmother of Manasa. We have seen 
that Oliando, the great opponent, of Manasa, was instructed 
by OhandT not to worship Manasa, as she was wicked and had
v .  • '  y  , ■  - y ;  . . 2 _ y y
a bad reputation in heaven. : After the final submission 
nf vOhando tp; Manasa, he clearly stated .the reason why. he 
had so neglected her. He said, ”It is PurvatT who in- 
. creased the. quarrel with you and instructed me not to worship 
you. I am a'disciple of Mahadeva and (my) mother (OhandT) 
is mad and she gave a hematala staff into the hand of a 
madman (also)• She said “why is Manas’s being worshipped 
in your house? She will take on a dark aspect- and will 
bring disaster to you1. GaurT ga.ve me the hematTla staff
1. . For the details see D .0,.Sen.aH .B.L . ,p.298;A .Bhattachar ya. 
. y BjJi.K . Vpp.327-353;S .B.Dasgupta ,Bharater sakti Sadharia o
Salita_Sahitya , pp.174-187 •: Hereafter Maflgal 0hand! of the 
Marias akavya will be referred to as OhandT.
2. Bipradas .op.cit.,p.57. . , **
' : ^
,4 ■ .'AB ;.;y ' s .  .-■:■$■ v- b  ■ 1 , ■- "/'y
and on her advice I broke the pot of Manasa..11 - The
'• hostility between OhandT and Manasa reflected-.in the
kavyas suggests the existence/ of. early conflicts between
; ' /  ..'  2  '  ^ - ; . . - V '  . : . , .
the two laukika; deities.; This view is supported by
• another passage: , when Retd was sent to GaurT and Ganga.
, • by their husband Siva , they cordially acceP^eA  her and .
she stayed with them. But their reception of Manasa =
;W a e  very different. She vAsVnot aliov/ed to stay in
the house of her father diva, as C.handT vehemently
■ opposed: this.:' When Gane^a; told Maxiasa the story of
Giya’s loss of .consciousness, after drinking the poison,
■ she. was: very glad to think that her stepmother -ChandT.;
would soon become a widow. ; After the recovery of Siva
through Manasa1s intervention, she' was praised by the
: gods• axid go &desses , and this was not liked by OhandT• .
It was. Ghan^T whose ill advice deprived Manasa of a happy ’'
home life. Thus fforn the very beginning we;findan
. attitude of mutual hostility betv/eexi the two goddesses,. .
.' and this hostility, rather than .that" existing-between. Siva; ' k;;
and Manasa,| is .reflected throughout the Kuv.yas.
T.> Bijay G u p t a . op.citi.p.284. ,. • ; • ■
y , 2. This point is ref er r e d t p  by 'S .Sen and SwamiSankarananda 
(B ipr a da s , op.cit  ^* p. Intro iXXX: and Manas a.G har it .p.Ill). . - 
• /! B3>< •’ EarayanJDeb. op.c it. •; p:. 15* - ; . : ; By, Y---’
; 4. KetakTcias, op.cit. .p.35. V
- . 5 * V Supra , PP* 1331(3^ jBipradas .op.cit . ,pp.43-45.
The opposition, of. Ghando as an ardent devotee of 
Siva seems to be a later addition.to the legend, dating 
from a time. when the cult of Manasa was beginning to 
find a foothold in society, and when the Brahmans thought 
of the absorption of these la ukika di e ties into their own 
f old. by giv ing t hem pur'anic garb and relat ing t hem to the . 
gods, of, Brahmanical Hinduism, y This is. the only feasible 
explanation of .why Manas's came to be considered .a daughter 
of Siva. That the laukika deities such as Manas'a,
Ma rga 1 -0lianda and STtala are. first met .against a Saivite 
. background suggests a further phase in the development of 
the cults, namely an attempt, by the Brahmans to make those 
deities popular among the upper strata of society on a 
footing similar.to thatof Siva. Thus it is evident that 
the story of the quarrel between OhandT and Manas'a over 
the spread of their respective cults is earlier than that ; 
of the opposition of Siva and Manas’a. This opposition 
which was manifested in the attacks made by Manas'a on 
devotees of Siva, seems to have originatedrafter the 
Muslim invasion, when the higher religion was challenged 
by the alien.; faith. . .
The .speeches of* both-Manasa, and OhandT reflect 
their, reactions And attitudes . to -each other * s activities 
and reveal the relat ionship between them. chando, the 
worshipper of Siva dnd ChandT and the possessor of 
mahnnnanjt opposed the, spread of the cult of Manas'a, who 
afflicted him in many ways in order to obtain his worship* 
The appearance of Manasa before Chando. in the guise, 
of a harlot dancer in order, to take away the maha.jnand is 
told in the following words: . 11 Manas’a feels no hesitation
in becoming a dancer to accomplish her terrible purpose, 
though she is a deva~kahya. All the gods and goddesses
■' • ,r ■1 ' ■ 4: ■ - - n
criticised what Manasa was doing and OhandT laughed.u 
The scorn of ChandT,for Manas’a ; on.,this:j account is probably 
a reflection of similar attitudes towards.the new goddess 
among the devotees of OhandT.
When Chando was wrongly imprisoned, by the king of 
Pettan through the magic s pell of Manasa, it was not Siva, 
whom Chando v/orshipped, but ChandT who rescued him. , While 
lamenting at night the inertness of 'HaragaurT1 , Chando was 
told in a dream by Mahamaya that he would be released, next 
morning. On the other hand Tera, one of the attendants of 
Chando, was advised in a . dr bam in the same night by ChandT
1. Bi,ia,y Gupta . op.cit., p. 91.
that -his master had been arrested by the king and that 
ifhis^hbli) wad earnestly requested. ' ;NCxt morning Chando 
; was-released by .Tera, who ’prpved that his master’ had been 
wroxigly .imprisoned. ; , , - ‘ ;
^hilev rbturnihg from a prosperous sea-voyage Chando 
.faced:"tom-cifeated by Manasa tp puxiish him*:': ;; All his 
e 1 eyen • boats banfe 'with ail 'their- belongings ,; except the' 
f iag-shlp Madhulcar . /which had been ;pieserved. fey- ChandT 
herselfy;-as; ClSndp;:was According to Bi jay,
Gupta;;Manasa was very annoyed when she knew. this and; came : 
t o . Chanda and t hre ate he d . h e r 11 If you do not allow me ’
: to dccupy; f ; I ;will kill your (sons) ;
; :This rPyerigbful,: 
attitudokcpm£elie^^ to leave Chando1 s boat,, which
; w$.s> finaliyybunk;hy :t;hp command of M a n a s a . : But .according 
to M r ^ y b n ;bey|': Ghan^:ipft thb: boat at Manas*a,* s request 
and. gave-,her perraission . to f sink: i t *J<: Though these two / 
y ersibhs; diifer-somewhat , both -give;evidenbe that the ., 
adherents ypf the :twoP^dBitles were hostile: t o  each other at; 
-thpyvery; begihnihgVdf^thelr^eyolution: oh sbclety*^:" s :"
}l^i':;i^rayan D£b .&p«cit..pp.173-174. V ' A .
;2,J ;bljky Gupta, op.cit. .pil45;barayan Deb:.op.oltiip. 194* -
3. ; BjLjay Gupta . ■ op.cit. A
4. ’ Harayan Deb .op.cit. .p. 194* ’ ■ ■ •;
After the shipwreck Ghando still suffered at the 
hands of Manas'a. Qnoe he was. in such trouble that only 
ChandT1s intervention saved his life. He was mercilessly, 
beaten and finally ordered to be put to death by a. king, on
a charge of theft, but all attempts, ended in failure through
' v V ’. • 1 i ■ • ■ • iv ■ ,
the power of OhandT. ; • . •
. The marriage ceremony of Behula and Lakhindar was
watched by the gods and goddesses from the air. . When.
Manasa arrived on the scene they feared.that she might
do.mischief at the marriage. ChandT requested Manas’a
not to make Behula, a widow, or to- create any disturbance .
■:as long as the gods and goddesses were present. . She
. v ■ : ^  ■"/ " _: . '•■■■ ‘ ;• ■ -. 2 ■
.added that she knew well, that Manasa was hard-hearted, 
and, again, when the chatra of Lakhindar was broken at the 
marriage, the gods and goddesses were distressed to see 
this inauspicious incident. ChandT explained that
Manasa knew the cause of it. Then they all left the place
3 ' ,
except Manasa-, who ..remained to serve her own. purposes. •
When Behula impi*essed Siva through her dance, he 
promised to help! her# Then she requested him.to bring 
back the.’ life of her. husband, but he remained'- silent. This
1. ibid. . p.213* ■ .
2. Bi.iay Gupta . op.cit. * p. 186.
3»•' Ibid. . p. 188.
e nr age d C handT, who abused Siva for being 1 a naked eater 
°1> bhang .and dhutr'a* who had forgotten his .own promise 
to B e h u l a , Baying these words. ChandT was about. to leave, ,
• but diva re quest ed her to ;s lay and-: asked Manas’a to bring ,< 
back the life .of Lakhindar. 'Manasa, answered that, she 
was not responsible for his death. This again enraged 
ChandT, who abused diva saying; "You roam in cremation 
grounds, dressing.yourself as a madrnan; (I wonder) why
Behula came to you. As Padma ruined the fortune of her 
own husband, how can she be synipathetic , to another? You 
are fortunate to have a daughter like Padma (sarcastically)• 
If you do not bring Back the life of Lakhindar you v^i 11 ; 
be blamed by men as a breaker of your oath."*1’ • ChandT 
then left the place ignoring diva1 s request to ;,stay.
Bi jay Gupta gives the longest account of this quarrel., but 
a similar hostile attitude is found in other versions. . 
According to Barayan De& when ChandT was told by Behula v 
about the death of her husband, she took the matter to 
.diva* saying that his daughter PadtlavatTwas very heartless, 
as she had made Behula a widow, and urging him to explain 
everything to Manas'a, so that she might change her attitude \ 
to the family of Ciiando. .When Manas'a denied the charge of 
causing the death of Lakhindar and. expressed her desire to
1. Bijay Gupta, op.cit. , •p.226.
shave the head of Behula, saying that her husband had
been bitten by the snake Kali at her command, QhandX
ansered: "You are preaching too much. Who will, shave
the head of Behula at your command?". Then they started
quarrelling. Manasa even cast aspersions.on ChandT* s
-father. The quarrel was stopped at the intervention of
diva. . According to Ketakadas. when it was proved that
• Manas'a was. guilty, ChandT severely condemned her inhuman
acts before the gods.
This hostility between ChandT and Manas'a, which is
continued until the very end of the story, no doubt
reflects the attitude of the adherents of one goddess
to those of the other. But after years of hostility the
text suggests that a compromise was effected. We have
already noticed that Chando worshipped.Manasa when he was
told, by ChandT that Manas'a was identical with BhagavatT*
Even now Manas'a is worshipped in some parts of West Bengal 
. 4 ' . . •
and Assam as, one of the manifestations - of ChandT. Thus
the quarrel between the adhex^ents of the two laukika deities
1. Bar a yah Deb .o p . c i t pp. 126-127 ,130-131;0f . Jaga j jTban, ;
op.cit.t pp.305-306.
2. KetaSadas, op.bit. ,pp.294-295• -
3* Supra^ p. 2*10 • Bam^Td&s^o.p. «193 -ff .
4. Manasa-K!avya. p.. Intro* 8. .
: was brought to ah end by relating the div init ies to each 
other or even, by identifying them. '.This conflict later 
-developed into strife between the laukika deities on one 
side and Siva on the other. . This stage in the assimila­
tion of the follt divinities of Bengal is reflected very . 
clearly in the MangaIkavyas. We believe that' these .
popular deities.found^fqotholds;in society when the 
Brahmanical religion was facing an alien faith after the 
Muslim invasion* -Against .this;religious background the 
Bengali Mangalkav.yas were written, partly as propagandist 
literature in the quarrel between the Saivas and the wor­
shippers of the/iaukika deities represented by OhandT, 
Manas’a and STtal’a. Of course, it is clear from these 
leavyas that Manga 1 OhandT was admitted into the pantheon 
of Hinduism earlier.; than Manas'a. It was probably for 
this reason that in the story. Chian do was helped by OhandT . 
on many occasions, and agreed to wox*ship Manas’a when he 
was asked to do so by OhandT. Thus we may safely conclude 
that the quarrel between OhandT and Ma has a in mediaeval 
literature reflects an. earlier stratum of x*eligious history 
.than that between i3iva dnd OhandT or Siva and Manasa..
1. Infra, pp., 313- 3m i  .
Manasa and Siva:
; Manasa, according to the legend, was; the daughter 
of Siva# But it has been suggested by S.Sen that "Manasa 
was co-wife of OhandT in the early form of the story* . . 
The quarrel between Manasa and ChandT and the traces of, . 
remnants of incestuous relation between the father (Sivaf 
and the daughter* (Manas'a). in the later period are indicative- - 
to their early relationship. WhenSiva occupied the. place "
; . .■ " 7. -7\ : ■ V i .... ^  : ■. 1
of his fat her pharma, his relation with Manasa. was changed.” 
We’ have already concluded that the cause of the quarrel . 
between-Mahasir. and ChandT had nothing, to do with Siva at 
the time of the emergence :of their cults. And again 
the -referenee to an incestuous relationship between Siva 
and Manas'a does not indicate that Manas'a was originally a 
wife of Siva but rather'the opposite. . This licentious 
aspect of Siva1s character is clearly exposed in much 
.mediaeval Bengali literature in general and. in our kstvyas 
in particular. It is quite clear that the; quarrel between 
Manas'a and. ChandT originated from the expansion of their 
respective.cults, and not because of any family relationship 
(stepmother and stepdaughter), and that the traces of
1.; S. Sen, .BangTTSahit yer It ihasdi, Voi. 1, p. 109 • For the
referenc Sivais occu pat ion of his father1 splac e^
See supra, pp. ftZ - 19*7 
'2. Supra j .  PPv . 3o£ • 7 V
incestuous relations between Siva dnd Manas’a are simply ' 
due to Siva’s licentious character* Thus Sen’s suggestion 
can hardly be accepted;: it is not supported by any textual 
evidence, nox* does it provide a convincing interpretation 
of the materials* . ;
Relations between Manasa and Siva are depicted as more 
or less cordial but the followers of Siva, as represented ' 
by .Chando, showed, a. completely different/.attitude towards 
Manasa* We have: already concluded that the stories re-' 7 
fleet an early conflict between-the supporters of Manassf 
and, those of Mangal ChandT. On the other hand the 
Mangalkavyas imply that the devotees of all the laukika 
.deities. who. were claimed to be.:Sakti strongly opposed 
Saivism. B.C.Sen suggests that "the propaganda of the 
Sakta(cult however, was to restore. faith in a personal
7 :'- . 7 -.'7-.; . 7 . ■ ....:' . ■ 1.7' - " .
divinity in the place of impersonal Siva". S.B.Dasgupta 
remarks that:"the human interest of; the life long struggle ; 
of Oand Sadagar of the Manas*a mang aIs has been minimised by 
the undercurrent of the religious tone - by,the fact that 
it really represents the struggle of decaying Saivisrn of 
Bengal against the growth and: spread of Saktaism represented 
by. the Manasa cult." T.W.Clark interprets the evidence as
1. B.C.Sen ,. H.B^L.L* * p.254«- 7
2. S.B.Basgupta.Obscure Religious Cults.. Intro. ,p.xxif. The 
same scholar writes: "* *.among the Hindu deities Siva 
enjoyed.wide popularity in the early.and mediaeval period." 
(op.cit . .Intro* p.XLIII ff.)
indicating that "the struggle;'depicted: in the mangalkavya 
between the devotees of:Siva and those of Manasa or OhandT 
derives not from the rivalry between the philosophies of 
Saivism and Saktaism, but from a clash between .farming , / 7 
people and semi-nomadie tribes, who had encroached on
cultivated land, a clash which naturally involved the .
7" 7 - 7 7 ■ 7 - .. l ' '7 -■ 7 . 7.. 7 . , 7 7- .; ' --7;
deities ,they worshipped.*1 The. view of B.G;.Sen cannot
7- 7; v7- 7'7 , . :. .. 2 7  ' 7 ■ '7.7 r 7' . ■ ■ . “
stand, as we .have already been thgtt Siva ;was worshipped
in Beng'al . as. a ^ personal de it y from ’ t he; early, Pala period.
So the Sakta cult cannot be interpreted as a restoration
of faith in a personal divinity as ^opposed to the impersonal
Siva. Basgupta1s interpretation does not wholly satisfy
us, for there is no evidence that Saivism had decayed in
• 7 7. ■ ; . 7 7 ■ 3 7 .,7 . - 7; ; ' 7. ■ ■ ■ ; .
our ' period. in Bengal• . • : vy ; \ : / , v ;
T.W.Clark* s suggestion is. not supported by textual .
7 . 7  ; "v7. 7 . • 4 ■= 7 ■” .777-7 . .■ . . ■ ; -
evidence# This scholar holds the view that there, was an 
early conflict between the worshippers of ;Siva as a 
krishakadevatef and those of Manasa and OhandT. lie thinks '
I l|p ill.lH . . W  I I I. II. I . .. *  #  .
that the v/or.shippers of Siva were;settled people who . 
maintained themselves by cultivation, whereas the' adherents;
q ..; B7 S .,0 .A ; S ■ .1955 XVTl/3 .p.506#
2 * Supra, pp. SV-Ar . •
3* Supra , pp. $c\- .
4. This :opinion was expressed by Mr.Clark when I personally
discussed the matter with him. ‘
of ^ Manasa and. ChandT were semi-nomadin people* When
these tried to settle.by occupying land, a clash arose
between them, and the settled people of the farming class,
which was expressed in tradition as a quarrel their
respective deities. However, we are told in the OhandT-
mangaIkavya s that the hunter iCalketu, a member of a tribal
caste, was given wealth.by the goddess ChandT. With this
we alt h he founded a ,city in Gujrat.after cut t ing down t he
forests. But he was worried as people did not come to'
settle in his domain. So he prayed to the goddess ChandT,
• 2who directly helped him by flooding the country of Kalinga 
;sparing the hewiy founded domain of Kalketu. Kalketu 
promised to give certain facilities' of cultivation to 
immigrants, who came in large numbers*. Here we should 
remember that he is never mentioned as .encroaching on 
cultivated lands; he and his subjects only attempted tq 
cultivate uncultivated waste* This incident suggests three 
probabilities: firstly, in those days agrarian economy
.was expanding in Bengal; secondly, on the basis of land 
economy low class.people were challenging: the authority of 
the existing, social order and claiming a higher place in
1 & 2. . Gujrat and Kalinga - these two names are not to be 
. confused with the .historical places in Western India and 
modern Orissa respectively. They are two fictitious 
places located in Rarha^ (See S.B.Basgupta, Bharater 
gaktir-S'adhana 0 ffakta Sahitya. p. 181;
society, supported in their efforts by the local deities;", 
and lastly, the central authority, was very weak,, leading 
to the growth and rise of many small principalities. Of 
course Clark is right enough in his suggestion that the \ 
quarrel between Saivism and Saktism reflected in our kavyas 
was not based, on mere philosophical differences.-., But the 
hypothesis of the encroachment on cultivated lands. by 
semi-nomadic tribes is supported neither by historical nor■ 
by textual evidence of our.period* Thus the suggestion , 
that the quarrel between Saivism and £Takt^ism arose from" . 
the conflict of the economic interests of farming people 
arid semi-nomadic tribes can hardly be accepted*
We have already seen that the popular'deities, many 
of which had their origin in the 9th-12th centuries A.D., . 
found footholds in orthodox society only after the Muslim 
invasion. A  careful study of the mangalkavyas suggests , 
that these local deities were accepted and worshipped by 
the upper classes for two reasons. Their adherents, 
propagated the belief that a devotee of one of the popular 
goddesses v/as always blessed with enormous wealth and 
prosperity. But they.were not satisfied with this type of. 
propaganda only. They also advanced their cause by 
depicting the endless power, of their goddesses in relation
to the predominating .deity, of that period - • Siv'a •: .- 
-■■•/ISfatur'alXy' the; v/orshippers of;. thev:Ptt!Rarilio ;^ iva opposed; 
ythe.propaganda;‘j-In -favour of ;the goddesses, who were referred 
fov by^  thefr as%itches# But theiryoppbsitlon was almost
: ; powerless against . the, rise of the goddesses,* To make 
. thern popular among. the upper :classes their>adlierents re­
lated. them -to. -the, predominaht^gbdy Thus; Manasa and. Ohandlv 
••''became a' .daughter''and- a wife; of Siva -respectively*
7y\;V- similar attempt ;was carried on in South India# II* 
Whitehead pbserves that 11; .'*the3?e has . been. a; strong tendency 
. ■ in the.; Tamil country, where Bfahmin inf luence 7 is"strong, to ;;
connect the old village deities with;;the ,Hindu Pantheon, 77-7 
; and -especially with, the God diva, the most popular -deity 7 
- in South'.Indian11 ;7 ' /’ /•'**'■ 1 7; * v /. ' .•■•■-If; v:-7
fextitherevolution of thevcults was acceierated by the’; 
growth 0^1 thh veriiacular literature* , It. seems more
7prbbable that the quarrel between daivism and da'kt^ .ism as 
depicted- jilrthe; mangallcavyas arose when thei: worshippers of; 
the goddesses propagated the. belief a devotee of their ,
vsect would be blessed with any boon desired, by him if he -yvy 
merely worshipped, the goddess in a very simple way* This 
preaching, appealed to. thevcommoh f oik of the country and the
1*:y-'H*Whiteheadj-- bp.cit* * P*133* - 1 v v ’V  ':’*■
country and;the number of worshippers increased'rapidly^ ; 
enlisting the peopleof the upper c lassqs ' *• - particularly 
the. womenfolk* Thus the propagation, of the. idea of the, 
unlimited power of the goddesses GhandT and,Manaaa 
naturaliy tended to. undermine the power: of the predominating 
Siva, leading to a quarrel with the worshippers of the 
latter, re presented" by Dhanapati and Chando of the ChandT 
aiid Manasa kavyas respectively* . ; 7
, Possible .political causes ,of the popularity of these ' 
deities cannot be ignored. Ths Muslims dethroned the 
Senas and finally brought disaster to the older ruling 
classes* This might be expected to lower the prestige of 
the latter! s patron deities,, such, as Siva and. Vishnu.
During this time of political insecurity and chaos it may 
well: be;that the common people thought that the ruling 
classes and their deities were incapable of protecting them, 
;Vso they .lost their faith in bothr-yTCjn' this political back-7 
ground the laukika deities became popular ■and'a literature' 
grew up to propagate, their enormous power, in comparison 
with that of the classical deities of the upper, classes.
Such a development, must have satisfied, the needs and tastes 
of the society of the time. ‘ This political influence on 
the growth of the laukika cults is indicated by the fact that 
after the Sena king left R*adha his ‘dynasty, continued, to rule7
in East Bengal for many years* ill our .evidence 
indicates that the new deities began to be worshipped and 
praised in Radha, the region which first, came under the 
7sway of. Mubiim. rulers. . And it was in RadhaI'that the 
stories of these deities first took literary form. Thus 
the inability of the rulers to protect their subjects made 
them and their deities unpopular among the commons and 
helped the laukika deities,to become popular.
Let us now. examine the speeches of Siva ehad Manas*a, 
as related in our kavyas# At the request of Manasa1 Siva 
blessed her saying: "She will be worshipped by Degas,
Asuras and earthly men and. there will be twelve, festivals 
(in her honour), one in each month"*"•'. However, Manasa's . 
clash arose with Chando when she vras already being wor­
shipped by. Sotncdca. Humiliated by C.hando, ManassT went to
Siva and told her story* In reply Siva told her that she .
- • ; . - ■' ’ ^ .. . 2 ■ ' , 
might kill the sons of Chando but hot G ha’ll do himself.
Bi jay Gupta adds: "Do not ask me to kill Chando* If Chando
worships you, you will be worshipped by (other) earthly
1. Ketalcadas , jogcit . ,P.134.
* kariba tomar puja devasur nar .//
bara parbba haiba tomar, baramase
2. N'ara’yan De^*, op.cl-t,# #■ p.67*
, 1 7 -7 ■' ■ . - ■' . .. 7 , ’ ‘ • 7 . ‘ ■ v  '
men"... Similar instructions to aave the life of . 7
Chando were given by Siva when Manas'a begged permission -
■ ’ ' *: ■- 7'7;v 7 , ■ 2  7 "■ y  ' 7 7 . ■' '
to sink his boats. Here Vijayagupta differs and states
that 3iva became very angry and began to, abuse ..both
; Manas'a and Ghando, who were quarrelling blindly, with
each other, sayingi "Either you die. or Ghando dies,
as I cannot bear these troubles, any more. . I think I
3 '7 _
- shall leave the.family for good." Then Manasa told
him of the insults she had suffered at the hands, of Ghando.
TAt the complaint;of Manas’a Siva was, all the more irritated
and said: . "You Padrna, go away from here. Either Ch*ando
may kill you or you may kill him. . The one who is more
powerful may kill the other. Both of you can quarrel just 
■■ ■77 : 7 4 ; 7 _
as you like."T This ■••reply helped Manasa to achieve her
purpose. Similarly she was able to .take away the snake
Udayakala from .Siva to kill Bhanvantari. It was Siva
■ who gave Manasa in marriage to the sage Jaratkaru. On
the other hand Siva wak brought back to consciousness "
by, Manasa when he became unconscious after di»inking the
poison,. . Finally it was 3iva*s request to Manas'a which
helped Behu-la to get back the life of her husband. Thus
1. Bijay Gupta, op.cit. * p.66.
: . cherndare ' mari,be na bala henabahi //
• chando yadi/toma puj'a kare eke hi be /
^ _ ' tabe se tomar puja ha be prithiblte //
2. Harayan Be^, op.cit.,. p.192.
■3. Bijay Gupta, opYdlT., p. 135.
4. Ibid.
lib :
In ouxykavyas the'.relations^ between Siva tod Manasav , Y 'by"-
areitbre„-dordial :thanthose betweenvChanbT and. Manasa. 7 '\;'7
Pharma :and Manasa: 'y/-y ■ '-Y7 . y^y -  /yyy
7 ' 7the-.earlier . form7of; the-7story of^.Manasavis believed . ;lv7
by S.Sen to have been associate^wl’fch thelegehd,of Dharrna* '*■ 7": '
. Thakur • , Be fore we examine this theory, we should consider
the characteristic fe.aturek of the god Dhabma.,: After a 7 7;,;V
careful study, of .the’cultS.B.Dasgupta cdnciud.es that "tbe ; y  
'Dharmabtbakur;- does'* not represent ythe conceptidn‘of any ‘ : 77yb
particular deity, 7 t-;‘herather represents " the /general idea 7yy 
of Godhead or : ofkthe sovereign deity over yfchq universe, and ' 7;yi 
: as.suchvke rhas;;bden:associated consciously: with all the 7 7
7.:-oqhceptions of Godhead or of the sovereign , deity 'popularly 777 77:7
’ 7torrent\:ih Bengal and; Orissa from the tenth century A.T)." . 7 ::vy 
Apd again "the origin of the Dharma ti^kur with all his ■ v 7y7y
/positive and negative , Buddhistic and., Hindu attributes -y-; y ;y
may historically be associated with^ the;.•conception of this v
, \,;y' ‘ 7 / '7' 7 7.7...; y "Y - . ' 3 . . ' . -,7 7Y
f ; ; Lord Supreme of7the later Buddhistic schools". In Bengal. : 7
7 y a literature grew .up to . propagabey the power of this deity* 7 "
• Important for our. purpose ;isthe story of creation as .depicted : ;
■ -rn—  - f  i n n  r - '^ T T -n r r1— ~— v i r m r '  K u n - ' i r - ^  i Y 1711^ '  \ i i — - -■  m in i ir  imi iTnrrT--  ~ i~nnrn ~ ------ — Vnir— —  i t t -  i m n i w i r  ir i r r * ra ^  ..
; 1* :SiSen,Bangln Bahityer Itiiias , p .109. : .777
• . 2 * S.B*Dasgupta . Obscure Beligious Quits . p.327. Y ;
- 3. Ibid. t:-;p'pW'3i6-: f* , ■ 7: 7 7' \ :■ Y ;-:y; _,y
vividly in the Dharma literature in particular, and 
briefly in other mangalkavyas in general. This is as 
follows s’?-
Before the creation of the Universe there was the 
7void only. The first step towards creation was the 
appearence of wind, from which a bubble came into existence. 
From the latter came Dharma, the formless one,, and out of 
the broken-bubble water poured all over the Universe. The 
god,Dharma floated on it., After fourteen yugas he 
yawned and gave, a long sigh, out of which.an Owl was born. 
Riding, on the Owl he toured the universe, and finally 
both of them thought of .rest. On the advice of the Owl, 
Dharma threw.his sacred thread; on the water, from which 
came forth the kaga Va sulci with a hundred heads. Va sulci 
immediately wanted to eat both, Dharma and the Owl. Then 
.Dharma threw his ear-rings on the water; out of these four- 
frogs were born, and were eaten by Vasulci, who was satisfied 
with this meal. Then Dharma scraped off a bit of dirt from 
his body and dropped it on the head of. Vasulci. There the 
dirt, came, to life as VasumatT.(the earth) and began to grow, , 
; finally taking a triangular shape. Then Dharma and his 
Vahana and advisor the Owl alighted on the earth to take
1. Ramai Pandit: S.unya Pufan^ .7 (Ed.by) N.N.Vasu,pp. 1-22.
rest. Dharmavs sweat fell on the ground and out of
it Adya &akti (Primal Energy) was born. . She is also
, _ 1 . . ; : ; ■' . ■ - 
known as Ketaka. ’ Then the primeval mother introduced
herself to Dharma and, .the Owl, and called them father
and uncle respectively.
.Dharma then created the river Ballulca where,
accompanied by the Owl, he went to-practise penance, leaving
the itdyaSakti alone. As he continued his penance, Adya
3akti attained puberty and was .very eager to s ee her father
and uncle. Out of her passionate thoughts and feelings
came Desire (l(ama). . She ordered Desire to disturb Dharma
in his meditations.. Dharma was erotically aroused by
Desire and his. semen was. spilled on the ground. When
Dharma enquired from the Owl about the cause of Desire1 s
attack on him, he explained that Desire was7commissioned :
by *Kdya Sak'ti as she was then under the control of the
Lov e-god. . The semen was collected in an earthen pot by
the Owl and the two. returned to Adya taking the pot with
them. Dharma consoled her and, Again accompanied by the
7 . ‘ . 7 7 ; - . ■: > . .7. . ; -■ ; ■ 2 . 7. 7'
Owl, went out to search for a bridegroom for her. Before
they went, the; Owl left the pot with. $ dya,, te 11 ing her to
1. ..This name does not occur in the ffunya PuranA version.where
Adya 3akti is also referred to as Gauri;an&.Parvati* For 
the. name, Ke taka, see S. Sen * s. Bang la Sahi fry er It i has .vol ♦ I 
p. 109, . and his other works. -
2. . According to some versions Dharma married. dya and then
left her to do penanoe ‘as-, before (see ,8. Sen .op. cit. ,vol. I,
p. 502)..
guard it well, as it contained poisonous .honey (Visha- 
madhu). : . , ■ ; • '
Time passed and .Dharma .did not return. In the 
meantime TJdya. felt, the wounds of the Lov e-god so deeply 
that she; drank what she thought to be poison in order to 
end her life*. But the result was completely different 
and .she became pregnant..; In due time she gave birth to . 
three, children - - Brahma, Vishnuj and Siva.* /- Thus Adya 
became the wife^of Dharma*;;; After: their birth Brahma, /' 
Vihhnu and Siva left home to practice; austerities on. the 
bank of the river Balluka*. Meanwhile Dharma was informed 
by the Owl of the. birth of the three gods and their going . 
to the Balluka* But Dharma did not want to show himself 
to his sons, so he decided to test their supernatural 
.power* 3iva, who proved to possess higher meditative 
qualities; than his two brothers;, was instructed by Dharma 
that Adya should be his wife; throughout all the ages, and 
so Siva married her . MIhen Dharma' .entrusted the charge 
o f c re at ion to Bra hnia, V is hnu, Siva . and A dya, and f inall y 
died. ■' ; -
This cosmogony differs widely from the version of the 
17th century poet Jaga j jTban* lie tells that Dharma first
X* &&££» pp. 192-193.
2. Jap;a.1 jlban,op^ci.t*, pp. 1-20.
created Brahma., Vishnu and Siva, who later went out to
practise,austerities on the bank of the river, leaving
their father, Dharma alone.. Dharma badly felt the absence .
of his sons and sighed sadly. Out of his. sigh a herrnophrodite
emerged, whom the god changed into a beautiful girl, and
whbm he called'Manas'a. When she attairied puberty Dharma >
himself fell in love with his daughter*s beauty. Finally
he married Manas’a with the approval of his three sons.
After sexual intercourse between father;rand daughter, the
latter slept.very deeply and;the father repented of his
actions. ■ He was so distressed, by guilt that he left the.
house with the intention of ending his life. . Before he
committed suicide, he decided, to put his sons to the test
as in the earlier form of the legend. In the test Siva
proved superior. Then Dharma expressed his desire to 
■ ; : ■ ■ i '
enter into diva and told him.that Manas'a would be his wife*
3i.va let him enter him by his mobth. Gn the other hand
when Manasa woke, up and. did. not find Dharma by her side, she
was restless,until she heard from Siva about the death of
Dharma. : She asked. Siva, Vishnu and Brahma* to make a funeral.
pyre and. threw herself upon it. v She became, a female baby- .
; of three ddys old, crying - on the pyre. : She was taken out,
.1. J’agajjTban, op.cit. . p.l2f.
mukhmela, sat bare u dare d.e ha.: b*as /
. ■ x  ■ x  _
manasa' kaminT habe tomar gharanX //
put into an iron box, and set adrift on the river by the 
joint consent of the three sons of Dharma. This iron 
bod: came into the possession of the: sage Hemanta, with, 
whom the girl grew up, bearing the name Durgat She
finally married Siva. - - - • f
The birth of Manas'a from the breath of Dharma and 
her' marriage with Dharma ;are peculiar to this version.
Later in the same text dagajjTban tells of the. traditional 
story of the 'birth of Manas’a from the; semen of Siva and her 
marriage with daratkaru. Though there :is no ; mention of the 
birth of Manas'a from Dharma;■ and their ;marriage in the early 
versions, of the Manas’a story, we cannot altogether ignore 
these peculiar, legends. Many traces in our older versions 
suggest that the early form of the story had a certain 
connection with the Dharma legend. In the version of 
Bipradas it is said that ‘Siva practised austerities . in order 
to behold Dharma, and.was instructed by Dharma through the: 
medium of G-anga to go to Kali da ha and pluck flowers, for 
. there he would.see Dharma1s manifestation in the guise 6f 
a gii»l*. . According to B'arayan pe&, when £3iva ordered 
ji^vakarma to make a flower-basked in{whidh to carry Manas’a ,
he said; **0 Vi^vakarmaJ Make a basket for me, as I want
L.'' ' p
to■ carry Ahadi Dharma (in it)!l. These two inferences
If Bipradas . op.cit. , pp.. 5-7*
2. h'arayan DeST op.cit. ,.p.22•
suggest'ari early kahd close relationship between Dharma 
and Manas’a. Here Manas’a appears as the Sakti of. Dharma^ 
identical with the Adya Sakti, the primeval mother of the 
Dharma literature. The close relationship of; Dharma and/ 
Manasa can be further proved from the' statements that
uPadmavatT appeared as the manifestation of Dharma” , and *
; ‘ : ' . / . / , /  ^/; 1 ' *' !
, that/ she was also the incarnation of Dhaxmia Hiranjan.
. Thus the story- of the birth of the goddess from Dharma\ -
and/their marriage depicted in the version of JagajjTbahk.  ^f
,seem ;to have brigipaW&kin* bn/'Ager-whbn;, the'•’Dharma-; -cult ?/
was very; popular in Bengal, and the story; of the creation
; of the universe by the same god vywas'.‘Widely. accepted. The..
popularity of :the Dharita cult can be further proved by the: '
facts that the creation; of. the universe byIthis god is
depicted, by the poets of . the Manasa "and OhandT kavyas,
and that down to the present day the Dharma Thakur is wor- k
shipped /throughout West Bexigal' accompanied by either
ChandT or Manas'a. / ■ • ‘ . -
When Mhnasa sought a foothold in society, her adherents,
,including the poets, identified her. with the Adya Sakti. \ v
1. Bipradas^ bPfciti . pp.228.13.
2. S.Sen, Bafxgla ^ ahityer Itihas ; vol.! , p.109. ’
3 • VkG-hose 4 P a § c hiitb a5ge r7 Sams kr i t i f p. 274 * k\\
This view is supported by the evidenee of.our tezts, where ; 
the goddess is refexrred to, as ‘adlm’at'a , jagatmat'a.
■yidva,jananT. and etdya-dakti>^  The use of these epithets 
strongly suggests the general tendency of the poetj to 
make the deity the supreme one. She is referred to as 
the daughter, and the wife of Dhax^ma by the 17th century
' ' 2 ■ ■ V . - . ' ’-V
poet JagajjTban. In the village of Iswarpore, Birbhum, 
at the worship of Dharma Thalcur, popularly known as Sundara 
Ray, the songs of Manasa. ax^ e1 recited, as the goddess is 
.present in the-same shrine. These songs form the most
■/. - ■ . ■ ■ ; ” ' v.. •. ■, . 3
important and noteworthy feature of this festival. . 
Similarly in a Dharma shrine in the village of Jhunka 
Bankura, an ancient Jaina image placed, by the- side of the. 
image of Dharma Thakux*, is belieyed to, be the image of ■ 
Manasa, and occasionally .she .'is- offered a pig by the Bauris
4
oh the last/day of Sravana. . It is further reported that
1. Biprajas ,o p . c i t p..230jBijay G-upta . op.cit. ,p;246;
Ketakadas.op.cit. rp«335». —
2. , It is interesting to note that uthe Dharma Thakur of the
Dhamna . cult is not generally associatedj/iatJi any Sakti or 
female counterpart. In the Dharma-puga, however, we find 
7*:- a goddess, k*aminya by name, whose worship follows'the wor- 
. ship of Dharma along with the worship of many other gods 
> and goddesses, and she is^the goddess for removing blindness 
and. leprosy. This K'aminya is sometimes described as some­
thing like a Sakti of Dharma, and. as a matter of fact some ,
' ; of her descriptions resemble the description of the goddess . , 
variously .described in the Buddhists and the Hindu Tantras.,r 
(S.B.Dasgupta.Obscure Religious Quit.pp.320-321). This state­
ment is ^strictly accurate, but it should be noted that ChandT 
ox»: Manasa are still of ten worshipped with Dharma, though' * *- 
not as his £3aktis. ' . • -' . •
3. ; V. Chose.,Padchimbanger, Satokriti ,p.l86.
4. Folklore , vol.1 ,Ho.4,I960 ,p*239*
;the/-Dha;fm^ rarely.. eeefrdwitho.ut ;Maiiia'sa,,ih his „ '
■ : ■'■ l ':'■■■• . :-V--' ■- ■ ■*"./ ' ; ■'' '.-'r
shrine;•/. ;,l!he: association is not confined in West .Bengal. ■ .' ■ . 
In KamruPi-Assam, an.earthen pot containing water is used 
f at the worship1 of Manas’a. - This pot which is popularly ; v.\'
known as the pot of. Dharmaooht a ins’: river-’or pond ..water-: . : ;:-
which' has been used at the time of the worship of the god. i. ■
. ,liar ay ana • ; -The mantras of! Manas’a include a :hpln to Dharma , . . .
in. which he is said to be identical with.Vishnu, . . The 
sacfed. water of '■•ijha'rnia^ I^ r^ yana-^ 'fyi.shnii)'-'. is used to bathe \ ■
the symbol • of Manas’a. In. the district' of Mangaldai ■ V 
v Manasa is worshipped together ;With:-Qther .divinities ,;es~ r .:
r ; pecially withrDharrna* This . pharma-^raydna of. white com- /.
. . plexi on is offered a pair of white pigeons, . Songs are . - r
recited at the worship of this god which .are -simiiar to .'
the songs of tfe,^Dharmamangai ,liavyas of Behgal.t' In the : '
v / i 1 Assamese version of■: the Mahasa^liavya frequent reference fov. i-, ;A : ;
;; i; Dharma .(^ halcur) is made#' This evidence suggests that ; this; •- 
. , -pharma'/ is none but ‘the, popular -pharma Thakur of Bengal-. It
is .believed by scholars that, possibly owing .to u n f a v o u r a b l e ,
'/A. conditions, .the cult of this- local god was ,concealed in. that .
V of. Manas’a. The early. . 18th century poet Sit’ai^'ani Das refers • V
to. the worship) of Dharma by Manasa, as we have noticed in ’ .
1. V .Ghose chirnba ng er Samskritl, p. 67V* ' ;v' // /.
■ V  2., Manaset~Ka vya , IntroV3p.I2l ; * - "'d
v IbidvV p.13* : < v r i . t.--; ■: -.7\v./'; " ; . :.-v,’
the case of. Siva, on the bank of Balluka. These 
references to the- associatidn/of Dharma and Manasa 
,strongly suggest un early:relationship between the two ,..
’deities.. Moreover one of the names/by Y/hich the
V ' . ; A  V ' - Z '  . . k ' - ■ ■* / k ' v / k
goddess Manasa is referred.to is Ketaka which, also refers,
as we have alfeddy seen,/to the 'Jdya Saktiv /' To explain
the origin of . this name , the poet;-.states that as the goddess
originated in the. screwpine leaf , she is . c a lie d Ke t ulta-
sundari. Dr. S.Sen suggests that "Ketaka is perhaps
connecte & with, Vedie lceta 1 desire,. v/ill1 , ■ a synonym of
manasu . But the, scholar does not follow up this /
suggestion,. and we are not inc.lined to derive this name : . //
from an obscure /Vedic word; Whatever , its p.rigin, it .
seems that there was; some early/relationship between
Dharma/and. Manasa* v/ V.
A further process in the assimilation of the cult of 
//Manasa with the Suits of the upper class, deities was carried 
on by the adhex>en.ts of both.; Manasa, who is the/ daughter/ 
of Siva at the beginning of the kavyas, is referred to in 
two cases ad Mahe^vari, the consort of Siva,, at their end.
1. Bipradas, op.cit., Intro. p>xvi. >
2. I(etalcaaHs .op.cit;. .p.6. _ The ponb calls himself the 
. servantV^ffisaT of /Ketaka (Manasa) and, hence/ he is known ;
, as Ketakadas. . : , .7 h-7- /•/ /’ ;• ' ■ ./■./ 7. /. 7, ,
3• Bipradas, op.cit., Intro; p.xxxii.
74'./ :_Ketak,adas / op.cit. . p.33 5; Jag a ,i n Jban /.- o p. c it. ,p.330.;.
This implies a further rise.in her status• Probably the 
/former relationship was put forward by the adherents of 
Manas'a, and the latter by the Brahmanic scholars who 
accepted the/, goddess into their fold.
•  ^ Prom the above evidence it is clear that the relation­
ship between Dharma and. Manas'a originated in. an age and 
/an;era when the Dharma cult, was widely popular in Bengal.
The same school of thought sought to prove, that Brahma.,
Vi shun and "Siva were the sons of Dharma.7. The origin of / 
all these. relationships' seems to have been the product of 
;the desire to obtain a place, for the popular divinities 
.Manas’a and Dharma in' the theology of the local Brahmanism, Z 
which was patronised by upper class society. ,/
Manasa and. G a m a :
It might be expected that? Manas’a would become in some . k  
way associated, with the/ river ^ goddess. Ganga, for the latter / 
is also closely associated with the hagas or serpent spirits ;/
of Indian mythology. The worship of the hagas asv&ter
k . / / k / k . / k k '  /’z - ; - / k  ■ / k . ' ,k' ' /-•■/■' k  ■' 2-' k  k  ■. k
sp.iritd/itay .be . traced back to a very early period. . Ark
few river goddesses/, such as SarasvatT, Ganga and. Yamuna, . /
li It is stated by S• Sen that Dharma was once worshipped as 
;the village; deity throughput Eastern and Northern India• 
(S*Sen.History of Bengali Literature, pp.54-55)• ';
2.;. vy.Grooke, The Popular Religion and .Folklore of Northern 
India ,; vol. 1. pp.42-45 ; V . S ♦ Smi'th.History ' of Fine Art: in 
/ " India and/Gey Ion, p.'13 8; Ben-j am i n' No wTand;o p. c i t .'p. 257 
Bipradas, op.cit.,Intro.p•xxxviii. 7
have been worshipped from Vedio timesr As: the nagas 
are believed to guard all kinds of open water, such as 
tanks, rivers and lakes, their association with the river 
goddess Gahga/is .quite understandable. The'worship of 
Gahga as an independent cult, from the 10th century A.D. in 
Bengal, has been proved by the discoveries of icons. She 
is found in the company ofuiaga and nag ini figures.
In an ,early, rock sculpture of/Mamiallapuram near Madras we. 
find ua whole /world of animals, ascetics, genii, and gods 
round the cascade in which sports a band, of male and 
f etna 1 e s e rpent de ities (hag a s. a nd nagT s), , symbo lie of t he 
sacred waters.,f This sculpture is now identified as the
udescent of the Gahga (Gangava t a r a na)IT against the earlier
./■/- ; / 7 . ■ -7. - . ■ , 2
interpretation of it as the 11 penance of Arjuna11 • This
sculptural evidence suggests firstly, the association.of
the nagas with the water/cult as well as with its deities,■
.and, secondly, the popularity of the nags.cult, which is
also attested by much other evidence. X^robably even
before the . origin of the different river goddesses,'the
people of India worshipped the, hagas as water spirits, or
rather as the controllers and givers of rain and water as
: ’ ’ :■ ■ ; 3 . ' . ‘ * - 7 . .  ■
we. have stated, elsewhere. , Andwhen/these .goddesses took
1.. History of Bengal, pp. 461 ff. . •. \
2. Rene' Grouseet. The Civilization of the East , pp.228-230 
and plates. : ■ ' v 7/ // '
3- Su^ra,. pp. 61- CM . / • 7
their birth, some association with the hagas might be .
expected.-' ■ 7 ■ - : ■ ' •
In our kavyas Ganga appears as one of the two wives
of Siva, and-thus she is. the, stepmother of Manasa. When
ChandT beat Manasa at their first;meeting, the latter .
begged help from Ganga. GangT interfered and, blamed
ChandT for her treatment of Manasa., This, led to a
quarrel'between Gahga, and ChandT and finally the former
i : .
left the place. Throughout the; various versions of the
legend Gang's is sympathetic towards Manas'a. as well as. to­
wards her antagonists, the family of Chando. , But in 
certain cases Gahga is forced to act in favour of Manas'a, 
through the threats of the latter.. It is said in the 
version.of Vijayagupta.that Manasa deposited, the corpses 
of the six. sons of Chando with Gang's, with the instructions 
• to take them back; when required. -The same poet continues 
that when Manas'a. asked the. help of Gang’s in her plan to sink 
the boats of Chando at Keiiidaha, Gahg*a refused, as the boats 
were then guarded.by Durga herself. But Manasa was very
angry, and told,, her that, ;if she did not help her, she 
would take, revenge by vomiting poison on the water of the- 
Ganges so that .none woulddrink it, any more, leading to the ,
1. Birjay Gupta, op.cit. , pp. 18-19*
unpopularity of its goddess* This problem was 
.temporarily averted by Ganga, who advised Manas'a to 
* take help froim Siva and Durga*. . After returning from k  .
them Manas'a, again, asked; Ganga1 s help, b u t ;this; t irne also/ 
she refused, and was told that it would be an act of un~ . /
7;,^ rafefulhess.:-':- if she helpe;d Manas'a, as. Chando was her ,
'/devotee. /Chando had worshipped Ganga with various .. 
rites for a happy Joumiey when he ’set sail Tor. a trading 
voyage to P'atan. He also worshipped her when he encountered
■/ ' . 7 7 7 /  ■■'/ ; 7 7  ' , 7 / 7  - k  '2 . 7.7..; ■ /
■ ah exceptibnaliy high tide at Kankakr*ardaha. 7 The reply
aroused greater’anger in Manasa, who was prepared to .carry
/rout/her threat \and:vomit, poison into the rIVer Ganges. •/
-The terrified Ganga then agreed to. do her bidding, and
finally Chandb.1 s boats; werd, sunk at kali da ha. . Manas'a.; V k
. deposited all the boats with their-"cargos. andnrews with 7
..Ganga. • . All the dead bodies and boais .were f ina 11 y taken
back from Gahga. and restored to life at Behul’a1 s request.
Thus the relations between Gahga and Manasa' were more 7
cordial than those between ChandT and Manas<a. 7//
'.However, Ganga is shown in, our kavyas as one pf the *
goddesses of right, and justice. 7: The sympathy of . GahgsT for
the family of Qliando can be, seen from a folk tale, related
to the story of: Behula and Lakhindar, current in;North
71. Ibid. 3 pp. 100 .134. 7' / 7
. Bijay Gupta7 op.cit* .p. 141; Jagaj jTban.op.cit. ^ p.128.143« 
kk 7It is stlir customary: in India to worship Ganga in; order to 
avoid any catastrophe .during a boat journey.
Bengal and North Bihar. Manasa commissioned the most ’ 
poisonous; snake Dhorlia to bite Lakhindar in the sealed 
chamber; V On the way, v/hen the shake was crossing the , 
river Gangesthe Goddess Ganga-: came to. know, the purpose 
of its journey. She took pity on the family of Chando, 
and. oh Lakh in dar. in particular, and made an attempt to save 
him by creating, illusory f ish In the river, to attract the 
greedy snake. . The purpose was served and the snake 
chased the fisli but could not catch.them, and finally 
came to the; shore completely ::disappoi.nte d* Before c ha sing 
the f ish, he had. placed all his poison on a; screwpihe leaf . -// 
This was eaten by a wasp, a poisonous ant, a scorpion and a 
h o m e t , which are be 1 ieved to be' poisonous for. this reason. : 
Since then the Dhorlia snake has been non-poisohous
■ . • ''' • ■ 2 ' - . ■ /•
; We have already;seen that while'extolling the. power- 
of the goddess Manas'a, the onha Dhanvantari instructed 
Sanaka to bathe in, the, f iver Ganges ,. uttering. kManas’ai 
Maitf, in order to achieve any purpose. - Finally Sanaka 7 
was blessed with the boon that she would become the mother 
of six sons by' thekgrace' of the goddess Gahg'a. , This7 
episode again suggest .the friendly relationship of Manas'a ■ 
and Gang's. This relationship is evidehV ffpm/the; fact : -
that Manasa worship:is referred to in the/early version as
1. "A .7 Bhattachar,va . B’ahpcl’ar Loksji Sahitya .. pp. 570-571* ■ ‘
2.. - /Supra 8- ch;lll: > pp.: -
,■ :./';V.7v; 77-V 7  ' V , 7 ' \ ^
taking, place on the Da Sahara1 *- a pi*escr ib e d' day whe n t he
. river Ganges is .ceremonially worshipped. Down to the
.^present"tirae hoth, the river Gang.es and Manasa are
■ 7 ■ k  7 V'- ■ k7./' ;■ ■ - - -1 • - “ ■ '7 k-7/‘L7. . ■ ' : '7: -7worshipped on the same day. . : -
Our brief ..survey of. the .■/relations of /Mhnaslr with -
' the. other important and popular cult-div inities of
, mediaeyal Bengal /shows how. a local divinity, became by 7;
the ,15th century A.D. a goddess universally accepted among
all classes.of people, not only in her place of:origin but
possibly also, inka v/ider area, comprising -,ihe7 ;whpie of - - . 7 7
. Bengal, Assam and Bihar. , 7 - . k y ’: 7 7 7 7  7' - 7 '  • ' -/ ; 7 k ' k
i* -■ -Inf ra , l>p.
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■ CHAPTER VII
The Iconography and Heredity 
of Manasa •
-4\Q/Y£,
An attempt is made/to examine the image hypothetically 
identified as Manasa and to consider the view that the con­
ceptions of different deities have “been embodied in her, - 
The images in question have long been identified and 
mentioned in the catalogues of Museums as representing the 
popular snake goddess Manasa, Most of them were dis­
covered as a result of the excavations.
The images may be classified broadly in tv/o categories 
according to the number of their arms. We describe typical 
examples of each cateogry in chronological order.
A . Four-armed images:
(i) A goddess of grey sandstone seated in the sukhasana
('Plate l). Emblems are indistinct, Her head is covered
1
by a snake canopy. 9th century A.D.
(Ilj The goddess is seated in the baddha-padmasana on a double 
petalled lotus issuing out of an ornamented pot (Plate S).
On either side of the pot is carved a Naga couple with their
1. Catalogue of V.R.S., p.29, No. H(e)U; For date Supplementary
, 3 3 0  .
List supplied from V.R.S.M,, on 16.5.61 by D.IC .Chakrabarti, 
Asst. Curator.
hands folded. The goddess is sheltered by a oanopy of seven
snake hoods. She wears kankanas» bahubalas, hara, upavita.
katibandha, katisutra and patrakundalas. Her upper right
and left hands hold:a snake and a pot respectively and
the lower ones rosary and a manuscript respectively. To
the extreme left on the pedestal is carved a row of five
Nagas under a single snake hood, with their hands in the
an.jali pose, one above the other in a vertical line (under a
Siva linga as identified by V.R.S.M). On the proper right
only the lowermost Naga and a part of that immediately above
1it survive. 11th century A.D.
(ill) The goddess is seated in the va,iraparyankasana (Plate 3) . 
There is a canopy of seven snake hoods over her head. Her 
upper right and left hands hold a manuscript and a pot re­
spectively, the lower right holds a rosary and;the left is in 
the posture of granting, a wish (varada rnudra) . On the right 
and left on the pedestal a linga and a figure of Ganesa are 
carved respectively. There is a large pot- in front of the
pedestal, out of which two snakes emerge, each crawling off in
o
opposite directions (Undated).
1. History of Bengal, Vol. 1,. p.1*60 and Plate LXVII.161; Supp. 
List, V. R.S.M. .No.800.
2. T.Bloch, Supp.Catalogue. Indian Museum, p.95; Bhattasall, op. 
cit., p.219 and Plate LXX1I; P.D.Banerjee, Eastern Indian 
School of Mediaeval Sculpture, p. 122 and Plate LXIV*(c) .
An almost similar four-armed image has been preserved
n
in the village Serpur in the district of Bogra, Bengal.
The difference is the absence of the large pot and the pre-
2 _sence of a huge head on the pedestal and a Naga couple on
either side of this head* with their legs hent at the knee.
(IV) The goddess is seated in the padmasana (Plate 4) . A 
canopy of nine snake hoods is over her head. Each of the 
upper hands contains a long leafy branch and the lower right 
and left hands hold a fruit(?) and a child on the lap re­
spectively (undated)*'5
(V) The goddess is seated on a lotus with the right leg 
pendant. A canopy of seven snake hoods is over her head.
Each of the upper hands holds a long leafy branch and the 
lower right and left hold a snake and a child in the lap 
respectively (llth century A.D.).^'
B . Two-armed goddess:
(I) The goddess is seated in the sukhasana on a lotus throne 
(Plate 5). There is a pot below the seat, out of which emerge 
a pair of snakes. Belov/ the extreme right and left on the
1*. 3.P.P.R, , Vol.VI, 1st issue, 1318 B.E., p.10.
2. We have “not seen an illustration of this image. The nature, 
of the head is not described.
3. Monograph V.R.8. 3 1930, No.4. p.80 and Pig.2; R.D.Banerjee, 
op.cit.. p.122 and Plate LXIV(a)* History of Bengal, Vol.l, 
pT460-and footnote.
4. M.A.S.I., No.55, pp.23,88 and Plate XXXVIII g; History of
Bengal, p.460 and footnote.
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pedestal there is a kneeling worshipper on either side.
On either side of* the main figure there is a seated male 
figure* possibly a dvarapala with ;jata-mukuta. On either 
side of the canopy there is a therio-anthx*opomorphic Naga; 
each hears a garland, that on the right in his left hand, 
and that on the left in his right. The goddess holds a lotus . 
hud in her right hand in the varadajffosiQ and her left hand 
holds a snake. She has a canopy of seven snake hoods 
(10th century A.D.). The Asutosh Museum, University of 
Calcutta, possesses an almost identical image of the same 
period, with lie omission of the figures on either side of 
the canopy.^
(II) The goddess is seated at ease on a lotus seat (Plate 6).
On either side is a male attendant - the right one wears a . 
crown, and the left a r~jafa-mulcuta. Ahove these attendants 
four snakes are carved one ahove the other, in a vertical 
line on each side. On the extreme right and left there is a 
figure of a vidyadhara and between them a Siva linga hangs 
from the raised border. On the pedestal there is a pot in 
the centre and on its right and left are found the figure of 
a man and a naivedya respectively. The goddess lias a canopy
1. Catalogue V.R.S.. p.29, No. Ii(e) 5 : Supp. List V .R .8.M ., No.66.
66
2, Narayan Deb. op.cit.„ Plate.
/
llL
of seven snake hoods. She holds a snake on her left hand
1
and her right hand is in varada j-pose (llth century A.D.) .
(ill) The Indian Museum contains an image of the goddess, 
seated in the lalitasana pose under a canopy of seven snake 
hoods (Plate 7) , Her right and left hands hold a long 
leafy 'branch and a child on her lap respectively (early Pala 
period)
(IV) The British Museum possesses a very beautiful "bronze 
specimen of elaborate design (Plate 8). The goddess is seated 
in the sukhasana under a canopy of seven snake hoods, with a 
ladduka(?) in her open palm of the left and her right hand 
holding a short staff or gada. To the extreme right and 
left on the pedestal are carved on each side two standing 
NaginTs iii annall nose with a single snake hood. Rising 
immediately from the central pedestal there are two lotus 
buds with long stalks, and above the left one is the figure 
of a dog or a small animal walking towards the goddess. On 
either side of the goddess there is a seated male figure, 
probably a dvarapala, who wears ratnahara, yajhonavlta. 
kativastra, katisutra and bahubalas on his arms. On either 
side of the snake canopy is a hamsa (llth century A.D,).
1. Supp.List. V.R.S.M.. No.1+85.
S. A.R.A.S.I., 193li~- 1935, p.80 and Plate XXIV(h ); History of 
Bengal, p.1+60 and Plate LXVI. 159.
3. British Museum, Indian Sculpture Section.
(V) The goddess is seated in. the sukhasana on a lotus throne 
under a canopy of seven snake hoods. (Plate 9). She ,holds'
a child on her left thigh with the left arm--and a snake in 
her right hand. On the left below the pedestal there are
a few figures - in an,jail pose (undated) .3, :
T > ,
(VI) The goddess is seated on a lotus in the lalitasana under .. 
a snake hood. Her right and left hands hold a fruit in 
varada and a child on her lap respectively* Her two arms are
encircled by a snake on either side. A small indistinct
' 2 
figure is carved below on the back of the central figure.
(VII) The goddess is an unusual standing figure (Plate 10).
On the pedestal is carved a figure of an elephant which is 
apparently the vahana or mount of the goddess. She is 
attended by a standing female figure on each side. Above 
the extreme right is seen a reclining therio-anthropomorphic 
Haga figure, but the sculpture on the left is not visible.
The number of snakes forming the canopy of the goddess cannot 
be counted with certainty, but a snake hood is clearly evident.
rz
The attributes of the hands are not distinct (undated).
1. N.H.Vasu, The Archaeological Survey of Mayutfohanna, Intro, p. 
XXXVTII and Pig. 15.
2. Journal of the Assam Research Society, Vol. VIII, pp.15-16; 
P.O. Ghau dhurry, Parly History of Assam, p.498.
3. N.IC.Bhattasali, op.ci t.. ~p.220(footnote) and .Plate LXXIIl(b); 
B.K. Barua, A Cultural History of Assam, Vol.l, p.194 and 
Plate 73; P .C. C haiidhu3?yT ooVcitVV p.498.
fVill) Two specimens of the image of the goddess with a 
third eye on forehead have been unearthed. Both the images 
correspond.to each other, but that of Marail in the district 
of Dinaypur bears an inscription on the pedestal. This 
and the unihscribed image found at the village Banshihari 
of the same district have been dated to the lOth-llth century 
add .the 15th century A.D. respectively. The goddess of the 
latter place is seated in the lalitasana with a canopy of seven 
.snake hoods (Plate ll). The left hand holds a snake and 
the right, is In varada-mudra. On either- side is a. male 
attendant the right one wears a crown and the left a jata- 
mukuta. . On either side of the canopy there is a therio- 
anthropomorphic Naga who: bears a garlandi. There is also 
a pot on the pedestal. ..
(IX) ,That,goddess’ is - seated: in the lalitasana or lalitakshepa 
pose, on;, a- double-pet ailed lotus under a -canopy of seven snake 
; hoods (Pl'ate 12) . , . She holds a snake in her left hand and 
the::object; in her right is indistinct. The peculiarity of 
this, image is the.sarpa-kuchabandha (breast-band formed by 
\snakes) . There-'- is' 'a'lpdt. ont-the pedestal from which. two - 
shakes are .crawling. -On either side of the goddess is a male
1. JvA.S.B. Vol.XXVTIl(New Series),, pp. 178, 181 and Plate 6,
; sfig. , 5; History of1Behgeti;»v0*460 *
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attendant (undat ed) *
It is to be noted that almost all the images are 
adorned with the ornaments similar to those of the image 
described as no.II (four armed) , above.^
Thus almost similar images of the snake goddess, dating 
from the 9th century to the 13th ceentury A.D., have been 
discovered throughout Eastern India. Scholars who have 
identified these as Manasa have failed to give reasons for 
this identification. We have not been able to establish 
who first identified these images as such. However a number 
of arguments may be put forward in favour of the identification.
dhyanas now current at the worship of Manasa and 
their descriptions in the Sastra literature conform to the 
images in some respects. When an image is not inscribed, • 
‘k*18 &byanas. greatly help to identify it. A dhyana gives • 
a description of the image concerned, the number of hands 
and their attributes, the ornaments, the vahana, and other 
characteristic features.
Throughout West Bengal, the following three dhyanas are 
employed in the worship of Manasa.
1- A.R.A.S.I.. 1931-1932, p.78 and Plate XXVIIl(c); J.N.Banerpea,
op.clt. p.351; R.D.Banerji, op.cit.» p.122 and Plate LXIV(o)*
^• Supra, p. 3
3. See Illustrations where the names of the places of the dis­
covery of the images are given.
Mo
(A) devxmambamahTnam sas adhar avadanaip. charukantiiji vadanyam 
hamsarudhamudar amar unit a v a s aham sarvadam sarvadaiva /
• * t  • •  •
smerasyam manditahgum kanakamaniganairnagaratnairanekair 
vande’ham sashtanagamurukuehayugalaiji yoginTiii kamarupam // 
111 adore the goddess, the mother of snakes* whose face is 
like the moon* who is graceful in appearance, the bountiful, 
who rides on a swan, the noble one, who wears a red garment., 
who always gives boons of all kinds, who lias a smiling face, 
who is adorned with gold,gems and various other beautiful 
jewels (obtained) from snakes, who is accompanied by eight- 
snakes, who has prominent breasts, who is a yoginT and who 
can take any form at will"•
. The above dhyana is the most popular of all the dhyanas 
current in West Bengal in particular and Bengal in general.
The earliest reference to it is found in the Tithitattva of
p
Raghunandana. Bhattasali, one of the earlier students of .
3the cult, has failed to find the source of this verse.
1. According to alternative reading it is found "bhogihim" ■ 
meaning "the enjoyer", "the mistress" and "the coiled'^.
2. K.M.Raychaudhuri, Ed,, Tithitattva, p.38; Quoted by Sankaran- 
anda, op.cit.» p.91. In the latter work this verse is referred 
to as being "quoted from Raghunandana1 s work. Both the above ' 
works refer to "bhoginlni" in place of "yoginim as stated by 
N.R.Vasu (The Arch.Survey of Mayurabhanfja, Intro.p.xxxviii) 
and Bhat t a ^ l  T n T^no".”  udd and Brail. Sculp. Dace a Museum, p. 218). 
In the present day worship both the words are used. ‘
3. Bhattasali, op,cit., p.218.
(B) hemanbho janibhaiji lasadvishadharalankarasaipdobhitam 
smerasyaiji parito mahoragagapaitL saQisevyamanaip sada / 
devimastikamataraQi si^usutaij apinatungastanliji 
hastanbho jayugena hagayugalaiji sa^ibhratimadi^aye //
"I take shelter in the goddess who shines like- a golden lotus, 
who is decorated '..-with ornaments formed by shining snakes, who 
has a smiling face, who is attended on all sides, who .is the 
mother of Astika, who has a child who has well developed 
prominent bosoms and who holds two snakes in her two hands11.
The dhyana B has been quoted by- Bhattasali who states 
that it is found in the commentary of Kaglram Vachaspati on . '
• . - 2
Tithyadi Tattvam, section 79» by Raghunandana. ■->*
(c) kantya kanchanasannibhaiji suvadanaip padmananaip dobhanaiji 
nigendraift kp it a delchar aip phadimayiiji divyangaraganvitaiii / 
charvangli]r dadhatliji prasadamabhayaqi nityaip karabhyaiji muda . 
vande dankaraputtrikaiji vishafiariip padmodbhavaiji janguliQi //
"I adore the lotus-born goddess Janguli, the remover of '
* “ ,
, poison> the daughter of Sankara (Siva), who is of golden 
complexion, who has a graceful face like a lotus, who is 
charming-, whose head is crowned by snakes, whose body is 
covered with divine cosmetics, who has gracious limbs and who
1. Presumably on her lap, held by two of her four hands.
2. Bhattasali, on.cit^» pp.226-227*
cheerfully carries in her two hands grace and protection 
(for her devotees)**•
This dhyana has not been found in any Sanskrit ritual 
text and is; not very commonly used in present, day worship•
An early reference to this dixy ana with a little variation . 
is found in a ritualistic text on Dharma worship.'*'
(D) vishahariiji gauravarap.aiji trinetraip nana lankarabhushitaiji / 
kafrchukabaddhagatrliii ananta-vasuki-takshakamuku-fcaiji
kullrakarkata-karpabharapaip / 
jSankhapadma-kambalanvitajji padmaharaip prasannavadanaip.
dhyayet /
"One should conceive the goddess, the remover of poison, who
is of fair complexion, who has three eyes, who is.decorated
with various ornaments, who wears a lmchabandha» who has. a
crown made of the snakes Ananta, Vasuki and Takshaka, whose.
earrings are formed by the snakes Kulira and Karkata, who is.
2.adorned with the snakes Sankha, Padma and Kambala, who wears 
a hara (necklace) of lotuses (or Consisting of the snake 
Padma) and who is graceful in appearance”•
1. N.G. Bandyopadhyay, Ed., Dharmanu.iavidhana, pp.97 f.
2* The interpretation of these three words as the three
different kinds of snakes has been giyen by Sankarananda 
(Manasa Charit, p.9l). In the translation of the verse 
we have also interpreted the words as such.'
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v: The dhyana D is current in Sylhet, East Pakistan, which
was once a great centre of Manasa cult down to the partition 
of 1947.1
(E) on padmavatium mahabhagaiji.sarvada hhakta-vatsalaip. / 
trilochanaiji chaturhahu~kirIti”kup<Jalanvitaiji // 
deviiji vishahariiji gauriQi nlla-nagadadhatkachaip / 
takshaka-ananta-vasuki-mukutachandra-sekharaiji // 
kulikena cha nagena savya^ravanarajitam / 
taptakahchanavarp.a'bhai|i nagayajnopavltinliji // 
sankhapala varabhyancha dakshastamaho jvalaiji / 
kambalenabhayenaiva savyapapl-vibhushitaip // 
dhumra-varpena nagena keyura-nava-yauvanaiii / 
svarp.a-var:$ena nagena kankana supratish£hitaiji // 
kunda-var^ena na nagena katisutra-virajitaiji 
raktavastra-paridhana padmasana-samanvitaiji // 
chaturhhiraja-haijisaischa vimana-varagaminlip /
,f0 Padmavatl, the nohle hearted, who is sympathetic towards 
lier devotees, who has three eyes, four arms, a crown and 
earrings, who is the healer of poison, who is of golden yellow 
complexion, whose crown is formed "by the snakes Takshaka, Ananta 
and Vasuki, whose earrings are made of the snake Kulika, who 
has a sacred thread of golden colour formed by snakes, who
1* Sankarananda, op.cit*» p*91*
holds the snake Sankha in one of her two right hands and 
whose other (right hand) shows varada; (who in one of her 
other two hands) holds the snake Kambala and whose other'
(hand) is in abhava-mudra * who is decorated with kevura» 
kankana and katisutra* made of "black, golden and yellow 
snakes respectively, who wears a red garment, who is seated 
on a lotus throne and who rides ,011 a splendid aerial car 
carried hy four swans** •
(3?) on devlgi kiriti-kun<~lala--dharaiji &irachandra-vihhushi^taiji // 
jatajuta-samayukta pinonnat'a-payodharaiji. / 
nayanotpala-patrabham ^aradindu-samananaiji // 
naga-harenu saijiyulctaiji trinetoam varadaip divaqi / 
bala-kadamba-gaurabhaiji padmaiji padmakaraiji dubham // 
nanalaijikara-saipyuktaQi hamsaruJJha (sic) -varapradam / 
sure^air (sic) -stuyamanaqi tv am nagamataramagiikam //.
’*1 adore the goddess, the mother of snakes, who has a crown 
and kundalas, v/hose head is lighted with moon beams, who, has 
matted hair, whose breasts are prominent, whose eyes are like* 
the moon, who has haras of snakes, who is three-eyed, who is 
the giver of boons, whose complexion is like that of little 
Kadamba flowers, who holds a lotus, who is decorated with 
various ornaments, who rides on a hamsa and who bestows boons . 
(i*e. shows the varada-nose\**
Dhyanas E and E are current in Assam and regularly
1 _used at the time of Manasa worship* The dhyana E does 
not specifically mention the number of hands hut the 
reference to only two attributes of her hands - one hoMng 
a, lotus and the other in varada - implies that the goddess 
is two-armed.
(g ) charuchampakavar:gabhai£ sarvangasumanoharam /
Ishaddhasyaprasannasyam o^bhitaiji sukshmavasasa // 
sucharulcabarldobhaQi ratnabharap.abhushitam / 
sarvabhyapradaiji deviiji bhaktanugraliakataram // 
sarvavidyapradaip dantaiji sarvavidyav.i^ax^adam / 
nagendravahiniiji deviip bhaje nagesvax*iip par am //
111 adore the goddess, the queen of the snakes, who sits on a 
snake, whose complexion is l'ike that of a lovely Champ aka 
flower, whose whole body is charming, whose.face is marked 
by satisfaction and a slight smile, who is adorned with fine 
garments, who has a fascinating chignon, who is adorned with 
jewels and ornaments, who gives security to all, who is 
sympathetic towards her devotees because of her love for 
them., who is the1 giver of all knowledge, who is peaceful
and who is well versed, in all learning’*.
- - pThis dhyana occurs in the Brahmavaivarta Furana, but
3-* Manasa-lcavyat Intro. pp*V*5«
2* Brahmavaivarta Purana, Srikfiskpa tfanma khap<Ja, Adhs. 51, 59-61
nowhere to our lcnowle&ge is it recited nowadays at the time
of Manasa worship#
The snake association in general and the presence
of a- canopy of snake hoods in particular on these images
have been considered as "a true mark of the identification 
- 1of Manasa**. We have already seen that in all the images
of the hypothetical Manasa there is a canopy of snalce hoods.
The other figures on these images have been identified "
2
by some scholars as Astika and Jaratkaru, the son and the
hushand of Manasa respectively as depicted in the Manasa
kavvas and in the Brahmavaivarta and Devlbiiagavata Puranas.
Lastly, it is reported that in a few places of Bengal
- "3such images are worshipped as Manasa*
These points favour the claims of the scholars who 
have identified these images as Manasa* But "before we 
accept this identification we should considei^ them more fully.
As regards the dhyanas it is to he noted that none of 
them can he assigned to a date before the 13th century. The 
reference to the eight nagas of the Mahahharata* and to the
1. B.G.Bhattacharya, Indian Images, Part 1, p.39;H.L.Sankalia, 
Archaeology of Gujarat, p.167.
2. Bloch*s Sunn.Catalogue.no.95f: A.R.A.S.I. ,1926-27 9 p.209; 
Bhattasali»on*cit., pp.226-227 & footnote:Sunn.List* V.R.3.M. 
Banerjea, on.cit.,n.351;B.C*Bhattacharva.Indian*Images. Pt.l, 
P»39; J.A.R.S., Vol.VIII,196I»PP.I3"-16;P.C.Choudhur.y.on.cit.» 
p.698.
3* J.A.S.B., Vol. XXVIII,1932,n.l8l;B.Ghose>Paschimhanger 
Samskriti. pp.156? 571.
goddess as the daughter of Sankara (Siva) and of the mother
of iistika in the first three dhyanas , clearly suggest this
1date; we have already concluded that after the Muslim
invasion many of,the local deities such as Manasa and
Mangal Chap$i were absorbed into the Hindu fold by giving
a Furapic garb to the popular legends and by establishing
a close relationship between them and the upper class deities,
as depicted in the Manasakavyas and the later Furapas. Thus
we believe that Epic, and Purapic elements entered into the
popular legends of Manasa not later than the 13th and 14th
centuries A.D. It might be expected that these dhyanas
also originated in this period or later. The dhyanas A and
B were quoted by Raghunandana who is believed to have
flourished between 1490 and 1570 .and whose literary activity
2probably took place between 1520-1570. Dhyana G- is also 
of late origin as the date of Brahmavaivarta Purana in the 
present form has been assigned by R.C.Hazra to a period not 
later than the 16th century A.D. Though the sources of the 
dhyanas, C,D,E. and P are unknown, these cannot be placed' 
earlier than the dhyanas quoted by Raghunandana. The last 
three seem to be of very late origin. Moreover an internal
1. Supra, pp. 3 0 ^  306, 313^3^-
2. P.V.Kane, History of Dharmasastra* V o1.1jT3.419:Gf.J.A.S.B., 
Vol41*1915> pp.354-357;A.B.Keith, A History of Sanskrit 
Literature p#449* S.N.Dasgunta«Ed..A History of Sanskrit 
Literature. Vol.l, Intro, p.XXIV.
study of the dhyanas A,B and C in their present form suggests 
that they cannot "be assigned to "before the 13th century 
However, almost all the images have "been dated from 
the 9th to the 12th century - a period when there is no 
trace of the dhyanas. and when the cult of Manasa was^confined 
to the lower classes• Among the illustrated images a few 
have "been discovered in Bihar and Orissa where the above 
dhyanas are not known at all. Thus it might be wrong to 
identify these images on the basis of the dhyanas. It is 
probable that the dhyanas came into existence in a period 
when a section of people had already begun to worship these 
images as Manasa because of their association with snakes, 
and the Brahmans thought to describe the goddess in terms 
of the older images to show that * she was not a goddess of 
local origin. This phase is clearly seen in the Pura^Las, 
where she is referred to as the mind-born daughter of 
Ka^yapa, the disciple of 3iva and the devotee of Kpish^a.
2A detailed comparison of the dhyanas and the images in question, 
suggests a partial relationship between them. It is likely 
that the former hre based on the latter.
1. We are greatly indebted to Dr.A.Chatterdee, Sastri, Lecturer 
in Sanskrit, Sanskrit College, Calcutta who has kindly.ex­
pressed his opinion from a critical study of the dhyanas.
2* Tables - 1 and II (A & B)
As regards the association with snakes, we should
remember that from the earliest times, in India, many
deities such as Vishgu, Balarama, Par^vanatha, the Nagas
and Naginls, the Jaina Padmavatl and other laina deities,
are found in iconographic forms and described as having a
canopy of snake hoods or as being associated with snakes in
1 'some other way. A similar ahcient image with,a canopy 
of snake hoods has been discovered in Mayunabhanja,
Orissa (Plate 13) and is still worshipped by 'low classc ..
_ 2
people as Ko*favfsinI or Kotasanl. Such sia ke-canopied
goddesses have not only been discovered in Eastern India 
but in other parts of India also. A four-armed goddess with
a snake hood is now worshipped as Limboji Mata at Delmal>
3 1Gujarat. Thus the snake association or the presence of
a canopy of snake hoods is not, enough to identify these
images as Manasa.
The identification of Astika and Jaratlcaru cannot be
accepted. Scholars differ in this matter, for when the
goddess is attended by two male figures, one on each side,
a few of them identify the emaciated or the bearded one as
1. For association of snakes with Jaina deities see B.C. 
Bhattacharya, The Jaina Iconography a pp.l2ij-,13U“135 *144~145> 
176.
2. N.N.Vasu, op.cit;. * Intro., p.XXXVIII.
A.S.W.1.3 Vol.IX, p.88; II.D.Sankalia, op.cit. » p.li+7*
1Jaratkaru and the other as Astika; hut when the goddess
is found with a child on her lap, otters identify the child
as Astika. Thus Astika appears hoth as a man and as a child*
As the Epic and Purapic episodes entered into the legends of
Manasa later than the period of these images in question, so
it v/ould he wrong to identify the attendant figures and the
child as such* Moreover many ancient images of a goddess
with a child on. her lap, hut mostly without a canopy of
snake hoods (with the exception of one on the hank of the
tank called Samsarpokri at Luckeesarai), have heen noticed
in Valgudar in South Bihar in particular, and in Eastern
India in general, and are worshipped by the people in
3different names*
c It is to he noted that only in a very few places are 
these images now worshipped as Manasa* The simple reason 
behind the identification is the rassociation with snakes*
On account of the same association other types of images 
are also worshipped in Bengal as Manasa or Manasa-Jagatgauri. 
It is reliably reported that two Jaina images are so wor­
shipped in the villages of Dliarapata (Plate 11+)^ * and of
1. Sunn*, List ,V*R*S*M* * Nos.66.U851A.R.A.S*I*,1926-27*n*209: J*E* 
Banerqea, on*cit,* p*351«
2. Bloch's Sunn* ,Cata*. nn*95f .No*3951 :B*C*Bhattachar.va,Indian 
Images,Pt*1,n*39:J.A.R.S.,Vol.VIII,pp.13-16;P*G.Chaudhury, 
on*eft*, p.1+98.
3* Epigraphia Indiea, Vol.XXVII,pp.138-139;Of.R.R.Diwakar,Ed., 
Bihar Through the Ages» p*33U*
!+• L . B * S. P . (Bishnupur)
1Jankur in the district of Bankura. The image of the 
former place is one of Par&vanatha with a canopy of seven 
snake hoods, while a detailed description of the image 
of the latter place is not given. A peculiar type of 
ancient female image with a canopy of snake hoods hut 
otherwise not particularly resembling those generally 
identified with Manasa, is worshipped as Jagatgauri, a 
name of Manasa in the villages of Jayakrishnapur, Bankura 
(Plate 15)^ and Marlceldanga, BxirdYvan (Plate 16).^ Thus 
the present day worship of the image of a snake-canopied 
goddess does not necessarily indicate that it was intended 
hy its maker to; represent Manasa. .
Thus the theories in favour of the identification of 
the images in guestion as of Manasa do not seem to have 
heen established.
Over and above this, there is a strong point which 
goes against this identification. We have already seen^* 
that nowhere in our kavvas is the goddess depicted as 
being worshipped in the form of an icon. She is symbolized 
by an ungraved pot or pots and a twig of siri (snuhi in 
Sanskrit) which is still the most common form of her worship.
Folklore. Vol.l, No.l|, p.239«
2. L.B.S.P. (Bishnupur)
3* Jugantar. adaily newspaper of Bengal, 5th August, i960,p.10.
4. Supra, im-1 v.
Jimutavahana* s Kalaviveka, which has been assigned by ICane 
to not later than about li+OO A.D. > states that "on the 
fifth day when the lord Janardana goes to bed in the 
courtyard of the house, the goddess Manasa, placed (at 
the foot of) the snuhl tree, should be worshipped. Leaves 
. of oichumardda should be placed in the interior of the 
house (or temple?). After worshipping the goddess, a man 
gets no fear from snakes11. A similar description has been 
quoted by Raghunandana.^ He also refers to a sankalua 
in the following words: "On the fifth day of the dark half 
of the month of Srava:pa in order to get rid of the danger 
from snakes one should make a resolve (sankalna) by 
announcing his go&ra and name and saying that he intends 
to worship the goddess Manasa in the form of a snuhl tree 
and, if one is not available, with a pot and water”.^
The Brahmavaivarta Purana states: "Whoever on the last 
day of Asha<Jha invokes the goddess (Manasa) in the form of
1. P.Y.Kane,on.cit., Vol.l,p*325*
2. K%1aviveka,Ed.,Pandit Pramathanath Tarkabhusan,p.^lii.
supte janardane deve pafichmyaiit bhavanangane / 
pujayenmanasaiji devxiji snuhovitapasaijisthitam // 
pichumarddasya patra^i sthapayenbhavanodare / 
pujayitva naro deviip na sarpabhayamapnuyat //
3* Kasiram Bachaspati, Ed., Raghunandana1s Tithitattva, p,133* 
U. Quoted from P. V. Kane, Hi story of X)harmasastra,Yol.Y,pll5(foot- 
. note "atra drava^e masi, kpishpa pakshe pahchamyaiji tithou 
amukagotralp. £ri amukadeva^arma sarpobhayabhavakamo manasa- 
devipujamahaiji karishye iti sankalpya snuhi bpikshaip pujay- 
ettadabhave ghate jale va (Krivatattva, p. *^37) •
■ U / ,■: t . > .  v :l ^  -i A  '■}■' ^  .
. v a' twig of guda tree^ and worships^ her with devotion; and 
.. Y/hoevex*. sacrifices (animals) ; on the fifth tithi known as 
vu Manasa tithi, will definitely he'blessed .with wealth, : • . . . .■
sons and fame-".2 11 appears /that ‘ even in the Sastra
\ 11 terature. the goddess is never ref erred to 'as worshipped.
•In the form''.'of : an image, ;: vu ■
' . ;!Thus i t is p ui te cle ar that formerly Manas a was never • VV•
■ worshipped icohically* For present' day worship earthen
:: '•, ' ; V  d  - : 1 9  ■ : O ' - ' I . : .  ' 1  / "  -  -■, ■-■: - 1 '  - y ; t
: .linages'/ are.--inade;:; '('Plate 17^and 1^ 1) which: have very little • •/'
or no correspondence with the images in question. ' /
. : liln this connection we should rememher the descriptions
. .of; the .goddess f oiind in the different Mana sakavvas. .. Though ,
■no character of our kavvas is depicted"as worshipping the
goddess in the form of an icon, the descriptions may be ■
accepted as of the later iconographic representations of;the ;
goddess. The process of absorption of the goddess into
the Hindu .fold was" carried on by the poets and the Brahmans - V
the former by incorporating the Epic and Purapic elements
and giving, iconpgraphic descriptions and the latter by com-
posing .dhyanas; on - the basis of: the older images which were :
then;worshipped as Manasa.for the reason:stated above. Now
let us /examine.the; descriptions of Mana sip in the texts.
i. It means snuhi or si n tree.
2• Brahmavaivarta. PuranaPrakpiti Khanda, Adh. 1^.6, 8-9.
.(A) haijisabahane bandama debi padmabati / 
ashtangga sahita ma esa slghryagati //
,, duidike dui haijisa madhye ajagara /
—  —  —  «  ' 1
nagaehatra sobhichhe 3ar mathar upar //
1fI adore the goddess Padmavati who has a haijisa as her mount;
0 motherI appear soon with a company of eight nagas; on 
either side of the goddess is a haijisa and in the middle is 
(the snake) Ajagara. She is decorated by a canopy of snakes 
on her head"•
The reference to the hamsa as the mount of Manasa is
. 2 3made m  the versions of Burgabar , and Jaga;j jiban and in the
dhyanas A, .22 and P already quoted.
(B) nana ratna alankara pari angarage
kumhkum kasturi gandha dhaya da£a dige / 
bichitra ambara pari hpidaya kanchull 
katakshe mohana-kam manasakumari / 
ajagara .sarpe padma lc^itasana kari 
phanl kala bekala yugala hast dhari /
.. dui, ghat© sire dui padanguli diya
npipatire dila.dekha ishata hasiya .
1. Bi jay^G-upta, on.cit., p.2.
,2V Manasa-Kav.va, p*15*
3. Jagajjiban, op.cit., p.235*
%Bipradas, ou.cit.», 0.25: cf. Ibid., p.75-
"The goddess appears before the king (Chanda) with a faint 
smile and rests (her body) by placing her toes on the rims 
of the two pots (used by Chando at the time of her worship)* 
She is adorned with jewelled ornaments on her body and 
from her body a smell of kumkum and kasturi spreads all 
round. She wears a decorated gaiunent and; kuchabandha. who 
has love charms on her eyes, who sits in the kritasana on 
the snake A j agar a, and who. holds the snakes Kala and Bekala 
in her two hands".
A similar reference to the. snake as the mount of
' ' - iManasa is found in the versions of Burgabar and 
; -  -  2Ket'akadas and in the dhyana G.
,(c) charikhani hasta dao tina nayana /
siber lakshana kari karaha/hirmam//
eiajsuninirmalihunkara marila /
tatakshane padmabati nirmana haila //
* • ♦ * * *
prakas.ita tina akhi jena rakta barna dekhi
sarpa phana sireta subhita / 
jftane chaitanya pay a ' basilena u£hiya
naga ^alankare bibhusita // 
dhabala apana murti . rakta gaura hena kanti
hailek siber lakshapa //^
1. Manasa-Kavva, p.11.
2. Ketakadas, on.cit., p.39k* :
3. Narayan Deb, ou.cit.. pp.17-18.
"Having the instruction (from Vasuki) to make a four­
armed and three-eyed figure, similar to that of Siva, the 
nlrmali (the builder) applies his power and then Padmavati 
is made ... The goddess is seen with her three open eyes 
of red colour and with a canopy over her head. When she 
gets life after obtaining Knowledge (or when she gets back 
to consciousness), she sits and adorns herself with snake 
ornaments ... She is fair in form and graceful in her 
appearance, resembling £>iva" •
■ The. reference to the four hands and three eyes occurs 
in the version of Baijididas'*' and in the dhyana E.A.Asimilar 
reference to the three-eyed goddess is also found in the 
dhyanas D. and P.
Now we shall discuss the view that the conceptions 
of different goddesses have been embodied in the cult of 
Manasa•
I. Sarasvatl, Jangull and Manasa:
It was first suggested by B.Bhattacharyya that the
Hindus borrowed the Buddhist snake goddess Janguli under
-  2the name Manasa. But before we speak of the relationship
1. Baijisidas, op.cit., p. 119*
2. B.Bhattacharyya, The Buddhist Iconography, Forward, p.l.
between Janguli and ‘Manasa# we should consider that 
between SarasvatI and Janguli, as the former is believed 
to be the source of origin of the latter.
(i) Sarasvati and Janguli ... In the Sadhanamali. a 
collection of. sadhanas, or rituals for worshipping deities# 
there are "several interesting Mantras for the prevention 
of snake bite, , and for the ©attraction of poison from the 
body of the patient.' In the Sadhanas of Janguli, it is 
written that her Mantra has extraordinary powers inasmuch
as whoever hears it, but once, will not be bitten by a
***1 •
snake for seven years, and whoever keeps the Mantra in
Such was the religious belief of the Buddhists about their 
snake goddess Janguli.
It is further believed that the secrets of.the goddess and 
the mantras relating to her were taught by Buddha to
goddess of the wilds. He continues: "She is a daughter
1. B.Bhattacharyya, Ed., Sadhanamala. Vol.1, Preface, XVI.
2. B.Bhattacharyya, The Buddhist Iconography, p.78; Bhattasali 
on.cit., p.222.
3. Bhattacharyya, on.cit.. n.78.
memory, is never bitten by a snake throughout life
■ As regards the antiquity of Janguli it Is claimedjby 
Mahay ana Buddhists that she is as old as Buddha himself*'
-■ 3Ananda. Bhattasali explains the name Janguli as the-
of the Savaras. (Savarakumarl) or the wild-.tribes of 
India, She Is a charmer of snakes and is invoked against 
snake-bite ... It can only be said that Janguli appears 
to have been a divinity of the aboriginal iribes of India
and was given a shape and admitted into the Buddhist
. 1
Pantheon in a fairly early period11 i To establish the
antiquity of .the goddess Bhattasali refers to the Atharva-
Veda. where a little girl of the Iiiratas digs up a remedy
against snake poison with golden, shovels* upon the ridges
2of the mountains. In the same text it is said that 
devotees take shelter under the poison-spoiling track of 
a girl who is ..known as Taudi or Qh^itaehi. Oh the basis . 
of these references he draws conclusions about the antiuqity 
of Janguli. He. also thinks that the two girls mentioned 
In the Atharva-Veda were one and the same.^ A, Bhattacharya 
the champion of this view* further adds that though divinity 
is not attached to the character of the girl of the Kiratas* 
some divinity inherent In her can.-be infexfred from her
R
magical power against snakebite.
:1. Bhattasali* op.cit., pp. 221-222.
2* Atharva-Veda» X-lp-lij.; For translation see- Harvard Oriental 
Series* Vol. VIII* p.577. ...
5. Atharva-Veda» X~Jj--2lj.; For translation see Harvard Oriental 
Series. Vol. VIII, p.578.
Bhattasali * on. ciMt. ^ p . 222.
5* Folklore. Vol.l* No.3* p.175*
Further Bhattasali identifies Sarasvati with 
G-h^itachi, as the latter is only another name of the .
former. As Sarasvati is referred to in the same text
1 • . 
as a destroyer of poison and as there are certain simi­
larities between'the attributes of Sarasvati and Janguli, .
. Bhattasali t h i n k s ‘'Sar^asvatl, in this aspect-? was a girl 
of the t Savaras (sic). .This aspect did not develop in 
the Brahmanical Pantheon, but the Mahayana Buddhists 
accepted this snake goddess and called her Janguli, and 
did not forget her connection with the Savaras. The 
Brahmanical anti-venom Sarasvati, tlie soux^ce of 'Janguli., 
who f o r g o b e f o r e  the latter!s rising popular!ty!f.
The same view has been repeated by A.Bhattacharya with 
few additions. He writes: lf... it was in the age of 
Yajiir-Veda that serpent lore was considered to be a special 
branch of study like the study of music. Naturgply, 
therefore, the presiding deity of the serpent - lore came 
to be identified with a form of the goddess of learning 
and Janguli and Sarasvati Came to be identified in that 
way.. In the sub.seq.uent conception of Vedic Saraswati, 
this non-Aryan element in her having any connection with
!• Atharva-Veda» VI-100-1; For translation see Harvard Oriental 
Series, Vol.VII, p.35^-.
;2. Bhattasali, on.cit.» p.223*
the serpent was, however, discarded ... Thus though : V
Janguli and Sarawwati were originally one, Janguli 
resorted to...the Buddhist Tantric school and Saraswatx 
to - the Vedic Hindu.Society and thus (sic) hecame_gradually 
estranged from each other*1
Before we examine these views let us enumerate the 
sadhanas which give the different forms of Janguli.
( A) u..• atmanam arya-gahgulirupaip sarva£ukla$ chaturBhujaip 
ekamukhiuii Ja’tamuku'fciniiji 3uklottarIyaiji sitaratnalankaraBhus-
hitarp
j§uklasarpaviBhushitaiji sattvaparyatoamavish$a]£, mulahhujahhyaiji ; 
vlpaiji vadayantii^, dvitlyavamahhujena ^itasarpadhariniJii . v ,
/ aparadakshi-
- — — ' - — 2p.enahhayapradaiji chandraijidumaliniQi dhyayat ...**.
The, worshipper is to conceive himself as Krya-Janguli 
who is all white, four-armed and one faced, who has a 
vrown of niattedtair, who has a white scarf, who is adorned 
with white ornaments of gems, who has white snakes as her 
ornaments, who rides on an animalv , whose principal hands 
play on.the vipa, who holds a white snake in her second
1. fffolklore * Vol.l, No.3> pp.!75~176: "Sarpa-Vidya, the - ^  ^
■ "science of snakes* is enumerated in the Satapatha Briinaua 
among Branches of learning. It must have Been reduced to 
jgixed rules, since a section (parv.an) of it is.referred to 
as studied. The Gopatlia Brahmapa has the. form: of -Sarpa-Veda11 
(Map.doneIl_and Keith, Vedic Index. Vol.II, p*U38).
2. Sadhanamala. Vol.l, p.253*
left and gives protection with the second right and who 
■•■is garlanded with moon-heams".
(B) This type, of the goddess differs in some respects as 
stated in the sadhana A. The principal hands hold a 
TriAula and a peacock's tail feather respectively in place 
of the vlpa in A* There is ho mention of any mount in
: ' , ' ' :■ ' • " ; i
this variety* Other features-are like those of 'A*
(C) .. • arya-jahguliip atmanaip: jhatiti nishpadayet, pitam, 
trimukhaiji shadhhujaiji nilasitadakshipetaravadanaip kha<Jgava- 
qrahapadakshinahastatrayaiii satardanTpa^avishapushpakarmukavam- 
akaratravaiji sphltaphanamandalagira&sarpasthaiji divyavastra- 
bharapahhushijaqi kumarilakshapoddvalam akshobhyakrantama-
stakiuji dhyatva mantraiji japet oiji jangull sarvavishapra£amani
-  -  2 hud svaha.
uThe worshipper is quickly to conceive of himself as Arya- 
Janguli, who is yellow in complexion, three-faced and six­
armed, whose right and left faces are blue and white re­
spectively, who holds a sword, a va^ra and an arrow in her 
three right hands and noose on the indfe finger, a blue 
lotus and a how in three left hands, who is decorated hy 
an expanded snake;hood over her head, who is adorned with 
celestial dress and ornaments, who has the shining auspicious
1. Quoted from Bhattacharyya's The Buddhist IconoOTaohv* p*79* 
.2* Qadhanamala, Vol.l, p*2i8*
-marks .of: a virgin■ and' an; image, ■ of' Akshobhya on lier head* :
=T hus After ' me dit at ion ; the' wo pshippe r should.ui t er a mant r a:, 
,!dm J.aiigulT, the 3&mover of all:poisonshuh - svaha!t, v '
V ■ ij N.N.Vasu^writes. that the -desci^iptioh of the two- v■
■ armed goddess Jahguli.Tara; is also.found in the Sadhanamala.. : 
He ref erred to an image, Of" a two-armed^bgtrides}i- ^  
old fortress of Hariharpur? Mayuraphahja, Orissa, which is. . 
now; worshipped by .the name K otas ahX o r K oh ava s inT. •; He 
also - adds that several broken imagesvbili; thehgod^ • i/V.
been discovered near Khitching,; Mayurhhanda*^ :
On the other- hand dhyanas of SarasvatX are;.found.1
■ ■ 1  i  h  ■■ * ' p  ; ’v --v " ’ ■ * z : .■ ■ ■'
in t he , A gni Pur ana * - Sarada TilakaT antra and Prapanchasara , 
Tantra *^  From, a comparison of the dhyanas of SarasvatX 
.and;. JangulX ; it ..is seen that though there, are a fev/ similar- - 
ities6 i.e • ■' ■ playing; on a vXna with two hands and white , dress 
and ornaments, it cannot be asserted that JangulX originated 
from SarasvatX.Such similarities.as there are, seem rather 
to be mere coincidences.... j. Mofeover j similarities.. in -features
1. N.N.Vasu, on. clt ., Intro. pp.hXXXVII-LXXWIII.
;2.. Rajendralal Mitra, Ed., Agnl Pur ana, Vols.l, p.lU3 and III,
; p.l7l. . vbhi r; ;■-"r- . :■ /•.•. .■• . "V : • ; •' 1
5. A.Avalon,Ed., Tantrxc Texts* Vol .XVI, pai>b 1. -pp .5<vt,7to^ 
h. Ibid. Vol.XVIII * Part ly. P~p. IQS, 125. •
5. Tables IV and V. r. r  . ■/-o-’ V ,
6. Bhattacharya refers to' a swan as the mount of JangulX while 
identifying her with: BarasvatX(:FoIklox*e *Vol. 1 »Ho,g*p* 175) .But 
we have not be eh abie t o f indV.ont any dhyana or sadhana, ‘where;
. JangulX is referred, to a s rid! ng o h a swan .He has not ■.
“ mentioned the source. ■
• and other.■characters are ■ found among the deities of .■ > 7  ;
i :dif f erent reiigi ous; sy s tems. In ,that, case, it may; be . f
; \ .suggested that there . Are ; certain features, common to the •
i b i i V deities-/ concerned but on evidence as. dubious : as this we .
• ../.. 1:': eahhotisdy ; that . one' has '.eriglhated from the other or vice '■{■', ; ■ ’ V
./ "versa.;•> The . vlna As the attribute "of ..other .divinities ..is-;V/\. ;
h. ■ \ hotvu-nlcnowii;; A HagihX -figure, of . tiie 10th century A.b., v ; \
;y playing' a’ ylna,vwith two;hands :has; been'discovered thorn 
: Khitching, Mayurbhanja*^ . ; . y t/-■.
; , ' ■ . They later, Vedic; reference^^ to SarasvatX as a destroyer.
; " of poison-.'does'' not n'ecessariiy ihdidate that, this; was one ; y ;; v
’ ;; nof her regular functions in the Vedic period. ; Hindus' have . \
V ‘ : always, .believed that a deity has numerous; powers as well as 
v those connected with his'primary.'function. .' The single 
^ reference, to;SarasvatX as a. destroyed; of; /poiaon was. no \ . ,//.
t . doubt the outcome of such a belief. • : - V-/
. . The. claim that the antiquity , df JangulX goes, back to 
. the time-' of Buddha "is:, doubtful ifor two reasons,.; ; First ly,..
; no literary reference to JangulX can be; traced back before 
. • the time, of Indrabhuti; (Circa 700-750 A.B*) and the i 
. sadhanas were not compiled until the: middle of the. 12th ; . , ;
• ■ . • o ■ ■ ■ - • ■ • : • ■ ' '
century A.Di • Secondly, the; Mahay ana B.uddhists would have • ' v
1. Banertea\ op.cit. y.578' and Plate XX, fig.2.
;0 2. Bhattacharyya9 op.cit., p.159. • _ /
; godd .reason for. attributing a spurious antiquity to this 
goddess, in; order to link :'H6f- up-*with the -historical ' - 
'Bu.ddha' ■aridit'hus'. Increase her;, popularity*: ■' A ..similar ’ ' :
attempt, in"relation to a snake goddess is also found else- V
>v / . - / s i ' , . . - ; . . \ . .
.where. • . d —. . - - , , ■-■/ . - ■ , " ; .
The difference of. time between the reference to
SarasvatX :in her poibon-healing,aspect and the period of
. the -origih:'of JangulX seems to be a matter of many centuries.
Down;to the period /of the origin of JahgulT, SarasvatX is .
nowhere " referred to as /being worshipped as the . destroyer of
poison. This long gap betv/een "these-/deities5;- goes'-'-against ;
the view that;-JSngulX" bo r rowed the /aspect/of-poison-healing,:
from.SarasvatX* .;. -."Vy - ' ' v\- ' /- ",
y v " .It is to be noted, in; thisybbhhection that in Japan
the white snake’: is believed to,be ,a manifestation, of
SarasvatXand the latter is-.worshipped in the form . of the ,
former. A/Getty writes: VThe /lute which"' JangulX;Tara> .
carries , is t he spedial symbol off SarasvatX,'' while, the
white sriake^";”wbiph /is. theispecial symbol..'of'/JafigulX Tara,
symbolizes SarasvatX” ^ From this she concludes bhat the
Japanese have ; confounded the two goddesses-, SarasvatX and;.
1. Supra, pp. ‘ , ..
. 2. A .Getty, The, Gods. of Northern Buddhism, pp.X22f. 127.
5 . lb id;».. p. 125. •
f. Jangul I .^  . But How this , practide ? came. int o. e'xisteiice 
and its date of origin are not mentioned. ■■'However, the i 
‘ scholar is not wholly correct wlien ; she speal^s -of the lute 
and white, snake a,s..\the spec;iai/vsymbols of SarasvatX and 
-JangulX respectively as,we have: already seen from our v.
•; analysis^ that of the ten dhyanas .only three, refer to the. . 
tvxpa/asthe at tribute of the former and that, of the three . ■ 
dhyanas one does not refer to the snake attribute .of the 
latter. ■' . ■ ■. -\/ " ' - , ;'b
/Thus the view that JangulX originated from SarasvatX 
has not: been established. . h
£ii)- SarasvatX and Manasa , - On the basis of the. dhyanas A 
and G,, already . quoted, where Manama is refei^red to as riding 
■ bn a haijisa. and haying features /like those of SarasvatX ;. * ;
respectively* ahd,:from the presence of similar attributes 
in. the hands, of an image, said/to be of Manasa, Bhattasali. 
thinks that Manasa- was originally identical with SarasvatX 
of BrahmanX.^' This view is repeated by later scholars.. It 
is believed by B.K.Barua and S.J. Sanaa that; the- characteristics 
of fair complexion, the hamsa as., mount, and the ftmcti on of
1 . Ibldi , p. 127; ; '
2. Tables <8 IV and V .
3. Supra, p.2 and Plate 3.
.,A. Bhattasali, op^cit., pp.218-219.
destroyer . of poison, in /the'dhyanas of Manasa 'recited' in 
the present day worship in Assam*/ arid rt he' attribution; of Vv . 
the epithet Bralniapx to Manasa in'; the As sanies e version,., 7 . ? ;
indicate that Manasa has some .connections with Sarasvatx.*^ /■
. .SiB.Bhattacharya, adds that tlie fact. that Manasa and the .: v.
Ashta-riagas ( eight principal: baga.Things of the Mahahharata) . 7 - I 
are worshipped 011 the fifth tithi as is SarasvatX, is a further,/
i’;pr;6'6fv;that";;origlriAliy; Manasa was in some: measure; a.' goddess; of: '•; .
/'• 7 2 ' ■ ' I-' ' , - 7' ■ - - 7/'
learning., 7 7. S. Sen* 011 the/ other 7band, \helievea7that'- t : - y -
SarasvatX is hut another/phase of - Manasa.^ 7 This view of: . ' 7,..
Sen is not supported by any evidence.. 7 •/'•;' , i ;/ ■ 7 . -
The partial:, simiiaritlewbetween the two : dditiesy: such777-77'
.as;'/r'e.semblancds.^ in ••the' dhyanas * the use of the. epithet •. 7 , !
,uBraltnanX”;. .and 7 the preference t o their - worship on the Tsame
. tithi,/iare not enough foTwaprhnt. the/ycpnclu^ •' 7'; 7./ 7 ,; A-'■
SarasvatX; was the; source hf -Mdnasdvy/ The/usb- ofv epithetS7 /7 ;-7/7
; such as Br ahinanX, MahesvarX. and; Adya- sakt i doe S; not ' necessarily; -
bear; any spec iai;;significane 'in; relhti on to Manasa;. 7 7,A ,7 . - 7 V
.carefui study; of the stories relating to^the /local: deities 7 i ,
of Bengal /suggests that theTuse- Qf^;this7type>of epithbttfbf ; ■v'--'-/'.
It‘-;Mariasa-Eavyav Intro, pp.h»t5.- 7. •' 'Art/77,;'.-' t7'77 7777 - 77 7.77'7.;/
-27iS.B.Bhattacharya,7lild. , TDvf / ja Madhabii1 s: Mangdl- ChandXr • Git A;
, r'.T Intr.pV, p.82./ ;•••'/ - : 77-//7tf ../•• .• '7 . 7 '777''v •' * *
•8. BIpradas,: op.citv, Iritro.77p.XXXV*//77 7: >
■ 7 ; - V  "■ / v" .v : %
. A goddess /of!local origin is nothing hut an attempt to give "7.
' ,7 social, status to the , deity eithe r by identifying hex* with a -.- 77- 
77, ; Bakti of. one of the higher-gods or by assuming her relation-'
'"7 7 ship of some kind or other with the same; ; It cannot -be 7
- 7- denied that in certain places there, has" been a tendency on / • 77
77 7 the' part of hep worshippers to endow Manasa with some- bf,
' the : characteristics of SarasvatT and. vice ,ve.rsa; The 
;7 ' tendency was.: probably: due to confusion apd,. Almost certainly - 7
is of a later date. In any case the hypothesis, of the 77 '
; identification of SarasvatX and Manasa is not substantiated.7
7 If such irifluences took place ,:at: ..all, it must7have. been, at , /■
' a" time- when Manasa was .already recognized .injorthodox- 7 " 7 ;
7;/-. Circles,: long after her . briglnal conception among the. Ipwe.r .
7.: classes. . ■ 7'/ • •. _/’ . • 7 . 7.. 7 ‘ 7 ’ 77,' 77'"‘ " * 7
(lii)/ JangulX and Manasa - - '/'We1 have already observedtthe ■
.;view of B .BhattatOharyya who suggests the identity of JangulX
7..and Manasa. / He writes-: :'ITlie Hindu goddess Manasa or , 
/y/Tkisahari , has a marked resemblance /to. the appearance of 7 ;
JangulX,; and some of the/Dhyanas in the Hindu Tantric works.
;7 for the goddess 'distinctly./give-’her/.therepithe't of 1 JangulX V”.—  
v . 7-Unfortuha-teiy.;he/has not quoted these dhyanas or the sources /■
:l.;;B.Bhattachafyya7 ou.clt.. p.80. - 7 .7 .. -
7 7 / 7 .  ':'7-"-7'-: 7 •■ / ■ ■ J --// / 7'
- ■ where tliey; ooour. . His ■■vievir is. oH^rapibhe.d Hy A.Bhattaoharya
; who;- adds /that with.the decline of/ the Pal a Eitipire. the /name 7 7 -:
/ v/y:JarigulT .for the - Buddhist /shake goddess « was7&rppped 'and the 7- 77 7/7 : 
7r. ; 7 hew Thame - Manasa .was/coined.^ On the other hand Bhattasali ,7. ;;.7. 
. dif f ers fr om this .‘view and belie-ves* t hat, during, the .period 7V 7 ;
• of Brahmanical.-revival under, the Senas/iMariasa quickly : 7 / -7/ / 
/. / outdid JdhgulX/ in pdpularity and finally . succeeded.: ”in 7 . 7:-\7
7;7 absorbing "JangulX within .herself” : He .supports’ his view 7 -7 v7 
.7 7/-; by; quot ing . the dhyana C, where.: the W o r d  ” JangulX is used as .7 
. : 7-an epithet' of Manasa,^ /On:thestrength.-/ of the .same dhyana / ,7:7
/ and .the , reference to JangulX as one of the names of Ivlahasa;; y-.--7 v 
//y/,7L-n the- te^t/ of/Bipradas^h- A.Bhattachnrya./supportsv the .identity: 7 
//-■of t he "two goddesses*^ ' 777 7*77'' 7 ' : 7 •
7 7 ‘7 However, Bhat taeharya is not; c onsistent in his view; . ;7/
7 . v ■ On the basis of /-the images s aid, to be / of Maha.sa ,; he ; con- 77;7.; -y7
■ eludes that the .cult of Manasa found a great .foothold in 7
. Bengali society; before -the .11th/century ‘ Elsev/here 7/
7 /, he states thatpwith/the reviyai of/;Hinduism under, the Senas 7 
7 the name * Manasa 7-wAs/./attributed*: t o'.,-1 he Buddhist snake goddess. /. 7
://Iy; We/ personally . cptounicated with the /author,. who. was not in a 
/ position to help us due to old age and ill health. ;7' .
2. Folklore, VolvX, No,3, p,l7h.7 ' / 7 /;
.7 7 .5,; Bhattasalio/ bn.:Qit;7* u*225; 77 7 ' -7; //./.. •7-//' /7' */ .7: - 7
7 h. Binradas« on;cit•/, p, 251,7,5. tt7' 7 7 " /' / ./ ;;/7
5. Folklore ^ Vol, 1, Ho. 5. •pp.l?h-l757. /: T-T/-/ 7
7 . 6 . A * Bhat t acharva .. :B . M-.IC .1 -. 7 p. II48. 7/ 7 - . 7. 7  : . 7:
7 7 ; JangulX . / 'But/we-'; know;that;the Bern only/ / 7/V
from/the^ second/half of: the/lith/century: andtfe/period / / , ,;v v? 7
of revivalism may be traced back't o the . reign of Vi jayasena .■■7 7;
/ / . .';.'(,6ir7 1095-1156)7 Who first ruiedspver/a^consolidated 77 v 
//• ///empire.///As/ already^ observedstbe. same scholar/places the // 7/77, 
/orlgin/of tlie/Maiiasa cult at /an'appreciably earlier’'date. . , //
7 ■ ///: : In our opinion tlie view,hf/Bhattasali,/who believes/, ./y
/ :; " that: Manasa . overthrew JangulXdeserves fuller/support. 7 ■ /77
// 7 * than that; of/other/seholars/yho .believe, in the/ identity . - / .7; ,7
7 / . of, JafigulX and Manasa. /it./is possible that/there were
/ certain: influences of JangulX on Mahasa in a period wheir " /.■7 //y //:
’ the latter had already estab 11 sher her position in society./ /
. / '  II7 PadmavatX and Manasa: 7. V . • • _ * // . 7.
/ - /Some,- scholars .believe- that the 'Jhina’goddebs ///// /
r/ ' •'•''■PadnavatX^ MaQ.; trAnbfo:i^ed/tot6 Manasa; in B engal. B/G. : : - / /// /'/ 
7 / .Bhattaeharya first /observed: ”The legend of PadmavatX is. 7/7,/ ;f 7 
/ throughout associated wlthsnakes and she belongs to the / 7.
/Hether Regions/ or/.Patala./7 This serpent symbol Is well /7 7:
7.7/ manifest in art.,/ and so is her other symbol of lotus, Iwhlch 7 
; . I s re sponsible for the origin of her name. 7 In Bengal /■/ /y
.••.7/..v Padmayati .'with the, smke-symtoolsIn " (sic); wbrshipped as. 7 7 . 7
. Manasa, thev goddess/of shakes and-the wife of/Jaratkaru” .7 /// 77 /
1. B . C . Bhat taeharya, The. Jairia Iconography . . p.. Ib5 •
B7o
This hypothesis^is supported by :J.NvBaner jeaf whb writes/ . 7 
that ”PadmavaiT* the Gasanadevata of the twenty-third Jaina 
Parsvanatha, is like him associated with snakes, and there 
is little doubt that her Hindu counterpart is the folk- 
•goddess Manasa, one of whose names is also PadmavatX or //':’■; 
Padma” • ** ' .... " ’/■/ / 7-/-- -///.-kv///
: Before we7examine this -hypothesis we shall discuss : // 7
the descriptions of PddmayatX found in the Jaina texts.
The YakshinX PadmavatX is popularly: known to both their , 
sects. . •/-..: /■ ■; / 7 ■ : ■ r. ■ ' /' • -77 .-
According, to the Gvetambaras:- 7 7 7 7 '7-
: / / t at ha padmavafl.devX kurkut; (si c):-oragavaharia /
/ svarnavarna padinapad.abhpid-dakshipakaradvdya / / 7 7 7‘ ; 7
—/ phalaipku&a dharabhyaim cha varna, dobhyam ..vira 3 it a . 7 - 7; //7 a
”In that manner the go dde s s P adrriavati (is to be worshipped) ,
Who/ has; a golden complepcion* who lids a shakeTand a cock as 7:7 '-7-7’- 
;m6unts* who: holds:/a lotus,/ahdya nopseAn/her two right hands, 
and a fruit and a goad In her left hands” .3 / / /
According: to the. .Digambaraa:-/ ' /:; • ; / • ■ •••/' 7 . 7 7: . " ' : 7 k
l y  J . N . Baner,jea, pp.clt.^ p . 5 6 5 . . / / .  ■ 7 .7 ’ - ' • /  . , - -  .
72.. HemachandraVs Parsvanatha Gharlta 0. Quoted by B ,.C .Bhattaeharya* 
7 v- The Jaina Xconogranhv/. M.Bloomf:eLd* .The ..Mfe///
.7- -and Stories of ParsvanathaV p. 167*. ;'7: / .7. // :.
73.7B.loomfield t,alees: the meaning of kurkutoraga as/the name of 
//7/a particular /snake, ( o p ; cit. 7 p.; 1677 ; 7y /', ' ; 77/-v.v 7///'7,
. devx pataavati. naipna. rakbavarna chaturbhuja /
padmasanamkusagi dhatte akshasutram cha parka jam /
athavagsliadbliujadevl ehaturviiji^ati shadbhuja /
. pad as i kuntabalendu gadamus alasamyutairi / ..
bhujashtakam samakhyatam chaturvisatir (sic) -uchyate /
danlchas i chaliravalendu-padnotpala-darasanam /,
dakti pasam kusam cLhanta bana musalakhetakam /
# * ■ • • *
chisulam (sic) paradum kuntaip vajraip nia 1 am phalaijigadam / 
patrancha pallayam dhatte ,varadadharmavat sala/
"The goddess named PadmavakT, who .has a red complexion, who 
is four-armed, and whose seat is a lotus, holds a goad, a 
rosary and a lotus; or the goddess (is to be represented) 
with six arms or twenty four arms. The figure with eight . 
arms is declared to have in her hands a noose, a sword, a 
spear, a crescent moon, a mace and a mudala. The twenty- 
four-armed goddess is described; she, the bestower of 
boons, the lover.of piety holds a conch shell, a sword, a 
chakra, a crescent moon, a lotus, ah utpala, a bow, a sakti. 
a noose, kusa-grass, ' a bell, an arrow, a mudala, a trident, 
an axe, a spear, a thunderbolt, a garland, a fruit, a mace, 
a leaf, and a twig".
1. Qjxoted from B.C. Bhat taeharya1 s The J aina. I conography * p.lUU*.
A comparison of the descriptions of Manasa and the 
_  ■]
Jaina. Padmavata. shows that there is very little corres­
pondence. However, the name PadmavatX or Padma for 
Manasa has always been very popular in east and north 
Bengal, where the collection of poems relating to Manasa 
is invariably called Padmapurana and the goddess is still 
frequently worshipped by the name PadmavatX or Padrna.
According to the legend this name , for the goddess is due
pto the' tradition that she was conceived in a lotus. Those 
who believe in the; identity of Manasa and the Jaina PadmavatX, 
may explain this tradition away as having arisen long after 
the entry of the Jaina goddess PadmavatX into the Hindu 
fold* when all knowledge of her Jaina connections was for­
gotten. But certain other points should be considered in 
this connection.
Firstly, we have not been able to find any literary
reference to show that the YakshinX PadmavatX was ever
*
worshipped as a goddess of snakes and we have no evidence 
as to when the Jainas started to worship her as an independent 
goddess. We have seen that she is iconographically re­
presented along/with her master Parsvanatha and her husband
TablesJI. II (A and B) , III and VI.
2. Bipradas, op.cit., p.3.
Dharapendra or Parsvayaksha, the-yaksha of Parsvanatha.1 
An unidentified stone image of a fo tot-armed goddess having 
a canopy of five snake hoods discovered as Rajgir,^ has 
been recently identified by U,P.Shah3 as the YakshinI 
PadmavatX (Plate 2$) and it has been assigned to the 9th 
or 10th century against the earlier view of the Xth or 8th 
century. If this identification.be accepted, this is the 
only image of PadmavatX so far discovered throughout Eastern' 
India. A few independent sculptures of the late mediaeval
hperiod are found in Western India.
5
Secondly, we have already seen that Jainism declined 
rapidly from the 7th century in Bengal and only, a small 
section of the people practised this religion in the Pala- 
Sena period. It is very doubtful whether a religion which 
had so far declined in a much earlier period v/ould have any 
influence on the bulk of the lower strata, of Hindu society, 
among whom the goddess Manasa had her birth in the 9th- 
10th century A.D.
Thus, on the basis of the slender connection of the 
■name only, it is not wise to assume that the Jaina PadmavatX ,
-Supra, *,I.A., Vol.XXXII, p.U63 and Plate IV, fig.23.
S. A.R.A.S.I. 19S0-3i|.(Part II)', p.276 and Plate LXVIIld).
U.P.Slaah,' Studies in Jaina Art. p.l7 and Plate L fig.q.l;A.L,
Basham illustrates this image as Manasa (The Wonder That was
India, plate LXVl).
Infrh, p. 318 
5. Supra,pp. ^$^97
was. transformed into Manasa in Bengal. It is to Be 
noted that different names and epithets which we find 
In the Manasakavyas and the Puranas for the goddess Manasa, 
including the name Manasa itself, seem to ha ye Been attri­
buted to a snake goddess in different localities By different 
persons or groups in different period. Thus the Borrowing 
of, the name Padmavatl from the Jainas may not Be impossible, 
But it is equally or more possible that the term as an 
epithejr for a goddess originated independently. There is 
nothing to imply that the Jaina goddess PadmavatT and 
Manasa were identical. The attempts which have Been made 
to identify Padmavati and Manasa are no more convincing 
than those vhich have Been made to identify Manasa with 
Sarasvati and Jangulru
III. Manasa and other deities:
S.B.Bhattaeharya Believes that Manasa is one of the 
specialized forms pf the goddess Manakali. He has attempted 
to support his hypothesis By referring to descriptions of
_ p
the Jaina goddess Vajra-Syifxkhala or Kalx. She is re­
presented Both as a Yakshiril and &s one of the Vidyadevis.
The Digambaras represent Vajra-Spinkhaia as riding on a wwan 
and holding in her four hands a snake, a noose, a rosary and
1. Byi ja MadhaB, op.cit., Intro., pp*3U-35.
a fruit. The, £5vetambara variant of the same YakshinI,
named KalT9 is described as seated on a lotus,, as forming
varada mudra with one hand, and as holding a noose,,
2
a snake and goad in her three others. Bhattacharya
also adds that in the 18th century Padmapurana of Jiban
Krishna Maitra it is stated that the.. 0311a Dhanvantari
went out to treat the son of Chando after worshipping 
_ 3the goddess Kali. As regards this point it is to he 
ohserved that this version of Jiban Krishna records the 
events of a period when Manasa was believed to be identical 
with Kali as. well as with the Saktis of other gods. The 
reference to a snake as the attribute of the:; goddess 
Vajra“SrinlUiala or Kali does not indicate that she was; 
worshipped as a goddess or snakes and that the new deity 
Manasa developed but of Kali in her hypothetical aspect as 
a snake divinity. He further hints at the Influence of the 
demigoddesses Kandarpa of the Svetambara Jainas or Manas1
5
of the Digambar.as on Manasa. As Jainism had so little 
foothold In Eastern India in the period of the evolution
1. Bhat t  aelia ry a * The Jaina Iconography, p. 1 Sh.
S.Ibid. 9 pp.lSh-?125.
5.Dvila MSTdhab„ op.cit.» Intro. 9 p.34. 
h«$&$ra0 J>P, 32.2. .
5.Bvi ja Madhab9 op.cit.$ Intro. 9 p • 35 „
. of Manasa^ such an influence of Jaina deities is hardly 
conceivable.
Now we turn our attention hack to the images, having 
a canopy of snake hoods. These images may he classified 
into the following categories.
I. Images said to he of Manasa ..... Plates 1-12.
II. Images worshipped as Jagatgauri
or Jagatgauri-Manasa ..... Plates 15  ^ 16
III, Image worshipped as ICotavasinl
or Kotasani ' ..... Plate 13
IV. Image identified as PadmavatT .... Plate 2®,
From a study , of the dhyanas of Manas'a*, the >
descriptions from the Manasakavyas and the images of the
1
first cate,gox^ y* we . have seen that there is very little
correspondence 'between the dhyanas and the descriptions
oh the one hand and the images on the other. As already
stated the Brahmans and the poets attempted to formulate
■the dhyanas andr to;.describe the goddess Manasa respectively
in terms of the older images which were then worshipped in
— 2some places as Manasa. .
1* Tables I ,  I I  (A ana B) and. I I I .
. §U£ra, p. 3 ^ .  2.-3S3 ■ . ;
5 The second type of image is worshipped by the name
Jaghtgaurl or Jagatgaurl-Manasa* on the day or days of
Manasa worship. The goddess of Narkeldanga* as already 
■ 1observedo (Plate 16) is seated in the lalitasana with a
*  * ■  III H I M  m i  III m m  ll» j  ■ !!
chi 1 d on he r le ft thi gh ’ he 1 d by he r left hand. Her right 
hand rests on her right, thigh and-its emblem cannot be seen 
because, the palm is broken. There is a canopy of seven 
snake hoods. On the pedestal is a lion which seems to be 
the mount; of the goddess. She is also believed to wear 
; a small tiger skin. On the basis of these two peculiar­
ities the image of Narkeldanga has been identified as 
either a Hindu' Tantric goddess or a Buddhist goddess of 
the, 1 0 th-lith century.S
The image of the third category has been identified 
by NaN.Vasu as the Nagamataf the mother of snakes.^ The 
: goddess* already referred to^ (Plate 13)- is seated* 
possibly with her.:legs folded. She is decorated with a 
he address of snake hoods and holds a bowl in both hands.
She isvseen in a meditative pose with her eyes closed.
While describing the serpent worship-in Maytiabhanja Vasu
I. Supra 9 p. 2>S1
S. -Jugantardu 5th August* 1961* p. 10.
3. N.N.. Vasu*. op.cit. * Intro. * p.XL.
4*-, P* 31^ ,
• put forward the theory that the Naga.dynasty*• a branch 
of the Scythian race* introduced the Nagamata and of 
eight . He believes that Tavita of the Scythians and Manasa
, i ‘
are identical. This view cannot be. accepted* for we 
:have given clear evidence that a snake cult originated 
in India independently long before the entry of any
• - ' . p>% - ■ • ■
foreign invaders in historical times. Any borrowing
of this kind from the Scythians is hardly believable.
The image of the fourth category named PadmavatT
has no correspondence with those of the first category* ,
Later sculptures of Padmavatf found in G-uJarat* a living
and powerful centre of Jaina religion* also do not corres~
3pond. A careful study of the images of PadmavatT and of 
her descriptions in the Jaina texts suggests that there is 
no relation between these images and those of the first' * 
category.
The descriptions of the;Buddhist snake goddess 
Janguli do not conform to the images of the first category*
1.' Vasu further adds that ’’this god of the hearth which was a 
. principal object of worship by the Scythians lias been called
Tabita or Tahiti by Herodotus’* (ltidS/£ lie - quotes a descript­
ion of the goddess Tvarita- from the Sarada-Ti 1 aka Tantra 
and on the strength of this description he coricludes: 1 The 
. image of this goddess has many points of resemblance with 
that of Eotasanx found in Koisarigada. The. goddess Tavita 
of the Scythians is not unlikely to have been worshipped as__. 
Tvarita by the Indian Saktas .and as the snake .goddess Manasa 
by.the Nagas or the serpent wor shippe r su (pp.cit* * Intro.* 
PiXL):.
2. Supra, fp, M  ~ ■
3;. S.M.Nawab«, Jaina TIrthas in India and their Architecture * pp 
32,36s38 and. Plates 30(fig.65y,5i.pCfIgr86).pCnfig*"''
- ‘ " V. - • i/3
■. Hence the question arises what, is the actual identity
of those images which are said to he of Manasa?'
; ' A critical study of the Manasakavyas suggests that
Manasa is a;goddess of non-Aryan or popular origin who was
absorbed into the Hindu fold at a later date. Thus she
!'-originated as a gramadevi. While explaining-the character-^
.istics of the village deities it has been observed that before
the advancement of the Aryans the people worship the deities ,
by representing stones. 1 When the Aryan element, at length ;
comes on the scene9 the.rude blue stones disappears and
gives place to a. carved image bi. The common people have . .
■ their, shapeless stone or block which they adore with'simple
rites in the open air; white side by side with it is a
temple to one of the Aryan gods with its carved image
1and elaborate rites-*» ,
-In the present day Manasa is-also symbolized by a 
shapeless piece of stone $ smeared with vermilion and 
mostly found under a tree. . This custom prevails throughout 
Benga 19 but e spa cially in the dis tri cts of Bankura5 ,B irbhum 
and Midnapur. . The method of her worship has always been 
similar to the worship of the village deities. The images
1. B.D.G-. (Balasore) , pp.56-57; Of. 5 BashamP op.cit. . p.516.,
2. Of. o B.G-hose^ Paschimabanger Samslcritipp. 1885 2fk.
in question cannot be those- of a village deity? and it is 
-most likely Vt hat they were carved for temple worship.
The place of Manasa in temples at such an early date cannot 
be inferred in any way. ./Thus we conclude- that, the images 
-in question were not tliose of any village deity but were 
carved for temple worship - a worship which Is very v 
uncommon in relation to Manasa.
In this connection the observation of D.G.Sircar 
deserves mention. While discussing some of the inscribed 
images discovered in South Bihar? he refers to the fact 
that manf Images of a goddess with a child on her lap and 
of a goddess with a canopy of snake hoods have been dis- 
covered throughout Eastern India. According to him'"it 
seems: that the same primitive mother-goddess with a child 
on her lap? sometimes represented with a lion pedestal and 
sometimes with a snake canopy?. was worshipped under different 
names in different parts of East India, the snake-canopied 
form being later endowed with the name Manasa in Bengal. ,
2
The Jaina Ambika seems to be an adaption of the same deity.1* 
This conjecture' of Sircar? which needs further evidence for 
its corroboration? goes against the identification of the
„ca? Vol. XXVII? pp.138 
.G&$ Vol. XXVII, p.139.
1* Bpigraph!a Indie
►v .tilt .[■■I.I«I..I|T|'I< ■ i i |1iiii| ii I I .  III., n ' n Hil l nUiTiirtiii i llliTiP jnTriTfTii ■
■images as "Manasa; '. / '.■■■/■ ■ '
Now we sumjup' our own views which we have- already- 
expressed in connection with our discussion.
(l) In view of the many hypotheses which have been advanced 
in an attempt to associate;certain images with the goddess 
Manasa it is a significant fact that the J^astra literature 
‘such as the iCaia-viveka0 the Tlthl-tattva and the M anas aka v.yas •
no where mention that the goddess is;to be worshipped ,in 
the form of an, icon. > ■//''
(s) The claims that the goddess Manasa had her origin in 
Sarasyatl j> Jahgulx? Padmavatx and other goddesses, have not 
been substantiated. The scholars who have made this various,/ 
claims have not produced any reliable evidence In support 
of them and their arguments are for this reason, unacceptable.'-. 
There seems to be no reason why Manasa/catnnot be accepted .as 
a deity in hercwn right on the evidence of the Manasakavyas 
and other literature, referred to above? and .also on, that of 
the.religious ceremonies which are still performed in her 
honour. . ■ 4 /
(5) The actual identity of the images said td be of Manasa 
is still uncertain. The descriptions of the Buddhist snake 
goddess Jahgulx, and of the Jaina Padmavatx do not conform, 
to the images in question.
(A) ‘The, dhyanas- and the descriptions of Manasa in various. 
sources .conform to the images in question in some respects 
only hut not in all* ■ It may he accepted that these were 
composed in terms of the older images which were ’ then wor­
shipped in some places as the goddess Manas a / n o  doubt . 
because of the presence of snakes in the images* Images 
of other,types associated with snakes are .worshipped a s , 
Manaba*. evem at the present day*
rv0urydwn hypothesis., which* we believe* fits the known 
fact;s-better than any other-, is as follows® .
•, •' The Muslim invasion in Eastern India was followed by 
a period of frequent Y/arfare and occasional oppression of 
Hindus and Buddhists * and by ruthless destruction of the 
Hindu temples and Buddhists monasteries* When an under­
standing grew up in Bengal between the invaders and the;.. : . 
invaded* a new culture found expression in all walks of 
life* - By this time many Hindus and Buddhists had .accepted 
the'hew religion of Islam.. As a reaction against this con­
version Brahmanism became more tolerant and'the, upper class 
Hindus turned their attention to the: local deities* in­
corporated them in Epic and Puranic garb and-made them more 
powerful*. The deity Manasa* who had’formerly only been 
worshipped by the lower classes as symbolised by a twig of
sij} or a pot or both* was how worshipped side by iside , . 
with the Furanic gods by upper class people with the same , 
symbols* Or in some cases in, the form of images associated 1 
with snakes. Often Buddhist, and in some-cases* Jaina . ;
images lost their proper identities* and began to be ;
associated with, the popular. deities of the time* and many.
. .. - l  'v ”were given new local name s. It is further rexjorted that
occasionally Hindu* Buddhist and Jaina temples* left un­
cared for for.a long time* are also converted into shrines
- - - - ' . . ; Q " ' ■
for the village deities. . Thus it is clear that the> 
images'worshipped and identified as Mahasa* have not been/ 
properly identified. They were originally images.used 
for temple/Y/orshipp and were/later utilised as symbols ’ 
of Manasa becatxse of their association with snakes. This 
can be strongly substantiated from the present day worship 
of inale snake-canopied Jaina images in particular*® and 
of other types of images associated with snakes in 'general* 
as Manasa. : ,
1. B.QJ.Seil^  , The Polk Literature of Bengal, p.53* Brihat .Bafiga.
Vol. 1* i>. 9. f B . (rhos¥r~Pa§chimab aR ge r S amsk f 1 tTf^rsTTTMan
in India* Vol> 35. No•1* pp.26* 29«30.
& • Man in/L ndia * Vol. 35 * No .1 * p . 25 •
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Manasa 
Part - 1
A. Bengal*
The history of the cult in Bengal will he 
treated under the two political divisions - West Bengal 
and East Bengal,
1* Periods and days of worship - The earliest detailed
reference of the worship of Manasa is found in the version
of Iletakadasd. When Manas's met &iva and reguested him
to "bless her so that she would he worshipped hy men,. Siva
said: "There will he twelve festivals in twelve months;
people will worship you on the Da^ahara in Jyaishtha and
on the HagapaHchaml day of Ashadha, the latter day of
worship is followed hy the Jhanpan ceremony of the orihTas,
In Sravapa people will offer you curd and parched corn in
abundance* In BHadra. you, will he worshipped with a
—  1special ritual known as Araph-Vrata* There will he a
1# This is the day of observance of a rite when all cooking 
is prohibited* The cooked food that has been prepared 
on.the day before is offered to the goddess Manasa and 
finally eaten hy the'people (Ketakadas, op*cit,* Index, 
p.lj-62)*
great festival in Asvina when people will offer you 
cold rice. You will he worshipped with sii tree branches
in Kartika* An unbroken branch of the sii tfee should be
planted in Agrahayana, with offerings of all kinds of new 
things to you. You will be worshipped widely in Pausha, 
Ivfagha, Phalguna and Chaitra with offerings of ghee, honey,, 
incense, lights, agaru and sandal by men, gods and Asuras”. 
In the versions of other contemporary and earlier poets 
different days are specified for her worship, according to 
the following table:-
Bipradaso, 
p .62
10th tithi of
the bright half
of Jyaishtha (Dasahara day)
Daily worship Worship 
p .88 in
Vaisakh 
p. 218
Nariyan Deb
p.2&
5th day of 
the dark half 
of 3rava£a
Bijay G-upta 
P.53
No mention of 
specific date- 
reference to 
daily worship
Bamsid’as
P.12lj.
i) Ditto ii) Any fifth
tithi,, 
iii) the day of 
full moon, 
iv) any Sunday.
Jagaj jiban No mention, of 
any specific date
1. Ketakadas.on.cit.. pp•13U-135• Though the reference to
twelve festivals occurs at the beginning of^the passage, 
there is no mention of any festival in Vaisakha in the text
Districts of West Bengal;:
11. Bankura
Though a high percentage of the Hindus worship
Manas's, the cult is particularly popular among the lower
classes who constitute a large proportion of the population*.
The goddess is worshipped on different days which are given 
belov/ chronologically in relation to their popularity*.
The treatment will he similar in the case of other districts*.
(i) Dasahara - This festival is observed on the tenth
(Dasami) tithi of the bright half of Jyaishtha and less
commonly in Ashalldha 1 in honour of the monsoons and the 
first freshes in the river* It is the anniversary of the 
day when Bhagiratha, the ancestor of Ramachandra, brought 
down the river Ganges from Heaven1'. This festival is 
called Dasahara because it is believed that a proper ob- 
servance of it takes away the sins of ten births*. Actually 
this is the festival on which the river Ganges is ceremon­
ially worshipped by the Hindus of Bengal. On the same day 
Manasa is widely worshipped in this district. The origin 
of Manasa worship on this day can be traced to a few
1. Except where specified the materials for this survey have 
been gathered fromquestionnaires answered by schoolmasters 
and others throughout western Bengal* A full list of these 
informants is given in the bibliography*,
2• Feasts & Holidays of the Hindus and Muhammadans» p * 15 ^ cf *,,, 
Calcutta Review* vol.XVIII,1852, July-Dee* pp.51-52*
3* Calcutta Review, vol* XVIlI,p*52.
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centuries bgck, as it is mentioned in the versions of 
BipradHs and Ketakadas. In a few villages such as 
Ayodhya, Tejpal, Gopalpur, Pansiuli, Jamdagra, Tengasal 
and o theirs, near Bishnupur, the worship of Manasa on 
this day is followed by a fair. At Ayodhya in addition 
to the fair there is a display of fireworks and other 
amusements. This festival at Ayodhya is very famous in 
the locality of Bishnupur.
(ii) K'agapahchami ~ This festival is usually observed on
the fifth tithi of the bright half of the month of Sravana.
On the same tithi of the dark half of Ashadha, Sravana and
Bhadz^a /and of the bright half of Agrahayana this festival
2is also celebrated in different parts of India. Various 
legends are current throughout India in relation to it.
Two of ,the most important are:
a) TheVi ceremony is observed in honour of the Uagas of 
the Mahabharata, the sons of Kadru who are believed 
to have been born on the fifth tithi of the bright
IV1
half of Sravana - a day when the whole of India
3worships the snakes, with few exceptions.
1. M.M.Underhill, on.cit. .p.123; B.D.G-. (Bankura), p.51
2# Feasts & Holidays., p.58; Underhill, on.cit♦, p.123*
3. T. A. G-opinath Kao, on.cit.. vol. II. part Jjl., p*555*
b) It is believed that "this day celebrate^ the return 
of Krishna fro® the Yamuna after having overcome the 
big river snake Kaliya. Krishna had fallen into 
the river from a tree overhanging the bank, into 
which he had climbed to fetch a ball which had lodged 
there while he was playing with the herds-people*
His return with the snake was received with joy, the 
herdsmen offering Kaliya milk in gratitude for his 
not having harmed their favoizrite, Krishna. And so 
the festival was instituted.11
But in. Bengal, though these legends may have 
been popular before the evolution of the cult of Manasa, 
this ceremony is observed chiefly in honour of that goddess.. 
The reference to Uagapahchami on the month of Ashadha as
j',
one of' the days of Manasa worship occurs in the version of 
Ketakadas^.
.In the district of Bankura people observe this 
festival on the fifth tithi of Sravana and, less commonly,V . *1
on the! same tithi of Ashadha. On the fifth tithi of 
Sravana there is a great festival in the village Ramsagar, 
near Bishnupur.. This festival is very popular and 
famous in that locality. All the engraved pots of Manasa
1. Underhill, pu.cit., p. 123*^
popularly known as Manas ar~b~ari which are worshipped 
on this day in different villages near Ramsagar? are 
carried to the school ground of Ramsagar at night to 
celebrate a special folk-festival* A procession of 
villagers marches round the field with much discordant 
music carrying these pots on their heads. A great fair 
is held there on this occasion and there is also a 
display of fireworks.
c) The goddess is worshipped on the last day of 3ravpna? 
of Bhadra? and of Asvina* A great fair is held on the 
last day of Havana on the ground near the vicinity of 
the home of the Raj family of Bishnupur* The peculiarity
of this fair is the performance of the Jhanpan ceremony
, . 1
which is described elsewhere - a ceremony which attracts
thousands of people* In the villages of Jayakrishnapur
/
and Paikpara? four miles away from this place? similar 
festivals of less popularity are performed on the same 
day*
cO Amriub a chi - This festival is current tlrroughout India 
among the womenfolk? and is especially popular with widows? 
who perform it in the rainy season* It is usually observed 
on the month of Asliadha in Bengal* According to this rite
1* Infra* g pp. 4
Hindu women are forbidden to touch f ire or take any- 
cooked food during the period of observance? which 
continues for three days or a week* Digging or ploughing 
the earth is also forbidden? as it is commonly believed 
that the mothei? earth is in her menses during this time. 
Actually this is. the day of worship of the fertility 
aspect of the mother goddess as represented b y . the. earth*.
On the same day Manasa in her fertility aspect is worshipped*
e) The goddess is also worshipped on the fifth tithis of 
Jyaishtha? Ashadha, 3ravana? Bhadra and Asvina, on anjr 
Tuesday and Saturday, and on other days also. It is 
also customary that on the Dasahara a twig of sin is 
planted on the Tulsi-tala (a place where a sacred Basil 
tree is permanently planted) and is worshipped on the same \ 
day. Finally it is worshipped and thrown into the water
.on the Dasami tithi? when the image of Durga should be 
Immersed after her worship.
f) Daily worship which is referred to in the versions of 
Bipradsjs and Bijay Gupta is performed In some places such / 
as Madanmohanpur? Jayrambati? and Jayakrishnapur, in the 
permanent shrines of the goddess. In the village of 
Jayakrishnapur? there is a pcrmanent shrine, of the goddess.
I  F i t  . M l  I I !■ !  n . W f  L _  -»  -*r - -  | , f  |- * I T 1  \ 1 I I P * ' ‘. I  l l l f l  H T I  I i T U IT T t t l l  1W T T T T I '  >1 I I  l l ~ l  I I I T ' f i - T m  I 1»11~ '*1~[1 T f l T ~ l ItT I  T T T11 T f  I T " !  T T li  r i ~ i r .. . - . . . . . . . . . . . I* I r I m  ■ ■ I ■ f ~ | f | — ’ TT T  " J
1 • Bastern Benp;al and Assam District Gazetteer (Bogra) , 
p.,38; H.R.Ray", op*cit>. p.388*. ” °
3S>i
Jagntgaurl-Manas"a where a snake-canopied image of a 
goddess is installed (Plate** /S' *) * Daily worship is 
performed, hut on the Dasahara and on the NagapafichamT 
a special offering is arranged* A special rite known as 
Paushas_ya is observed on evex*y Tuesday and Saturday in■iinn im m n i nihi i i n m i « n n w »im i .  v  v  v
the month of Pausha. A burnt-offering of ghee (horn) and 
an offering of khinchux^i or .fatal (a dish composed of
»m i im ■ t m i iwi g*
rice and pulse, seasoned with salt and spices) ax*e per-
formed at this festival* The goddess is also worshipped
on every Tuesday and Saturday with offerings additional 
to those of daily worship* The priestly function is 
conducted hy a Brahman• in all cases* He-goats are 
sacrificed before the goddess but any other non-vegetarian 
offering is not permissible*
In the village of Jayapur the goddess is worshipped 
as Jagatgauri in a permanent shrine. A special feature of 
this local cult that no one dares to pass by the side of 
the temple with a lamp* This is strictly observed by 
the villagers. We have already noticed the worship of
a snake-canopied Jaina image in the village of Dharapata
-  1 as Manasa.
BaroyarT-t>u.ia of a special type deserves mention 
here. This is a form of worship conducted by all classes of
1. Supra, pp . 2,fo ■
community either hy paying subscriptions or by direct 
assistance* The ritual is performed in a public place. 
This type of group worship, which is very common in the 
case of Sarasvati and Durga in Bengal, seems to have 
originated a few centuries ago or perhaps in ancient 
times* The seed of this type of worship is found in
the 15th century texts, where similar rites in honour
_ _  2
of Manasa are performed by cowherds# The present
baroyarl~pu;j£ or group worship seems the development of 
such early forms of worship. But it was observed in 
the year 182Gf'...*.A new species of pooja ... has been 
introduced into Bengal within the last thirty years, called 
Barowaree ... About thirty years ago, at Goopti-para, 
near Santipoora, a town celebrated in Bengal for its 
numerous Colleges, a number of Brahmins formed an associa­
tion for the celebration of a Poo3a independently of the 
rules of the Shastras. They elected twelve men as a 
Committee from which circumstance it takes its name, and
Q
solicited subscriptions in all the surrounding villages11*, 
After a study of a list of subscriptions in the same 
village it is suggested by B.Chose that this sort of 
baroyar1~puj a started at least thirty years earlier than
Supra* pp.
2* Priend of India. 1820, May, u^otjiJi Iff B.Chose,.
1the report quoted* Thus it seems that since the late 
18th century this sort of worship has often been performed, 
though its early antiguity cannot be ignored.
Usually there is no permanent shrine for this 
worship. A temporary pavilion is built with bamboos 
and is screened and•decorated with different coloured 
paper and leaves. The method of this type of worship is 
almost the same everywhere, with only slight differences 
here and there* The following is the description of a 
performance of the baroyari-pu.fa which is commonly found 
in the Bishnupur area.
At this worship Manasa is mostly represented with 
a P0  ^ (bari) but sometimes earthen images are made and 
worshipped. The worship is conducted by a Brahman priest, 
in most cases during the day-time. Lotuses, .jaba flowers 
and bel leaves are essential in this type of worship* Two 
rites are observed on this day.
(a) Sannyas (Walking on the burning charcoal)
Many channels, the measuring approximately 12ft. length, 
4ft. breadth and one or two ft. depth or more, are dug in 
the earth. They are filled with burning charcoal and the 
devotees of Manas’a who have made vows to observe this rite 
and have fasted for this purpose, walk on the burning
1. B.Ghose, op.cit.. p.477*
2. No information on length of fast.
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charcoal* This rite is observed only by men* It 
reminds us of the Charah festival of Siva which is 
observed by the Hindus of Bengal on the last day of 
Chaitra* In this festival a similar practice, ob­
served by the devotees, is considered to be a part and 
parcel of it. It seems to us that this rite, as ob­
served by the devotees of Manasa, is a direct borrowing 
from the Saiva festival.
(b) Dhuna Purana (Burning of resin) - This   1 #' *
is observed by womenfolk. Either a resin pot or a 
flat earthen pot with burning charcoal in it, is carried 
by each woman, who has made a vow beforehand, either on
her head or on another part of her body. Then the
woman pours resin powder on the pot.
These two rites are performed before the pot or 
image of Manasa by her devotees as vows after the fulfilment
of their prayers. We have not been informed of the ob­
servance of these rites in any bther place except this 
area.
On the same day fruits of Oli.va Konra (Menispermum 
Polyspermum) are cut into pieces, v/hich are eaten by the 
people of all classes in the belief that they serve as 
antedotes against poison. In some places these fruits are
1. No further details of this rite has been informed.
offered before the goddess and are then.distributed
among the devotees, who eat them. It is reported
that some people are inspired (Bhar or Bharam in Bengali).
by the gpddess at this ceremony. In such cases the
inspired men are believed to be the mouthpieces of the
goddess, and the devotees place much importance on
their.speeches. After the performance of all these
rites and ceremonies by day the pot or image is carried
in procession at night. The procession, which is followed
by folk dances and music and accompanied by musical
1instruments, is a very gay one.
2. Birbhum
Like Bankura the cult is very well developed in 
this district. It is particularly popular with the 
aboriginal people who are now semi Hindu!sed, but for 
whom the rites of Manasa ai?e still chiefly performed by
1. For a good deal of the detailed information about 
the present practice of Manasa-worship^ in this 
district, we are indebted to Banglya S'ahitya- Parisaifc 
Bishnupur Branch..
3 5 $
dev as is or non 'brahman priests
■rrJuim.iini’iTT iu jm w ♦*-
The fifth tithi
commonly the same 
is generally known, 
in some places as 
Nagapaftchami. On this tithi Manasa is widely worshipped 
throughout the district. A* Bhattaeharya, an eminent 
folklorist of Bengal,has observed a peculiar custom 
current in the northern part of the district in connection 
with the worship of Baga Panehanil. He writes: "Three
or four days previous to this occasion, the Deyasi after 
he had performed his ablution was made to sit in the temple 
before the image of the snake deity. Then the only
1. The word Deyasi which, is also known as DevamsT is 
believed to have originated from Devavamsa,*meaning 
literally the descendants of gods or the chosen 
people of gods. A.Bliattacharya thinks its origin 
from some non-Aryan source and writes: "For in Southern 
India the word Deyasi is still very widely used in 
rural areas to denote a headman *who may be said in a 
manner to correspond to a Justice of Peace*' " (Folklore, 
vol.1,No.A,p.233% But Bhattacharya has failed to 
notice that in South India the word is not Deyasi but 
Desayi. It is recorded: "The word Desayi means of the 
country. For almost every Taluk in the North Arcot 
district there is a headman, called Desayi Chetti, who 
may be said in a manner to correspond to a Justice .of 
the Peace" (E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of Southern 
India, vol.II,p.121).
As these are two different words, we are not inclined to 
think that^the word Deyasi had its origin from the South 
Indian Desayi..
However, the Deyasis belong to the lower castes as we 
have said elsewhere in connection to the priestly function 
of Manassi (Infra, p p .
a) Baga Paflchami or Bak Panchami - 
of the bright half of Bhadra, or less 
tithi of the dark half of this month, 
as Bag1! Pahehami or Bak Pafichami, but
entrance of the shrine was closed from outside. Not 
only that, the door was practically sealed with mud.,
All day and night long songs in praise of the serpent- 
deity were sung from outside the shrine. On the Baka 
PanehamT day at noon people were believed to hear sounds 
coming from the other side of the closed and sealed door. 
They said that the serpents enjoying the favour of the 
goddess were knocking against the door meaning that they 
would set the Deyasi free after opening it. G-radually 
the door gave way and the Deyasi was found inside in an 
unconscious state. The Desasi (sic) was then brought 
to the open air and nursed. . All music - vocal and 
instrumental - were (sic) stopped forthwith".
This spectacular act of austerity on the part 
of the humble Deyasi contrasts strikingly with the rituals 
of the Brahmans who nowadays play a greater part in the 
local Manasa cults than in earlier times. One is tempted 
to suggest that the immurement of the I^ ya^i ’ may .be a 
comparatively recent local innovation, designed to hold 
the support of lay patrons, who are tempted to patronise 
the socially superior Brahmans, by evidence of superior 
powers in the manipulation of the numina. In other
1. Folklore, vol. 1, No. iu p. 235.
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place# of* the district such as Ganpur, Hatora, Dakshingram, 
Ratgara, Dahira ;the goddess is worshipped on this day with 
great pomp and grandeur? tait without the vigil of the 
Deyasi.
Besides this the goddess is worshipped on the
Dasahara, on the fifth tithis and on the last days of
Jyaishtha, of Ashadha, of $ravana, of Bhadra and of
Asvina, on the day of Amhuhachi and on any Tuesday and
Saturday. She is also worshipped on special occasions in
fulfilment of vows. Daily worship is very common in this
district. There is hardly any village where there is not
a permanent shrine of the goddess, mostly a thatched 
1house.. She is often for shipped especiallj?' in this 
district during epidemics of diseases auchas small-poz 
and cholera.
It is reported that "in some place# in Birbhum oh 
the Dasahara day the image of the serpent deity Manasa are 
(sic) taken to a tank and ceremonially Bathed* Songs 
accompanied by instrumental music are sung, eulogising the 
serpent deity. This is known as Manasa1s chalan. On 
this occasion a peculiar musical instrument, known as Bisam
P ~Z •
Dhaki made of goat*s intestine is played". On the same
- ■ £
1. Cf. B. G-hose, Pas chi mb anger Samskriti . v . 274; Folklore. 
vol.l,Ro.U, P.23U. ‘
2. The intestinal tube is split open, spread over, stretched 
with anchorage on all four corners, dehydrated and put into 
a shape of a small hand drum.
Folklore, vol.l, Ro.4? p.236.
home and is worshipped on the fifth tithis of four 
consecutive pakshas* The sijl twig then ggrows for a few 
months, without receiving any special attention, and on 
the day of the immersion of the image of Burg's in 
Asvina, the sij is uiprooted and also thrown into water*
The wide popularity of the goddess can he well 
illustrated from the following practice in the same 
district. There is a mud shrine of the goddess in the 
house of a Baggl in the village of Kenduli or Kendubilva, 
the birth-place of the famous poet Jayadeva, the author 
Gltagovinda. It is astonishing that the shrine of 
Manas’s is visited daily by pilgrims from far and near, 
whereas the big temple of Radhamadhava or Krishna of 
the same village, situated within a stone1s throw of the 
shrine of Manasa and believed to have been founded by the 
poet, is visited only once a year.,
3* Burdwan
The goddess is worshipped by all Hindus, but the 
worship is most enthusiastically performed by the lower 
classes.
It is on the Dasahara that the goddess is most 
widely worshipped in this district* Hext in importance
1. A. Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I*,p*21h.
the last day, of $ravana* In the , villages of Jahannagara 
and Polerhat fairs are held on this day* In the case
of the latter place the goddess is worshipped in the form 
of ,,a pot placed on a mud-throne under an old banyan tree* 
This worship is known as gaehha-nu.fa (tree,worship)•> The 
fair on this occasion is attended by a great crowd from 
both the districts of Burdwan and Nadia* But in the 
former village recitation of the songs, relating to Manasa 
and their illustration by folk dance form special 
attractions. The jhanpan ceremony is also held there.
The goddess is also worshipped oil the fifth tithis 
of Sravana and Bhadra and sometimes of Ashadha and Asvina, 
on the NagapahchamT which is observed on one of the fifth 
tithis of &ravana and Bhadra, on the .last day of Bhadra, 
in some places on the last day of Ashadha, and on other 
days also.
Daily worship is very common in this district, 
though not so well developed as in Birbhum. In Birhhum 
the goddess is represented by engraved pots known as bUri» 
whereas in Burdwan she Is represented by ancient images, 
detailed descidptions of which have not been given by 
our correspondents. In Birbhum the worship is current 
among the lower classes and the owners and managers of the 
permanent shrines are invariably of low caste whereas in
Burdwan the shrines "belong to upper class people.
Another notable feature is that in most of the permanent
shrines of Burdwan Manasa is worshipped as Jagatgauri, a
name which is almost unheard in other districts. Among
them the shrines of Mandalgram, K'asa, Auria, Mejheri,
Kaichandagram, ICalsi, Memari, Kejagram, Chotkhanda and
Karikeldanga deserve special mention. Besides the daily
worship a special worship takes place, the date of which
varies from place to place* In most of these places a
fair is also held on this occasion, which is followed hy
a jhanpan ceremony. The fairs of Chatkhanda and Narikeld-
1 —anga are very famous in this district. Ketakadas 
refers to the worship of earthen image of Manasa at 
Barikeldanga hy Behula. A reference to a similar image
at the shrine of Keja or Kejagram, also occurs In this
3 „version. Both these places are still famous as Manasa*s.
permanent seats of worship, though the earthen images have
been replaced hy stone ones.
4 & 5 f Cooch-Behar and
It has been recorded hy a late 19th century writer 
that nthe cult ••• is reported to he exceedingly prevalent
1. Bor detailed information, see the recent articles, Desh* 
1368B.S. (1961) ,No.i+»PP«324“328; Jugantar* 5th August.
i960,p.10.
2. Ketakadas,op.cit.,pp.281-282,335*
3* Ibid.»p.33<57
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in Kuch-Behar, although snakes are not very numerous or
particularly deadly in that part of the country* tt;l The
cult still enjoys the same popularity in this district*
day _
The goddess is widely worshipped on the last/ of ^ravapa*
She is also worshipped on the R&gapahehami day, any day 
on the month of Bhadra, sometimes on the dark half of 
the fifth tithi of ^shadha and on special occasions* On 
the day of special worship-* or at group worship on other 
days, songs of Manasa are recited*
In the district of Darjeeling the cult is confined 
to the Rajbamsis, who worship on the dark half of the 
fifth tithi of $ravana* The percentage of worshippers 
is very meagre in this district as the people of other 
religions such as the Nepalese, the Lepchas, the Bhotias 
and the Tibetans constitute a large proportion of the 
population*
6» Hooghl.v
it * nwilirfi■*
The cult is widely popular in this district among 
all classes, irrespective of caste and creed* On the 
Dasahara the goddess is worshipped more enthusiastically 
than on any other occasion* The worship on this day is 
followed by the Arandhana ceremony in the areas of Jangipara, 
Chanditala, Arambagh, G-oghata and Pursura* Sometimes a few
1* W.W.Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal,vol.V,1875,p*196*l
families observe this ceremony throughout the day when 
all the members take.either previously cooked or uncooked 
food and at night they light ovens and prepare meals*
In some places of Arambagh he-goats are sacrificed on 
this day, and cooked and eaten by the people in their own 
houses* In the village of Manasadanga four or five 
thousand he-goats are sacrificed on this day before the 
goddess, who is symbolized by an earthen pot. and worshipped 
dails^ . The other peculiar feature is the recitation of 
the hymns of Ohandl, which seems to be an attempt to 
identify Chandi and Manasa or to relate them to each 
other.
Manasa is also worshipped on the last days of 
Ashadha, Sravana* Bhadra, Asvina, on the DTagapahchami, 
on any Tuesday or Saturday and other days of the rainy 
months." Daily worship is common in this district, 
especially in the above mentioned areas and in the villages 
of Baligodi and Rhurkunda* The Baroyarl puja which is 
known as Rakhale Manasb. in this district is a speciality 
which is conducted in an open field under a tree.
The Muchis (Shoemakers) and other low castes 
worship Manasa by the name Iihadai on the last day of
11 *111 1111 l|1-~™ 11 .......•■T*-fflTW-ifr-r nnfr~iT<f  i rfrrT-r~r, 1 i> i innriinira~» »fni * i>nT.~>nT~d i. iim.n ii . i m i ii wiim n iiinnuM ~n i» ir . i i« i .  inimr y)*"iii ~ n^rtTir^'n^intfTimgii tr>n.TTii,™“ * it t f '— it — r - ^-'ht
(Hooghly).
dravana. The priestly function is generally performed 
by a Muchi^ In the same district Manas a is worshipped 
daily chiefly by the Jaliyas (fisherman?) under the name 
Bahula in a temple at Bainchi where a Jaliya Brahman 
conducts the priestly function* Special worships are 
performed in the same shrine on the full moon day of
  p
Vaisakha and on the Dasahara.
7* Howrah
From our survey it appears that here the per­
centage of Manasa worshippers is higher than in any 
other district of west Bengal with the exception of West- 
Dinajpur. An early account, records that her worship 
is widespread on account of the many dangerous snakes in 
the district.
As in many other districts she is popularly 
worshipped on the Dasahara. Next in importance is the 
last day of Bhadra when the people observe the Arandhana 
ceremony. The observation of this rite with some 
elaboration is very common in this district. She is 
also worshipped- on the last day of Jyaishtha, known as 
Sthapana Samkranti and of Ashadha, on the Nagap ahchami 
and on any Tuesday and Saturday, especially in the months
  r— —■ rr~ -rr"n Tf mn-nrnri- w  iriiwuiinnTwrMi'.Nt— ■-.nTifTi..-nnim-iTifTifiWTr-r^ TT n  n w  11 iitfn»i.|i 11 ■ -in>m m '■ n n r t* n 11 m .1 iim M ■ m ur
1. D.Or.Crawford, A Brief History of the Iiughli Bistript,p .73*
2. Ibid. * " — .
3« H E S * »(Howrah), pp.U3-U4*
of 3ravana and Bhadra*,
In the village of Hirapur in the Uluberia 
subdivision there is a permanent shrine containing an 
earthen image of the goddess who is worshipped every 
Sunday by offering a goose* This image of the goddess 
is very popular among the people from far and near 
because of the wide range of power attributed to her* 
Almost egual popularity is enjoyed by a four-armed 
earthen image of the deity in the village of Vedo in 
the Dom&nda Police Station where daily worship is per­
formed*
A peculiar type of worship which is conducted
by the G-oalas*'*' It has been recorded that ,fthe G-oalas,
who grase cattle in the open country and are therefore
particularly liable to snalce-bite, besides losing many
cattle, worship the goddess under the name of Rakhal
Manasa. A manasa plant is set up under a tree, and a
special festival takes place on the last day of Paus *•*
The cowherd boys go round begging and collect money for
the offerings, the ceremony itself being conducted by a 
2Brahman *. The reference to this type of worship is
1* Goala is the great pastoral caste of non-Aryan origin 
(Risley.op.cit.*vol«1*0 .282).
2* B«D*G« *(Howrah) .pp.U^-Jtlu
found in the Bengali Manasakayyas, as we have already 
1seen. Though we have not been informed of this practice
by our correspondents, we can assume that it is still
observed in some parts of this district from the survival
of a similar practice in the neighbouring district —
2Hooghly.. Clay images of snakes are worshipped as 
Vastu-Sarpa on any day of the year.
8. Jalpaiguri
Manasa is popular in this district, especially 
among the Rajbamsis, a sub caste of the Kochh who ibrm 
two fifths of the population. She is widely worshipped 
on the last day of Sravana. She is also worshipped on 
the BTagapanchami, on the fifth tithi of the dark half of 
Xshadha, on the last day of Bhadra and at auspicious 
domestic ceremonies such as marriage, the sacred thread 
ceremony, and the taking of the first cooked food by a 
child. In some places she is worshipped throughout the 
months of Sravana and Bhadra. Daily worship is unknown 
in this district.
* The Rajbamsis believe that Manasa is a very evil 
deity and if she is not propitiated, children die or
■ ■ ■ ■ : "  4 oy
■become blind, men and cattle are "bitten "by snakes, and
1all. sorts ot1 trouble come. The intensity of this 
belief can be well explained from the fact that the 
family of the rajas of this district, which belongs to 
the Hajbamsi clan, worships the goddess enthusiastically, 
making earthen images of the principal characters of the 
legend on the last day of $ravana. Her worship on this 
occasion is followed by a great fair which attracts thousands 
of people. Sometimes this festival continues throughout 
Sravana.^
When Manasa is worshipped by the name Ivlareya or 
Marai, her worship continues for three days. At this 
worship she is represented by a four armed earthen image 
and animals are invariably slaughtered before the goddess.
This form of‘worship, can be arranged at any time of the 
year* She is generally woi* shipped on the occasions of 
auspicious ceremonies. Songs, especially those recounting 
her dealings with Chando, Behula and Lakhindar, are sung 
on such occasions. This form of worship is confined to 
the tribal people in the villages of Salbari under Dhupguri 
Police Station and of .Dakshin Satali.
1* Eastern, Bengal & Assam District Gazetteer (J alp ai guri),p «3U• 
2*. £23i“lore,Vol.l,Ho.i.b p.239. "
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9* Malda♦tW»gi>r*«w^ «waTiirTL>^
Here the cult is not so popular as in the other 
districts of west Bengal , though over two thirds of the 
population are. worshippers of Manasa® She is widely 
woi^shipped on the last day of $ravana. She is also 
worshipped on the Ambubachi, on the last day of Jyaishtha 
and of Ashadha, on the Nagapahchami, on the fifth tithis 
of Sravana and Bhadra and sometimes throughout these two
months, and on other special occasions as in the case of
-| _
Jalpaiguri" including on the Habanna (a festival in. honour
the
of/corn): when people cook new corn, and at other auspicious, 
ceremonies in general*
Sometimes on the day or days of Manasa worship the 
people of east Malda decorate the floors of rooms, 
verandahs and house compounds with alpanas of various types 
made of rice paste* When this is observed, the women, 
abstain from taking- food* The observance of Vrata connected 
with Man a si. is a speciality of this district.,
10*. Midnapur
i ■uni i i»■ ■ i■I'MCTsujmhp-aOTMfceq
This is a large district, the majority of its 
population being semi-Hinduised aboriginals* Among these
■ Ita W rt t tW P m i  v W f l in T i r iL * t-twnr I M l  n  bun .Afctr I g m.m.
Supra9 p. Uo(> •
1 *  —the goddess is very popular. On the Dasahara the
people in general worship the goddess with great poinp.
Besides this she is also worshipped on the Ambubachi,
on the ITagapahchanii * on the last day of Sravana, on the
last day of Bhadra when her puja is followed by the
Arandhana ceremony, less commonly on the last days of
Jyaishtha, and Ashadha, on any Tuesday and Saturday,
and on special occasions# The oihas and snake charmers
of this district observe her worship very enthusiastically
on the last day of Asvina, and on this occasion earthen
images are made. Daily worship is almost unknown in
this district with the exception of two places *» hachipur
and Mahisadal# The Lodhas of this district worship the
2goddess in the month of Asvina*
11# Murshidabad
The cult is no less popular in this district#, 
Manasa is worshipped on the last days of Jyaishtha, 
Ashadha, Sravana and' Bhadra, on the. Fagapahchami, on the 
fifth tithis of Ashadha, Sravana and Bhadra, sometimes 
throughout the whole month of Sravana, on the Dasahara,on 
any Tuesday and Saturday and on other special occasions#
1# Of# B* G-hose, Paschimabangar Samskriti, r>#67h<*  "• ■ ■ "  11 i i n— in l     i in f .a i in  i mViiiTO r tT irn n #  #ttti#> h ■ f l  jr ■*—
2. Man in India, vol. 37, No*3 p.210.
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Daily worship is not "unknown in this district, notably 
in Rajhat, Khaspur and Karjjana*
In some places the onhas worship the goddess 
throughout the month of Ashadha. When an epidemic 
breaks out, the goddess is widely worshipped. As this 
aspect is well developed in Birbhum, the influence of 
the customs of the latter district on the western part 
of Murshidabad may be suggested. Women plant a twig 
of sin on the Tulsi-tala on the last day of Ashb.dha and 
also place a pot there; they worship Manas's in this 
symbolic form every Tuesday and Saturday and on each 
fifth tithi. How long they continue to do so after 
planting the sin, is not specifically reported..
12• Nadia
Though the district was largely populated by the 
Muslims in the days of undivided Bengal, the cult has 
always been a popular one. The goddess is widely wor­
shipped on the Dasahara. She is also worshipped on the 
Kagapaftchaml» and on the last days of the fifth tithis 
of Havana and Bhadra. The worship of Manasa by planting 
a twig of sin on the Dasahara is also current in this 
district as in Birbhum. In the village of Dakshinpara 
a four armed earthen image is worshipped three times at
night on the day or days of her worship. Daily worship 
is unknown in this district..
Fairs are held on the days of her worship, 
especially on those days when the goddess is worshipped 
in the form, of an earthen image. Specially popular are 
the fairs of the villages of Betna, Ghurni, Nakasipara, 
Darmada and Mura'gachha, which are usually held on the 
last days of Sravana and Bhadra. At Nakasipara Manas’s 
is worshipped under, a fig tree. Similarly she is wor­
shipped under banyan trees at Dharmada and Muragachha 
on the last day of Havana. A fair is followed by a 
jhanpan ceremony in many cases, when songs of Manasa are 
sung.
A peculiar rite is observed in this district 
which is found nowhere in any other parts of Bengal.
Four or five days before the worship of Manasa the women­
folk, after-.a bath, sow the seeds of mug (a short kidney 
bean) and of leguminous seeds amounting- to one fifth of a 
seer altogether on a selected field, after ploughing.
The sown area is then covered by a screen. On a certain day 
the area is watered after removing the screen, to stimulate 
the growth of the,- seedlings. In the afternoon of the day 
before Manasa worship all the seedlings with the soil 
attached to their roots are removed from the field and are
A i t
kept on seven plates, which are subsequently placed near 
the spot v/here the image of Manasa is to be placed. On 
the same day the image, specially made for the occasion, 
is brought from the house of an image-maker and placed 
inside the house under a screen. Offerings of fried 
Fice, murki (a sort of sweetmeat, parched paddy unhusked 
and sweetened), milk, plantain, fruits and other things 
are then made to the goddess by women., Incense is burnt 
in large quantity, and the women sing the songs of Manasa 
very enthusiastically.
On the day of actual worship Brahmans perform the 
priestly functions. Their services are required on- the 
afternoon and evening of the day of actual worship, and 
on-the morning after. At the time of worship the women­
folk sing songs in chorus. Special offerings in this 
kind of worship include only milk and sabri-kala (a kind 
of plantain) as it is popularly believed that these two 
things are specially liked by the snakes.
On the day. of worship the womenfolk arrange a 
mock-marriage in the afternoon between two unmarried girls 
in every family of the village Krishnapur (P.O.Hi July).
The rite is popularly known as hala-bi.va as the main re­
quirement is the seedlings called hala. Both the girls -
one playing the role of a bride and the other groom - carrying
the plates containing the seedlings change the garlands
Sanla~flowers with each other as the mark of their
marriage. ITo Brahman priest is required for such a:-
mock-marriage. The women who arrange this marriage
perform the Brahman*s function, and also sing songs of
Manasa at the time. Next afternoon, as already observed,
a Brahman priest comes and conducts the worship. After
that the image is thrown into water. Just Before the day
of worship the women observe a semi-fast and take only
milk and khai (parched paddy) but on the actual day of
worship they observe abstinence from food until the worship
q
is over in the evening. This rite corresponds in many
p
respects to that observed in Tripura* It seems to be 
a fertility ritual.
13* 2if--Barfi‘anas
The goddess, is very popular in this district and 
her worship is widely current on the last day of Bhadra.
Next in importance is the Dasahara. She is also worshipped 
on the last day of ,3ravaiia, on any Tuesday or Saturda5^, on 
the Nagapahchami and on the Ambubachi. Daily worship is 
very rare in this district. There is a permanent shrine 
at Kidderpore, near Calcutta where a big brass image of
1. L.No.5 (Nadia)..
2. Infra.,pp
1the goddess is worshipped daily (Plate - 22- ) *
An early account of this district records that 
11 in addition to Manasa, there is a snake goddess called 
JagatG-auri, who is said to he the sister of Manasa, and 
like her, is credited with power over cobras and other 
snakes. She is represented as seated on a throne, 
with a child on her lap', and her shrine is at Narikeldanga* 
There aeBarna Brahman, officiates at her worship except in 
the case of Doms and Haris, who sacrifice pigs to her.
... A fair is held to honour this goddess on'the fifth day
p
of the moon in the month of Jyaishta"• The goddess was 
removed from this place by the Calcutta Improvement Trust 
some five years ago for the construction of a road. The 
image is. now in the care of this Trust and the priest who 
hereditarily worships the goddess has placed another 
earthen image in her shrine nearby.. On the day of 
Ramnabami a fail1 is held at her worship. This fair is 
not so large as that held at the worship of JagatgaurT.
A peculiar practice of worship has been observed 
by S. L. Hora in the village of Uttarbhag. He writes: 
"There are, no doubt, other ways of representing the deity
lo Folklore, Vol.1, No. k* p.2^0 .
2* B..D.G., (2U-Parganas), p .71 *
3* We are indebted to Sri M.C.Mahapatra, M.A., for this 
information.
also, but so far as I have been able to ascertain the 
mode of i^epresenting this godling at Uttarbhag by two 
conical mounds of mud is quite diffex^ent from all others 
so far known. Bach mound has three clay heads of cobra 
arranged on one side and a mark of vermilion put in front 
of them. It seems probable that these mud-mounds are 
substitutes for water pans or earthen pots ... It has 
also to be noted that the puja at Uttarbhag was performed 
towards the end of January or early in February and not, 
as is usual, in the months of July and August ... The 
worship of Manasa, has, thus to be treated as a relic,-, 
without any specific utilitarian background in its present 
form". Thus both the days and methods of worship are 
peculiar in the village of Uttarbhag.
14 • W e.s t -D i na ;jpur
The goddess enjoys wider popularity in this district 
and the percentage of worshippers is higher than other 
districts of Bengal. Manasa Is commonly worshipped on the 
last day of Havana, and less commonly on the last days of 
Ashadha and Bhadra, on the fifth tithis of £>ravana, and on 
any special occasion. The Kshatriyas of this district 
especially observe her worship on the festival of nabanna
1” JfA i§*B.,Vol.XXIX (New Series), p.3k.
(the eating. of. the first rice grown In the year.) .
In; the p ermanent shrine of - Sri; Purna jChandra Chaudhuri . 
of Bar am,‘’Manasa is worshipped for three: days hegiiming 
from the; last day of travail a up to the second day of Bliadx^ a .
;of each year. ;: 5 ;A burnt-offering' and the sacrif ice of . , 
animals are ^ performed bh those’: dhys* -^Sometimes she is •'
worshipped throughout the month of &ravana and less commonly,
' of Bhadra. ' ■"/■■■ p; —  1 ■ ■ ■ - '
f It -hasi teen observed-by^ii.K.Sexl: ■ . . ianother;
deity was important' in: many villages, ' This ■ is ;fBisha-hari1 
another god who protected. people'from snakes,. 'There was 
no image,; hut ; ahhut sacred to him; and surrounded by a 
line- of plantain trees, ; Though such a. hut vvyas';found: 
almost in, every; village and worship of the god wad. apparently 
an important annual event-, the; villagers seemed a little 
ashamed of this deity and told nie that it was the children 
.who worshipped him." ;We are told by our correspondents 
that,-Manasa’,is ■ often worshipped; in this .di sir let as J..- :
Vishahari, a name of Manasa found in. pur early texts. We 
have not been informed cf the worship of a male deity v/ith 
.such a name either in this district or in any other district 
of undivided Bengal • Thus the separation of Man ash and .
Vishahari, as noticed by Sen, seems strange and we have ho.
other evidence of this practice*.
It is further observed by Sen that there are
many huts which serve as permanent temples* Each hut
contains an image of Manasa riding on a donkey.with cobras 
1
by her side* Bhattacharya identifies such an image as
the image of Sitala, the goddess of small-pox, whose
2 ' _  
vehicle is a donkey. It is to be noted that Manasa*.
besides having power over snakes, is believed to be the
cuere of small-pox and cholera and she is often worshipped
in,many parts of Bengal for that purpose. In India the
assimilation of the attributes of one divinity with those
of the other is quite common* The presence of a donkey
with the image of Manasa does not necessarily prove that
the image is of Sitala. The reason for the identification
of these images as dltala suggested by Bhattacharya is not
convincing, and a similar claim can be put forward in
favour of Manasa on the ground of the presence of snakes.
It is further interesting to note that in the district of
Birbhum Manasa Is worshipped by the name 3ltala. Thus,,
though the attributes of the two are sometimes confused,
there is no reaston to identify these images as ^Ttala in
face of the current practice of worshipping them as Manasa.
 mjifiwi.ji.iwi.nM i i. — ■■"’"■■i Ilif II" -Tii-trn ■•r. rrrnririf- iiTnrn-riiMi.Tii«TTurm~m-riTiTTTViir*» iniifrwi.iri->ii m m  nmn.mifniinM im>rm m u1 i imi tutth* nn*rnnii¥*->iTiri* u ■ t*r
1"
^hlklbref Vol.!, No.h, p.239*
3* . See Appendix B v p. $M0 ,
^1)8
II* Methods and Places of* worship:
n u iu M i  >i i m i M iii■■ i■ i r mi n  i r — t rtf" r~ i n it~  n r -' r~~-rJ '---------t *•■***•
The methods and places of worship of Manasa. in 
west Bengal are listed below in order of popularity.
(A) Methods:
(i) The commonest method of Manasa worship is the use of 
a pot or pots, usiially plain but sometimes engraved* This 
is the only method of her worship depicted in the; Manasa-
i— 1kavyas* It is to be noted in this connection that the 
Kumhars (the potter caste) of Bankura, Burdwan and Ilooghly,.
who worship Manasa four times a year in the months of Magha,
______________ _ p
Phalguna,1 Vaisakha and £3ravana, manufacture thousands, of 
engraved clay pots especially for the occasion of Manasa 
worship on the last day of Sravapa* These pots are known 
as M an a sar-b~ari (pots used for Manasa. worship). The pots 
in their unburnt stage are often placed one upon the other 
and fixed together, making columns of pots, sometimes 
having as many as seven tiers. The potters of Panchmuda in 
the district of Banlcura are very famous for these symbols of 
Manasa (Plates — Though these pots are made on
a commercial scale, they have the artistic quality of the 
best folk art, "the expression of the Bengali people themselves, 
of the rural millions whofbrm the backbone of the nation. It
Supra, Y .
2. Risley, op.cit*, Vol.l, p.523.
3* B.Grhose, PaschimTftanger Samskriti, p.679
>ii ~~ ~ •"in i l i i i t ~  ■  ^ j j f T  w t i i )  h i  n  mi i r n r f  ■ ■  l i n n  +  k b m w > | a a H m H a a  “  •*- 1
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is an ant tr*ansmitted from generation without any
essential changes, the roots reaching deep into the
1 — soil". On the pots Manasa is represented "both in
theriomorphic and anthropomorphic form.
(ii) Next in importance is the worship of the goddess in
the form of an earthen icon. The earliest inference to
such worship occurs in the version of Ketakadas, though
2no description of the image is given* Risley describes 
the type of image used in the late 19tli century thus:
** ... a four-armed effigy of the goddess, crowned hy a 
tiara of snakes, grasping a cobra in each hand, and with 
her feet resting on a goose, is carried round the village 
with much discordant music; and finally thrown into a
■z
tank* A similar practice is still current, with some
additions and local variations.
The following observations are drawn from the 
present day earthen images, which are either four-armed or 
two-armed.
(a) The goddess is seated on a lotus or on a
goose, or, less commonly, on a snake. Sometimes standing
images of the goddess with the same seats as the seated 
figures are also found.
1. A.C.Mukerjee, Polk Art of Bengal, p.l*
2. Spra, p. Ltot •
3. Risley, op.cit. * Vol. l,p.lil; Cf. jBJpJB. (Burdwan), p«35 
and (BankuraJT p.51*
(b) The goddess often wears a crown in the 
form of a cobra’s head. In some case, besides this 
crown, another snake rises from the back of the image 
and spreads its hood over the goddess1 head as a canopy. 
Images are also to be found without the crown and canopy.
(c) Snakes are sometimes used as the ornaments 
of the goddess, but ornaments of usual types are common.
(a) The attributes of the hands vary from place 
to place, but in all cases consist of some of the follow­
ing: a snake or snakes., a lotus or lotuses, varada-mudra,
abhaya^udrh, a discus, a conch-she 11.
(e) Attendant figures - i) When there is one 
female attendant, the figure is said to be of Neto.
ii) The figures of Lakhindar and Behula are carged on
the right and left sides of the goddess or vice versa 
(Plate- 17 )•
respectively^ iii) When there are two female figures 
on either side of the goddess, they are believed to be 
either Lakshmi and Sarasvati in some places or Jaya and 
Bejaya in others. In the later case each of the attendants 
holds a chowrie. iv) In some cases the figures of 
Lakshmi and G-anesa, and of Sarasvati and ICarttikeya are 
found on the right and left side of the goddess respectively, 
(Plate - 19 ). v) Sometimes Lakhindar, Behula and Neto
appear together (Plate - I*} ). vi) Again, in some places
the attendant figures include Jaratkaru, Vasuki, Astika,-
Neto, Lakhindar and Behula. In the village of Hadnara-
yanpur, Bankura, a similar elaborate sculpture, but without
the figure of Neto, is found. We have already mentioned
that the members of the raj family of Jalpaiguri also
„  1
display images illustrating the legend of Chando.
Images without any attendant figure are also frequently
seen. However, the images are generally made in a very
conventional manner, as in the cases of those of Lakshmi,
Sarasvati and similar devi images.
A peculiar type of image of the goddess is worshipped
in the villages of Haldi, Chandipur, Santinandi and others
in the district of Burdwan. The bust of the image is a
four-armed human female and the lower part is serpentine.
2This type of clay image is made at Haldi and Chandipur.
It reminds us of the therio-anthropomorphic Naga and 
NaginT figures of early Indian sculpture. (iii) Manasa 
is also worshipped emblematically in the form of the sij 
tree which is therefore also known as the Manas's tree in 
Bengal. This form of worship is no less prevalent in 
West Bengal than the worship of the earthen image, and is 
particularly popular among the womenfolk, who often plant
■» ■■■» i B m i a t i m p n M w n i r
1- Supra, p. Ifo?
2. Sankarananda, op.cit.9 p .102
4,17.
twigs of sin on the courtyard or in the lulsi-talax
and worship them throughout the rainy season or on
the days of Manasa worship• As already observed in
the version of Bipradas it is said that Manasa is
worshipped in the form of pots and a twig of Thus
the twig of sin, which was worshipped together with the
pots in the early period, has become an independent
emblem in the present day worship* With the expansion
of the cult both the early emblems of the goddess -
the pots and the twig of sjj[ « have been found representing
her independently# Of course, in some places, both
emblems are used, since they are easily available, though
generally one or other is used alone. We have already
2seen the close association of snakes with trees*. This 
early belief still predominates in the cult of Manasa*
(iv) Like the gramadevi and less commonly, the gramadevata, 
Manasa is symbolically worshipped by a piece of stone or 
stones* This practice is current in most of the districts 
of west Bengal* These stones are often to be found lying 
under trees*
(v) In a few places images showing some connections with
snakes are also worshipped as Manasa or Jagatgauri, a name
-  7> 
of.Manasa*
I i* ii * in n iw  I n m  i f n r i i in i w w  ir  ^ t ri i l n i . ^ J .M ,. M>-«T» w y T.*rw ATTT, ^ rriT< f i n * p i    11^ *  un  i M iin» *m nr.n * n n r i iM il n j i iw i i i*  a m i*  j l i i i iw it i  i m m
Supra. PP. tag. Itinf ..
2. Supra.pp. ->n~7i
3. Supra,pp. 3^  - 351 *
(vi) She is also symbolically worshipped either "by a 
pat a (a painting of Manasa and other figures of the 
legend on paper or pith) or "by a picture printed on 
paper. The printed pictures are of two types* In 
the first the goddess (Plate - . ) is seated on a
full-blown lotus with her right leg bent and her left 
one resting on a lotus. She is four-armed and holds 
a snake in each hand. Her head is canopied by five 
snake hoods and on the pedestal the tail of a single 
snake is seen, giving the impression that the snake hoods 
belbng to it.
The second type (Plate - 26, ) is the detailed 
representation of the important events of the principal 
legend. These are four different phases - a) In the 
upper right corner of the picture is the sscene of the 
construction of the sealed-chamber, under the direction 
of Chando; b) the upper left represents the bed chamber 
of Behula and Lakhindar (inside the sealed-chamber) and 
the attempt of Behula to catch the snake Kali with a fork 
after It had bitten Lakhindar; c) the lower left shows 
the daring journey of Behula with the corpse of her husband 
in order to bring him back to life and d) lastly the 
lower right represents the final surrender of Chando, who
offers flowers in M s  left hand. In the middle of 
this picture is the figure of a four-armed goddess 
seated on a lotus* She has a canopy of five snake 
hoods and holds a snake in each hand.
Sometimes these symbols are used at the worship 
of Manas's along with a pot or pots. They are very rare 
in comparison with other methods and confined to a few 
places. Other local methods of worship, as already 
observed in Uttarbhag,^ are also current.
B. Places:
(i) Manasa is commonly worshipped near a tree or bush, 
which may be a sij, a banyan, a fig or a tulsl planted 
either in the courtyard or very close to the house*
(ii) She is also worshipped in the home, in that room 
which is reserved for common worship and other family 
rites, or sometimes near the hearth or oven, at the time 
of the vrata rite and the Arandhana ceremony*.
(iii) There are permanent shrines of Manasa, which are 
mostly thatched huts. Sometimes she iw v</*orshipped in a 
shrine known as puja-mandap used for the worship of 
other deities. At the time of baroyarT purja she is■ . Hi  n .V  Ji ll.  ■ »
^ i .  —  — - [, r ! | | rT1— rv-1|.Tr,ir,.nif-ri)in>rrl|y-,r|T n u i*<inm imir m i i im- n - T*F.»™-*r‘iiii n n  » ■ <u.umi     11 '■
1. Supra, ®. mq- b\$.
Supras p. * (footnote).
worshipped in a temporary pavilion in the village square *
(iv) In a few places of* the districts of Hooghly and
West-Dinajpur, her worship takes place on the hank of a
river. In the latter place this worship is known as
Mar-puja (probably a corruption of the word Mari or Mari,
meaning a pestilence and a plague). It is reported
that Manasa is worshipped hy similar names such as Maraki,
MorakJ, Maraiand Mareya in West Bengal and M'arai in Assam,
1 'all of which seem to he local variations of Mari or Mari,-. 
In Assam this origin of the name is evident, as Manasa 
is worshipped there hy the name Marai only when an epidemic 
breaks out. In Bengal the proper meaning of the name has 
been forgotten.
III. Priestly functions and sacrificial—irii i- iir ■ ■ r " i lH i '* n i» r - n n lH » .u « ,P n w n l.iBi mma in  m »<tm i ■m uiii ii ,ijjp m_.ji ■ i..F«-rn_i !■ W  u i n i m m  n
A. Priestly functions:
The priestly functions are performed by i) the 
Brahman priests in the case of upper classes, ii) the 
Deyasis among the lower classes mostly only semi-Hinduised,
iii) family heads in some families of the lower classes,
\ p
iv) by elderly women at vrata rites and v) by the caste
priest among some castes*
1, For the etymology of M'arai in Assam see Journal, University 
of Gauhati, XI: Science, ho.2, i960,pp.59-60.
2* * PP- Lf$o . .
It Is observed: “The ministrants of1 the village
gods in West Bengal who are known as Beyasis come from 
the lower castes, e®g® Bom, Hari, Bag'di, Bauri, Keyat,
Mai and similar others; there being no sacerdotal 
class exclusively assigned with this duty® Orthodox 
Brahmin priests dissociate themselves from this function® 
But in certain areas their services are .requisitioned 
If available, only 011 special occasions * ® ® As a matter 
of fact Brahmins are generally permitted to worship the 
village gods in their own way if they so desire on their 
own behalf® But the right of public worship is always 
retained by the Beyasi familieso There is no bar, 
however, for any woman against acting as Beyasi ®*® Bue 
to the growing influence of Hinduism over the whole area 
the Beyasis have been using the surnames of the cast Hindus 
and sometimes even of the Brahmins, is (sic) some places® 
Sometimes Brahmins of noble birth are also attracted to 
this profession through poverty, though at a considerable 
loss to their social status®
In more Hinduized villages the functions of the 
Beyasi and the priest have been bifurcated ® ® * there are 
many shrines in which Brahmins act as priests, but the 
proprietory rights are retained by the Beyasis*.
4*/
In the ease of Manasa, the priestly function
is invariably performed by the Deyasis in the districts
of Bahkura, Birbhum, 2lH?arganas and some parts of
Burdwan* Many tribes and castes perform the priestly
function among themselves, or in other ways*
Among the Lodhas only the Q-unnins or ©jhas of
their own community perform the priestly function in
different villages with the sacrifice of goats or
1pigeons, to make snakes lose their poison* The Paurs
p
of Bengal perform the worship through their caste priests*
The Rajbamsis have their own priests who haye acquired
a reputation for their sanctity* Sometimes Brahman
priests are also employed.*' Similar is the case with the
Lohars.^ The Mals or snake-catchers who have made
snakes 1 the object of their peculiar study” and play
—  5a great role on the days of Manasa worship, have not 
yet attained to the dignity of employing Brahmans in 
most districts, and elders of the caste or headmen of 
villages serve them as priests (khamid) ■ Another type 
of snake-eatcher is the Sagjpxiria, one of the groups of
!• £Wd., Vol.37,'No.3, pp.211, 213.
2. Modern Review, November issue, 1961, b.ii.06.
3. Risley, op.clt.. Vol. 1,p. 1|^ 9*
Ibid.,Vol.II,p.23.
5. Calcutta Review, Vol.XVIII,July-Dee.,pp.55ff.
6* Risley, op.cit.*Vol.IIan*U9.
'Bediya. Like the Mals, they also have the same role
—  1at the festival of Manasa* In the village of Masuria, 
Midnapur, they employ Vaishnavas to perform the rites 
of Manasa* We have not been informed of such a 
practice in other districts of Bengal* The employment 
of the Vaishnavas as priests is a peculiar custom virhich 
suggests the strong foothold of Vaishiiavism in that 
locality in general and among them in particular* No 
doubt this is. a local origin*
B. Sacrificial offeringsi
The common offerings include milk, plantain,
incense, sandal, lighted lamps, rice, various fruits,
goats, sheep, pigeons, ducks, buffalos (in the case of 
  2
manat) and pigs (only among the aboi’iginals) • The 
offerings, which are basically the same as those referred 
to in the early versions of the Manasakavyas are more or 
less the same throughout Bengal. Among the' Vaishnavas, 
who object to animal sacrifices, pumpkins and other 
vegetables are sacrificed before the goddess, in contrast 
to the Sakta practice of animal sacrifice. Animal 
sacrifice is rare among the higher classes except during
>Vol.l,p.8i|*
2. This is a special vow. People especially the women­
folk make manat, promising offerings to the goddess to 
invoke her aid for overcoming dangers and calamities and 
to obtain desired objects.
4-i-)
the time of manat. Animals are usually slaughtered 
hy men of low origin who are employed hy the community 
or individual families.
IV. Purp o s e s of worship:
Besides the goddess of snakes Manasa is worshipped 
as the following purposes®
(i) " The early association of snakes
with the fertility cult has already "been discussed®
Manas a also inherited power over fertility. In some
places of Bengal she is worshipped hy women in order to
2 — produce children. In the early versions of the kavyas
it is said that a childless person gets a child if he or
x   h
she worships her. It is also said that d alu amd Malu.
and Sanaka were blessed with children hy Manas a when
they worshipped the goddess. This idea of her power
over fertility is well manifested at the practice of her
worship before a marriage ceremony, which is performed
g
in many places of West Bengal* The rite observed by 
the Suvarnabaniks (a section of merchant class) of Birbhum 
deserves special mention*
1 *  S u p P S t ^ 0  i
2 *  L « H q s » _ » U  ( H o o g h l y ) ,  1 7 ?  2 2 ,  3 5  ( B i r b h u m ) ,  2 , 6  ( M a l d a )
3 .  B i p r a d a s ,  o p ^ a i i . .  , p p . 6 2 - 6 3 ;  B a m s l d a s ,  o p . c i t .  * p * 1 2 6 .
i|.. J a g a  3 j i b a n , o p . c i t . , p . 107 •
5. Bijay G-upta, opTcTt* ,pp.6U. 65? 102, 10ip*-105*
6 * I * » N o s . , 2 6  ( B i r b h u m ) , !  ( D a r j e e l i n g ) ,  1 , 6 , 9 * 1 6  ( J a l p a i g u r i )
B.D.G-. , ( B i r b h u m ) ,  p . 3 3 ;  A . B h a t t a e h a r y a ,  B . M .K.I* ,
p p . 215- 216.
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Among them a marriage rite is observed which is known 
as Gachhabera, meaning winding threads round a tree.
This rite centering on Manasa is observed on the day 
of marriage, on the day before, or on the day of 
g’atraharidra - a rite of smearing turmeric paste on 
the body of the bride or the groom. Two or three days 
before the observance of this rite either the image or 
the.symbolic representation of the goddess Manasa is 
brought from the permanent shrine, is placed in the 
house and is thought to reside thereifor eight days*
A party of professional singers consisting of five 
members is engaged by the family and throughout the 
period of the residence of the goddess, songs of Manasa 
are recited by the party every evening in her honour.
Oh the day of the observance of the rite of Gachhabera
■ wi.rrMTr* p . « w j m *  .1
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both the groom and the bride fast. In the morning some 
rites, among them ritual gambling, are observed.by 
elderly women. At noon a large procession moves from 
the house to observe the actual rite. In front of the 
procession moves the party of singers and behind the 
party is the DeyasT carrying the image or syisbol of the 
goddess in his arms. At his side walks a Brahman priest.
A few married women, who are well dressed and ornamented, 
also follow them carrying pitchers on their arms. A
girl or 'boy throws parched corn on the streets* Among 
the married women ere the groom, carrying either a 
mirror or a fork, and the hride carrying a kaialalata, 
a spoon-like iron vessel in which stibium to paint the 
eyes is prepared* The bride also pulls a small wooden 
boat in her left hand (presumably with the help of a 
rope) and rolls a coconut in the street with her right 
hand* In this way the procession marches forward, with 
pauses when the songs of Manasa are recited in order to 
cheer the public* At the same time the old women buy 
flowers or bel leaves at a nominal price from the priest 
and a few of them bow down to the goddess* The most 
notable feature of this ritual is bhar* Among the 
married women who participate, one is believed to be 
inspired by the goddess, and the priest asks her whether 
any mistake# haajp been committed by him at this rite* It 
is commonly believed that she serves as the mouthpiece of 
the goddess and if she says that a mistake has been made, 
she also prescribes the means of counteracting it* In 
many parts of West Bengal it is believed that an inspired 
man or woman has the power of foretelling the future and 
persons suffering from diseases ask them when they will
Supra* p. 39 5* *■
be cured or not*. This practice is also current in
Soutli India.,’1’
At last the procession reaches a fig tree at
the corner of the village and for some time songs are
sung. The groom, the bride and the married women move
round the tree which is entwined with threads. Then
the procession returns to the house, the goddess is
replaced on her original throne and once more the songs 
2
are recited. A similar elaborate rite is observed by 
x
other castes*
(ii) Gurer of diseases ~ Manasa is worshipped to avert 
epidemics such as cholera and small-pox in the districts 
of Birbhum, Bankura and Murshidabad.^ When she is wor­
shipped in this aspect, she is known as &$tala in some 
places. When an epidemic breaks out, the goddess is
ceremonially worshipped, as v^ ell as Sltala, the presiding 
deity of small-pox and cholera* Sometimes during the 
epidemic a Deyasi, from a nearby village, is asked to come 
to a village where there is no permanent shrine of the
Infra* pp. 46B-470 •
2. Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I. * pp*215~2l6. The author’s description; 
is confusing. In the beginning he writes that the rite is 
observed either on the day of marriage or the day before
marriage or on the day of gatraharidra but in the description
we find that both the bride and the groom observe the rite 
together. It seems unusual that the bride and the groom 
together observe a rite before their marriage but it may be
the case that this rite Is observed In the families both of
bride and groom*
3• L.No., 26 (Birbhum)•
4. L.Nos. ,29 (Bankura),2,4,6,7,8,12,13,15,18,22,23,26,27,28,30, 
33,37,40 (Birbhum), 20 (Murshidabad).
5* Appendix - B^p^xo.
goddess, mainly because of her reputation as a curer 
of epidemics. The Deyasi comes to the village with 
the image of the goddess or with her symbolic representa­
tion which he carries on his head (Plate- 2.7-)* Prom 
this tour, which may last for a day or two or sometimes 
longer, the Deyasi earns considerable fees both in cash 
and in kind.
1 —In some places of West Bengal Manasa is worshipped
as the curer of incurable diseases in particular and other
diseases in general. Quack medicines are distributed in
the name of the goddess in various villages such as Yedo
2and Hirapur in Howrah, Haripal and Basulpur in Hooghly 
and in the districts of Birbhum and Murshidabad in general# 
In the early versions of the kavyas it is said 
that the goddess cures diseases if she is worshipped, and 
even that there will be no diseases among the persons who 
worship her. -In South India it is believed that earth 
from holes inhabited by the snakes had the special power 
of curing the diseases and removing barrenness* It is 
believed "to cleanse from leprosy if rubbed on the parts 
affected and to remove the stigma of barrenness from women
D*Hos*,17*18.32 (Birbhum), U>12 (Hooghly),ll(jalpaiguri)
6 (Slurshidabad), 11 ^Howrah).
2* S u p r a p. MoS*
3* Bipradas, op. cit. »p*63 s Bamsidas, op. cit.,p . 126
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1if a little be daily put in the mouth". Thus it 
would appear that a widespread primitive belief about 
the curative value of snakes has been incorporated with 
Manasa in a changed form.
(iii) Bain giver - In some places Manasa is worshipped
2m  connection with rain-making rites* Swami Sankarananda 
has tried to establish that Manasa was originally wor­
shipped as a goddess of rain and that the power of controll­
ing snakes was ascribed to her later*® His hypothesis 
has not been substantiated by arguments stronger than those 
which can be put forward against it. We have already 
seen that in the early period Bagas or B'agihls, who were 
conceived of as snake spirits, wei^ e also worshipped as 
water spirits, and later this aspect of their character
Ji
further developed. Probably the same belief has 
consciously or unconsciously led to the association of 
Manasa with water*
(iv) Wealth giver - As already observed snakes are 
believed to be the guardians of treasures*^ Probably out
1. Vogel, op.cit.,p.275.
H o s., qTbirbhum). 7 (Burdwan).
Sankarananda, op.cit.,pp.68-10h.
Supra, pp. 6|- 64 .
5. Supra, p^* j^7q, .
of this early belief the goddess of snakes is worshipped
1in many places of Bengal in order to obtain wealth.
References to the goddess as a wealth giver occur in
2
the early versions of her legend*.
(v) .Tutelary goddess* - Fi^om our investigations it
appears that the people of some castes such as the Bagdi,
— _ - - _ 3Bauri, Mai, Sampuria, and Kaibarttas or Kewat worship
Manasa more enthusiastically than other castes in general.
All but the last of the castes mentioned consider the
ggddess as their special deity.^ The Kaibarttas do not
claim her as such, as they obtained a social status a
few centuries earlier than the other castes in question*
It should be noted that ethnographically all these castes
belong to the same group. M.L.Singha writes that "Manasa
is worshipped as the tutelary deity of those people, who
engage mostly in fishing and bofcting. They are mainly
Kewats, Bagdis and Jeles (fishermen castes). Manasa was
first worshipped by the people of thbse castes who lived
on the bank of the Kasai river and then these people migrated
by way of the river to eastern and northern Bengal taking
L.Hos*. 12 (Bankura), 6,35 (Birbhum), 6 (Cooch-Behar ),:
4 (Hooghly) , 10 (Jalpaiguri), 2,4*6 (Malda), 39 (Midnapur),
5 (Nadi a), 3 (24-Parganas)*
2. Bipradas.op.cit* *013*62*65: Bams!das*op*cit. ,p.126»
3* Buchanan is of the opinion that nthe Kewats of Behar and the 
Kaibarttas of Bengal belonged in the earliest times to one 
aboriginal tribe bearing the name Kewat, and that the Sans­
krit name Kaibartta might 'have been adopted when Ballal Sen, 
raised the tribe to the rank of purity 1".(Quoted by Risley, 
op.cit.,Vol.1,p *454)•
Of. sley > .ob_. ci t. ,Vol.l,pp.4l,80,84jVol.II,p.k9;Calcut;ta
Review,vol.XVIII,pp.556f:3.D.G.(Bankura) ,p.51; (BuraFan7p 755.
5. Risley, op.cit. ,Vol. 1 ,pp.375-382.
the cult of Manasa with them. They spent their life 
mostly in boats and lived in houses situated on the 
bank of this river, and they were well acquainted with 
the rivers flowing down from the plateau of Ghota Nagpur. 
Possibly snakes in large quantities came down from this 
plateau by way of the river course and took shelter in 
the boats or houses* Thus people of these castes have 
been the victims of snake bite from time immemorial*
The v/orship of the goddess Manasa as their'special deity 
suggests this hypothesis. In the Manasakavyas it is 
said that Sanaka began to worship the goddess after 
noticing her worship in the house of two fisherman brothers 
Jalu and Malu, A local song connected virith the worship 
of Manasa is recited in chorus in Bankura at the time of 
baroyarT puna* It is as follows:
liar hur kare, dar dur kare bhapga gharer kanth pare
jeler ghare kiser jayjaykargo / 
ntap tulsl die tay dhuna dhup die
kancha dugdhe kara abahan go //
"When the walls of mud houses (which are not properly 
protected) are falling in amain (in the rainy season), a 
bustle and clamour is heard coming out from the house of 
the fisherman's family. The goddess is to be invoked with
sunned rice, tulsi leaves, resin, incense and unboiled 
'milk".
"Further in Radha the names of the snakes are 
native words, - Rente, Dhonra, Bora, Dhuamna, Chiti,
-" “riiui. -nr m  w w t i — « « .
etc*.., the caste name Keut or Kewat and the'snake Keute 
seem to have a common origin. Again among the Bauris 
there is.a group which bears the gotra chiti sap (the 
snake Chiti). The evidence suggests that the, ancestors
of the above mentioned castes were the founders of the
_  l cult of Manasa."
These observations need some elaboration. The
view that- the cult of Manasa developed on the riverside
of Kasai among the castes in question can be substantiated
by further observations. The Kasai or Kansabati takes
its rise, in the extreme west in the hills north of Jhaida
in the district of Manbhum and'then runs through the
districts of Bankura and Midnapur. Finally it meets
the river Iialdi. The population of Bankura and Midnapur
consists largely of people of castes such as Bagdi and
Bauri in the former district and Kaibarttas (Mahisya) in
the latter district. These people still worship the
1. From an unpublished Bengali manuscript, written on 
the culture of Radha by Manik Lai Singha.
2* B.D.G. (Bankura) p.57; Ibid., (Midnapur), p. 57*
goddess with great pomp and grandeur. As in Bankura 
there is a song current at the time of worship among 
the people of Midnapur who live on the hank of the rivex*
Silai or Silabati. It is as follows
make ante jabare silai nadir kul /
mayer paye diba ranga jaba, hate diha phul //
"We will go to bring our mother (Manasa) on the bank of 
the river Silai and offer red jaba flowers to her feet 
and flowers (in general) to her hands".
The river Silai or Silabati rises in the Manbhum 
and it has a short course in the south of Bankura. before 
it passes into Midnapur where it joins Dhalkisor. It 
is reported that the goddess is more widely and enthusiastic­
ally worshipped on the bank of the river in Midnapur than
2m  other places of the same district..
The above facts encourage us to believe that these 
riverside areas in particular and the districts of Bankura 
and Midnapur in general were the early centres of the cult. 
Thus the hypothesis of Singha deserves consideration#
Other points should b e .considered in this connection. 
The native names of the snakes are of interest from an
SoP.Po Vol.XXXVII,No.kfPP.I87ff.
2. Ibid.
anthropological viewpoint. Possibly they originated 
out of* the tribal names of the people who worshipped 
a particular category of snakes as their totems. We 
have already observed the possibility of1 the common 
origin of the caste name Keut or Kewat and the snake 
Keute and the existence of Chiti sap gotra of the 
Bauris. A similar type of association is also found.
There are tribes entitled ^ o d a * , a sub-caste of the 
Kochh in northern and eastern Bengal and 'Bora*, a
*i
totemistic sect of Chiks in Chota Nagpur.. . It is 
possible that there was some totemistic connection 
between these tribes and the snake fBora*• These 
facts suggest that the native names of the snakes 
originated from the totemistic beliefs of tribes bearing 
similar names. As totemism is found only among the
p
non-Aryan tribes and chiefly among the Dravidians, so 
it is likely that these names of snakes originated among 
non-Aryan and Dravidian people.
Hence it seems to us that the founders of the 
cult of Manasa were the ancestors of these castes such 
as Bagdis, BaurTs, and Kaibarttas or Kewats, who originally 
gained their livelihood from fishing and boating. Probably
for this reason these caste people still worship the 
goddess more enthusiastically than others and consider 
her as their* special deity. ■ . . .
(vi) OramadevT - Manasa is worshipped as a village
>- / 111, li t MB'ilib. I.’J W
goddess before any auspicious rite, such as the sacred
thread ceremony or the ceremony of putting rice, into
1 "an infant's mouth for the first time, is observed. In 
the village of Jayakrishnapur, Bankura, it is strongly 
believed that, before any auspicious rite is performed, 
the head of the family concerned should ask permission 
from the goddess. For this a rite known as Byoyatra 
or Eyoj^t is observed. At this rite nine married 
women, selected and arranged by the family concerned, go 
to the shrine of the goddess from the house of the family 
which observes the rite. They come, with offerings, 
which especially include sweetened parched paddy, and 
they take it in the end of their garments. Finally 
they return to the place where the ceremony is being 
arranged.
,(vii) Other aspects - Manasa is worshipped (a) as*  >un r i. i .iiirrnr. m ■ a a m f iH iim i mth t < i ^  . n q t .u M  n t «U X 1 \  r
. O
the result of the fulfilment of a desire, (b) for the 
general welfare .of the family^ and (c) very rarely as the 
1* L.No, s. 26 (Bankura), 6, 13 (Jalpaiguri).
2* L.Nos.. 5? 12, 1U (Bankura), 7,11 (Birbhum), 1 (Hooghly), 
1,2 (Malda).>
3* N j^ No s ., 20 (Bankura), 5 (Cooclr-Behar), 2, (Darjeeling),
Ij-, 8~X*Hoo ghly) ?. 3 ? 10, 17 (Howrah), 2>3,3, 12,13 (Jalpaiguri) 
2.10,18 (Malda), U8 (Midnapur)', ’6 .(Nadia)
1protector of children* In the village of Vedo, Howrah, 
mothers, .anxious for the wellbeing of their children, 
make manat to the goddess. When the children are one 
or two years1 old, the mothers come to the shrine to 
offer the first hair of their children, shaving their 
heads in the courtyard of the shrine of the goddess.
This ceremony is elaborately performed. The children 
are believed to be protected: by the goddess . and. they 
are called M ana s'a- char an, * the slave of Manasa1.
Thus, besides the primary function of Manasa 
as the godd.ess of snakes, Bhe is worshipped for other 
purposes and, her cult is really an extensive one.
p
Districts of East Bengals
As in West Bengal, in East Bengal the cult of 
Manas"a was very- popular before the partition of 19^ 4-7*
Now more than 90 per cent ,of the population is Muslims 
and the popularity of the cult is’very low among the Hindus. 
As our local survey has been made only in West Bengal, the 
detailed study of East Bengal is not possible. As 
regards East Bengal the periods and days, methods, 'places- 
•and purposes of worship and the priestly functions and
1. L.No.:, 12 (Hooghly).
2. In the present terminology East Bengal comprises those 
districts of Bengal which are now under the territory/- 
of Pakistan.
sacrificial offerings have been treated together while 
tracing.the popularity of the cult district-wise. It 
can be reasonably assumed that most of the rites and 
practices described were strictly observed before 
partition. The antiquity of many of them may be gathered 
from the texts written in East Bengal and the evidence 
has already been quoted in relation to West Bengal.
1. Bakargann
An early account records that "the only peculiarity 
requiring special mention among the religious ceremonies 
of the Hindus of Bakarganj is the special reverence they 
pay to Manas's, ... who is always, represented among the 
family idols". In the present day it is-reported that 
the goddess still enjoys almost the same popularity among 
-the Hindus. She is ceremonially worshipped on the last 
day of: ^ravana. The v/orship is commonly known as pata- 
VishaharT and is performed without any image.. Un- 
foi’tunately the author has failed to mention how the 
goddess is symbolized at this type of worship. It seems 
to us that she is represented by a paper or a model in 
pith (sola) in the shape of a small house painted with
1. W.W.Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal, Vol.V,p.196
i i •  --- ■ r~ r urtir'dn i. r m  na m i l ,  m m w ii p m i  ii|<m < iibhii n m ' i" i. ~ n i p  ia .*4 * mm  * . ^
cf., B.D.G-. (Bakarganj), p.36.
2. Folklore. Vol. II, No.l,p.i}If..
pictures of deities and figure in the Manasa legend, 
principally of the goddess herself* This sort of 
worship, known as Pata~pu,fa, is current in Midnapur, 
Jalpaiguri, Malda, Howrah and Cooch-Behar. As she 
is symbolized by the pata, she seems to have become 
known as P'ata-Vishahari in these circles.
Sometimes a pot is installed on the.first day
of Sravana and the people continue to worship her with
this symbol throughout the month. On the last day the
pot is immersed with great pomp. Besides this, the
peopler also observe the Nagapahchaml. On this occasion
clay images of snakes having no connection with Manasa ■
1
are worshipped. This is a peculiar custom which is 
not found in West Bengal.
An elaborate worship known as Rayani puna, is 
arranged when clay imagesjbf^bhe goddess and other chief 
characters of the principal legend are made and worshipped. 
This sort of worship is the outcome of a fulfilment of 
a mental vow made by the head of the family when a male 
child is born, and.is observed at the time of his 
marriage or, in the case of a Brahman, at. the sacred 
thread ceremony. This worship continues for five days
Ibid. .pp.i-i.k-U5..
or two and a half* days according to the promise of*
the person who makes the vow. During these days songs
—  1of* Manasa are recited..
There is a permanent shrine on the east hank 
of a hig tank in the village of Gaila. It is populax’ly 
believed that the 15th century poet Bijay^upta, who was 
horn in this village, erected this shrine of Manasa, 
where a bronze image is installed. The goddess of 
this shrine is a very popular one and the people from 
far and wide come to offer her puia for various reasons, 
especially for the cure of diseases. When the people 
assemble a fair is held on the other three banks of 
the tank. The Chandalas who reside nearby are believed 
to be the sons of Manasa, the choosen caste of the goddess. 
This belief came into being from the traditions of the 
worship of Manasa by the cowherd Laik, a member of this 
caste.^
2 • Bogra.
It has been recorded by an early 20th century 
author that ’'the goddess Manasa is worshipped here,,, as 
in other parts of Bengal, at the time of Aiabubachi in
Folklore. Vol.II,No.l-,p.i|j6.
2. P.Dasgupta,Ed.,Bijaya Gupta1s Padmapuran^, Intro.,
pp.15-16: S.P.P.. Vol.Ill,2nd issue, 1303, B.S., p.135; 
L.No. ,7 (2lpParganasJ
Ashar . A particularly interesting .ceremony relating 
to the snake-goddess Manasa is observed among the lower 
classes of people in this district, chiefly by the 
Bunas in Panchbibi. This festival, is known as the 
IChora p una* Manasa is worshipped; under a plantain 
tree and a preliminary ceremony known as bish upajan 
(transferring poison from one pla^’e to another) has to 
be performed* It is believed that by the incantations 
of tlxe worshippers, poison is transferred from a .snake 
into a plantain tree*'. In the present day worship no 
peculiar features are found here. This district is 
largely influenced by the adjoining districts of. east 
and west
The goddess is still populai’ in this district 
and is worshipped ceremonially on the last day of drarana. 
Daily offerings are made.throughout this month and on 
the last day two more pots of different shape are added 
to the previous pair., A twig of sii is also planted 
there. ,No image or idol is used. After the final 
worship these pots are not immersed, but are kept for
ua .iiw*n»*>i«ww r i w i iw n i w i K m i  pi n m c  ii hm mtu hh h im
Eastern Bengal and Assam District Gazetteers (Bogra), 
p.38.. ”
2* Folklore. Vol.II^o.ljp.US/.
household purposes* Manasa is worshipped in the
form of an.earthen image only on the occasion of a
1vow hy an individual or a family.
In the village of Suchakradandi there is a
shrine known as the shrine of JalkumarT. Five images
are installed there; one of them represents Manasa*
The goddess Jalknmari, represented by an image, is
believed to be the goddess of smallpox. Daily
worship is performed in this shrine, which is visited
2by a good number of votaries even today. . Here 
Manasa worship is not of any special Importance, as 
she is worshipped together with the other four deities, 
and the shrine is particularly known as the shrine of 
JalkumarI•
Besides the worship of Manasa as a safeguard
against snake bite, she is also worshipped for the
3purpose of recovery from diseases in general*
4* Dacca.
In Dacca the goddess was very enthusiastically 
YsTorshipped before partition. The methods of worship
pi.  JT—!■». I . m  ' I P i 'M *  ■!! ■iif l 'n .n  ■!»  '«HW ' JPP >| i* irflfl III I MiirimMiiiWfirTri?i,^ l  I|»*1 -um-mi
1. IbjLd. ,pp .43-44*
2* Ibid.,pp.41.44*
3. Folklore. Vol.II,Ho.1,p.44*
among the Suvarnabaniks of this district have been
recorded by .Risley: ' "Manasa Devi is propitiated with''
great ceremony, and on the Bhagiratha Dashara a branch
of *sij’ (’Euphorbia ligularia), sacred to the ’goddess
of snakes’ is planted in the courtyard, and on every.
Panchami or fifth lunar day of each fortnight up to the
Dashara of the Burga Pujah, the Sonax*s make offering to
it. On the great day of the feast, the Vijaya Dasarni,
the plant is plucked up and thrown into.the river."
The same writer recorded: ” ...no class.is more strict
in attending to the details of her worship than the
2Kulin Brahmans of Bikrampur in Dacca". The cult
still enjoys popularity, but not so great as it did.
The goddess worshipped with rites similar to that of 
3Bakarganj... In Vikrampur daily worship is performed 
in a shrine known as ManasabarT (i.e., the house of
4
Manasa). The vrata of Manasa was widely observed by
R
the people of Manikganj subdivision. The boat
racing ceremony on the Dacca river held in honour of
—  6 Manasa is an occasion of much gaiety.,
1. Risley. op.cit..Vol.II.p.264.
2* Ibid..Vol.1.p.41.
3* Folklore. Vo1.11,No.1,pp.44-45;Supra,pp. 4 4 U k k .
Ibid. 41.
5* SPP. .Vol.IX. 2nd issue, p.109*
6. Quoted by Risley, op.cit.tVol.l.u.18?*
5* Pari tour
i^w  iii iii i«i , M U M W m m i n ^
■ . The worship of Manasaiis observed here in a
manner similar to that of Bakarganj and Dacca, as these
three districts form a distinct cultural-‘and social 
1unit*. r The upper classes of this district observe the
rites of Manasa with great pomp and grandeur* The
members of the Gandhab anile caste worship the goddess in
the form ofJLmages and the worship continues for three
days* White goats are very carefully nourished in
this district, as they are believed to be the sacrificial
pvictims most favoured by the goddess*.
r 6 & 7* Jessore and Khulna
These two districts have been much influenced 
by the, surrounding districts both east and west. There 
is little ox* no difference in the ritualistic observances
A _  ■ Vj
of Manasa worship between them and the adjoining districts* 
It; is reported that in the village of Dingadahat in 
: Jhenida subdivision, a large fair is. held just after, the 
day of ': Manasa worship. The famous Q jhas and the 
Ganpurias from this district and the adjoining ones 
assemble, on the day of the fair with cages and ve^&els
Folklore, Vol. 11 ,No. l,pp 
D'»Do * 7 ( 2h-Parganas).»
3* Folklore.* Vol.II ,Fb.1 ,p .46.
containing venomous snakes* Either in the middle or 
in any corner of the ground where the fair is-held, a 
raised stage is made. A veteran ojha is instructed to 
Bit there. The other assmebled o.ilias make circles at 
a distance of from 3 to k ft. from the stage. Then 
eaoh ojjlfa. sits within his circle, takes out a snake 
■-from a cage, utters mantras and lets it crawl about..
He continues this until he has taken out all his snakes 
from their cages or vessels. The motive behind this 
practice is to display their powers against one another. 
The snakes of ..one ojha are allowed to attack the others, 
and it is believed that they cannot cross the circle 
round each ojha, if it is protected by a sufficiently 
powerful mantra. Each ojha applies his mantra-sakt1 
or. incantation to protect himself from the attacks of 
the others* snakes, and he too tries to attack the 
others with his snakes. That ojha is honoured as 
superior to the others whose snake crosses a circle 
and bites another ojha. When an ojha is bitten by a 
snake, he tries himself to transfer or remove the poison 
from his body. If he fails to do so, the senior ojha 
comes down fi^om the stage and cures him. In most 
cases the snakes do hot cross the circles made by the 
ojhas. Often three or four hissing snakes are allowed 
to crawl about at these contests. This fair is so famous
that more than eight thousand people assemble to witness 
the display of -.snakes.^
8. Mymensingh
An account written early in the present century 
gives the following picture of Manasa worship in this 
district, especially in its eastern part. Here Manasa 
is very popular among both Hindus and Muslims. The 
Padmapuranft of Earayan Deb, an inhabitant of this district, 
is vei*y well known among them. This book serves as 
the means of maintaining friendly relationships among 
all the classes of the population. The Muslim disciples
of the Hindu onhas enthusiastically recite Narayan Deb's
— 2 — songs of Manasa. On the day of Manasa worship both
Hindus and Muslims enjoy boat races, which are very
3 —famous. ft vratsa of Manasa was widely observed in the
Tangail subdivision.^ These early 2 0th century accounts
suggest that this district has long been a great centre
of the cult, which was followed there at least as early
as the llpfch-15th century A.D,, when the poet is bi^ieved
to have composed his songs.
It has recently been observed that each family of
D»Ho«. U (West Dinajpur).
2* S.P.P.R.,Vol.VI, 2nd issue, p.80.
3- B . D . G-.,(Mymensingh),p.36: S.P.P.,Vol.XXXIX,1339 B.S., 
3rd issue, p.220. 
h* S.P.P.?Vol.IX. 2nd issue, 1309, B.S.,p.l09.
the eastern part of this district worships the goddess 
individually in the form of a two-armed or sometimes 
four-armed earthen image on the last day of Sravana.
On either side of the image clay snakes are found spread­
ing their hoods. Goats and pigeons. ax*e sacrificed by 
£>aivas and ^aktas on this occasion, while Vaishnavas 
sacrifice sugarcane, pumpkin and other vegetables.
Before the immersion ceremony of the image is performed 
on. the following day, the earthen snakes on the shoulders 
of the image are removed and kept in the house as it is 
believed that ,!the dried earth of these clay snakes is 
an infallible remedy of many incurable diseases, specially 
children's diseases1'* Sometimes a karandi is also 
added at this, worship and sometimes, again, it is taken 
as the emblem of the goddess and worshipped alone.
This karandi is in the form of a small house made of 
pith (sola) ♦ On.'the outer walls are painted the figures 
of snakes, of the snake goddess and of other characters 
and incidents of the legends.. In both the types of
worship alpanas or drawings, mostly representing snakes
pand the chief incidents of the legend, are drawn.
Folklore * Vol.II,No. 1 ,pp .i|l-42.
2* Folklore * Vol.II ,No. 1 ,pp.IfLff •
9. Noakhali
It has been recorded that uin the rains, when 
snakes are plentiful, there is a Nag Puja or serpent 
worship. In other parts of Bengal the serpent is wor­
shipped in the name of Manasa Devi, a branch of the
manasa plant being the symbol of the snake; but that
—  —  1is. not so in Noakhali.u - It has recently been reported 
that Manasa is ceremonially worshipped on the last day 
of Sravana, though her v/orship actually starts from the 
first day of this month. The methods of worship are 
similar to those of Chittagong. Thus the accounts 
suggest that the actual worship of snakes, and the 
worship of Manasa are current in this district*
10. Pabna
This district has been greatly influenced by the 
adjoining districts of Murshidabad, Nadia, Dacca and 
Mymensingh and the rituals of Manasa observed there are 
similar to those of the districts situated nearby. It is 
reported that the women folk of a particular village 
assemble at the public place of worship, .and undex* a si j 
tree, clay images of snakes are placed on the last day
i n . ih»n.i w, fntmmm n ' i. i« i w »■ '♦ 'i i I i ■ .  w i n x  ■ i i i w n m  w r m  m ) . . i f r n i w * iniii > ! h . h u lb  . . m  ■ i w t w
1. Eastern Bengal and Assam District G-a'setteers (Noakhali)
£735. “ “ " ' — — — --- — —  ■
Folklore, Vol.II ,No . 1 ,pp Supra, Ch.-V T H ,pp. ^
Sravana. Offerings are made "before, the clay images*
Paintings of snakes are drawn on a piece of cloth dyed
1in saffron which is hupg on the si;) tree on .this day.
We cannot believe that this is the only form of worship.
Other methods must also be observed, though we have not 
been able to gather details of the rites.
11 & 12. R a.ishahi and R angpnr
In Rajshahi the goddess is worshipped by all 
Hindus. She is commonly worshipped under a sin tree 
in the form of an unburnt earthen pot on the ITagapahchami 
and on the last day of JSravana. Sometimes, earthen images 
are used at her worship. Very rarely she is worshipped 
communally, either in the shrine of Siva or in that o^ -
Iiali. In many" places of this district fairs are held on
—  2 the occasion of Manasa worship.
In the district of Rangpur the Rajbamsis constitute
the bulk of the Hindu population. Though they profess to
be. Vaishnavas, they practice many aboriginal rites and*
worship many local gods, including Manasa, who is worshipped
by the name of Vishahari. As in many other districts her
worship is held on the last day of Sravana. Hairs are
often held,in the districts of Rajshahi, Rangpur, Bogra and
folklore, Voi.II,Ho.1,p,1*6.
2. Hox1 this information we are indebted to Mr.D.K.Chakravarti 
Asst .Curator, Varendra Research Society MuseumfRa;jshahi.
3• Eastern Bengal & Assam District Gazetteers (Rangpur),
Dinagpur after the day or days of Manasa worship. The 
special attraction of such fairs is the exhibition of 
the powers of the onhas who assemble there from different 
parts of Bengal. • The oghas plant a plantain tree in one 
corner of tlie fair-ground. They place a pot containing 
water and a twig of si n or another tree under the newly 
planted tree. Then a mantra is pronounced over the pot. 
The principal on ha makes a circle, locally known as 
clmkal,. in front of the tree. Within this circle ten 
or twelve persons from among the crowd, locally known 
as Putas. are asked to sit. Then the assembled ojhas
l l M *  11 ■ >1— . M i l l i i  n i l  i  Hi
utter mantras invoking Vishahari or Manasa and by this 
practice they produce effects similar to those .of snake- 
genom-in the bodies of the people sitting in the ciihLe.
A man1 s hands begin to tremble as soon as he is- affected.
As soon as one ojha has "poisoned" a victim, another tries 
to destroy the effects of the "poison". . This practice 
continues turn by turn.. An ojjha who is able to affect a 
man and to compel him to come from the circle, and then to 
cure him by removing the influence from, his body, is 
.highly respected by the others. The participants in these 
remarkable displays of the hypnotic powers of the ojhas 
ahe both the Hindus and the Muslims.'**
Skills.* 9 4 (West Dinajpur)-.
B. Tripura:
In this state Manasa is widely worshipped," though
there are some differences in the ritualistic observances
in different parts of the area. The rites and practices
observed' in the north and south-west parts of this date
(Chandpur subdivision), are similar to those of east
1
Mymensingh and Chittagong respectively* The goddess
is worshipped throughout the month of ^ravana, and a
special ceremony in her honour is performed on the last day
of this month. The Malos (fisherman caste) observe a
peculiarrmock marriage rite which is very similar to the
2practice observed in Nadia*. Each family arranges to 
read the BadmapuraM throughout the whole of the month*nc— —  i * i1 J n, 4 mm m
of ^ravana, and on the last day Manasa is worshipped. Her 
worship is followed by the performance of a mock-marriage 
between two unmarried girls; the rite is popularly known 
as iala-biya. The main requirement of this is seedlings
or sprouts of paddy, called j]|lju One girl stands over a 
small stool and enacts the part of the bridegroom and 
another girl, holding a pot containing the seedlings, 
moves round the "groom" seven times as the "bride”7. At 
each circumambulation, when the "bride" stands in front of
3** Folklore» ,Voi*II,No.l,pp.l{.l-2.i.[j.; For the rites and 
practices see gupra, pp. m.,s- <-iM6■, u(S-o- u<i 
Supra. 9h»'-"V3:»6#y=p« L/H-in?,
the "groom", she removes all the seedlings from the 
pot and replaces them* Throughout the ceremony the 
women-folk sing songs. It would appear that the nala 
biya is a regular feature of the local Manasa rites.
.The participants apparently look on It as part of the 
regular puja, and it is performed ,in a festive spirit.
It appears to he in origin a fertility ritual..
The Padmapuran^ is recited part hy part through- . 
out the whole month of $ravana, and the hook or manuscript, 
popularly called punthi» is finished on the first day 
of Bhadra, when the story of the reunion of Lakhindar 
and Behula and the votive humns of Manasa are recited.
On the same day the Malos refrain from fishing and recite 
'^iie 3?admapurana very enthusiastically with the accompaniment 
of long drums (dhol) and cymbals.^
G. Bihar;-
Manasa is worshipped in Bihar, where her cult is 
most popular among the people of the north.^ In almost 
every northern village of this pi»ovince throughout the 
month of 3ravana, the people gather together in a place of
1. Our description is "based on a Bengali hovel, Advaita 
Mallabarman* s Titas Ekti Nadir .Ham. The writer viras a 
local man of the same caste and his description can he 
accepted as reliable. op.cit., p. 269*
Ihld. , ,p. 276.
3* V.S.Verma, Socio-Religious_,Economic and Literary condition
— I  * i i in T i i j t1 a nr ».i| t hm i.«m iH I~w  1^1 n imh. i i.'i m i h>* iiM i n n i l l ,*T r*n if*.d i*nrT“ ‘‘ 'm r~ JT^-*‘n~*TTTW T J .  *»■ *
of Bihar, p. 126, footnote. 
i+. Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I. ,p.20U. '
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their choice at night and a few of them narrate the 
story of Lakhindar and Behula with singing and dancing.
In the same month the lower class people such as the 
Kewats of Manbhum, Hazaribagh and Gaya districts roam 
from door to door singing the pathetic story of Lakhindar 
and BehullT.^, -
he traced back to the early period of the evolution of 
the cult, when Bengal and Bihar foi’med a cultural unit* 
From a careful study of a Sanskrit manuscript entitled
found in Mymensingh, it is stated by G.C.Basu that it 
was written by the famous poet Vidyapati of Mithila. 
Though the story of this text differs in a few points,
Basu writes; nIt may be that the popular story current
and a local tradition was formed or the same story was 
prevalent in .Mithila from older daj^ s. Whatever might 
have been the case it seems probable that the writer
3
worked upon what he got in his own locality'1. The
1. Ibid.
2* hew Indian Antiquary, Vol. II I, Ho s. 3 & k> 1944* pp •49-37 • 
3* Ibid,7 P . '57.
The antiquity of the goddess , in this region may
i Tarahfilni. a treatise on Manasa worship
2in broad outline it corresponds to that current in Bengal.
here ( J ( Bengal]}) was adopted by the people of Mithila ...
identification of this Vidyapatifas the famous vernacular 
poet -of Mithiih- is. supp.orted by IS.t Sen,^ 4 , . . '
. ' v Manash is also .widely worshipped ron the plateau
of Chota Nagpur division. At. the festival, of Rahan Parab^ 
held on the 13 th day. of fly hiShtha, Manasa. is .worshipped 
in the form of a twig; of sij_ tree.. ■ ' Before any offering 
is.made to the.goddess, a .member of the family has to"go. 
put. with two and a half..handfuls- of grain, .and . sow them 
fn a. field-'in their,.possession.-. The. sacrificial offerings *
include ducksgoats and pigeons•. ' The priestly function .
;:is; performed byhone of the members -of ,;the ‘family.. . This 
form of worship is strictly observed by the lower class 
people such as ‘the Kurmi-Mahato s, • Bauri s, B.agdis and. -Haris. 
Sometimes even the Brahmans also offer the above-mentioned 
animals which are regularly sacrificed befoio the goddess, 
by the people of. those, lower classes in'order .to achieve; :
merit and prosperity. Manasa is. pgain, worshipped on the. . 
last day of Sravana, in ;a manner similar to;>ihat described !, 
above, but without sowing grain• ^ ' 4- '•'••• ■ ; . 4‘7Y f - 4
The Hos .of Kolhan .in the district- of .SinghbhUm /ii-i 
had; their. own;lests .who. used to protect ; their p.eople 44 
from snake bite and similar ‘'accidents ;by': amulets and charms:,
1> ’ Bipradasj, op', clt,, Intro.pp. -xxv ii i. ff.
'S..^ :N o . 5 >  1 9 3 4 » ;  P P . .  1 8 - 1 ^ 1 ; : < ? f ( M a n b h u m ) > j
What thisfestival::is has ndtlbeeh mentiohedi.’
but .the f ailube{of : these in some cases led the people to 
;adppf a. .new. method 6f safeguarding themselves.; Befox^e ; 
, the".-Bps/adopted,the. regular: worship- of ..Mahasa" a number .of 
their young men' learnt the hymns' and prayers of. the goddess, 
mostly'from, the' Oriya oT-jhas. They believe that these 
.hymns; and.yprayerS; .are of great tise as- a protection against" 
v shake-bite and. to remove; the po;ison from the body of one . 
hit-ten*'.' Sih.qd^the thirties'- ofv-this century; mahy centres ■, 
forteaching the 'Secrbts of _ the cult of Mjanusa. grew up in , 
Kol&an. We have a• description of the/ methods used by an ;
o.iha to teach hi s . disciples in the: village of Bumbisai4 
Two days before thd-new. moon, ah enclosure is made under- a 
; big tamarind tree in the. o.iha* s courtyard where he alone ; „ 
sits in meditation. His disciples are instructed to sit 
on all sides of the enclosure with folded hands .and-to , 
hear himiwhen -he utters; the hymiis’-.and prayers, which in ' 
fact consist merely of the names of Hindu gods and goddesses 
;and. descriptions of the .methods/of their worship.. The 
disciples also, recite the hymns and prayers in chorus and • 
this practice is continued for., three to four hours, aft hr. ; 
which the o,iha falls on the ground before the small mound 
, of earth, representing the goddess herself. Then the 
'disciples start shaking their heads, foaming at the mouths 
, and knocking;their heads against:a wicker fence. Canes
which are kept within the eiiclosure4are faken.by three 
. or four disciples,, and they began, to strike each other*
' . One who .is b e a t n h b y h i s  fellows, and cannot beat. the < . .
• pthers is taken t6 be .unfit to achieve, success. After 
being" tested fin' the Above .way,; .the successful candidates .;.
; Y' are allowed' to tie a tfach string round each of their i 4
4. arms on .the day of the new moon, - and. henceforth they. 4 y 4 ; -
4 are believed to be immune from snake bite.^ y : ' .y
4- . • . 4 4 . Among the. many Hindu deities whi ch are. known ‘
yyy.y, and wonshipped by the 4Bhumi j as' of South^onbhum, : Manasa/, ,
444 4 y ip Pine. H when asked to describe the forms y of the. 4 :• 
aboye deities most of the informants gave confused, pictures. 
None of them could give- a safisfactory1explanation as to .
~y. 4 v/hy,an image -is ;made and subsequently immersed in, water.. , 4 4'
The se ihdicate. .that idolatory as a; national ■ tradition 4 '''
4 ; has not yet ■ gone; deep into their mind. . Regarding- the - 44
4/'• -qualities and functions of the deities represented b y  y - 4 : 4
4 4 i d o l s t h e y  conception of the average! Bhumiy. does not 
.Conform to the Hindu theological concept s., very much.
These deities are regarded merely-,-.as.''powerful. spirits 4 ;4‘-4 
whose aid is to be invoked for personal benefit either '
1 " *>r i i ■■'■■■ ■■■ ■■■ 1n i ■■■■■»» ,  " 1 ■ -*-*****» »i ' ■■. ii | | »■ ■■.,>- — t t t ^ t t ~rrm m ir-ii t rM iv-rwwirrraj r r r f n u Mf ic m  i r « i  u . i  . -rifur-**, ■ ,ffi-Hnniuranr i i r n i i i n i n  y  -1
1.. B.H.Magumdar,-.A'.Tribe4in Transition, pp. 139--14o 7 ' 4~ i n W M i n — .i.tfWNiup i iimiiii*    ■i i h h . m  ii ipi ■■ i p n ■■ hjm m u b i h + «** ^  *
to .avert diseases * or.'-other .‘Msftaps^./pr for- the acquisition
of wealth^-1;^^^  ^ . . ; : / . - ' -;-
h a?he . Oraoris: of "Ranchi al so worship ■,the goddess very \ 
enthusiastically.' : - Among them-there, is a special class
of Mat is' (tribal. doctors) ■•known as :3STag"inatis or Snake >
"i • ■■ *  ' > M » I« I  JlHHIH li I '
Doctors'. .' Each'. Nag-KCati with, his disciples - offers' fowls;4.:* ■- \ ; 
to the goddess three, times, a. year - on any day ,of the '
inonths.of: jyaishtha, Ashada. and' Sravana. They, all f a s t >'f .' 
the vyhole day,' and in the evening one. fowl;''is ; sacrificed 
:,oh. hehalf of : the''hag-m'ati.-. and . each of ; hfs: ,disciples *. ; . ;; *y
Songs-' about the goddess: are recited in chorus•, followed 
b y c  1 appingy . ; ttt; ■'. . tv- V ' ■ \-V,' ■ ■ ./A . ' •: - , • .
. ; Thus the - cult of ; Manas a in the Oho t a Nagpur plateau 
is not only confined to the. Hindus and s erai-Hindui sed . 
aboriginals; bpt * hasfdlso1 spread / among tket-ndh~Hihdu tribe-si-1 ;
■ . Again,J:/the -Hc>s {and’the ^ Bhumijas;.-. of Seraikel-la?/have .
not esc aped the/: inf luence ' of - Hinduism in general and of the /’ 
cult of. Manasa in particular,, which they ■ accepted in the ./: /' /• 
first (quarter/of the. present century*., In. the, village % of /:.:
1.'. Man Ah India..:vol-.53.No.2 . p. 151., - ;y •//.. 'V.- . V v '
2; S . C .Roy , Orah Religi on and C u s t o m s pp., 302-3.03 -
3. . Seraikella.is a' state which'was 'heitheh/'historic'.aiiy,- nor ■ .
vgeographiehliy nor: linguistically\ or culturally blinked up 
/- i with the Cho ta Nagpur plateau down- to the modern period., . 5
;'1 ‘h;.;>The.. chief and: the people are' !wdistihctly, Oriya in; their-’-:"
; charadtery -.-origin and authorship*' (T.N.NvSihgh Deo* //. :
S i hghbhum .Seraikella and Khar swan Through the Ages ,.pp ♦. ..
/Nohadi near the town' of Seraikella, the Purti Kills'*' 
raised an altar in honour of ManasiC. The people of ; - 
.this., .group of fen. sweets and; flowers and , sacrifice/fowls . 
and; goats before the altar• The Bhumi jas worship , -
Manas's on two .or tliree days of 2ravana- in the, courtyard
■ of .each; family.. ,fA smalt; earthen pot with raised brim 
is- placed in the courtyard already plastered, with' cowdung , 
solution. The, ghat (P°t), as.'it - is called,' is filled .up";.
, with water .and; a mango twig with three, five or seven-;
leaves, is placed oh. it; up on thi s : i s put a piece of '
A white:-• c 1 otli';without,;-any.--b'ordehviab.bUt'two Acubits- long.
-The whole thing is then placed on pome paddy grains.; " ;
th;' ' / •. "Flowers, bel leaves .and sweetmeats are offered as 
in, all .other rites*:/ -Milk.'and: ganiajXthe tops: of hemp) ; 
ifbrrif spec!dllofferings; to ‘this deity* In. addition .to 
these ,-;hne .each/of//the ifdllowihg/anfmals and;birds* namely . 
goats and ducks, pigeons and cocks,, are Sacrificed. The . 
sacrificial animal 'must always belohg, to the male sex,
■ and; bach of them; is beheaded by the priest .with :one . stroke .
, of;the:. :tnngl. (battle;,axe)'. -The aniriial. and birds.,;together . 
with the. other offerings,, are. consumed by the devotees after
;d.t /The Hos - are;,:divided into, a number of ‘exogamous. groups 
;■ .called Kills* ., . Purti Kili is orie of them.,
2. Anthropo1ogioa1 Papor s. Galcut t a; Unive r s Ify, New Series, 
V No'.l, 1927, P.59-:
~tl!. 1the- completion of. the "rite • 1t is to he noted that .
all the sacrifices, are conducted, by the nay a, the communal .
■ . ' hi . 2 ■ ' -priest, who is a member of their own. tribe., ,
Thus it is clear that, besides, the recent adoption 
of the cult by various tribes, the Cult of Manasa has 
spread in Bihar' over quite a long time, especially among 
the aboriginals and the semi-Hindu!sed people who worship 
the goddess more enthusiastically than the orthodox Hindus 
; and s ing songs in her honour with. great.. enthusi asm.,
D . Assam:
-V : Introduction - .' y ' '• ■' - _ , . :
.:: The cult of,Manasa is'still popular in Assam, 
especially in the .districts of; Go alpara, -Kamrup and Darrang.^ 
Reference to hex* worship occurs in the works of 16 th century 
poets. : Like those, of Bengal, ^he eafiy.:p6efs; of Assam 
composed songs telling the pathetic st;o r y of Behula. and 
,Lakhindar and the, power of 'Manasa. Two of .'the early • v 
po.'et s ;:.of •. Whom • we know something were ; Manakar and Durgabar^- 
Tt'is suggested that it was, during the Muslim,invasion of - 
Kamrup in the. 13th century,A.D;, that the. cult ef .Manasa '
along with other popular, cults spread into Assam;from Bengal, 3
1. Anthropological Papers* Calcutta University, New Series*
;•' y ;.y■ : ■
Ibid. , pt 56. . •; ' • "■ '■ y-’yy .
3» B«K.Burua, \ A. Cultural history, of Assam»V o 1.1 * p ♦ 195 :
. Manasa-Kayya.Intro.. p , 9 &. Preface p.5f L.No*1(Assam)
R. Supra* ChaWe^-III.*' pp. (^ {V^ of*
''Manaag--Kgv^ rg.-'iatro.irilo'"• \ ' ' " ' ' V ; - ; ;
2 *
This hypothesis, however , has hot been; supported by ahy >--y 
textual or historical evidence. Furthermore' political - 
and cultural contacts between Bengal and Assam"before :
the Muslim invasion were not, lacking. Thus it seems . y V
unlikely that the cult spread into Assam during, the Muslim
. . . 1 ' ' . "  ■ - v-r ' ; ' ; V  ..invasion.
It is traditionally believed by the people of 
. Mangaldai that the ancestors of the people of the Mariya
or Mariya caste were the founders of the cult of Manasa in. ,
2 ■ 'Kamrup. This tradition is supported by the, literature
3 ' •written in honour of Manasa, for the Jagar.ana Git,a of
.Manakara contains the words: "Let all the devotees
accompanied by the people of the Mariya caste be conscious"
The special mention of this caste confirms the.tradition. . , \ 
Periods, Methods and Places of Worship , - In the version, 
of Manakara occurs the following: "Vishahari is wor­
shipped wholeheartedly, (*by the people) in the form of an . .
earthen pot, containing a twig of jsiju ( sij) -by-".offering; 
lotuses in the rainy season".^  The same poet shows’ that-
' mi t m)' M l  m n  r i 1 I n  i  ■ h i ■  i  ii . m  » i  i m  « r n ~ n  ~i n u m i - n . n a i n i  > n  i m * »    m m  ■ m .  i  p m r . .  u n n n . y r  imrr^ v m 11 , M rs v -k- i, > t i  . i  . « - r  h  i h i .  i  i i m ~ m  n
1* While tracing the origin of the Assamese language . B.K.Barua 
..who is one of the^advocates of the theory of the spread of 
the cult of Manasa into Assam during the Muslim, invasion, 
writes, that besides the songs of Buddha Gan 0 Doha compiled 
between 8th to 10th century A.D., "other literary productions 
of the period were the unwritten songs and ballads. The 
popular songs were those connected with the/episode of 
Behula, Lakhindar and the worship of Manasa."(B.K.Barua,;
A Cultural History of Assam,p.lij.l),
i>  I ' n r  i . f  i m  111 n n n  ■■ i n w . u i i l  q _ l i  * “ •    4 »  ‘  <■
2* Manasa-Kavva, Intr.o.pp.9f |Mariya or Mariya I s', a small caste - ■ 
dealing in brass, bell-metal,Iron,etc. ,.f ■ - -> y
3. I b i d . . / '■
y  B s w w M i t a a  _ +
Manasa-Kayya, p . 3 ; F ox^ 1 the interpretation of the words Marai-ya . 
and Marali. in.; the text see Ibid.,Section-Meaning of the r 
words jh ‘; .
Ibid.,p. 11. -
her place of worship was in a m and an a (pavilion): 7 
"She. is worshipped:‘day, and night in the-:pavilion', , , . ,7
throughout the four rainy months." 7 • ; According to . . 
furgabar: ."She is worshipped oh four days/ in the month ;
.of ^ravana, ' the two. last days. (Samlcranti) ; and;the fifth -
•  T, • . ' '  I |*H —  #  " S '
tithi of each fortnight (Pahchami )>,!,?‘ Almost the same 
customs are maintained hy the people of Assam even, today. 
;Manasais now; worshipped during the rainy, months - 
Jyaishtha,. Ashadha, Sravana and .Bhadra*^ In western 
Assam she is chiefly worshipped on the Ifagapanchami 
7 7 , Manasa is worshipped in the form of an earthen ■ 7
/image ,• an- earthen, pot,, or a pyramid’ made1 of b an ana bark*/ 
As in Bengal the ■ worship of. Manasa represented’by the 
■••pot;' is-- earlier than, the other forms 5 of worship, as is . 
evident from the 16th century Assamese.te&t * . The worship 
of, Manas a: in., the ; form . of an image, seems 1 6 have o ri ginated 
in x^ecent centuries, as there is no reference to such 
worship/ in our: Assamese texts. I 77;
Manasa is worshipped.in..a selected .sacred spot 
known as than* usually - under a tree. ■ ~ A twig of si 3 is
I ■I.n.wii 1 — ’’ ' 1 " "t“ " ' V '~<;M>iTiiM*MiMinn*-TnrnpB*T*n«i •mnrn.m. n n ^ i i    i ip .............  mi .......... in  i . n i— r*iuijii.  i pim - m  uj*l um. il* uim.__i*
1. Ibid. - • ' . . ..
. , • v W9sii**swen*ayuee T ’ ‘ ■ '■ »’ ' '■ L‘ 1
2. Ibid*, p. 9 6*.  ^ ■
1 Barua * A Cultural- Hi story. of Assam .■ P . 195 • :
4* l,No, i . ^  A.'- ,7777 . / ; .
.5*, B.'No. 1 (Assam) ; For; the ‘reference, /to Idoi7worship • see 
;7 : CalcuttavReview.* Vol.XXI .1855 . b .hi5. 7 - ;-: ; if 7 ;.
planted there on this' occasion. All the villagers in
Western Assam worship the goddess, with the exception
■ i  • ■ '  \ I-. - - - .
of. staunch Vaishnavas. / ' In some- places of Bengal, at
the paroylra pu,ia Manasa Is.worshipped in a temporary
. • . i i . - i  p  mi if  ^ fcinw hmm riiin iin ■ *• ,» -• *“  -1— - t— v
pavilion in. tlie village> square• The same .practice is, 
also current in Vlfestern. Assam, where the worship is 
conducted either .village~¥/ise or faction (KIiel)"Wise.
.People, of .other'religions also: participate in this 
worship'. . Vaishnavas who. usually ..refrain from worshipping •
the goddess also pay their homage directly or indirectly
-. p ■■ ’ ■ • • ■ • .
during the outtaeak of epidemic diseases. ;
Purpose of;worship , priestly.functions and sacrificial. ^ m ii1 ri i  ii I i w  m i f t 111 i r r f i m i  i i i fn p.  ......... h i  mi >171 hpiiI wi n ifrrtm m r nwi 1 1 111.■ 1 ii i hw ' I m m i 1— mi hi ii i#r rfiwrn w  m umi. n n  n  ■ .....   m.  n in  in  11 m in^i 1 »  ~.tt> m i . ^  .  m  111 m m  mmt
■offerings - . - : ; . . ■' ■
\Though: primarily the goddess of snakes , . Manasa :
;ls‘ also worshipped in'other contexts, as in Bengal. In an 
early Assamese text it is said that Manasa gives: the 'boons 
of children to the childless, of a wife to a Bachelor,. 
and of wealth: and prosperity. to the needy.^ One ..who 
worships, her is Blessed with all kinds of Boons - through 
her the Blind man sees, the prisoner Becomes free and the 
childless maii/womah gets a child; By worshipping her one
1. h.No. I  ( Assam). ;
?• d,«University of ~ G-auhati ;;XI.,Ho• 2,Science^ i960 p .56• ’ • 
3 * • ■, Mana s a-Kavya. p . 10.
can avert calamities and ■become weal thy#; y-• *y.'-for similar
reasons she is worshiped even today*. .- / 7..'7
7y , / - In ;As s am ^ Manasa'^is; worshipped^ B y  the name Marhi^
as the presiding; deity, of epidemic d i s e a s e s /  Like the ////
worship ofUMahasaithe- Mar-ai':pu'da 71sfai sb'/widelyc.urrent /.-
. in the di stricts of Go alp ar a f Kamrup, • Barrang . and Nbwgong .-g . ■ \
It is popularly helleved that; if a. childless man or a t
poor ,6 ne worships1 the‘: goddess,' -he/will/be b lesped, with / : ; „ .
children;, or wealth respectively,.; and, that * /If - she is •>:
;ndt. propitiated, epidemic, misfortuheyahd/pslamity are 7- ; ,
i n c r e a s e d V  . ■ 7'. /\-/,■■■..-.7: ' ■ . .7 .. 7 ft. '7 ..' . . 7 • 7/: /,
The priestly function Is,’''usually;.performed. -by. a
Brahman, but the ,Kacharis:. they have; their-:own-priest,- 7" -/Vy/
lmotn .as Beori . : It is • interesting-to note that the : 7 .
Kacharis do not/ allow" their children to look at "the image
Of Manasa, as she . is: believed;, to be a malevolent power.
Besides the usual offerings given to the deities in general > .
Manasa is offered buff aloes, goat s , ducks and pi ge ons • ^  '.... / 7
1 * Manash-ICav.ya, p.9 6 * . "  './
.-2•;.71 Two• .plau§-ibler explanations of the/ origin ofthe/name.Maraf 
. 7 ; •.has been given• , f  irstly, the goddess or. the name ' may .• /
77;. . /.have migrated from South -India where Ifaramba or ;.Mariamnia is 77 
7'. 7 /worshipped' as ; the .goddess of cholera, small-pox • ‘and other, 7 . - 
liifectious/diseases./ :Secondly,it mightbe.a loanword from 7 
•the • Barcs'' who■.cal 1 naga^pu'jaVas/Marai pu ja..(Manasa-Kavya, : -
7In.trpvp.il)* 7-In our opinion the .word h a d . its; o"rigin. from 
. Mari or. Mari-,' meaning epidemic as’;'stated elsewhei'e (Supra,
For etymology.see also J.Univefsity/of Gauhati, 
7: , op. cit *,pp.3 8 ,59 * t'f f  huivtr . .sf■- f uiiyuy»oiliy//Vf 770 ■ .
3 • / /Manasa-Kavya,Intro, p. 1 1 & Preface,p • 31B *K *Barua,Studies in 
, ■ Barly.^Aisainese_-L11 er ature. p.87;J*University of Gauhati .on.,
cit* ,5o» . U* J. .University ..of Gauhat 1 y op * ci t * ,P*3o*
&* Manasa,f[\ av.va, Tntro.u, 11 * ■ 7 ' - ■-
6 .: L.Bo.l (Assam). 7 . % .;; 7 7 ;
35. Maaiasa-Kav.va.. Intro .-p. li d .Preface. u .Bv • 7 - 7
Buff aloes are usually, "sacrificed at^the; time.of Tbaroyari, -//' 
pu j a *^  7 . ■_> ! '■ .-' -v; 7 •-■/■./' 7
Festivals -. . • y y .' V  y v; :• .7 77; . '.7.-
7 ‘‘The , most remarkable features, of Mail a sit worship 7,y'-' 
in Assam, are the 03ha Pali and the Deodhahf of Beodha dance 
The 0 j-ha '.Fall is .an indigenous choric : dance'yyhich !hvas . 7
• current in .the land-; even, before• the 7V.ai snavife renalssance . 
initiated by: Sankardev in the fifteenth century*., The 7 
0/jha!■ or Master recifes verses,' from the scriptures to the , ■ 
accompaniment/of ..gestures! and ;th&. Pails or Assistants 7/,. 
keep the melody withy cymbals,f and;, steps' while the Baina 
Pali or chief Assistant explains, the verses, in a dialogue 
: wi th the /Master •... >, The Baina P ail is a master' of .the folk 
idiom,, for he. keeps the audience 'enraptured with his witty, 
sayings and homely parables*,.'. It is .however .possible to , . 
find traces of. the Indian-classical tradition in the; music 
'as well as the • gestures of the Ojha Bali ,.. though the. 
institutipn is wholly popular and • rural.- as it- is. seen today 
The Oyha Pali probably had the .myths /associated with the 
snake goddess Manasa as its staple .before the.-.advent of 
the ,Yai.shavite.:reformation* ■ ■ - It /is s.till popular among •
/ the; Assamese Hindus as well as Kacha.ri /'tribals . .in the 7. 7
districts of. C-foalpar'a, Kamrup; and Bar rang*”?, .The: sohgs of
. 1. L*Ko*I (Assam), . • /// •' . ■ ■ •.' 'y
:2. < Folk-lore * Vol * i.,N.bi3V7'P'p * Ih8-lh91 . Cf • >P;.Baher:j-ie,
•7 The Folk lance of India. :u.*7U*
Manasa are still sung • St the 0 jha Pali when Manasa is. 
worshipped'as Marai. -/•- .
rThe, Deodhani. or Deodha dance .is .more rustic than
the Ojlia Pali, 'When performed by women it- is. known-as
. - - ' • 7 ■ / • . '2 ' ■ * " v:
Deodhani, and when by men as Deodha.. , /Both are performed.
on the occasion. of Manasa w o r s h i p . T h i s  dance had its ,
birth from, two .places of As sam, Mangaldai and Uttarl akhim- V
pur• It is popularly believed that the participants are
the chooser people; of the goddess, who commands them. .7
through dreams to dance on the occasion, of her, worship, .
They belong to the lower classes.® Songs of Manasa are,
- ' , ■ - ' - . g - -
recited during this dance festival*.
Among the participants a few are believed to be 
inspired by the goddess and thus.do be" able to foretell
. . , ~7 "' ' 7' ' o
the future. Similar beliefs are. current in Bengal, and 
have bebn attested in South Indian serpent worship. In 
the South .Kannara district there is a famous serpent temple 
on one of the:highest mountains of;the Western Ghats, named
1. B.K.Barua, Assamese Literature» u .90. J 7 . /.
2. Foi* etymology of the terms"beodhani or Deodha see J.Univ-
Qrsity of Gauhat .i, op.cit. ,p.38,60. . . .  y;
3• P • BanerH^Evdp.cit.,p..7*S,*Calcutta Review,vo 1 ♦ XXI, p . 413; 7 
Manasa-ICavya. jIntro..ppVl1~I2:;L/jo. 1 (Assam) ;d.University oi 
Gauhat t♦ op. cit. , pp . .37-5 8., / ' •,
4* P* B a n e r »- op.cit. ,p.76,7 .
3 • J . Uni ver s ityof G auh at 1., op i ci t., p . 5 2 • .
6. P .B a n e r ,op »cit. ,p.76; d.University of Gauhati ,00 .cit . ,p.56
.7# .,Manasa-ICavya9op.cit. ,Intro.p . 12. -
6. ; S u p r i T p p V p l . X X X V I I , N6.4,B.S. 1337,PP. 187-ff.
It is wr.ongly_sa id that the- practice of predietion at the : 
time of Manasa. worship is not known in.Bengal (Manasa-Kavva» 
Antro.p.ll).. :
Subrahmanya• Oil the day of the annual festival at this
place "a person supposed to be possessed by the spirit of
Subrahmanya, dances at the temple, and is believed to have
1
the power of foretelling the future'1. '
It is suggested that as the DeodhanT dance is per­
formed only at the time of M*arai puja, there is no direct 
connection with. Manasa and that' both the Ojh’a Pali and the 
DeodhanT dance are unconnected with the oiM-ginal Manas's 
worship* However the Deodhani dance is performed not
only at the time of M*arai pUjsi, but also at the time of
3
Manasa worship* Again, the practice of foretelling
the future as a part of. the DeodhanT dance is an ancient
custom which, is associated with pestilence and disease and
' 4
observed by aborigines* It seems to us that, though now. 
often connected with other cults, the custom .of soothsaying 
was originally connected with snake worship,.as- is evident 
from South India* Manasa had her origin outside the domain 
of Brahmanical Hinduism, so this practice may have'crept 
into her worship at an early stage of her evolution, and 
later, when the goddess acquired a social status in society, 
this early custom of prediction was condemned. But it has 
penetrated so deeply into the minds of the people of Bengal
1. Voge1 , op*cit* ,pp*272-275*
2. Manasa-ICavya , Intro.,.p. 12.
3* J.University of Gauhati.op.cit. .pp.37 *38.48 .56: L .No. 1 (Assam)
4. Manasa-Kavya *• Intro, pp. Ilf *
and Assam that even the upper* class people give it some
importance even today*
Before we conclude we must say something about the
Manasa worship at Kamakhya. Kamakhya is a chief centre of
1
devT worship in- gaaoeraT and Manasa worship in particular*.
Manasa is worshipped here on the last day of Sravana in -
the form of ah earthen pot which is ritually placed at night
in the temple adjoining the sacred temple of the Mother 
— — 2Goddess Kamakhya. * The worship continues till the. second 
_ 3
day of Bhadra* Around the altar are placed many clay
images of snakes, which are given by individuals who have
made manat beforehand for some reason or o t h e r T h e
4
priestly function is performed by a Brahman priest*
Songs of Manasa.are recited from the texts of Durgabara and 
Manakara. "The manuscript is; opened for worship on the 
shukla-dvadashi day of the month of Ghaitra (March-April) 
and it is finally closed on the last day of Bhadra (August-
f *
September). There is a strict tabu on this manuscript being
5
opened or touched in the intervening period.'1
In Kamakhya the Deodha or DeodhanT dance "is a necess­
ary accompaniment.and unavoidable auxiliary to the worship
1. Ibid., Intro., p.11; ' J.University of Gauhati ,op.cit.^p.55 
L.Ko.l. (Assam).
2. J.University of Gauhati. op.citp.48*
3. J.University of Gauhati. op*cit.,p.54.
4. Ibid., p.55*
5. Ibid-, P*38, Of. p.54.
of the snake deity Manas’a!*'.'1' The dance is followed by
the recitations from the episode of Behula and Lakhindar,
, The participants in the dance are required to live on
vegetarian diet throughout the month of Sravana and they
3 ' *
observe certain other rites. They dance very vigorously,
4 , ■ : : '*
shrieking, howling and jumping. It is further observed:
“Some miraculous physical feats, too, are .exhibited', - A
razor-sharp blade of a very heavy and long sacrificial..
knife is licked with .the tip of the" tongue* Some of them
dance with its cutting edge placed on the nape,.. Still
others dance on a long sacrificial knife held horizontally .
by other dancers. This performance is shown b y .experienced
5 ’■ ■
deodhas only.11 . Another kind of dance with a sword is
performed, .“.The performers sanctify the swords, on which
they dance by placing it (sic) before Manas's prior to the
actual performance. Besides, they salute, the sword, before
and after dancing on it. The same sword is re-sanctified
by its ceremonial placing before the goddess by the second
performer. It is believed that Manasa^ inspires them to
perform this, miraculous dance, Neither herbal medicine .
nor chemicals are used to treat the cutting edge of the sword.
Likewise the feet of the dancers,, too, are not to have any'
1. Ibid. , p.37*
2. Ibid., p.56.
3• Ibid., pp. 42ff •
4. Ibid., p.49*
5* J.University of G-auhati, op.cit,, p.53*
■. treatment,” Similar practices are observed in Pacharia, 
Geruaand. Sualkuchi at a distance of 16, 18, and 15.miles 
respectively' to the northrwest of Gauhati. The dance 
festival continues 5 days in Pacharia and 3 days in two 
other places. It is of recent origin at these places and 
/is believed to be “an offshoot of the original institution 
at Kamakhya•“^
The popularity of the goddess in Kamakhya is shown from 
the fact that a few priestly families, who had. given up 
worshipping the goddess, retuxnxed to her after snake bite 
or the appearance of snake inside their houses. Every 
family of Kamakhya-dham worships Manasa1 in some form or
other. The minimum is the "worship of a volume containing
*  ':-"3' ' '
an Assamese Manasakavya,
Thus the cult of Manasa" has been popular? in Assam,
especially in Kamrup, from an early period^ and it enjoys _ -
no less popularity even today.
E.Orissa.ln this connection it is to be noted that in Orissa
snakes are worshipped oil certain days of the yearespecially
on the ft/aga ~chaturthT or iJaga~chauthT, which falls on the
^  4
.fourth day of the bright half of Kartika* S.h.Hoy 
, categorically points out that the worship of Manasa: does
1. Ibid.
2* Ibid. , p*38.
3. J.University of Gauhati« op.cit..p.55..
4. J.B.'O.K.S. .Vol.XII .192g;K.Das .A Study of Orissan Folk-Lore , 
p.47:0.hTh.J. .Vol.III.iNo. 1,1954,P.5.
1 2 ; 3  '
•not prevail in Orissa, but N.R.Ray and A.Bhattacharya
refer to its existence in this state. No detailed
information is given by therm The latter scholar adds
that the worship of Manasai along with her five or.seven
' • ■ 4 .
sisters is current among the aboriginals of Orissa.,
This appears to be a feature indigenous to this region.
N.N.Vasu records the ;worship of an image (Plate - ^ , )
as Manasa by the people of Tundara in the Balasor district.
The practice of Manasa1 worship seems to be unknown in
Orissa, as far as our own researches go.. The omissionodf
reference to it in the works of native scholars clearly
. . ■■ 6
suggests that the cult is not very prevalent; there-. , 
ThusK.Das, the eminent folklorist of Orissa, makes no
mention of the existence of the goddess in his monumental
V  7 ' ' ^ •' / ■'
work HA Study of Orissan Folk-Lore.1* On the other hand
he mentions the woi*ship of a snake goddess named J*agulei.
■-1 * J.B.Q.R.S. . Vol. XII, p. ^ 28.
2. N.R.Ray.op.cit..p.588.
3.. Folklore , Vol.II,No.3 ,p. 172*
h. . Ibid. .
5* Supra « p&. S'iT. ; N.N.Vasu .The Archaeological Survey of
Mayurabhan.ja . Vol.1.Intro. .P.XXXQIII.
6. ; K.Das .op.cit. .O.H.R. J ...Vol.III .No.I .p p .1-5. :
7. K-Das ,ojD^clt. ,p. 104; " It is observed that the tfagulei - 
panchami is^per formed. on the fifth day of the bright fort­
night of Sravana. 11 The barber of the village builds a 
three-eyed mud image of the Goddess j'agulei,decorated with 
hoods- of snakes on the head, places Hex* in a basket and 
with a torch in hand $oves from door to door. She is 
offered cakes specially prepared for this occasion. This 
festival is a precautionary measure against;snake biting.** 
(K.Das, op.cit., p. 104')
This Jagulei seems to be the 'snake goddess JanguTx of 
the Buddhistsv/ho en joyed wider popularity in the age of. 
Buddhist predominance. But probably Manasa is worshipped, 
however infrequentlyin. the boundary areas where Orissa 
adjoins Bengal and Bihar. Thus the cult of Manasa, if ; 
known at all, is very insignificant in this province;
Part II. •
A. Manasa Vrata. ;
Womenfolk occasionally perform the' * Manas's Vrata1 
or the ceremonial worship of Manasa. It is thus defined 
by Dr.S.R.Das; "Vrata, popularly called Varta in some 
parts of Bengal, is a vowed observance, a religious.act of 
devotion and austerity. The term is also used in the sense 
of any rite practised or qbsei^ved. To the ordinary mind,
Vrata. generally means the...performance of rites or observances - 
for the fulfilment of specific desires.tr . He adds :
,r ... Of the numerous, folk religious rites and rituals the 
Vratas persist side by side with the so-called Hindu, religious 
rites and rituals are basically non-Aryan and. primitive%2
■ 7 -  ^ 7  ' 3 ■ -* ■
The Vratas in general can be .traced, back to early times.
1* Man in India . vol.32 .No.4 ,p.212.
2. Ibid., pp. 211-212..
3. Ibid. s pp.219-223; A.N.Tagore..Banglar Vrata. pp.1-17;F.R#Ray 
op.cit.. pp.581-584 & footnote.
Many Vratas are non-Aryan in origin .and have been absorbed 
into and assimilated with Hindusm.
When a Vrata rite - is observed, a story which glorifies 
the goddess for whom it is observed'is narrated in simple 
prose, usually by an elderly worrnan of the family but 
sometimes by a. woman story teller• The latter tells.the 
story in a good number of neighbouring families when re­
quested* This practice is now obsolete, owing to the
advance of urban culture. The story, as generally told by
’ _ 2 . 
such women at the occasion of Maiiasa wox*ship, is as follows.
Once upon a time thex»e V\ras a inei*chant who had seven 
daughters-in-law. Regular presents v/ere sent by the paren­
tal houses of these daughters-in-law with the exception of 
the youngest one. Ror this the youngest daughter-in-law 
was unpopular with her omothar-in-law*
On a rainy day, while ail the seven daughters-in-law 
were gossiping, they expressed their desire for certain 
dishes to one another. The youngest one, who was then 
pregnant, wanted to take boiled rice steeped in cold water 
with a sour preparation of fish.
Then at nightfall they went to bathe in a pond. On 
the bank of this pond there was a forest where eight snakes 
lived. While bathing the youngest caught some fish and
1. Tagore .op.cit. .pp. 1-17;Man l n  India .Vol.32 ,Ho.4 0pp.219-223.
2. A .Ma 2 umdar aMe ye der Vr a t alcat hi . pp. 13 9-142; Gf. JBQRS. ,Vol.XII,£P 
450-432;B.A.Gupte .Hindu Holidays & Ceremonials*pp.142-144; A* 
Bhattacharya .BJMJK.L". pp.215-220 ;FolkloFe7vol.TifNo.g ,pp.l72ff.
carried them with her to the house where she kept them 
alive overnight in a vessel of water. . The other' daughters 
in-law joked with her about the fulfilment of her desire. 
However the fish were really the eight snakes: who resided 
in the forest and who had changed themselves, into fish when- ; 
the forest-caught fire. .
. - Hext morning the youngest girl saw snakes in the vessel
when she opened it in order to kill them and cut them up - 
for cooking. She was very astonished and henceforth she , 
.cared for them, feeding them with milk and plantain. The . 
snakes began to grow, unde.r her fostering care. They were 
so pleased with her that' they decided to reward, her. . With 
this in mind they went to heaven to see their mother Manas’S 
who was anxious for. her children. They told her of the , 
services rendered by the youngest daughter-in-law and her 
distressed position in the family. They requested her to 
bring the youngest girl ,up to heaven. - Manasa disagreed, . 
as she fully knew the nature of her children.
At last she v/as convinced and,, dressing herself as a 
married woman, she mounted her chariot and came to: the house, 
of. tthe merchant. When the merchant’s wife asked her 
identity, Manas’s told hex* that she was the :maternal, aunt of 
the youngest daughter-in-law. \ She expressed her desire to 
take the girl away for some days.. The mother -in-la?/ agreed,.
Before the girl was taken''into the chariot, she was instructed 
by Manasa to close her eyes until she v/as asked to open 
them. When she opened her eyes to her great amazement she 
found herself in a palatial, building*
Manas’s instructed her to collect requisites of worship 
for her every day, to boil milk for her eight snake brothers 
and not to look to.the north.
Days passed* One day the girl looked to the north, 
and she saw Mahasa dancing. She was so carried away by the 
dance that she forgot her duty. When the dance stopped, 
she hurriedly boiled the milk. The milk v/as drunk by the
eight snakes, whose mouths were scorched, as it was usually
allowed, to cool for some time before drinking. , They were 
very angry with the girl for her neglect, and determined to 
bite her.
Manasa came to know this and prevented them. She told 
them: -"Let me return her to her father-in-law’s house,
where you may . bite hex*" • ‘ The girl was instructed to wear 
ornaments on one, half of her body and then she was taken 
back by Manasa to her father-in-law’s house* Before Manasa 
left her, she said: "Look, your brothers are angry with you
and they want to bite you; but if you praise them to your
father-in-law and mother-in-law, they will give up their 
idea of biting you;"'
When the girl was.seen to be wearing ornaments on only
one half of hen body, all the family members were surprised 
and some of the# mocked her. Then she replied: "Long
live my brothers Jrona, P*arona, Dhoxira, Bora, ?unye, Arul, 
Parul, Keute and others! Am I worried for ornaments?.
This time I have come wearing ornaments on one half of my 
body, next time I will come fully adorned'1.
When the. eight snakes, who were crawling about the 
house compound intending to bite the girl, hear her praising 
them, their anger was thoroughly pacified and they returned 
to their mother,* They requested Manasst to take the girl 
once more and to embellish the other half of her body in 
order to maintain their prestige on earth*
Again Manasa c.arae ’down to earth and brought ornaments 
for the girl to wear on the other half of her body* Then 
Manasa" said: " I am not, your aunt; I arn Manasa; I live 
on the Phani Manasa (sij) tree; you will propagate my 
worship on the earth. - You will worship me in the form of 
this tree on the 'DaSahara and on the B'agapancharnT and you 
will offer me boiled rice steeped in cold water after 
proper sanctifiqation on the Arandhana day observed in 
Bhadra". After this speech she disappeared* The youngest 
daughter-in-law.told the story to everybody* All of them 
began to love her. Other members of the family began to 
worship Manas's;and the- neighbours also started worshipping
^ 9 0
Manasa when they heard the story. Thus finally her 
worship spread far and wide;
It is reported that this legend is current in both 
west and east Bengal "with its narrative unity almost 
maintained intact**. However, we have not been informed 
of its popularity by our correspondents in west Bengal.
JVe are informed that during the time of- a Vrata rite, the 
story of Be hula, Lakhindar and Ohando is recited. It 
seems to us that the above story has been overshadowed by 
the more popular story of Behula / Lakhindar and Ciiando.
In the same way the popular rites and rituals are becoming 
more and more obsolete at the present time.
The observation of the Manasa' Vrata generally falls on 
the days of Manas’s worship. In a few places of the districts 
of Burdwan and Malda this rite, which is known as "Behula 
Amabasya, is observed o nthe Amabasya (new moon) of Sravana, 
of Bhadra, of U^vina and of Kartika. In this connection 
the women observe Vrata and the Virata, story is recited.
During the time of Vrata a peculiar printed picture 
(Plate - 2§..) is hung on the wall or elsewhere.
It is reported that in the present day the Brahmans 
occupy **a distinguished place ^in the Vrata celebrations. They 
command, the women-folk in order to get the Dakshina or
1* A.Bhattacharya, B.M.K.’i* ,pp.216-218; .Polklore.Vol.il, 
No.3,PP.173ff. ~ “
presentations. : How our women^folk find it very difficult" 
to perform the Vrata ’without Brahmins who are their 
religious guide" . , Thus the - priestly function, at this 
rite, which seems to have been performed only by the 
women.themselves for centuries together^ is now more and 
more performed by the Brahman priests. How the Vrata; 
rite of Manas’s has been Hinduised, is known from its ob­
servance in the Tangail subdivision, Mymensingh and in the- 
' ' ■'■■■,. 2 * ' ■ / 
Manikganj subdivision, Dacca. > It is as follows.
In each Vaishnava. family ah earthen pot is. installed 
on the last day of S’sh’adha, by a Bra liman priest and the 
goddess is worshipped on the same day with dadopachara i.e., 
ten prescribed £ast.rie requisites. Thenceforward the 
goddess is worshipped daily in the form of this pot with 
offerings of flowers and bel leaves instead of the 
da^opachara till the last, day of . 3ravana, when the priest;; 
observes a Vrata and the goddess is worshipped along with .. 
the asht-anagas (ppssibly, by adding another engraved pot 
having a cover on the mouth). On the outer-.surface of 
this..pot are painted figures of■ three snakes and on the; 
covering the figures of five snafltes are engraved,■numbering >  
altogether eight. No one except the Brahman priests are
1. Indian Folklore, Vol.2, No.2,195; p.111.
2:. S.B.B.,, Vol.IX, 2nd issue, 1309 B.g. ,P;.109*
allowed to perform the priestly function at this rite.
On the other hand in most of the Sakta families eai*then 
images are made and worshipped with Shoragopachara i.e., 
sixteen prescribed Gastric requisites. ,
At .the end of this' kind of worship the women-foik 
hear the Vratakathla, . or the story which glorifies the 
goddess for whom, it is observed. The eating of cooked 
rice is forbidden on the day,of Vrata, i.e., on the last - 
day of $ravana. After the rite the engraved pot is 
immersed in the water on the.fii*st day of BHadra. This « '
immersion ceremony is followed by a boat race.'1' The 
difference between, the ManaseTVrata and her usual worship 
Is > the' recitation of the stoi^y in the observance of the, 
former rite.
Thus the Manas'a Vrata is a great festive occasion
”■ 2 ■ 
among women, especially among Bengali mothers. who pray -
1. For details of boat race see pp.. tyte .
2. It is noted by W.Ward thajb Bengali mothers observe other 
rites to propitiate ^Manasa. lie writes . . .Bengali mothers
. anxious for the px*eservation of their childrehfrom the bite; 
of serpentsimplore the. favour of .Ivlanasa. Oh one of the 
last days of Shr’abana,women may. be seen coming out of a 
village, with vessels in'-their hands, containing a composition! 
of rice,milk and sugar. Proceeding out of the village,they V I 
take their station generally near a tank,ardoffer their I
’ homely present to the goddess on behalf of their children* I 
The presentation being done, they help themselves to the riceJ 
, ; milk: and treacle;and, after thanking the goddess ,of whom,how- I 
- ever, no image is set up,they return home with the- sure hope | 
v ,df seeing their children preserved, during the ensuing season! 
from the bite of venomous snakes. In towns and large villa^sj 
, where women.cannot go out, this ceremony, termed Ban-bhofjan(lJ| 
takes place in the house. . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■  I
. u In spite * however, of the caution and piety, of Hindu mothersi 
their children are ..sometimes bitten by snakes. In all. such I
continued ovex’leaf ...
tb the goddess for the prevention of snake-bite in 
particular and for the welfare of the family in general*
11 The Vrata-rites, truly speaking, are, the . living records 
of the socio-religious rites and rituals of the. people 
whom the so-called: Aryans absorbed, and integrated. Hon- 
Aryan cultural traits have been still preserved in the' 
rites and practices, in the ritual.songs, ritual paintings 
and ritual tales which in spite of centuries of brahmanical. 
acculturation still survive in rural areas.,- And it can . 
be said that .the Vrata-rites of Bengal have not yet been, . 
wholly.built into the temple of Hinduism’ and contain
■ i
much of the Vratya cult of pre-Vedic Indians”' . .• : -
continued from previous"page.
cases, the power of Manasa1 is, by no means questioned; 
the blame rests either oil the children themselves , who 
are alleged to have been killed for. their Iri^everehce ’ 
to her 1 ox* on the mothers, who are supposed not to have 
px*operly propitiated the angry goddess (Calcutta Review,
Vol.XVIII,luly-Dec. pp.57f). * ~“
Even some Muslim mothers of east Bengal offer plantain 
milk,paddy,durba grass, kachu (a sort of arum) leaves 
and flowers to snakes by deluging them into the water on 
. the last, day of Sravana to get rid of the snames (8 .P.-B. • 
. Vol.XXXIX,3rd issue, 1339 B.S. ,p.220). . ~ ~
(1) The term Ban-bhojan has been misinterpreted by: the 
author, ■ In Bengal the term stands for picnic which 
takes place generally in the open space outside the 
house. ■
1.: Man in India. Vol.32, Ho.4, p.242*
J3. Festivals.
(i), The Jhanp'an or Jhapan ceremony: We have already
' discussed the gatherings rof 0,1 has in. the Jessore, KhuMa,
Rajshahi and Rangpur districts. These appear to be .
variants of^ the v/idespread ceremony of Jhahpain, which is a
Secular, ceremony observed at the worship o f  Manasa..
It is the annual meeting of the snake charmers or the
,o 3has of a particular area, who exhibit numerous tricks with
their snakes. Reference to it occurs in the versions of
west Bengal poets such as ‘Biprad’as^, Mukund-
-2 1 _  .. 3 : 1 , 
aram#:and Ketakadas^• It is. observed on different days
of Manas's worship in different localities* We have
already seen that one te&t, lays down that it is to be ob-:
y , ■■ ■ • y .. 4 ' ■ - -
served on the month of Jshadha.
The origin of the word yhanpsin or jhapan is shrouded
in mystery. It is suggested by S.G.^dhya that the word
.originated; either from the Bengali jhanp'aia para' (to risk
one-s life) or jhanpana (to jump), as the snake charmers who
participate in this ceremony play with venomous snakes at
the risk of theii* lives; alternatively the word might be
derived from,jupar* It is‘ to be noted that at the time of
the observance of this ceremony some one is inspired by the
1* Bipradas. op*cit.*pp*96 .j??» ;
2* Mukunda^^:Ohandxmahgalkayya * Ed*Sen,Bahd.opadhaya and 
Vasu,p*288.
3. . Eetak^das,o£*cit. ,pp*134,1 5 9 ,1 6 0 ,3 3 0 -3 3 1 . 1  
W  Supra» p* •
spirit of the g o d d e s s t h i s  possession is generally 
known as. bhar in Bengali, but locally as ;]upar.
Another possible source .of origin may be added to these*
The snake charmers carry their snakes in the small 
wicker-work boxes known as i harm is or jhanpTs* Hence 
the occasion of the exhibition of the snakes may have been 
.nailed jhanpan* s •
The exhibition of snakes at the worship of Manasa is 
cui^rent thx^oughout'Bengalthough the tex^m 3h’an^pn or 
1  ha pan is. peculiar to west Bengal, and there is no name for 
it in east Bengal. It developed into a distinct form of 
folk.amusement as early.as the 15th century A.D. , as is 
evident from 8 ipx'iad’asi|tf s version of the Manas's legend.
The continuity of this festival through the ages may be 
proved fro’m the references to it in the versions of later 
>poets such as Mukundai^am^ and. Ketakadas^U
The French artist F.B.Solvyns, who visited India in the 
early, 19.th century A.D. , has left an account of this ceremony, 
illustrated by a coloured drawing (Plate - 29'*). To quote: : 
"The Janpaun is .the feast of serpents; the lower, classes. 
call it also the carpenter’s feast, because it is celebrated 
particularly by carpenters, -joiners and those in general who
'1. S.P.P. ,VoI.)Q(XyiI ,Ho.4 ,1337 E.g. , p.189. 
PP# ^148™ ^ S'O ) MSj- ■
work in wood# , On the day of the. Janpaun .all the Hindoos 
of these trades get their tools blest, and as the feast is 
in honour of the serpents, every true Hindoo, of. whatsoever 
rank,, as long .as the feast lasts, leaves, at his dinner a 
little rice.in his, plate, or in the banana leaf which serves 
him in place of it, and deposits it after his meal behind 
the house., iii hopes to attract the ,serpents by this regale, 
and that such a voluntary offering,will px»eserve him during 
the year from these venimous (sic) reptiles, whose bite is 
often mortal*
"When the Janpaun or Munsah Poo^ah is to be. celebrated^ 
several Ma*I& ^MnlsJ, * • • are hired for the. purpose, and 
one of their children is drest up in the best manner possible 
after which they seat, him upon bambous and the- other Mauls 
carry him in procession, escorted by an immense concourse of 
people; and many musicians, .The Mauls, though in general 
dirty and slovenly in their persons, are on this occasion 
remarkably well drest* They have often magnificent shawls 
which they borrow from their neighbours* To shew that it 
is the feast of serpents, every member of the procession 
carries one in his, hand; the child whom they escort has 
them even round his neck, his arms and his body, •#«
"This ceremony in reality is not so disgusting as at 
first sight it may appear, for the serpent in India, deprived
of his venom., and. tamed ;by men who understand this art, is 
looked, upon, quite as a domestic animal, on account of its 
suppleness aiid. mild disposition. • •
"It id easily eonceiyed, that this feast is founded, in 
the fear which the serpent in its natural state inspires. 
Perhaps it may also be to, perpetuate the glory and the art 
of those that tame them, that these animals.are carried in
• - i .
a sort of triumph" .
In the first paragraph the author seems to be misin- 
formed,, in the light of present practice* In present day 
worship. there: is no. trace of this kind of ritual either among 
the people noticed:by Solvyns or among any other castes. 
However ,, his account, shows that the ceremony was a common 
occurrence,at the time . The part played by the Mals, as 
noticed by the.author, is still performed by them in some 
parts of Bengal. The snake ehaimiers of other* castes 
and. the ojlias in general also play a similar role to that
-  3 v
of the Mals. \ The rOle .of the o jhas and his disciples in 
. this ceremony $ay be traced.back to the 1 5 th century A.D.
This ceremony is really a conference of snake, charrners or 
o jhas, who are mostly from the lower classes such as Itfals 
S^npurTas., Kewats.or Kaivarttaa or are low class Muslims,
1. P*B.Solvyns , Les Hindous, Vol.II,pp.81 ff.
2. Cf.Calcutta Review, Vol.XVII■July-Dee.1852.pp.55ff.
3 * Qf»Hisle yfgol. I . p.84\> p. c i t . *
4* Bipradas , bp.cit. tpp.96ffr
especially in east Bengal.
I n ‘the-Jhanpan ceremony (i) the snake charmers, 
popularly known as gunTnsY  and their disciples assemble 
together on the ground where a fair is held;ahd exhibit 
various tricks with their shakes allowing them to bite 
their arms. Each gunin or charmer, stands either on a, 
raised stage made for this purpose (Plate -:3o. ) or on .
a seat made of the wheels of bullock-carts placed one upon 
another, and then exhibits tricks before the crowd. In 
some places they also coil snakes, round, their necks , arms 
and body; (ii) sometimes a preceptor or guru is carried 
through.the streets in a litter made of bamboos.borne on 
the shoulders of his disciples and in the course of the' 
procession he displays his tricks with the shakes., A 
preceptor also exhibits tricks sitting in a bullock cart 
which moves through the streets, and (iii) sometimes each 
preceptor accompanied by his disciples walks the streets 
with coiled snakes.round their bodies and then return to the 
ground where the fair is held. Thousands of .people gather , 
to witness the exploits of the preceptors. The crowd in', 
each case, is asked to believe that the snakes with whom the ; 
snake charmers play tricks are venomous.
The performance of this ceremony is not a common occurr 
ence at the present day, but it is still regularly carried
out in some places of the districts of Midiiapur, Bankura,/
1 , . 
Birbhum and Burdwan.' Its earlier popularity can be gathered
from the fact that in certain places, such as: Ke*ja,. and /
xfetrkeldanga in ther district of Burdwan, the fair held on .
the occasion of Manas’a worship is known as the JBanp’aiier-MeI'a, :
though no exhibition of snakes is. given. Only; the name .
jhanp'an has survived,, but not the proper ceremony. With
the advancement of urban culture, this ceremony is becoming
obsolete, besides many other folk beliefs, practices and
amusements. It is not confined only to Bengal, but is also
obsex^ved in Manbhum, Bihar. No doubt it was, observed in
many places of Bengal when the people were unsophisticated
and not disturbed by the problems of the modern age.
(ll) Boat racing: ceremony; The immex^sion of earthen images ; ■
of Manas'S or of pots is followed by a boat race in many
- ■ 3
districts of East Bengal and Sylhet, when images of Manasa ;
4 . ... ■
are placed on the prows of racing boats. *lEvery year 
■during the rainy/season when the snakes are:most to be feared, 
songs in honour of the ^ueen of snakes are sung,with great 
fervour in all parts of the G-angetic plain. Bbat-x»acing is: '
1. For the early account of Jhanpan ceremony of Midha pur., see.
. S . P. P . «Vol .XXXVlI.No.4 ,pp. 18 7 ;For the present day,pract 
ice Gf-FolkloreVol.II,No; 1,pp.46-47* ■' /v
2* Folklnre ,: Vol. II,W«P,p.46. ,.
3. Risley.op.cit. ,Vol. 1,p. 187; S e n Ji»B . h . L • , p. 255.;3»W . Pe tave 1 ■& 
K.0.Sen,Behula,Intro.p-.iv ;B .B .G-W(Mymensingh) .p.36;S.P«P. ,Vi 
XXXIX,No.3,1339 &*.S. ,p.220;Folklore ,Vol.II,No. 1 ,pp.42-43. : : 
New I.A * .Vol.VII^Nos.3 & 4'.p".54. (footnote). / :
a favourite sport of the riverside folk, who: constitute a 
large proportion of the inhabitants of Eastern Bengali 
At that season.long boats, manned by numerous.oarsmen, 
dart swiftly along the Meghna and the Dhaleswarl, their'
Crews singing songs about Manas’a De$i,, Queen of snakes, and '
Be hula, the men and women on shore.' joining them in the 
chorus, Even the people of that country who have become 
Mahomedans cannot forget their beautiful Hindu legend. .
They too take part in these Hindu religious festivities, . . 
cam?led away by the general fervour.11 Not only are the ' 
.songs of Manasa recited on this, day but also songs about ' 
the gods and goddesses of , Hindu mythology are sung in chorus 
with great enthusiasm. Since the partition of' Bengal the 
subject matter of the songs has taken on a very.Islamic 
character, which was to.be expected, as ninety per-cent.of
' 3 ; :
the boatmen are Muslims.. . .
While tracing the origin of this ceremony Bhattacharya, 
writes: uIt is very-difficult to say how this boat. ra;ce- has .
borne to be associated with this immersion ceremony. Itmay' 
be that these two distinct festivals have by .chance coincided 
together. Or, it is probable that as Ghahdo,, ... is in some
1. Petavel and Sen, op.cit. , Intro., p.iv.
2. Risley.op.cit.,Vol.I^p.187;’S.P.F.,Vol.XXXlX,3^d issue,p.220. 
3 . ,: Folklore Vol. II .No. 1.p.43 *
way or other associated with boats inasmuch 'as he lost / .
fourteen boats full of cargo in the mid-sea, this boat 
festival has formed part of the Serpent worship1*. We 
may suggest another possible source of the origin of boat 
racing on .the occasion ,of Manasa worship.
It is said in the manuscript of VyadT-Bhahti Taranp/inT. 
an unpublished Sanskrit treatise on Manas'a worship to which 
,w,e have ref ei’red-already, that after the return of Lakhindar 
to life the worship of Manas'a was arranged on a boat named 
GauharX, and not-on land, as is said: in all the Bengali . 
versions. This.treatise was discovered in Mymensingh,
/where the boat-race is observed more enthusiastically than 
in other places. Thus it seems probable that at an early 
period the goddess was worshipped on a boat, and the present 
practice of boat-racing is the remnant of an 'earlier form 
of worship.,- This hypothesis can be substantiated by the 
fact that in Bast Bengal, besides annual worship, there is 
a special type of worship of Manasa, mostly confined to the . 
people who live on fishing.. Other castes, including the ■ 
Brahmans also sometimes perform it. This, involves the 
making of a boat which contains numerous images, believed, to 
represent the 30 crores of gods of the Hindu pantheon. But
1 . Ibid.’, p.42.
2. Hew I.A.. Vol.VII,Nos. 3 & 4, p.54.
. _  1
the principal' worship is centred on the goddess Manasa.
We have already .seen that among the founders of the cult 
of Manasa1 were the ancestors of those castes who originally 
gained their livelihood from fishing and boating, and thus 
it is possible that they were responsible for this form of 
Manasa worship. This early method of worship seems to 
have been traditionally maintained by the people of the 
f I sherman caste in Eastern Bengal in general and in Sylhet 
in particular. . In West Bengal, the early home of the cult, 
neither* the boat-racing ceremony nor the worship of Manas'S 
by making abb oat is current. In view of - this it may be 
inferred that the boat-racing ceremony is the remnant of an 
early method'of' Manasa worship practised by f ishermen and 
boatmen. The views.put forward by Bhattacharya do not 
convince us. 1
(III) Arandhana ceremony: This ceremony is observed j
throughout Bengal on the occasion of Manasa worship on the j
last day of Biladrh. Sometimes it is observed on the last J
day of B v i n a  or on other days. It. is so-called as on this 
day all cooking is prohibited, and the only cooked foot eaten 
is that .which has been prepared on the day before. The :
;1. Sankarananda.op.ext. ,p.8 8 ;Gf.S.P.P.R..Vol.VII »2nd_issue.p.76. 
It is^alSo ,observed: "...on the thirtieth d.ay (Sravana) the 
G hand’s Is in Eastern Bengal celebrate the l^o^KS^Puja ,3.iterall^ 
boat worship, ox* as it is more generally called,Ghandal IludnT, 
the Ohandal’s rejoicing. As its' name imports, the occasion 
is a very festive one, in Sylhet being observed as the great 
holiday of- the year (Pisley .op.cit. . Vol.I,p. 187)*
2. $4*£ra, pp. Uho -
r  :  :
hearth is painted with ‘alparia of rice-paste and a twig of
si,j is placed on the hearth. On this occasion the goddess: .• 
' ' ■ 1 
is worshipped mostly in the form of a twig of sin« A
local legend current in the village of Poshla, Burdwan,
explains the reason for this prohibition of cooking.
On the U^gapanchamT once it was so happened that when a
certain housewife was boiling milk for her children-, the
maidservant enquired whether she had examined the hearth
before lighting the fire. Getting a negative answer from
the mistress the maidservant extinguished the fire and found
a half bnrnt snake in the hearth. The housewife then fed
the snake with .milk from her own breast and it recovered
consciousness, The name of this snake was dhankes/varT.
Since then abstinence from cooking has been observed on the
jSfagapanchamT and the worship of Jhahke/varT has been
current.. A different stoi^y of the origin of■ the worship
, ^  ' 3 -of, Jhankesvarx is, also current in this village.
Thus it seems to us that the local legend explaining 
the reason for prohibition from cooking on the Ulagapanchami 
day, a day of Manas’a worship, is really an after-thought of 
the story tellers. . Ho such explanatory story is current in
I.. Gf .List of the Feasts and. Holiday, p. 5; Under hi 11 ,o~p. cit.
P.12(d ; Folklor e ^ VoT.T^Hq . ^  , PP. 235-256.
2* Folklore .Vol.1 ,Uo.4.p.236.
any other places of Bengal. This practice has, been in ' •
vogue from the simple reason that during the rainy season 
snakes are often found hidden in beds, dark corners of 
.cottages, and hearths. The.frequent presence of these 
venomous reptiles inside the houses led to the propitiation 
of the goddess near or within the hearth by prohibiting
cooking, as a means of sanctification. -
It is furthei* reported that when the Arandhana ceremony 
is observed on any Tuesday or Saturday in the month of
Bh.*adras this is known as Ichchh’a-R'anria and dharchari 4'P’u.ia
— * , , r  ■ ..
in some places of Hooghly and Howrah respectively.
G • Folk entertainments and the Manasa legend
The principal legend of Manasa, the. story, of Ohando, - 
Behula and Lakhindar, servep as an object of.folk entertain­
ment in various ways - (i) Bhasan yatra, (ii) Jagarana gaii^
(i i i)Ha yanT _g an# , (i v ) Pu t u 1 hac h, (v ) Pa t a s a rid Pa t ua
... 1 J I . .  n .  w i n .  ■■ i ■ « .  ' ^ ■ i #  N -
sangit and (vi) others.
(l) Bhasan Vsttra - The yatra is a popular drama based on 
either religious or secular stories and performed on an open, 
stage, different from the theatre stage of the modern times. 
t!^ ke TOtras of Bengal, as they exist today, are evidently a 
very old type of popular play. They may possibly- have
. L.Hos., 12 (Hooghly), 11 (Howrah).
lineally 'descended1' from similar dramatic representations 
and folk-plays current in the earliest period of Hindu .
' . ; - ‘ . • ■ ;; ; .’ ’ ' - h 1
History or even in a period before recorded history begins11**- 
yaitra literally '’mean's-. a, "procession” or a fjoux»ney-f , and 
Bhasan yatx*a ,"a f loating journey". 'This mainly deals with 
the story .of Behuia1 s journey on the river with the dead 
body, of her husband. Professional parties, consisting of 
1 2 to 1 5 persons each,’-are .hired for dramatic performances 
of this, folk-drama on the occasion of Manasa' worship and 
on other occasions in general*
The Bhasan;yatra is performed in a very crude manner 
by lower class people, who have neither aeethetic sense nor 
literary taste*., They try to appeal to the hearts of the 
audience by gross humour and various vulgar gestures*
Their performance is accompanied by dance and music, often 
very farcical. However crude the B ha sain yatra might be, 
it served as a regular entertainment for the village folk
'■ ■ • . , 2
down to the, first quarter of the 20th century. . Its 
popularity down to this period can be proved from the pub­
lication of si good number of. books, by different authors
1. E.G-uha Thakurta, The Bengali Drama its 6 rig in and develop­
ment . p.l; for a fuller account of the. yatra see N.K.Chatta 
padhyay,. The Yatras or the Popular Dramas of Bengal; Sen, 
il.B.L.L*,PP*724-745;S.K.De.History of .Bengali Literature * 
pp.442-454.
2., This remark has been made from my personal experience. I 
witnessed several times the Bhasana yatra known in our local 
ity as Manasa yatra. There was a professional party in my 
own village Barhat,P.O.Eatraaka,Dist.Midnapur, who won 
reputation in the locality.
including a few from Bengali speaking areas of Bihar, 
containing the script, and stage directions for .its per- -
forma nee. . ' • •
(,2l) Jagarana gangl - In West Bengal, the songs of Manasa: 
are recited by professional parties at the time of her wor­
ship. This is known as Jagarana g an# and continues for 
three to eight days. The per forma nee is arra nge d by t he 
family,which hires a .party. The merchant classes of
Birbhum. of ten arrange ar Jagaraina glanfo ori the occasion of-
, ■ .... ... ■ 
marriages. The word .ia gar ana in Sanskrit/means keeping"
v igil, and it occurs in the more restricted sense in early
~ 3 - - ' ’ ■ 1 ; ;/ , ■ . • . /: :-
Bengali literature. ■ A sixteenth century poet Vrindaban#
Dana writes: "People keep vigil, at night, hearing the ; /•
songs of Mangal# Ghancfi1.1 • Some of the Manasakavyas of
west Bengal are divided into chapters or p's la s . and in the '
version of Ketakadasa there is a pala bearing a heading
"Jagaraha P'ala" which includes the main part of the. story, ■ ■
from the .ddath of the six sons., of Ghando to,.the end. It
seems that the people used to keep vigil during the recitation
of .the central part of the legend even in the days of
1. ;Pbr early reference to the Bhasan yatra ..see Sen .H.B.L.L. ,
pp. 1 1 -1 2 . . ,• ,
2 * Supra . - p.
3* Vrindaban# D*as#: Qhaitanya Bhagavatft. ed.Sidhanta Sarasvati. 
pp. 69-70,979; Krishna Das# Kabiraj&: Gha itanya Char itamr it a . 
Adi,17th, 1 9 8 . * * *
4* Vrindaban# Das# . :op.cit . .pp.69 .979.
Ketakadasa, who recorded the popular terra v Probably i t : . 
was only later that the terra was used to include the whole • . 
of the legend as it is today. A nag;arana- gan^[: is generally 
performed in the coui*tyards of private houses. ;; ;<
(III) RayanT gan^i - As in west Bengal, in east Bengal also 
the songs.of Manasa are recited by professional parties.
These recitations'are known as rayanT ganji.,: The word ./•'
rayani originated from .the Sanskrit ra.ianT (night). / Hindus .;
engage these parties mostly during .the time of manat to ' '
i ■ . ” . . .. ,y":/
the-goddess. Each party consists of 12 to 15 members ..
recruited from both sexes. The women participate in the
vocal music. The rayanT gan^t is especially popular in :
the Bakarganj district. It forms the principal feature
of a special form of Manasa worship in the districts' of
Bakarganj, Dacca and Faridpur, called rayanT-pun” ♦ A
crowd assembles in the couiHyard of a house and listens' very -
enthusiastically to the narrative, of the- principal legend.
The rayanT-pu.ja continues generally for three, five or
seven days. The details of,rayanT pci.jsf are described . *
elsewhere* ...
Both the iagaaana gana which is also known as b has ana gan# 
and t he r a ya nT gan^ are the. same, differing, only in name*
1. Bi jay Gupta, op.clt * tIntro. ,pll;G.R .Deb .PallTgTti o Pufbba* 
banga, pp.204,22/3. For the details of rayani ganft see.b 
Indian Folklore, vol.l .Ho.3.1958.pp.22-23.
2. Indian'Folklore, Vol.l,No.3 > i95oyP*22.
3* Supra » pp. pi/3 - bt.tL{ . •
. (IV) Putul nach or Puppet .show - This is still current
in many parts of west Bengal. . Such performances with
puppets have been traced back to very ancient times from 
China to Egypt. .
It is believed that the puppet show was the earliest 
form of theatrical performance in South India, and it 
must have supplied the term sHtradtiara in the Sanskrit drama.. 
The term s’utradhara is quite appropriate to the.puppetteer 
who controls the movements and actions of the puppets' with ., 
strings (Sk.a&tra) tied to their movable limbs. In Bengal..
puppets are made; to display; the themes of the Ramayana.v ..:
' ■ ■' - .
and other Vaishnava legends, and of the story;of Manasa.
In many places the Tatter is the most popular theme of the 
traditional puppet theatre but in some districts the in­
fluence of Vaishnavism has resulted in the growth of
* ' ’ ■ 3
Viashnava performances, rivalling. Manasa1 in popularity. .
The putul riach. is generally performed by professional
parties and is especially popular in.the districts of b.
Midnapur and 24 Parganas. Each party is engaged eithex* by
an individual family at the time of the worship of Manasa,
or other gods and goddesses, and on other auspicious occasions
such as marriage, the. sacred thread ceremony or the ceremony.
1. Jan Bussel, The Puppet Theatre, p. 13. ■
2. H.Ii.Panganath, The Karnatalo Theatre , p.44.
3. Indian Folklore. Vol.l,No.3, 19.56, p#2§.
of, the first feeding of an infant. On the occasion- of 
bar oyarT pa.i’a held In honour of various gods and goddesses, 
but primarily of Manasa, :tiie performers are engaged by 
.-the villagers in general. The religious aspect of the 
puppet show is of little account nowadays, though of course 
it had its origin in religion. The popularity of the 
puppet show is such that uthe male and female, child and
adult, highbrow and lowbrow, rich and pooi* all fall.for its
1 ' : "
charms’1 •
(V) Pat as and patua sangTt - The, exhibition of paintings 
on cloth is an ancient practice in India, probably going bade
' "•V ' 2  , , .
at least to the time, of Buddha... .'These paintings are called 
patas or patachitra, and the peopie who exhibit them, to the 
accompaniment of songs of their own1 composition, are. Itnown -: 
as Patuas. As in the present, day, in ancient India a class 
of people earned their.livelihood by entertaining the village 
folic with the pata_s. In the literature of classical India, 
such as Ab hi nnana S a leant a I”  and Mai avTlca p; n im i t r a of Kalidasa t 
ilarshachai'ita of Blmabhatta, UttarsTmacharita of Bhavabhuti
u . m i on ■■  .......   n «. .1 m m .  *  . n. ■■ w i — — 1 - ~ n . iin.ii i.......
and Mu drarales has a of Vidalchadatta we find mention of patas or
:  3 —  ; .
1 patachitras.
1. : J.Bussell.op.cit..p.16.
Indian Folklore, Vol.l,Bo. 1,1956,p.60.
3* G.S.DattaTP?tuB Sangit,Intro.pp. 16-18;Indian Folklore ,, 
Vol.l,No.1,195&,P.60 & Ho.2,. p.85.
The present day paintings include the subjects of the
5 stories of Kri^na, R'arna, SrT Chaitanya and. Be hula*, and of
the other legends derived from the Epics and the.Puranas.
One. of the most important and fascinating subjects of the
paintings of the Patuas, .especially in the districts of
_  1
Midnapur, Bankura and Birbhum, is the story of Behula..
When the Patuas exhibit the paintings from door to door, they . 
explain them by telling the stories illustrated by each 
painting# People in general enjoy seeing these pictures 
and the women, and. the old folk sometimes moved; ask for a 
repeat performance, for which they pay extra money ox* goods# 
These Patuas recite the stories in a very heartfelt manner, 
Which often leads their listeners to forget their worldly . 
troubles while they listen# "Simplicity of thought and 
style, rural frankness and unsophistication are the very 
keynote of these ballads. These are neither sensual nor. 
intellectual but strictly moral, i.e., agreeable to. the, moral; 
.nature of the common village-folk. The Patuas more or less. 
followed the style of medieaval (sic) Bengali language and
2
never at. all that of the modern in composing these ballads". 
Thus the Patuas not only entertain the people by exhibiting 
patas and by reciting stories, but also serve as. an important 
organ of rinal education.
1. Cf*Indian Folklore, Vol.l,Mo.l.1956,pp.62,6 6 .
2. ibiIT“ p7S137~--- ‘
(VI) Other methods - In some, cases one individual recites
the story in an attractive way before a village assembly
throughout the month of ^r’avana* A limited part of the
-■ i .
story is recited on each day. It is reported, that "In 
some of the districts of East Bengal the women of respectable 
families also recite the story in their own way, which 
sometimes excels the performances of the pi*ofessionai male 
reciters. But thay do not appear before the public; thay 
draw listeners from, the female members mostly from their own 
and their neighbours1 families", .
Thus besid.es its importance from the point, of view of
heligion, the legend of Manas's has served as an object of 
folic entertainment down to the present centux^y. It may 
be infeiu?ed that many of these practices had their origin . 
some centuries earlier. The change of economic structure 
and the influence of ua?ban culture on the village folic 
have brought about a substantial change in the minds of the 
villagers* As a result they are now.more inclined to the 
entertainments of urban civilisation and all these earlier, 
forms of entertainment are. becoming obsolete.
1. Ibid. , No.3, 1958? P.29.
2* Indian Folic-Lore 9 vol.l.No.3,1958, p.39*
Sranma ry and ; C one Ins Ion
■ Our attenipt /throughput’ ‘has.;;beeh...tp- throw;/ light, on
. ; of vtHe,:; ^  In. tracingthe ; ' /■ •
/■/';'''// History of the :gpddess we. haye also .considered the history 
. y -■,’/• ; hf-/toake 'cult. in' Annicnt /liidia, ,as somb.:;ofiihe ’beliefs 
A .ahclently associated with that culty' are ' found .to connection 
i*' with; Manasa, S As a- goddess /of snakesyManHsa /inherited a ■
A ’'/body.of^hdliefs/Mdeiy;;^^currehh throughout;. India. /; It is . 
it /interesting /i:6 note ,/t hat/.:no snaketgbddess ;was; known in those' .
;-..// days in/'apy' .-ptjier ‘p a r K h ^  to ‘.MAn'asay.. . ,
/./. . . though , the; worship - of' Naginid•■.hstqnalcisAspirits were . current: ■ ' :
.■•.>:-.// 'from' fthe earliest timed^//hThe: .goddess/e1yolved in Bengal 
// undef/‘a ’ peculihp socip-religipus /background^ .from the Palas ; 
i’/ o n w a r d s  ’andiher;hQimplex/natuie/h'ah/hetprdperIy understood / ./, /"/ 
I . '  b n l y ;against/'t-.he peculiar religious. background of Bengal. •>
Irg'i■/..-:.>'//. . A detailed..;analysis the: Manasamangato suggests .. /
|;ri V  'ihat/ihe/.ftarrdtim^ Manksa/is a con!- "
1 /1 ///pilatioh of • 'differcnt--' legento'/hnd'to^ b i thkrydeveloped•
l \ \ : or incorporated; in different dimes^ / These are. (d) : epic and .
1 . / Bufanic . stories ;and (if) secular pstoidesy/some. associated .
I - t/p 1 ,.'’ Supra, ppv £f~ CLi 7-2 y.: /'/:•/• \-.//:; ': ’
I  '$> Supray pp, > ■■ . . /// ."://r - /••.•/ ..
■i At H. Chapter II • / ■ V >/: ^ ;'/" -:/i .- '-/i /■'''■
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P .with/Siyiiiities p • ';'The Vfoiiner/btoraeb /werddncorpprated in ■ yb"/'
// !PP' ,p the,,:narrati've/rof*./Manasa -byV the Manasamahgai poets In - order p;/ /;'■ 
y -b/y bo- give: Manasa / a- statub in society, as she had: her; origin . ■// / 
o// /.;': among/the/;lqwer/class.;b£opIew y/The;process', of incorporation ;'/pyb/ 
;//./. ; h ls/;bpst/hxampllfled by/the^ fanta^ passages in which, / /' /
said/tpyhayeto born from-.^lya’ s,; 'semens This . ■ b'yb. 
/ •; / tendency :of the/poets whs’ tp/obnnect /the/'Tow-born goddess . ‘ • b
bp •/.-•" yM ahaaay $.ith :$iyabsci;/ thkt the • higher class peiople' found "no bppp/p 
■/.// / bdlffiGuliy in/wofshipplng/her;.. -/.Thevprocess: M  / .■ iV/ ip//
yi ,/ :/stahtedik'by, ;the:/,Manhsamahgal> poets; was 00111016161 by the . /•- ■
y // //huthbrs /of'.:'the /inter'Furanas /who; depict/ Manasa as a great ' b / 
pIJ.j..vp;g;p.dSe‘hs>•/hdying/.nqtcohidectiohpwit h the secular stories;, / / ’-by 
p ////.’ of poputo /, In /these Pur'ands. /Manassl'.'/is- depicted' 'p
/ . • •/ / udtheimind-bqrhto ;b!P'/the--•‘sage//Kadyiapa,/as; the //. -v' : -t / //
■/-'I/p//;dlsclble'^;of/^iVay/and’the' devotee./ of /Kyidhha. \ p. ,/p.h p ■ / b p 
;/v://..;/‘'"/^ //\/////Bif f er eni”; the pries,. hays* bedhZ/postuiat ed/both in / ■/-_ ,//v
I ;//; i//regard t b / t h d / b r i g i n ^ t o ^  as/thephistoricity ' by-tL . 
:/r’.///b/b.f/the .principal/ legend of iian&sab /Some/.scholars; have :// / ;.byb ?■ 
rppp // suggestedyhihar :ad/to the . legend,^' Others p // /'/
lb//:.../bouppbrt’/the^;blalBi/;bfJ Bouth India y? b/Yet’ others have ■ proposed .
Ip //;;//a/We:sl/Bengal bp and the/legend,^*, /-, F rom;■.//. .-.//•yp
I / ■ :-PI-., Quprdy pp» 1% 6b .HI;;2-07- 2iO ; b , /;'.■, .p'/:/ /.
: p ‘ p//.::; / '•/•' .'//;
I ■ -'i; :A h ; - § B ^ 9;^ ' -PP* 2. 3 Z — i M O  v': .
V: V - 7 ' t; / 7 7.7 ‘7-, V ^ V  ^  7 7. ^ - 7 7 ^ ^
•our .owii * resear c'he.s- ^ ©7 $iippQrt;^ the-opy 9- •;which 7
gains etrerigth-. fpdm iiiie -analysis^ of1 the. textual, mat & rialsP 7:7 
from the frited. and .ceremoiife& connected with Manasa? arid .: 777 
from the local. :traditi oris*^ ' As .regards;. the hist oricity 77 
of the: principal legend; asimilarcontroversy prevails *.
.We have concluded'that 'some . priotp of the; .‘legendary : 7" .
. hero Ghahdo ’existed, iii Bengali- ..spciety'-in; the lOth-li.th ' -7
, •<tenturie'&7&•;£>;•:/ An ;endeavour, has also, heen made;; to 'determine 
7 the- date.; 6f:"the .prigih;';ofr'thef cult vof Manasa'which we .7 / . . . "
7 teiitatividiy: place in- the ‘ 9th-lpth ; centuries ‘at the ’ latest * ^ 7‘
. ; We7 have-- recdnstfnctedithe gr a'&ud^ iori7 of-; the.,’. 7
.7 gpddees. ;,as .;fap7riri:..tt;vis: .traceable by  ^.analysing. the textual 7 
materials* ; Maimsas - who was f irstt w.orshippedthy: ‘the* nori- V ■ 
.Aryans as' represented :h;y. ,cfpwherdsV;:farmers, an&hf is.hripmen,;/ 
.gained popular!^ among the/womeri-folit, of the. upper 7'
■ classes and then ainohg. 'their; men-folk- including, the : Brahmans.* 
The. 'goddess..-v/as; riot - confined/t;of’.the---Hindus 9 for. her worship 7 
•-hby the ‘ Bengril'i^ Muslims can he. traced hack to.the 15th , ' 
century A*D.7. Even -t oday some . Muslima: .'of -West Bengal: directly, 
or indirectly,; take,. part. ;iri -;Mahasa -wor-shipv? t v
i. Bupral'ppe.i'i-^  ^  S&ji-v.' '
•* -» 1 s \ tw sW u W ntfiiaftiKi r *  ^ „ .. . i • - • . ' r \ '
.37 Chapter V*... 7 . - ;7 v 7 7 . ' 7
7 . 7 - : " 7 7 , ; 7 7 : 7 t 7 7 7 :l ' ' i - 7 ; 7 7 7  P p P  : P  $ 0 6 ';
-. .We Have., aldo ;traced the; relations of Manasapwith, 
the, other i^inpp,rta3it; ahd;popular;;cult 7dxvinities: off. ' .. 7 ; . 
mediaeval.'Bengal, In doing' this; we, have, found evidence 
of a n . early-'; conflict •^hetwe.erir-t'he ‘"devotees of two local; ; 
/deities ™..Mahgal;'7hapdI and Mahasa.. ' VVe have . Suggested .. \ ’• 
that the - invasion’.'of/Bengal hy the -Muslims , hr ought ’about 
a siginlficaht .chahge;; in the field of religion. As a 
; re suit. not. oiily the; ruling*:; class.e s but al s ov the ir; pat ron . 
gods , lost.thelr. ' po-gulaf ity / aiiD the people f began to. think 7' 
that both the ir rulers nndf their deities were' incapable of ■ 
proteetirig them. /'> - .Qxi.-this. political.background, the’ local. 
.•■deities became popular And a.:.‘vernacular biterature. grew, up,; 
t o pr opagate their /enormous- .power .In: compar ison with that 
.-.of the . elassical. deitiesl-' especially of Giva. / ' The.- votaries 
of those local, deities.- increased.' in -mwaber and., formed a 
united front against .the votaries, of .Siva’as, represented; by- 
ChandO j Dhahapafi; and- 0 handraleetu of the:Manasa* Chandx I 
arid GItala Kav^ras; respectively* ^ .7 7: . v.--;
7 7 : It is..yery significant .that;Mariasa- is nowhere' -referred;-,
to as worshipped in; the form :of an icon and that the actual 
identity of the images . hitherto .-described . and. catalogued as
1. Chapter VI* • 7 .
•Manasa is,. siil;l ;uncertain.' The; v/orship of* a ' local, deity in -the 
.form: of ,a'n ieoh.is rather .unusual in India* .’ for.-such a deity./ 
is often symbolised by a shapeless piece of stohe. .The;.; . : ; 
images in question cannot he those of a village deity. M t  
is most lilcely that they were, carved, for .temple, worship
a worship, which, would not he . expected, in -the. caseiof •Maiiasa'.
: " 'd't t" , Vor';lOth"d>  ^ ■’
in such' an.early period ap the 9ti/cehturyy to/which some of
the images date hack.VpThe dhyanas and de.sorisons of ' .
Manasa v/hich-conform to , tlie^image's in qruestioh- in some.
respects were composed in; terms of these image s': which were "
then .utilised as symbols o f :Manasa. in some places because
snakes appeared in them. r /pt;t' b.. • d  ^ . . ; ;•/;
'• ■ Various elaims'>have;;/been;put forward by -scholars on v ;
the heredity of, Manas av- . They.nhave . suggested that/ Manasa; . '■;/:,
had her /origin'/.in Sarasvati Jahguli * vPadmavat 1; and '.other • i //
goddesses,, The.^ evidence cited,by, ;them-is /.not. convincing;/-p f
and: we have; concluded that Manasa; originated- independently ash
is evident from the' Manasakayyas' :and other literature and. .
from, the . reiigiou/s;. ceremonies ..performed in dier honour*^ .;
.. .1 . The' rites /and' ceremonies 'connected, with Manas front
1 • Supra, p p ,392 - 33 3 
 2* Supra, pp. 3^ -  376
-A>
'the?/earlie.sf .timesi e/the/ present;' .cLay arc ’/nunierdus and 
u/havp/itany/locU^^^ -a ■;caioefii.l..;:;ah'aiysi‘S>' of : •
//these. rites/it;.i s . / c ;ihat.• the;; rites/which are., observed 
; /how/; are..more/^.or^idss . similar to' those Outlined in^the .poems-* / / 
/The/; methods :end; p  lace s. "of; the worship yof/.Manasa* the 'days. - •//. 
; \ of .heii/wprship.j^  ^the phie st ly ,fdhoti ons. ;^  saorifiqhl > 
//pfferli^s/ahd^ Vin/Behg’al^ Tripura*-.
"'Ass:ani;/and/Bihar ;'shpW..‘t;]b;at-ith been p3?actised
. ■ :/f o r many:oe'hturie the' importance ! of; ;t3ie. cu.lt/ ■ in;/;' v
/reiigion> /thepphihcipal/iegend;/of/Mahasa/ serves, as "an object 1 
; ,/of foik entertaimeiif/in -various w a y s / ; ./••/•.' ; /// ■
//;': ./ The : replaoemeiit/ of agriciiitiirai/.economy by /industrial ■
// ;e:ebn6my--viiiburban-ylndia'- - a/ substantial change , i n ; • *
. /■occupation* . -This/, change.. has; -to; some /eSt/ent ./affected ail V . / 
///•the soci'al/rgrpups/in;their/.booial order and out 1 oolc*' ; As : a .
/ /result/the ;traditiphai way of/living' based on; simplicity ,. . , / 
/:/vbhd/./sihcerity' '.hastgo /a Significant change.* / The
/ ol d methods -/of/ ehtertaihment,: which/ape/ the/ prbducts of the / "/■'
• masses,; /and of ten sponsored by,the/ village. landlords * iiave 
been replaced by moderii methods of entertainment such as 
//the;/cinema/and/the.atre*// /Thus/ ihemrban/.culture is more 
/hand■;mope/affectihg/the ;'uhspph'isticated-rural'-\dulturei/ /;■ ’■ /.1 -
1. Supra., pp. $0\
The community life of the: simple villagers 'Is/ now: In  ;
.danger .;.//,- A/similar //influence has been. felt/b;y/vfolk”
. t religion. / ,/Thi s . chan g e i n  ' the economic order which has 
.. ./brought /about changes: in the methods: of life such as , 
shifting1 the. fpcus of life from the '‘villages to the towns 
. and /cities-,/.has forced the popular rites and beliefs into 
the. background* ..and .many/ of them have died''out;/-1 : ■
In such/ circumstance a,/ it ./may/be. asked;^ what will be the, 
future; of the cult "of Manasa. / The: answe r is /a ve ry sad, one.
/ It seems that/" thi'ey/.g'p'dd0 ss - ‘will-* vdie within, a century/ or so. /
;• ;Shthusi.asmf or / hea& worshiptlsf• gradually/;pasisi-ng' away* ; and: r /. 
/ is .mostly cpnfihed/ to -the/Zuneddcated- villagers* who, •still-./;
. /Have some,/faith//in/her practical /utility; /^toong /the ■/ //•/••; .;.
e duo at e d he r wo r ship.is more : or less convention^ The goddess /
, who had her origin in fear* will/not be propitiat ed when /-. .
the peo.ple. ih general obtain /effective/;m 0 dicihe/ .against shake 
/ bite . ./Such, mediciiie is already; in use’ but,-it/ is not alvmys / / , 
effective. / Moreover/ the availability/of. anti-venom/seruii ; >  
in the villages /and/ its cost .still, stand/as. a^/.^reat...hindrance/ 
.to the use of it. ./ As the weil-tb-do city people obtain the 
advantages/ of modern/medicine* they care little, for/Manasa, - 
; But' as long as/there;/is/no anti-venom serum .available .in the, // 
villages, .the; goddess will/ be,/propitiated by/ the: villagers/, />
’/ With- the /spread/.of education - and. /scient if ic medicine,. however *
she will become obsolete* Unless India goes back to 
the-social structure and the pattern of life which she 
.had down to the early 2 0 th century, the future will 
probably alloy/ little room for popular religious rites 
and beliefs. ‘ ' „ ■ -
Though we "apprehend for.the’ future of the cult, 
it may y/ell be that those parts of the narrative poems 
of Manasa.which are rich in human and moral elements - 
the ideal of chastity,, strength of character and purity . 
of iife - will remain forever as a source of joy and 
inspiration. More than two thousand years have passed 
since the epics were composed,.but still our village 
..people sing the more moral parts of the Ram ay ana and 
the Mahabharata. Similar is the appeal of the character 
of Behula of the Manasakav.va to the Bengalis. •
A .  A  l i s t  o f 1 t h e  M a n a s a m a n g a T  p o e t s  , 
bengaIi ■■:■-,.■ .
|l»T4eam*wate*zic*i«i*»w« *
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  p o e t s  a r e  k n o w n ,  t o  h a v e  w r i t t e n
■ ^  ■' i
M a n a s a  p o e m s . .  . T h e  l i s t  i s  b a s e d  o n  t h a t  o f  D . C . S e n ,  - 
w i t h  a d d i t i o n s .  T h o s e  p o e t s  m a r k e d  w i t h  a n  a s t e r i s k  
a r e  d e s c r i b e d  b e l o w . .  -
1 . Anup Chandra. *1'8 . Dvija BamsTdas
2 . B alar am Das,
...’ •1?* Dvija .Hari Dam
3. Ballabha Ghose . 2 0 . Dvija Hriday
Ij. 9 . Bamsidhan • '■ 2 1 . ' Dvija Jay Ram
' 5.. Banamali . *2 2 . .Dvi j a Rasik Chandra
"*6: Banesvar *23. Gangadas Sen
7. Bardhainan Das 24. Gobinda Das
8 . Bijay • . " 25. Golak Chandra
*9. Bijay Gupta . - • , 2 6 . Gopi Chandra
-1 0 . Biprad*as • 27. Haridas
1 1 . Bipra iTagannath *2 8 . Hard Datta
1 2 .. Bipra Janakiriath. 29. Jadunath Pandit • *
13 * Bipraram Das • . *30. Jag am oh an Iyiitra
H i . Biprarata Deb. . 31. Jagannath Sen;
13.
• ■} ’ ■
Bisvesvar 32. Jaga.t Ballabha
1 6 . Chandrapati 33.- JanakTnath Das
If. Dvija Balaram •, . 34. J aydeb Das
i ■ i ■ "iff 1 «i— if • i — — tiTTrT-iiifii l ii i iif I ■ i i ii hi i .
1 . Sen, H.B.L.L.,pp.277^294.
35.. Kamal Narayan 47. Ram.Ghandra !
36. Ravr Karnapur 48. .Ram Nidhi. - ;" :
37. .Krishiiananda • • 49. Ramdas Sen
•CO M adhu sud an De *50* Ram j lb an
39. Nanda Lai 51. Ramakanta
40. Narayan 52* Rati Kanta Sen
$i+l. Narayan Deb "53. Sha slit hb ar S eh ♦
42* Pandit Ganga Das 54. Sitapati
43. R adha Iir i shha • * * 55. Sudam Das
.44 • Raghunath 56. Sulcavi Das
45. .Ra Ja Ra j s imha 57. Sukha Das
46 * Ram Binod "58. Vishnu Pal. • *
12th~13th centuries
.  \
1. -Ilari Datta - He is believed to be the earliest known 
poet of Manas aka vya* Reference'to him as the first, poet
to write .on this theme is made in the version, of Bijay. Gupta; 
• None of his manuscripts has been found*- Only-'a few of .his 
poems, bearing the bhani ta * the name of the poet, in the 
final couplet of every poem, are found in the versions of 
later poets* His poems have been found in Mymehsingh which
tempts us to think that he was. ;probably an inhabitant of
,. • ' ' • 1 ■ 
this district. He has been to the 12th or 13th century*..
15 th century
2. Bijay Gupta - One of the greatest and most popular 
poets of Manasa, he lived Gaila (-phullasri) ill Bakarganj 
and was. a Vaidya. Prom his own account it is known that „ 
he wrote poems in the 3aka year 1416 (a *D.1494)' as ordered 
by the goddess in a dream* His version has been published 
•ip.various editions.^ *
3*., Bipradas - Four manuscripts of this poet1 s. work have 
been found in the villages Dattapukhur and (Chota) Jaguliya 
in 24”'Furganas.;. According to. the text he was an inhabitant 
of H'adudya or Badudya near Batagram and belonged to a 
Brahman .family* ' He "wrote’ his‘ poems when he- was asked in .a ■ 
dream by the- goddess herself in Vaisakha of the :5aka year 1417 
(A.ii.nm).2 , ...
4* Narayaii Deb .;- He is' the most popular poet of Manasa in
east Bengal and in some parts of Assam especially iii the
.district of Mymensingh*. He was a ICayastha and lived .in the
.village of Bor'gram injivlymensingh* His ancestors had migrated
to this village.Cfrom west Bengal* His version also exists in
•a few editions* An Assamese version1 of his poem has also
been published. He,has been assigned to the latter half of
3the 15th century or earlier*.f
1* Bijay Gupta, Op*cit•,Ed.Das Gupta,?«, Introduction,*
. .Bhattacharya,, B.m Tk .I*., p p .238-249;Sen.H.B.L.L* ,pp.278-283*.
2* ; ..Bipradas, op^cit,, Intro, pp.1-5^ Bhattacharya, B.MoKoI*,pp 
249-253* /; “ . .
3* 'Sen, HoB..L.La ,pp.283-2875BHattaeharya, B.M .K.1^,pp.227-25 8; 
Narayan Deb, qp..ci'±.. -Intro, pp. li|.~30; Bipradas, op.'cit..
. 'Intro., p . 1 7 *• ?, ■
century
7 5*’- Gaigadas ;Sen- - He wasfan - tf-tlie; village : •' 7
; . *bf >Diniddp:X'Presen^ Jiiihradd. Jfih; the' district ;of Dacha*! 1
. His version has' not. been publishede^ ;:v7': .7 . I;':--- h 7 '.7.;-7 .'-'7 7 -:7;
" -' v 17th.rcentury*::.'•••H>' :' h  V .7 7 ;p -'.it7  y ’-V 7 >’ 7 7 ; 7' 7 /7; ■ . ■•• 7.
76>, Ketakadas^Kshemahanda; vlHeywas\;.^h;‘i.3ih-abitah^ . • Qf ■ west 7 ;•: v-; V,
- Bengal, possibly of Burdv/an« He is believed to have . - ' ■ ;k' ; • ;
. ,y been' a, Knyastha.7 ; He 7flourished, in . the middle .of ; the 1 7ih 7 ^>7^7 .•
7:" y centui^yo He-was./the only popu 1 ar poet of Manasa iivwest ;. 777'y7
: Bengal* . 7 Several ^ manuscript s/.. haVe beenfbund .from'different-:' '
/. - places, and a.-few have, been- edited* 7 Scholars- believe: that!
. different poets existed bearing, 'the same, name, K sh e in an and a *:2 7V *7
7 7 ,7 ' 7* dagaj jiban; Ghosal A'hrahmanyof 7the 7 village Kuchiyamora^, 7y7V
7k: 7 which' is now l t  the Purhd:a: distribt -of1.Bihar*. ' He v/as t h e . 7; ;>
.7.=, only thoroughly represent at iyb nqfth Bengal vi?oe.t,, : He; has-..7 .
■’7 7  , been1'assigned to .the middle of the 17 centhry./^; 7 7-7 7 . 7 7 7 ,7.
"/ 8 * Bam si das — He. was born in the village7of -Patuarl: in 7 '' ' 7 ;
.; .hishorganj •hubd'iyision .of - Mymensihgh, ,of slx .miles west .of A;V:7
7.7 , the birth place- of Narayan .B;eb>  ^ 7He!.w.as7d Brahman bearing , 7 - .7
,1 the. surname. Ch.akravarii*. 7 .He3i;sq also .-Imown '.as,--Bam^vad'an' ;r7 ; •>
. . or' Dvi j'a Bamsidas * He i;s"' dated’ to ' the second half '• of the ; 7
■; 1 7 th. century* .His version /has -been published several 7 - ;7 ' >
,1* Bhattacharya, • B*M*K*j* ,pp • 25'2—253 •; •- 7 7 7 ’ 7 • • 7 .7 7  7
. 2*. Sen,HoB.0L 0L »-7 pp28B-292";Ketakadas-, op *clt* 9Intro*pp • 1718;/ . .7
'• ~ Bhatt acharya•B*M*IC1*I pp • 2 6 2 -2 6 8 ; fi ip r ad as > bp* c It' * > Intro i, 7
» ' • ■ • ■; ’ n  iiinixn i.imn ti j m  f  ^  J **■» . r . . r t* n ^ i B m * n m n w w i r 9
■ 7" pp'ol3^15-*- , '-'v.;..' 7!'7/7 -,p ;*■ 7-./7- V \ 7  7.7 ■ -7- ,;.'7‘
■ 3*7 Bhattacharya, B*MQK*I.**pp*268^286;Bipradas, •■op.cit* I n t r o * :.
. : 7' pp *2 0 ^ 2 1  j lagaj jiban, ■ op * cit -..',1 ht ho •* pp. • l h - l S h * ■7. ‘
- 7 7  :7:-,; 7 - 7 , ' 7 ' : 7 d h :3:7; v 7 7 v ‘7 ;’::-i ' t.-:7-7;:7.:7 ' 7 7
editions.^ 7 , , . 7
9* Kalidas - ‘ He belonged to, either Birbhum or Burdwan.'• as. 
is evident from the place names of his version 6f.‘ the story,
apparently located in these two districts* :He wrote his:
— '7 7 2 ' ' ‘ ’' : .
Manasakayya in.; 1697* ' 7 '
10. Shashtliib’ar. Datta - He was probably an inhabitant
of Sylhet and a. member of the Vaidya caste* He has been
assigned to the latter years of the 17th century*. . His
manuscripts have been published from Sylhet*
1 7 th-l8 th centuries* , 7 77 y .. • / .
ii*7 Vishnu' Pal •- He was gn djnhabitant. .of west, Bengal7•
and his :;manuscripts have all been collected from west
Burdwan and Birbhum* . . According to local . tradition he
belonged to; the potter caste* His version can be dated in
the 17th or 18th century..^ 7 . 7 ;
18th, century* 7 7 .7 . . -
12.*. Ram jib an /His', full name was R am jib an Bhatt acharya • V
Vidyabhusan• ; He wrote his Mahsasakavya in the Baka year
1625 (A.1D* 1,7 0 3 )•: He lived in the village of. Banskliali
■ . • ' • a ■ ' . . .
in the district of Chittagong* : . . •
 “I^ YHri'f-lfr-mTiTf fr "Y— rr—iTt—T-rm f  r  ITT mrrtrr* *nfr- *~i ■r *i*niinT*n w‘-nrintt1ifl»-*^— tf m<fW 11 Jtlui II
1* Bhatt acharyaB*Ivl.K,I*7 pp. 255-261* •
.2* , Bhatt acharya, , B-..M*K„1.7 pp* 261-“262.
3* Hbid*,7PP *! 286—303*i 
4* . Bipradas.,;; pj^*cit*, ' Intro., pp* 9-13; Bhatt acharya, B^M.K^I * ,7
pp.308-311.7 “ ” ■
AUf .t , A n- K- J-./b h  de>3'm -
S i s
13* .Slt’ararn- Das - He -was' an inhabitant of./ west, Bengal. . . 
His version called KamalakTrtan'or Kama 1‘amanga 1, was 
. composed, .in; 1708* . '
14* Bane^var Ray - He belonged to, west, Bengal. ■. His. 
narrative, was written in 1719* .His own account states
that he was born in Raipur and-lived, in Ghampakpuri. •
 ^ t . 2- ‘ '■■■■ - - : :7
These places cannot be located with; certainty*.
15« Jiban Krishna Maitra - He belonged to the Varendra 
Brahman family of the village L’ahirip’ar'a in the district 
of Bogra. . He wrote his Kavya in 1744* . ' .
18th-19th centuries . ...
16* .Dvija Rasik - The full name of the poet, was Rasik 
Mi$ra*‘ He, was an inhabitant of west Bengal. . He has- 7 
been assigned to either the last years of the- 18th century
■ • • • 1 . . 7' • -
or the 1st quarter of the 19th*
’ 1 9 th century 
17* dagamohan Mitra - He wrote his Kavya in 1844.
18. Dvija Knliprasanna - He was an, inhabitant of the 
.village Mallikpur in the district; of iessore,. ■ His full-’
; ,nam e . wa s . K*a 1 i pp a s a nna B a n do pa dhy a y . His-' ve r s ion Y/as 
written in i860. ' 7- ' ' , . 7
1* Bipradas 4  ojp.cit. , Intro*, pp.* 15-16.
2 . Ibid* o p. TS7™Bhattacharya , B.M.K»I 0 PP*311~313.
3* Ibid. pp.* 25-26; Bhattacharyay B.M.Ki I. 7  pp*304~5Q7*
4*‘ Ibi dv,_.p.l6 ; B h a t t a c h a r y a B.M.K.I* 4PP*307-308*
5* Biprad.as.s7op#_c_it. s Intro. sp*29; Bhattacharya, B.M.K.I.,p.- 
7  313." ' - ~  “  .
6 o Ibid*.,;. Bhattacharya, B'* M . It * 1.7 PP * 3 13f * . . '
. .',j9 /.ICusa~ (•■•Kus-ala).\ D eb&al. - He wrote His Iiavya. in 1869 .A 7 7
:203 7.0hait anyadas 7Mand al/;, - He ' wa s an inhabitant of 7. 7 , 7. 77
Banlcairi in- - •Mahbhum'*: district.’- .Bihar 4 ;77ilis VICavy-a''.:W.ab • • 7 -. 3,,.;;
‘written 13x7 1 8 8 1 . ^ 7/ His ' vers Ion .;was: - $ubiished'' four: times i .
-lastlyyin 191ft =•■ 777.77 7:'/ 7 - 7 7' 7 7 7 .' ' ■ “33., -7 . i-7y:v7/7':;
•21, Radlianath ]Ray7^ ~ He telonged to Sylhet and 7 . 7
:?;wrote,his narrative in 18823^ y.; It: was 7publi'slied i n , 1912 7 ,- . - 
..^ roitf/'Syiiiet*r?773 77 37-77- ■ •";;7'' 7 7’V" 7 7 :'3377.; 7;. 7 "'7' 7 •/7: 7 
2 2 «7. . Maheschanclra Das /Dei;. V  7-He?wrote, his. ICavya in 1882.^ .7 ;
; -2 Q.th centuryv 7 -A-./ 7 ‘ 377:' i;;/’/- 3 7 7 - 7 7  7 7:73'.’7777 7-3 -77 • \7 ' 7" '77 ; ’ ■
3 2 3 7 7 :. Gobinda /ChandraySimha77.r7 He lived in the village of -7 '
7ftsi la* under / R a jmahal. subdi yi si oh in the 7 Sant al P argahas’*- ’,
He wrote his narra£i-ve7in 7B:.Q-i'. 131-27('A*D;#iSQ.jr).j: which was 7
/published i n '19324? -x7.:" 7733377 '7-77- 7.-7;: 7 7 7 V '/3. -7
'7;V 7 y&qbindaV^^ Simlia was the, last:-Manas a .poet known
;t63us3to’ white' a ICavya i n f  he /traditional, style: but a /few
modern Bengali/poets' have dealtiwith the , theme, either . in full 
;Vor3ih7part- in /a cpntemporary7maimer ‘777 .fhei'seinclude: 7  , 7:
Gharu ‘ Sila/.Deyi 7 ICail Idas' /Ray,/ Kumud Ranj an Ma;l Ilk, B .B 
Das.. Gup fa3 . and ; others* .Rreduent,^reference's ;fer7B,ehula occur 7
■ ih^the.poems of/Mbanahahdd 7l)as^ '. - 7 ,77-77- 7 7 ' -' ... T7 -
. l * j i  m * i- m * - tr r r g i ^ * y ^ 4 v * L * r^ fT T r T v r ^ f t H 4 T f J->T » j * A T ^ ^ T * i i u i m 3 iTr n i r T , ^ M -  ,, , ,  „  , ,  , m
'■■/I. Ibid;7:7 '-7 - - \- 7 / - ", -, 73 :'7.- 7  .- . 7 7 *'■' ■
i '[ K v 1- “ ’ ’ '■ ’ ' ' 1 ‘
72. '7 Ibid. v • 7 . 3 - : 7.: ■ :7. 7-/7 ;--7 7 - ■ 7 - ■' - 7- ■ . - . . ■ ; . :
7 3 * : Chaitanyadas MandalyManasatManga 1,(Pub7by)Datta9D.G-.!7'-;77 . 
\"h,7.pi'prad-as ,7.bp.-.'.clt ;•,. 1 ntro,•':',.pi29 ;.Bhattacharya7 'BtMoK.I. p 314* 
7.5> , R'adlianath-.:Ray• .Ghaudliurl^Padmahurah > (-Pu'faby)Ray-Ghaudhuri, D .:N 
/ 6* v Bipradas 9 op.cito ?Intro> 9p429«. : T"° "777-77 7 .7 .. •,.
,.,7. ' Gobind Ghandra ' Simha?SrTmanabamannal Dhmraball'(Pub «by)
S arkar 9 K iB'-. .>i;nt‘r‘Qduet i ont. 1 '
It .oan be;inferred .that a vast- literature grew up 
in Bengal' centred on the goddess Manasa;* Besides, these 
. long, narrative . poems which were planned; by the.-authors. \y
themselves in such a way as;> would/enable the?professional 7  '
singers to sing them part by part- on ..consecutive. days* 
many dramas;/were-' .written on. the. theme /down to the. first ///
quarter of. the/present century*^ ' / The /performance - 'of 
these dramas by villagers was-.very common in former days . / .-/
ASSAM ' ■  v ' .-j ■ ' % *
1« Manakar / v/;He . was one of the . early poets of , Assamese ./
- literature9.'/.and has/been assigned to, the. 1 5 th of 1 6 th. 
century* He/was; probably/the .contemporary-of -King VisVa- • 
Slmha of Iiama|ra ‘(-Igl^ -isftft)/ who has, been identified with .
/the King of ICamata and dalpesvar to whom the. poet paid 
■homage at.the beginning of his writings*^
2*. Dufgabar; ^ /The , exact place, of; his birth .cannot be; ' 7/- 
located with; certainty btit it has been suggested that h e /  
belonged' to Hajo in the district of Kamrup as his version 
is. widely popular in that area and his manuscripts/have :;
been found there*;'. / But; though'he. is supposed to-have been ;
1 o , Sarat..' Kumar .Sen, .Bhasan Ya.tra Ba Manasa-Mahgal. Git abhinay;
6th' edxtloii,Calc.utta',; _B v S 826;P§nch'ahan- Ray Chaudhuri>;
? . 'Manas a-M'ahima: ((H t abhi nay J”, 2rid editi6n;CalcuttaPB 0 S * 1/516 :/ 
: . Hara Nath - Vasu ,, Behula, Calcutta « B,S*13174; '■ 7; A,/-./ :
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.' Numeral gi ven ; above is the number/ number s. of 
• informant/iiiforrnants. ,
Besides the names d escribed above * Manasa i s.. known 
and/ worshipped under, the. following’ names' in■ different
districts.
ll Bankura 
2* : Birbhum;
3 ° .Burdwan
ft. Hooghly .
5* Howrah - •
6. J alpaiguri 
7 * 2ft~P arganas:
' •;/ ••Kalainav (.1),, Vasuli (/l ) ? SimhavaMni/,(
. , ' /Cliintamani. (ft),;HamsavahinT ( f t ) : ■ /
' Bagh ( 2.) 3 „ Duloraina ( 1) ? Mangal , ; / .
, ft.-yChandl (l) ? jagatmata (l)>ADivani. (l)
, Didlthakrun (l) 9 Patalkumari (1) / /"
: ■. B a s ant akumarl. ( b  ? BadmavahinT (1:). / /ft 
Jhamkesvarl or J'hanklai (5).?Brahmani (3ft 
Jaga11 ( 3) p ICanai Chandy (2) , \ • . \. ft.
- Panchkuli (1) j. ■ PItamvarl (l) V Banlcu- /;
/,. marl (1) 9 Mauli * ( l), Gachh Pu ja. ( l) >
ft? / Panchan an (l) ? Dharmaraj (l) * 
Vishalakshmi (l) • •
• Jaguli. (l)? Sarpamata (1.), ■ 
"Panchadevata 
: 5ravanl vr at a (1), Bhadai vrat a (1).; .
/ Chehgamur i kanl
•The numeral given in the- bracket is the 
number/numbers of informant/informants 
testifying to the use of the name in ’ • 
question* . ' / ■ ■ •
6■ ; A  table of equivalent. English months .in r elation, 
to our months . A >■' A/ ■ A' /; -A • ..
..Vai sakh-a* ..... © • <* © * «April wM'ey
/ : Jyaishtha.«’• •-* • Msy*”*tlure ■.
■ .A.shadha...«o. ©. c.. © *.-o^ « . «.. *. *».. .June’“•July
brayana.. ... ...... ...».«* «.. ....... JuiyaVhigus t.
,. yBhadra.. . 4 .  .A.-. • A.-4ft.y...' ./.August ^ September 
: Asvinav*,.;* .A..-. *•S.ep’tember.-0ctober
4/ /IQrtika • •. .,.4>A.4... <>.A..;. 4.4 . •  October ANoyember. ;
■A-- A ;ftgrah,ayana; or' .Margaslrsha# • .NoyembbrADecember
Pausha* i ..4 4 .  ............DecemberAFanuary.
fty... 'Magha..A* Aft.4 *. .4 .4A...A* • •. .4 V. Jahuary™Pebruary 
A. Phalguna.......4 •,. • .. A..4 •. . 4 . -4. Pebruary^March.
, Chai tr a • o.. »....«.......... .fearchvApnl
Each of these/months, ‘roughly covers the days starting 
from, the middle .of one English month to the middle of 
the next .one,. e.g;/,. Vaisaldia (jaiddle of April ,to: the. 
middle of. Ma$). ?. Alt.-is to be noted. that the. unified 
-National Calendar' of India'based on theV'.0aka'Era has 
hot been/used ih bur work, though it has come into 
force from March 22nd, 1957.- " : . . AAA-
■‘;ft//ft///; A f t - A f t
ftb* /-ft Specimen of..a-completed .questionnaire/ translated. ,.
■ I*.!**-1 u iw L i..'wJm w i»»nw tw jiT v jw *«< taM .'.F «T T b t> tu iM Uiiij»a to jlg ir tifa B u ii i ■ ■ r* ■ lwiln n L L l ^ . J » T U U -1i ■■ n  m m  r lfiCHI)m W AH1riUJiCUritv«nwm>4*''i*  f i u .^  M»T*
/ ■ from ■ Bengalis :: -.ft ft / f t f t f t f t f t .  ; •: "ft/ ft’/ ■ .. "ft" ft/ / '. -ft ■; /-■ ‘
ftftft'ft/-. »Cft'/^ft‘’?'ftft;x-'''■ a ^  '■■•// /ft/' ; L.NoVift* ■ . f t
ft/Place^ of/informationr:';-..ftft ■/ '..'AMraV'Bist.Bdntora- ' ■ ,  ft; 
/Name and' Address of. informanti- •■; G-auranga .Mahanti,Headmaster,,
y'? , ;. ? A -Aft-/?,,/a ; - ; ft’..ftft/}Ahdf a.H School, ft \ /ft
■A ft /: , ft. -Aft - a ■ ft''. V  /^... ,A- P;..O.Ahdra,.xBank:urai - ft- a ' :
1 • Wh at. p er cent age of t h e . population -worship .Manasa in?./ /
■ ; . your .locality?; . f t  "•' a ' .A/ "ft -ft-
/ ft,2ft- 'ft Is; .she wofshipp'ed';vfamily«wise • or by f he; /community in. . ../ft/
'ft.;. • a- public place?"';' ft ft-- /ft ft./ft/ ft/ft ft ./ft,//ft "ft"-? ft. A a  " . ft . ;/' .-ft"
A./:.Both; are current* A  . f t f t/ft/? ft . ft. • /:’■ 'g • •
3« . WlLich. -section \df the Hindus: .worships . her'- widely? . v 
■ ft.// . All classes of the Hindus worship her© • : ft//: ft/ / ft •.
A k* Is the worship conducted b y  a/Brahman priest or some
other priest among the lower classes? A ..; / - ' / .
•ft The priestly, .function/of the /upper/classes/ is, performed 
/Aft/? //.by/the Brahmans,' whereas theftldwer classes have their 
ft /ft:/ • own priests•/ . A . ,ft - ft// / ft. /ft// ft ft/ " ft,?// .' ' ft/.
5*, is/she worshipped' ‘in'‘the. ;f ormftof an image, o.r a, pot?’, ■ 
Both; are current * .
Av 6 fe Are stone symbols u'sbd in herworship?•
They are current in some places® - . . .
7 *-”//,Vllhat‘-,<are • the . materlals . requiredft for her worship?,
. " Fruits,.; swe et s', sunned rice,., curd, ■' mi 1 k h o n e y ,a • -.
A- ft \plantain, = betel, bete 1 -nut,.'a twig of sij , sandal. 
Aft A paste ft, a p1 e c e.. of cloth, twigs of five trees,' five: 
.. kinds of .powder, vermilicnft.incenseft.-fragments of a 
ft . ft. res in and; a . dr awing, of e i ght liagas ? made of . r i ce . -
• . 8*.' What, places is .she worshipped in ..(.e«go: under a tree 
A ; ft etc4 )? .  'ft ; ft ft,. ft- A :• ■ - .ft ..
Either in the shrines'of Manasa or . under* the sin .■
. . tre.es© :. ft ? , . •' ■ ■  ft ft : • ... / ft'- / 'A ft. 1
. 9®. ' Is' there -any animal sacrifice before the goddess?':
Goats and pigeons, ape sacrificed*•,= ft a ; , ■ ft ft;,; , 
I e ‘'there-.;:any. worship: of .-shakes besides.; iiahasat ft.. '
Along, with, Manasa snakes afeftpfopitiated*,, vftftft 
.What afe. the dates of worship? , ftft' .A •:; ..ft ■ ?a-".a-
; ft D as ah a r a ;in Jyaishthaft, .Nhgapahchamiv,. in'Ashadha, • ft
•ft’ft: ft ft last; day/of^ .Sravana, of ..Bhadra and.ftofftAsvina*. ft.
'’12*';,, Whatft i'sftthe Mantra?' /-ft: •..? .. /.ft- /•' ft'.."/--, ft . A.-Aft!u "ft- .
. . on deVimambhamahinam, sasadharaVadanam .charukantim ft,:.
A ., ftA '-■ vadanyam hamsarudhamudaramaruni t avas ahaim; barvadamft.
‘•A " * - ' ft A \  p >. ' ° ' • - '.*/•- ' . '■-‘v " •/. /• ft., . v# V • .. -• •.
ft ft- smef af yam. mandl tahglm■ kdnakamahigkpairnagaf atnairanekaif
, 10
11,
ft. ■ ■'; ■ "ft- ■•' 1 ' ‘ ■' -ft ; ' ft A  ■ ; f  ft
vande vh a m . s a sht anaghmurdkuchayugal am bhogihim kamarupaiji //
1 3 * Is any religious vow (vrata) made at the time of her
- worship? A --ft.-. / • A. - y-A: ' .
' Yes* / k-ftyft * A; ft : 'V- ' : '■ A ' ' ■' ' -Aa V'AA a
Ik* Is there any performance of Manas a ; songs? . ' ' /.A
ft ■ Yes © A  ' ' - ‘ ; ft / . . • . • ' ft1
. 15 * Do the: snake, charmers ( Sanpuria) worship her? ; ..ft y
' • Yes*. ' _ ft ■' / • .ft ■ : . ■ ■■/.'. / ' : ;■ ft/.- ' ft . " ' .ft ’ "ft ■
16. What. As/are the /reason/reasons for worshipping-her? 
Freedom from fear o f ,snakes and for the fulfilment 
of any desire© .• 'A-.
1 7 ® ' Has any .image of the goddess unearthed in your place? ■
. Ho.o ft* ■a ;.--a : A ; ■ ' /-a  . . ' ■ . . .a 'ft. v •
18a . Is she worshipped by any other name?', ft’
She is worshipped ;by the" names Padma and'Vishahari* ft :
19®' Do the. -Muslims."worship .her?,-.. - A .• - 
"Noa.
Chart showing -■ ^ '■ W.tr^T-'EPlTt^.'JVf*- O' tf-rH '-PTfc.lT.W *-vrthe -. approxi mat e p er e e nt age. oBl ip
/ wor shippers! ni;^!^Bferent_diatlctsAoff' we-st'; Benggtl
.Name or.'-the" ■ p ' -p:'.; 
disteict
No!; oB let tiers 
. posted • 7";;-
No«> oBiletters ■ 7 
received'-- 7 .
Appro!.per 
ce nit age. oB 
w^ prsipipp^ er
■' •Banlmra. 1' ., !i-rr ' /63::;; : :'i;/7 7 .:■PV:';'9i..;3 p
. -2';'7 Birbhum ,. 7 ■ V■7:;7/^7--i7-7 '7 ;; ''\7' i,o7--;.-77v^ V86;!/-i
■ Burdwan •. B 7 g',., 7 73477; ii ii' 86 ,
!j! •. Coo.eh-Beliaii : • .! lip V:.!.;:7 7 • 6 -777 ir •;: ■ - 90. ' >
: 3o ; D ar j e eli.iig ;: 7 73i77777 ■A'/' 3 0 V; :
.6 9. llooghly- ' i •. : V '9i;i7- •
777 Howrah : 7 7.; :;V ■ [ ' ■ ^ ’ : V "%;■ \77\'i 77 ' 'i ; ; 9b; :
787 Jalpaiguri , 1 , 16 / 7^7-7 ;
I?- _Maida 7 77 ,7; 7“7p7 7 77;7-7/72d7. iiv p; 7g . - 68 v
10. . M.idnapur p •' v-i 77 7 7777 7'7‘7 i $ 2 7r, 89 7
ii. Murshidabad : 77 6r "7 777’77 777-7.25777 77 77 7:■■ 81
12. ; Nadia . • 7 .•.■! 7'7'' / 16 ' ' ‘v. : •i.v‘ 88 7 ;
13. ; • ■' 2if~Parganas.■ ' 7 - •CVvV/lwi2tf3p;. p:;:r^ l; :-7  7 88 ; '
lisi West; -D i na j pur ■
: : 3 0 7i7-7-7;'‘ ''..i'vX-Ivi :i / 77. 7
735\7':777i3?"■ 311 ' . ! • ■  :
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The Indian Antiquary, Bombay. ‘ ’
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Visvabharati Quarterly, Visvabharati.
Go List of Informants - '
' i n '— i i l i l in *  w  igj«mv Jf.r w i ^  * J W  m w m w u n m w
Letter No. , BANKURA ' _•■' .
1. Hari §adhan Mukhopadhyay, Vill and P.O. Kakatiya, Jr.
- High School Kakatiya. ;" , -
. 2 . .Rah jit kumar Bandyopadhyay, B.A.-, Vill • Bella, P.O.
Jaibedya. d
■3. "Ahanihhusan Sahu,' Vill.- Raipur, P.O., Raipur. 
k* Yarnini Mohon Panda Vill,. and P.O. Lolderiya.
■5* Sudhir kumar Haidar. Vill. and P.O. Birsingha, Banabirsingha 
•• V i dy amandir» ' • - ... ‘
d. .Surendranath Mandal Vill. Rajsol, P.O. Jajrpur, Jaypur Jr.
- .High Schoolo '
7«‘Parvati■Bhusan kumar 0 ViII. Vaital, P.O. Vaital.
8.-Dhirendranath Ohaiidhuri, Vill. and P.O. Bankadaha, Junior- 
. High School o ; .
9 o . Chi 11 ar an j an Pa.tr a, Vi 11 • and P.O. Jam j ux\i.
1 0 Radharamah Sarkar, P.O. Bi jpur, Bi jpur ; Jr. High School. 
li0 Sasanka.Sekhar Patra Vill. Chotakupra, P.Oi Ratanpur, Jr. 
High School.
12. Annada Char.an Bhattacarya-Vill. and P.O.- Panchal, Panchal 
High School.
0»“ .
13* Nityananda Gliose, Vill,.^ Madanmohft^ p<^ iito, Madaimoh^^Jr. High
Schoolo , . . ‘ .
.12+0 G.auranga Mahanti, Vill*...and P.O. Ahdra, •Jr. High School.,
■15* Bi'bhutlBhusari. 3De P.O. Bhagaldighi, Jr. High School.
16. Maniklal Singha, Vishnupur,Vangiya Sahitya Parisat.
17* Kamalakanta Chakravarti, Vill* Maulasol, P.O. Ludka,
Jr. High School. . •
18. Ramkrishna"Chakravalti,, P.O. Amdahl, Jr. High School.
19^ .Jitendra Kumar Saha., Vill. and P.O. Bamuntod.
20. Yamini mohon;Panda, Vill, and P.O. Guniyada, Jr. High School
21. Satyakinkar Barat. Vill. Shyarnpur, P.O. Saltoya.
22. Narayan Prasad Chattopadhyay, P.O. Bohar, Jr. High School. 
23*. Ramdas Chatterjee, P.O. Kerjakhra, Molebara High School.
21+0 Hityanaudaptir Jr. High School. P.0. Nityanandapur„
25* Indra Narayen Ray, P.O. Raima, High School.
26. Joiindranath Banerjee. 'P.p. Ratra. P.'S. Indas, Bahalpur 
Junior High School.
27-, Anil Kumar Goswami P.O. Jayrambati, Ramkrishna Mission 
Sardda Vidyapith.
28. Gurudas Chakravorti Vill. and P.O.' Belut.
29. R.amkrishna Mission Vidyalay, Puru-lia.
. BIRBHUM .
1. Kali Sadhan Banerji Vill. Ha.isar P.O. Harayaupur, Junior 
High School. ;
2. Anulyakumar Thakur Vill. and P.O. Purandarpur,-High School.’ /
3* Gaura ..Gopal Ghosh, B.Ao , BoT. P.O. Ilambazar, Pli-gh’School 
A. Bhairabnath Sarkar Vill® and P.O.' Baliharpur, Junior High. 
- . School <> ‘ . -; ' ‘ • •
5o Ayas Junior High School, P.O. Ayas.
6. Niranjan Mandal, Vill. and P.O. Madhaipur,
Pallimangal Bidyalay. • • -• . \ ; . ;
7o' Satyanarayan Ganguli^ Vyakaran *$irthajP. 0. Rampur,Bishu- .
upur High. School. , v , ' . . -
8. Sanatav>y Mandal P.O. Deueha, Junior >. High” Schoo 1.
■ 9° Sour.i -Kumar Paul P.O. Satpalsa, Junior High-School.
10«, - Anadi Kumar; Gar'ai - P. 0. Hatserandi, - Junior High School. v
11. Manik Chandha'Bane^ ji P. 0. Kanachl ? Junior High School. ■
12. Shyamapada Mukhopadhyay P.O. .Kota,' Sirsa Sailajakauta J r - 
High School.
13® Ghittaranoan Mukhopadhyay B.A. Vill. Bajitpur, P.O.:Pathai 
Jr. High "School. ■ ,
1A* Sant.i Kumai1 Bane^ ee Vill ...'and P.O. Daksingram, Jr. Higli 
School. : ' ■ , .
13® Binoy Krishna D.atta Vill. Bagra Kanda, P.O. Ahamadpur 
Howrah.Anchal Panehayet. - .
16. Shyamapada Acarya, Kayya-Vyakarantirtha Jyotirbhusan 
P.0> Mahodariy tatinaypara catuspathi. .
17* Am ar. Singh a Dhar Villon and P.O. Lokpur, High-School., '
‘'18. ■ Sasauka-Sekhar Karmakar and
. Gauri Sa-ftkar Bhattacharya P.O. Dubrajpup? Sri Sri Sarada 
Bidyapitha.
19* Manik .Kumar Das? P«,0# Bosoya? Laha Nisparun Jr. High School 
20® Hiranmay Mandal Vill® and P.O". Smar Kunda* Jr. High School. 
21 o Arnbika Gharan Ray? Vill. Ratgada.
22. Balaram Bhattacharya? P.O. Puranagram, Heruka Junior High- 
School. ■
23* Achyutananda Chakravarti5*vVill. and P*Q. JiMA.S Junior
High School.. '(Kavya-Vyakaran tirtha'
2U. Jagatjihan Singha Vill. • an.d P.0. Kharbona.
2 5» S a s anka.Acharya y - Kavyat ir tha P P.O. B ar hr a, Navas au Juni or. 
High-School..
26. Mahadey Bhattacharya, Vill.. ..and P.O. Ganapur? Junior High 
School.
27* Sihakinkar Bhattacliarya Vill. and P.O. Bekhudiya,. Jay-
krishnapur Jr. School. ' ■
28. Sekh Altaf Hosen* Vill. Pandui., P.O. Gadgade■> Panrui Union.
Amjad Jr. High School.
29* $&kti Bose? B.A.B.T. P.0* Kirnahar, Tavapada Memorials
Girls* School. \
30. Samhhunath Baner;jee,? B.A., L.M.P.* Vill. Dahira, P.O. Jeire.
31* Chittaranjan Ray P.O. Bolpur (Nichupatti)
32 sl . Behendravi j ay Kavyatirtha. P.O. Popada-Sahapur? Jr., High
School. ,
* *
33° Yatindramohcw&Basu P.O.,Sattor, Vill. Jadahpur. ' ,
3h* Purusottam Ghosh, Vill. Beluti., P.O. Gharkalgram, Beluti 
M.-K.D.M. High School®. ' . ,
35* Ramranjan Chattopadhyay, Vill. Andranagar, Jr. High'
' '■ S c h o o l -■ .c ■ _ . ‘ v
36. Ananda Gopal Mitra* Vill. Penga, P.O. Prakurlias, Gonna 
Serandi Jr. High School.
37* Birendra Kumar Roy P.O.' Kasthagora, Jr. High School.
38., Ivladhusudan Garain P.O. Dubrajpur '
39- Prodyoijlmmar Mandal Vill. and P.O. Singi.
hO. Am.ita R.anjan Mukhopadhyay <> Vill. Bandhranipur P.O.
, Kuliyara. Bokpara Primary School. • ,
. ' BURDWAH , ; ;
1. Nimai t$&ncL Patta, Vill. and P.O. Falita, Jr. High School.
2. Krishnachandra Pal; Vill. and P.O. Masagram.
3. Nirmai Kanti . Ghosh Vill. Bamunia., P.O. Hijahra, Bamunia 
Jr. High School. ,
h. Bhahesh Chandra Ghakravarti, Vill..and P.O. Raidogachia.
5. Behhuti Bhusan Bhattacharya Vill. Anguna, P.0. Bedugram.
6. Munindranath Kundu Vill. and P.O."Kanchannagar, Dinanathdas 
Jr. High School.
7* Gauri Saulcar ■ Chattopadhyay Vill.,Ichapur, P.O. Baharkuli.
8.' Yamini Ranjan'Mandal,.M.A. Vill. Ita, P.O. Ksiragram.
9* Sihapada .Chat top adhyayj P.O. Laksinipur, >Via. Patuli,
. Laksmipuxv,Jr. .School. ,
6^2-
10. Chalu?endubhusan Ray, Kavyatirtha, Vill. Rharatpur, P.O. 
Silampiir. Silampur Jr. School.
Vill. and P.O. Bitra, Bitra Jr.. High School.
15♦ Dehendranath Rauth, Vill.® and P.O. Salmada.
16. Amiya Kumar Bisv/as,. Vill.' and P.O. Daminya Kair KauKar.
17* Jagahandhu Seth, Vill. and P.O. Pahalanpur, Rayna.
18. Mriha3. Kahti Bhattachar3ee, Vill. Bau Kapasi, P.O. Bazar 
Bau;Kapasi, Jr. High School.
19. Dihakar Singha, Vill. ani P.O. Sudpur. ,
20. (G-opinath Be, B.Sc. B.T. Gholohainar Jr. High School.
(Madan Mohan Kavya Purana. Tirtha
P.O. Chotohainan.
21. Kal-i das Bhattacharya, Vill. and P.O. Or gram. . d'V
22. Kamala.Kanta G-upta) Vill. Mithapur, P.O. G-uhagram, Mithapur
11. Headmaster, Purulia Jr. School, Vill. and P.O. Parulia
12. Chaitanyakali Chattopadhyay, B.A. P.O. Koyarpur.
13. Siihya Kumar Ray, Vill. and P.O. Si dr ai, Jr. School.
11+. (Sehh; Iihodanoyaj B.Sc.^ a¥4d
. ( Santi Kumar Pal, B.A. otmc£ 
Amiya Bhattacharya) Jr. High School.
23. Ramhilas Bhattacharya Vill. and P.O. Pasanda, Jr. High 
School.
24® Jyotsna Khasnahis, Vill. and d?..OP Amadpur.
25. Dharmadas Pe* Vill*, Nutangram* P.p. Haldi-naspara* 
Haldipara- R.C. Jr. High School. ■:
26*: RasaraJ G-oswami* Vill. and P.O. Anukhal* Jr. High School. 
27* Sailendranath Mukhergee* Vill. Tetulia* P.O. Bhita- 
'School.
28. Rajkumar &i?\* Vill. Dattapara* P.O. Kulingram* Dattapara .
Bhuvaneswari Jr • High School. . t 
29* . &ta4©^ s^ of’ Raimiagar^ e^^ ar^ 4n4^ ad±3 School j Vill. Ramnagaiv 
P.O. North Ramnagar. ' ,
30. Amiya kumarlDan* Vill. and P.O. Saranga. . ’
31. Kana^  Kumar Pal * Vill. Jagadagram, P.O. Panchkula* 
Jagadabad Senior Basic.* School.
32. B.Banerjee. , P.O. KalikapurVAgradurip Union Madhyamk 
Vidyalaya. .
33* D.Roy* Bajekumarpur Jr. High School* P.O. Ba;jekumarp£sini. 
•34° Sristidhar Smrititirtha* Kali.'Catp.spathi* P.O. Katowa.
... C00CH-BBHAR
1. Harinath Chaudhuri* Nilkuthi.
2. Iirishikesh Ghakravarti Vill. and P.O. Nigampur.
3* Baksir Hat High School* Vill. and P. 0., Bakshirhat.
Ip. Kamala Niyogi $ Sunty Academy.
5« Gaura Chandra Pal Vill. Ghegirghat* P.O. Deoyanghat.
6. Narendra^ ath Sarkar, Vill. and P.O. Earkodali, Barkodali 
-■ Jr. High School."
DARJEELING
- 1. Radharanjan Nath, Dumrigudi Junior- High School* P.O. 
Matigad'a. ' -
2. Sibamangal Te^ jari P.O. Tistabridge.
HOOGHLY ' ' . ‘ . V . 1 •
1. Narendranath Mukhaxgi, Baligodi Adhannani Vidyamandir*
P.O. Ba'ligodi.
2.. Anil Kumar Bhattacharya*. JagatpLir Jr.' High School* Vill. .
and P.O. 'Jagatpuri*- 
3* Headmaster* Bhuruluda Jr. High School* Vill. and P.O. : 
Bhurkunda•
Jamini K. Das* Jirat Colony High School* P.O. Jirat.
. M.A. B.T.
. 5° Haridas.Kar* Vill. Dhanyaghori, P.O. Bandar./
6. Satish Ghandra Ghose* Vill. and P.O./Nabakunda. •
7. Mrinal Kanti Basu^ Gourhati Haridas Institute* Vill. and 
P.O. Gourhati.
8. Saptakari P. Chatterjee* B.A. Vill. Gopalbati* P.O.
■ Kamarpukur. . ■ .
9* NIrendranath Chaki * Pursuda Jr. High School.* P.O. Pursuda.
10. Ekkari Chakrawrti* Vill. Ubidpur, P.O. KhanakuL.
11". .Bhupendranath Haidar* Mahanad Senior Basic Sc.hoo* P.O.
, • Mahanad. ‘
12. Sontoph. Kumar Kundu* Laksanpur.Junior High, Schoo* P. O. 
Laksanpur. . ' :
13. Dhanapati Mandal* Vill., and P.O., Alma* Akna Jr. High School
HOWRAH ' .
1. Subal chandra Mandal* Baidyahathpur Senior Basic School*
P.O. Baidynathpur. ,
■« ■ -i - _ ,. -
2o Vivekananda, Pal* Belari Vivekananda Vidyaman dir* Vill. and 
P.O. B&ari. . .
3® Kalipada Das*. Jagatpur Adarsha Vidyalay* P.O.: Vrindavanpur 
h.fAmjed All Selch* Vill. Paikpari* P.O. Ramchandrapur.
(Batakrishna,Chaudhuri'P.0. Gobardhanpur.
5® Paritosh Chakrayorti* Rayy-Vyhkaran Krityatirtha* Vill. 
and P.O. Radhapur. . ; ■ ,, , '
6. Haripada Maity* Vill. Debandi* P.O. Manikura.
7. Nikunjabehari Dhar Vill. and P.O. Arnta,. '.r-t
8. Satish. Chandra Sadhukhan*, Deulpur' High English School*
Deni pur • '• , * .- . •
9® Nagendranath Mandal* Joynagar Naskarpur P.O. Junior 
High School. ' - -
10. Sihacharan Santra* Vill. and1P.O. Kulitapara.
11. B ibhut i . Blius an Chakr ay ewfct i * ■ M. A. Jo yarlto 1 * ; P. 0. Gaiie shpur. *
- ; • ; Shyampur High School. ..
12. Mahananda Ghada*' Ekabbarpur Junior High School* P.O. ;
Jujusa. ' - .
13® *Yatindranath Patra* Vill. Baneswarpur* P.O. Anuliya. 
lh-.' Ashutosh Paladhi Vill. Singti * P.O. Singti Sibpur.
15° Sunil Kumar* <Jeti * 'Vill. Ghosalchak* P.O. Belkulai.
16® Hiralai Mallik* P.O. Beiapur* Caudanapara.
17o Banchanan Das*.Tetulkuli Jr. High- School* P.O. Makaddaha
. ... . JALPAIGURI
1. Padmalochan Ray* Vill. Salbari* P.O. Dhupgur.t.
2. Akshay Chandra Chakravarty* Satali Jr. High School,
P.O. Dakshin Satali.
3. Shyamapada Ghose, P.O. Baradighi.
h. Ray Dinanath Adhikari* Headmaster* Vhujaripara Moharchand 
Jr., High School*' P.O. Jalpeshmandir.
5* Krishna Kumar; Biswas* Headmaster* Vatibari Jr. High School, 
P.O. Vatibari*
6. Girish Chandra Sarkar* Headmaster* Baniapara Chourasta 
. . Jr. High School* P.O. Nathoahat.
7® Arjun Parikar* Headmaster* Chengmari Tea Estate High 
, School* :Po;0o' Sadhopur Chengmari.
8. Sudhangsu" Mazumdar* Headmaster* Manikgang Jr. High School* 
P.O. .Manikgang,. . •
,9. Phani Bhusan Bagchi*- Barabisa Jr. High School*' P.O. Barabisa.
10. Jjotirmoyi Datt.a* Palakata Girls* ‘Jr. High School* P.O. 
Palakata.
'11. Dilip Kumar Bhaumik*. Rajadanga P.M. Jr. High School
RoOo Mai. ' •
12o Umesh Chandra Ray.Suba* Vill. and P.O. Purba Duramari. '
13» Hari Dayal Ray* P. 0.. Daukirnari °
14° P.anchanan Singha* ,Mission School* P.O. Mai.
IS* Sumati Bikash Datta* Gajendr.a Bidya Mandir* P.O. Damdim.. 
16. Sudhir Ghandra Tagore * Ra jamohan Jr.. High, School * P. 0 •
G-omairhat. '• 7 ‘
? • * * • . '
. b MALDA- . ' . , b-7
,lo Subhehdumohctvt Balts 1 * "B.Sc.V M,A. *. ,B.0T. * Raygrain High 
School * P.O. Amriti '
2. Khagendranath Saha* Bishuupur Junior;..High School* P.O. ' 
Bishuupur. ,
3. Prahalad Chandra . Jha* Durlabhpur Jr. .High School* P.O. •
Sattari. : • :
,4? Ra jendranath ..Karmakar* Gob.indopara* P.0„ Malatipur. \
5® . Dhiren Das*- M; A • LL. B. 5 Makdhinpur. ' • .
6. . Krishnalal Sarkar * Kumbiiir a Jr.. High School-* P. 0. Sabdalpur 
,7® Jyotilal Misra* Vill .  and P. 0 . .  Ekvarna.: ' - .,
8. Bibhuti-'fehusan Mis^ ra* Akahda.. Badly a* S.G. Jr. High School*
• P.Oo Sahabajpur• . * , . '
. 9 •. IChagendranath Biswas * B. Com.^  Nalagola. Jr. High School * P. 0> 
Nalagola.' • b V  . '
■ ;  " ■  ■ "
10;. Hahekrishna Trivedi ? Sahitya Vinod? Mallikpara Jr. High
■ ; School ., P.O. Mallikpara»
11. Bidhuhhusah Ray? Rathhari Jr. High School? P.O. Birampur®
12* Monohar Mandal? Vill* Madhugnam? P.O. Mujapur. .
1 3 , 0 Arati Lai a? Aiho G-irls* Jr* High School? P.O. Muchiya.
14•' Sadarpur Junior High School? P.O. Ghancal*
15.- Mahmud--al"Hasan? P.O. Alinagar.
Biswanath Kundu? P.O. Mothahari. ■ '
Kalicharan Mandal
17* Shyamapada' Saha Ray? B.A.,?, P.O. Tulsihata..
\  \ \ ■ . 
18* Teachers .of--. Morahadpur' Jr. High School? P. 0, - Devi gang ^
19* M* Imdadur Rahman? Lakshmipur Jr* High School? P.O. Purha
Rahipurv ■
20. Ahdus Sam ad B®A* A.B.C. trained® .Sadlichak Jr* High
School« P.* 0 *; Kunedpur • •
, '■-A ' '■ ' MIBNAPUR
1. Ramkrishna Samanta? Kalai Orobardhan Jr. High School?
; P.O.;KaliHihanda.
' 2. Radhanath Maity?. B.A., Pindarnl Jr* High School? P.O.
Pindarniv-• > A'- . .
3* Subhendu Sekhar Chaodhuri? Vill. Arjuni ? P.O. Sadihat.
4® Rabindranath Bera? P.O. Laksi. .
5• B'asanka 'Selciiar" Singha-Hajari ? - B.A* B.T.^ Mahara jpur Jr.
High School? P.0®. Maharajpur.®
' : . •: ■ ■ • 5 £9 ■
6S Hrishikesh Mitra, Sj&Pd-P Kesaveswar Jx1. High Schoolj - P.O.
Sj&ipur .
7. Iialadhar Maliat - B.aligedya Jr. . High. School, P.O.. Baligedya,.
Via. ICesiyari'* ■ '
8. Haripada Mukhopadhyay, Nachipur,.Jr. High School, P.O. Nepura.
9. . - "• Anon- ~ Bathuyadi.
10. Bireswar Ghaudhur.i, Angu G-adadhar Jr. High School, P.O. • 
Anguao ,
11. Paresnath Ray,. Gohalpadga Jr. High School, P.O. Gohaldanga..
12. Mur ali dhar Mandal, Vi 11. Ral i n j a, P. 0, Pe.t ahindhi.
13• MadaVimohcm Samentia Vill. Baldrampur, P.O. Bandar. •
lb* Aswini Kumar Maity, B.A.,. Kukrahati Jr. High School, P.O.- 
Kukrahati. - ; 7.• •
15..Jitendranath Mitra, Vill, and P.O. Kalagram.
16. Jitendranath Maity, Vill. and. P.O. Darnya.
17o Byomkesh Pattanayak, Bakulda Jr. High School, P.O. Shyansun&ar-, 
. pur [Patna]» ' ; : '
18. Hil-r at an Mandal,' Vill. and P.O. Gaura, Daspur.
19. Shyamsundar Jana, Vill, Bhagihrahmapur, P.O. Bigha.
20. Hidarsan Chattopadhyay, MangruL B. b class HiE. School,
Mangrul • ' • : .
21. Yogendranath Kavyavyakaran Smrititirtha, Srinivas' Catuspathi 
and Srirampur JrY High School, Vill. and P.O. Srirampur.
5/0
22. Sri Ramtarak Panda, Kavya-Vyakarautirtha, Kantod Mahadev,_ 
Jr. High School, Vill* and P.O. Humgad* ■/
23; 'Alesay Kumar Mahat,* Patasimul S*C. Jr* High School P.O.
Beleberah, Jhargram*.- .
2h- Kartilc Chandra Be, Khasbad' Jr. High School, P.O. Khasbad. 
25* Bimalendhu Pahari, Kavyatirtha, Kali char anpur Bayamayi Jr.
High -School Vill• and P.O. Baudpur.'
26. Padmalocha^ Be, kSantra Kafflallochau Jr. High Schoo}., P.O.
Thasteghari ".;: " : - V
27* Rabindranath... Jana, Paukhai B.M. Institution, P.O. Paukhai.
28. Subodh Kumar. Maity^  Baratala Jr.. High School, P.O. Ramchak
29. Sonina th Bhattacharya, Kavya-Vyakarautirtha, Bhalhara Pagli- 
mata Jr* High School.
30. B* Dat.ta, M.A., Beshaprajv Higher Secondary School, P.O. 
Raiaichak. ' •
31 • Prafullgjkuma.3? Maity, B.A*., Vill. Barhat, P.O. Katraaaka.
32. B.K.. Manna, B.Sc. B.Trd., P.O. Bhimesvari Bazar.
330 Anil Bhattacharya, Badra, P.O. Pingla (Kherai).
'3k° Tarachand Bhattacharya, Kavyatirtha, Tilantapara Mahendra ' 
Jr. High School, Vill. and P.O. Bhemua.
35 • Scttfitosh Ghandiu Be, Gohaihidanga Jr. High School, P.O. 
Bharmapur. •
36. Bidhubhusan Adhikari, Kakgechia. Satyanarayan Jr. High 
School, P.O. Kakgechia.:
.5/1
37* Kalaoha^ d Memdalp K.B.S.C, 2nd Class Jr. High School, 
■ Banspahari. • :
39.. Rarnkri'shna Pradhayj,, Bagdobajalpai Jr. High School. P.O. 
Caudipur,
. ' ; Vill. Babupur, P*0. Kulerahatih
41. Pfabhat ICimar Maity, Krishnanagar Manindranath Jr.
,V High School/P.O. Krishnanagar. Kant hi.
H2* Subheiidubikas. Tripathi,.Ektal B.M.Jr. High School? P.O. 
Chaudri.
r  .H3.; Birendranath Bhuyna, Vill. Cholaberah, P.O. Kesiyapata. 
robdh' Carndra Bhuyna,
38. Manibhusan Sanlra, Abasbari High School.
40. Nagendrariath Jana, Babupur agicultural Jr. High School
Sachindrafe*^  Cliakravant i Kavya-Vyakarantirtha
Saulcoya Gurhcaran. Jr. High. School, P.O. Sankya.
45. M ono ran j an Adagij^ i , B.A. Tihldioqa Baikuntha Vidyayatan,
P.O., Tilfcho;O0L. ‘ .
46. Rang-3-it Ktuiar Bera, B.A., Vill. and P.O. Madhabpur.
47.'Teachers of Mahglapota High School, P.O. Khadkusma.
48.; Jagannath Bhuyna, Panchgedya Jr. High School, Vill.
Yesuya P.O. Alokkendra..
49. Phanindranath kavya-Vyakarantirtha, Laksya High School,
. , . • P.O. Laksya. •
50. G-aurharij&as, Kalaganda Rajani Vidyabhavan, P.O. Bobandi.
5 /2-
51,. Kanai Kandap, Vill. Markanda Chak, P.0..Pristupur Bazar. 
52. Amar Kumap Sarkar, Sen Bharati, P.O.- Padihati.
' MUR 3HIDABAD ' .
1. Dwarikanath Mandal, Jaypur Jr. High School, P.O. Jaypur.
2. Yamini Mohon Mandal,.B.A., Singar Jr. High School, P.O. 
Navagram.
3* Sukhendu Kumap Sengupta, Baidyapup, P.O. Tenya.
I}-. Amarchandra Ray, Dadpur Jp. :High School, P.O. Dadpur*,
5® Ardhendii K. Ray, Indrani.
6. Prahhat K. Singha, Jajam Jp. High School, P.O. Jajam.
.7* Kalipada Bhattacharya, Vyakarantiriha, Khenkul Jr. School 
P.O. Itore. ..
8. Mahiyftaranjan Ghakrava^ ti, Kavya-Vyakaran Purantirtha 
Nayansuk High School, P.O. Nayansuk.
9. Sudharanja Das, Balia Jr. High School, P.O. Balia.
10. BholanathGingha, Vill. Ramnagar, P.O. Bachra.
11. Dhirendranath Datta, Bishaharitala, P.O. Naspara.
12. A3it|)&marj&aha, Chancanda Lower Primary School P.O. Lohorpur 
13*. Kendiram Ghose, Manilmagar Jr. High School, P.O. Manikuagar 
lli-. Basudev Pramanik, Sargachi Ram Krishna Mission Basic
teachers* training School, P.O. Sargachi. .
15V Dula^ dhandra Ghose, Ram Krishna Mission Basic School, P.O. 
Sargachi.
16. Nanda Kumar Iialdar, Bhutni Candipur Jr. High School, 
P.O. Sukdertola.
17. Radhika Sulcul, B.A. B.T., Dukanpur High School, P.O. 
Rukanpur. , , ' • ^
18. Bishnupada Ghose, Parsalika,. P.O. Panchthupi.
19. G-aurisaMkar Mukhopadhyay, Vill. and P.O. Sahapur.
20. Srihas candra Pal, Vill. and P.O. Rajhat.
21. Md. JaidAli, Shaikpara Pragati Sangha, P.O. Bahaltali 
.22. Radhakanta; Pal, Khampur, P.O. Nonadanga.
23® Basukinath Chakravarti, Kavya-Vyakarantirtha, Kharjuna 
P.0. Audi.
2ho Kaliprasanna MajuH^ dar, Kusaharia Jr. High School, P.O.
’ G-arihpux*;
25. Dr. Amirchand Mandal, Pirtala, P.O. Diyad Patepur.
NADIA
1. Kamal Kumar Sanya1 P.O. Saniipur.
2. Ajit Kumar Pal, Ucha Buniyadi Vidyalay, P.O. Daksimpptra 
3« Ram Chandra Saha, Hijuly Siksahi Ketau Jr. High School,
P.O. IiiJuly.
h* Ksetramohon Chakravarti, Bapu;jinagar Jr. High School,
; P.O. Bapujinagah.'
' 5. Bihhuti Bhusan Chaudhuri, B.A., Vill. and P.O. Dharmada
5/4
6. Haranchandra Biswas?- Vill. and P.O..Bhajaughat.
7« Panendranath Pramanik? Vill. and P.O. Cauderghat.
8. Md. Shahidul Hup,? Basharkhola Jr. High School? P.O. 
Kaligung.
9* Kunmdnath Sarlcar? Ghurni High School? P.O. Krishnanagar. 
10. Satyanarayan Chakravarti? P.O. Baliadanga.
11o Nrisingha Prasad Chakravarti? Bamaupukur Jr. High School?
P.0. Bamanpukur•
•12* Pan‘chana#v Biswas? Palashipara.
13. Prafulla Kumar Banag^t?? Kavya-Vyakarantirtha? Dignagar Jr.
High School? P.O. Dignagar.
II4.. Bepin Chandra Biswas? Birpur Jr. High School? P.O. Birpur. 
13* Yatindraiiath Mandal? Patepur Jr. High'School? P.O. 
Suvarnapur.'
16. Anubha Sircar? Bahirgaehi? P.O. Hal Bahirgachi.
2 k  PARGMA3
1. Mtyananda Das? Dwanagar Moksadadinda Jr. High.School?
P.O. Dwarikanag.ar. •
2. Lalmohcm Mandal? Satjella-Jr. High School? Gosaba.
3. Head Master? Chaubaria?. Dinabandhu Vi dy a lay# Ohaubaria. 
k» Shyamapada Bejtta? Chakkrishnarampur? P.O. Phalta.
5. Yaminibhusah Padui? P.O.. Sahararhat? Phalta.
6. Narendranath Chattopadhyay? Vill.. and P.O. Sarisa.
7® Haripada Ghosh? M.A. B.T.? Chayghariya Rakhaldas High 
School? P.O.' Chayghariyg.
8» ,Phanibhusan Hira? Manikkool Jr. High School? P.O. Gopal- 
nagaro• •
9. Niranjan Niyogi? Raypur-Narendranath Vidyamandir? P.O. .
: G-heri Raypur. .
10. Bipin BiharV Mandal? P.O. Jaynagar? Majilpur.
.11. Pi1 aiiesh Ran j an .Mandal ? Istaranpur Jr. High School? P.O.
> .Ghoradal. ■
12. Bamsidhari Mallik? Jamtala? P.O. Keodatala.
13® St. Xavier^ Junior Technical School? P.O. Basanti.
1U® Shyamapada Datta? Rajibpur Jr. High School? P.O. Achipur. 
15® Gaurangadev Pal? M.A.? L.LB. Mokhali High School? P.O. 
Chinta.
16. Palan Chandra Purakait? Bamlcishorpur-Radhanagar Jr.. School 
.P.O. Radhanagar.
17®.|Sudliir (Sandra Gajf#^  Amtali Jaygopalpur Jr. High School.
(Satish Chandra Mandal^  P*0. Amtali.
18. Hrishikesh Santra? Atapur Keharam Jr. High School. P.O. 
TushkhsLi.
19® Halihi Kanta Das? Vill. and P.O. Manmatiha pur? Via. 
Kakdwip.
20. Hibratan Majumdar? Bhajna Ramchandrapur Jr. High School 
P.O. Ramchandrapur.
21. Shyamal' Gupta? Adhata Higher.Secondary School? P.O.
. Adhata.' " .
22. Madan Mohan . 3 am ant a.. Samali Bholanath Jr. High School. 
23* Biswapati O.jha? Vill. &nd P.O. Bragaballavapur? South .
Mathurapur.
2k* Susanta Haidar? Vill. Bagitpur? P.O. Mangalganj.
. WEST. DINAJPUR 
1. Bhaheschandra Ghosh?. B.A.B.T. Baul Parameswar High
School? P.O. Ramkrishnapur.,, “ ' .
2,. Nihar endu Ma 3 umdar ? P. .0. Ohingi spur »
3® Samarendranath'Saha?.Marnai Saratchandra Jr. High School 
P.O. Marnai.
![. Sitesh Chandra Say? Sahityabhusan? Kavya Purantirtha 
P.O. Balurghat.
5® Gaurgopal Chakravarti Kavya-Vyakarantirtha. Trimohini 
School? P.O. Hilio ^
6. Headmaster? Ttahar High School? P.O. Itahar.
7® Prasanta Kumar Datta? hehuchi?' P.O. Hemtabad.
8. Ksitish' Chandra Singha? \Bindol Jr. High School? P.O. 
Bindol.
9® A3it Kumar Das? Maharajahat Jr. High School? P.O. 
Maharajhato
10. Janardan De? Press Reporter? P.O. Raigang.
•Ho Indr a Narayan Bhattach^ cnj^ '? P.O. Churambn.
12. Narayan Chandra Sarkar? Samaspur Jr. High School? P.O.
..Samaspur. • ,
13° Harendranath Ghosh? Bhelai Jr. High School? P.O. Bhelai
.IR. Nripeiidranath Sarkar )
D ) Nasirpur? P.O. Khanpur
•Kalinath Chakravarti )
15® Md. Amjsad? Mahipal Pree Primary School? P.O. Mahipal.
I60 Hiranmay Das? Vill. and P.O. Majhiar.
17®. Dr. Sailesh Chandra Nandi? Qarhamangala Jr. High School 
Vi11. and P.O. Sarbamangla.
' ASSAM
1. Po Goswami? M.A.? D.Phil.? Reader In? English? Gauhati 
University.
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Notes on Illustrations 
A. Images said to “be of Manasa-
1. Stone , From Deopara, Rajshahi; now in Rajshahi
Museum* East Pakistan#
2. .Stone* From Khidrapalli* Rajshahi; now in Rajshahi 
Museum, East Pakistan*
3. Stone, From Bihar; now in Indian Museum, Calcutta®
ft* ? > From Bengal; now in Rangpui* Sahitya Parisad
Museum, East Pakistan.
5* Stone, From Tapan, Dinajpur; now in Rajshahi Museum, 
East Pakistan.
6. Stone, From Badal, Dinajpur; .now in Rajshahi Museum, 
East Pakistan..
7* Bronze, From Rajshahi; now in Indian Museum, Calcutta.
8. Bronze,. From Bengal;* now In British Museum, \ London.
9. Stone? From Tundara, Balaspr, Orissa.
10. ? 9 From Silghat, Nowgong, Assam.
11* ? ? From Banshihari? Dinajpur, Bengal.
12. ? ? From Bhadiswar? Birbhum ?.Bengal.
Bo Kotav.asini or Kotasanl .
13* ? 9 From Mayurabhanja? Orissa.
C o - Far^ vanatha.
11^. Stone? From Dharapata? Bankura, Bengal.
bo Jagatgauri or 1 ap;atg;aur l-Manasa ‘n—r ~ T T ¥ i —»~t—*1 r -n ~ T ~ f - r f— ~iTMJTi^~J~nMf*rTM~nTmn>~nii—rr n W ^ r i « « i M ^ W i i . i  ■ fc i.t.n w i i w ^  _i i
15. Stone? From Jayakrishnapur? Bankura? Bengal.
16• Stone? From Narkeldanga? Burdwan? Bengal..
• Fo . Pi^ esent day Manas a images.
17- Farthen? From Dakshinpara? Nadia? Bengal
18. Earthen? From Lakshmanpur? Hooghly? Bengal.
19- Far then? From Bishnupur? Bankura? Bengal.
F. Padmavatl . ‘
—  I.l l l l  llll I | III' — HU i|| ilM lMQii *
20. Stone? From Ra^ gir? Bihar.
GL Tr ai1 okyav i j aya ' ’ ■ • . .
> m m  i i 11 m  nni" i i r v n r iT u  r n» r ir -----"r~r~ r~n  ^ 1
21 o Stone? now Nalanda Museum? Bihar?. .
Image worshipped as Manasa 
22o Brass? From Kidde.rpore? 2!{. Parganas? Bengali
It Pots used at Manasa worshipI 'rfW  TIWHlW* IO*m !■*< Hi*l * > I tt HlUl r. In < ■ M |T>I HJir'. BWHWI , J.
23. ( a & b) Farthe^ n?' From Panchmuda? Bishmtpur ? Bank&ita 
Bengali' . '. , '
2ly Farthe^ n? From Panchmuda? BishflMkpur ? Bankura? Bengal
J. Printed Pictures used at Manasa'worship 
25O From Dharmada ? Nadi a ? Bengal. ■
26* From Kumhira?~Sabdalpur? -Malda? Bengal.
K« Symbolic representation of Manasa . v •.iwtw^»fir«rrMr~nriMM<i»BW<wfmwiw-rtfiTi-im-wri 'fWwiiiiH<iiw>rMrort>*TWw i ifiiiM i i i i t— umPni-ttuMaTiriiOiTninn-miii in iiwmn »n> n . . . .
27* From vRapghat ? Murshldabad? Bengal,*
IJ« Printed, picture .-used at the time of Vrata •
.28 *. From Kumbira? Sabdalpur ?. Malda ? Bengal«
■M. Jhanpan Ceremony - . ’. - MMIWPIWft— w-* IW l* .  LM I? m iH i !'■> III «WL, *
29® From the original painting of'F.B? Solyyns.,
30. From Bishnupur? Bankura? Bengal.
31 *;Front Bishnupur ?' ■ Bankura ? Bengal*
Plate-1. Deopara, Rajahahi, East Bengal.
Plate- 2. Khldrapalll, Rajshahi, East Bengal.


Plate - 5. Tapan, Dlnajpur, West Bengal
Plate - 6. Badal, Dinajpur, V/est Bengal
Plate- 7. Rajshahi,Bengal
__
__
_

Plate - 9* Tundara, Balasor, Orrissa
Plate-10, Silghat, Nowgong, Assam.
Plate - 11. Banshlharl,Dlnajpur, Bengal.
.
Plate - 12. Bhadlswar, Birbhum, Bengal
Plate - 13. Mayurbhanja, Orissa
Plat© 14. Dharapata, Bankura, Bengal.
Plate - 15. Jayakri shnapur, Bankura* Bengal
Burdwan, Bengal
Plate - 17. Dakshlnpara, Nadia, Bengal.
Plat© - 18, Lakshanpur, Hooghly,Bengal
Plate - 19* Bishnupur, Bankura, Ba^ngal
Plate- 20. Rajgir, Bihar
21. From Nalanda Museum, Bihar

Plate- 23(a), Panchmuda, Blshnupur, Bankura, Bengal,
Plate 23(b)# Panchmuda, Blshnupur, Bankura, Bengal.
Plate 24. Panchmuda, Bishnupur, Bankura, Bangal.
Plate- 25. Dharmada,Nadia,Pengal.
In»»«'
..Pl^te- 26. Kumblra,Sabdalpur,Maida,Bengal.
Plate -27. Rajghat, Murshidabad, Be
ngal
• i -1 s
T?
Plate-28. Kumblra, Sattdalpur, Malda, Bengal.
I M A M N
Plate-29. From the original painting of F.B.Solvyns.
Plate - 30. Blshnupur, Ban lair a, Bengal
r(
Plate- 31. Bishnupur, Bankura, Bengal.
